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SECTION FOUR. 

The Influence of Far Eastern art on the vi~ual arts in Eneland and France 

from 1868 to the 1880's. 

The final section of my thesis will present an account of the effect 

of Far Eastern art on the practice of the visual arts in England and 

France after the Japanese appearance at the Paris exhibition of 1867. 

The history of painting in the 1870's and later is much better docu-

mented than'that of the 1860's. It is therefore possible to proceed in 

more gene,:ral terms without giving an account of every painting made during 

the period known to contain Japanese influence, for we shall not encounter 

the problems of interpretation which were fundamental to an understanding 

of Japanese influence on art during the 1860's. 

Indeed the account of the 1860's in Section O~ has prepared for the 

discussion of the development of Japanese influence which I hope to 

enlarge upon hers. The later careers of Manet, Degas and ~.'histler, for 

instance, can be seen as consolidations of the artistic discoveries which 

they made under the impact of the revelation of Japanese art during the 

• 1860's. 

In the interests of brevity and coherent presentation of ideas, this 

-section will rely on a selective discussion of artists and their works. 

There are two aspects to this. The first concerns the application 

of ~recise critical analysis to the development of individual artists in 

relation to Far Eastern art. In this way I hope to show that the relation 

of nineteenth century painting to its time is more diverse than has been 

realised. Furthermore, through a comparative analysis of the use of Far 

Eastern art by various artists I hope to show that the historical and 

social context in which they created their works offered a great variety 

of frames of reference of both formal and "symbolic" significance which 

were made full use of by the artists. Nineteenth century art possesses 

as many levels of reference as any other. Far Eastern influences are among 
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them. This problem resolves itself into the question of the extent to 

which the work of different artists shows similar or identical linguistic 

or symbolic borrowings from Far F~stern art. It concerns the extent to 

which general conclusions can be made about the formal and symbolic 

association contained within the work of a given period. 

It has been assumed, for instance, that the Impressionists shared 

certain stylistic intentions. However it is only in the last few years 

that the complexity and possible variety of these intentions has begun 

to be realised. Recently it has become much easier to challenge the 

valid! ty of stylistic generalisations such as "Impressionism". The use 

of Japanese art by various "Impressionists" will provide a useful analy

tical tool with which to approach the question of their stylistic coher

ence. It will therefore be necessary to attempt an identification of 

some of the effects of Japanese art. The examples of brushwork, types 

of visual coding in the descriptions of objects, compositional patterns, 

colour systems and other possible general formal effects of Far Bastern 

influence suggest themselves at once. 

Related to these formal questions there exists the problem of the 

search for an image which could be understood rapidly, a simultaneous 

image. Such a search was clearly undertaken for complex cultural reasons 

not simply in pursuit of a radical optical naturalism. 

The influence of Far Eastern culture and art contributed greatly to 

the notions of simultaneity and spontaneity of visual expression which 

came to the forefront of artistic interest during the 1870's. Such 

generalised aesthetic aims came to replace, or rather to complement the 

traditional content of works of art. 

Indeed the problem of the importance and significance of subject 

matter in the art of this period is extremely complex. 

By this I mean much more than the question of the artists' choice 

of subject on the superficial level of whether it is "Heal1stic", 

"Impressionistic" or "Symbolic". Rather I wish to discuss the revolution 



in the attitudes of artists to subject matter which I believe took place 

during the 1870's, prompted by the Far ~astern example. 

By following the use of Far Eastern art by various artists during 

the later nineteenth century, I hope to show that their works are as 

complex and as complete statements of human experience as the art of any 

other time. 
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I shall argue for the rejection of the received historical account of 

the visual arts during this period. This account proceeds by depriving 

individual artists and their works of many resonances and subtleties of 

meaning in order to fit them to a stylistic label. Such labels always 

fail to account for the essence of the creative process which produced 

the works of art under investigation because their technical convenience 

1s far outweighed by the blinkers which they impose on the historian. 

I will use the knowledge of the historical development of the Far 

£astern example in Western art established in Sections 2 and 3 of this 

thesis to recover a more accurate understanding of the creative process 

of this time. By "creative process" I mean the historical relations of 

the intellect, the forms of the material world and of human society as they 

are rearranged and altered by the artist in the course of his work. 

iVen as a convenient historical shorthand, terms like Impressionism, 

Symbolism or Aestheticism have become very difficult to use with accuracy. 

As received concepts with which to describe the creative processes of the 

time they are destructive. 

They appear to have the authority of historical immanence. The 

Impressionists were, after all, known as the Impressionists by their 

contemporaries. However when the term is used by historians it is for

gotten that no critical formulation of the artistic intentions of the 

"Impressionists" was made until some years after the 1870's. Moreover 

the common "generalised" historical understanding of the Impressionism 

as a style did not first appear until the 1890's or even later. In fact 
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it is a nonsense to use the term "Impressionism" with anything but the 

mos t arbitrary historical retevance. The same is true for all other 

conceptual generalities which have so influenced the historical accounts 

of the visual arts in the later nineteenth century. I shall show that to 

giVe an accurate account of the creative achievements of this time it is 

necessary to look at the artist as an.individual against the whole con

text 'of his times. not as an aesthetic politician whether reactionary 

(Salon) or revolutionary (Impressionist) stamp. I shall therefore try to 

avoid such generalisations. 

The fundamental rethinking of the nature of the languages of visual 

art in the 1860's flowered in the 1870's into a great variety of forms. 

I have demonstrated that Far Eastern art acted as a catalyst, a powerful 

spur to artistic innovation during the 1860's. 

During the 1870's its role changed. It is no exaggeration to say 

that, as knowledge of Japanese art developed, so a whole visual tradition 

was assimilated into Western art. Huysmans' suggestion that the 1879 1 

Paris Salon could have been improved by replacing all the exhibits with 

Japanese prints was not entirely frivolous. Sections 2 and 3 of this 

thesis have given the account of the process by which this new tradition 

was created and of the broad limits of the cultural significance assigned 

to Far Bastern art in the West. Japanese art in the 1870's was no longer 

a catalyst but a highly reactive element in the Western tradition with 

its valencies constantly and sharply determined by European knowledge and 

European cultural myths. 

In this section. I will explore the implications of the hypothesis 

that European artists who used Far Eastern example in the 1870's or later 

did so in order to develop the overall complexity of their work, not 

simply as a dictionary of new forms to be arbitrarily applied. The crucial 

case to be discussed in this respect is that of Manet and the "Impression

ists". of whom I have selected Bonet and Degas for special study. I will 

show that the unique use of the Far Eastern example by each of the artists 
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I discuss indicates the complexity of their work and that to conceive of 

Naturalism as a narrow and reductive aesthetic attitude is to misunder-

stand it. I will show that the differences in artistic attitude and in 

style amongst the naturalistic artists are much greater than the similar-

ities which circumstances have led historians to emphasise. The work of 

',.Jhis tler and others of the "Aesthetic Movement" is often placed crudely 

in opposition to that of the naturalistic artists. By means of an exam-

ination of the role of Far Eastern art I hope to show the fallacy of such 

unhistorical characterisation. 

I will also discuss the work of Tissot and stevens in order to 

demonstrate that the use of Far Eastern art was in no sense a character
istic of the "Avant Garde". Indeed I hope to show that the 
concept of an"Avant Garde" is of very little help in interpreting this 

period. stevens was well aware of most of the aesthetic implications of 

Japanese art, yet his attitude to these was very different to that of 

Degas or Manet, though he made great use of them. I will also eive an 

account of the influence of Japanese art on minor artists and illus-

trators such as Walter Crane and of the work of Mortimer Menpes and 

other artists who travelled to Japan. 

Artistic activity in the later nineteenth century was more diverse, 

less divisive, than has usually been assumed. Creative activity was 

deeply rooted in the total spectrum of contemporary experience and in a 

commonly recognised range of aesthetic problems. Nowhere is this more 

eloquently demonstrated than in the letters of Van Gogh who is often, 

mistakenly, treated as an artist without roots in the aesthetic pre

occupations of his time. I shall show by discussing the place of Japan-

ese art in his work that it in fact forms a logical conclusion to the 

pursuit of the rcal, the modern and the natural which is the theme of 

all artists who involved themselves with Japanese art in the 1870's and 

1880's. 
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SECTION FOUR 

CHAPr~ ONE. The Consummation of the Struggle with the Language of 

Painting. Nanet and the li'ar FXlstern E.'xamp1e after 1867. The Genesis of 

Impressionism; Honet and Degas as enthusiasts for Japanese Art. 

r1anet and the Far Eastern Example after 1867. 

In 1880 Manet exhibited several works in the Paris Salon, including 

"Chez~e're LathUi*". Huysmans was provoked by this to comment that 

Manet was completely dominated by Far Eastern art, in particular the 

Japanese prints 

r·'la.net n' avai t ni les poumon~ ni les reins assez 
solides pour imposer ses idees par une oeuvre 
forte. Apres s'~tre mal deba~ss~ des pastiches 
raccordes de Velasquez, de Goya, de Theotocopule 
et de bien d'autres, il a erre, tatonne; il a 
indiq~ la route ~ suivre et lui-meme est demeure 

/\ stationnaire, en arret devant les albums de Japon, 
se d~ballent avec les balbuties de son dessin, 
luttant contre la fra1cheur de ses esquisses qu'il 
g-atai t, en les travaillant. SOlllDle toute, 1>1. Ivlanet 

./ est aujourd'hui distancie par 1a plupart des 
-' ... 

peintres qui ont pu Ie considerer jadis, et a 
bon droit, comme un ma1tre. 

Huysmans thought that having liberated himself from the Spanish and 

from the "Realist" aesthetic, Manet had lost the leadership of the French 

artists which had been his in 1868~ Huysmans' criticism would be of 

interest if only because it gives some indication that a contemporary 

could "see" Japanese influence as one of the foremost elements in Nanet's 

1 

work, during the 1870's, as Huysmans himself had done in previous re- 2 

views. In itself this would justify an investigation of Manet's 

involvement with Far Eastern art, for this would reveal much about the 

contemporary attitude to Japanese art and the significance attributed to 

its forms in the West. Huysmans' view that, for artists, the novelty of 

the Far Eastern example had faded by 1879 confirms the results of the 

investigation of the developing atU tudes to it during the 1870' s made 

earlier in this thesis. However Huysmans' remark.also highlights the 
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enigma of Manet'a work during these years. 

It is undoubtedly true that after the 1867 exhibition Vanet'a art 

was essentially a struggle to consolidate and develop the research in 

painting language which he began in the early 1860's. However Huysmans' 

cha)rge of conservatism is less acceptable. There is a sense in which 

Hanet is one of the last recognisable Old Masters of 1'uropean art. A 

painter for whom the act of creation was essentially and primarily an 

act of synthesis rather than analysis. This remains true for the 1870's 

as for the 1860's despite his abandonment of the traditional "motif". 

Huysmans' call for perpetual innovation results from the stress on the 

partial and the impermanent that are the inevitable results of a purely 

aY'alyt1cal aI'proach to art. 

Paradoxically, this attitude was, in part, called into being by 

the Japanese example and by the resulting conception of art as a process 

without an ultimate produot. This is particularly noticeable in the 

case of \·,'histler. 

It has been held that the essential 'separation between Hanet and 

the artists who fully adopted the new naturalism was his attachment to 

the notion that a work of art is always a synthesis of meaning and form. 

of subjective emotion and material fact. I shall demonstrate later in 

this chapter that this is too simple a view. Many later critics and 

historians have followed Huysmans' view that Japanese art was only a 

"radical" influence for a brief period in the late 1860's and early '70s. 

(roughly 1867-1873). This view follows from the assumption that IIJanet 

and the Impressionists were naive naturalists to whom the social, philo-

sophical and, in general terms, the symbolic and cultural aspects of 

their work were lost. I hope to show that on the contrary Ja~~nese art 

remained of interest to these artists throughout the 1870's and in the 

case of Monet until the 1920's precisely because their art was related 

to many levels of contemporary experience. 
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Irrmediately, however, we must discuss the questions raised by 

Huysmans, whether l'Janet was in fact constantly drawing on the Japanese 

example during the 1870's and whether in so doing he was bemused and 

simply repeated the incomplete "naturalistic" visual formulae that he 

first found in it in the 1860's. 

We have little direct evidence to help us. The inventory of Manet' s 

possessions taken on his death in 1883 shows only one Far Eastern object -

a small Chinese screen, in the Salon. There is no reference to Japanese 

prints, though it may be that some were concealed in a "catch-all" item. 3 

Nor do we have any direct evidence that l1anet owned any other Far 

Eastern work durin:~ the 1870's. Duret, writing after 1900, records that 

Nanet considered Japanese prints amongst the greatest works of art and 

compares his drawing to that of Hokusail 

I know of no-one with whom he can be compared to 
in this respect except Hokusai, whose rapid 
drawings of the Mangwoua combine simplicity with 
perfect definition of character. Manet ereatly 
admired wha t he had. been able to see of Hokusai' s 
work and praised unreservedly the volumes of the 
}1angwa which he had come across. 

Duret's connection with Manet dates back to 1865 but the relation-

ship intensified after 1868 when Manet painted Duret's portrait. More-

over Duret testifies that he "discovered" the hangwa and Japanese art 

in the 1867 exhibition. As we have seen Duret acquired a large collect-

ion of Japanese prints during his travels to the East with Cernuschi 

in the early 1870's. He gave pride of place to the works of Hokusai 

in his collection, in his writings on Japanese art and in his section of 

the 1883 exhibition organised by Louis Gonae. It 1s likely that Duret 

was a major source of Manet'e knowledge of Japanese art and sustained 

his belief in the importance of Hokuaai. 

Manet was, in fact, surrounded by enthusiasts for Japanese art. 

He had a long association with Ph. Hurty who was a pallbearer at his 

funeral, with Duret, Alfred stevens and Zola. The development of Burty's 

collection of Japanese art has been traced earlier in this thesis. 

4 

5 
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He also knew lesser "japonistes", such as ZachaztAstruc. He made an 

etching of T. de Banville in the background of which were several Far 

Eastern objects, including fans and a Buddha. 

~~net was undoubtedly close to the development of the enthusiasm 

for Japanese art in Paris after the 1867 exhibition. However there are 

only two direct quotations from Japanese art in his paintings after 

1867. The portrait of Berthe ?-lorisot, "Le Repos" 18f2, shows an uniden-

tifiable triptych print above Morisot's head and the "Portrait of 
J. /' , .,...- ~ ... 
~ It):) "'-,\""~\ -\..\,'1--\,'-. r O~<l 

l'Ja.dame Callias" of 1874 makes use of a series of Japanese fans hung on 

a wall as a background. Behind the fans is a Japanese decorative 

hanging of some kind showing a heron or ibis on the shore of a stream. 

This has been claimed to have been wallpaper, but it is my view that it 

derives either from a Japanese embroidered screen hanging opened flat 

against the wall as was the fashion at that time, or an embroidered 

hanging. One can see the woven patterned "ribbon" bounding the panel 

clearly and it appears to be joined onto another panel brocaded with 

the same ribbon. Such a use of ribbon is typical of Japanese screens. 

It would appear that Manet abstracted motifs from the screen or 

hanging to fit in with his compositions more accurately. The same bird 

motif appears in "Nana" of 1877, but Manet has changed its relationship 
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6 

1 

to the framing ribbon completely. We can however be reasonably certain 8 

that the original image was woven,not painted, for the legs of the bird 

appear in the "Still Life with Ham" of 1880, and are represented in a 9 

manner that suggests separate strands of material within a decorative 

weave. 

It seems reasonable to assume therefore that the source for these 

backgrounds was present in Manetta studio throughout the 1810's. 10 

However he never made direct representation of it and therefore we 

cannot be certain as to its form. My opinion is that it was a screen 

suspended on a wall. 

These instances together with the Japanese doll in the painting of 
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Duret's Japanese dog Tama are the only direct representations of Japanese 

motifs in ~anet's work of the 1870's. They add nothing in themselves 

to my discussion of Manet's use of Japanese-art in the 1860's and were 

they the only evidence we have of his interest in Far Eastern art we 

could be correct in assuming, as.so many have, that Far Bastern work 11 

merely added to his art an occasional exotic perfume consistent with 

"modernity". 

Nor is this position much affected by a consideration of the problem 

or "motir" in the 1870's. l<Ianet's art during this period may have 

external sources but they have not been discovered and the search ror 

speciric Japanese sources for any of his works would not be proritable. 
/ . 

Indeed the Musee Cernuschi, the best potential source of such material 

has been inaccessible to researchers. ~Ianet was no longer interested in 

the problem or the translation of a "motif" into modern terms. He was 

now in a position to attempt to take his subjects directly from his own 

experience. The role which the Japanese example had as a catalyst in 

the transformation of motifs into a modern form was no longer relevant. 

Nonetheless there were two aspects of Manetts search for the "modern" 

which remained intimately bound up with the Japanese example. 

Naturally these links are difficult to elucidate and impossible to 

present with absolute certainty as they are all to be found in the 

difficult area where form becomes interchangeable with symbol, where the 

source of revelation is masked behind the reality it reveals. Nonethe-

less I hope to show that as Manet consolidated the results or his 

struggle with the language of painting the Far Eastern example was 

constantly before him, a major influence on his development. 

We have seen above that by 1867 Manet was a highly developed artist 

with a great admiration for Far Eastern art which resulted in his own 

art being compared to Japanese art by ZoIa, and in the appearance of a 

Japanese print in his portrait of Zola. 
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Durine the 1861 exhibition he would have had ample opportunity to 

study the Far Bastern sections in the Champ de Mars. li'ifty of his own 

paintings were on show in a temporary pavil.ion just across the river 

in the Place de l'Alma and the view that he painted of the Champ de 11ars 

is of the section of the grounds which included the Chinese pavilo ion. 

By 1868 Nanet had recorded his debt to Japanese art in his portrait 

of Zola. During that year he made further acknowledgements of this debt 

in two of his paintings. They are "The Balcony" and the "Luncheon in the 

studio". Although many critics have asserted that there is no thematic 

or symbolic link in "The Balcony" I hope to show that it is the last 12 

painting in which Manet consciously confronted the problems of creating 

a new language of painting in terms of separate symbols of its aspects. 

The composition as a whole is clearly dependent on Goya's painting 

Ithajas on a balcony". Manet probably knew the version in the Nontpensier 

collection in Paris which was reproduced in Yriarte's ItGoya" of 1867. 

He may also have seen the version ofothe painting in the Prado during 

his journey in Spain. However Goya's painting is concerned with the 

romantic bravura of human relationships against the background of a 

strict social code. This is reflected in a tension between the cloaked 

anonymous male and the elaborately dressed ~~jas sparkling against the 

deep shadows. Manetts articulation is quite different. The composition 

as a whole is clear and open, but each figure in the design has its own 

independent reality conveyed by its decorative presence within tne design 

of the painUng rather than by an implied dramatic tension betweer. the 

subjects of the painting. Manet's painting represents a possibility of 

modern experience. a reality at once dream-like and self-contained, that 

had first been articulated by Baudelaire. 

Courthion quotes Baudelaire's "Le :Balcon" in relation to this 13 

painting. \.hilst one may doubt the historical aptness of the quotation 

it is clearly a pointer to the artistic intention of the work. 
I 

We have seen 
/ 
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that in earlier work Manet used Japanese art to achieve the correct 

"moderni ty" of feeling. In this painting he does the same thing. The 

green shutters and balcony railings lend the painting a fragile 

"decorative" quality. They are derived directly from Japanese prints, 

probably those showing the geisha district of Tokyo, the Yoshiwara. In 

these prints much is made of the motifs supplied by the delicate wood and 

bamboo members and shutters and screens in Japaese domestic buildings. 

Their function is to supply a grid which focusses attention on the geisha, 

a pair of lovers or a group in such a way that the "still centre" of 

their existence is revealed. 

Manet uses the same device of fine linear patterns which define 

both the physical and psychological environment of his sitters to invoke 

a similar neutral ambience. The balcony railing forms a transparent 

spatial curtain which separates and encloses the three figures behind it. 

Its rhythmical pattern is subtly emphasised by its almost exact bilateral 

symmetry. This rhythm combines with patterns of the shutters to empha

sise the isola ted :Jelf-contained qual! ty of each figure. In addition 

the absence of a visible base for the railing and consequently of a 

link with the viewer places the figures in a quasi-imm~table relationship 

to him. Paradoxically this type of compositional relationship often 

results in the viewer reading the work as the "image of a passing moment". 

However contemporary critics missed even this possibility and attacked 

Manet for what they considered an unmitigated crudity. The shutters and 

railing, with their devastating flatness were unfavourably commented on 

by practically every critic who saw the work in the 1869 Salon. They 

remarked, almo~t to a man, that Manet had taken up house painting, using 

buckets of Veronese green to finish his work quickly. It seems to me 

that it is just possible that Manet knew the Japanese descriptive name 14 

for the Yoshiwara prints, "Images of the green houses". In any case he 

certainly borrowed the motif of railings and shutters from them. As 
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we have seen the most likely Japanese artists to have influenced him are 

those active in the mid-nineteenth century Toyokuni seems to be the most 

likely candidate, though Kuniyoshi and several others working at that 1(1) 

time also produced prints using this motif. 

J'llanet was to use it in two of his later major works, the "Chemin 

de Fer" of 1873 and "Dans la Serre" of 1879. In both cases a human 

relationship is presented against a series of regular "decorative" 

elements supplied in the earlier work '~ the bars of the railings 

through which the child gazes at the train and in the latter by the 

wooden slats of the seat and back of the beach on which ~~dame Guillemet 

sits. The appearance of such a new motif in }anet's art would be of 

interest even if it was used only as a transparent barrier to demark and 

denote pictorial space. The motif had not been previously used in 

Western art, and as I shall show it was taken up by several other artists 

including Degas. However as we have seen, it also has a psychological 

purpose, proposing a certain mode of existence and relationship between 

the human beings within the painting, between them and the pictorial 

environment and between the painting as a whole and the viewer. In 

"Le Chemin de Fer" the curiosity of the girl for the railway is balanced 

by the "mother's" curious look at the viewer and their presences are 

linked and spatially and psychologically determined by the motif of the 

railings. Ph. Burty wrote about the "Chemin de Fer" in the Henaissance 

Litt~raire et Artistique in terms very similar to those he used about 

some Japanese art in his articles appearing simultaneously in the same 

15 

periodical. He called it "an impression of nature, but of nature seen 15b 

with sensitivity and treated with refinement". Thus we may see that 

Burty was acting as transmitter of ideas involving the Far Eastern 

example into the period of the genesis of the "Impressionist" attitudes 

to art. 

By 1873 however we may suppose that Manet was simply making superb 

use of his pictorial language. In "Le Baleon" we may see this in its 



final stages of formation. 

The boy bearing a salver in the background of the work is a memo~ 

from Manet's earlier art and is here as an echo of Velasquez. Noreover 

while each of the figures in the foreground is identifiable they also 

function as symbols of the elements from which }~net forged his style. 

The painter Antoine Guillemet standing at the back is treated in a 

manner derived from the Dutch painters who Manet greatly admired. 

Eerthe Morisot seated at the front is in Spanish costume, carrying a 

fan and painted as a Spanish beauty with her face described in strong 

contrasts of light and dark. On the other hand Mme. Claus, standing on 

the right is painted in shimmering indeterminate layers of colour and 

in a highly affected pose, fiddling with her gloves, supporting an 

umbrella in the crook of her left arm. 
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In my view she is rendered in a manner appropriate to the "Japanese" 

"lement in Manet's style. Not only would Manethavehad Japanese prints 16 

and paintings to study, he would also have been able to observe the 

Japanese women at work in the 1867 exposition and it was probably in 

this way that he derived Mlle. Claus' strange headdress, her hair is up 

and a "Bouquet" of white flowers is placed on her forehead. Horeover 

her face is vague, symmetrical, barely a "portrait" in comparison with 

that of Berthe Morisot. 

There is of course no direct evidence for this interpretation of 

"Le Baleon". However if on looks back to 11anet's struggle with tradit

ional languages of painting before 1867 it would be natural for him to 

retain a partially "symbolic" approach to a modern subject until his 

style was formed to a point where he could use it freely as he wished. 

"Le :Ba1con" marks that point. From now on Japanese art was to make a 

different form of contribution to ~Wmet's art. Its role was essentially 

that of any other element within a tradition. Manet was to draw on it 

to vary and expand the pictorial language that the Far Eastern example 

, 
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had helped him to form in the 1860's. lIis drawinp; and L'Taphic Y.'ork 

therefore forms a much more important indication of his Use of the Far 

Eastern example than it did before 1867, for as I shall show, it was 
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through his graphic work that f1anet experimented with new elements in 17 

his pictorial vocabulary, which he often incorporated in his painting. 

The history of these graphic experiments seems to parallel the }~ropean 

discovery of different aspects of Japanese art durine the 1870's, as I 

have described it earlier in this thesis. 

Two other indications of the probability of Manet's continued 

involvement with the Far Eastern example are those formal aspects of his 

style which suggest Japanese models and the declaration of his friends, 

critics and of the painter himself. By bringing these elements together 

I hope to show that 11anet remained constantly aware of the Japanese 

example as he refined his art during the 1870's. By implication it should 

become clear that "Impressionism" was not a radical turning point in 

l''Ianet's career brought about solely by his fortuitous relationship with 

Nonet but a logical development of I'Janet' s efforts to create a "modern" 

style with all that this implied. 

"Lunch in the StudiO", the second painting made in 1868 in which 

Manet recorded his debt to Japanese art contains an indication of its 

changed role in his art. The composition of the painting is rather 

crowded but basically it follows the stylistic possibilities of his 

earlier paintings. The direct link to Japanese art is provided by the 

cat sitting next to the helmet and swords in the lower left-hand corner 

of the painting. The image of the cat is a completely flat black sil

houette from which legs, tail and one ear can be discerned protrudinR 

as the cat curls itself up in the act of washing. The cat is an unmist

akeable acknowledgement of Manet's debt to the Japanese example. 

It can be traced to the cats taken from the print of cats by 

lIiroshige which were used as bas de page illustration for Champfleury's 18 

"Les Chats". Its pose, silhouette and manner of drawing are identical 
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wi tr. the cat 1 n the centre of t.h(' bottom row of IIiroshi!{e'", print. There 

is no doubt tl'at Vallet knew laroship:e'B print and used it in "Lunch in 

the Studio" and in the associated engraving. It provides clear evidence 

that ~1anet was makine a detailed study of Japanese art. 

During 10GO Manet was working on the lithograph "La. Rendezvous des I(2) 

Chats" which was used in 1810 as a poster for Champfleury's book. One 

proof bears a dedication by Champfleury to Na.dar. Hiroshige's print was 

at that time believed to be by Hokusai and no doubt ~ianet imitated its 

style believing it to be by the Japanese artist whom Duret informs us he 

admired almost beyond criticism. In using the image of a cat to indicate 

his debt to Jap13nese art, }',anet was not relying solely on stylistic 

characteristics to make his point. As we have seen th0 Japanese portrayal 

of animals was greatly admired and this admiration someho", cama to reside 

especially in images of cats. This is not surprising when one considers 

that most nineteenth century Japanese print makers made studies of cats. 

Eventually in 1893 a book solely concerned with Jc1panese cat imagery was 

published in Rouen, "Le Chat d'apr'es les Japonais" par J. Adelina. In 20 

1869 ft.anet made it clear that he was a.ware of the associn. tion in an 

~ "k Chat et Les Fleurs". which shows" cat lookinC at a large r(3) 

Japanese bronze vase holding flowers. The intimate presentation of the 21 
, 

scene derives from Eastern art, though the style is not JaI~nese, beinG' 

limited by the etching technique. l.'lane t. does show a considerable 

interest in the designs on the bronze however. Several drawings of cats 

by f'ianet dated from 1868 survive in the Louvre. One in black cra¥on 

shows three cats, one of which is identical with the cat in "Luncheon 

in the Studio". Another, "Chat sous une chaise", shows the beffinninc 

of l·janet's interest in Oriental brush technique, though its wash drawing 22 

is laid on a pencilled guide line, it shows an awareness of the potential 

in dynamic outline and direct brushstrokes in dra.wing. This interest in 

Oriental paintin{~ technique was to flower as morc Japcmcse painting 

bec:lrne available during the 1870's. Hanet's developing understanding 
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of this tpchnintJc iR -jramatic;-.ll:r Jemonl'1trntcd by a comr,arinon of "Ch;'Jt 

SOUR un chaise" with the wiib:rcolour bruoh -drawinl~ of ca.ts h~: used to 

illusLrate two of the letters that he wrote to Mlle. Lemonnier in the 1(5) 

last years of his life. 23 

'The freedom with which watercolour is handled in these later sketches 

and indeed in hi,: later watercolours a3 ?. whole testifies to the tremen-

dous strides which Ji:anet's understanding of Japanese art made during the 

1810's. I ~hall trace this development in the course of this· essay. 

In the late 1860's however i:anet's interest in Japanese art centred 

on the effects found in woodblocy. prints, notably those black and white 

effects in the NanD"Wa and similar books of prints. He made fI: 

based on the drawing of cats which he used in "Luncheon in the studio" 

in order to test out these effects in a graphic medium close to that of 24 

the Japanese originals. Apart from the probability that the hanginG 

scroll in the upper right hana COrner of "Luncheon in·the Studio" is 8.. 

Japanese painting on silk there is r,o other acknowleclt~mer.t of Far 

:Eastern interest in i'Janet' s paintine. j·Janet' s pictorial langclage here 

forms n unity which does not !'cly on a conscious separation within the 

com!'osi tion of the elements from wr-.ich it is made up. Ilhilst it could 25 

be arGUed that several elements in th8 painting have their origins in the 

Far ;.astern example, they mark no advance on Nan(?t' s earlier use of 

Japanese art. 

Nonetheless the appearance of the cat in "Luncheon in toe Studio" 

is not simply a curiosity. It points to 1,1anet's developing interest in 

Ja.panese drawing techniques. This was soon to be revealed in a series 

of seven paintings made in the summer of 1869 at Boulogne sur Eer d'J.ring 26 

a long' pause on l~anet's journey to london in that year. In these worj(s 

Hanet is often r;aid to have "become" an impressionis t. Six of them 

take the harbour as their subject, Cut it is the s~vcnth, "Sur la PlatS'e 

du J)oulop,r18" whjch is of the most interest for my thesis. 27 
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I t :~rl(lWS f.7rn~lT'S of reor-le, men, women and children, on a flat sar.dy 

t each €tle~,l(:ed ill the actions Hhich /)ne naturally finds in such a situation, 

SOr.le gazin{; oul to sea at the yachts ond steamboats jn the distance, some 

talking 'together and the children playing. To the left is a horse-drawn 

bathing machine just leaving the water. Nearly every critic who has 

written about this painting has described it as badly composed, dis

jointed or lacking articulation. This is preswnably because the figures 

are presented in the process of performing their actions independently 

of each other on a bare beach. However this does not make for a "dis

jointed" work; the painting is a consistent presentation of the variety 

of h",unan action wi thin a specific landscape, a type of space. It demands 

to be "read" as such. If one does this it becolnes clear that the com

position, although highly infornal, is well-ba1anced. For instance the 

group of mother and two children looking out of the canvas is carefully 

isolated on the extreme left against the weight of figures to the right. 

The informal deployment of the figure~ on the beach is the perfect 

compositional vehicle for such a work. l~xactly the same method of dis

posing fi~lres was used by the Japanese printmakers in their landscape 

studies. Many of the prints in HokuGai's"100 ViE>wS of }uji" show 

figures informally distributed in a landscape. 'This book we know to 

have been inE'urope by 1869. :~t "/e can sU'(;f3'est closer analol~ies than 

this. f.1any printmakers from the time of Utamaro concerned themselves 

with the imab~ of human beings on the sea shore and all adopted the 

informal distribution of ficures throU(;h an almos t empty scene that 

characterises l'ianct's work. It is possible to cite nwnerous examples 

28 

but one from Hokusai will suffice. This is "The eight-part bridge, 1(8) 

Niha,wa", from Hokusai's 11 bridee series. In this print fiGUres are 29 

grouped with a random informality on a trestled bridge running along a 

sea shore. ~jimil[Jr informal erouping of figures is found in m,my prints 

'by Hiroshilje in "10(J Views of Yedo" and "59 ::ltag'f:s of the Tokaido Hoad" 

series. 1·1oreover as we have seen, Chassiron published a rp.production of 
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a landscape print of a shoreline showing exactly such an informal distri- 30 

bution of figures from the "100 Views of Fuji" by Hokusai, in his book 

on Japan. 

It is also interesting that such em informal distribution of fieures 

first occurs in a picture organised like one of Hiroshige' s ~Iokaido Road 

prints - the view of the 1867 Exposition U~iverselle, which presents a 

road and the panorama viewed from it. 

It is probable that a Hlroahige or Hokusai view of the sea prompted 

Manet to make this painting. In earlier nineteenth century paintings of 

the seashore the sea is generally seen as a metaphor of the chaotic 

universe which the artist, as a representative of humanity, confronts 

with his creative intentions. This is true of the seashore paintings of 

Friedrich, Constable, Turner, D,yce and of Courbet. This attitude to the 

seashore is best expressed in Matthew Arnold's poem "Dover Beach". 31 

Manet's painting on the other hand shows a completely different 

attitude to the relation of human beings and the sea. To them the sea 

is an incidental but welcome contingency in their affairs. This change 

in attitude to nature and human behaviour is another aspect cf Manet'b 

developing modernity~ It is an attitude which, as we have seen, 

contemporary "realist" critics saw in Hokusai's work, which they praised 

for its observation of the incidents of daily life. 

Manet followed Hokusai's method of recording the incidents for his 

painting in a remarkable sketchbook in which all the figures in the 

composition were separately noted, together with many other sketches which 

were not used in the final painting. 

De Leiria ca11a the works in this "Boulogne Sketchbook" thumbnail 32 

sketches but fails to Bee that Manet's drawing style has changed, become 

radically simplified and free of the need to record contour and detail 

which was central to his earlier work. In these new sketches I"lanet uses 

open, broken lines to suggest volume and action. This is clear in the 
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sketch for the group of three women; two seated on the sand in the 

centre of the figures to the right in the paintin/~. especially the line 

which describes the back of the standing woman. 

This direct rapid use of line is modelled on Hokusai's style in the 

¥~newa. of which we know that Manet knew some volumes by 1869. We may 

see it clearly in a page from the first volume of the Hangwa from which 

~~net was to borrow directly in 1876. In the upper left-hand corner is 

a figure of a noodle vendor. The arm holding the pole supporting his 

wares is indicated simply by three brush strokes which suggest at once 

the sleeve and arm it contains. In his search for modernity ~~et 

clearly imitated this manner of Hokusai in his own drawing. 

Moreover he grasped the implications of this method for his painting. 

The lines of sketches are transmuted almost directly into paint by 

direct brush strokes. This is strikingly true of the group of three 

women we have already discussed and of the donkey in the lower ri~ht

hand corner. 

This effect is emphasised by Manet's Use of flat areas of colour 

and direct light and dark contrast within the open contours translated 

from the sketches, De Leiris has seen in "Sur la Fla.ge de Boulogne" 

Manet's attempt to free himself from pictorial sources and to discover 

1(9) 

33 

1(10) 

I( 11 ) 

a compositional solution answering directly the demands of a very precise 

and personal form of visual experience and that Manet'e "refusal to 

compromise with the uniqueness of this experience" produced the strange- 35 

ness of the composition. whilst I am in agreement with him in tracing 

Manet'a motive for attempting this painting to a desire to make incarnate 

in art a Daudelairean "realite moderne" I find the notion that such a 

complex and disciplined work sprang solely from the desire to evade 

certain visual traditions rather difficult. 

Manet's style developed from a synthesis in which Far Eastern art 

played a crucial role as a catalyst. - I find it natural that he should 

have turned to Far F~stern art to develop that style further. We have 



seen that Japanese art, especially Hokusai's prints, was strongly 

identified with "realism" and with the idea of "!'iodernite" from the late 

1860's. He have also seen that the subject matter, the emotional tone, 

informal composition and the style of description of the human figures 

in this painting all have parallels in works by Hokusai of which Hanet 

was probably aware. It is reasonable to sUGgest therefore that at this 

crucial stage in the extension of his pictorial language l1:met turned 

once more to the Japanese example. 
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De Leiris argues that this painting indicates a movement "towards 

Impressionism", postulating Impressionism as a finite, comprehensible 

style. I prefer to see "Sur la Plage de Bou10gne" as a logical extension 

to Nanet's strueg1e for a pictorial language to deal with contemporary 

experience. This extension led logically to the two studies of figures 

on the beach which Manet made in 1813. "Sur la Plage de Boulogne" and 

"Baigneuses sur la plage" in which simplified brushwork and bright 

colour is used in as radical a manner as that of ¥~net. 

It may be argued that in concentrating on "Sur la Plaee de 

Boulogne" I have been able to over-emphasise the role of the Far Eflstern 

example at this stage in Manet' s development. HO'f/ever it is possible 

to find a.nalogies with Far Eastern art in each of the other six paint

ings made at Boulogne. 

In both versions of the Departure of the Folkestone boat the use 36 

of the two inclined smokestacks and the paddle wheel casing as major, 

flat decorative areas of division of the composition is reminescent of 

the repeated use of tree trunks, temple pillars and architectural 

features by Hokusai and Hiroshige for the same purpose. All six paint-

ings contain further examples of the graphic simplification of brush-

stroke in the painting of figures, which I have suggested derives from 

Manet's close study of the Japanese example. 

As I shall show, it was the two elements of composition and 

simplified descriptive brushwork which Manet was to communicate to Monet 



at Argenteuil. This series of paintings and "Sur la Plage de Bouloene" 

in particular also raises the question of the direct influence of the 
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Far Eastern example on the subject matter of painting in the 1810's. 

Uki-yo-e prints especially showed a great range of subject matter, much 

of which concerned metropolitan life in Yedo, and fitted the Baudelairean 

conception of the modern, as has been discussed above. It may be that 

the example of an art with such a wide range of subject matter gave 

Manet and others the courage to extend the subject matter in Western 

paintine during the 1810's. As we have seen, many critics in the 1870's 

identified the broadening of subject matter in Western art and literat

ure with Uki-yo-e prints. In my view it cannot be too strongly stressed 

that formal and linguistic innovation such as we have discussed went 

inevitably hand in hand with this legitimising of non traditional subject 

matter. It has recently been argued that this opening of attitudes to 

the subject matter of art leads eventually to the acceptance in the 

West of the notion "most things make a picture" and also to the denial 31 

of the role of subject matter in recent art. It is hardly necessary 

to state that the universalism which these aesthetic attitudes su~gest, 

when taken together, is a characteristic of Far Eastern cultures. We 

have seen that ideas of universal transience derived from the Far 

Eastern example were in the minds of critics of Far Eastern art in the 

1810's. At many points they stand in close relation to the ideas of 

transience evolved as part of Western "naturalism" in the 1810's. Thus 

it may be seen that the transient nature of the scene on the beach at 

Boulogne found more than a merely formal echo in Far Bastern art. 

Language ,is form and substance. Once again we may see that the :F'ar 

Eastern example stands at the beginning of a "I'!()dernist" attitude to 

art and aesthetica. Moreover it is in the logiC of Manetta metamor

phosiS of traditional subjects in the search for modernity in the 

1860's that he should eventually choose subjects which have no location 

in the Western tradition and no naturally appropriate pictorial organ-
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isation and therefore that he should turn to the Far Eastern example for 

possible compositional schemata. 

Later in 1869 Manet made another direct acknowledr,ement of his 

interest in Japanese art with the inclusion of the unidentifiable tri-

ptych print in "Le Hepos". the portrait of Berthe Horjsot. 

In 1870 he made an ~~U~ of the profile of Eva Gonsal 'es which 

is clearly dependent on the Far Eastern example for its direct linear '1(10) 

style. The fluidity of line in Gonsalves' profile suggests that ~~et 

was studying Far Eastern paintings as well as prints by this time. 

l':oreover it may be related to the profile by Koua Setsu which was in the 

Duret collection in 1882. Though the probability is that Duret did not 

own this work before 1873. similar examples could have been seen by 

Jv1anet earlier. 37b 

In the following year l'lB.net produced an etching. "La Queue devant 

la boucherie" in which a queue is shown sheltering under open umbrellas 

in the rain. The motif has been related to the drawines of umbrella 
If I' 

carrying individuals in the Mangwa. I find these comparisons unsatis- 38 

factory as they suggest a graphic intention not found in }~net's print. 

which relies on a balance of masses,not outline. Far more relevant to 

this engraving is the broken lined image used by both Hokusai and more 

especially by Hiroshige when they describe a figure in a rainy land-

scape. One such image, taken from Hokusai's "100 Views of Fuji" was 

reproduced in Osborne'S "Japanese Fragments" and la.ter in Montaiglon's 

"Sonnetti D'Arte". Several occur in Hiroshige's "Views of the Tokaido 39 

Road" of 1853, for instance the stations of Tsuchinyama and of Shono. 

The broad straw hats of the figures in these prints are equally valuable 

from the point of view of a cluster of circular motifs as are the 

umbrellas of Hokusai's work. The probability is that l'~et knew all 

these sources and merged them in this work. An additional point to be 

made about this print is that it takes further the image of human 

behaviour as "incidental" which Manet began exploring in "Sur Ie. Plage 
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de ]oulogne". Moreover, as in the Gonsales print, f'lanet indicates that 

he has begun a study of Far Eastern painting techniques. The use of 

juxtaposed masses of light and dark, relating not to chiaroscuro but to 

a coded, graphic method of description, is characteristic of Far Eastern 

ink painting. The "Queue" shows the same "coded" descriptions - note 

the partial indication of the shape of the umbrellas. Also Hanet eives 

a dynamic effect to his dark areas by a directional use of the etched 

line within the areas; this forma an equivalent for the dynamic of the 

oriental brushstroke. 

As we have seen, Japanese paintings gradually became recognised 

during the 1870's •. }~m the Union des Beaux Arts exhibition of 1869 

Japane~~ ink paintings, screen paintings and watercolours were frequently 

on show in Paris and several accounts of Japanese painting techniques 

were published. There is no doubt that the Cernuschi collection orig-

inally contained Far Eastern paintings and drawings, of which unfort-

unately there is no record. This interest in Japanese painting techniques 

reached its zenith with the great interest in the work of Watanabe 

Seitei at the soir~s in the 1878 exhibition. 

There was also a general broadening of acquaintance with the 

visual languages of Far Eastern art. 

Unsympathetic critics now began to detect the Japanese element in 

l1anet's work. He exhibited the "Combat between the Kearsage and Alabama" 

of 1864 in the Salon of 1812, and J. Claretie immediately attacked it 

for its Japanese quality: 

¥anet has been a sailor, a cabin boy and an ordinary 
seaman in his youth. You would not say so after 
seeing his seascape where the perspective is treated 
a bit too much in the Japanese style. 

Infantilism remained the essential charge against Manet and the 

debate about his work in the 1810's follows a similar pattern to the 

debate about the value of Japanese art in the 1870's. Those who were 

against one tended to be against the other, as we have seen in the case 

40 
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of Bousquet. Childlike primitiveness was alleged against both. 

!V'.anet confirmed his interest in Japanese art in the eight illustra-

tions that he made for the poem "La neuve" by Charles Cros in 1874. The 

libellule for the poem is a drawing of a dragonfly which is clearly 41 
II \, 

based on the drawings of insects found in Hokusai's Jvlangwa and many 

similar works. Chassiron was ,first to reproduce plates from Vol.1 of 
/, \\ 

the ~i:angwa. It is likely that I-'Ianet took the idea for the dragonfly 

from this volume for, as we shall see, he quoted from the same volume in 

his illustrations for Hallarme's "L'Apres-Midi d'Un Faun". 

The remaining engravings for "La Fleuve" do not have the incisive 

direct linear quality that is the normal implication of influence of the 

I"'l8.ngwa. In particular we may see this in liLa Mer", whose linear struct- 1(12) 

ur e is open to such an extent that it appears like a graffi t t4. In 

fact this highly open treatment is one of Hokusai's alternative manners 

II " 
within the Mangwain Vol.8, and more commonly in other books such as 

the Hokusai Gwafu. "La Montagne" and "La Haute Vallee" also show an 

attempt to absorb a different aspect of Hokusai's visual languaee in 

this case the juxtaposition of black and white masses to suggest volume 

and space in landscape. This is found in particular in volume six of 

the'1y;angwa\'in the plate "Snow on Mount Toukuva. Hitachi". "La Haute 

Vallee" is especially striking in this respect and also as it is almost 

a paradigm of compositional strategies to be used later in much more 

complex pictorial situations by Manet and the Impressionists. This 

applies not only to landscape but to Manet's portraits, nudes and 

figure paintings of the 1880's. Consider the two figures in "Argenteui1" 

as volumes, they are coded in the manner of the trees in "La Haute 

Va11e-e". Manet thus learnt from the graphic languages of Far Eastern 

art that a great variety of visual ooding existed to make representation 

of many experiences immediate without loss of aesthetic conviction. 

The observation of the effects of light alone could never have achieved 

this. The search for the instantaneous image was as much a question of 

1(13) 



language as of observation. The charm of the trees in "La Haute Vallee" 

resides in the audacity with which visual lang'ufiGe is used in such a 

simple image and the same is true in a more complex way of J1anet's 

"Impressionist" works and many of the works of the Impressionists. 

Another source for these small images can be in Chesneau's article 

'-. "Le Japan a Paris" of 1878. Chesneau reproduces several very small, 

vignette like Japanese landscape prints. Presumably they are reproduced 
.s.~ 

full size. They show the graphic compression and directness as the 
/I 

11anet works. 

Nanet's difficulty with this very sparse style is indicated with 

his need to repeat several of the etchings on fresh plates. This shows 

that he was struggling with further implications of Far Eastern style 

and discriminating between its different facets. He was pushine his 

investigation of Far Eastern art far beyond the level of his critical 

antagonists. 

There were some critics who perceived the value of the Japanese 

example for Manet, notably Mallarme and Huysmans, and who in general 

intended their comparisons with Japanese art as a form of praise. 
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Hanet met Mallarme in 1873 and they remained friends until nanet's~-" 

death. During the 1870's Manet illustrated two poetic works connected 

with Nallarme, his translation of Poe's "The Raven" in 1875 and his own 

" . "L' Apres Midi d tun l"aun'eJn 1876. 

f·janet t s lllustra tiona for "The Raven" provide clear evidence of 43 

his interest in Far Eastern brushwork. The illustrations and the pre-

liminary prints for them were made using an autographic process that 

enabled true copies of brush drawings to be reprinted by lithographic 

stone. 

Y~et was probably inspired to use this method by brush drawings 

of crows which arrived in Paris during the 1870's. One contemporary 1(14) 

Japanese artist.- Kyosai - had made his forte the painting of crows. 44 

We know that Kyosai was known to many European artists who travelled to 
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J~pnn. This would suggest that if J~panese brush painti~r influenced 

E;met directly it probably did so throu!~h the work of ¥yosai. However 

we cannot be certain that one'of Kyosai's works was present in :~rope by 

1875 and it may well be that his work was 11 ttle ]',nown to foreif'7ners 

before the 1811 Tokyo exhibit~on at which it caused a public controversy. 

The only Japanese image of a blackbird whose presence in 1urope can be 

assigned to earlier than 1875 is a print in the Cernuschi collection 

reproduced by Gonse in 1883 as "Sansonnets sur Ie Soleil-Couchant" par 

Shinman, 1815. Although it is a print, it does preserve the dynamic of (I) Sect 
II. 

a brush-stroked image, particularly in the two grey birds behind the 

black image of the foremost one; it also retains a certain rouglmess 

of finish that is characteristic of some of }lanet' s illustrations and 

is produced in them by a mixture of dragging a dry brush and scraping 

the lithographic stone. 

It is possible that Manet saw this image or one like it as a result 

of his friendship with Duret. A print of blackbirds on a bough by 

"Quashi Kijo" dated 1151 appears in Duret's 1882 article on Jap9nese 

prints in the Gazette des Beaux Arts. This suggests tl:at such prints 

were in Duret's collection in the 1810's. Manet would certainly have 

been in a position to understand Far Eastern brush technique for Duret 

would hnve given him a first-hand account of it. Moreover as we have 

seen in the 1810's Duret believed that lightness or touch and the rep-

resentation of movement were the key characteristics of Japanese art and 

that he attributed these qualities to the use of the brush both as a 

writing and as a painting implement. 

The painting of birds was a most natural expression of Duret's 

beliefs as the images would exemplify movement and lightness of drawing. 

In making images of the raven Manet was doing far more than borrowinG' a 

motif, he was making a practical investigation of Duret's account of 

Far Eastern art. 45 



One of the earliest of .the prints connected with the raven project 

is the print showing the head of a raven, three studies of Duret's 

Japanese dog, Tama, and a small block of pseudo-Japanese characters and 

seals. The studies of Tama link the plate with Duret. The "Japfmese" 

characte~which Guerin thoueht a fantasy added by the printer are in 

fact }~net's attempt to understand Japanese calligraphy and the crow and 

Tama are experiments in brush strokes imitating Japanese paintines by 

following Duret's advice. 

The study of the raven's head was later used as the centre piece of 

the poster which advertised Mallarme's translation and was placed on the 

cover of X1allarme's complete poems. 

The drawing of the flying crow which formed the exli bris of "The 
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Raven" exemplifies Duret's stress on lightness of touch and motion 46 

completely, in it Yanet has understood totally Japanese brush paintine. 

lIowever its application is less successful in the illustrations which 

demanded the creation of original images. 

"Sous la lampe" is possibly the most difficult of them. r'!anet 

has attempted to merge the Oriental brush technique with a diagonal 

hatching in the Western tradition. The sense of intense darkness, 

spiritual as well as physical which is intended to surround the lamp 

is vitiated by the illegibility of this mixture of these techniques. 

"La Corbeau sur Ie buste" uses the same mixture but much more 

successfully. The contrast of the lines indicating the bust, and the 

door beneath it with the irregular strokes of the raven and the shadows 

around it show Nanet's interest in using the potential of Far Eastern 

graphic means to create an image which reflects the enigmatic meaning 

of Poe's poem: 

And the Raven, never flitting, still is sitting, 
still is sitting 

On the palli d bust of Pallas, just above my 
chamber door, 

And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's 
that is dreaming, 

1(16) 



And the lamplight o'er him streaminc throws his 
shadow on the floor. 

And my soul from out that shadow that lies 
floating on the floor 

Shall be lifted - nevermore. 

It is "La Chaise" which illustrates the sha.dow alone which is the 

most successful of the illustrations. Manet uses the F'ar Eastern brush 

stroke to create in the shadow a presence which is a perpetual symbol 

of absence, strengthened the unsubstantiality of the drawing of the 

empty chair. No suggestion has ever been made that Manet ~~d any direct 

symbolic intention in using a Far Eastern technique for these illus-

trations indeed it seems unlikely that one existed since no contemporary 

attitudes to Japanese art suggest an appropriate symbolism. 

Nonetheless one cannot avoid remarking that the Far Eastern style 

is used by Manet as a cipher for enigma and melancholy, a "modern" 
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1(17) 

sentiment to which traditional Western art could not perhaps have given 48 

full expression. I am thinking here of the weak illustrations to Poe's 49 

"Tales" made by Legros in 1862. 

Nor must one forget that Baudelaire, writing of Poe, observed that 

he never lost his philosophical calm but remained the true poet; 

a truth clad in a singular raiment, an apparent 
paradox, refusing to be jostled by the crowd and 
running off to the furthest Orient the moment the 
fireworks start up in the West. 

He also speaks of the hero of the Raven as living in "Oriental 

luxury". 

Manet's choice of a Far Eastern style to illustrate "The Raven" 

may well have been conditioned by the identification of the Far Eastern 

example with "modernity" which sprang from Baudelaire. It was also 

necessary to escape the repetitious medievalising Gothic of LeGrOS' 

illustrations, in order to suggest paradox, the existence of something 

beyond the commonplace emotional vocabulary of Western art. As I have 

shown above, many critics, notably Burty, stressed the "poetic" quality 

of Japanese art. We may therefore suggest that Manet's choice was made 

1(18) 

50 
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in the full realisation of the "modernity" of Japanese art and its 

relation to contemporary Western culture. flJa.net Wa.3 thus engaged 

both in an investigation of the Far Eastern aesthetic and in a complex 

comment on the meaning of Poe's poem in his illustrations to "The Raven". 

I'lallarrne"s 'flpr~s Nidi d 'un Paun~ was also the subject of a careful 

complex comment in }~et's illustrations. 'rhe poem concerns the attempts 

of a faun to recapture the sight of a beautiful nymph, once glimpsed, 

on a luxurious sunny afternoon. It traces the increasing role of the 

imagination and artifice in the faun's attempts to "perpetuate" the 51 

image of the nymphs. The poem finds beauty in a transient, parade of 

physical sensations fused with ideas of formal harmony which are most 

strongly evident in the careful metrical structure and balance of sounds 

in the poem. 

Manet provided four exquisite small prints for this work which are 

clearly based on the radically simplified graphic style which he 

'I " developed from the example of Hokusai in the Y:angwa. Moreover two of 

the four are direct borrowings from Hokusai. 

'rhe exlibris design of two leaves and a flower is taken from a 1(19) 
~ ~ 

sheet of studies of flowers in volume one of Ilokusai's Nangwa. The 

frontispiece of the faun has no direct borrowing from Hokusai other 52 

than the stylistic. However in the picture of the nymphs the figure to 

the left extending her right arm is borrowed intact from a Japanese 

" " bathroom scene also in volume one of the Mangwa. ·This scene was well-

known in Europe it was reproduced partialiy or in total on several 

occasions beginning ~ith Alcock's "Capital of the Tycoon" in 1863. 

The cuI de lampe print is also not attributable to a single Japanese 

model. It is an image of a single bunch of grapes. An image in a 

Japanese manner of an inescapably "antique" motif. 

Mallarme was delighted with the illustrations and gave a clue to 

Nanet's intention in a letter which he wrote to Arthur o 'Shall( .~essy in 

1876 on the 24th Maya 
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J.ianet sera content que vous avez fort C'Out~ .531'\ 
illustration si curieuse. m81ant dans un 
sentiment moderne tres - vrai a la fois Ie 
japonais et l'antique. 

Eanet combines the imagery of the antique with the graphic simpH

ci ty of Japanese art to create a pictorial analogy to l18.11rIl1l)'s poem. 

In one sense he is beginning that metamorphosis of classicism in order 

to express a modern sentiment which was to be a distinctive feature of 

art in the twentieth century, notably in the work of Picasso. The 

transience of "beauty" balanced with a perfectly proportioned structure 

in the poem is exactly matched to 11anet's pictorial reference. Nor is 

. the "antique" contribution one of motif alone any more than the Far 

Eastern example is simply stylistic. I suspect that }~net may have had 

certain vase paintings in mind though this is difficult to prove. It 

is strikin~ that Mallarme recognised the result as authentically modern. 

rr.oreover as I have shown, many critics of Japanese art in the 

1860's and 1870's linked the art of ancient Greece and that of Japan. 

Chesneau for instance compared the Parthenon entasie to Japanese 

asymmetry and in 1878 a Japanese was shown, driving Apollo's chariot in 

a decorative frieze. The fusion of the two was therefore rooted in a 

cultural "modernity", not simply an invented or imposed modern 

experience. 

In one sense these four illustrations contain the essential para-

dox of JYlanet's art in the 1870's and provide strong evidence against the 

belief of De Leirie and others that ~~et developed consistently towards 

an "unfettered" naturalism relying only on an uncritical observation of 

nature. 
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"Nature" for Manet is always seen in terms of a harmonious creation. 

Indeed it is clear that for him it was only thrpugh such a creation can 

we "see" nature at all •. Thus in the merging of Far Eastern and antique 

associations we have the paradox of naturalism resolved in a delicate 

perfection. Manet sawall his art in this light. In September of the 
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, 
same year as the "Faun" illustrations !·jallarme published an article, 

"The Impressionists and Edouard Manet", in the r.nglish art ma~azine 

Art IIonthly Review of which only the English translation now survives. 55 

Mallarm~ noted J·:anet's haM t of discussing his art in convivial 

terms with his friends, implying that the statements he ascribes to 

f1anet are authentic and not vehicles for ~1allarme's interpretation. At 

the end of his essay J'':a.net's words are given as a quotation in reply to 

I1allarme's question; 

what can be the aim of a painter before everyday 
nature? To imitate her? Then his best effort 
cart never equal the original with the inestimable 
advantage of life and space 

to which !1anet replies; 

Ah no, this fair face, that green landscape will 
grow old and whither, but I shall have them 
always, true as nature, fair as remembrance, and 
imperishably my own; or the better to satisfy my 
creative artistic instinct, that which I preserve 
through the power of Impressionism is not the 
material problem which already exists, superior 
to any mere representation of it, but the delight 
of having recreated nature touch by touch. -1 
leave the massive and tangible solidity to its 
fitter exponent sculpture. I content myself with 
reflecting on the clear and durable mirror of 
painting, that which perpetually lives yet dies 
every moment, which exists by the will of Idea, 
yet constitutes in my domain the only authentic 
and certain merit of nature,the Aspect. It 
is through her that when rudely thrown at the 
close of an epoch in the front if reality, I 
have from it only that which belongs to my art, 
an original and exact perception which disting
uishes for itself the things it perceives with 
the steadfast gaze of a vision restored to its 
simplest perfection. 

As we have seen, many Western critics of Japanese art looked to it 

to enable the West to unite the "Real" and the "Ideal" from the 1860's 

onwards, and this was emphasised in the writings of the 1870's. In my 

discussion of the debate over Japanese art during this period I have 

tried to trace the development of the idea that Japanese art united 

nature and the ideal as one thread among many, for instance De Goncourt's 
, / / / 

"image a la fois reel et poetique auquel n'eat jamais arrivee une 

56 
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compos! tion ornamentale de 1 'Occident". 57 

11any other crt tics expressed similar sentiments; Hurty s tressed the 

poetic quality of Japanese art, and Jarves, Alcock, Dresser, Bousquet, 

Vernet, Duret and Feydeau all joined in the debate about a poetic or 

spiritual aspect in Japanese art. By and large the critics favourable 

to Nanet and Impressionism argued for the poetic nature of Japanese art, 

. the others against. 

In his avowed search for the "Ideal" wi thin nature, !I:anet was drc1wn 

to employ Japanese art as a worthy guide. As we have seen this is 

nothing new for Manet and many others did this in the 1860's. However 

it is important to note that by considering his use of the Par Fastern 

example ranet's artistic intentions can be shown to be constant and his 

art a gradual development. There was no abrupt change of direction to 

a radical naturalism, rather the problem of the poetic and the real had 

shifted its ground. This was in no small part a result of the appearance 

of Par Eastern art in Europe, as I have shown. 

l1anet's use of Far Eastern art in his graphics is therefore of much 

greater significance than that of a few borrowed Japanese motifs. In 

his illustrations he was making a subtle comment on the problems of 

modernity and aesthetic consciousness raised by the poems. He was 

also broadening his understanding of the languages of Far Eastern art, 

striVing to comprehend the secret of its variety and simplicity. He did 

'" this in order to free himself to employ them in his paintings. ¥~llarme 

quoted Manet's discussion of this problem in his English article; 

No-one should paint a landscape and a figure by 
the same process, with the same knowledge, or in 
the same fashion; nor what is even more two 
landscapes or two figures •. Each work should be 
a new creation of the mind. The hand, it is true, 
will conserve some of its acquired secrets of 
manipulation, but the eye should forget all else 
it has seen and learn anew from the lesson before it. 

Manet is here talking of an endless inventiveness of draughtsman- . 
~ -,') 

ship and brush work such as was displayed in Hokusai's Mangwa and else-
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where in Japanese art. In studying and borrowing from it as we have 

seen him do, he was expanding the capacity of his hand to make each 

image afresh. One must also observe the connection between Manet's 

definition of the relationship of the hand and eye or intellect of the 

artist and that given by many Far Bastern artists, teachers and theor

ists. In this view the flrtist's hand and ann act merely as a conductor 
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for the "Tao", the force created by the correctness of natural and 60 

spiritual relations to the object the artist wishes to paint and which 

he has achieved by contemplation. Manet must have been aware of the 

balance of hand and eye in Far Eastern painting through accounts of 

Duret and others who had seen Japanese artists at work, and we have 

seen him experimenting with the free direct Far Eastern brush stroke 

himself in the drawings for tiThe Raven". Thus the Far Eastern example 

led Hanet on from his discovery of the "taches" in the 1860's to the 

fully "liberated" brushstrokea of the 1870's. There can be little doubt 

that other "Impressionists" benefited directly or indirectly from 

l"ianet 's discoveries. We may therefore argue that the new balance 

struck by ~mnet between hand and eye marks the bcginnin~ of a theme 

which recurs throughout subsequent art in, for in3tance, the late 

paintings of Monet, the works of Van Gogh and the Abstract 1xpression- 61 

ists, all of whom had a close dependence on the Far Eastern example. 

It has been argued that these works show a rebirth of a concern for the 

"spiritual" in art which ",as lost in Impressionism in the 1870's. 

However I have shown that Manet's adoption of the free brushstroke from 

Far Eastern art, was in part a strategy to retain the "poetic" within 

a modern vision. The changing relation of hand and intellect was a 

natural concomitant of this. We have seen that Regamey, Durantyand 

others used the idea of the "hieroglyphic" in disctl.ssing Japanese art. 

They grasped the magic vitality conveyed to a symbol by spirit, direct 

action. Manet's various graphio devices and brush strokes are in a 

sense expressive hieroglyphics and they stand at the beginning of the 



"expressionist" tradition in Modern art. Greenberg has linked the 

later Honet intuitively with Abstract l!..'xpressionism. I would suggest 

that Greenberg's hypothesis that Honet's later style emerged from the 

tensions of Impressionism's aspirations to illusion and decoration is 

mistaken. The liberated brushstroke always implied an attempt at the 

poetic or spiritual resolution of the perception of the natural. Indeed 

it asserted that perception by an artist was de facto such a resolution, 

a "recreation of nature touch by touch" as Jilallarme says, that Ir.anet 

expressed it. 

Manet's "Impressionist" paintings are always an attempt to achieve 

poetic harmony with nature. Greenberg's intuition is therefore correct, 
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but his hypothesis of an immbnent formal dialectic of illusion and decor-

ation within Impressionism, which was thrown up almost as an accidental 

consequence of a radical and unpoetic naturalism is not. His so-called 

"classical period" of Impressionism was merely a stage on the continuous 

exploration of problems which first occupied painters, in recent times, 

in the 1850's and have done so ever since. The balance of hand and 

intellect and eye may be seen as a touchstone to many of these problems 

and as we have seen the Western notion of this balance was radically 

affected by the Far Eastern example from the 1860's onwards. 

In }rallarm~ 's English essay even the search for the simultaneous 

image is not treated as a representational problem alone, but as part 

of a search for the "truth". Mallarme' dismisses the role of composition 

in modern painting and then suggests that Japanese "perspective" is the 

ideal way for an Impressionist to construct his imag~. It is clear that 

by perspective he means the whole range of Far Eastern compositional 

techniques, 

as a rule the grouping of modern persons does not 
suggest it; (composition) and for this reason our 
painter is pleased to dispense ~h it, and at the 
same time to avoid both affectation and style. 
Nevertheless he must find something on which to 
establish his picture, though it be but for a 



a minute - for one thing needful is the time 
required by the spectator to see and admire the 
representation with that promptitude which just 
suffices for the connection of its truth. If we 
turn to natural perspective (not that utterly 
artificially classic science which makes our 
eyes the dupes of a civilised education, but 
rather that artistic perspective which we learn 
from the extreme East - Japan for example) -
and look at those sea pieces of l1anet, where the 
water at the horizon rises to the height of the 
frame, which alone interrupts it, we feel a new 
delight at the recovery of a long obliterated 
truth. 

Informal composition, derived from the Japanese example was thus 

seen as a means of reducing the distance between the spectator and the 

image, yet retaining the necessary guidelines through which an image 

can be appreciated as a "truth", an accurate rendering of a man's 

relation to nature in terms of both perception and poetry. 

,; 
Mallarme's discussion of composition supports my thesis that from 

"Sur la Plage de Boulogne" onwards Manet sought for compositions suit-

able for modern themes in Japanese art which he felt to have a "natural" 

perspective. 

Moreover this naturalness is related to a direct "instantaneous" 

quality. The creation of this possibility of an immediate apprehension 

was greatly served by the new balance of hand and eye s~;gested by the 

Far Eastern example. 

It remains to discuss briefly some of Nanet's paintings made after 

the Franco-Prussian \v'ar to demonstrate the influence of the Par .!!:astern 

example on them. In 1873 JiIanet spent the summer at Boulogne sur ~er 

and produced a series of marine paintings which continue the use of 
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Japanese compositional motifs derived from Hiroshige which he first 63 

employed in the "Kearsage and Alabama Group". Despite their increased 

subtlety these remain variations on the earlier theme. From 1874 

however Manet used the new discoveries he was making about Far Eastern 

art in his paintings. 

In that year Manet worked at Argenteuil with Bonet who used a boat 



there as a studio; Renoir also spent some time there. 

~~ny critics have argued that }~net was surprised by the progress 

that these artists had made and promptly adopted their habit of working 

in the open air and their open brush strokes and bright colour. However 

as we have seen, Manet's research into visual language was a continuous 

process. MOreover the return of Duret from Japan and the expanding 

knowledge of Japanese art was providing him with the stimulus to expand 

that language. Painting in the open air could not have alone stimulated 

Hanet in the development of his painting style any more than it had 

stimulated Monet in the 1860's. It is my view that Manet contributed as 

much to Monet and Renoir during that summer as vice-versa - giving them 

benefit of his superior grasp of painterly language. 
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The rapidly executed painting of Monet in his boat shows the variety 

of this language. The painter establishes an unusual spatial quality 64 

by using the strokes which represent the shadow on the left of the mast 

and those curving round the edge of the awning and the roof of the cabin 

in relation to the curved shadow formed by the hull of the boat. Hithin 

this there are subsidiary "graphic" qualities - the fringe of the canopy, 

the part shadOW, part sketched contours of the two figures on the black 

edge on the left side of the cabin door all form a subsidiary graphic 

system. There are several such in the painting; for instance the red 

stripes of the awning are echoed in }1onet's hat. This technique of 

using subsidiary rhyming."decorative" systems to create "space" and 

"light" in an image is found in a great range of Japanese prints. The 

whole composition consists of subtle interweaving of such systems, which 

Manet could only have achieved by study of Far Eastern art. 

The painting called "Argenteuil" made at the same time is an exten- 65 

eion of 11anet's use of Far Eastern language in many directions. The 

rhyming of colours and brushstrokes that we have seen in It}lonet and his 

Boat" is evident; note for instanoe the mast and ropes to the left of 
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the composition and their place within it. The brieht blue of the water 

also forms a series of rhyming areas within the canvas whose "texture" 

and pattp-rned brilliancy of colour creates the necessary continuum for 

the perception of the volume of the two fieures, especially their heads. 

The enormous complexity ruld artificiality of this rhymine system is shown 

by the exact balance of the vertical chimney in the centre of the land-

scape at the back of the picture with small hanging tassle of rope on 

the boom of the yacht just below it. We may also note the clever use of 

"hard and soft" edges of contours to another range of rhythms, epitomised 

once more by the two hats. This device is borrowed also from the Far 

Eastern example. 

'fhe figures themselves are composed of an immense variety of care-

fully balanced graphic gestures - an examination of the method of 

creating the volumes and textures of the two hats alone will give the 

clue to this. The contrast between the straw and chiffon of the woman's 

hat, for instance, is marked by two completely different Lut equally 

light and spontaneous methods of handling the brush. A more complicated 

series of graphio variations can be seen in the stripes on the woman's 

dress and the Man's vest. These varieties of handling all stem, in my 

view, from Nanet's interest in Far Eastern art. I have already related 

them to illustrations from Yros t "La Fleuve", and another borrowine can 

be seen in the flat bright areas of colour in the landscape of houses 

and trees on the other side of the river, undoubtedly related to the 

landscapes of Hiroshige. 

None of these relationships to Far Eastern art is demonstrable by 

means of direct comparison to a particular Japanese print and this has 

led many critics to dismiss the role of the Far Eastern example in this 

and subsequent paintings by Manet. However I do not regard coincidence 

of "motif" as the moat vital evidence of influence, indeed it can often 

be misleading. A full analysis of "Argenteull" providing the whole 

range of possible stylistic and compositional referents in Japanese 
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painting and prints would be a thesis in itself. It is a profoundly 

"artificial" painting. 

Those critics who have seen in it direct response to "light" are 

entirely mistaken in their emphasis on spontaneity of vision and 

carneralike recordin;:' of perceptions. Manet appears rarely, if ever, to 

have talked of "light" but consistently he is reported as talkinf:; of 

painting in terms of language and the connection between form and mean-

ing. His "spontaneity" learned in great part from the Far Eastern 

example was a strategem to retain the necessary link between form and 

meaning to which the paradox of a naive naturalism posed an unremitting 

threat. 

The critic Paul 'Mantz grasped this when "Argenteuil" appeared at 

the 1815 Salon. lIe wrote in "Le Temps"l 

He forgets Argenteuil and geography, he makes the 
Seine into a madly blue Mediterranean. He thinks 
of color harmonies much more than of presenting 
the truth about the place he is painting. 

Hanet was describing the poetry of an experience of nature in 

"Argenteuil"·and making great use of the Far Eastern example in doing so. 

Like all Manetts later paintings it is an account of modern experience 

interpreted with immense artifice, paralleling the direct perception of 

tha t experience. The paradox of the "actual" and the "poetic" in 1'1anet's 

art is resolved through his visual language which drew largely on the 

Far Eastern example. 

The other major work of the summer of 1814 was "En Bateau" which 
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Manet exhibited in the 1819 Salon. Huysmans recognised the Japanese 67 

compositional device of placing the boat against a flat blUe expanse of 

water and cutting it off by the lower right edge of the canvas; 
r' 

Sa femme vetue de bleu, aesise dans une b~que 
coupee par Ie cadre comme dans certains planches 
des Japonais est bien posee, en pleine lumiere, 
et elle se deco~e energiquement ainsi que Ie 
canotier habille~ de blanc sur Ie bleu cru de l'eau. 

Huysmans' praise for the work concerns it being natural and balanced 

68 



as is the experience of nature and he speculates that the work was pro-

duced by approachin~ nature without preconceived visual formulae, and 

condemns other landscapists for using such formulae and not attending to 

nature. In doing this he ignores his own observation of the "Japanese" 

quality of the image which is surely a visual formula. ~e have noted 

" earlier Mal1anne's argument that Japanese "perspectivel! was natural, by 

which he meant appropriate to the poetry of modern experience. It seems 

that the perception of Japanese art as close to nature which we noticed 
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as a constituent element in most criticism of the 1870's affected Manet's 

supporters so strongly that at times they fail to perceive the full 

implications of his use of the Far Eastern example. For a time Japanese 

art and "nature" became identical. }lanet' s use of Par Eastern visual 

devices is seen once again to be related to contemporary cultural atti-

tudes and not to be rootless innovation. The various points that have 

been made for the other Argenteuil paintings also apply to "En Bateall", 

and it is unn~cessary to repeat them. Nor 1s it necessary to pursue 

those same questions in later paintings. There is no doubt that the 

gradual broadening of Manet's brushwork and its heightened precision 

and the infonnali ty of composition in a work such as "Buveurs de llocks" 

of 1878 is founded on the Far Eastern example. 

However it may be helpful to make one or two specific points about 

later paintings. We have seen that Japanese art was associated with 

fashionable life and with the formation of the image of femininity 

most appropriate to modern life, in, for instance, the work of Tissot 

in the 1860's. In particular the Geisha and the refined oriental pro

stitute rapidly acquired a position in Western literature culminating 

in Loti's "fladame Chrysantheme" of the 1880's. ~la.net's painting of an 

occidental prostitute "Nana" of 1877 contains all the linguistic e1e- 69 

ments we have discussed in earlier works. In this case it is possible 

to suggest a motif also. One of Beato's "PhdDgraphs of Japan" published 
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in 1869 shows a Japanese woman making"up before a small round mirror and 

also contains a bird on the hangin,~ in the background similar to that 

in "Nana". Beato's phowaph was reproduced a great deal, in particular 10 

in Humbert's "Le Japon". 

11anet's painting took its name from the low class prostitute in 

M 
Zola's "L'Assom~ir" of 1811. However the crudity of the environment of 

this completely contradicts the luxury and affluence of the painting. 

11anet was thinking of a very different, sophisticated aspect of modern-

ity for which a more fitting analogy is to be found in the relation of 

Samurai warriors and geisha. He may have borrowed the motif from Beato 

for this reason. 

The extension of the image of modern feminity was taken further 

by Nanet in a series of nudes or semi-nudes in oils and pastels made in 11 

1878. They show a woman in the arts associated with her toilette, 

taking a bath, putting up her hair or pulling on a stocking. This range 

of female activities was often represented by Hokusai in his drawings in 

the17 Ytangwa." As we have seen Nanet used one such drawing in his illus-

trations for "L'Aprea Midi d'un Faun". The nudes of 1878 owe a great 

deal to such drawings, and also perhaps to the intimate representations 

of women in eighteenth century prints such as those of Harunobu or 

Kyonaga which Hanet may have seen by 1818, though this is not suggested 

by the robust treatment of the nudes in }~net's work. Once again the 

Far ~stern example can be associated with the search for modernity, in 

this case, the redefinition of feminity in modern terms. 

Finally we must return to Manet's later water colours. A. Coffin 

1(22) 

Hemson has pointed out that in one of these, "Sa1amandre et Abeille", 12 

the figure of the lizard to the left is an exact copy of a figure in 13 
., " volume eleven of the Mangwa. To this we may add the snail that appears 

in two others. 14 

However far more important for us is the introduction into Western 
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art of studies of such minor subjects as these as ends in themselVes, 

as a route into nature. It is this range of subject matter and the feel 

of this group of works as a whole which testifies to the impact of Far 

Eastern art on Banet. This is most clear in the magnificent watercolour 

study of irises, with its flat areas of wash directly applied, which he 

made after 1880. There can be 11 ttle or no doubt that Hanet saw Ftar 
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Eastern prints or paintings of Korin's favourite flower before he painted 

this. One is reminded of the great Japanese master at once. 75 

In discussing ~~net's relations with Japanese art in the 1870's, I 

have shown it was more significant than the borrowing of an occasional 

motif or compositional device would suggest. In the 1860's the Far 

Eastern example had acted as a catalyst, showinG Hanet the way to trans

form this significance of classical motifs for a modern experience. In 

the 1870's J1anet continued to pursue the best means of expressing this 

but he concentrated evermore on finding the most appropriate pictorial 

language in which to preserve the poetry in contemporary experience. To 

do this he turned constantly to the Far Eastern example. I have shown 

that in doing this he was not acting in an arbitrarily original manner, 

but using Japanese art according to the current estimate of it in 

Western culture. I do not wish to claim that P~net's art is in any 

sense dominated by Far Eastern forms and means, but my hypothesis as 

to the manner in which he made use of it does allow a more precise 

description of his creative methods than would be possible without it. 

In particular it helps us to locate his attitude to that paradox of natur

alism whereby poetry can exist in the real and immediate only if the 

most artificial meana are used to present such experience to us. 

In a sense, Huysmans' comment in 1880 was correct, ~~net did remain 

"in front of Japanese prints", but not in the narrow sense of a failure 

to constantly invent ever new, more radical forms of naturalism. Manet 

was constantly learning from the Far East. 
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Huysmans' irritation with Manet may be explained by considering 

that he was one of the first apostles of that false avant-garde view of 

originality and artistic innovation with which many later, less percept-

ive critics and historians have chosen to assume that I·lanet concurred. 

~'Ianetts originality was more profound, grounded in his knowledee of art 

and his own experience. It must never be forgotten that to the end of 

his life despite all the insults of its official representatives, Banet 

remained a believer in that painful assimilation of artistic forms and 

meanings towards a new goal, a new experience, which has been called 

tradition. 
../ 

Mallarme wrote of his work, 

freshness, indeed, frequently consists - and this 
is especially the case in these critical days - in 
a co-ordination of widely scattered elements. 

Far ~stern art was one of these elements. 
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The F:lr Eastern example and the G~nesis and Rpception of "ImpresnJonism" 

Throuchout this thesis I have expressed strong reservations about 

the historical accuracy and usefulness of common stylistic labels, in 

particular "impressionism". Irhe difficulty of placing the Inter I·lanet 

within an "Impressionist" category has led me to deal with his relation 

to Far Eastern art as a separate issue. In doing this I have shown 

that l1anet' s later work continued his preoccupation with the multiple 

significance of images. His abandonment of the traditional motif did 

not indicate a negation of the traditional belief in the ability of art 

to sanction and deepen human experience in favour of a view of it as a 
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Heraclitean flux. On the contrary, it is possible to argue that his 1 

art constituted the search for an icon in which the indication of 

change was only one element of a symbol of modernity. I was able to show 

this by pointing to reasons for his adoption of Far Eastern motifs which 

fit such a view of his work. 

I hope to make a similar case for the "Impressionist" artists whose 

work I believe to have been more than a logical development of the 

desire to depict nature solely through an analysis of the perceptions. 

On the contrary the Impressionist artists attempted to resolve the para

dox of the naturalist aesthetic and in many cases were helped to their 

success by Far Eastern art. Moreover they each did this in their own 

way und whatever aesthetic they shared is much less sienificant than 

their individua.l development. The distance between Degas and }~onet is 

as absolute though not quite so wide as that between any other two 

artists working in the same culturel Constable and Turner for instance. 

Impressionism is a political and historical identity but not an aesthetic 

one. I believe the Impressionists to have been far more loosely 

related to each other than has often been assumed. 

In his essay "The Aesthetic Idea of ImpreSSionism", Venturi argued 

that Impressionism was a closely definable historical "moment in the 

eternal life of art" which he believed to run from just before 1870 to 



1880. He saw its roots in the Kantian theory that pleasure can be 

derived from the apprehension of the form an object without any concept 

or knowledge of that object on the part of the subject. lIe went on 

from this to develop a definition of Impressionism based on sensation 

alone, making use of distinctions such as that between (Neo Classic) 

order and Impressionist irregularity. I hope to show that while he may 

have been right in pOinting to the elimination in Impressionism of a 

concept of the object represented, he was far from correct in moving 
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to a notion of a unified "Impressionist" style in the 1870's based solely 

on sensation. Venturi excludes Degas from his analysis; if he were 

involved it would make even the notion of the elimination of a concept 

of the object difficult to accept. 

I1oreover Kant's definition fits Far Eastern art very well and so 

does the notion of irregularity which Venturi takes from Renoir's state-

ments on art. The exclusion of knowledge of the object from a repre-

eentation does not inevitably lead to an art rooted solely in sensation. 

There are at all times elements of convention and symbol at work as 

Venturi acknowledges when he goes on to argue that Impressionism was 

the coming to consciousness of a new class. I find it impossible to 

accept Venturi's notion of a homogeneous impressionis~ style and 

aesthetic. I wish to demonstrate the variety of intention of the 

Impressionists. To this end I have chosen to study Degas and i'lonet as 

two contrastins artists within the group, both interested in Far Eastern 

art. It is, however, important to examine the relation of Far Eastern 

art to the ImpreSSionist artists as a whole, and to the common elements 

within their styles and aesthetic attitudes. For as we have seen, Far 

Eastern art seems always to have been part of the idea of Impressionism. 

As we have seen, Chesneau in the 1860's had already pointed out 

tha t "Realism" failed to take account of many aspects of human exper- 2 

ience and characterised it as a passing phase in the development 

/ 



towards an art fully expressive of modern life. 

In his essay in English on Nanet and the Impressionists, IVJ8.llarm~ 

observes that the "Impressionists" were tryine to imbup. their work 

wi th a "peculiar qual! ty outside mere TIealism". I believe this qual1 ty 

consisted of an attempt to compensate for the inherent loss of the 

symbolic dimension in naturalism. 

Duret wrote of the same dilemma in 1867 when he considered the 

problem of the modern landscape painter to work to make nature; 

.....,/ '" sensible pour les spectateurs et a presenter G la 
fois unis sur Ie toile l'asp~ exterieur ~ la 
nature et de l'~e cachee et qu'il aura decouverte. 

As we have seen, the young Lafarge was in Paris in the late 1860's 

and this notion of naturalism was by then being associated with Japanese 

art, Lafarge wrote about this in one of the earliest critical assess-

ments of Japanese art; he saw the "ideal" of Realism as "characterisa-

tion".as represented in Japanese art. He went further and argued that 

Japanese landscape prints gave one "the place where, the illuminated air 

of the scene of action" and that they used "local colours to enhance 

the sensation of time and the very colours of the costumes belon~ to 

the hour or the season of the landscape". 

In tneyears following the Japanese appearance at the 1867 exhibi-

tion Japanese art would seem to have filled a need in Western art for 

a means to replace a" felt loss of symbolic vitality. Japanese prints 

are, of course, highly conventionalised and on occasions, symbolic in 

their approach to reality. However we cannot dismiss Lafarge's comments 

as eccentric for, as we have seen, the same ideas of local colour 

moderated to locate an experience precisely in time, of the depiction 

of the'~lace where" and above all, the idea of a unified atmosphere, an 

overall conviction of image occur in discussions of the influence of 
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Japanese art in relation to "Impressionism" by furet, Duranty and others. 6 

One must also remember the tremendous scope of the general debate about 

the relation of Japanese art to nature which I have traced above and 
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which is of fundamental importance to all Western art after 1810. 

One can only conclude that it was the visual integrity of the 

Japanese print which recommended it so strongly to artists whose own 

aesthetic had reached an impasse where the balance between image and 

symbol composition and the incidental was threatening to disappear 

completely in favour of a vacuous imitative naturalism. 

Thus if we can locate a strong and consistent influence of Far 

1~3tern art on "Impressionist" artists there is a presumption that from 

the beginning these artists were concerned to reconstitute man's 

symbolic relations with nature on many levels, not just to analyse his 

perception of it. 

reconstitution.) 

(Though the analysis of perception was part of this 

Only thus can we explain the paradox of their attract-

ion to Japanese art. 
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This however has not been the normal view of "Impressionism" though 

it fits quite well with the idea that Impressionist art was a conse

quence of the romantic desire to unify experience. vfuile it has been 

accepted that the Impressionist painters borrowed a few compositional 

eccentricities and motifs from Japanese art, this borrowine h~s been 

seen as no more than a means to realise more quickly the formal problems 

of a radical naturalism. This naturalism is seen as an entirely Itlestern 

matter. Rewald barely mentions Far Eastern influences in his "History 

of Impressionism". In some ways he is justified. Venturi's "Archives 

de l'Impressionisme" and Letheve'a more recent survey of press opinion 1 

of the Impressionists show very little evidence of Japanese involvement in 

the development of the Impressionist painter or an Impressionist 

aesthetic. Moreover as we have seen even Ph. Burty, one of the leading 

Japonists and an early defender of the Impressionist artists does not 

link the two together in his work. In his review of the 1874 exhibition 

he offers a "martyrology" of G6rlcault, Delacroix, Huet, Rousseau, 

Courbet and Millet, implying that the Impressionists were following in 
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their footsteps as revolutionaries placed outside the critical pale by 

their search for new artistic t~Lth. Thlrty's view has been taken at 

its face value by many historians since. However there are problems in 

acceptine it. As we have seen many critics close to the events of the 

1810's associated Impressionism with Japanese art. 

As early as 1873 Armand Silvestre saw Japanese inspirations in the 

work of Monet, Sisley and Pissarro. Of Monet, he wrote; 

", /'" " II aime sur une eau, legerement remuee, a justa-
poser les refleta multicolores du soleil couchant, 

,/ de bateau bariolea de la rue changeante. Des tons 
metalliques dus au poli du flot qui clapote par 
petites surfaces unies miroitent sur ses toiles et 
l'image de la rive y tremble, les maisons s'y de-
coupant comme dans ce jeu d'enfanta ou les objets ___ 
reconsti tuent par morceaux. Cet effet, d 'une o{y, ~ , 
verite absolue et quia pu etre (emprunte~,~arme J~ 
si fort la jeune ecole qu'elle y revient a tout 
propos, 

and of the paintings of all three he wrote, 

image. 

Une lumiere blonde les inondet et tout y est 
gaieta, clart~, fete printardere, sor~d'or ou 
pommiers en fleurs - Encore une inspiration du 
Japon. 

Once again we see light and atmosphere associated with a Japanese 

One recalls Mallarme's fantasy of a paintbrush charged with the 

colour of atmosphere. Silvestre also Bees the lightness of touch of 

the Impressionists, their refusal to load their canvases with layers of 

paint as resulting from the Japanese example. 

Nor was he alone in this. Castagnary, writing about the first 

Group Exhibition in 1814, states that many people called the artists 

"Les Japonais" but suggests instead the term "impressionists"; 
, ./' 

L'impression une fois saisee et finee, ils 
declarent leur role termine. La qualification 
de Japonais, qu'on leur a donn6e d'abord n'avait - ...'-aucun sense Si leon tient ales caracteriser 
d'un mot qui les explique il faudra forger Ie 
terme nouveau d'lmpressionistes en ces sene 
quills rendent non Ie paysage mais 1a sensation 
produitvle paysage. 

('4f 

. Castagnary is aware of the reasons for the Japanese association but 
-"-----

dismisses it as irrational, placing his stress on the analysis of 
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sensation in Impressionist paintings, chiefly in the works of Honet, 

Sisley and Renoir. 

It would appear that there was a common association of Impressionist 

art with Japanese art on its first beinrr seen. However it does not 

follow from this that the Impressionist painters made such an association 

and one must be careful to distinguish between the growth of the idea 

of Impressionism and the practical development of the Impressionist 

artists. Far Ea.stern art influenced both and of course the two inter-

acted but they are separate. When De Goncourt wrote in 1884 of 

L'heure qu'il est que tout l'impression~sme -
la mort du bitume etc., etc., est fait par la 
contemplation des impressions claires du Japon. 

He was associating Japanese art with the idea of Impressionism and 

really with an aesthetic theory of more interest for art in the 1880's 

and later, as he made clear by talking Japanese revolutionising the 

""estern tloptique". The cultural idea of Impressionism could very well 

have had little or no relation to the work of Impressionist artists. 

Therefore its association with Japanese art is evidence only of the 

cultural importance of the Far Eastern example not of its practical 

significance for the painters. 

However when Duret wrote in 1880 in an essay on Nonet that without 

the Japanese example a whole range of means would not have been avail-

able to the Impressionists we are dealing with evidence of the practical 

importance of that example. 

This distinction is not simply a matter of admissibility of evi-

dence. It is also crucial to a major theme of my thesis, the relation 

of art to· its cultural and social context. 

\·lhile it is easy to trace the idea of Impressionism in French 

cuI ture from the 1870' s in its rela tiona to the F'ar Eastern example, it 

is not so easy to reconstruct the relations of this to the creative 

activities of the Impressionists, as analogy is not convincing in itself. 

I have discussed the critical basis for the relations of the idea of 
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Impressionism to Japanese art in Section Three. Therefore a su~nary of 

my arguments will suffice here. 

We have seen that Japanese art was universally regarded as close to 

nature. }~y people believed that Japanese art was created by direct 

observation of nature and applied this belief to "plein air" painting 

by the Impressionists. Others, closer to the Impressionist artists such 

as Burty, pointed to the ability of Japanese art to reconcile the 

"poetic" and the "real", nature and artifice. The second view gave 

rise to a Far Eastern aspect to the Impressionist aesthetic. Japanese 

art was regarded as very c lose in some respects to Western realism. 
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Duret reported that his visit to Japan confirmed this. The Japan

ese print was seen as having a close affinity with natural experience 

itself, being an accurate account of the perceptual sensations of looking 

at a landscape in Japan. Several critics went so far as to argue that 

it was a bright sun and unclouded armosphere in Japan which created such 

flat images as part of an art that was essentially naturalistic and 

therefore to an extent, imitative. Duret used the experience of walking 

by a river in the sunlight to form an analogy between Japanese art and 

Impressionism. Clearly he had J'.10net's work in mind. All critics who 

associate Japanese art with Impressionism stress the notion of atmos

phere, of integrity of the whole work of art paralleling the integrity 

of the experience of nature. Many associated this directly with light 

and the imitation of changing conditions of light. Some later writers 

go further and associate Impressionism with time and an evanescent 

creation undergoing perpetual shifts and changes and connect with with 

Far Eastern philosophies. Japanese art was even used as a means of 

attack by the enemies of Impressionism. We have seen that negamey 

pointed to Impressionism as a futile attempt to retain the perfume of 

experience and dispense with the bouquet and contrasted it with the 

pro fundi ty of Japanese art. Henry Houssaye in his Salon of 1882 wrote 

, 



"Impressionist painting which is derived from the primitive masters and 

from Japanese prints is an anachronism". 

Thus developed the association of Japanese art with the idea of 

Impressionism, with Impressionism as a generic style, as a factor in 

the developmental schema of art history. However since this association 

appears paradoxical given the conventional nature of Japanese art, it 

was disregarded by twentieth century historians in place of a few formal 

analogies of motif and compositional devices. 

In fact the association is justifiable in practical terms, the idea 

of Impressionism is not entirely remote from the practice of the indi

vidual artists. I have suggested that their use of the Far Zastern 

example sprang from a need to replace the last symbolic vitality of 

their art, not from a need to arbitrarily extend naturalism and this 

aspect of the context in which Japanese art was received in the \lest 

can be paralleled in the individual development of the Impressionist 

painters. 

In doing this one can show the direct importance of the Far Eastern 

example in offering solutions to practical and aesthetic difficulties of 

these artists while at the time changing the cultural situation in which 

that art was created. I have attempted this for Degas and r~onet. 
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DillAS. 

In the first section of this thesis I showed that Degas's use of 

Far Eastern art was conditioned by his essential commitment to a roman-

tic mannerism whose greatest representative was Ingres. Il'his led him to 

admire and adopt "artificial" compositional devices in Japanese prints 

for his paintin6~. 

It was thus relatively easy for critics to recognise the "Japanese" 

elements in his work and Chesneau commented on them in his review of 

the 1867 Exposition Salon. 

After 1867 the "mannered" tendencies in Degas' work were to develop 

into a unique form. He adopted the subject matter of Realism, but re-

tained his concern for a total work of art, a work whose significance 

was intrinsic and vital, not the result of a programmatic Bcheme. It 

is my case that this would have been impossible without the Japanese 

example. As Neier-Graefe wrote, Degas' work would have been "incon-

ceivable without his Japanese inheritance". Degas continually indi- 1 

cated his desire to present a complex mannered image of reality in his 

art, 

and; 

No art is less spontaneous than mine. Vry work is 
the outcome of prolonged thinking, of study of the 
old masters. Inspiration, spontaneity, temperament, 
I don't know what these mean, 

Art does not enlarge, it recapitulates. 

are two of hie most famous declarations. 

The intention was also clear in the works which he displayed in 

his apartment in the Rue Masse in the 1890's. In hiB bedroom was a 

framed Kiyonaga print of bathing women alongside Ingres' drawings for 

tlL'Age d'Or" and for the Iliad. 

In the nineties, Jager, a friend of Meier-Graefe, gained an 

audience with Degas by bringing Ingres' drawings and Japanese prints to 

show him; 
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The Ingres gave him the entry into the living rooms 
in the Rue Victor Masse, and the Japanese colour 
prints unlocked for him the doors of Degas' studio. 

Ingres and Japanese art seem to have been Degas' talismans through-

out his creative life. Japanese art enabled him to translate his aims 

into "modern" terms. 

Degas made no direct statements about his interest in :r'ar llistern 

art. However the sale of his collection on his death, in 1918, revealed 

him to be a discriminating collector. However it is of little value as 

a document of his interest in Far Eastern art in the 1870's and 1880's 

since it represents a later mature taste. 

Three eighteenth century artists took pride of place. The diptych 

of bathers by K.iyonaga, two volumes of the "100 Qualities of Women" by 

"Shikenobou" dated 1725 and two triptychs by Utamaro, "Le l'assage du 
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Gue" and the "Promenade en barque" were each given separate numbers in 4 

the sale. It is most unlikely that Degas possessed any of these before 

the mid 1880's and indeed he was probably influenced to buy them by the 5 

exhibition of Japanese art in 1890, although at the time he joked about 

it in a letter to Bartholom~; 

bxposition japonaise aux Beaux-Arts. Le casque 
d'un pompier sur une grenouille. Helas: Helael 
Ie gout partout. 

George Moore who visited Degas in the 1880's saw no Far Eastern 6 

work on show; 

Degas thinks as little of Turkey carpets and 
Japanese screens as of newspaper applause, and 
is unconcerned to paint his walls lemon yellow ••• 
They are naked of ornament except a few chef 
d'oeuvres he will not part with, a few portraits 
painted in his youth. 

In contrast, forty-two Japanese landscape prints in the sale, mainly 

by Hiroshige, were given only one lot number between them. The same is 

true of fifteen drawings and watercolours, whose Bubjects were "Sinees , " 

7 

Oiseaux divers, Fleurs, Poissons, Langouste, Paysages" , presumably also 8 

by Hiroshige. These are the works which Degas is most likely to have 
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possessed in the 1870's and 1880's. 

In another lot, 41 prints by various artiste were sold. 1~ey 

included works by Hokusai, Yeizan (d.1867) and Toyokuni (d.1825), which 

Degas could have acquired early in his career, as well as works by 

Utamaro, Shunsho and others. 14 print albums were Bold unidentified 

in another lot - one is tempted to suggest that they were a complete set 

of the Nangwa, though this is not probable. 

It is clear that the greater volume of Degas' Far Eastern collect-

ion was composed of nineteenth century prints but the emphasis in the 

sale followed the change in taste towards eighteenth century prints in 

the 1890's. It is therefore impossible to identify any particular nine-

teenth century print as having been owned by Degas. 
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Degas also owned a Chinese kakemono which was also probably acquired 

in the 1890's. 10 

1~e sale catalogue also provides another clue to Degas' interest in 

Far Eastern art. 
-:\ 

In the Clark Institute there is a Japanese watercolour 

signed "Sho Tei" and inscribed "For M. Degas at a party" and bearin~ 

Degas' studio seal. It shows two birds on a branch. A work o~the same 11 

:r(?-?; ) measurements was sold in 1918. 

"Sho Tei" is identifiable as an artist who gave Japanese paintine 

demonstration in connection with the 1878 exhibition. This drawing 

demonstrates that Degas attended at least one of these, probably at the 

Charpentier's. These demonstrations are discussed above. Thus Dee:as 

can be seen to have pursued his interest in Japanese art in the 1810's 

and extended his knowledge of Far Eastern technique whenever he could. 

I shall show that Degas' own technical views changed as he learnt more 

about the art of the East. We have seen that this was also true of 

Manet and I shall show similar developments in Whistler's work. 

Degas was also interested in·the Musee Gu~met, and in 1891 he tele

graphed Bartholome at eleven at night to warn him to attend a Buddhist 

masS there, 
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"Non frere m'apprend qu'il-y-a demain au Musee 
Guimet, Ie matin, une masse boudhiste dite par 
deux pretres boudhistes. Si je n'y vais pas 
(j'attends mon chirurgien a la maison), il faut 
que vous y alliez. Voua avez des relations dana 
cette eglise. On invoquera la petite deesse qui .. sait danser. Ne manquez pas cela, et pour vous 
et pour moil A demain soir les details. 

/ . / 
It is not clear whether Bartholome had contacts in the Nusee Guimet 

or with the Buddhists. In either case his close friendship with Degas 

makes this an interesting statement. \ole do not know to what extent Degas 
.;' 

was familiar with the collections of the Musee Guimet. Indeed the 

importance of the museum for Parisian" artists in the 1880's and '90's 

has never been investigated~ As we have seen,it contained a number of 

Japanese paintings and prints as well as bronzes and ceramics. 

The above information is all that is known of Degas' interest in 

Japanese art. All that can be added are the names of Degas' friends 

amongst the Japanese enthusiasts, notably Ph. Burty and Duranty amongst 

the critics, Tissot and Bracquemond amongst artists and the collectors 

Henri and Alexis Roualt, Tillot and Isaac de Camondo. Despite thiS, 

Dega.s' use of the formal devices of Japanese art has been most fully 

documented and there has been much ill-founded speculation on motifs 

for Deeas's works to be found in Japanese prints. No other artist has 
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had so much of his technical vocabulary and his suoject matter attributed 

to Japanese art. This is particularly the case with Yujiro Shinoda's 

thesis which consists of a long list of such comparisons, organised 

around purely internal evidence and disregardine their historical pro-

bability. The same is true of subsequent studies. 13 

Further discussion of the probable accuracy of such analogies would 

seem to be a waste of time. Instead I shall concentrate on the kind of 

borrowing Degas made from the Far Eastern example and the reasons for 

his choice. In doing this the legitimacy of different formal analogies 

will be strengthened or weakened in relation toa view of Degas' art as 

a whole. The most important elements of this view are concerned with 
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his art's relationship to the concept of Impressionism and to the aims 

and aesthetic of naturalism an represented by EuysmanFl and De Goncourt 

who by 1873 regarded Degas as a colleague because of his choice of 

laundresses and dancers as subjects. Behind these questions stands the 

central problem in negas' art, the dethronement of the human fif,Ure in 

the work of an artist committed to classic artistic values. The human 

fit~re and its relation to its environment remained Degas's central 

subject 'throughout his 11fe. However it is clear that he took means 

devised to emphasise the supremacy of the human image and chanced them 

so as to express a view of human existence and action 8S inCidental, 

relative rather than absolute. Degas told George Moore in the 1880's 

tha.t he wished to portray the nude "a.s if you looked through a keyhole", 
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in contrast to all previous representations whose poses had presupposed 14 

an audience. 

Degas' attitude to all human activity is Bummed up in this declara

tion. All the various technical devices he used in in his works have 

the aim of adjusting one's perception of the human Ima~e and its envir

onment, towards a relative conception of human activity. We find a 

similar conception enshrined in Japanese art. 

I have shown that naturalist critics tended to welcome the J~_pD.ncse 

example because of this shift in emphasis in its treatment of the humnn 

figure and human experience. Duretts remark that the people passing by 

in the streets of Yokohama looked just like those in Japanese prints is 

an example of this. On the other hand the treatment of the human fieure 

in Japanese art was a source of the strongest attacks on it and created 

great difficulties for idealist critics such as Jarves. A third atti

tude was expressed by Huysmans, who in his writings on fantastic and 

pornographic art, particularly on the work of Rops, regarded Japanese 

erotic art as an example of a disinterested attitude to the human animal, 

pointing to the possibility of a major artistic expression of the modern 

spiri t. 



In borrowing in the way that he did from Japanese Art, Degas must 

~have been aware that he was stru~glin~ with the destruction of the 

idealist aesthetic which had supported his idol, Ingres. Indeed in 

the 1880's, Degas praised Ingres to George Hoore in terms which the 

master would have denounced, terms that really apply to }o'ar Eastern art, 

and which in my view derived from Degas' knowledge of the Far Eastern 

aesthetic. 

That's my idea of genius, a man who finds a hand so 
lovely, so wonderful, so difficult to render, that 
he will shut himself up all his life, content to do 
nothing else but indicate finger nails. 

As we know, Ingres was not above adding an extra finger to his work 

whm it sui ted him. Degas' misreading of InbTes' invention came about 

through the creative resolution of the tensions between the idealist 

values of Ingres and the Far Eastern vision of humanity ,in favour of 

the latte~. As we have seen these tensions were expressed in the works 

which Degas chose to have around him in the 1890's. 

George Moore, Huysmans and later critics accused Degas of calculated 

cruelty, of an essentially cynical view of humanity, of cele'Qrating 

the bankruptcy of idealism. Marxists have seen in his work the pictorial 

expression of that alienation from human social relations which they 

find characteristic of later nineteenth century society. 

Bnough has been said to make clear the paradoxical nature of Degas' 

adoption of the Japanese example and its relation to the paradoxical 

nature of Degas' art as a whole. It remains to analyse the use he made 

of the Far Eastern example in his artistic development. Because of the 

consistency with which Degas followed certain subjects at different 

periods in his life it will be possible to do this by considering those 

subjects sequentially. 

The first of these is the theatre. In 1868 Degas exhibited "M1le. 

16 
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Fiocre dans Ie Ballet La Souroe" in the Paris Salon. This had been sub- 19 

stantially painted during 1861. at the time of the Japanese appearance in 
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Paris. It marked the beginning of Degas' interest in the theatre as a 

subject for his art. 

\ " Zola writing in L'~venement, saw Japanese influence in the work 

t-? lien regardant cette peinture, qui est un peu mai/3lHf et qui a des 

/./ I"t . i ' elegances e ranges, Je songera s a ces gravures japonaises, s1 artist-

iques dans Ia simplici te de leurs tons". 20 

A Indeed the paint is thin and Degas does use taches similar to 

Hanet 's. The drawing also has a }'ar Eas tern quaU ty, especially in the. 

use of the varying thickness of outline in the horse and the woman in 

red at the night so as to suggest volume and movement. 

The composition however is not related to Far Eastern models. ~~e 

paintin~ serves principally as a reminder of the presence of a Far 

Eastern element in Degas' vision in 1867. 

It is not even a particularly "theatrical" work, since the theatre 

has been ignored in favour of a clear interpretation of its subject. 

Degas' next theatre piece is a ver'J different matter. "L'Orchestre 

de l'Opera", painted in 1868 shows a tremendous range of borrowings 21 

from Japanese prints. 

Originally Degas had intended to paint a portrait of his friend 

Desire Dihau the bassoonist in the foreground. Then he decided to show 

his friend in action surrounded by other ~usicians of his acquaintance, 

amongst them the composer, Chabrier. 

While this decision is clearly consistent with Dega.s increasing 

commitment to a naturalistio aesthetic, it could only have been realised 

with the help of the Far Eastern example. The Japanese theatre had 

always had close associations with print artists and this was especially 

so in the nineteenth century. We have seen that the prints of the Osaka 

8chool, which specialised in theatre prints had reached Europe in the 

1860's. 

Often prints were produced in which b~eater emphasis was given to 

the audience. tha.n the performance. Indeed the interaction of the 
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members of the audience became the chief interest of the print. Hokusai, 

Hiroshige and many other nineteenth century masters produced prints of 

this type, occaSionally as prefaces to a book recording a particular 

performance. Some even related the theatre musicians to the audience. 23 

This type of print gave Degas the notion of placing his portrait 

of Dihau in a composi tion as incidental as the music he plays. 'rhe 

basiC assertion of this painting, that a man is at his most essentia,l 

during his typical activities, was stressed by critics such as Duret 

and Duranty, as a key element of the Far Eastern aesthetic. Equally 

significant is the disruption of the relation of audience to work of 

art in this image. The psychological and compositional relations 

between the members of the orchestra are a result of their function as 

musicians, not of their function in Degas' work. 

Degas h3s taken the portrait technique of Ineres and restructures 

its images in a composition inspired by the Far Eastern example. 

1~ere are many devices in the painting which are identifiable as 

Far }astern in source. 

The wall at the edge of the orchestra pit and the inclined dark 

red bar formed by its velvet top serve to balance the whole composition. 

SUch an incidental element, whose function is to cut off the intricacies 

of particular compositional area and to balance the dynamics of a 

composition as a whole is typical of Japanese prints. 

The position of the element suggests that Deeas' source was pro-

bably a part of a multiple print showing figures on a boat, many of 

which were in the nineteenth century, such as a scene from the play 

Sakaya made by Kunichiro (1831-1835). The gunwhale of the boat is 

used as is the orchestra pit wall in the Degas. 

It must be said however that such specific formal sources are at 

best supplementary to the general suggestion that Degas borrowed such 

devices from Far Eastern art. They are generic and Degas may simply 
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applied a general compositional principle learnt from looking at Far 

Eastern prints. 

The sarne is true of the massive bulk of Gouffe the double bassist 

on his chair on the right. Sudden jumps in dimensional relationships 

which serve to suggest space in composition are common in Japanese 

prints, but much more in landscape prints by Hiroshige and his followers 

than in figure prints. The ratio of large flat area of Gouffe's back to 

the complex compositional mosaio of faces and instruments to his left is 

clearly derived from similar structures in Japanese prints though it 

would be foolish to suggest a direct source. 

This is composition by careful control of the size and density of 

individual visual elements such as one sees in prints by Hiroshige and 

Hokusai. Consider for instance the gradually diminishing linear ele

ments formed by the musical instruments and bows in the orchestra. The 

orchestra is composed like a Japanese landscape print with large 

untouched masses on either side and a carefully structured set of text

ural elements in the centre to suggest space and movement. 

The cut off heads of the ballerinas on the stage have also been 

attributed to the Far Eastern example. I have been unable to find such 

a motif in Japanese prints. The respect of most artists, especially the 

relatively "primitive" for the integrity of the human body is such that 

they do not like to remove elements of it from pictorial existence. 

Least of all do they think of displaying headless bodies. Thus it is 

likely that only the general principle of abruptly cutting of an image 

at the borders of the work was taken from Japanese prints. The cutting 

off of the heads of the ballerinas was either an invention of Degas or 

perhaps the result of his seeing a photograph in which such an arbi

trary and disrupting event had taken place, it is likely that he saw 

such a photograph in the 1860's. 

The essential"Japanese" elements in this painting are the shift in 

focus to the incidental aspeots of a theatrioal performance and the 

639 . 
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absorption of the technical facility which Deeas had learnt from Ingres 

in a Far Eastern compositional system. The system changes the signi-

ficance of the Ingres portrait technique, it becomes a means of asserting 

the predominance of the incidental in human experience. 

Degas was to make several similar works. ~be two versions of the 

ballet "Rouert Le Diable" made in 1872 and 1874-76 are th> most 26 

important. In these works the portrayal of the audience as a lively 

collection of individuals, scarcely paying any attention to the perform-

ance is taken to its limit. The figures are painted much less carefully, 

although they are still portraits. 

The ballet performance is reduced to a series of graphic brush 

strokes recording movement under bright light against the arched set. 

Some brush studies made in 1871 in the Victoria and Albert Museum 1(25 

survive, showing Degas' research into reducing the dancing figures to 

graphic formulae. These drawings are interesting in that they show 27 

Degas'first, unsuccessful,attempts to represent movement in dance. 

They also show that he turned naturally to the dynamic brushstroke as 

a means of doing this. lhring the 1870 's the Far Eastern example wa.s 

to provide him with means of developing and articulating this brushstroke. 

Until these studies Degas' drawing had been almost entirely based 

on the style of Ingres. It may well be that he had seen some }'ar 

Eastern brush paintings, perhaps at the Union des Beaux Arts exhibition 

of 1869. Many were reproduced in Humbert's "Le Japon" of 187~ 

In 1869 and 1870 Degas had worked briefly with Ma.net at Boulob~e 

when, as we have seen, Nanet was using a graphic drawing style based on 
s,tr-,~ 

the ~langwa. Degas' interest in a similar may have sprung from this 

" 
example. 

As we shall see his interest in this style and in the representation 

of movement it permitted was to be strengthened by the Far Eastern 

example throughout the 1870's. 
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The subject of the audience and performance is a paradig'Tll of J)egae' 

art. The stress on the "incidental" is basic to all his art and this he 

shares with Far Eastern art and indeed with much Far ~astern culture in 

which stresses always removed from the dramatic centre of events. 28 

3hinoda gives a convincing analogy between two pages from Hokusai's 

"Toto Meisho Ichiran" of 1800, "Backstage of the Theatre at Sakaicho" 1(26) 

and a pastel drawing by Degas "The Duet" of 1877 in the Hirsch collect-

ion at Basle. 29 

Both show a performance viewed from backstage with the audience 

spread out behind the back view of the performers, whose half bent poses 

are similar in each work. The choice of an unusual, incidental view 

has clearly been inspired by the Japanese example. This is the case 

with all Degas' views of theatrical performances. His views of cafe 

concerts use similar dancers though it is unnecessary to repeat the 

analysis made for the theatre works • 

./ However the cafe concert singers usually have extreme facial 

expressions to suit the emotional intensity of their "chansons". In 

capturing these expressions Degas made use of the drawings of facial 

expressions in the Japanese print which derive ultimately from the 

Kabuki theatre. Degas may have seen prints recording the expressive 

features of great Kabuki actors but it is more likely that the motif 

reached him through the }~ngwa and other works of Hokusai in which there 

are many studies of extreme facial expression; the pastel studies and 

drawing of the "Chanteuse de Cafe" made in 1878 show such an expression 

and may be compared to the open-mouthed image of a blind man in volume 

eight of the Mangwa and to the image of chanting Buddhist priests in 

volume one. 

The use of vertical green, red and gold stripes behind the black 

glove of the singer as dynamic elements in the composition of the Cafe 

Concert Singer is highly reminiscent of similar devices in Japanese 

30 

actor prints in which the portrait is accompanied by a gesturing hand 31 
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against a highly coloured geometrical pattern. 

A final comment may be made in relation to "Le Cafe Concert des 

Ambassadeurs". The singer in the red dress stretching her arm out over 32 

the audience is irresistibly reminiscent of a Kabuki actor walking on 

the catwalk extension of the stage which runs out above the heads of 

the audience. 

Theatre prints show Kabuki actors doing this and it is likely that 1(28) 

Degas' perception of the lively relationship of audience and ~rformers 

in the Cafe concerts was partlY a result of the Japanese example. 

In 1878 Chesneau remarked that Degas had borrowed; 

"la fantaisie realiste de ses groupes, l'effet 
piquant de ses dispositions de .lumieres 
en ses etonnantes scenes de caf~s-concerts 

from Japanese art. 

Degas' interest in the incidental aspects of the theatre led him 

naturally to a study of the elaborate preparations which surround the 

most mannered and expressive of art forms; the ballet. 

He began to paint the ballet in 1872 and continued to the end of 

his life. Nearly all his paintings are of rehearsals or exercise. 

Degas' interest in the ballet was not a result of an interest in the 

art itself. Rather the hierarchical system of the Opera in its relations 

to the development of the dancers towards the end of art was his sup-
.<" 

reme interest. Degas' ballet scenes are never epitomes of effortless 

grace. They record the physical, mental and social tensions acting on 

those who would create art. Also by implication they comment on a 

range of human relations, ostensibly dedicated to one supreme purpose, 

32b 
.. 

in such a way that one is left in great doubt of their single-mindedness. 33 

Once again Degas stresses the incidental in an image of human activity, 

that shows human society as a ~ariety of interests seldom harmonised. 

In doing this he was to borrow two sets of devices from Japanese 

art. ~~ey were the range of compositional devices which he used to 

create the particular spaces and spatial relationships with which he 
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expressed his view of the preparations for art and the range of graphic 

devices which he used to express types of movement in individual figures. 

In the earlier ballet paintings the former devices predominate. In 

"Le }'oyer" of 1872 the central archway, with its two flat marble pilast

ers and the half cut off marbled frieze and moulding and the line of the 

bar contribute to the articulation of an ostensibly rectangular space. 

IIowever the space is in fact amorphous. The function of the archi

tectural elements is simply to create a pattern of emphases within it 

so as to relate the groups of figures. Space is defined permanently by 

the cut off chair placed in the centre of the lower border of the canvas 

which relates directly to the architectural "framework" on the two walls 

across the blank undefined space of the floor. Degas has eliminated all 

incidental textures to make this possible. The use of a.rchitectural 

features to control the perception of the space surrounding human action 

in this fashion is ubiquitous in Japanese prints. 

Hokusai's illustration for Act 10 of the Chiusingura made in 1806 

shows all the features which I have discussed. To the right, a group 

of figures in action is enclosed in a carefully defined architectural 

space. To the left, more distant figures are located by their scale and 

the geometry of the quay and the buildings on it. The cut off roof 

ridge in the left foreground is the equivalent of the chair in Degao' 

painting. 

It is important to see the relation between human drama and this 

1(29) 

control of space. In Degas' work the empty space between the ballerina 

on the left and the standing figure of Merante and his assistant (per

haps Pagans) in the right serves to stress the strain of the class and 

its authoritarian character. Degas thus uses Japnnese compositional 

devices to create a formal analogy to the physical and emotional exper

ience of a ballet class. The three ballerinas in the far corner are 

clearly not under tension, they are not in the "active" area of the space 

any more than is the Japanese lady to the left in the Hokusai print. 



Just as these compositional devices articulate, so they divide and 

they thus become a metaphor for the competitive relations of the baller

inas striving to gain a place in the Opera company. The group round 

~~erante stand in a critical relation to the dancer on the left. Other 

figures however, are busy preparing or exercising; to them her perform

ance is incidental and they turn their backs. 

The narrow vertical open door on the left is a definite indication 

of the Japanese course of Degas' compositional devices. Tissot made use 
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of a similar device in his interiors in the 1870's. One may also comment 34 

that the painting is no bigger than a Japanese print, 19 ems. by 27 ems. 

as if Degas had identified the small format with the devices he was 

using. This was most unusual for such a complex subject at the time 

(save for Meissonier:). 

A great many of Degas' ballet stUdies of the 1870's make use of 

similar "architectural" manipulation of spaces. There is no need for 

an analysis of each of them. However we may note the occurrenCe of 

particular motifs such as the spiral staircase in the left of "La 

Repetition de Danse" of 1817 in the Burrell collection 

rrhe staircase is clearly not a Far Eastern motif but its "irrat

ional" prominence in the composition and strange manner in which its 

various planes articulate the space of the whole image is inspired by 

35 

the use of similar devices in Far Eastern art. Hiroshige's print 1(30 

"Wagon Wheel on a :Beach" (Takanawa Ushimachi), from a series "Views of 

FamouS Places in Edo", uses the wagon wheel and its spokes in the same 36 

way. 

The "arbitrariness" of Degas' use of the architectural system of 

composition is made clear by comparing the two versions of "La Classe de 

Danse of M. Perrot" of 1873-4 and of 1814-6. Careful study of these 37 

two works will show that every aspect of the composition has been 

changed. From the substitution of a mirror for a door in the second 

version to the direction of the floorboards. All the figures except 
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for M. Perrot have also changed their poses. It is almost as if we have 

two instants from a class, magically transposed from one room to another. 

Despite these changes however the formula for the nrbitIary use of space 

is the same in both compositions. So is their diagonal asynunetry. This 

asymmetry can be found in many of Degas' ballet paintings. It is gen-

erally attributed to Far Eastern art and there can be no doubt that this 

is correct. A form of it can be found in the Hokusai plate from the 

Chiusingura discussed above. 

Its function is to emphasise the "incidental" qualities in the 

e"xperience of the ballet in the same manner as the archi tectural compo-

sitional devices borrowed from Far Eastern art. Around 1878-1880 Degas' 

interest in "architectural" devices slackened and he concentrated increas-

ingly on compositions showing dancers alone, in action or at rest. The 

last device to disappear was the simple vertical bar used to split up 

a space as in "Danseuses pratiquant dans une salle a colonnes" of 1887. 39 

This change in emphasis is linked with Degas' increasing interest 

in the abstract and expressive problems of human movement and associated 

problems of draughtsmanship. It is also, in my View, linked to his 

increasing knowledge of Far Eastern paintings and painting techniques. 

In painting, as opposed to prints, much less emphasis is laid on n 

highly structured "graphic" composition. In Sumi-ye painting which is 

the kind which Degas probably knew best from the collectionn of his 

friends, from verbal descriptions and from the demonstration that he 
~~w~U\L~. 

attended in 1878" Degas' development away from the Ingres based 

draughtsmanship of his early work proceeded as the graphic freedoms 

offered by the Far Eastern example were gradually revealed to him. This 

was to culminate in many stUdies of the female nude which will be dis-

cussed. However the development is best based in his studies of dancers. 
.. .. 

A drawine made between 1871-2, "Danseuse en Quatrieme derriere, 

pointe tendue", is verr close to Ingres' style, with fine hard lines. 

Degas has even squared'off the drawing for transfer in the academic 40 



manner. The static pose is typical of Deens' earlier drawin~s.· By 

about 1815 however he began to take a ereater interest in representine 

movement and his drawings and paintings show dancers with arms in the 

air and balancing on their toes and 'in various forms of action. 

In 1816 he made a brush drawing of "Two dancers practisin,;", using 

all the thicknesses and tones of line found in Sumi-ye paintine. In 41 

particular, the rhythmic notation of the left leg, skirt and tone of 

the dancer on the left show how for Degas understanding of the direct 

method of Far Eastern painting had developed. Another drawing of dancers 

in sepia made in 1816-11, also in the Fbgg Museum, Cambrid~e, U.S.A., 

is pure Sumi-ye in technique, the brush barely flicking at the p~per. 

I ts line is similar in character to tha t in Hokusai' s Ila.newa. From 

this time on, broken lines rapidly made lines indicative of movement 

rather structural records come to dominate Degas' drawing of the human 

figure, and his drawing affected his paintings. He have seen that Hurty 

probably owned Sumi-ye paintings in the 1810's and that critics occas

ionally praised Japanese paintings and prints far their representation 

of movement. Degas could thus quite easily have learned the Sumi-ye 

vocabulary and adapted it to his purpose. 

Another example of drawings showing human movement was supplied by 

the Hangwa and similar works by Hokusai with endless series of figures 

bathing, wrestling, firing weapons and performing a hundred and one 

other acts. Degas' attention would have been directed to these by their 

naturalist enthusiasts. He could quite easily have read back throu~h the 

prints to their original brush drawings. Moreover many plates of the 

I~gwa show the analysis of an action in many individual positions. 

This is true of the plate showing the butterfly dance on which as we 

.s~ 
have "Jhistler based on his signature. Two versions of this dance, 43 

believed to be by Hokusai, showing it as a composed sequence were 

publis~ed by Gonae in "L'Art Japonais" in 1883. One is a group of 

figures claimed from an early Hokusai print, the other is a section 44 
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from a Sumi-ye Makimono owned by Gonse. 

The line of dancinr, fieures is the makimono closely resembles in 

its variety of poses and its diagonal assymetry the lines of practising 

dancers in many of Degas' paintings, such as "Ecole de Danae" of 1876. 

The piling up of limbs in the extract from the print finds its 

echo in many works, for instance in the painting "La Classe de Ballet" 

of 1880 and its associated studies. The same compositional piling up 
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1(34) 

1(35) 

can be seen in a drawing of the three Russian dancers made as late as 45 

1909. 

It Beems probable that much of Degas' technique for the analysis of 

movement was derived from the Far Eastern example. The sUGgestion that 

sequential analysis of action could only be found in photographs such as 

those made by Muybridge in 1887 is quite mistaken and irrelevant to 

Degas' earlier work. When Degas did use photographs they supplied only 

detailed references. The photographs of Merante which he asked for in 

1876, for example are posed studio images, unlike any of his own work. 

Moreover I have shown that dance itself was subject to such analysis in 

Far Estern art available to Degas in the 1870's. Huysmans recognised 

the Japanese elements in Degas' work in his review of the IndeT,endents 

in 1880 when he noted his cut off images and asymmetrical compositions, 

and again in 1882; 

Dans ses plus insoucianta croquis, comme dans Bes 
oeuvres acheve'eB t 1a personnali te de M. Degas 
sourd; ce dessin bref et nerveux, saississant co~ne 
celui des Japonais, le vol d'un mouvement, la prise 
d'une attitude n'appartient qu'a lui. 

The attribution of Degas' interest in recording movement to photo-

graphy a.1one also begs the question of his reason for wishinG' to make 

art from this subject matter. As we have seen, Degas was not pursuing 

an image of perfect physical CTace and we may be reasonably certain that 

he was not intoxicated by an idea of pure movement in the manner of the 

Futurists. Moreover we must bear in mind his excitement over the idea 

of the "little goddess who dances" at the Mus'~e Guimet and then when 

,I , 

46b 
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/' asked about movement, he declared that "Rien en art ne doit resGembler 
"-
a une accident m~me Ie mouvement". :b'or Degas, T'lovement W:1S a metaphor 47 

for loss of identity, for the end of the traditional western concept of 

individuality which Ingres expressed so well and which waned at the 

moment of its greatest triumph. Degas' "naturalism", his emphasis on 

. depiction of the incidental in human relations and his interest in the 

paradoxes of art and human relations expressed in the images of theat-

rical performance all.point towards an exploration of images of action, 

in which identity is lost in a "universal" pattern. These images are 

icons however, in no sense cinematic. Degas wished to represent the 

point at which one cannot tell the dancer from the dance. 'This is of 

course a place of no movement, a metaphor for total identity with the 

universe "at the still point there the dance !s", 

":But neither arrest nor movement. 

And do not call it fixity, 

Where past and future are gathered. 

Neither movement from nor towards. 

Neither ascent nor decline. 

Except for the point, the still point, 

There could be no dance and there is only the dance". 48 

How much Degas' effort was consciously articulated in relation to 

Far ~stern culture is questionable, but he was clearly aware of Buddhist 

attitudes by 1891. In any case Degas agreed with Eliot about the 

importance of the dance and the insignificance of the dancer. He told 
/ 

George Noore - "La danseuse n'est qu'un pretexte pour Ie dessin". 49 

Later artists were to dispense with the pretext a~.d either make 

paint dance alone or dance themselves. Once again the Far Eastern 

example can be seen at the beginning of a major element in modernism. 

The positive view of Degas' development which I have outlined above 

is of course open to the charge that it l&~ores his cynicism and his 

almost sadistic attitude to humanity. This question is best left until 
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the discussion of Degas' treatment of the female nude where it OCcurs 

most acutely. Before this however we must consIder Deg.'ts' relations to 

the idea of Impressionism and of Japanese art during the 1870' 3. !<'or 

durinrr this time he was the most loyal member of the Independents and 

a key fif,'Ure in the organisation of their exhibitions. Degas' images 

of the theatre offer little help to those wishing to create a eeneric 

idea of Impressionism. 

We do not know how Degas conceived of his creative effort in the 

1870's for there are no significant records. However we do have 

Duranty's essay "La Nouvelle Peinture" of 1876 which many regard as 50 

being partly inspired by Degas as a reply to the hostile criticism of 

the first "Impressionist" exhibitions. 
dJ. 

vfuilst attacking the Salons and quoting Lecoq Boisbaudran's 

strictures against their "preparation antinaturelle" Duranty io most 

concerned to defend Impressionism against the charge of beine revolut-

ionary or antitraditional. He argues that in fact only the ~alon and 

Academy are cut off from tradition by their enployment of inappropriate 

historicisms. 

Duranty points out that Ingres greatly admired the work of Courbet 

and implies that a great new "formula" should corne from a fusion of 

these two aspects of tradition. The new painting was attempting to 

find such a formula. 
,,-

Duranty speaks of "Vldee qui expose dans les 

galeries Durand-Ruel". 

He mentions Degas, \.lhistler and de Ni ttis by name as painters who 

have helped to construct this idea, half includes Manet but ignores 
, r 

the painters of the "natural", Monet, Pissaro and Sisley. 
(\ 

This view-

point closely reflects that of Degas who preferred "La Vie factice" to 

"La Vie naturelle". If Degas' ideas are reflected in Duranty's essay, 

then we may comment that since the 1860's, Far Eastern art had been 

seen by the painter as a most significant means of creating a new 

"formula" for art from the apparent deadlock of the 1850's. 

51 
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Moreover Degas' conception of an art as a series of "formulas", as 

a totally artificial construction would have led him to make use of 

particular aspects of Far Eastern art in the manner which we have noted 

in his "theatrical" paintings. 

Degas was continuing !-'Ianet's project of saving the Western "trad-

i tion" in art by making use of the Far Eastern example. 'Whistler was 

to make similar claims for his work, as we shall see below. 

Duranty says very little about the use of Japanese art by the new 

painters. His remarks concern two qualities, clear flat tones and 

subtle harmonies. 

He sees the Impressionist colours as based on the discovery that 

bricht light desaturates and flattens colours. This he attributes to 

the example of Japanese prints. He argues that their flat tones were 

inspired by the sunny climate of Japan, and thus preserves the natural-

ist theories. Degas' paintings of the early 1870's show many flat, 

~nsaturated colours, Le Foyer of 1872 is a good example. The subtle 

colour harmonies of Degas' work may also be attributed to the Far 

Eastern example. Dlranty remarks; 

,,' L'oeil melancolique et fier des Hindous, les grands 
yeux langoureux et absorbes des Persans, l'oeil-bride, 
vif"mobile des Chinois et Japonais, n'ont-ils pas 6U 

mele ~ leurs grands cris de couleur, de fines, doules, 
neutres, exquises harmonies de tons? ~ 

This indication that Degas looked at the whole range of exotic art 

for his colour harmonies is confirmed by a portrait of Helen Rouart, 

made in 1886 showing her sitting amongst her father's collection, inclu-

52 
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ding an Egyptian sarcophagus and a Chinese silk hanging. A great deal 54 

remains to be found out concerning Degas' use of such material; we must 

bear in mind that in his last work on Far Eastern art in 1879 Duranty 

declared that Japanese art had been overvalued in relation to Chinese 

and exotic arts. If this was also Degas' view, one must beware of 

attributing all Degas' use of exotic motifs to Japanese art. Besides 

colour Duranty identified a new style of drawing and a new series of 



vieWTloints as the basic elements of the new painting. 'Phese two were 

certainly essential to Degas and as we have seen, he borrowed from the 

}'ar Mstern example for innovations in both areas. 

"La Nouvelle Peinture" provides no evidence to contradict the view 

of Dega.s as a profoundly artificial painter. Indeed Duranty is clearly 

in difficulty when he attempt to apply unqualified naturalism to Degas' 

work. He speaks of the need for a simultaneous image only in the 
/ .... 

context of the "lois special.es de lumiere et d'expression" which 

govern the perception of human beings in their environment, not as an 

end in itself. Rather than positing the dissolution of the object in 

sensation, by which Venturi defined Impressionism, Duranty argues that 

only in such interrelatiom can the subject of a paintinG be properly 

apprehended. Writing of the human subject in the new painting, Duranty 

called for an image that was not only simultaneous in terms of light 

and sensation, but also in terms of the social identity of thp. subject; 

II ne nous appaiait jamais, dans l'existence, sur 
des fonds neutres, vides et vagues. }lais autour 
de lui et derriere lui sont des meubles, des 

/ cheminees, des tentures de murailles, un paroi qui 
exprime sa fortune, sa classe, son metier: 11 sera 
a son piano, ou il examinera son echantillon de 
coton dans son bureau commercial.-

I have already touched on the possibility that Degas was interest-

ed indepict1ng social relations in his art when discussing his ballet 

paintings. I will now turn briefly to examples in which this intention 

is clear and in which he borrowed from Japanese art to make his point. 

He would have naturally turned to Japanese art to do this, as it was 

considered highly "Realist" by many critics. Hokusai himself was seen 

as the leader of a popular, naturalist movement. 

The "Bureau de Cotona, Nouvelle-Orleans" of 1813 is an early 

example of this. It shows the same amorphous space which we saw in 

"Le Foyer" of 1812. It is controlled by the same "architectural" space 

denominators borrowed from Japanese prints. The range of windows and 

panels on the left wall and the ends of the shelves in the distance to 
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are two examples. We also have a cut off door in the upper left corner 

and the cut off figure of M. de }~usson and a chair next to him in the 

left foreground. 

As in the IIF'oyerll, figures are distanced from each other by this 

sratial system. Some examine cotton, one writes a ledger, one reads a 

newspaper, one lounges. All have an air of distraction. Far from being 

merely a photographic record of an instant in time, this painting comments 

on the relations of the people it portrays to their business activity 

and its effect on their relations to each other. As in the "Orchestre 

et l'opera" an Ingres-like portrait style is used in a painting whose 

intention has much in common with Courbet's IIAtelier". The compositional 

structure which mediates the two is provided by Far Eastern art. 

11oreover the drawing of the individual figures such as that of the 

~ \1 man leaning on the extreme left owes something to the J1angwa, in its 

laconic recording of a pose. Images of group working situations were 

not previously found in European art. However they were to be seen in 
f/ ,\ 

the Mangwa. For instance in Vol. Three there is a picture of a banquet 

being prepared and eaten. The range of attitudes of the figures in the 

image from an active engagement in work to a sleepy relaxation parallels 

that in Degas' painting. The man reading a newspaper has a direct pre-

, j 
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1/ \\ 
decessor in a bored bathhouse attendant in the }~ngwa. The realist I~~-a) 
praise of Hokusai would have directed Degas to images of this 

had a part in forming his conception of the Cotton office. 

W~i} 
kind, which 

Hokusai's drawings of workers also influenced Degas in his studies 

of laundresses and other workers. For instance the study "Blanchisseuses 58 

portant du linge" of 1816-18 is very like Hokusai in its concentrations 59 

on an action, that of lifting a heavy basket and in its analYSis of that 

action from two viewpoints. 

Degas uses the flat tones, simplified linear drawing and cut off 

images learnt from Japanese to emphasise the dissolution of identity 
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within work and social class. Duranty recorded th~t Degas was thought of 

as having invented "Le clair-ob·scur social" a means of recording social 60 

relations in visual images. 

All Degas' paintings recording labour depend on the Far Eastern 

example for their success. A good example is his group of studies of 

milliners in which asymmetry, an unusual viewpoint and direct simplified 

drawing combine to emphasise the contrast between negative existence of 

the shop assistants and the highly wrought symbols of femininity and 

freedom from the need to work on which they lavish their attention. 61 

Even the most basic of social relations, those between man and woman, 

became a subject of analysis of Degas' works. Several paintings show a 

tense relation between a man and a woman but the most interesting shows 

the relation between a man and a female doll. It is the "Portrait d'un 

peintre dans son atelier" which Lemoisne dated to 1873 but which Reff and 62 

/' 
others date to 1878. The artist was once thought to be Cezanne but is now 

"r 

thought to be Henri-flichel-Levy, a minor member of the Independants. Reff 

has pointed to the portrayal of the artist as rejected by women, those in 

the paintings on each side of him turn their backs on him and at his feet 

is a life-size female mannequin in a pose which makes it clear that it is 

lifeless. Reff interprets the painting as in part an account of Degas' 

isolation in his bache~lorhood. I find the picture an expression of 

Degas' view of human relations, in the context of art. That is to say 

Degas has made an image of the contradiction of the artificial creativity 

of art and the natural creativity symbolised by woman. 

Shinoda has pointed to an analogy between this painting and the 

picture of "Tokiwa sacrificing herself to the tyrant Kiyomori, her hus

band's murderer, to save her family", in Volume Nine of Hokusai's Mangwa. 

The general lines of the composition are close, though not the 

details of the poses. Nonetheless the comparison is convincing and sheds 

an interesting light on Degas' work. He has transformed an image 

1(36) 



of male dominance into a.n image of frustration and r('ven~ed himGelf by 

turning the lady into a dummy. 

In depicting the closest of human relationships Degas was equally 

cornmitted to pointing to the isolation of individuals and the incidental 

nature of their relations. To do this he borrowed from the Far Eastern 

example. 

He went on to use it to aid him in the creation of endless images 

of woman herself, images which contradict practically all previous 

Western representations of the female nude. 

It has been recognised that many of the individual poses of Degas' 

t " ballerinas derive from Japanese art, particularly from the ~~ngwa. 
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Degas borrowed these poses to emphasise the strain and physical i601a- 63 

tion of the ballerina. His move towards uncomplicated images of the 

female nude enabled him to concentrate on the physical and "animal" 

aspects of woman. 

Before discussing this work however I would like to draw attention 

to an image of a Japanese bath house published in Humbert's "Le Japan" 

in 1870. It takes its setting from Ingres and indeed several of the 

female poses within it resemble poses in "Le Bain Turc". At the same 

time one can see that the images of women drying themselves also relate 

to Japanese prints of bath houses which Degas could have seen and in some 

cases also to erotic prints. The link between Ingres and Japanese art 

was not therefore an arbitrary one made by Degas. Moreover one must 

bear in mind the great number of critics who associated Japanese art 

with the art of classical Greece. 

Degas' first studies of "woman" show partially clothes figures 

brushing their hair. He began to make them in the mid-1870's. They 

were clearly inspired by images of women combing their hair in Japanese 

art. It has been customary to compare them to works of eighteenth 

century artists, notably Harunobu and utamaro. It is most unlike}y that 

, .'" 

these formed a source for Degas' work before tpe later 1880's, as we have seen. 



Kuniyoshi and other nineteenth century artists also made prints of 

women combing their hair, for instance "Ama dressing her hair" of 1843 

which shows as Awabi pearl fisher girl sitting on a rock by the sea 

shore, combing her hair. 

Degas' painting "l"emmes se peignant II of 1876 also shows women by 64 

the seashore brushing their hair. It seems likely that a nineteenth 

century print showing Awabi fishers was the model for Deens' work, which 

alro uses the flat tones and direct drawing which he derived from Japan-

ese art. The many images of women combing their hair in the I1anewa 

would also have contributed to this work which is a multiple study of 

one model. 'llhere were even paintings by Hokusai showing hair combing 

which Degas may have seen; one was in the Charles Havilland collection. 65 

Later Degas paintings and prints showing hair combing may perhaps 

also have been influenced by eighteenth century artists as their work 

became known in the 1880's. 

rllhe . combing of women's hair has always been a pOTlular imnce wi th 

artists and poets but Degas used it uniquely as a means of hmiting the 

identity of his subjects to their immediate physical existence. This 

he went on to do for other aspects of the feminine toilet, borrowin~ 

from Far Eastern art at all times. 

In this he was to make use not only of the X-jangwa but also of 

ima';es found in Japanese erotic art, which was generally known by the 

early 1880's, when his work on the female nude was at its height. 

Huysmans wrote in praise of the animality of Japanese erotic prints at 66 

this time and Degas set out to appropriate this animality for his own 

art. He attested both to Sickert and to George Moore that his inten-

tion was to treat woman as an animal. The most available source for 

this was Hokusai's Mangwa which contains many stUdies of women bathing; 

this was a quite normal sight in Japan until the 1870's and contained 

no immediate erotic suggestions. 

Degas waS to make use of Hokusai's poses in works in which he 
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claimed to be attempting the same degree of detachment from the subject 

that came naturally to Hokusai. 

There are many examples of women towelling themselves in the Hangwa 

and Shinoda compares a pastel of 1885, showing a naked woman dabbing her 

neck, with a plate from the Hangwa showing a similar action, but from a 

reverse viewpoint. Degas clearly did not copy the pose from IIokusai 

directly. He was however clearly influenced by this imaee or a similar 

one. 

Degas took the ability to use a great many new, often undignified 

poses for the female nude from the Far Eastern example. These poses 

were multiplied endlessly in his work as he pursued the recreation of a 

convincing treatment of the human. However he also accepted from the 

Far Eastern example the dethronement of the female nude as a central 

symbol of life; of creation. This may have been inevitable as the 

failure of Cabanel's work shows that the conventions which supported 

the female nude in this role had become unworkable. Nonetheless De~as 

revels in their alienation and it seems clear that far from achieving 

,~ 
,~ r .i'.' 

the indifference which Hokusai had to the nude Degas was deeply emotionally 

involved in the destruction of something held dear by the tradition 

which he worshipped. 

It is possible to multiply the parallels between the r:angwa and 

Degas' nudes but there are no cases of exact borrowing. 

For instance in volume one of the Nangwa there is a view of the 

bathhouse. In the left corner a woman dries her armpit. Similar 1(40) 

gestures may be found in some of Degas' nudes,for instance the pastel 68 

in the Courtauld galleries made in 1890. Though one pose is a reversal 1(41) 

of the other and they do not exactly correspond, one feels that the 

idiom has passed from Hokusai to Degas. In fact the whole bathhouse 

scene, in its commonplace treatment of the subject SU~bests Deeas. 

Given Degas' method of working away from his subject, the most 



likely explanation for this is that the Japanese prints have an arche-

typal relation to his work, that as with other artists it is a question 

of the passing on of a, languaGe, as a whole, rather than individual 

motifs. Degas' vision was conditioned by the Japnnese example. This 

can be shown by comparing one of Degas' monotypes of fat prostitutes 

in a brothel "Le Client", with a page from the l';angwa showing fat men 

bathing. Deeas depended on the Far Eastern example for the ability to 

record their gross forms, so alien to all in Western art. 

In many of his monotypes Degas combines the incisive brush drawing 

of the }11angwa with a la'rge variety of expressive brush strokes and types 

of black and grey Far Eastern ink paintincr~ His use of the monotype in 

this way is reminiscent of Manet's use of the lithographic paper for his 

illustrations to the Raven and the resulting work is similar in its 

graphic qualities. 

We may compare the range of Degas' b~shwork in this mono type 

with that in two kakemonos by a nineteenth century artist, Zeishin, 

owned by Bing, exhibited in 1883 and published by Gonse in "L'Art I(44 

Japonais". The mono types date from 1876 to 1805. This range of express-

ive brushwork derived from the Far East was a great influence on the 

development of Degas' style in the 1880's and 1890's and especially in 

his pastels with their great range of expressive marks and textures and 

their rich tonal contrasts. These clearly exist as part of the aesthet-

ic intention of the work and not as incidental elements in the process 

of representation. In other words they have the same role as their 

equivalents in Sumi-ye painting. / 

The monotype was thus partly a device for investigation of a great 

range of new effects for their "poetical" rather than their naturalistic 

effects. By the late 1870's Degas understood the basic artificiality 

of Far Eastern art and related it to his own work. The flat careful 

painting of the 1870's and the highly textured expressive work which 

Degas made may be attributed to different aspects of the Far Eastern 

---- .-----.... -... _ ... 



example. Indeed his development from one to the other was, in part at 

least, a result of growing knowledge of Far Fastern art. 

Apart from its use as a research took the mono type was limited in 

that it could only produce one print of each image. It had no feature 

however which Degas prized, it combined the ability to record spontan-

eous gesture and brushmarks with the isolation of the artist from his 

work by the reversal of the image. The monotne of Degas was an aid to 

meditation, a further attempt to achieve detachment. 

This is why he attempted his most "degrading" images of women in 

this medium. Some of these clearly have a source in Japanese erotic 

prints, probably those by Hokusai which Huysmanfl praised in the 1880's. 

In a work like "Two Women", which I believe to represent a man and a 

woman, Degas has typically used a Far Eastern model, but shifted its 

meaning in a negative manner. In other monotypes, women lounge in poses 

which exaggerate their animality, clearly borrowed from Japanese bath-

house prints or erotio works. 

The monotypes marks the last general influence of the Far Eastern 

example on Degas. After the mid-1880's Degas repeated or consolidated 

what he had learnt and moved away from a close relationship to Far 

Bastern models. Before conclusing this section however it is necessary 

to review minor aspects of Degas' art which have not found a place in 

the main argument. Degas painted sixteen fans with ballet motifs in the 
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years immediately following the 1878 exhibition. None was meant for 72 

use, they all used delicate materials such as pastel. 11any Japanese 

artists, including Hiroshige made fan prints. Hiroshige made them in 

the Ogi, or folding shape, like those of Degas and at least one paintine 

work in this form, a satire by KYosai, had been seen at the 1878 13 

exhibition. 

Degas may also have seen Japanese artists making fan paintings in 

the exhibition. Around 1869 he had made a fan painting of Spanish 

dancers, but this represented a very complex Bcene of costumed figures 74 



in a landscape d Ia Goya. Moreover it was a bad desien as it ienored 

the implied pictorial ground in the missing centre of the fan and pre-

sented only whole images of the costumed fir,ures. In the later fans the 

pictorial space is treated as extending beyond the fan border and subtle 

designs are made using the cut off figures of the ballerinas. This 

same composition can be seen in Kyosai's satire in which the top of a 

"telegraph pole" appears from the centre of the fan. l1oreover the 

draughtsmanship and colouring are radically simplified in Degas' later 

works, following the Far Eastern example. These qualities can be seen 

in a fan probably made in 1819. 

These fans provide further evidence of Degas' study of Far Eastern 

visual conventions. Noreover they were made at the culmination of his 

interest in Far Eastern art when the invention of monotypes, the expnn-

sion of his vocabulary as a draughts~and the increasing diversity of 

compositional formulae also occur. 

I believe the Far Eastern example also had an influence on Degas' 

interest in sculpture. The lifelike animation of Japanese animal 

sculptures in bronze and ivory, espeCially in the tiny carved netsuke was 

praised by many critics. Degas may have been influenced by these in his 

pursuit of movement through the refined simplification of sculptural 

form. One of his equestrian works may be compared in this rESpect to an 

ivory group, showing a horse and riders owned by Gonse and exhibited 

in 1883. 

De~as' figure sculpture may also have been influenced by Far 

Eastern work. We know that Japanese figure sculpture was exhibited in 

the 1861 exhibition though none has been traced. A more likely influence 

16 

1(46' 

1(41) 

on his work is the relieious sculpture of India, examples of which could 1(49) 

be found in the Musee Guimet. ~ruch of this sculpture shows dancing 1(50) 

figures, often with multiple limbs to indicate the dance movements. We 

may also point to the real hair ribbon, satin shoes and muslin tutu 

which Degas placed on his "Petite danseuse de quatorze ans" which he 
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exhibited in 1881. Huysmans pointed to the costuned religious sculpture 

of Jlurgos cathedral as a precedent for DeGas' work. However it is 

possible that Degas saw clothed religious sculpture from the Far East 

in the Huse'e Guimet. Huch more detailed research is needed into the 

./ 

influence of this collection and that of the Husee Cernuschi on con-

temporary art. 

Degas' interest in landscape was also influenced by Far R'lstern 

art. In general Degas disapproved of landscape but in 1869 during his 

stay at Boulogne with Hanet, Degas made 43 pastel studies of the sea-

shore in which large areas of flat colour are balanced asymmetrically 

against small areas of detailed texture, as in landscape prints by 

Hiroshige and others. In 1890-1893 he produced a similar group of 

thirty-one landscapes which closely resemble Far F~stern ink paintinGS 

of landscapes. One feature of a landscape, such as a stream, is taken 

as a key motif and surrounded with a minimal series of marks and tones 

so as to express the experience of the landscape. Degas also produced 77 

3 series of coloured mono type landscapes which take the process of 

simplifying landscape to its ultimate, leaving only few colour fields 

of various texture to define the space. These prints strikin~ly 

anticipate some abstract expressionist works such as those by Rothko. 7e 

They were clearly prompted by the qualities of some Far Eastern land-

scape painting. 

However these works are incidental in Degas' career and serve only 

to show the universal imrortance of the Far E'lstern example for his work. 

His main concern was always with the human figure and its environ-

mente This concern was motivated by his belief in a great tradition of 

Western art endinc with Ingres and tha.t art was a system of expressive 

formulae. It was complicated by the social changes which rendered 

irrelevant the great formulae embodied in the Western tradition of rep-

resenting the human figure. . Degas turned to Far Eastern art for a new 

language to represent the new human relations he saw around him, and was 

_ ... _---_._-------.. ---------. - - ...... _---_._._---------------
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supported in this by the opinions of the realist critics who admired 

Par ~stern art. However Degas' art fails to transcend the contradict-

ions of his belief in traditional values and his determination to observe 

life as he saw it. Marxist critics who see in it a.n expression of 

alienation are correct. '''e have seen that all his borrowings from Far 

~stern art were made in order to emphasise the incldental in human 

affairs, the isolation of human beings one from another and to degrade 

the "humanity" of his subject matter rather than celebrate it. Degas 

took elements of Far Eastern art which have their roots in a detached 

and serene view of human life and applied them to the expression of 

his own des~ In this his work forms a remarkable contrast to Van 

Gogh's, as we shall see. However it would be unjust to iL~ore Degas' 

sustained efforts to create a new art through a fusion of traditional 

values and his use of Far Eastern art as a means to this end. His 

pessimism has been shared by many later artists. Degas' dile~na was a 

real one and like his ballerinas the achieved great art through the 

sacrifice of human identity. F'inally we mus t point to the close correla-

tion between Degas' development in relation to Far Eastern art and that 

01' 11anet. Both for instance make use of techni'lues based on :..iumi-ye 

painting from 1876. Similar correlations can be 1'ound with other 

artists. Whistler, unlike Degas, was most directly influenced by Japanese 

art in the 1810's, then its importance faded. These dates correlate 

quite closely to the historical pattern of the discovery of Far Eastern 

art which I have discussed earlier in this thesis. 
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If Degas misread Far Eastern culture in order to make his art, 

Monet's relationship with Ja.panese art wa.s one of continual rapproche-

ment, until by the end of his life some of his greatest admirers were 

the Japanese, who made pilgrimages to Giverny to see him. No greater 

contrast can be imagined than that between the use of the Far ~~stcrn 

example by these two artists. 

The Japanese example is central to Monet's development as an 

artist, however there has been no serious study of its importance. 

Monet's letters contain no information about his interest in Japanese 

art and one must rely on secondhand information from the friends of his 

later years such as Geoffroy/Mirbeau and Marc ~lder. However his life

long interest in Japanese art is beyond question. He collected Japanese 

prints from the 1870's onwards and a collection of 220 prints which once 
", 

belonged to Nonet are now in the Nusee Mannottan in Paris. Unfortunately 

it has not been possible to study these prints. They form a unique 

collection of immenSe importance not only to the study of Honet' s art but 

to the history of Far Eastern influence as a whole. 

Nonetheless it is possible to deduce part of the contents of the 

collection from descriptions of the prints with which }Tonet decorated 

the house in Giverny which he moved to in 1883. The prints were in the 

house from the beginning, but the fullest description of them is by a 

later visi tor, l~larc Elder. The prints were everywhere except in the 

"Salon"; ,. 
•••• Mais ailleurs par toute la maison il n-y-a 
qu'estampes japonaises. Dans Ie petit salon bleu, 
peint ton sur ton, ou leon ramasse les oeufs des 
poules, dans la salle a manger jaune couleur prim
ev~re{ dana les escaliers, les estampes deroulent 
cote a cote, en traits essentiel l'anecdote minut
ieuse at profonde d'extreme-orient. Pour les citer 
il faudrait aller du vieux Korin, idealiste caustique 
co)pt les animaux rapellent parfois la simplification 
decorative de Plsanello, jusqu'aux successeurs 

/" realistes d'Hlroshige. Outamaro, Hokusai sont 
/ ,.. 

representee pa.r des planches admirables. Si les 

1 
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epreuves en noir et blanc abondent, les impressions 
polyehromes n'en sont pas moins nombreuses, en vert, 
jaune, bleu et brun, ce brun rouge mat et dense 
comme celui des poteries italiotes. Vous vcrrez la 

.les vues du }uji, de Yedo, des few~es ~ leur toilette 
d{eouvrant un sein bulbeux, haut place, des Actcurs 
terribles, pr€eieux ou grotesques, dcs cnfants rases, 
et la courtisane qui offre une coupe de sake avec les 
attributs de bonheur. Les oiseaux, les poissons, 
la pluie, Ie ve~t, la neige, Ie torrent et les pins 
vivent sur Ie meme plan que les hommes. Chaque tab
leau est I'expression gen6rale d'un trait de caract-... ere. Voiei la eoquetterie dans eette nuque, l'effort 
dans la torsion de eette carpe, la flanerie sur cette 
terrasse, ailleurs 1 'amour maternel, l'epouvants, la 
Bagesse ou Ie calme. A mesure qu'on avance dans Ie 
temps, I'imagerie s'alourdit, se eomplique. Le 
second empire nous vaut des Japonais en haut de forme 
promenant en crinoline; la vapeur des ports tumult
ueux marques par Ie naturalisme occidental. 

I";onet told Elder that he had "encore plein des cartons" not on show. 

~lder knew him in his last years but it is likely that his description 
~ ~ tt,G .. ".NJ. .. J-.-:\C- ~1 r~ 1-..) ~f1u~ . 
is appropriat~ for anyGtime\after the later 1880's. 

Ge ~froy remembered seeing framed prints on his first visit to 
J 
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Giverny after meeting 110net at Belle-lIe in 1886. In the dining 

room he remembered; 

Une profusion d'estampes japonaises, simplement 
mises sous verres, les plus belles, les plus r~res 
de Karin et Haronubu jusqula Hokusai et Hiroshige, 
et les plus i~attendues aussi o~ liar; du Nippon 
slest applique victorieusement a representer les 
costumes et les aspects de la vie Hollandaise aux 
colonies. 

/ 
This tallies with Elder's description and Hoschllie also mentions 

prints by "Karin, Hokusai, Hiroshige, Otamaro, IIr-trunobu" as being on 

show throughout the house. 

Karin, of course, was not a print artist, although prints after 

his designs were available in Paris from the 1810 ls as we have seen. 

4 

The occurrence of his .name in all three lists suggests that }1onet him- 5 

self believed that Karin made prints and that the descriptions are taken 

from his own discussions of his collection. Mirbeau describes the so-

called Korin as representing "un troupeau de biches" and remarks that 

l10net thought it an outstanding work and only later found it to be by 

i 
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Korin. The implication is that JYIonet found the work early in his career 

though one cannot be certain of this. Bine was probably JI'lonet's mistaken 

informant. 6 

Hoschede states that Nonet bought prints from Bine and from a 

Japanese dealer in Paris, Matsukaba. Matsukaba introduced him to Vever, 

the collector, who showed him his Japanese collection. Most of Monet's 

dealings were made in the 1890's when he had money enough to Luy from 

dealers such as Bing, and they probably concerned the eighteenth century 

prints. However he probably acquired a considerable quantity of later 

prints ver,y cheaply in the early 1870's as we shall see. Two photo-

graphs have recently been published, showing part of }',onet's collection 7 

on display at Giverny. In a photograph showing the library it is poss-
t") SIX 

ible to identify "Fuji in clear weather", (No, 0 of the, thi~ty 1\ views 

of Fuji), and "The Hollow of the deep sea wave" : h'o LOof the same set,), , 

"Women diving for Awabe off the Coast of Ise", an illustration to a poem 

by Sangi Takamura, one of "The Hundred Poems explained by the Nurse", 

also by Hokusai, and "Chirya Horse Fair", one of the fifty-three stations 

of the Tokaido by Hiroshige. There are also two figures subject di-

ptychs, one of which is recognisably nineteenth century, probably by 

Kunisada. 

None of the prints in the photograph of the dining room are iden-

tifiable, though the range of the prints, embracing all periods and 

forms, is recognisable. One can also recognise one or two of the pieces 

of Oriental pottery, which Honet owned. 

It is clear that from 1883 when Nonet moved to Giverny he was 

always surrounded by Japanese prints and must have looked at them every 

. day. 1heir role in the latter half of his career is therefore beyond 

dispute. However there is some difficulty in establishing the nature 

of his interest in Japanese art in the 1810's. It seems reasonable to 

assume that prints that he acquired during this decade were by the later 



masters; Hokusai, Hiroshige, Kunisada and the pictures of }''uropeans in 

Japan. l·;onet claimed to have acquired a great many prints in Holland. 

Fader reports r-:onet's account, in which he denies Hirbeau's date of 1886 

for his discovery of them: 

A la verite je connaissais la gravure japonaise 
bien avant 1886, annee ou j'allai peindre en 
Hollande. Ma collection etait en train depuis 
longtemps. Mais il est vrai qui j'eus la bonne 
fortune de decouvrir un lot d'estampes chez un 
marchand hollandaise C'etait a Amsterdam, dans 
uneboutique de porcelaine de Delft. Je marchan
dais un pot qui m'avait plu. Le prix m'effrayait, 
mais Ie vendeur tenait bon. Soudain, j'aper90is 
sur un rayon, en contre-bas, un plat rempli d'images. 
Je m'approche, des estampes du Japon! Aussitot je 
propose a mon hommel 

"Si vous voulez joindre au vase ce paquet d'images 
j'accepterai votre prix", 

"A votre gre, me repond .. t~il, tout ceux n'a pas 
d'interet pour moi." 

Monet was in Amsterdam in 1871, 1872 and 1886. One wonders if he 

had the money to buy Delft in 1871 ,however by 1886 there was a market 

for Japanese prints and discriminating taste was beginning. It seems 

likely on balance that he acquired the prints in either 1871 or 1872. 

Apart from his own collection he would also have seen a great deal 

of Far Eastern art in Paris, beginning with the 1867 exhibition. He 

would also have been encouraged to look at Far Eastern art by r-1~et 

and have been influenced to 'some extent by the partisans of Japanese 

art associated with the "Impressionist" exhibitions, for instance Rurty 

and Duret. 

Monet was also affeoted by the fashionable interest in Japanese 

art. In 1876 he painted a portrait of his wife, Camille, in a Japanese 

costume, "La Japonaise fl
, now in the Nuseum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

Camille wears a blonde wig and a rich red kimono with a design of 

leaves and a samurai warrior and a great deal of gold embroidery. She 

holds up an open fan of red, .white and blue and swirls the kimono, 

displaying the design. 

It has been argued that the pose, like the blonde wig, is European 
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and self-conscious. However it must not be forgotten that besides 

theatrical prints, photographs and drawings of Japanese actors had reached 

L'urope by 1876 and they showed similar ges tures. Horeover many figure 

prints were contrived to make full use of the pattern of the kimonos of 
" , 

their subjects in the design. rrhe heavy emphasis on the samurai which 10 \ 

is almost an independent figure, clearly derives from such prints. 

The painting was designed as a "Salon" piece with the title 

"}'anneau decora tif". Though exhi bi ted with Monet t 8 other prlintines in 

the second Impressionist exhibition it escaped the general censure and 

was sold for two thousand francs. It is however far from a "Salon" 

costume piece as its remoteness from work such as that by Stevens and 

others discussed below makes clear. 

The lack of understanding of contemporary Japanese techniques was 

shown by their response to the asymmetry disposition of the fans in the 

background of the painting. Emile Porcheron suggested that Camille was 
.. ./ 

juggling the fans,while the reviewer of "L'Evenement" suggested that 

they were floating in space. 11 

Monet clearly knew Japanese decorative practice. He may hove seen 

fans arranged in asymmetries in prints or photographs of Japan. Renoir 12 

recorded the Japanese fans that decorated the wall of Nonet's house at 

Argenteuil in 1874, in his portrait of Mme. Monet of that year. 

Monet was thus looking at Japanese images at this early date and 

may have been influ'enced by them. The fans in "La Japonaise" contain 

some of the motifs of his own work. The fan in the right corner of the 

wall shows a seascape with a tree in the foreground and distant hills. 

It could be a miniature Monet. The Japanese image is rendered in a 

series of concise short brush strokes following the graphic quality of 

the original. It may well be that the graphic simplicity of Honet' s 

brushstroke in the 1870's owed a considerable amount to the imitation of 

the marks made by Japanese artists in watercolour by a Western artist in 

13 
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oil paint. 'vle will return to this later. Several other fans show Honet 

motifs, two show rowing scenes, one a. sailboat with its sail fully un-

furled and one the patterned silhouettes of trees. In his later years 

}1onet regarded this paintin,'j as "une salete" and claimed that he hnd 

only been tempted to paint it by the robe. It was to be his lAot major 

figure painting and it is appropriate that his renunciation of the 

figure should take place after having made a "Japanese" painting. 

The subversion of l'Ionet's art by the Japanese example had been 

going on for some time by 1876. It culminated in the 1874 exhibition. 

I have shown that Nonet's work in the 1860's was influenced in composi-

tion and brushwork by Japanese art. This continued,in particular the 

Japanese influence contributed greatly to 11anet's achievement of great 

graphic simplicity in his brushwork. 

In 1870 he made several small studies of figures on the beaches at 

Deauville and Trouville. These show a remarkable simplification of 

brushstroke and identity of image with the tache of the brushwork, for 

instance, in "La Plage de Trouville" the folds of 

the women's dress are recorded in direct brush marks. The identity of 14 

the brush mark with the image is made clear by the shadow on the face 

of the woman on the left which is composed of four flat brush strokes 

with two slashes for the eye and eyebrow, similar direct identification 

of mark a.nd image can be seen in the chairback in the foreground. I 

have discussed the role of the identity of colour area and gestural mark 

in the Japanese print in treating the taches above, in connection with 

l'Tanet's work. Vie may see the phenomenon taken to its limit here. l'Ionet 15 

may even have modelled the two women in the pRinting on Japanese images 

of I~ropean women such as those in the Burges. In Bomo of these the 

facra are shown in two flat tones, much like the face of the woman on 

the left in Monet's picture. 

The tension between the bulk of the figures in the foreground aeainst 

the sketched landscape in the distance is also typical of Far Eastern 
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compositional devices, seen in prints. 

Other compositional devices from Japanese prints appeared in 

paintings made in the following year, when Bonet was in England. 

In the'paintine "The Thames and \:estminster" in the National Gallery, 

London, of 1871, the dark grid of a jetty in the lower rir,ht-hand corner 

is balanced asymmetrically by the light tones of \Iestminster bridf:e and 

the Houses of ~arliament and the medium toned silhouettes of two tugs 

to the left. The whole painting depends on Far Eastern precedents. 

The balance of a dark geometrical structure on one side of the 

foreground of the image against a background composed of flat tones is 

a typical print formula. It is found in one of the prints the V. and A. 

bought from the 1867 exhibition. 

A closer analogy in terms of the spatial mechanism in Honet's work 

can be found in Station 42 of Hiroshige's upright series of Tokaido 

views. The Tori on the left establishes the foreground in a dark tone 

and the ships and harbour in lighter tones describe the distance. The 

tone sequence in }'!onet' s painting maya Iso owe something to the example 

of Sumi-ye painting, as may the gestural brushstrokes, varied in tone 

which indicate the ripples of the water. 
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The two views of London parks "Hyde Park" now in the l'rovidence 17 

Art School, Rhode Island, and "Green Park" now in the Philadelphia 

Nusewn of Art, both show the open, "incidental" landscape composition 

with human figures, that first occurred in Banet's view of the 1861 

Exposition Universelle and in a more extreme form in his "Sur Ie Hage 

de Roulogne". The use of the road as a compositional element in the 

view of "Hyde Park" is close to its use in some of Hiroshige's "Tokaido 

Road" prints, including the placing of figures on the road at specific 18 

points. Similar models may be found for the placinb of tiny, barely 

defined figures in a minimally indicated landscape in "Green Park", for 

instance '''Totsuka" Station 6 of Hiroshige's vertical series of Tokaido 

Views. For a full discussion of the Far Eastern precedents for this type 



of "incidental" composition I refer the reader to my essay on H,-met 

above. 

The use of "taches" to indicate figures in a paintinG' reached its 

height in the "Boulevard des Capucines" of 1873, 

In this painting the high viewpoint was pIUbably prompted by the 

example of such prints as Hiroshige's "Theatres Young Hankey street" 

which we have seen was fairly well known in LUrope. This print shows 
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figures and their shadows as flat strokes of tone as does ~onet. More- 20 

over his manner of painting the trees as flat tone with a few lines of 

darker tone to indicate branches and thick strokes for the trunks is 

typical of a method used by Hiroshige in many of his landscape prints. 

Schaarf has argued that the model for Nonet's .painting was a 
. (.M.~ 

blurred photograph taken I' ~~ ~: Nadar~ ~tUdiO ~.t, the 

first "Impressionist" exhibition was held in 1874. I find this most 21 

unconvincing since it proposes a sedulous imitation of an arbitrary 

visual effect by an artist committed to using his medium directly to 

express his visual experience. I find it far more probable that the 

liberation of Nonet's brush stroke should be prompted by an art form 

which stressed the graphic integrity of its images. 

Louis Leroy's remarks on this painting are well-known; 

En voila de l'impression au je ne m'y connais/ 
pas •••• ~eulement veuillez me dire ce que repre
sentant ces innombrables lichettes noires dans 
Ie bas du tableau. 

I1ais, repondis-je, ce sort promeneurs. Alors, je 
ressemble ~ 9a quand je me promene sur Ie boule-

. vard des Capucines':' ::lang et tonnerre •••• 

This mockery is usually interpreted as a result of Leroy's ignorance 

of his own visual perceptions. In fact it results from his reaction to 

the proposal contained in 11onet's art that man and his activities are 

mere incidental elements in much visual experience, even of a city. 

This vision of man is essential to Japanese art. It derives from the 

22 
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Japanese religious and cultural concepts of the individual. !'lonet 

borrowed the visual convention for the purpose of recordinG an aspect 

of visual experience as accurately as possible. However the original 

cultural implication and the visual form A.re never completely separable. 

There is an element of the Japanese cultural 'attitude even jn the 

pictures Monet painted in the early 1070's. This element was to grow 

throughout his life. 

The Japanese vision of man was praised by the realists for its 

authenticity and Monet was influenced by their ideas, to the extent that 

in 1812 he attempted a painting of men labouring, ilLes dechargeurs de 

Charbon", in a Paris private collection. 
,,..-

The orieinal insppiation for 
1\ 

this painting was a print by Dore. Honet's labourers hav!'! some of the 

deadened quality of Dore,s. However this is overlayed by the use of 

Japanese motifs. The simplification of their figures was learnt from 

the l~angwa. The naive patterning of these figures on the planks was 

also derived from the Japanese example. Monet has used it to shift the 

emphasis of the painting away from the purposeful drudgery of the 
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labourers t towards an overall design in which they fonn only <1 motif. .i 

The bridge with its traffic which spans the painting at the top is 

also derived from Japanese prints, for instance the Kyobashi 'l'nkeg'ashi", 

No. 76 of Hiroshige's "Views of Yedo". The echoing of the near brid[,-"e 23 

by the silhouette of one in the distance can be seen in the Hiroshige 

print and in the Monet painting. 

Honet's work is not successful, for he has not escaped fully from 

Dore's conception of the dullness of mass industrial work. In images 

of labour in Japanese art one has a sense of a harmony of the human 

image wi th the tasks which it performs. Th'e expression of this con-

ception of labour in Western art was only possible to a far greater 

humanist than I1onet; Vincent Van Gogh. 

The "Boulevard des Capucines" and the "Dechargeurs de Charbon" are 

24 



last works in which Monet attempted images of purposive human action. 

It scems that the tension created in his art betweAn the dcmn.nds of 

realism and those of purely visual accuracy were too difficult for Monet 

to resolve. ~~e humanist motives which attracted ~illet and Rousseau 

to the visual language of Japanese prints became in Nonet's work a pur-

suit of universal harmony based almost exclusively on the recorded 

sensations of looking at landscape. I shall try to show that for }/jonet 

the pursuit of "light" retained a metaphysical aspect and that this was 

~.;upported by his use of Far Eastern art. 

The first group of pRintings in which this intention dominates 

110net's work to the exclusion of all others are the river paintings 

ma.de between 1872-74. These paintings are important, as, taken as a 

group they provided the normative conception of Impressionism, the name 

itself being taken from the title of one of them - "Impression soleH 

·levant", of 1812, which was shown in the first Impressions. t exhibition. 

A painting at present in the Musee Ma~tt~n dated 1812 was long 

identified with this work but it would appear that this was incorrect. 

25 

Nonetheless the l"iarmottan canvas shows borrowinl3's from }'ar E;:lstern art. 26 

The picture as a whole has no traditional compositional structure. 

The picture plane is taken as a field in which a great range of gestural 

marks, some broad, some narrow, of various tones, interact so as to 

produce a sensation of space. It has been assumed that this creation is , 

the result of Monet's attachment tIJ "plein air" painting and his direct 

transcription of sensation. However this argument ignores the hiehly 

sophis ti cated co-ordination of the various types of marks. 'lihe round 

orange ball of the sun through mist and its reflected light on the water, 

noted in a carefully balanced series of orange slashes is one example. 

This is brilliantly balanced in relation to the tones of two boats on 

the river and their placing on the canvas. Whilst Monet may have seen 

something of Turner's work in London the directness of this brushwork 

and its subtlety of balance could only have come from Far Eastern art. 
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Many Japanese artists have used mist effects as a way of simplifying 

their picture space. 'l'his tradition influenced Hiroshige whose prints 

often show mist in graded flat tones, Simplifying and flattening the 
i 

form of a landscape. "Taisha· in lUst, Izumo Province ll
, from the 'Views 

of the 69 Provinces" is a l:,l'Qod example of this. 27 

IIowever the radical flat openness of Monet's composition suggests 

that he had seen Sumi-ye painting at first hand, so does his sensitivity 

to the use of different tones, such as the deep tones of the boats. I(53' 

There are some open misty landscapes in Hokusai' s filangwa which 

Monet must have known, for instance "Kasumi-ya-~eki-Musashl" or "The 

Barrier of Mist". An example such as this would have helped to liberate 

Monet from the need to "compose" landscapes. 

Hokusai's prints also.provide good examples of the use of the inde-

pendent brushmark as a direct visual element. In "Fuji in clear 28 

weather" which was on display at Giverny, it is possible to identify two 

types of independent brush stroke. First there is the green of the trees 

on Fuji's lower slopes, composed of separate brush marks, each one 

sug~esting a tree. Then the cloudy sky is made up of interrelated 

shapes made up of elongated brush strokes. 

There are also many pages in the Mangwa which show ho..., landscape 

images may be built up from direct brushstrokes. 'l'hese derive ultimately 

from a Chinese tradition of drawing manuals, the most famous of which is 

the "Mustard Seed Garden". 

Jvlonet was aware of most, if not all, the above sources and it is 

clear that they had some effect on his attitude to vision. In his old 

age he mentioned the example of Japanese composition as an important 

element in his development. Pointing to his prints he remarked "En 

" Occident ce que noua avons surtout apprecie, c'est la faqon hardie de 

couper les sujets: 
, 

ces gens-la nous ont appria a composer differement, 29 

cela est hors de douter". In "L'Impression" of 1872 we have the earliest 

example of Nonet' s full use of the other method. It WRS seon followed by 
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the other similarly radical examples, for instance the "Hel:'ates a' 

Argenteuil", also of 1872. The handling of the motif of the large whi te 30 

8:1.i19 relates this work once more to Hiroshige. hOreovf!r the entire 
.I 

imAge is composed of direct oblong brush strokes. These "tacbes" give 

an effect of great vibrancy. The water in this painting shows the same 

brilliant effects obtained in costume prints by l<unisada and others, in 

which oblongs of different colours are placed close together. 

From the evidence I have offered above it would seem that the 

Japanese example played a large role in the development of honet's early 

"Impressionist" style. However the evidence is almost entirely based on 

ana.logies and is therefore suspect. Therefore it is important to recap-

itulate the discussion of critical attitudes to Japanese art made 

earlier. 

It is clear that many critics saw Japanese landscape art as highly 

natural and that it was often believed that Japanese artists practised 

"plein air" painting in order to gain their effects. Moreover many 

critics saw the Japanese example as having a fundamental effect on 

Western visual sensibility. One may cite for instance the passag'e in 

"Nanette Salomon" where De Goncourt describes a vision of the sun , 
exactly like that in Honet's "L'Impression". 

However the most important claim was that by Duret who chose the 

imagery of a walk by a river to discuss the evolution in sensibility 

brought about by Japanese prints. Duret had in mind the work of honet 

and l'ianet at Argenteull. 

I have presented this circumstantial evidence for Monet's depend-

ence on Japanese art at great length earlier in this thesis. This 

. eeneral evidence makes it probable that the analogies I have offered are 

also explanations. 

One critic, Armand Sylvestre, saw the Japanese influence in Nonet'e 

work as early as 1873, 
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I1 aime sur une eau legerement remuee, a juxtaposer 
les reflets mu~ticolores du soleil couchant, des 
bateaux barioles, de la rue changeante. Des tons 
m6talliques dus au poli du flot qui clapote par 
petites surfaces unies miroitent sur ses toiles, 
et l'image de la rive y tremble, les maisons s'y 
d~coupant comme dans ce jeu d'enfants ou les objets 
se reS9nstituent par morceaux. Cet effet t d'une 
verite absolue et qui a pu ~tre (emprunt~) ~ 
images japonaises, charme si fort la jeune ecole 
qu'elle y revient ~ tout propos. 

In my opinion l\1onet continued to draw on the Japanese example 

throughout his career in two ways. One was the extent ion of his vocab-

ulary of graphic brushstrokes. It has been argued that this vocabulary 

arose and varied purely in accordance with the technical needs of 

Impressionism. However I find this argument most unconvincing as 

"pointi1lisme" 1s the logical development of purely technical needs and 
(Y(' 

'I1onet barely approached this in one p( two paintings in the mid-1870's. 

His real effort was to find a graphic parallel for sensations not an 

optical illusion but a visual language. 

The other area of Japanese influence is in the use of certain 

compositional patterns which are inescapably identified with particular 

motifs. 

' .. /hilst it is possible to present many varied analogies throur,hout 

Monet's career it would be unprofitable work since the prints at the 

nusee 11armottan hold the key to this problem. 

However there are three groups of Monet's paintings which are 

unquestionably influenced by Far Eastern examples. They ar~, the 

paintings of Etretat and Belle lIe, in the mid 1880's, the series of 

views of Poplars along the Epte at Giverny in 1891 and the views of 

Nonet's garden and river at Glverny. These examples will serve to show 

its importance for Monet's art as a whole. In August 1884 and the last 

three months of 1885 Nonet stayed at Etretat and painted the famous rock 

formations on the cliffs there, in all kinds of weather. 
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Monet's interest in this motif was undoubtedly motivated by Japanese 
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examples. Rocks in the sea were a favourite subject of Japanese print 

artists, pnrticularly of l!iroshige. The motif itself is trnditional 

in Japanese art and can be found on every sort of object from Tsuba to 

wrl tinl: boxes. Bin?,' even owned an incenne burner whose ler:s took the 

form of waves. 

As we have seen the motif was reproduced in Western books on Japan-

ese art, for instance in Humbert in 1870, by Alcock in 1878. neC'Amey 

also made use of the motif in his illustrations. 

Thus Honet's choice of the motif was in the context of its Japanese 

reference being known in the West. Etretat had been e.ttractine artists 

for over a century. In 1869 Courbet painted a view of the arched "lorte 

d'Aval" which stressed its stony architectonic qualities. Por Ilonet, 

on the other hand, the graphic technique derived from Japanese art has 

dissolved the solidity of the rocks and the sea had become a livine 

organism. In some of the series close analogies of motif can be fou.nd 

with particular prints by TIiroshige, for instance the "Cliff at F:tfe-

tat", "La f1anneporte" of 1883 in the Netropolitan Museum, New York, may 
". 

be compared with "The sea shore at Izu" from Hiroshige's 36 Views of 

.. 
~uji of 1852. The rock arch is similar and the waves, so is the trcat-

ment of the light strikine the inside face of the The wide range of 

brushmarks used to represent the rock also derive from Jap<1nese art. 

The r':angwa gives many examples of the use of contrasting brushmarks to 
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represent the rough surface of rocks and dynamics of waves. In Vol. five 

for instance a two page study shows a boat enterine the cave of the 

Three Deities near Shinoda. The brush stroke system on the outer lee 

of Honet's arch should be compared to that of the waves meeting the 

rocks on the right hand page of this illustration the enalogy is very 

close. It is likely that much of Monet's elaborate vocabulary of 

brushstrokes was taken directly from such examples and not invented as 

a spontaneous response to the scene before him. 
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Thus the E'ar Eastern example provided l":ionet wi th the three basic 

elements of his visual lanGUage - the open, flat cornnosi tion, the motif 

and the infrastructure of brushstrok~which serve to control one's per-

ception of the motif. We have also seen that the idea, the identity of 

a ~iven mark with a particular uniform colour patch and with a sieni-

ficant unit of the image as a whole was first suggested by Japanese 

prints. 

The paintines made at Belle-lIe also relate closely to Far EHstern ~. 
~. 

examples, for instance "Rocks at Belle lle" in lVloscow shows a close 

II " analogy in motif to some of the rocks in the Mangwa reproduced llY 

,) 

1(61)1 

~ 
Alcock and elsewhere. The organic insubstantial quality of the rocks 

marks the analogy clearly. The juxta!losi tion of the group of rocks 

against a sea with a high horizon derives from works such as the tri-

ptych "View of the Awa Hapids" by Hiroshige. The white surge of the 

foam between the rocks in the Monet is based on the same graphic form in 

Hiroshige's "View of Satta Point" from the 36 Views of Fuji. 1(62) 

Another painting made at Belle Ile, "Rough ~ea, Belle He en Mer" 

1886, now in Tokyo, was shown at Nunich in 1912. This shows all the 35 

features shown in the earlier examples and also the diaeonal strokes to 

indicate rain which are a common feature in Hiroshige's rain scenes. 

'rhc idea of taking a motif such as rocks as a basis for a lone 

series of paintings may itself have been inspired by the example of 

Japanese print series, such as Hokusai's "36 Views of Fuji". I'.onet's 

dealings with Bing would have exposed him to the dealer's opinions on 

prints and Van Gogh recorded that Bing never seemed too busy to discuss 

Japanese'art with visitors to his shop. 

We may gain some idea of the opinions of Bing from a lecture that 

he gave to the Japan Society in London in 1899 on Hokusai's 36 Views of 

Fuji. 

Bing discusses Hokusai as a "realist" who in desie,ning the "~6 Views" 

became a poet. A painter whose aim is to capture and clarify all the 

f 
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moods of a great natural and religious monument, Fl motif which had never 

been painted before; 

The Fuji-yama was a motive that would fonn a 
starting-point, a theme "ri thout equal, in the 
linine of which would be born a. thousand differ
ent ideals. Henceforth Hokusai ceases to be a 
mere copyist; he becomes a poet, adding something 
to the naked reality: striving to translate 
untranslatable grandiose; he clothes Nature with 
a different grandeur, with a mysterious glory only 
seen in dreams. 

His dream is a lucid one, a vision that results in 
the transfiguration, not the travesty of Nature. 
He wrings out all that is characteristic and sieni
ficant of her various moods. The eternal truth and 
beauty of Creation are made clear by simplification, 
all petty detail is suppressed and only the essence 
is glorified. 

These words could equally well apply to Nonet'e development in the 

late '80s and '90s, as could Bing's justification for all the series of 

views as a means of exploring an environment in all its interrelations. 

And it is precisely this art of combining effects, 
the quest for relativity between one given point 
and all surrounding objects, that could enable an 
artist to~roduce,nearly fifty times, the image of 
the self same mass of earth without becoming 
stupidly monotonous. 

. 
'rhis formulation is highly appropriate for Nonet's use of the 

"motif". Monet pursued relativity in terms of pseudo naturalistic 

impressions, though these eventually bpcame thoroughly and undeniably 

artificial. His habit of sticking dozens of canvases about in the 

gardens of Gi verny and painting on any one only so lone as a p.'3.rticular 

effect of light lasted was not motivated by the idea of 13 snarshot, but 

by the conception of creation as a series of evanescent shifting inter-

relationships. In this context his adoption of the Far R~stern device 

of the repeated motif is fully understandable. 

The first undisputed examples of Monet considerinG a motif for its 

poetic purposes alone are the twenty or so paintings which he made of 

a stand of poplars along the River ~pte near Giverny in 1891. Monet 

had to intervene in the sale of these trees in order to preserve them for 

the period during which he wished to paint them. 
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'!'he whole series is an exploration of the motif of a screen of 

tree trunks against the sky which is common in Japa.nese art particularly 

in the work of lIokusai and Hiroshige. 

This motif first occurs in the 1800's in a group of paintings of 
-r 

pine trees made in Juan Les Pins. Honey thus perceived the poplars 

in terms of this abstract "motif" before beginning to paint them. 1'hey 

were to be used as a convenient compositional m8trix. 

An early work in the series, in the Tate, dated 1890, shows the 

poplars with green heads against a blue sky, stretching across the 

canvas rather like the trees in "Travellers at Hodogaya", one of the 

thirty-six views of Fuji. Monet however has indicated a second screen 

of poplars behind the first, following the curve of the river. 

Gradually }'Jonet eliminated this element from the paintings; this 

resulted in "The Four Poplars" in the Metropolitan, New York. Four 
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trunks stretch up from a river bank and down into water from its reflect-

ion. The distant trees have become a few blobs of yellow light. Thp. 

painting has become an abstract meditation of the motif of trees in the 
exists 

sunli~flt. No close analogy 'or this work in Japanese'prints. Nonethe- 40 

less it is the product of an artistic endeavour closely parallelinG and 

influenced by the Japanese example. It is a sign that by the early 

1890's l':onet had adopted Far Eastern aesthetic values as his own. 

Conclusive evidence of this is provided by the development of the 

ga.rdens at Gi verny. Japanese flowers and plantaof all kinds t an arched 

walkway modelled on those in Japanese temples and a Japanese footbridge 

over a river full of exotic flowering lilies, all testify to Honet's 

attempts to create a totally "Japanese" motif from which to work. 

The construction of the gardens at Giverny marked the absolute 

denial of the naturalist intention attributed to Impressionism. They 

were made in the same spirit as Japanese gardens, which set out to pro-

vide the experience of an entire landscape in a small area. Monet's 

gardens compress many motifs in a similarly small piece of land, motifs 

~! . 
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made expressly to be painted. Remembering the paintings one is sur-

prised by how little there 1s at Giverny. Eonet was not the first to 41 

nttempt to create a little Japan in France, as we have seen Krafft 

attempted this at his house near Versailles in the 1880's and Hegamey 

wrote about it at length. 

Horeover photographs and descriptions of Japanese gardens and parks 

were widely available in France - Reeamey, for instance, painted them. 

Therefore it is misleading to suggest as is usually done that I~onet 

took his inspiration for the Garden and its paintings from Japanese 

prints alone. 

For instance it.is usual to compare the Japanese footbrid~e with a 

print from Hiroshige's 100 Views of Yedo, No. 57, UThe Bridge at Kameido". I(65~ 

It is true that this print shows a bridge similar to that put up ~ 

by Monet and that the creeper trailing down the print echoes the willows 

and wisteria that trail over the bridge in many of Monet's paintings. 

However a closer analogy to Monetta bridge appeared in an engravin~ 

illustrating Humbert's "Le Japon" in 1870. rr.oreover Beato and others 1(66) 

had made photographs of similar brid';'es and Regamey h<'ld painted them and 

published his paintings in "Promenades Japonaises". 

By the 1890' a we may see that the sig'nificance of any particular 

analogy between a Japanese print and a work by Monet is of little value 

compared to the general relationships between his work and Far Eastern 

art. Imaees of Japan complete with their associated cultural inform-

ation were so readily available by the 1890's that Japanese art and 

imagery could be said to have become part of the Western tradition. 

There remains the question of the dissolution of the imaee in 

Bonet's late work.s In early versions of the footbridge it acts as 

unmistakable motif, structuring and defining the coloured lights, 

reflections and shadows in the vegetation around it and in the water 

beneath into a definite apace as in the 1899 painting in the National 42 

Gallery. In later versions, such as that of 1919 in the Musee 43 
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Narmott:m the bridi~e dissolved in the shadows is no more than another 

patch of colour, another gToup of brush strokes in a dense arnbit~ous 

patteTIl • 

. This increa;3ing 10r:;s of interest in structure and stress on inte-

gration led Honet to mAke his paintings of water lilies in wbich Grf.'en-

Lergo and others have seen so much for the future of art. The parallels 

between these evanescent shifting images and the Buddhist view of the 

world as an interrelated continuum with no absolute differentiations is 

clear enough. However the formal steps by which I10net attained his 

images are more difficult to associate with Far Eastern art. An undated 
/ 

and apparently unfinished painting in the 11usee Marmottan is of some 

help. It shows a group of floating lily pads made with strong curving 

brush strokes contrasting with a number of vertical lines and shadows 

representing willow fronds and creepers. The direct use of a brush mark 

code in this way is taken directly from Far Eastern art. This act of 

carefully balanced mark making came to represent for Monet the essential 

metaphor for existence, much as it did in much Sumi-ye painting, which 

was after all originated by Buddhist monks. 

JV:onet's finished "Nymphe~' paintings are all comrosed of endless 

acts of mark making of this sort. However in these he has achieved tho 

complete dissolution of the image in the account of a floating continuous 

space. In talking of Japanese work in his later years, f'lonet emphasised 

the interrelationship of objeots with their images and their extreme 

economy of expression; 

Hokusai,dit-il lentement. Comme c'est fort -
Regardez Ie papillon qui lutte contre Ie vent, 
les fleurs qui plient. Et rien d'inutile ••••• 
La sobriete dans la vie. 

There can be no doubt that his admiration for these qualities 

within Japanese art was a major factor in his development away from 
r ./ 

naturalism and in the final realisation of his art in the "Nympheas". 

r':onet sought harmony in his art by the dissolution of the integrity 

! 
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of ima~es, Degas by a desperate effort to save the most vital and fragile 

of "all, the human image. No greater contrast can be imn/jincd between 

the gradual banishment of all movement and all space or potential mov~-

ment in I·:onet's work anli Degas' frenzied researches into an icono,'3Taphy 

of human activity and relations. 

'fheir differing artistic intentions are reflected in their differ-

ent borrowings from Far Eastern art •. We have seen that DCG"rUJ borrowed 

from images of the human figure and misread Far Eastern inventions for 

his own ends. In Monet's case, however, his intentions coincided re-

markably with the original significance of the works from which he 

borrowed; he even created a garden for artistic contemplation in the 

Japanese manner. It is clear that "Impressionism" cannot be used as a 

term to cover the work of both men and retain any but a nominal signi-

ficance. However it is clear that in both cases the l"ar Eastern 

example was used to explore aspects of man's symbolic relations to 

nature and to society on several levels, not just as a prop for an in-

human naturalism. 
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WhiAtler and Japanesp. art after 1867. 

Ide have seen that, in the early WGO's, ~·.'histler made considerable 

efforts to learn all he could about Japenese art and made use of his 

knowledt~e in hi8 work. After the 1867 Paris exhi bi tion he continued to 

do so, spurred on by the subsequent exhibition and by the development of 

b~ropean knowledge of Japari. Indeed by the end of his cnreer his work 

was synonymous with the arpearance of Japanese art in the '..Jes t. Whistler 

beca.me generally known as the "Japanese Artist", the title by which he 

was pointed out to Walter Greaves, working at his window in the 1860's. 

In 1905, the Studio reviewed the International Artists' \>,histler 

exhibition in terms which made clear the current estimate of his debt to 

Japanese a.rt; 

we must not place him on a pinnacle which his work does 
not warrant. His position in relation to art is the 
position which the art of Japan especially in its later 
phases bears to the great art of the world. Whistler's 
inspiration was undoubtedly derived more from JCipanese 
art than from any other source. The daintiness of 
colouring, his conception of colouring and the ba18.nce 
of parts is essentially Japanese in its character. 
Nore perhaps than anyone else, he ji.'uropeanised Japanese 
ideas, and yet as an exponent of these ideas he fa1ls 
short of his gTeat Japanese prototypes. 

This response is typical of many of those who looked at \~bistler's 

life work assembled in the exhibition. Velasquez is also mentioned as 

an influence by some reviewers but their concensus is that \·lhistlpr's 

art represented the Far Eastern example in Western art. Koreover the 

Studio reviewer identifies \'lhistler's work wi til later, presumably nine-

teenth century Ja.panese art and makes a value judgement on both in terms 

of the grand Western tradition "the f,Teat art of the ·,vorld". Both 

\.Jhistler and Japan he believes to be of relatively minor sicnificance 

within that tradition. His judgement of Whistler is conditioned by the 

quite specific aesthetic attitude which he takes to Japanese art. 

This is a most important point and one overlooked by most recent 

critics and writers on Whistler. Whistler's use of Japanese art was 

1 
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closely related to the context of the late nineteenth century and know-

ledge and understanding of Japan. It is the failure of recent writers 

to take into account the complex but quite specific range of aesthetic 

values associated with the Far Eastern example at this time which has led 

to the dwindling emphasis placed on Japanese influence in Whistler's 

work. This chapter will attempt to restore the balance by considering 2 

'Ihistler's use of the Japanese example in his work as a painter, an 

aesthetic theorist and a decorator in the context of contemporary atti-

tudes to Japanese art. Such an analysis is far more significant than 

the proposal of endless models for motifs or formal characteristics in 

particular works. 

Noreover we may hope to come to an opinion about 'I'>'histler's achieve-

ment that avoide the vague discontent with his work as amoral and there-

fore diminished minor aberration in a Western artistic "tradition". 

That tradition, as I have argued above, arpears increasingly as an arbi-

trary consensus. A final, imperative reason for studying Whistler's 

relations with Japanese art after 1867, is his almost universal associa-

tion with it in contemporary criticisms. He came to represent an arche-

type of the contemporary Western response to Far Eastern art. This 

alone would make him a figure of considerable interest for this thesis. 

\',histler never concealed his obsession with Far E:[Istern art in the 

1870's and 1880's. During the 1870's there was a constant series of 

dinners served in Far Eastern splendour at Whistler's house in Lindsey 

RoW. Blue and white china, lacquer ware, fans and all kinds of bibelot 

were on display or in use during dinner. wben '\~hlstler needed more than 

he possessed, he borrowed them from Lord Redesdale, the author of "Tales 

of Old Japan", who lived' two doors away and for whom v.histler once 

considered illustrating a catalogue, presumably of Japanese art. 

Occasionally guests reported seeing a large china bowl with a goldfish 

in it, or a Chinese "bath" full of water-lilies. There were also Japan-

I 
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ese paintin[~ and prints, for Whistler's collection'ac~uired in the 

1860's remained with him until the White House was sold up in 1080. 

The diary of A. C. Cole, a fre~ucnt euest at the dinners, records 

vlhistler declaring in 1876 that "art had reached a natural climax with 

VelaSql1ez and the Japanese". He had to admit "natural in3tinct and 

ceaseless change in all things". 3 

Jacques Blanche and the artist Helleu went to see w~istler during 

his brief residence in the 'fuite House from 1878-79. They found a house 

full of Far Eastern objects of all kinds, from Japanese matting to 

painted screens and blue and white china. 

In 1884 Blanche was taken to see ~histler in a studio flat in Tite 

street by the por~raitist Boldini. Once a~ain Far Eastern objects 

appeared in abundance, having survived 'whistler's near bankruptcy. t~ore-

over they found many of \\histler's own earlier jf1ponisinG' sketches on 

display -

/' /' '" ( Mousmes-Bilitis, affectees et'hieratiques' mot 
d'alors) agitent ~ventails et parasols sur un cie1 
de turquoises malades, Ie long de quelque greve 
marine; tan~is que d'autr~s erigent leur joli 
petit corps a cote d'un grele arbuste de paravent 
japonais. 

Whistler told Blanche that amonest contemporary artists he admired 

the illustrators Grevin and Gallard, whose drawings of women resembled 

his Japonisine work. However his enthusiastic admiration was for a 

strange croup; 

Tintoret, Velasquez, Canaletto, les sta.tuettes 
de Tanagra, les estampes Japonaises. 

During the early 1 S80' s 'Ifuistler even planned a journey to Japan, 

as Oscar Wilde's letter to him from America made clear. That journey 

was eventuallY made by a "pupil", Mortimer Menpes. 

Further evidence of his continued involvement with Japanese art is 

provided by his habit of offering the Japanese as the great example to 

his followers in the 1880's. He have noted that George Moore heard 

Whistler recommend Japanese simplification of drawine to his students. 

4 

5 
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Noreover I>'[enpes records that vlhistler would allow his art to be compared 

only ",i th Hokusai, whom the Master ree:arded G s the erea test of all 

artists. 

Rembrandt, in our opinion, did not occupy much of 
a position. Canaletto and Velasquez we placed 
high, very high, but not of course on the same 
plane with Whistler. The only master with whom 
we could compare our own was the Japanese painter 
Hokusai. 

l'Jenpes was extremely close to Whistler until his ill-judeed visit 

to Japan and se we may accept this as being a reflection of ~Jhistler's 
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own valuation of the artists. Moreover it is interesting that even in 8 

the 1880's Whistler remained of the opinion that the ereatest Japanese 

master was Hokusai. This adds further weight to my hypothesis that it 

was nineteenth century Japanese art alone which influenced \vestern 

artists until the 1880's. Like 11oore, Mcnpes recalled Whistler's use 

of the analogy of a Japanese screen in discussing his own technique. 

'rhis is discussed below in the essay on Menpes. 

The documentary evidence thus sug(-':ests that \-Jhistler placed a very 

high value on Japanese art throughout his working life. ~ven in the 

1890's his studio in the Rue Notre Dame des Champs and his apartment in 

the Rue de Bas contained Japanese works of nrt. It is clear however 

that his own creative life never ceased to be an active dialoeue with. 

the l"ar I~astern example. A photograph of \o/histler in the Paris stUdio 

in the '90s, shows behind him a large, pseudo Japanese screen on which 

he has begun to paint a version of the Japanese motife which first 

arreared in his work in the "Battersea Bridge" Nocturne of 1876. 

Whistler in the 1890's was still experimenting with Far Eastern motifs 

and fom. 

It is therefore a misconception to view his involvement with the 

Far East as lim! ted to the 1860 's when he made his "Japanese" subject 

paintings. The above account has deliberately not drawn from his fre-

quently quoted references to Japan, such as that in the "10 o'clock" in 

9 
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. order to avoid having to areue against the ~~y who have characterised 

Whistler's interest as a passine and temporary "JFlponJsrnc" in the 1£160's. 11 

On the contrary it is the areument of this chapter that Whistler 

only fully defined his relationship to Japanese art after the 1861 

exhibition, with the "Six Projects" and related works, and that every 

development in his art since then was an attempt to make himself more of 

a "Japanese" artist. This is not, of course, to say that Whistler was a 

plagiarist, rather his fundamental aesthetic values and their direct 

reflection in his technique were always conceived in relation to ideals 

which he believed to be "Far Eastern". It is significant that some of 

the Projects or associated works appear to have remained with \Vhistler 

at all times, as if they were the keys for his later works. 

It remains to discuss the possible sources of Japanese art avail

able to Whistler during the 1810's and 1880's before beginnine an account 

of his work. 

In general Whistler had open to him the range of Far r-astern goods, 

generally known in the West, which has been surveyed earlier in this 

thesis. This was not work which would be recognised today as beine of 

great merit. ,·/histler's own "blue and white" for instance was mainly 

modern pieces bought cheaply or even given away with tea. r-Jenpes re

called "I have heard intelligent men dilate for hours upon the b01luty 

and rarity of certain porcelain which I myself h~ve seen Whistler buy 1? 

at a cheap shop around the corner, or which has been presented at our 

doors in company with a pound of Oriental tea". 

~istler valued Far Eastern objects for their colour or their 

associations and their capacity to suegest to him developments in his 

own work. He was in no sense a connoisseur and his relationship to the 

art of the Far Bast did not depend on values derived from connoisseur

ship or scholarly appreciation of that art. 

We have no direot evidence ot Japanese art owned by wbistler in the 

1870's and 1880's, however it is probable that his lacquer, prints and 
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paintings were also nineteenth century work. 'llhe pieces that we know 

\·lhistler acquired in the 1860's are nearly a.ll from the nineteenth 

century as we have seen.· 

'l'his is particularly crucial in regard to \·,1hintler's use of J!3pan~se 

prints. There are two collections of Japanese prints which once formed 

part of the \fuistler household. One is in the Eri tish r-;useum and on in 

the University of Glasgow. Both were acquired through donations from 

I'ass Birnie Phillip, \<lhistler's sister-in-law, who received them from 

her sister, Nrs. Beatrix McNeill Whistler. 

Nost of these prints are by eighteenth century masters. Three of 

1~ 

the British Museum prints are by Kiyonaga, one is an Utamaro, one an 14 

anonymous print in the style of Shunso, one a portrait bust by Eisho 

and one an action print signed Gotote Kunisada and dated 1812. In 

Glasgow there are six Kiyonagas, one by a follower of Utamaro, one by 

Toyokuni, three Hokusai's, from the "Thirty-six Views of Fuji", two 

Hiroshige's. The University also owns a copy of the November 1800 edit-

ion of "Le Japon Artistique lf
, once owned by 'Whistler, an index of patterns 

published in Tokyo in 1881 and a collection of copper enl~avines printed 

in 1857. Unfortunately it has been proved impossible to examine tre 

GlaSGOW collection as it is being prepared for exhibition. 

It is most unlikely that these collections are representa.tive as a 

whole of the Japanese prints which influenced ~histler in the 1870's and 

1880's. They were the property of whistler's wife, whom he married in 

1888 and who died in 1896, when, presumably, the prints were eiven to 

f':rs. Birnie I'hUlip. The general evidence is that the eighteenth century 

prints only entered into European taste in the later 1880's and it may 

be that f.1rs. Whistler had acquired the prints just before her marriage or 

had been given them by her previous husband, E. W. Godwin as presents 

during that ma.rriage. Noreover iolhistler's own assertion of the supremacy of 

Hokusai during the 1880's suggests that he was unaware of the achieve-

ments of earlier artists as such. The two groups of prints cannot be 
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said to represent his taste before the 1890's. 

Of the :British'Museum prints it is possible that I,lhistler himself 

acquired the Kunisada earlier than 1888 and likely that he ac~uired the 

IIokusai and Hiroshige works at Glasf,'ow earlier. I shall show thnt 

Hokusai's "36 Views of fuji" offers the best models for motifs in some 

of 'N'histler's paintings, and we have already seen Hirosbiee'::; presence 

in i.Jhistler's work in the 1860's. However even this is unproven end 

most of \.'histler fS property was lost in 1879 at the time of his near 

bankruptcy. It is therefore unwise in goneral to rely on these prints 

as models of \'ihistler's work, in particul::lr on the eighteenth century 

work. The recent writing of Gray and Sandberg in connection with liThe 

Balcony" and other work of the later 1860's is subject to this criticism, 

as I shall show. 

The rejection of the :Birnie Phillip gifts as sienificant evidence 

of 'lhistler's artistic development does not make the search for Hhistler's 

Japanese sources impossible. I shall show it is possible to provide 

convincing sources from amongst the more likely nineteenth century \vorks. 

Whistler's friendship with collectors such as Luke Ionides and 

11itford provided him with many opportunities to study Japanese art. 

\>lhistler contributed 19 plates of the 26 to the cataloc,ue for the co11-

ection of Nankin porcelain of his friend Sir Henry Thompson, published 

16 

in 1878. Nor must it be foreotten that he attended and exhibited at 17 

the Paris International E'xhi bi tions of 1867 and 1878 at which Japan h2.d 

its great triumphs and was thus exposed to all those exhibitions had to 

offer. He also saw the major loan exhibition of Japanese art held in 

London in December 1818 and which like all exhibitions before it con-

sis ted overwhelmingly of nineteenth century work. There was no shortage 

of opportunities to learn about the Far Eastern example. 

The catalogue of Whistler's bankruptcy sale, at Sothebyls in 1880, 

provides a final piece of evidence of his interest in Far E~stern art. 17b 

Forty-eight pieces of Blue and White and eight of "Oriental" china were 

j 
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sold. So were nineteen miscellaneous Far £astern items, amongst them 

several pieces of lacquer wa.re and two lacquer cabinets. One larp,-c 

embroidered screen was sold and a pair of small ones painted with land

scapps and figures on [;Old f,Tounds, which may have related to the f,'old 

based screen in "La Japonaise" which Whistler painted in 1[164. Another 

item, 74, contained "Eighteen Japanese Picture Books, Sketches of land

scapes and figures, some coloured; and 14 loose drawings". There was 
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also a painted scroll and four other Japanese paintines, some with '170 

raised embroidery similar to that in the works by Sekkwa shown in the 

1e67 exhibition. 

We must now discuss the use Whistler made of those opportunities after 

the 1867 exhibition. It will be convenient to review the work he pro

duced in reaction to that exhibition first. Then his painting will be 

discussed in order of subject headings rather t~~ chronologically. 

There follows a brief discussion of his work as a decorator and finally 

a discussion of his aesthetic theories and the Whistler/Huskin trial in 

relation to Japanese art. 

As we have seen by 1867 Whistler had consciously adopted a "Japanese" 

artistic persona. IIis reaction to the 1867 Japanese exhibition in Faris 

was to strengthen that persona and to make it more subtle not to rapidly 

abandon it,as many have suggested. 

\fuistler's reaction to the experience of Japanese art at first hand 

in 186'( was to reconsider the means whereby he could attain the "harmon

ising power of art". 

In that year and in 1868 his attitude to the creation of harmony and 

compositional completeness in a work of art underwent a serious chanee 

which he himself was always to refer to as the change from "complexity" 

to "simplicity". While this was taking place he made many experiments 

with paintings which nearly all remained unfinished; liThe Studio", 

"The Six Projects" and many more date from this period. 
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The change in Whistler's attitude is often defined in terms of his 

hopeless and sudden attraction to Classic1sm, ur~ed on by hiG friendship 

with the minor bnelish painter Al bert hoore. In September 1867 vJhistler 

wrote a lone letter to Pantin, in which he appears to reject Healism in 

favour of Classicism. In fact the letter concerns the acceptance of the 18 

artificiality of art •. Whistler corrlemns nature for temptine him to 

imitation rather than the attempt at harmony by simple means. He denies 

that Courbet's style ever influenced him directly and praises Ingres not 

for his Classicism bu~ for his dedicated artificiality. This nttitude 

came about as a result of Whistler's experience of J~panese art in 1861. 

The experience of the Far Eastern work at this exhibition convinced him 

that the harmony for which he was always searching could best Le found 

in simplifying form rather than naturalist elaboration. \fuistler 

became one of those who took the view that Japanese art was thoroughly 

artificial nnd simplified nature, achievin~ its astounding effects in 

this way rather than by naturalism. In September 18G8 he wrote to 

Fantin about colour; 

colour ought to be, as it were, embroidered on tre 
canvas, that is to say, the colour ou~ht to appear 
in the picture continually here and there, in the 
same way that a thread appea,rs in an embroidery, 
and so should all the others, more or less accord
ing to their importance; in this way the whole will 
form a harmony. Look how well the Japanese under
stood this. They never look for contrast, on the 
contrary, they are after repetition. 

It was this new awareness of simplicity of means as the best way 

to achieve pictorial harmony which Whistler developed after 1861. As 

we have seen above, such harmony was always his b~al and he was drawn to 

study and paint Far Eastern objects to learn how they achieved it. 

The subtle, simplicity of Whistler's colour schemes which can be 

seen most dramatically in the Nocturnes of the 1810's was obviously a 

product of Japanese influence.· ~o also was the notion of colour as a 

major vehicle of expression in a painting, which derives from the contem-

plat10n of Far Las tern art in which this is the case. This emphasis on 

19 
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colour was a major point in the Whistler-ltuskin trial and it i:J imr.ossi-

ole to discuss adequa.tely in n. thesis of this n.1ture. 

Previous to 1867 vJhistler al;pears to h:we believed that it would be 

possible to introduce }t'ar Zastern artistic principles directly into the 

current artis ti c practice to achieve harmony. In that year his attitude 

changed. The painting' '11e Balcony" in the ].<'reer collection is the I(70' 

key to the change. As we have seen it was proba.bly a study for a life 20 

size painting which \Vhistler never finished and was probably beeun some 

time before 1867.' It is at once the last detailed study of Far Eastern 

objects and images which Whistler made and the first paintine in which 

his disquiet with the complex detailed representation called for by oil 

paintings clashed with the Par Eastern aesthetic. It was the difficulty 

with maintaining the harmony and overall effect of the image on a large 

scale which forced Whistler to eive up the idea of a full scale painting. 

vlhistler's painting was probably based originally on one of Hokusai's 21 

"36 Views of Fuji", No. 32, "Fuji from the Pagoda of the 500 P.akans". I(71) 

The Hokusai print shows seated figures and figures looking out over the 

river beyond in some detailed costUme. The detail of individual ficureIJ 

in these works was probably based on other nineteenth century prints, 

perhaps by Kunisada. One can even make out the cone of Fuji in the Batter

sea landscape beyond the terrace. "!histler then saw the 1867 exhibition 

and its Japanese ladies and this added to his knowledge of how to paint 

such a scene. Some of the .fieUrp.9 in the painting' sut';'g:est direct obscr-

vation, rather than the simplified linearity of the print. At the same 

time however \lhistler realised that harmony in Japanese art was not 

achieved by representation and that perhaps it would be folly to attempt 

to achieve that harmony by representation. Thus "The Baloony" changes 

direction. The brush-stroke becomes the pre-eminent means of harmonising 

the figures. Layer after layer of liquid paint has been laid on the 

figures to simplify and harmonise them. Note for instance the light 22 

\ 
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broad strokes on top of the dark kimono of the fir.ure stnndinp,' lookin,l"1' 

over the railing8. Pnttern and detail strueGles with broAd liquid 

brushstroke and line. The composition as a whole shows B_ simil.<lr tension 

between the detail and integrity of individual figures and the overall 

linear rhythms of the croup. 

"The Balcony" records Whistler's change in ntti tude to the IJroblem 

of pictorial harmony, a change to which he was led by his earlier 

studies of Japanese art. The sketch for "The Studio" also done in 1867 

shows an increasing awareness of the overall harmony of-the com90sition. 

Detail is much less evident - the Haster's collection of blue and white 

is only light and dark blue brush marks and the gowns of the two models 

are simple rhythmic liquid paint strokes. 23 

I;/histler has fully grasped the significance of the rhythmic brush-

stroke in Japanese fieure drawing in prints and elsewhere and trans-

ferred it to oil painting. He must have learnt this in Paris. It was a 

most important step in the change towards simplicity which took place 

at this time. 

WhiAtler's attitude to Japanese art corresponds very closely to 

that of critics writing after the 1867 exhibition. The simplicity and 

artificiality of Japanese art was stressed by writers such as Chesne~u 

and Feydeau, as was its anti-illusionism. These writers and others 

also connected Japanese simplicity with the simplicity of means of Greek 

art; -they even paralleled Japanese asymmetrical balance and the entasis 

of the Parthenon. 

It was in the pursuit of this quality that \fuistler attempted to 

unite Far &~stern and Greek associations in one work. The rejuvenation 

of decayed Western art by the Far Eastern example was a major theme of 

all l<'ar Eastern enthusiasts from Baudelaire on. Whistler set out to 

implement this programme in a quite literal way. The predominance of 

the Far East in his schemes 1s made clear by lack of concern in his work 

for affecting subject matter, expression of profound emotion or any other 
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aspect of Greek art which has been associatAd with moral anstbcticn. 

Indeed the "Greek" element in his work of thi:; time is really li ttJe more 

than a peg on which to hang his experiments in l,'ar :::astern harmony. 

During 1867 ItJhistler had undertaken to paint six decorative panels fa']' 

the shipping millionaire F. l~. Leyland. Thnse becarnA the vehicle for 

';/histler's experiments in harmony. All that rema:i.n of thAm now are small 

sketches in the l"reer collection. Frederick Jameson lived with v.'histler 

in the winter of 1867-8 and described \~istler at work on these paintings; 

He was working at some Japanese pictures, one of which, 
quite unfinished, was hung at the late exhibition of 
his pictures. I have seen that one - at least large 
portions of it apparently finished, but they never 
satisfied him and were sh~~d down to bedrock mercilessly; 24 

This shows the intensi ty of \,/his tler' s efforts. 

His problem can be appreciated if one considers one of t.he six 

studies, "Variations in Blue and Green". The sketch shows four women 25 

looking out over a balcony grouped as in a Kunisada such as that shown in 

the 1867 exhibition. Their back facing pose Bue~est a theatre print or 

a view of Fuji by Jlokusai. 

The costumes of the group could be derived from Albert Hoore's 

Graeco-1toman style but they could equally h<we been the reaul t of the 

attempt to use oil paint to describe pseudo-Japanese costume with thn 

{;Tace of the drawing' in the original print. Whistler spoke to several 

people at the time of attempting to reduce an imar,e to a series of 

harmonic lines. The blue shawl held by the woman on the left could 

easily be an "obi", a Japanese silk sash and many prints show Japanese 

women holding them in this fashion. The fan held by one of the women 

and the light splodges of paint to suggest flowers are both Japanese in 

origin. Similar remarks may be made about the other six projects and 

about the chalk stUdies made for them. 

Whistler was clearly trying to capture the grace of Japanese prints 

of female costume such as those by Kunisada without making his work a 

26 
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Japanese pastiche. In doing this ho simplified the images radically and 

learnt (l great deal about eraphic brushstroke but he failed to apIlreciAte , . 

that such simplification was very difficult to ClJ;ply on a lar{je scale. 

The paintinlj which he nearly succeeded in transferring' to a brger 

form:1t, "Three fil;,'ures - pink and grey", now in the Tate Gi1.11ery, tells 

us more about this problem. 

Three young girls are gathered round a blossoming cherry in pot. 

The one in the centre kneels to the left of the cherry, the one to the 

right stands upright carrying a large Japanese umbrella, the one to the 

left appears to be naked and bends to the tree. The scene Appears to be 

set in a Japanese house, with pseudo-Japanese furniture. The shnllow 

frieze-like space in which the figures are set is derived from the 

"R'1.1cony" format in many Japanese prints which ',Ihistler had studied many 

times. The emotional tone of the painting is Bct by the reference of 

the cherry tree and the umbrella to the myth of Jap8n as a land of 

exquisite aesthetic sensation. 

The problem arises with the figures. The devices of the Japam:se 

prin t for producing piC torial ha.rmony depend on a p:Jrti cular attitude to 

the human figure. The figure is always inteerated by means of pat.terned 

costume and dynamic brush drawing into the image as a whole. Figures 

are "keyed in" to an overall effect, a general simplification, as in 

embroidery such as Whistler wrote to Fantin about in 18613. In this 

painting however ' .. Jhistler atten;pts to use means learnt from the Fnr 

F~st to embody a different notion of the figure; the notion of the body 

as an expressive eneity in itself. Naturally he found it impossible to· 

complete the work, impossible to find faces at once hnrmonic and convin-

cing for his figures. 

Whistler chose to reject the solution to the problem of incorporatine 

JapRnese figure drawing, which, as we have seen, Degas used so admirably. 

Deb~S accepted the dethronement of the independently expressive nude 

figure in a way in which ~fuistler, in his search for overall harmony, could not. 



As we have seen,11 h'uropeans who evaluated Japanese nrt in ideal-

istic terms came to an impasse with Japanese fif,1lre dral-ling. 'dhistler 28 

demonstrated the problem in practical terms. A second study of the 

central portion of this work was published in the Studio in 1903. The 29 

impossibility of \Vhistler's task strikes one even more forcibly in this 

work, where the kneeling woman is firmly modelled in cross contrast to 

the flat decorative paintin~ around her. 

All through his life ~~istler continued to draw and paint from the 

female nude but he never resolved this impasse. The nudes of the 1890's 

are no more convincing as figures than his earlier work. "Phryne the 30 

Superb" of 1898 is an advance on the figures in "Three Figures" only in 

the extent of its dematerialisation but the unresolved paint work still 

shows the tension in Whistler's attitude. It is as if he is trying to 

dissolve the differences between decorative and expressive use of the 

figure in the very liquid of his paint. The extremely tentative quality 

of his many pastel figure drawings and lithographs testify eloquently to 

a search for a simple means of graphic expression similar to that which 

I'·1a.net undertook in the 1810' s. However his studies remain uncrJnvincinf,'. 

Only occ~sionally does he achieve the impact of Hokusai's drawin~s, as 

in a lithograph of 1895 showing a model raising her dress over her 

shoulders. The rhythmic lines with which the cloth is described indi-

cate close study of the Japanese master. One suspects that Whistler 
If ,\ 

may have borrowed directly from a drawine in the r·L'1n{{Wa. 

The dilemma is posed in its most extreme form in"Venus risine from 

the Sea" in which a classic female torso is seen barely emerging from 31 

a delicately modulated paint surface representing sea and sky and spray 

of blossom in the upper right hand corner. It is impossible to conceive 

of a means to elaborate this proposition in any way. v~istler's diler.~a 

was not as some have written that he wished to be an Alma Tadema; he 

wished to avoid this fate, to maintain the overall pictorial harmony 

which he found in Japanese art. 
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His friend Al bert Noore showed how easy it wn.s to mr~ke use of a 

Japanese set tine similar to t:iat in . :The Balcony" and to borrow 

Jar:mese figure motifs from the !':angwa in his prdnting "A Swnmer Nif~ht" 32 

(1890) in Liverpool City Galleries. ~~e pose of the woman in the cAntre, 

with her hands raised, is taken from Hokusai. 

rl~is however was not what Whistler was after. IJe wished to recreate 

the total involvement of the picture surface found in Far ~:astern art, 

in terms of the greatest in the 'Nestern tradition. Of course, in-

imitating the Bast he was inevitably forced to ienore the pictorial 

priority established in Western art as a result of the Western view of 

man and experience a major aspect of this conflict was his problem with 

figure drawing. Whistler's compositional difficulties provide unmistak-

able evidence for the thesis that cultural values are directly emhodied 

in artistic forms. I will return to this problem in my discussion of the 

Ruskin trial and '.~'histler's art theory. 

"On the Balcony", "Six Projects" and some associated works remained 

wi th 'l'I'histler throughout his career as we have seen. It is clen.r that 

they represented discoveries of major importance for his development as 

an artist. 

In the late' 1870 's, G.R. Boughton visited \fuistler's studio and snw 

some of the older works standing about; 

I remember the Japanese-like girls, "On a Balcony" 
and I admired it even more than when I first saw 
it. I asked if he had retouched. 'No my dear G. 
why tamper with a master-piece. Eli? '.oJhat?' I said 
I though it improved in some way, probably toned 
by time. tNo my dearest G. it is you who are 
toned up to it by time and happy intercourse with 
me. \','hat?' And after our mutual laughter he 
admitted to me that the Balcony was all wrong, in 
principle. 'Too much elaborated, not nearly simple 
enough. t 

\fuistler clearly discovered his new principles in painting' the Six 

Projects and related'works in 1867-1868 • As I have shown these works 

sprang from a desire to come to terms with his new experience of Far 

Eastern art. The principles may be quickly listed, they are limited and 

'11' 
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harmonic use of colour, the use of very liquid paint in flat patches 

and in direct rhythmic brushstrokes to simplify line and th8 use of 

delicate composition~l asymmetries and balances to create a unifying 

tension between the elements in an image - which ~histler called 

"placin6". Concomitantly;in ceneral,Whistler abanboned attempts to 

create discrete illusionistic volumes whether by perspective or chiaro-

scuro modelling or to represent the individual texture or material of 

particular objects. 

In other words Whistler adopted both the rositive and negative 

qualities of Far Eastern art in his own work. He even stressed those 
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factors in Far Eastern art which current Western criticism was stressing. 

"Placing" for instance Was highly stressed in English reactions to Japan- ( 

ese art in the 1860's and 1870's. As we have seen, Leighton concerned 

himself at length with asymmetry in his 1862 lecture, Audsley and 

Bowes, Alcock and Jarves published long discussions of the importance 

of as~nmetry in the 1870's. Asymmetry was not treated in the same way 

in France. It was regarded as related to freedom of the imagination in 

art either in terms of fantasy or in terms of offering a means of 

approaching closer to the nature. 

vlhistler chose the L'nelish view of asymmetry as an absolute aes-

thetic quality, part of a proposition about an ideal order. Thus we 

have the great number of stories of ~~istler debating the precise 

placing' of the butterfly on his paintings and prints with a visitor. 

I"~enpes remembered assisting \ .. 'histler wi th his etchings; 

\Jhistler seldom placed his butterfly on a proof 
without first saying to me "Now Menpes where do 
you think the butterfly is going this time?" ·It 
used to be a little joke between us, and after 
some months of the habit I was invariably able to 
put my finger on the spot where the butterfly 
would create the balance of the picture. 

Alcock and others had noticed the crucial importance of the placing 

of the signature on Japanese works of art, as part of the composition. 
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lihistler had almost certainly heard of this during the 1867 exhibition 

and modelled his own use of the Signature on it. 

The sienatm'e ~owever is only one aspect of placinG. 1'lacing also 

implied meditation before action, and an absolute distinction between 

success and failure in the croatian of a particular work. vfuistler 

never "worked up" his paintings. He soueht always for immediato and 

direct means, destroying at once work which was not perfect according to 

his criteria of harmony. Thus we have the stories of 1,,'histler using 

four children from the same family to model for one paintine as they 

grew older and still not finishing it and Irving's frustration that 

after twenty sittings the master had only painted a piece of linen" in 

his rortrait. 

These attitudes parallel those of Far Eastern artists. It might 

perhaps be assumed that the parallel is fortuitous, however I do not 

think this 1s so. I believe that \fu1stler's whole artistic persona 

was consciously modelled on what he could find out about the art of the 

Far mst. If this is so then one may argue that it is possible to see 

Far Eastern attitudes at work behind many subsequent Western painters. 

One may, for instance, closely parallel \\'l1istler's workinlj methods and 

those of Francis Bacon. Whistler is a key fieure in the entry of Far 

Eastern art and aesthetics into the Western tradition. 

Specific proof of the foundation of his aesthetic on the principles 

of Far Eastern art is difficult to find for the early 1870's except for 

a letter to Fantin which I have quoted. However in the later 1870's and 

subsequently the evidence is ample; I will discuss this in due course. 

On the other hand evidence for Whistler's continua:!. borrowine from Far 

Eastern art is easy to find. In 1871 ~histler painted his final two 
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"Ja.panese"paintings, "Variations in violet and green", which had a gold 38 

frame designed by \Vhistler based on Japanese decorative motifs, and 

"Battersea Reach from Lindsey Houses". 39 
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The struggles of the Six Projects are over and \','histler hils rlecided 

to avoid the problems of harmonisin~ figure eroups in favour of simpli-

city. The ladies of the "Balcony" have shrunk to small colour notes at 

the base of each pain tine e-azine out over a vnst harmonious nilvp.r toned 

river and sky broken only by a misty horizon and the judiciously plnced 

sails of a boat. 

In "Variations in Violet and Green", the upright format, combined 

with the hien viewpoint, derives from landscape prints by Hiroshige. 40 

Several of the "100 Views of Yedo" contain such views, for instance, 

no. 107, "The Juman Plain, Susaki Fukagawa tl shows an eagle wheelin~ 41 

over a bIuw sea and grey plains in a blue s}~. Often Hiroshige uses a 

carefully placed sail to balance his compositions of river and sea views 

as in No.35 of the 100 Views, "The vlood, Sui Jin". The misty graduated 42 

tones can also be seen as borrowed from IIiroshiee who used thin device 

frequently in his prints, for instance in the "Yedo Kinko Hakkei" series, 

one of which is in the Glasgow University Collection. Indeed mist was 

IIiroshige's forte, as in "Taisha in Hist, Izamo Province", one of the 

views of Sixty-odd provinces. whistler may also have been studying Par 

hastern p3intings at this time and the finely graduated tones in this 

work may have come about a8 a result of an attempt to imi ta tr) tll\:';,l. \ " 
,."l,., ~ 

we have seen he learnt about Far Eastern brush technique in the early 

sixties and these studies both show an accomplished exploitation of t.he 

free brush stroke, clearly a hard won gain from the experience of the 

"Six Projects". 

The two "Japanese" paintings of 1871 prepared the way for the 

series of river views which \fuistler called Nocturnes. This series 

depended almost entirely on the Far Eastern example. 

In the first place the selection of a time of day as the subject 

of a painting in view of its overall pictorial harmony i8 a Far l:a.stern 

conception. The exercise of a priori choice from nature of this kind 

as an essential element in the ~rk of art had always been stressed in 
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the East, in particular with landscape painters. One is tempted to 

auc:e-est that \·Jhistler knew of this "artificial" use of nature, that he 

had le~rnt to make nature imitate art by followine the Eastern example. 

Whistler's choice of the early evening was dictated by his need to 

reduce colour to simplest harmony of tones he could achieve. Similarly 

his choice of ' subject, the river view, was to enable him to reduce the 

areas of colour to flat areas which could be co-ordinated as a whole. 

In this Whistler anticipated later art once more, one thinks of I~thko. 

For ~~istler a base in nature remained essential, the unity of nature 

and art remained unquestioned as in the Far Eastern aesthetic. Whistler 

had to choose a subject to fit his intentions. The inspiration came 

from the Far F~st, from prints in which such evening h~rmonies are 

achieved, such as lIiroshige's "Moon, f1aple and Waterfall". 

Two specific Far Eastern models exist for the form of Nocturnes. 

The first is the liquid blue painting on Blue and "','hi te China. I have 

already pointed to the river scene which appears on the large blue and 

whi te jar in the "Lange Lijzen" as a possible source for \vhistler's 

liquid blue and grey painting. Whistler's drawings for Sir Henry 
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Thompson's book on blue and white also emphasise the liquidity of tho 

paintine- on the porcelain. .Noreover we know that large landscapes on 

blue and white ceramic slabs were on show in the Vienna exhibition of 

I(7G) 

1873 and presumably became available throughout Europe. 

Another source is the blue and white print. These were made by 

nineteenth century print makers using blue ink, sometimes with block 

outlines, Keisai Yeisen, Kuniyasu, Yeizan and Hiroshige II made such 

prints and as we have seen, one by Kunisada was exhibited in the 1061 44 

~ " exhibition. Above all one of Hokusai's 36 Views of Fuji, "The Coast of 

Seven Leagues" (Schichiriga-hanaub Shoku province is made entirely in 45 

varyin~ shades of blue). The sky line has a moderated blue stripe, 

fading into the untouched paper which consistites most of the sky. The 

same economy runs throughout the image, a large part of Which is untouched 
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paper. Whistler almost certainly knew this print in the 1870's. 

It is clear that Far Eastern art provides models for radical reduct-

ion of colours to a single harmony which was a central aim of the Nocturnes, 

the "Nocturnes in Blue and Green" of 1871 and the "Nocturne in Blue and 46 

Silver" of 1872, in the Tate Gallery both show the formal characteristics 

derived from Japanese art. A minimum of simple darker toned brush 

strokes mark the far bank and its reflections, a barge on the river is 

shown by two strokes of transparent paint against the surface of liquid paint 

and the horizon lights provide a gentle rhythmic punctuation. Both 

paintings have a judiciously placed butter~ seal. Two of the nocturnes 

have specific sources in Japanese prints. The first is "Old Battersea 47 

Bridge; Nocturne in Blue and Gold lt which was first painted a year or 

two earlier. It shows a view looking up from the shore of the Thames to 
~ 

e 
the carriageway of the bridge with o~ pylon in sight. Thus making a 

large "Tit shaped dark tone dominating the picture. At the bottom of the 

pylon is a barge represented by the usual licks of paint and guided by a 

relatively huge mase. The river and skyline are typical of the other 

nocturnes. .The fireworks bursting behind the bridee balance the deep 

shadow in the lower left-hand corner. 

The bridge is a common motif in nineteenth century landscape prints, 

in particular in the work of Hokusai and Hiroshige. Occasionally they are 

associated with fireworks as in Hiroshige's "Fireworks over Ryoguku 

:Bridge", No. 98 of the 100 Views of Yedo. Several models have been pro-

posed for the motif in "Nocturne in Blue and Gold". None however have 

shown the peculiar characteristic T shape of Whistler's composition. 48 

Whistler's bridge is clearly recognisable by the unreal, elegant 

height of its supporting pylon as the Mannenbashi bridge which appears 

in Hokusai's series of views of Fuji. The pylon is clearly unlike the 49 

squat, bulky support that Whistler drew and etched in the daytime. 

Whistler's translation of the bridge into the Japanese form makes it 

clear that his aim was artificial, not naturalistic. Japanese art pro-
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vided Whistler with an intermediary between himself and reality, of vi tal :1 

importance if he were to develop his work. The often repeated story that 

Whistler memorised every detail of his Nocturnes on the spot before going 

home to paint them is at best a misconception of his activity; Whistler 

was recording an overall mood, and its colours, not details. He defended 

his alteration of the form of Battersea Bridge in these terms at the 

Ruskin-Whistler trial. The Japanese pFovided a compositional matrix on 

which he could fix his memory of the experience. 

In the 100 Views of Fuji Hokusai represents the bridge in a double 

page print so that each print has half the bridge on it as a T shaped 

motif. Wiistler's composition is based on the right-hand page of the 

I, 

1(77) [, 
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two with the stroke of the T going down to the left. The bulky shadows 

! 

!' 
~ 

of the passers-by on the carriageway are also derived from Japanese 

printmakers' habit of showing people crossing bridges. 

t 
Whistler's reason for making this Nocturne allude so directly to ~ 

Japanese art is to be found in the other one with a clear Japanese source. ! 
"Nocturne in Black and Gold" "The Falling Rocket" which was exhibited 1(78) r 

at the Dudley Gallery in 1875. The source is "Fireworks of Ryoyoku Bridge, 

Yedo", No. 98 of Hiroshige's 100 Views of Yedo, which also shows the 

stars from a falling rocket. Whistler however has transmuted the graphic 

quality of the Hiroshige into a drama of liquid paint. 

The fireworks that Whistler painted were to be seen at Cremorne 

pleasure gardens in Battersea, a popular place of entertainment in the 

1870's. It contained much fantasy architecture, some of it Far Eastern. 

A painting by Walter Greaves shows Whistler seated by the Venus Fountain 

like gardens with the elaborate Chinese pagoda of the bandstand behind 50 

him. Cremorne, no doubt, suggested the Far East to Whistler and he made 

direct use of Far Eastern imagery in his picture of fireworks at Cremorne. 

He certainly conceived the two paintings he made of Cremorne itself like 51 

Japanese prints. Elegant ladies in flowing gowns stroll through a mini-

_.- ~----.-------------~-~~ 
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mally indicated environment, sometimes fluttering fans. 

The liquid manner used in painting the Nocturnes was developed by 

Whistler throughout his life. He used other subjects in the same way as 

the river. One thinks for instance of the paintings of shopfronts made 

in the 1880's and 90's in which a single theme is reworked time and ti~ 

again in immediate liquid tones. 

A painting of bathers made about 1885 shows this manner at its 52 

finest. The landscape is a series of carefully calculated coloured 

strokes, the figures a series of brief graphic notations and the white 

sails of a solitary boat near the horizon to balance the composition as 

in a Hiroshige print. The painting is closely reminiscent of Manet's 

"Plage de Boulogne" in style and composition, which as I have shown also 

sprang from a Japanese influence. . 

In the late 1870's Whistler advanced his liquid painting technique 

by working with paint already mixed in the different colours he intended 

to use; "Flesh tone, ,floor tone; blue sky tone and so on". In my view 53 

he did this after hearing a report of the method of working of the 

Japanese artist Kyosai. Mortimer Nenpes later described Kyosai's method: 

First he tried all his colours, which were ready pre
pared in different little blue pots all around him. 
These little shallow pots or saucers had each its own 
liquid which the assistant had prepared to a certain 
extent beforehand. They contained flesh tint, drapery 
colour, tones for hair, gold ornaments and so forth. 
These colours had evidently been used before, as they 
were in their saucers, merely requiring dilution 
before immediate use •••• When he began there was not 
fishing for tones as on the average palette. No 
accident. All was sure - a scientific certainty from 
beginning to end. 

When Menpes described this to Whistler in 1888 Whistler exclaimed 

that it was identical to his own method and he certainly had abandoned a 

palette for a large table from which he worked with colours in a liquid 

state, as J. E. Blanche and other visitors observed in the late '70s and 

early '80s. I believe that Whistler had heard reports of oriental tech-

nique, probably of Xioeai's work in the later 1870's. As we have seen, 
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Guimet gave his account of Kiosai's technique in "Promenades Japonaises" 

in 1878. Whistler probably witnessed a Japanese painting demonstration 

at the Paris Exhibition of 1878 where this technique was in use. Of 

course Whistler could not admit to Menpes that he was anything but a 

total original, but his fear of someone who knew the extent of his dep-

endency on Far Eastern art would explain his total anathema on Menpes 

after his report to the "Master" on his Japanese voyage. There are 

many parallels between Whistler's technique and that of Far Eastern 

artists. Menpes described Whistler's portrait technique in terms every 

bit as dynamic as that of Kyosai. 

He held his brush firmly and pressed hard on the 
canvas. There was no "dainty touch" about Whistler's 
handling. He worked in clean and firm sweeps. For 
example, if, in a portrait it were necessary to bring 
the background up to a figure, he would mix the tone 
of the background and with a large brush well pressed 
into the canvas and would draw the line confidently 
and with one firm sweep from the head right down to 
the heel. 

This could equally well be a description of a Japanese artist at 

work, in its directness and in the realisation of the relativity of 

foreground and background in terms of technique. Whistler clearly was 

concerned with correct "line" and overall balance, not with the 

"rational" buildingorup of an image. His technical priorities had been 

changed by the Far Eastern example. 

Whistler's tremendous interest in Menpcs' account of Kyosai's 
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methods is the only record we have of his direct pursuit of information 56 

on Far Eastern methods. However his assiduity cannot have been due to 

a coincident&resemblance between Kyosai's methods and his own. Whistler 

wished to learn a11 he could to add to his "Japanese" artistic persona. 

As I shall show, long before Menpes' account ~fuistler was to quote 

Kyosai at a moment of great importance in the Ruskin/Whistler trial. 

We must consider briefly the role of the Far Eastern example in 

Whistler's portraits. The two which are often regarded as having been 

most influenced by Japanese art as "Arrangement in Grey and Black No.1: 



the Artist's Motherll first exhibited in 1812 but which Whistler may have 57 

been working on in the late 1860's, and "Arrangement in Grey and Black 58 

No.2: Thomas Carlyle", first exhibited in 1814. Both these paintings 

show a figure in black seated, showing the left profile in a shallow 

space in front of a wall on which carefully toned framed prints and in 

the case of Mrs. Whistler a large black curtain with delicate gold f111-

gree patterns have been carefully plac~d to balance the figures. The 

placing is clearly from Japanese art, but Whistler may have learnt this 

as easily from his own lacquer boxes as from a print or painting. The 

shallow space in which the figures sit and which allows the placing to 

operate is a different question. This clearly derives from Japanese 
II~ 

prints by way of I lhe Balcony" which first used this kind of non-

illusionary space. The masses of black in both paintings raise more 

difficult questions. Japanese portraits and prints tended to show their 

great military leaders of the past dressed in black. Whistler may have 59 

seen such an image; some were shown at Vienna in 1813. In any case 

the use of a mass of black and related tones was Buggested to Whistler 

by Far Eastern ink painting, Sumi-ye, in which a rich range of blacks 

and greys is deployed similar to that in these two paintings. 

Whistler 4s interest in "Sumi-ye" ink painting is confirmed by the 

prints IINocturne, the River at Battersea" and "Early Morning" in which 

the subject of the painted Nocturnes is treated in rich and varying tones 

of black and white, using the l1thotlnt technique. "Early Morning" shows 

the open graphic struotureof Japanese landscape paintings of the "Nant,ra." 

school. Minimal soft lines and patches of tone sketch out a landscape 

in large areas of untouched paper. 

These prints provide direct evidence of Whistler's interest in the 

broader technical possibilities of the Far Eastern example. They confirm 

my thesis that the nature of the western response to it was changing 

throughout the late nineteenth century as different styles were seen and 

recognised. 



Moreover during the 1870's Whistler owned at least fourteen Japanese 

brush drawings and several paintings, the works which appeared in his 

sale in 1880. 

Whistler went on to use black as a "universal harmoniser" for tones 

in his portraits in the 1880's. This was also the method of Kyosai and 

other Japanese painters who used black lines and patches to hold their 62 

images together. 

The pose of both portraits is however entirely Whistler's invention, 

as a pose so contrived to fit in with all his Far Eastern intentions 

could be regarded as an invention at all. 

Another portrait which relies almost completely on "placing" and 

on the brilliant use of liquid paint for its effects is the Miss Cicely 63 

Alexander, whose father collected Japanese art, made between 1872-74. 

Here Whistler uses every device, grey tonal harmonies, a "Japanese" 

background wall and delicately placed butterflies and flowers. In 

another portrait "The White Girl No.4" first exhibite.d in 1874, the 64 

Japanese element is made plain by the use of fans and cherry blossoms 

in the background. 

Occasionally Whistler's female portraits directly recall Japanese 

prints. The "Portrait of Mrs. Leyland" of 1873, for instance, shows her 

standing, back to the viewer, and about to glance over her shoulder, an 

elegant pose often used in Japanese prints, and a favourite of \iliistler. 

He used it several times as it removed emphasis from the face to an 

overall pictorial harmony. 

Monet had borrowed the same pose from Japanese art in his "Salon" 

painting of Camille in 1866. 

Whistler's aim of overall harmony, derived from the Far Eastern 

example, led him into a great problem with the traditional notion of the 

portrait as a record of an individual personaiity. It is sometimes said 

that the Japanese had no conception of "personality" in the Western 

sense. However both Hiroshige and Hokusal left fairly accurate and 
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individualised self-portraits of themselves as old men. Japanese 

artists often placed accurate portraits in the context of their normal, 

artificial, style and succeeded in blending the two. However this act 

in itself implied a certain attitude toward individual character differ-

ent to that in the West. \Vhistler seems often to have adopted that 

attitude. 

He sometimes allowed the individuality of his sitter to be completely 

submerged. This is true of works such as "Effie Deans" and of "Rose 

~ Co,der", both of 1876, and of many of the portraits of the nineties. In 

this sense many of Whistler's'~ortraits"are rejections of the whole 

Western idea of the portrait. In other cases however - the Carlyle, 

Cicely Alexander, the Sarrasate - the face of the sitter is carefully 

modelled in layers of liquid paint with a touch as subtle as that of 

Velasquez himself. In these portraits individuality had a place but one 

doubts whether this individuality has any psychologicru perception 

behind it. Where, for instance, is an indication of Carlyle's bad temper 

or his immense learning. Whistler takes even personality as a decora-

tive element in his total harmony of pictorial effects, an "arrangement". 

Only when his chosen pictorial effect suggests the personality of the 

sitter as in "Whistler's Mother" and the "Sarasate" does a "character" 

appear on the canvas. 

Whistler's later portraits depend increaSingly on the direct liquid 

handling of paint and the carefully "placed II background of many of the 

works of the early 1870's disappears. Indicating, once again, his 

broadening understanding of Far Eastern art. 

Whistler's admiration for Velasquez' portraits becomes increasinB'ly 

evident in works like his portrait of Duret, of 1882, though the Japan- 65 

ese audacity remains in Whistler's treatment of the bright pink opera 

cloak. The same is true of the placing of the bow and violin in an 

extended line at an angle to the figure in the portrait of "l'able de ·66 

SarJ6sate" of 1884, a marvellous example of asymmetrical placing. 



xurther analysis of individual portraits would yield no more evidence 

since each one was a struggle to achieve the "simple" overall pictorial 

harmony which Whistler had first formulated for himself in the six pro-

jects. The Far Eastern basis of Whistler's art became increasingly 

integrated into his intentions; this can be seen by the disappearance 

of the carefully "placed" backgrounds in the portraits. 

It remains to consider Whistler's work as a decorator. 

There is no doubt that Whistler's decorative ideas were inspired 

by the Far East. His own residences always contained Far Pastern rooms. 

Mrs. Whistler, for instance, writes of her "Japanese bedroom" in the 

1860's. \~istler's decorative schemes consisted of carefully distemp-

ered walls, in a tone chosen by the Master himself, in rooms with a 

little furniture of a plain, pseudo-oriental design. The floors were 

covered with simple Japanese matting, woodwork was always painted a plain 

harmonising colour and plain curtains hung at the windows. In this 

setting the occasional high note of colour was provided by pieces of 

oriental porcelain or a print or painting. The whole was subject to the 

rigours of exact conception and planning. Lady Archibald Campbell re-

called that Whistler insisted that the whole decorative scheme of a room 

or house "should be thoroughly thought out, so as to be finished off 

almost before it was begun". 

Whistler often used an overall theme, as when he redecorated his 

Lindsey Row for his tenants in 1878, mixing all the distempers and 

paints himself. 

1/ The hall had two fine panels in blue and white by Whistler, two 

ships with sails set, at Bea. The house was coloured as a "sunset". 

The gold dado on the stairs was dotted with pink and white chrysanthemum 

petals. 
The new tenants had to wait until Whistler left to paper the walls 

of the drawing rOOID. No detailed descriptions of Whistler's schemes 

remaln,however it is clear that all ideas derive from the Japanese con

cept of an interior. They make a radical contrast with the normal 

68 
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heavily fitted Victorian middle-class room. Whistler must have seen 

Japanese interiors at the 1867 exhi bi tion and heard reports of them from "; 

his friends. It is interesting that his taste for sparsely furnished " 

rooms appears after the 1867 exhibition. Before he appears to have 

placed his Far Eastern articles as part of an-overall clutter. 

He was the first European to appreciate the essential emptiness of 

a Japanese interior. De Goncourt never understood this and only in the 

later 1880's did individuals like M. Krafft who owned "Midori No Sato" 68 

the Japanese style house near Paris begin to apply the Japanese prin-

ciples of exact and judicious placing of objects which Whistler intro-

duced. The only other person to pursue similar aims in the 1870's was 

E. W. Godwin, Whistler's friend, who decorated his London house in the 

Japanese manner in 1874. Whistler's decorations show that he fully 

appreciated the extension of the Japanese concept of the total harmony 

of a work of art into the environment. 

There is an apparent contradiction between this appreciation and the 

self-indulgence of the "Peacock Room", Whistler's most famous scheme. The 

room has been written about at length and it is not necessary to repeat 

a full account of it here. However no serious examination of vfuistler's 

Far Eastern sources for this decoration has ever been made; writers 

have been content to observe vague Japanese associations in the design. 

In 1877 "The Times" wrote of the nearly finished room; 

The whole interior 1s so fanciful and and fantastic 
and at the same time so ingenious in motif as to be 
completely Japanesque. 

Clearly to the general contemporary viewer the Japanese influence 

in the room was most significant. In 1876 Whisfter was asked by F. R. 

Leyland to design the colour scheme for the hall of his new house, 49, 

Princes Gate. Whistler designed a cocoa and gold scheme to incorporate 

the gilded staircase Leyland had bought from the demolished Northumber-

land House of which Leyland approved. 

Leyland was a great collector of art and the owner of Whistler's 
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"La Princesse du Pays de la Porcelaine". This he proposed to hang in 

the dining room which had been designed by'the architect Thomas Jeckyll 

in a mixture of Japanese and medieval styles, using dark wood and a 

great deal of red leather with gilt fleur de lys which Leyland had 

purchased specially. Jeckyll had designed a "Japanese" billiard room 

for Luke Ionides in 1872 which incorporated many Japanese prints and 

paintings. He subsequently worked for Barnards, the iron founders, and 

made many successful designs incorporating Japanese motifs. Leyland 

also wished to display his blue and white in the dining room and Jeckyll 

designed a series of elegant pseudo-oriental shelves on which to display 

them. 

Jeckyll's design followed the current feeling that Japanese and 

medieval art had much in common and he thus felt no compunction about 
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borrowing his ceiling pattern from late gothic vaulting in a room intend-

ed to display a "Japanese" painting and a. great deal of blue and white. 

Whistler however would not accept the unharmonic result, and 

arguing that Jeckyll's yellow interfered with his painting, he gained 

permission to "harmonise" the room. The result was the complete dis-

appearance of Jeckyll's scheme under the blue and gold of the Peacock 

room. 

Whistler later told the Penne~s'that the whole room had simply 

unfolded before him as he worked; 

I just painted as I went on, without design or 
sketch - it grew as I painted. And towards the 
end I reached such a point of perfection - putting 
in ever,y touch with such freedom that when I came 
round the corner where I had started, why I had 
to paint part of it over again or the difference 
would have been too marked. And the harmony in 
blue and gold developing you know, I forgot every
thing in my joy of it. 

The accounts of the many visitors Whistler invited to see him at 

work all agree on the direct method with which he attacked his work. 

Once again there is a strong parallel with the methods of Far Eastern 

artists. However his claim to total spontaneity is misleading. The 
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Pennells published several quick brush or pen sketches for a peacock 

room which Whistler had originally proposed to W. C. Alexander. 

Whistler's response to the Peacock room was direct but it drew on a 

great deal of knowledge of Far Eastern art and his ambitions to produce 

something along the same lines. 

We have seen that Dresser, who travelled to Japan in 1876 and many 
. 

other travellers brought back elaborate descriptions of gilded and 

lacquer temples, notably the gold temples at Shiba. yfuistler undoubtedly 

was aware of these temp1es·most probably from Mitford, who visited the 

Peacock room while Whistler was working there. We have also seen" that· 

Dresser recommended Western decorators to imitate Japanese temple decor-

ation. We also know that Whistler saw elaborate oriental woodwork in the 

Chinese pavillion of the 1867 Paris exhibition. 

~fuistler wished to create a Far Eastern shrine for his painting and 

for Leyland's blue and white. He was inspired to do so by the descript-

ions of Far Eastern temples. This alone can explain his abandonment of 

the decorative principles which he app~ied elsewhere and in particular 

his lavish gilding of Leyland's woodwork. 

The harmonising of blue and gold is also oriental though one would 

have expected a red and gold harmony similar to that of the Peacock room. 

However as we have seen a Chinese screen shown at the 1867 exhibition 

consisted of blinds in blue feather work and gold, in a harmony similar 

to that of the Peacock Room. Whistler probably saw this same screen, 

but in any case he must have seen similar work. 

Another source for gold is on lacquerware, where the motif of gold 

peacocks is quite frequent. Whistler would undoubtedly have seen such 

ware and we have seen that a tortoiseshell dish with large peacocks in 

gold lacquer was exhibited in Paris in 1867. Moreover this dish incor

porated mother-of-pearl for the eyes of the peacocks' tails which gives 

a blue gold harmony. 

The peacock is a common motif in Japanese art and Chinese art, and 
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had already been appropriated by Godwin, Jeckyll and others for their 

work. Audsley and Bowes indicate a discussion of the peacock in 74 

"Keramic Art of Japan" of 1875; they also discuss the mythical "Ho-Ho 

Bird", the Japanese symbol of longevity which has many of the attributes 

of the peacock. They published several examples of both birds as motifs. 1(19») 

Audsley had pointed to the importance of the peacock motif in his London 15 

lecture to the Architectural Association in 1812. To search for specific 

sources for the poses of Whistler's peacocks would, in general, be a 

frustrating activity, since clearly their forms were created to fit 

Leyland's room. However two of the shutters of the room show peacocks 

with long flowing tails which bear a close resemblance to a peacock in a 1(80) ~ 
1 , 

print by Hiroshige, "Peacock and Peony Flowers" which Whistler couldl 

easily have seen. Other shutters show peacocks with enormous, fantastic . 
CJ..Ml~ 

tails, which closely resemble the ·:Oorms of cloisonne enamel" so 

popular in the nineteenth century. 

The main panel showing gold peacocks on blue has no immediate source. 

However it does resemble the large decorative paintings made for Japanese 

houses. Alfred stevens owned some of these showing enormous wagons 

filled with flowers and sprinkled with gold dust and placed them in a 

similar position in his own room to that of the peacock in Leyland's 

room. The painting of these large decorative panels was the subject of 

some interest and prints were occasionally made showing the artist making 

one. The subject was often the Ho-Ho bird since it was a bird of good 

fortune. An example of this is "Utamaro painting a Ho-Ho bird in one 

of the Green Houses" from the book "Annals of the Green Rouses"of 1804. 

utama~ works rapidly on an enormous peacock-like bird while admirine 

residents look on. The situation 1s identical to that in Princes Gate. 

I believe that Whistler saw either this print or most likely a later 

version of the eame theme and knew of the custom of painting such panels, 

probably through Mitford. 

Thus in covering a room with peacock motifs he was not only creating 

1(81) 
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his version of a Far Fastern temple he was also creatin~ a working 

situation exactly parallel to that of the Japanese artist. As in his 

other activities vfuistler did more than borrow Far }~~stern motifs; he 

emulated the Japanese artist. He attempted to create a Japanese art-

istic persona. 

Whistler produced Cl;further piece of decoration, a design for a 
I 

room in the White House, on which he worked with with Godwin, the archi-

tect of the house. The whole room was yellow; yellow walls supported 

an elaborate yellow mahogany chimney piece and cabinet in a vague Far 76 

Fastern style, with painted panels of Far Eastern motifs, displaying 

pieces of yellowish red K~a ware chosen especially for their yellowish 

tone. The "Peacock" motif appeared again on the dado of the room. The 

furniture was also in yellow wood and covered with yellow velvet. The 

scheme however did not attract great attention when it was put on show 

in the Paris Exhibition of 1878. 

It is clear that his activities as a decorator \fuistler was as closely 

dependent on the Far Eastern example as he was as a painter. His import-

&nee for this thesis doea not cease with his practical activities. For 

Whistler's personality made him a natural protagonist and he was drawn 

into public defence of his attitudes. The most significant occasion of 

this sort is the Ruskin/Whistler trial in November 1878 in which vfuiotler 

sued Huskin for 11 bel in a review in }<'ors Clavigera in July 1877 in 

which the critic attacked "The Falling Rocket" which had been on display 

in the opening exhibition of the Grosvenor Gallery, soon to become the 

"headquarters" of the aesthetio movement. 

Ruskin had written; 

Sir Coutts Linsday ought not to have admitted works 
into the gallery in which the ill-educated conceit 
of the artist so nearly approached the aspect of 
wilful imposture. I have seen and heard much of 
Cockney impudence before now, but never expected 
to hear a coxcomb ask two hundred guines for 
flinging a pot of paint in the public's face. 77 
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Several of Whistler's Nocturnes had been shown at the Grosvenor 

Exhibition and had caused a considerable stir. Several bad reviews 

had followed and Millais had remarked that the works were"too damned 

clever". 

Ruskin's attack is perplexing however when one considers that in 

the 1840's he had strenuously defended Turner against charges of throw-

ing suds and whitewash at his canvases. Moreover Turner's works had 

been constantly likened to those of Hiroshige throughout the 1860's, 

Sherard Osborne had called Hiroshige "our embryo Turner" and as we have 

seen, Rossetti made several analogies between the two in his diary and 

in his memoirs. 

These analogies were based on the ability of both artists to bring 

the freedom of the imagination to bear on the depiction of nature, on 

their placing the imagination before verisimilitude. 

Ruskin's attack 1s usually explained in terms of his encroe.ching 

madness,however there is a more satisfactory possibility. 

As we have seen, Ruskin considered Japa.nese art as "diabolical". 

He recognised that same diabolism in Whistler's work, if not its direct 

source. 

Ruskin saw man at the centre of a moral creation and art as a cele-

bration of that creation. He saw Turner's work as a great example of 

this celebration. This indeed was Turner's own view of nature and art. 

All Turner's major landscapes have a literary base, a moral core; they 

place man in the centre of a carefully structured nature. ~ven the famous 

"Snowstorm" has at its centre the activity of man in the elements. 

Turner's landscapes do not have the overall flat structure of 

Whistler's Nocturnes. In general they stick to central perspective, to 

a symbol of organised, man centred, experience. Whistler's Nocturnes, 

on the other hand can be read as a negation of human centred experience, 

for purposeful human activity has no place in them. Ruskin was thus 
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reacting to the Far Eastern elements in Whistler's work. The aesthetic 

attitudes which clashed so farcically in the trial had been polarised 

as a result of the influence of Far Eastern art on \histler and on others. 

vfuistler himself felt the distinction between his own work and 

Turner's. Menpes once led ilhistler to look at Turner and was rewarded 

with a disparaging comment; 

No, this is not big work. The colour is not good. 
It is too prismatic. There is no reserve. Moreover 
it is not the work of a man who knows his trade. 
Turner was struggling with the wrong medium. He 
ought not to have painted, he should have written. 
Come from this work which is full of uncertainty. 

By "uncertainty" Whistler meant that western expression of humanity 

in action, in opposition to nature,which is at the heart of Turner's 

paintings and which is embodied in his "unharmonious" picture surfaces. 

For Whistler .this was not art but literature. The Master's disapproval 

of Turner is a measure of his total acceptance of the Far Eastern 

aesthetic. 

Whistler's .defence of his own methods when giving evidence was a 

defence of the Far Eastern aesthetic as he understood it. Indeed in his 

defence of his right to charge two hundred guineas for a painting made in 

a few hours he quoted directly from Kiyosai who had experienced a similar 

problem in 1877. 

To the first exhibition of art at Uyeno in 1877, 
he sent a bold and simple painting of a crow, 
fixing upon the price of one hundred yen (about 
£20). The self-consti~ed official judges turned 
their heads aside and remonstrated at so exorbitant 
a prioe being attached to a painting of a common 
crow. Kyosai replied that the sum was not the 
price of a common crow, but a small fraction of the 
price of fifty years of study which had enabled him 
to dash off his picture in this manner. Ryosai's 
honour was saved and his crow was bought at his 
price - but it was a cake dealer at Nihon-bashi 
who saw its value and paid the sum. 

The exhibition at which this event took place was a preliminary to 

the gathering of work for the Paris exhibition of 1878, which was organ

ised by the Ueno park staff. The story reached Whistler via the 1878 
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exhibition. He made use of it on the stand in the trial; 

"The labour of two days, then, is that for 
which you ask two hundred guineas!" 

"No - I ask it for the knowledge of a lifetime." 

The farcical proceedings at the trial have obscured the serious 

nature of the debate which took place there. The question of "finish" 

and the amount of "honest labourll (as Burne-Jones put it), needed to 

create a~ork of art arose because \fuistler adopted a Far Eastern atti

tude to this question, claiming a work to be finished when the artist 

judged it a perfect expression of his intention. Similar points may be 

made in regard to the debates over the role of the subject in the ~rk 

of art and the distinction between the subject of a painting and the 

painting itself which Whistler insisted on, at the trial. 

R.y his rigorous pursuit of the aesthetic aims which he had learnt 

from the Far East Whistler had produced an art almost completely alien 

to the art world around him. 

It is clear that Whistler's whole view of the relationship of art 

to experience was formed by his knowledge of Far Eastern art. However 
. 

it must be stressed that this experience was in terms of the nineteenth 

century and its knowledge. Moreover Whistler chose to adopt a certain 

range of available attitudes to the Far East - he chose to take an 

idealist position, to regard unity of sensation and the intellect. His 

career was one of slow elimination of those elements in his work unnec-

essary to the dissolution of tradition and experience in a harmonic 

tabula rasa as smooth as one of his own wiped canvases. Hence his liquid 

paint, unified dynamic oriental brushstroke and the slow dissolution of 

the "image" in his work, even in the portraits. 

Alone among the artists studied in this thesis Whistler chose the 

idealist approach to Far Eastern art. As a result he could not achieve 

the satisfying syntheses of Eastern and Western art of other artists. 

However his art does anticipate a great many of the problems of twentieth 

80 



century artists which 1 believe were in a great part the result of the 

entry of the Far Eastern example into Western tradition. It is likely 

to remain ambiguous, an exquisite experience yet at the same time an 

unsatisfying one. Japan was the epitome of the artificial ideal for 

which he sought -

the story of the beautiful is already complete -
known in the marbles of the Parthenon - and 
broidered with the birds upon the fan of Hokusai -

. at the foot of Fusiyama 

was his parting declaration at the end of his famous lecture of 1eG~ 

"The Ten 0' Clock". 

Whistler always took Japanese art for his standard of aesthetic and 

technical perfection. In 1892 he was attempting to duplicate the effect 
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of Japanese prints in colour lithography using a different stone for 82 

every colour and mixing each colour exactly himself, rather than relying 

on superimposition. He described his method to a visitor; 

He wished to get the freshness of colour which is 
lacking in European lithographs but which is the 
great beauty of Japanese colour prints. He made 
the complete drawing in the ordinary manner, in 
black and white chalk, either on stone or paper 
and then settled in his mind the colour scheme 
and the number of colours to be employed. 

vfuistler's method was an exact copy of the Japanese. However he 

failed to achieve the brilliancy he was· after, for as his four surviving 

colour lithographs show, he was still pursuing the idealistic vision of 
art 

Japanese / then he could not use large flat areas, only tentative lines 

and small areas of colour, unsuited to the Japanese print style. 

The insubstantial delicacy of the figure prints in particular show 

the self-limiting character of any art which attempted to unite the 

idealistic aspects of European art with those elements in Far Eastern art 

which seem to relate to them. The "great" themes in both Eastern and 

Western art both become marginal to the work of art now seen as an aes-

thetic process, valid only in itself. 

The aesthetic questions which he raised in taking this position 

83 
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have been regarded by many as more important than Whistler's own achieve

ment. For it is clear that, following the Far &~9tern example, ho re

defined art as a pf;rpetually unfinished process, a struggle to an 

unrealised perfection. In the last analysis Whistler's position was 

untenable for he chose to defend a view of experience apart from the 

overall culture which gave birth to that view. As he told the Penne1~ he 

thought of his use of Japanese art as the carrying on of a tradition 81 

rather than a cultural translation. In the "Ten O'Clock" and elsewhere, 

he tries to construct his own tradition of '{estern artists to justify 

his attitude but of course he failed. Japanese art has very little in 

common with Greek art and their cultural implications and hence their 

implications for a.rtistic practice are very different. 

, 



The Salon, the fashionable and travellers to Japan. 
. . 

We have now examined the role of Far Eastern art in the development 

of several "major" figures in our period of study. It remains to look 

closely at a representative selection of artists whose critical acclaim 

has been less ~onstant, but who were in their time more typical in their 

success and failure than any of those we have studied previously. 

~e have seen that during the 1870's Japanese art and culture became . 
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enormously fashionable in Paris and London. The rapidity with which this 

came about did not prevent the creation of a large body of art work 

designed to appeal to the fashionable interest to reflect it or to satis-

fy curiousity about aspects of Japan. 

During the 1870's and later the "Salon" painters who used Japanese 

" themes and those "second rate artists who eventually made the journey 

to Japan grew close together. Their work appeals to the same audience. 

They blend the anecdotal and the pioturesque, imp~bable but triumphant 

survivals of the Age of Reason, which artists such as Fortuny, Tissot and 

Duran loved to depict. These qualities pre-dominate in later nineteenth 

century art. It is therefore fitting that we should consider the work 

of the two groups of artists in the same chapter. In his 1878 article 

\ 
"Le Japon a Paris" Chesneau picks out a number of minor artists as having 1 

a great interest in Japanese art. They are stevens, Tissot, Fantin 

Latour, Alphonse Hirsch~-1;A~olus Duran, Fortuny, Legros and Michetti. 

Of these it has proved impossible to discover anything of value 

concerning Hirsch and Michetti, and Carolus Duran appears to have remained 2 

completely uninfluenced by his involvement with Japanese art. Legros' 

work also shows no demonstrable Far Eastern influence, his chief connect-

ion with it was his earlier friendship with Whistler. 

Chesneau appears to have associated all artists with a fashion-

able reputation in 1878 with Japanese art. There are many more artists 

whose interest in Far Eastern subject matterwaa much greater than those 
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that he mentions - Felix Buhot for instance, whose prints reflect the 

contemporary interest in Japan. Once again we cannot rely on Chesneau 

as an accurate authority. Nonetheless we shall examine the claims of 

the artists he mentions as his account has been repeated so often as to 

have become accepted without question. 

Fortuny is another artist whose interest in Far ~~stern 
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art was extremely limited. It certainly played no part in the develop

ment of his painting style which was highly technical and illusionistic. 3 

Fortuny was born in 1838 in Spain and died in 1874. Most of his paint-

ings were either eighteenth century costume pieces or studies in Arab 

life. 

One of the costume pieces, known variously as "L'Antiquaire" or 

"Le Vase de Chine", showed an eighteenth century gentleman holding an 

elegant cane to his lips contemplating a large Chinese vase on a 

pedestal. A perfect example of Chinoiserie, in harmony with that ele

ment of fashionable taste which BOUght to assimilate the Far East to 

eighteenth century art. It was probably painted after 1867 when works 

of a similar subject appeared. 

Fortuny's interest in Japanese art was sparked off by a present 

4 

of Japanese arms and bronzes given by his patron, W. Stewart in 1869. 5 

There is no direct evidence that he himself collected Japanese work 

although Fol implies that he did. It is more likely that the Japanese 

objects merely sank into the general clutter of a studio that rivalled 

Rembrandt's for the richness and oddity of the objects within it. 

According to Fol it was during a stay in Naples in 1872-3 that Fortuny 

took the chance to develop the possibility of using Japanese art -
,.

introduire dans la peinture modeme et europeenne 
ces oppositions violentes, en apparence, des 
Peintres japonaises, mais Ie faire avec cette " ...-connaissance du dessin et du modele qu'on ne 
possetle pas au JaponJ peintre en merne temps des 
sujets modernes. 

It seems not to have occurred to FbI that these aims were mutually 

6 
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exclusive, that Japanese art had its own, total aesthetic. Nor did it 

occur to Fortuny. 

In 1874 he produced a "Japanese work", "Deux enfants dans un salon 

Japonais", of which a sketch is reproduced by Davi111er. It consisted 1(83 

of two small children playing on a low couch, amongst gorgeous cloths, 

the girl to the right reclining and holding up an open fan; the boy to 

the right, naked. Behind them 1s a large expanse of wall with a 

"Japanese" flowering bough with two· butterflies painted on it. In front 

the floor is tiled,to the left is a pot plant. Clearly this "Salon 

Japonais" is in Paris. 7 

The watercolour of his wif~ that Fortuny made in the Bame year 

reflects some slight influence of Japanese style. She is seen from the 

side, seated; showing the elaborate pattern of the stripes of her full 8 

skirt below a large shaded rectangle created by an open casement window. 

All round the painting is untouched white paper. This composition and 

the delicacy of handling have a vague connection with Japanese art. 

However the previous charm of the image which is its central quality is 

in the direct tradition of European watercolour as is the modelling of 

the features. 

Fortuny's debt to Japanese art was minimal. It must not be for

gotten that in 1874 he also painted the enormous "Les Acade'ici~s de 

Saint-Luc chois,lssant une modele", which had a great triumph at the 9 

Exposition Salon of 1878. This eighteenth century piece shows no debt 

to any but other Salon painters. It is probable that Chesneau Bought 

to make Japanese art respectable by assimilating as many "establishment" 

figures to his cause as he could muster and that amongst them was 

Fortuny. 

Chesneau selected Tissot for special mention on the same criteria, 

for by 1878 Tissot was an establishment artist, who, according to De 

Goncourt, even employed footmen to dust the leaves of the plants in his 
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garden and studio so as to add extra "chic" for hie fashionable clients. 

Tissot did not pursue his interest in Japanese art from the 1860's to 

the 1810's, indeed he seems to have dropped paintings with an apparent 

Japanese theme after his departure for England in 1811, from that time 

the survival of Japanese influence in his work can be traced only 

through the appearance of occasional motifs from Japanese prints in his 

paintings. His last Japanese painting was "Jeunes Femmes regardant des 

objets Japonais" exhibited in the 1869 Salon. I suspect that this may 

have been one of the Japanese projects that he began before 1861. 
, A';"" 

In 1818 Chesneau picked out "des hardiesses et meme des etrangetes 

de composition, comme en ses belles Promenades sur la ~amise", as 

typifying the Japanese influence on Tissot in the 1810's. It is possi-

ble to trace Japanese motifs and compositional devices in Tissot's work. 
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In "Too Early" which was shown in the Royal Academy in 1813, the 11 

elegant asymmetrical balance of the groups of figures standing in the 

empty ballroom is clearly dependent on the Japanese example, just as are 

Degas' scenes of ballet rehearsals. Great play is made with ball gowns 

and fans in the composition, similar to that made with female costume in 

Japanese prints. These general observations are completed by the 

presence of an indubitable Japanese motif. The two servants peeping 

through a door slightly ajar are borrowed from Japanese prints which 

show figures peeping through similar narrow vertical areas. It occurs 

frequently in Shunga where a hidden observer is often encountered as 

part of the story and in tales of chivalry where the overhearing of 

conspiracy is frequently part of the tale. B'ing published an example 

of the motif in "Artistic Japan". 12 

In this painting and the other two large scale paintings of social 

gatherings, "The Concert" (now in Manchester), and "Ball on Shipboard", 

in the Tate Gallery,-Tissot makes discr~se of Japanese compositional 

devices and motifs to recreate the elegant atmosphere of these gather-
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ings. In "The Concert" for instance, one has the woman with the fan 

in the left foreground and the inset of a group of figures on a spiral 

staircase glimpsed through an open doorway. Japanese masters used 

these devices to convey a similar impression of elegance. 

This correspondence of visual devices in two cultures so apparently 

diverse is most interesting.· It suggests that on some levels there can 

be general correspondences between different visual associations and 

that these can be recognised without special knowledge. Tissot contin-

ued to use Japanese ideas in his paintings throuehout the 1870's and 

into the 1880's, culminating in his series of paintings of women in 

Paria. There were at least eighteen paintings in this series. 

Most were exhibited in 1885 under the title "Quinze Tableaux sur 
~ 

La Femme a Paris, Tableaux a l'huile; Pastels, Aquarelles, Eaux Fortes 
~~ 

Originales; Emauxs Cloisonri'e~' at the Galerie Sedelmeyer, Paria, and 

in 1886 at Tooth's in London under the t1 tle "Piotures of Parisian 

Life" with two canvases·added and three omitted. 

The theme of the occupations of women is a common one in Japanese 

prints - ocourring in series by Utamaro, Kiyonaga and many others. 

Like Tissot's works, these prints emphasised the metropolitan, fashion-

able and modish in women's roles, often taking the Yoshiwara as the 

source of their subject matter. Tissot clearly had the Japanese example 

in mind when he conoeived these paintings as a series. The description 

of Number Ten of the series "The Gossip" in the later Tooth catalogue 
, 

makes clear that Tissot was aware of the place of Far Eastern "bric-a-brac" 

in decoration as symbols of fashionable modern life. 

What is this room into which she is walking by the 
portiere of Japanese embroideries. There are all 
sorts of knick-knacks to left and right. There are 
vases of porcelain and of bronze from Japan, bro
cades from China, carpets from Lhorassan, and a 
branch of the Mayflower as beloved by the old 
poroelain painter of Nanji. The confusion of it 
all looks as they were the rooms of some lady of 
fashion with an Oriental taste in decoration •••• 
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Unfortunately this painting has been lost. However another of the 

series, "The Bridesmaid" is in the Leeds City Art Gallery. It shows I(8~ 

an elegantly dressed woman being helped into a coach in a busy Paris 

street by a fashionable gentleman. To the loft two maidservants look 

on admiringly, in the left foreground a street seller calls his w~res. 

The central figures are engaged in an intimate ~xchange. The brides-

maid leans towards the man Who holds a large umbrella over both of them. 

One is tempted to ~uggested that Tissot was 

aware of the Japanese theatrical and artistic convention of represent-

ing lovers, together or apart, with umbrellas. Certainly the woman's 13 

gestures are so elegant that they suggest a Japanese source, probably 

from a theatrical print showing Kabuki actors impersonating a pair of 1(85 

"lovers". As an overall composition "The Bridesmaid" is not parti- 14 

cularly oriental in character, despite the "boxing in" of the couple by 

the cut-off side of the coach to the right and the cut-off boy to the 

left. The dramatic recessionals in the work suggest far more the 

inf1ue~ce of photography. Similar mixtures of mode occur in other 15 

paintings from the series. Occasionally it is possible to detect 

direct use of Japanese ideas. In "La Demoiselle de Magasin" a young 

lady shop assistant holds open a glass panelled shop door. The lines of 

the door and the frame of the shop window beyond it are used in relation 

to her figure in the same manner as the lines of Japanese wooden archi

tecture are used in relation to figures by Japanese printmasters. 

Furthermore the frame and the transparent glass is used to create a 

sense of spatial diVision, a tranquil shop interior is balanced against 

the street outside. This graphic means of determining the relation-

ships between different types of human space is also borrowed as an 

intention from the Japanese, Such "transparent" elements in a compos

ition are often used in Yoshiwara prints, where, as in this shop scene 

in PariS, there was a permanent contrast between the busy street and 
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the geisha house., 'Bing published examples of the use of such "trans- 17 

pa.rency" bj Utamaro and others in "Artistic Japan". 

Other works within this group betray other "borrowings" from Japan. 

The organisation of crowds in paintings like "L'Acrobate" and "Les 

Femmes d'Artiste" show a debt to the depiction of crowds in Japanese 18 

prints. The vivacity and animation of the crowds in these prints is 

unknown in earlier Western art. Typically large gatherings of people 

were represented as a succession of family portrait groups, since the 

genre was undertaken only by "official" painters. Here I may refer back 

to the picture of Queen Victoria opening the 1851 exhibition discussed 

above. Even the work of Frith has this sense of a series of genre 

images grouped together, a lack of understanding of 'the psychology of 

a crowd. As we have seen Degas and others borrowed from the Japanese 

in their depiction of theatres and other public events. Tissot alone 

however seized on the element of Japanese art which enabled B.n artist 

to capture, almost to caricature human social behaviour in large groups. 

He superimposed onto this a disciplined photographic style. Thus the 

animation of the circus audience in "L'Acrobate". 

Bing published a magnificent two page reproduction of Japanese 

Theatre print as Plate BHD in "Artistic Japan" in 1888. However he 

does not identify the artist, though I suspect it to be an early 

Hokusai. This would be appropriate, for as we have seen, Hokusai was 

praised by many critics for his "realism" in representing people, and 

it is clear that, by this, most of them meant no more than the accur

ate observation and recording of certain patterns of social behaviour 

and basic psychological patterns. 

Besides such "psyohologisms" we have already seen that Tissot made 

use of various formal devices taken from Japanese art in this series 

of paintings. It would,be tedious to offer a prolonged analysis of 

these. Indeed I believe that use of these devices is only explicable 

in terms of Tissotts shallow but nonetheless clear artistic intention. 

·"1 'lfl, , 
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He wished to portray the experiences of a metropolis on a level which 

provided amusement and some psychological conviction and without pro-

voking the viewer to immediate deep reflection. In short he wished 

to be charming. 

Late in the 1870's Tissot made one last use of Japanese costume. 

He painted a series of four works on a theme of the Prodigal Son. He 

,/ 
placed the scene of the decadence of the son "En I'ays etranger" in a 19 

Japanese tea house. This series was shown widely in exhibitions during 

the 1880's, eventually it was bought by the French state and ended in 

the museum at Nantes after a period in the Luxembourg. I have made 

fruitless requests to Nantes for a photograph of the work. However 

Tissot issued prints of the series dated 1881, which have been repro

duced in the 1~8 Ontario catalogue and which gave a clear idea of its 

composition. 

It would seem reasonable to suppose that he painted this work soon 

after the Japanese triumph at the 1878 exposition. On its first show-

ing Lostalot commented; 

au second tableau, nous Ie voyons faire sauter 
,/ les ecus en compagnie de danseuses japonaises. 

Le th6 de ces dames codte ch~rel aussi Ie 
malheureux gentleman est il bientSt reduit a 
s'embarquer sur un bateau qui rentre en Angle
terre avec un chargement de pores et de bestiaux. 

Tissot plainly used a mixture of sources, Japanese prints, photo-

graphs of Japan and literary accounts, which, by the late 1870's were 

plentiful, in making the picture. The Japanese night setting, with its 

blinds, lanterns, lacquer food boxes and trays and tatami floor matting 

is completely authentic as are the costumes of the dancers and the 

samisen players. The accuracy with which the dancers' Japanese facial 

characteristics are depicted indicates how far Tissot had advanced 

towards perfect mimicry since he painted "La Japonaise au Bain" in 

1864. It also suggests that he made great use of photographs in ~his 

work. A suggestion confirmed by his repetition of two basic poses in 

20 

" ! 
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the five dancers, giving a strange "chorus line" effect. It would be 

absurd to suggest a model in Japanese art for this work. It represents 

Japan as a genre subject in a European convention and in many ways is 

less "Japanese" in style than some of Tissot's 1'uropean subjects. 

"The Prodigal Son" series was exhibited in. London in the Dudley 
./ ~ 

Galleries in 1882 and the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. With it 
, / 

Tissot showed some designs and experiments in cloisonne enamel. Unfort-

unately all these have been lost but it would have been lost, but it 

would have been interesting to consider their Far Eastern qualities in 

relation to the increasingly enamel-like quality of Tissotts oil 

paintings, which from the later 1810's onwards often make use of 

"plates" of transparent glaze. 

In all his work Tissotts use of the Japanese example was intended, 

essentially to contribute to the building up of a feelincr of fashionable 

modernity. One even feels that the Prodigal Son is profligate in Japan 

because it is a "chic" place in which to ruin oneself. One could 

extend the pursuit of his'~rrowings".from Japanese art, real or imagin-

ary almost indefinitely. However this would not great~y amplify the case 

I have already made. Whether Tieeot's art is "~eat" or not seems to 

me to be less important than the evidence it offers that by the early 

1880's Japanese visual modes had become part of the }uropean vocabulary 

of fashionable social expression, that they were not, of themselves, 

regarded as radical. Had they been so Tissot would not have used them. 

TiBsOt's use of Japanese art as a key to the depiction of fashionable 

modern life in the 1870's must to Bome extent remain conjectural. 

However Alfred Stevens joyfully acknowledged the importance of Japanese 

art and objets d'art. He collected it himself, he painted several Bub-

ject paintings which featured his collection and he emphasised the 

importance of the Far Eastern example for modern painting in his book 

"Impressions sur Is peinture" of 1886. An English translation of this 22 

was published in 1904 and I wl11 use this edition in my discussion as 
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it is a precise rendering of Stevens' words. 

Stevens is the most important of the fashionable enthusiasts of 

Japanese art noted by Chesneau in 1878. For once Chesneau was correct 

in linking the fashionable and JaP2nism, for Stevens had a major success 

in the Salon de 1 'Exposition Universelle with the painting "Les 
, 

Visiteuses" showing women in an apartment full of Japanese bric-a-brac. 23 

IIowever stevens' work should not be regarded as mere fashion plate 

painting. It is set apart from the "pastry cooking" of artists like 

Chaplin and Winterhalter and was recognised in its own time as being a 

contribution to the exploration of "modernity". Several times in the 

course of this thesis I have quoted stevens' maxim that L'Art Japonais 
, 

est un puissant element de modernite". 

This is number C.I. of the maxims which make up "Impressions sur 

1a peinture". 
.. 

Stevens' use of the concept of "modernite" in this 

sense was not a superficial echo of the art of the realists and 

impressionists. Stevens realised and accepted the full implication of 

the term. In the early 1860's he had been a friend of Baudelaire and 

Manet and had acquired the notion of the "modern" from the poet at the 

same time as Hanet. 

Whether Baudelaire recognised it or not. Stevens took up the 

notion of becoming the painter of the modern as did Manet. In his 1870 

Salon Camille Lemonnier, the critic who was to become the friend and 

greatest champion of Stevens. first wrote at length about the artist. 

In the same Salon Lemonnier wrote on "L'Art et 1e temps" in strictly 

Baudelairean terms; 

Je dis aux artists. Soyez de votre steele ••• 
L'art mode~ revendique Ie costume modarne. 
Nous ne sommes ni des antiquaires ni des 
fripiers. Nous sommes des vivants et noua 
n'avons que faire de la defroque des morts. 

stevens is praised in the same Salon for his pursuit of modern 

objectives, for his singular pursuit of elegant women as a modern 

25 



subject,for his treatment of the psychological natures of women of 

different ages, particularly in the paintings "Printemps." a.nd "A La. 

Campagne" • 

Here is part of Lemonnier's pages of praise; 
. a..u.. ".. ,-

On a assez sottement reproche ~ maitre d'exagerer 
l'importance du costume en ses femmes; telle cri
tique autrefois risque meme, en amertume, Ie nom out
rageux du "Couturier". Mais ce souci est encore 
un des superioritea encore d'Alfred Stevens. Avec 
son admirable intelligence du feminin et cet amour 
qu'ont pour les moindres bibelots caress;s par la 

!~~~l~e~e~!t!sp::n!e~~!~~~e~~!'s;ln~d~~~~r!:iS 
encore dans tout ce qui la revet, la pare, la touche 
et l'appro'che. Le boudoir l~ salon, les petits 
refuges myst~ieux ou elle ~robe sa faiblesse et 
ses charm~, .... sont en real1te aussi pleins d'elle 
aussi penetres de sa grace, aussi parfumes de son 
adorable odeur que sa chair elle m~me. 

Lemonnier is even more Baudelairean in another part of the same 

~alon when he contrasts women in Millet's and in Stevens' paintings. 

Millet's women are symbols of fertility, earth mothers; stevens are 

Baudelairean vampires, totally modern, 

"-La femme de Stevens traine apres elle Ie mal 
de l'homme, et sous sa gorge se cache une morsure. 
Elle serait au clo!tre, comme Lelia, pour y rugir 
sa douleur, ai Ie cl9ltre exiate encore, sa mis~e 
est de rester attachee par des fibres en sang, a 
l'effroyable monde qu'elle trompe et qui l'a 
trompee. Elle y mourra d'ailleurs. Madeleino non 
repentie, car c'est a qu'elle est sentie triompher 
et perir. 

'La femme de Millet ne vit pas elle fait vivre. 
CelIe de Stevens vit, mais elle donne de la mort. 

There can be no doubt that Stevens himself, Lemonnier, most of his 

contemporaries, and probably Manet, saw Stevens' work as an alternative 

approach to the problem of "modernite" in art and not as superficial 

"fashionable" painting. Robert Montesquiou, a major inheritor of the 

Baudelairean mantle certainly believed this, as we shall see. Modern 

writers have failed to recognise that Stevens' women are as significant 
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in their psychological treatment and as "modern" as "Olympia" and "Nana". 28 
/ 

Stevens' dependence on the :Baudelalrean notion of "modernite" is 

'I" I: 



is highly significant. It makes it possible to relate his interest in 

Japanese works fully to that of other artists, notllbly his ereat friend, 

Nanet. 

The fashionable enthusiasm for Japanese art and the enthusiasm felt 

by artists did not take place in separate worlds. Stevens' work is 

important as a reminder of that fact and as a major piece of evidence 

for one of the fundamental tenets of this thesis t that later nineteenth 

century artists were not divided into large hostile aesthetic camps but 

were complex and interdependent in their activities. 

"Impressions sur la Peinture" shows Stevens to have been a man with 

a subtle grasp of the problems for art in his time. The crisis in 

Academic and Religious painting, the role of photography, the absurdity 

of Salons and fashionable art and the virtue of Whistler and other 

"modern" artists are amongst the topics dealt with in the three hundred 

aphorisms of which the work is composed. It is impossible to demonstrate 

major themes in the book. Two points however do stand out. Stevens 

makes great play with the idea of "Nature" as the most valuable aspect 

of art and stresses the importance of sound technique throughout the 

aphorisms. For the rest one may observe that stevens' aphorisms are 

capable of immense elaboration and explanation in terms of contemporary 

art. They are highly relevant. 

Stevens was well aware of his own position, as aphorism CI shows; 

Let a painter paint a peasant woman and he is looked 
upon as an idealist, but let him paint a woman of 
the world and he is sneered at as a fashion hunter. 
How is this? Has not a woman of the world loftier 
aspiration than a peasant? 

and this is balancEd in CX; 

It does not follow that the painter of modern 
clothing is a modern painter. The artist who 
paints up to date life must be saturated with up 
to date feeling. 

Stevens makes direot mention of Japanese art in eight of the 

aphorisms. 
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In aphorism L he claims "the painter who cannot in a few strokes 

reproduce a lemon on a Japanese plate is no fine colourist". 

The importance of the plate being Japanese is to associate direct 

brushwork with Japanese art. One cannot help but think of ~hnct's still 

lives in connection with this remark, notably the lemon in the portrait 

of Duret. Stevens lays stress on the quality of brushwork in his book 

and on its direct association with colour. Insofar as one may judge from 

photographs, many of his works show a fine sense of the use of brush-

work and of the various qualities obtained by using the density of 

paint to vary texture. and presumably colour. Contemporary critics 

confirm this and speak highly of Stevens' use of colour and its subtlety. 

Aphorisms 96-100 all concern Japanese art. 96 is the assertion that 

Japanese Art is a powerful element in modern life, which as we have Been 

relates closely to the Baudelairean idea of "modernit~" and is much more 

significant than a mere assertion of the current decoratiVe fashion. 

XCVII asserts that"Tbe Japanese have expressed every effect of sun 

and moon better than any present or past master" - this clearly links 

Japanese art with the idea that painting is about "light", and in another 

aphorism Stevens wrote that every surface should appear to have licht 

playing on it. Aphorism XCIII links colour directly to sunlieht and 

relates to the misinterpretation of colour in Japanese prints as an 

accurate record of a natural phenomenon by Duranty and others which has 

been discussed above. XCIII."Altholl;gh the sun gives life to colour, it 

becomes cruel at mid-day and destroys all colour". 

Aphorism XCVIII echoes the theme of all critics of Japanese art -

that it is naturalistic, almost pantheistic. 

The Japanese have taught us that nothing in Nature 
is to be despised and that a grasshopper is as well 
constructed as a horse. 

XCIX continues this idea, 

In Japanese art everything from a blade of grass 
to a divinity is love. 

31 
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As I shall show, this is a strange parallel to Van Gogh's pan-

theistic interpretation of Japanese art; he too uses the symbol of 32 

a blade of grass. 

Aphorism C claims; 

The Japanese are true impressionists. 

The previous aphorisms lead to this one and make it clear that Stevens 

had a highly developed view of the nature of Japanese art and its 

cultural significance. Moreover his view, in its emphasis on nature, 

light and modernity, parallels that of the realist critics who related 

impressionist and other avant-garde art to Japanese art. 

Another aphorism, CCXXXVIII makes it clear that Stevens understood 

the nature of "Impressionism" in relation to the working method of 

Eastern artists; 

Only after numerous studies must the painter allow 
himself to paint an impression from Nature. One 
gets tired of a study, but never of an impression. 

The method Stevens recommends is that of Far Eastern art. 

Stevens defends Japanese art 1n a way we have seen used by nearly 

all its apologists in Aphorism CCXLIVI 

To those who complain that Japanese Art has a set 
formula we can reply that Greek art had one also. 

The equation of Japanese and Greek art is a leitmotif of the 

writing of nineteenth century Japanese enthusiasts. 

Many of the aphorisms which do not mention Japanese art seem 

related to its influenoe, in one Stevens claims that the artist is 

always working even whe~ he is doing nothing. However it would be 

pointless to elaborate all these. They all relate to Stevens' concept

ion of "modernitii", which, as we have seen, is quite subtle. The major 

problem raised by Stevens' treatment of Japanese art is, given the 

understanding of those forms, why did the form of his art vary so 

radically from that of Manet and the Impressionists. It would seem 

that there are indeed various formal ways of fulfilling artistic inten-



tions and that it has been a mistake or modern criticism to separate 

artists in terms of formal criteria alone. 

I cannot leave Stevens' book without commenting on a remarkable 

prophecy in Aphorism CCXXII 

The Americans possess some or the masterpieces or 
the nineteenth century. They are said to be 
infatuated with 'Japanese art. Let them once build 
up a Louvre for themselves and with their character 
and inventive genius in every department, the old 
countr,y will probably be destined to accept an 
artistic Renaissance from young America. 

Stevens would have learned of American taste from W. K. Vanderbilt 

who bought one of his paintings with the title "La Visite" for 50,000 

Fr. in the early 1870's. As we have seen above, ~~. Vanderbilt was an 
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enthusiastic collector of Japonaiserie during the 1878 exhibition. 33 

It is nece'ssary to examine the formation of Gtevens' own collection 

of Japanese art which figures largely in his painting before discussing 

it. Stevens was probably a late starter in collecting Japanese objects 

in large numbers. He owned little or nothing before the 1867 exhibition 

in Paris, and probably began collecting seriously after the Franco-

prussian war. No specific Far Eastern works are identifiable as belong- 34 

ing to stevens though we may make the assumption that the works which 

appear in his paintings were owned by him. TheBe are of great variety, 

including ceramics, bronzes, lacquers and prints and paintings in 

various styles. 

Stevens appears to have followed the general pattern of Japanese 

collectors in building up his colleotion during the 1870's during the 

first great rush of high quality imports. In 1815 he took up a new 

residence at Rue des Martyrs, No. 65, where he lived until 1880. lie 35 

installed a "Japanese" room in this house which fascinated all who saw 

it, including De Goncourt. On March 13th, 1875, he wrote; 

Puis me sachant un amateur de Japona1series, 11 
mea ouvert un salon japonais dont la tenture est 
faite de deux rouleaux de papier a fond d'or, au 
sont repr6sent{s deux chariots, portant chacun un 



gigan)esque bouque~de fleurs, Ie cad(~au du 
fiance ~ sa fiiancee. Cet art ja.ponais cst 
plein d'invcntion charmant. Pour dissimuler 
Ie geometral des roues, l'artiste en a brise 
Ie dessin par un nuage de poussiere, un 
nouage de pous8i~re d'or. 

De Goncourt's description of these wall decorations in the Salon is 

identical with the panels shown in "Les Visiteuses" on 1878. We must 

therefore conclude that the painting represents Stevens' own col1ect-

ion. Camille Lemonnier had made no comment on stevens' interest in 

Far Eastern art in his 1870 Salon. However writing in 1878 he saw 

Japanese art as the key to Stevens' work and began his article in the 

G.B.A. with a description .of Stevens' Japanese room; 

\ 
Il-y-a dans la demeure d~peintre, rue des 
11artyrs, un coin enchante oU- sommeille la ., .... , 

Chimere; la lumiere y fl~re de minces filets 
jaunes a travers des rideaux de soie lames d'or t , 
et doucement, comme une fee toucherait aux ob-
jets du bout de ses doigts, cette lumiere efflerre 
l'ombre des naires, des ivoires, des bronzes, des 
cuivres au t~n de sol~l couchant, de grands 
plaques laquees ou s'epanouissent lee fleurs 
mystiques du Japon. Des tremblotements de leurs 
signalent sa fond des etageres Ie presence des 
coupes en onyx et des bijoux precieux, sur Ie 
bord des coffrets dansent les bluettes, des 
griffes de feu raients par endroits les parois, 
et leon cro1t voir monter des cassolettes de 

./ 
leg~es banderoles de fumea, comme dans un lieu 
sacre. La vit un peuple e:nigmatique. Ce que 
le Japan a contourne de formes rares et bizarres 
prend son vol par 1a chambre, avec l'ai1e des 
oiseaux bleus ou se tord, dans les replis des 

I' dragons, avec des gueules, des ongles d'etranges 
silhouettes griffees. 

Lemonnier describes all colours and forms of Japanese art, presumably 

present in Stevens' room, and then concentrates on the Japanese image 

of woman and links it directly with the modern Parisienne; 

C'est l'enchantement qui commence vous Ie verrez 
continuer tout a l'heure sous la forme des femmeS 
de ce temps; mais des Ie premier pas la vision' 
est significative, la fille d 'Eve, paree des 
vetements de la fille de lo-Hi, voua presente sur 
1e seuil la coupe d'or de sa beaute. 

AUBSi n'ai-je pas commence sans motif cette etude 
par Ie merveilleuxcabinet. d'autres se font des 
portiques de pierre et de marbre, mais iei Ie 
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cabinet japonais semble l'antichambre naturel1e 
de l'ateli~r du peintre. Le Japon est comme 1e clef 
d'or laissee sur In porte at qui donne acces aux 
surprises de cet art si modeme. 

Lemonnier identified the prototype of the fashionable Parisienne 

as Japanese and the Japanese ambience as a model for fashionable Paris. 

It must be emphasised that Japan provided more than an example of good 

decoration. It offered a model condition of existence to which one 

could aspire, an atmosphere in which to live. De Goncourt expressed it 

perfectly in his work. Stevens' paintings attempt to capture this 

aspiration and portray its various aspects through fashionable women, 

its most characteristic representatives. Stevens' first painting after 

the 1861 exhibition to show Japanese influence is a version of "La 

Visite" of 1869, once in the Cardon collection. It shows two women 

talking in a room in which there is a large lacquered screen, perhaps 

of coromantel. Apart from this there is little sign of Far Eastern 

taste in the work. However the poses of the women, particularly the 

one standing in the bend of the screen looking round it at her com-

panion, looks, ·in its elegance as if it could have been derived from a 

Japanese print. 

However stevens' acquisition of quantities of Japanese objects 

began only after 1870 and in my view only after the Commune. We may 

trace his collecting and the establishment of his "Salon Japonaise" 

through three paintings - "La Psyche" circa 1870, "Les Visiteuses" 

exhibited in 1878, and "La. Visite au Studio" of 1888. They show the 

changes in Stevens' attitude to Far Eastern art. 

The first owner of "La Psyche", Montesqute,ubFezensao dated it 

"vers 1870", however I am inclined to think it was painted after the 

Commune. 

The painting shows a studio corner with some of the artist's work 

hanging on the wall I to the right a small Japanese doll hangs from a 
\ 

screen. On the floor is a large staok of oanvases, fronting the wall 
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and a couple of portfolios. In the foreground at the rir,ht is a chair 

on which is laid an Oriental cloth. On this, open, is a Japanese print 

book, obviously of mid-nineteenth century origin and reminiscent of the 

work of Kuniyoshi, though it is difficult to be precjse with only a 

photograph. On the left stands a large studio mirror, round which peeps 

a young woman, probably a model." The mirror is used to reduce the bulk . . 

of the model and gives her figure a tall elegance clearly related to the 

artificially heightened female figures found in Japanese prints. The 

The draperies follow the form taken in Japanese prints. This use of a 

mirror was noted in Stevens' work before 1861. The opposition of the 

female to the book of Japanese prints in the context of a workine studio 

clearly has a quality of a "visual manifesto" in the manner of Hanet's 

po~trait of Zola. 

Psyche was the mortal rival of Venus in her beauty. The Japanese 

aesthetic was, perhaps a rival, a "mortal" rival for the apparently 

eternal classical canons of art espoused by "official" bodies in F'rance. 

stevens' committment to academic technique would have m:Jde this a 

central problem, for him. Moreover Psyche waa a very popular subject 

for academic painters. Many of the paintings on the wall refer to 

5tevens' fascination with Dutch painting, particularly a snow scene. 

It was clearly Stevens' intention to bring Japanese elegance to the 

aolidity of Dutch technique, thus the open Japanese book next to his 

own work. 

Montesquiou regarded this painting as a key to ~tevens' work, but 

he talks simply of the elements of the work. 
, 

La Psyohe est oomme apotheose de tout l'art de 
Stevens et des toute~ses amours. lee femmes, 
les objets, et les reflets qui les multiplient. 
On dirait Ie graoieux cache-cache d'une jeune 

" femme ~t de son image. Jolie brune, vetue d'un 
pelin a mille raies noir et gris, gami de 
dente1urea, dont la fine tete olivatre, ponctu6e 
a l'oreille d'un blanc camelia, emerge de derriere 
une psyche en laquelle elle ne se voit pas, maia 
qui la mire. Galante ruse du peintre pour portrait-
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urer ~t noua offrir sous deux asp~s ce minois 
sympailque. C'est done en realite une femme a 
deux ~tes et d troiA mains que noua reprfsente 
ce tableaux peint sur bois par Stevens vers 1870l 39 " 

Montesquiou goes on to claim that the whole of Stevens' studio ' 

was summed up in this one corne~ and speaks of "crepons epars" when 

referring to Japanese prints. We may say' therefore that "La IJsyche" 

represents an early stage in the evolution of stevens' collection, 

before the creation of his Japanese salon in 1875. 

"Les Visiteuses", shown in 1878, records the contents of this 

salon at their fullest. The paen of praise for this work in relation 

to the 1878 exhibition has already been noted above. 

The painting shows two women paying a visit to a third and her 

child in a room filled with Far Eastern objects. From the ceiling hangs 

a Japanese flower holder in crescent shape. The upper halves of two 

walls are visible and filled with a Japanese decorative painting showing 

a wagon full of flowers on a gold background. Between them, in the 

corner, is hung a lacquer box in gold and black. To the left behind the 

standing visitors is a large European cabinet in which can be glimpsed 

small ceramic pieces and netsuke. On top of this cabinet is a large 

cloisonn( vase. square in section. This is guarded.by two small samurai 

dolls, as used in Japanese children's festivals, behind the two Samurai 

are two Japanese dolls. A Japanese ceramic flask is placed on the right 

hand corner of the cabinet. In the centre in the far corner of the 

room, is an enormous lacquer cabinet similar to that purchased by Dawes 

from the 1867 exhibition. It supports a large carved elephant with 
, 

howdah, which had appeared many years before in l'Inde a Paris. To the 

right beneath the deoorative wall panelling is what appears to be a 

Japanese scroll opened out and framed. In the foreground, the boy who 

is the centre of attention of the three women plays with another Far 

Eastern doll, on a table covered with a oloth with Far Eastern motifs. 

One visitor holds a small lacquer box in her hand. The Japanese print 

1(88: 
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book in "La Psyche" has been replaced with a wealth of bibelots in all 

forms. This painting is a visual equivalent of De Goncourt's "Ma.ison 

d'un Artiste" in its celebration of the bibelot as an equal of the 

traditional work of art. 

As usual Stevens' technique is based firmly on sound academic pro-

pedure and on his admiration for the Dutch. However, as in other works, 

the poses of the women remind one constantly of the elegance of Japanese 

prints. This is particularly true of the young mother reclining on a 

sofa with one arm along its back. The third painting "Visite a l'Atel- 1(89) 

ier" dated 1888 shows the decline of the Japanese interest in Stevens' 

work. We are shown three women in a studio which evidently belongs to 

the one holding a palette and leaning on the easel on the right. Her 

friend, dressed in outdoor clothes, is seated in front of her half-

finished work; both look across to a female model seated on a sofa and 

dressed in an elaborate robe. On the wall Japanese fans are tucked 

behind the frames of some of the many pictures. To the left hangs a 

Japanese scroll painting. To the right an ornamental screen is mainly 41 

obscured by the figures in the picture. Stevens' women, no lon~~r 

satisfied with admiring works of art, have taken up making them. They 

have virtually given up the cult of the bibelot. The fashionable 

interest in Japanese art declined considerably in the late 1880's as 

we have noticed and Stevens' painting reflects this. 

B,y examining these three paintings we have established that 

Stevens', i~terest in Japanese art refleots its impact on Paris in the 
"' ....... 

, 

1810's and 1880's. We may see "La Psyche" as a record of its early 

fascination for artists, "Les Visi teuses" as an image of its fashionable 

triumph and "Visite a l'Atelier" as its sinking to a prop for those 

with "arty" pretensions. 

We must now return to the possibility of Stevens as a creator of 
/ 

an image of "moderni te" as vi tal as that of Manet. 

i, 
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The key to Stevens' alternative approach to "moderni te" 1s tha. t 

for him there was no crisis of "method". As we have scon, Manet and 
/ 

his followers saw "modernite" in terms of a new technique and new 

imagery, the two implied each other. For 3tevens,no new technique 

was needed. He thought it possible to develop subject matter and poses 

so as to capture the "modern". He did not therefore see Japanese art 

in terms of a "linguistic" revelation as did Manet, except in the area 

of the delicate poses of women in Japanese prints. 

As Stevens ' critics all remind one," _ Dumas fils wrote to him, 
~/ , 

"Nous etions deux a peindre Ie monstre", when he sent him a copy of 

"La Femme de Claude". Stevens clearly did more than record the super-

ficially fashionable. His choice of "L'eternel feminin" as his subject 

was ver,y modern. His record of women as socially engaged creatures is 

also remarkably modern, Stevens' figures do not pose, they act out 

roles - a remarkable phenomenon in an age which fashionable art set 

women higher on pedestals than ever before. The drama of their actions 

can easily be misread as pure literary sentiment. In this context it is 

interesting to hear from Monteequiou that stevens shared with other 

"modern" paInters the change that his work had no subject • 
./ 

Des observateurs Buperficiels ont reproche aux 
tableaux d'A1fred Stevens de manquer de sujets, 
parce qu'i1 ne peint ni des batai11es, ni des 
naufrages, en aucune de ces compositions que 

" Baudelaire range dans 1a categorie de "fureurs 
./ 

stationnaires". Mais l'eterne1 feminin en proie ,7 ~ """, a sa perpetuelle inquietude d'amour, composant 
~'·',.,le billet doux, 1e dieposant, 1 'ecrivant, 

l'epiant, Ie recevant, 1e froissant, avec toutes 
lesexpreseions correspondantes dans l'attitude 
et les atoure qui en ont dieta, motive l'emoi, 
quels plus dramatiques combats, quelles sub-

'mersions plus poignantes. 

Given the modernity of ~evens' work we must now consider examples 

of his paintings which use Japanese art. 

In one sense Stevens "understood" the role ot Japanese art as an 

adjunct to life much better than any other painter of the time. Japan-

,I 
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ese objects retain their appearance and material quality in his paint-

ings and participate in the creation of an overall atmosphere. Stevens 

understood the notion of "decoration" in thp. same manner as De Goncourt 

and the Japanese themselves. That is why he borrowed poses and flowing 

draperies from Japanese prints and used devices such as mirrors to 

create compositions of such overall consistency and elegance. 

This type of elegance is a means of exploring the nature of woman. 

stevens' paintings are not superficial society images. His women hold 

an ambiguous role in their hard, bright environment, both creatures of 

beauty, existing to give life to the beautiful objects arounl them and 

at the same time tragically restricted by them and their role. Stevens 

gives a true picture of a type of modern woman. 

We must now examine the use of Japanese art in individual paint-

ings to see what part it played in the creation of Gtevens' image of 

women. 
,.-

MontesquifU, thought that "La Poupee Japonaise" then in BrusselS. 

Art Gallery was stevens'.masterpiece. Unfortunately I have not been 

able to obtain a photograph of this work. Montesquieu describes the 

work as having a coromantel screen in the left corner. A woman in a 

white dress full of delicate folds and lace trimmings, tinted slightly 

rose by her petticoats, is holding and examining a Japanese doll. The 

screen and doll were more than mere ornaments. They condition the 

response of viewer both by their own aesthetic qualities and in .the 

case of the doll by its relation to and fascination for the women. 

It is impossible to date stevens' paintings exactly but it is 

likely that most using Far Eastern objects were painted during his 

residence at the rue des Hartyrs, 1815-1880. 

"Le Masque Japonais" is typical of his use of Japanese objects to 

create an atmosphere of enigmatio feminity. 

Two women, sitting one behind the other, in profile, looking left 
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to a grinning Japanese theatrical mask on the 10ft-hand border of the 

painting. The close juxtaposition of the two profiles is often found in 

Japanese prints, notably in theatrical works, where it is used to evoke 

a dramatic relationship just as Stevens uses it here. 

The painting depicts a clash between beauty and the beast with all 

the enigma of the fairy tale. The women are fascinated as if by a 

Sphinx. 

"La femme en Gris" shows a very different use of Japanese objects. 

This shows a woman standing in front of the open window to the left, in 

the Japanese Salon. A small screen is introduced into the lower left-

hand corner of the composition and is balanced by the decorative 

flowers with gold background in the upper right-hand corner. These 

two elements add an exquisite painting to the juxtaposition of the 

woman's figure against rectangles of the open window. 

Stevens occasionally took the "Japanese" atmosphere away from 

direct reference to Japanese objects. In tiLes Quatre Saieons", which 

he painted for the King of the Belgians, stevens personified each of 

the seasons as an elaborately dressed woman. 
" 

He was clearly followine 
''\, 

the inspriation of,,~apanese prints which took female costume a.s their 

major expressive element, Stevens took many devices to indicate 

feminity from Japanese art. 
,-

In "La Boule Argentee", for instance, a 

fashionable woman contemplates her image in a silvered sphere set in a 

garden. The use of a mirror surface by women 1s a common subject in 

Japanese prints, but not in earlier Western art. Moreover the woman 

and her umbrella are straight from a Japanese print. 

The mirror takes on a predominant role in "La Robe Japonaise" 

which was the outstanding modern work in the "Exposition Historical de 

1 'Art Belge'~ in 1880. We Bee a woman's back and her reflected face as 

she admires herself dressed in an elaborate flowered kimono. From her 

right hand a fan dangles nonchalantly, touching the lower border of 

the canvas. The flowered panels of Stevens' Japanese salon can be seen 
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reflected softly in the mirror. 

The relationship between the back of the woman and partially 

visible reflection is clearly inspired by the rhyming of costumed fig

ures in Japanese prints; note the double image of the right sleeve. 

Stevens uses the mirror to give a naturalistic sanction to this rhyming. 

It also.intensifies the expression of feminine enigma. 

This painting has been dismissed as a mere costume piece, but this 

is to underestimate Stevens' contribution to the poetry of the modern. 

Fashionable Japanese "costume" pieces were quite common in the 

early 1880's but these show little of Stevens' subtlety. FOr instance 

in the Salon of 1883 a M. L. Comerre exhibited "Portrait de N11e. 

Achille Fould", showing a young woman in a kimono holding up an open 

fan in her right hand, the left on her hip. The work is competent but 
u 
~lgar, the kimono has l09t the intimate appropriateness that it hnd in 

Stevens "Robe Japonaise". 
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FOr Stevens, Japanese art was always an integral part of "modern! t~. 
He treated it as such in his work. There can be no doubt that it 

contributed greatly to his conception of the modern fashionable woman. 

Despite his limited subject matter Stevens' work does offer an alter

native "modernite" to that of Manet. He is far more successful than 

Tissot who used Far Eastern art in relation to modern Bubjects but 
.. 

without Stevens' integrity or conviction. 

We must now turn briefly to less successful artists who have been 

linked with Japanese art. The painter Joseph de Nittis, a friend of 

De Goncourt, Degas and many other Japanese enthusiasts, was a collector 

of Japanese art. 

The Japanese influence in his "Retour des Courses Boulevard du 

Boulogne" has already been discussed. I have been unable to find evi-

dence of Far Eastern influence in any of his other works. Indeed in 
S 

his autobiographical "Notes et Souvenir," he makes only one reference 

" 
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to Japanese art. In 1875 when it had just become highly fashionable 

he' wrote of seeing a Japanese walking in the parks of Paris after a 

snowstorm and the vision it gave him; 

Et j'ai comme un vision du Japon de cette douce 
vie de reveurs a qui suffit une jonchee de 
choses blanches, pluie de neige ou pluie de 
fleurs, existence pour laquelle je suis fait, 
peindre, regarder, rever. 

Nonetheless this note is a further indication of the relation of 

the Japanese example to an artistic ideal of a harmonious life in a 

perfect environment. We have seen that many critics praised Japanese 

art as a reflection of this sort of life and there can be no doubt 

that it influenced de Hittle and many others, without necessarily pro-

ducing any direct formal parallels in their own work. Another painter 

associated with Japanese art was Fantin-Latour. Like de Nittis his work 

shows very little evidence of its influence. In the 1870's he painted 

a great many flower pieces and some of these aremmply arrangements 

of flowers and foliage across the picture surface without vase or 

intelligible setting, much as one sees in Hokusai's flower prints. He 

also used the asymmetrical cutting off the elements in the composition 
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of some of his still lives. On the whole however Fantin mode little use 47 

of the Far Eastern example after 1868. 

Printmakers as well as painters involved themselves in the vogue 

for Japanese subjects. A good example of this is Felix Duhot (1847 -

1898) who was a popular artist and printmaker in Paris. He took an 

important tole in the printmaking revival of the 1860's and 1870's. 49 

He designed the business card of the Sichels in the 1810's and one for 

'w .. 
" 

" " ., ' 

I 

, i 

another dealer in Oriental art, Labrio, of 39, Boulevard des Capucines, 1(94) 

which he dated 1816. In it he juxtaposed an image of a Chinese man and 

woman surrounded by Far Eastern works of art on the left with a view of 

the Seine on the right, also incorporating Oriental works of art. 

However it was only in the 1880's that Far Eastern subject matter became 
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evident in his work. 

He designed a cover for a march, "A Monsieur Bing, Marche JaponaiRe !: 

par Adolphe David". This showed a Japanese on horseback, several 

Japanese girls, dragons, pagodas and other Japanese subjects. 

In 1885 he published "Japonisme dix eaux fortes, par Felix Buhot, 

avril 1885". The ten etchings were modelled on pieces in the Burty 

collection. It is unfortunate that I have not been able to find a copy 

50 

of them. Their subjects included several bronzes, an inro with three 51 

musicians carved on one face, a theatrical mask and lacquer and por-

celain vessels. 

Several other prints made in the 1880's attest to Buhot's interest 

in oriental subject matter. "Cabinet de lecture au Japon" showed four 52 

Japanese seated on the floor in traditional manner talking, with a 

decorative panel of Japanese characters to their right. This plate 

was signed "TOHUB" in a r>seudo Japanese manner as was "Le Poisson 

Volant" which showed a Japanese looking at a flying fish above his head. 

In 1887 Buhot made "Bapteme Japonais" which showed a portrait of 

his own child surrounded by various Japanese images and objects under 

the moonlight. This was probably the latest of his "Japanese" prints. 

The use of Japanese images in prints such as Buhot's is very simi

lar to the use of Japanese objects in the work of Tissot and Stevens as 
// / 

tokens of fashionable modernism. Benedite published an illustrated 

letter by Buhot, with a drawing of a clutter of objects at the top of 

the page amongst which Japanese bronzes, armour and fans are clearly 

recognisable, 

The relation of Japanese objects to printmaking at this time is 

further underlined by a frontispiece for the first volume of Beraldi's 

"Les Graveurs du Dix Neuvi~me Sieele" by J. Adeline of Rouen published 

in 1885. In the lower left-hand corner appear a range of Far Eastern 

objects, juxtaposed agains: two views of medieval Rouen. 
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As in Buhot's card for Labric the c~~racter of a French city is 

juxtaposed directly with Far Eastern objects to suggest their relevance 

to each other. In the case of Adeline there is also the association of 

Japan with the middle ages in Europe. 

It has been shown in Section One of this thesis that the graphic 

qualities of Japanese art had little influence on the development of 

the styles of printmaking in Europe in the 1860's. It would seem in 

general that this is also true of the 1870's and 1880's. Etching 

dominated the development of printmaking during this period. However 

far it was developed from a purely mechanical means of illustration 

it was not possible to use it in the manner of Japanese prints or 

drawings, because it relied for its effect on an accumulation of fine 

lines, none of which on its own, had that pictorial significance and 

directness central to Japanese art. 

A key example of this problem is the work of Georges Bigot, a 

painter who studied under Carolus Duran, Gerome and under Duhot, where 

presumably he became interested in Japan. 

" Ph. Burty owned three albums of his work containing "Scenes de la 

vie populaire, types de la rue au Japon. Une chasse; un diner". Two 56 

albums by him are to be found in the Victoria and Albert collection. 

The first "Croquis Japonais" is dated Tokio 1886, showing tha.t Bi,got 

was in Japan in that year. It consists of a series of dry points of 

various Japanese scenes. They are sometimes very weak in drawing and 

generally fail to express their subjeot properly. Bigot has clearly 

taken on the impossible task of using etching to express the Japanese 

mode of life and he fails for us because we are used to relating 
not 

Japanese wood block print. Clearly Burty did/think this work as poor 

as modern taste does and this indicates once again the gulf in attitude 

to Japanese art and imagery that exists between modern times and the 

later nineteenth century. For Burty, a curious form or image could 

F' 
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aesthetic significance based on its associative and anecdotal qualities 

independent of the medium in which it was recorded. 

The second album, "Le Jour de l'An au Japon", was obviously made 

in the 1890's, though it is undated. It consists of black and white, 

block woodcuts, which made great use of silhouettes. It comments 

comically on the 1uropeanisation of Japan. While the prints are no 

better technically. than the early album they do have a closer corres-

pondence to their theme. This pzoceeds solely from the employment of 

the woodblock print which became fashionable in Europe in the 1890's. 

As we have seen, Bracquemond and others also turned to woodcuts in the 

1890 l s and one must speCUlate that the emergence of the black and white 

woodblock print as a fashionable form in the 1890 l s in Europe was the 

result of the pressure of the Japanese example on the European tradition 

of engraving and etching. This was certainly the case with illustrators 

such as Beardsley as I shall show in the next chapter of this thesis. 

Bigot's interest in Japanese subject matt'er and his visit to Japan 

underlines the close link between the "fashionable" artist and the 

travelling topographer. We must now examine the work of artists who 

travelled to Japan and who contributed to the development of its image 

in Western culture. 

The career of the most signifioant French artist in this category, 

FeliX Regamey, has already been discussed in connection with the 
/ 

development of the Musee Guimet. I have selected Mortimer Menpes, an 

Australian working in England, for special study in this chapter, as 

he is probably the most significant English artist to make the journey 

to Japan. 

However before I discuss his career in detail it would be as well 

to present a brief resume of information about artists travelling to 

Japan in order to paint it and study its art was, in general, a conse

quence of the Japanese fashionable success in the 1870's, in particular 
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Paris in 1878. Thus the artists we are concerned with worked mainly 

in the 1880's. Most earlier travellers concerned with art were traders 

or collectors. Though as we have seen, Kyosai had alrea~ received 

visits from several European artists by the time of negamey's visit to 

him in 1876. In that same year a school of art was set up in Tokyo, 

partly to introduce Western art to Japan and three Italian academic 

artists, Antonio Fontanesi, Vicenzo Ragusa and Giovanni Cappelletti 

were employed on the staff. However it is doubtful that they showed 

much interest in Japanese subject matter. 

However another European brought to Japan took a considerable 

interest in the native art. This was Josiah Conder, who became the 

first head of the Tokyo school of architecture in the same school in 

1877. He was a pupil of Kyosai for some 12 years during his period of 

work in Japan. His book on the artist has been discussed above. He 

also made drawings of Japanese subjects which occur as illustrations 

in many books on Japan (including Dresser's account of his travels 
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there) and in his own writings. Conder'S fussy detailed images had 59 

considerable influence on the fashionable conception of Japanese build-

ings, gardens.and landscape. 

Artists who came solely to paint Japan began arrivine around the 

mid-1870's and their work was first shown in Europe in the early 1880's. 

A hundred and one paintings of Japan were shown by the American artist, 

Alan Gay in the 1883 Japanese exh1bition organised by Louis Gonee. He 

had been in Japan for eight years previous to this, baving expected to 

stay only a few weeks. 

Gense believed his work to be the first "representation vraiment 

exacte et scrupuleux du Japon". Gay's paintings included views of 

Yokohama, Enoshima, Tokio, Kioto and Kobe and some stUdies of costume 

and flowers. Unfortunately I have so far been unable to locate any of 

his work. 

!; 
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I have been more fortunate with another traveller to Japan, Alfred, 

later Sir Alfred!East. In 1889 the Fine Art Society, following its 

interest in themes related to the Aesthetic Movement, which had included 

exhibitions of Japanese art, commissioned him to go to Japan to record 

-~~ 
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"the physical features of the country inhabited by a race which had 61 

produced such marvellous work". 

East spent a year in Japan and as a result of his work there he was 

elected Honorary Member of the Meiji Bijutsu Kwei - the Japanese 

Academy. 

In 1890 a hundred and six of his paintings were shown as exhi bi-

tion 13 of the Fine Art Society. The Fine Art Society still owns one 1(98) 

of the three, No. 28, "Fujijama from Hara" a small oil painting in 62 

flat decorative tones. 

The Victoria and Albert owns two watercolours, "Lake Biwa" and 
• 

"The Fox Shrine". 

They are both highly competent and decorative watercolours, in 

flat areas of bright colours. They ahow a considerable interest in the 

study of light and atmospheric effect •. They are typical of a great 

number of late Victorian and Edwardian watercolours. They appear 

to have been highly popular. Nearly all the paintings were of land-

1(99) 
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scapes or buildings, only one, No. 41, "0 Ume San - Miss Plum Blossom" .1.(q~) 

was a figure painting, Ita young lady with a sunshade, surrounded by a 

blooming plum tree". 

Most of the artists who travelled to Japan concentrated on topo-

graphical work. The only Japanese influences detectable in their work 

are the decorative flat areas of bright colour shown in East's work. 

The broad wash style of water colours of whom the most famous recent 

exponent is Russell Flint, owed its characteristics, in part at least, 

to the Japanese example. The opening of the "Japanese Gallery" at 28, 

New Bond Street, in 1892 shows how popular Japanese subject matter in 

Western paintings had beoome. It gave exhibitions of several painters 



of Japanese subjects, including Alfred E~st. and two in 1892 of work by 

Sei Tei Watanabe, the Japanese artist who had acted as an official in 

the 1878 Japanese exhibition in Paris. 

It is against this background of considerable popular interest in 

paintings of Japan that we must consider thework of Mortimer Menpes. 

Menpes was an Australian who arrived in London in 1879 at the age 

of 19 and spent two years studying at South Kensington as a student of 

Sir Edward Poynter. He was then "rescued" by Whistler and together with 

'..Ia1 ter Sickert became a leader in the group of "Followers" that \/histler 

had around him in the '80s after his reverse at the Ruskin trial and his 

loss of the White House. 

Menpes assisted Whistler in several of his enterprises during this 

period. Whistler printed many of the etchings from his Venic set in 

Menpes' stUdio and Menpes was a loyal lieutenant during most of 

Whistler's campaign as president of the British Artists. It was during 

this period that Menpes became interested in Japanese art. Whistler 

undoubtedly pointed his followers in this direction; 

Rembrandt in our opinion did not occupy much of 
a position. Cana11etto and Velasquez we placed 
high but not, of course, on the same plane with 
Whistler. The only master with whom we could 
compare our own was Hokusai, the Japanese painter. 

Menpes was a recipient of the discussions of nature in terms of 

Japanese screen painting that George Moore once interrupted with 

challenging remarks. For the painter, Whistler's followers believed 

"nature should be tilted forward and without distance - a Japanese 

screen, a broad mass of tones - a piece of technique. The face in a 

portrait should not be more important than the background. The moment 

you realised that it was a face, the literary art came in, and you had 

better give it a cup of tea or pull ita nose". 

Menpes abandoned the anti-literary - or rather anti-realistic, 

aspects of this belief, but as W8 shall see, his work retained on over-
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all fla.tness and relied much more on a juxtaposition of tones than on 

drawing. 

In 1887 as a result of \fuistler's enthusiasm, Menpes determined to 

visit Japan "with the intention of studying for myself the conditions 

of Art in that country and the problems which Japanese art in its latest 

phases presents to the Western mind. I was, I believe, the first artist 

to visit Japan solely for the purpose of studying the methods of Japan

ese art and of learning all the lessons from it and from Japanese 

artists ••••• Japan was still for me what it has always been, and what I 

trust it will continue to be, the most characteristically, the most 

intensely, artistic country in the world. It seemed to me that an 

English artist familiar with most modern craft in Europe could not but 

learn much by a sojourn in Japan, could not but bring back with him a 

wider knowledge and a riper experience." 

Menpes' attitude to Japan was clearly inspired by Whistler. Menpes 

kept his plans secret until he had left, realising that Japan should 

have been "reserved for the Master", to whose work Japanese art was so 

central. Whistler adopted a permanent emnity towards Menpes as a 

result, his reasons for doing so have been discussed above. 

Menpes went on to pursue a career as a topographical artist. He 

exhibited a series of paintings made on his visit to Japan at Dowdes

wells, 160, Bond St., in 1888. There followed several other journeys, 

for instance, to India with an exhibition in April/May 1891, then 

Venice May/June 1892 and to France, Spain and Morocco with an exhibition 

in May 1893. He also visited Burma, China, Mexico, Palestine, Egypt, 

TUrkey, Greece and Spain, and the Western European countries, making 

paintings, which he subsequently exhibited. He made a second visit 

to Japan in 1896 during whioh he wrote articles for the studio. 

Fortunately he published several illustrated books in collaboration 

with his daughter Dorothy whioh enable one to form a reasonable estimate 

of his work. 
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It was also possible to examine some of his paintings in recent 

exhibitions in London. A copy of the prints from his 1888 exhibition 71 

can be found in the print room of the V. & A. 

During his first visit to Japan Menpes did indeed study the art-

ists of Japan. He claimed to have met and watched over sixty artists 

at work at gatherings in the houses of. Japanese art connoisseurs. 72 

He noted the deterioration of Japanese work as a result of 1uropean 

influences and went so far as to make speeches to the Japanese condemn-

ing the idea·that it was necessary to pander to the foreign market. 

Throughout his writings on Japan, Menpes raises examples of thiS, for 

instance he condemns the European liking for black and gold lacquer 

screens, pointing to the Japanese taste for beautifully painted screens 

on light backgrounds. He also saw the work of some Japanese who had been 

taught Western painting by an Italian at Kioto and found it poor and 

feeble compared to their work in their own native style. 

Only the master, Kyosai, was exempt from the charge that he lowered 

the standards for the European market. Menpes thought all the artists 

he met had a style in common with the master. He spent a day with him 

at the house of Captain Brinckley, an important collector of Japanese 

art for whom Kyosai had painted some screens. In his 1888 article he 73 

gives a long description of Kyosai's working methods and his opinions. 

Kyosai thought that most European paintings looked alike, and Menpes was 

able to confirm this impression from his own experience as a member of 

the hanging committee of the British Artists during Whistler's presi-

dency. Menpes goes further and claims that Japanese· wo:r'ks are n:ore 

original and individual, thus flying in the face of current Western 

opinion. 

Kyosai dismissed the notions of plein air painting and immediate 

recording of poses from naturel 

It is a hindrance to have the model before me when 
I have a mental note of the pose. What I do is 
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a painting from memory, and it is a true impression. 
I have filled hundreds of sketch-books, of different 
sorts of birds and fishes and other things, and have 
at last got a facility and have trained my memory.to 
such an extent that by observing the rapid action of 
a bird I can nearly always retain and reproduce it. 

I have discussed the importance of Menpes' beliefs for Whistler's 

attitude to Japanese art earlier in this section. However it is necessary 
, , 

to give here a brief account of Menpes t beliefs a~ut Japar.~se art to 

point to the .relati~nship between them and his art. The case of Henpes 

parallels that of stevens, in that Menpes expresses the current critical 

assessment of Japanese art and does so in a manner which shows that he 

understands it and its implications for contemporary art. However his 

art takes a form very different from that of Whistler who expressed many 

similar ideas. As with stevens' relation to the mOdernit~ of Manet, 

Menpes presents us with the problem of an alternative response to Japan-

ese art associated with the same assessment of the Far Eastern example 

that led to radical innovation in Whistler's art. 

As with stevens, there is a paradox in Menpes' work. I shall show 

that he understood fully the implications of what he saw in Japan and 

yet remained limited in his own art to a treatment of Ja.pan as a genre 

subject. It is also necessary to revalue the historical significance 

of this genre treatment, which is intimately related to the role of 

Japanese imagery in Whistler's work in the 1870's and 1880's. 

Menpes stresses in his writings that Japanese art is "natural", 

but as we have seen he takes the view that the natural is identifiable 

with the typical as arrived 'at by observation of nature then reconstruc-

ted in the studio. 

He compares the Western and Eastern methods of training and stigma-

tises the drawing of a bright white plaster cast with black chalk as an 

absurdity, since it is a denia.l of "its exceeding whiteness" which is its 

74 

first and predominant impression. 15 

Western life drawing was condemned a.s firmly. Menpes gives the 
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example of an Atlanta represented by a model "strapped up" in the studio, 

which students are expected to reconstruct, beginning with a drawing of 

her skeleton. 

Then, when all is completed, the poor dear la~ is 
expected to run her immortal race. Of course by 
this time there is no action in the figure at all ••• 
Would it not be far better that these students should 
go out into the street, after the method of the Japs 
and watch some girl as she runs and jumps in the 
sunshine, with a soft wind blowing her hair about 
her head and her gown about her limbs, and then 
come back, and, with a memory of the beautiful 
inspiring scene still fresh in their minds commit 
their impressions "hot and hot" upon the canvas 
before them. 

Menpes thus saw Japanese art as liberating and natural, in contrast 

to Western academic art, and his proposal echoes the ideas of Lecoq 

Boisbaudran which pointed the w~ to the first appreciation of Japanese 

art over 25 years before and which run through subsequent "realist" 

criticism and art. 

Menpes also believed Japan to be a "nation of artists" and on 

several occasions points to the universality of good taste in Japan and 

draws the analogy with Greece which has been shown to run through 

appreciation of Japanese art throughout the period of this thesis; 

What an educated artistic Japanese would think of 
some of our so-called "Japanese rooms" I shudder 
to imagine. But let me ask - and this is much 
more to the purpose - what would an uneducated 
Japanese think? And let me give my own answer. 
He would be as much surprised by any bad taste or 
bad art as his educated superior would be. This 
is the burden of my argument - that art in Japan 
is universal and instinctive, and therefore 
liviP6J not an artificial production of a special 
class, and therefore ~ living. Art was certainly 
a living thing in the best days of Athens. 

The importance of decoration as part of the concerns of the artist 

is often raised by Japanese art and Menpes would obviously have been 

impressed with its importance by Whistler. Menpes eventually created 

his own Japanese house in London. 

Menpes pursues his claim that Japan is a "living artistic society" 
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by giving numerous examples of the taste of Japanese craftsmen who 

worked for him. When for instance he designed special frames for his 

Japanese paintings, these workmen showed great interest in making them 

and in their aesthetic function which was unknown in Japan. The most 

important aspect of the Japanese aesthetic for Menpes was ~at he called 

"placing", whicp is a term for a generalised attitude to "composition". 

Menpes claimed that every aspect of the Japanese environment; 

flower arrangements, shop windows, costume and even the landscape itself 

was a result of careful placing. Works of art were the natural expres-

sion of a society in which man imposed harmony on all aspects of his 

experience. Menpes tells the story of his failed attempt to arrange 

a collection of fans in his house in Japan and how a Japanese artist 

was persuaded to arrange them to his own taste. 

The task took him about two hours, playing, arranging, 
adjusting and when he had finished the result was 
simply beautiful. That wall was a perfect picture; 
every fan holder seemed to be exactly in its right 
place and it looked as if the alternation of a single 
one would affect and disintegrate the whole scheme. 

The relation of the concept of placing to Whistler's method is 

clear, it raises the question as to how far Menpes saw Japan through 

Whistler's eyes, at least on his first visit. I believe this is not so. 

The consistency and originality of Menpes' account of Japanese art 

suggests on the contrary that he independently rediscovered the source 

of much of Whistler's aesthetic and that it was for this crime that he 

was banished from the Master's circle. 

There is no need to repeat Menpes' account of Kyosai"s method which 

we discussed in relation to Whistler and elsewhere. However it is 

essential to stress Menpes' description of the incisive directness of 

Kyosai's technique,in particular the value that the Japanese placed on 

unbroken flat tones. 

When he began there was no fishing for tones, as on 
the average pallette. No accident. All was sure -
a soientific certainty from the beginning to the end. 
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The picture was a portrait of a woman. It displayed 
enormous facility and great knowledge, but altogether 
it pleased me leas. No attempt was made at what is 
called broken colour. A black dress would be one 
beautiful tone of black and flesh one clean tone of 
flesh, shadows growing out of the mass and forming 
part of the whole. 
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Here Menpes can be Been to reject one essential aspect of Oriental 

technique - the direct u~e of a liquid medi~, without washes or breaks. 

This furnishes a clue as to the limitations of his own technique which 

Beems a compromise between Japanese and huropean approaches, conditioned 

by the use of huropean media. 

Menpes' exhibition of "Paintings, Drawings and etchings of Japan" 

was shown at Dowdeswells in 1888. Unfortunately the catalogue does 

not indicate which of the paintings were oil and which watercolour. 

This makes it difficult to rely on the reproductions in his 1901 book 

when reconstructing the exhibition as these appear to be mainly water-

colour and may be copies from oils, or even different works with the 

same title. However I have identified several works as being undoubted-
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ly in the 1888 exhibition. One of these was No. 82 in that exhibition, 79 

"The Giant Lantern It, deseri bed thus; 

Exterior of a temple. The beautiful check design 
on the inner surface of the dovecote - shaped 
awning of the lantern is a marked and peculiar 
feature of ornamentation of Japan. It occurs 
everywhere. 

This work is typical of many city views in the exhibition and its 

flat, occasionally sketchy technique, 1s typical of those works uy 

Menpes which I have seen. 

The dominance of the work by the large lantern with its red design 

is typical of Menpes' borrowing of a Japanese device. The lantern, the 

check canopy, the temple notice board to the left andihe wooden beams 

around the temple entrance form a strong graphic structure. Its flat 

pattern covers a considerable surface area of the painting and it thus 

aoquires a dramatio relation to the scale of the 'people beneath the 
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lantern. f~imilar larGc /Jcllle (';Tllphic upsi{',Tl:-:: can bp fOllnd j n <T:~ P,W('3C 

rri.nts - on nhip sails, lrtntcrn3 a.nd H10Gt notablr~ of all, (In thr' clothNJ 

and banners of the lendlnfi protar:anistn in UlA Ghui ni np,'Ura. J nth,.. 

prints they function in thn same mannpr Il~ l.hu lrLntern in M(>npeG' 

paint inp:, pT'oducin,~ a dram:ltic effp.ct hy mp.::1n~ a!' Fl {:-ranhi I'! (mn. 

Mrmpes does not however follow through this r:raphic rJH:lli ty j nto 

his depiction of the temple, visitors Ilnd thp. trAp. in front of the 

temple. Here he relies on tonal distinctions and line drawin~ of the 

Western vilriety. These tonal '1ulllities derive pllrtly from Whintlcr's 

teachings about Oriental art and partly from the ~n~lish traoition of 

tonllJ landscape painting which begoan with Cox and continued throu~h the 

nineteenth century in a line of small m:lsters, majnly wllter colorists. 

Similar graphic devices can be found jn mnny other p~intin~ from 

the 18f38 exhibition. For instance, No. 75, "'rhe ncd Curtain", shows a 

neat red curtain across the entrance of a shop with a ] arr;e moon on it, 

til ted down to the right. The curtain is E'xtC'ndf"'d by a oi-milar cnnor,Y 

above it. In front of this slender tree trunkEl cant r,hado"'!!:1 on t.h~ 

p,'p.ometric design and produce a subtly b:llanced desir.;n. Once ar:n.in the 

landscClpe around this basic design is in a tonal mnnn0r and is I'}ot so 

successful. The gnneral composition of this work is nn f'xcellent 

example of the practical application of Henpns' idea of "pIG,cin t!?''' 

derived from Japanese art. 

Some of l"Icnpes' paintings approach Japanese subJect mattp.r w)re 

closely; for instance, No. 18 "Daughters of the Sun, D:lnc1 nf~-p;i rls in 

groe;eous crepe dresses, wai tine in the sunliC'ht to be dri ven t.o Hom.' 

entertainment". This shows seven r:irls in brie-htly coloured and 81 

patterned kimono:J standing, some in shadow, some in brir:ht sunli{~bt, 

in the courtyard of a building. The design is further assisted by 

the paper umbrellas which they carry. JVIenpes' painting is almost 

entirely in tones, with very little detail drawjng ~ven in the patteTI1S, 

although the poses of the girls clearly derive to some p.xtcnt from 



Japanese prints. The painting is a very successful reconciliation of 

colour, tone and pose. Menpes makes considerable use of the density of 

colour and brushmark obtainable with oil colours in works such 8S this. 

It has been suggested that Nenpes relied greatly on photographs in 

all his work from Japan. Aaron Sch~ notes that George Moore casti-
. , 

ga ted f'Ienpes for his misuse of photographs in ''Modern pain~" pub-

lished in 1898, and asserted that the-painter rarely drew from nature. 

Scharf also cites a letter from Sickert to the periodical "Whirlwind" 

written in 1890 in which Sickert pointed out the importance of 

"instantaneous photography" in Menpes' sketches of Japan. 

Professor SChairf accepted the form of l-1enpes' art as indisputable 

evidence of dependence on photography to the extent of copying. He 

does not however offer a comparison of Menpes' work with a photograph. 

I have argued above that Menpes' composition and technique were greatly 

influenced by the Far Eastern example and that the form of his paintings 

can be largely explained in these terms. Sickert's observation was not, 

I think, intended to suggest that Menpes made coloured transcriptions of 

photographs, rather to point to the visual accuracy of Menpes' work, to 

strengthen which the artist made use of photographs as references. 

In fairness to Professor Schalrf it must be said that I have found 
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a photographic precedent for the pose of one of Menpes' paintings,_ 83 

"The Child and the Umbrella", No. 68 in the 1888 exhibition. I(103) 

A photograph taken by Hugues Krafft and reproduced as the frontis- 84 

piece of his book "Souvenirs de Notre Tour du Monde" in 1885, shows a I(104) 

girl with an umbrella open over her shoulder as in Nenpes' paintings. 

The graphic impact of the spokes and circle of the umbrella is the same 

in each but the costume, expression of the girl and the background of 

the photograph are totally unlike the paintine by Menpes. 

In fact this pose is found in many early photographs of Japan, 

including Beato's album of the 1860's, and in my opinion derives from 



the use of the umbrella as a graphic device in prints, and, more 

importantly, as an expressive device in the Japanese Y.abuki theatre. 

It is clear that many early photographs of Japan feature actors. More-

over we know that Menpes hired the troupe of a small theatre for a day 

for three dollars during his 1887 visit to Japan. The troupe presented 

him with a series of tableaux which he sketched and reported them to 

be "just like a Japanese picture book". 

Indeed for Menpes, the theatre became the paradigm of Japanese 

arts and he wrote a great deal about its visual basis, noting that a 

theatre manager planned his performance in a series of sketches. 

Menpes l belief that the whole Japanese environment was harmonised 

through placing was extended to photographs by the Japanese. 

You never by any chance see a photograph by a 
Japanese looking in the least like a 1uropean. 
If they photograph a group they will be sure to 
place that group near a great bough that juts 
just across the picture, they cannot help it -
seems to be in the blood of the Japanese to be 
decorative. 

Clearly Menpes' use of photographs was not a departure from his 

basic view of art and of the value he placed on Japanese art. More-

over, at least in his 1888 exhibition his works were based on studies 

direct from their subjects. As is usual the role of photography in the 

formation of an artist's style is inseparable from other influences 

and from his aesthetic. 

A large element in Menpes' work was deSigned to appeal to popular 

taste for the anecdotal and sentimental. Amo~st the titles in the 1888 

exhibition are No. 130, "Dignity and Impudence", and No. 131 "Bubbles". 

I have unfortunately been unable to find pictures of these Japanese 

versions of famous works by Landseer and Millais. The same is true of 

literary paintings, No. 134 "The Woman in White" and No. 131 "The Old 

Curiosi ty Shop". 

In another case he drew on a more popular suocess. Painting No.26 
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was entitled as "Three dancing-girls in their gorgeous dresses attended 

by their duenna". The girls' mouths are painted scarlet. Ja.panese 

dancing and singing women always colour their lips, sometimes an intense 

red, sometimes a dark bronze. These dancing girls are in a room at 
\\ 

night with light strong upon them. 

This work was engraved, rather badly, for the Hngazine of Art by 

O. Lacoir. 86 

Menpes' choice of subjects in these works was clearly dictated by 

current fashionable taste in England, however this does not necessarily 

detract from the value of his work. Indeed in the case of the borrowing 
11/ \' 

from the Mikado, Menpes' response was to a taste for Japanese subjects. 

Moreover as we have seen, Menpes' style did retain some integrity and 

was in many ways dependent on the Far Eastern example. 

One further, popular, aspect of his paintings must be mentioned; 

that is the number of works whose subjeot was children. These consti-

tuted about an eighth of the exhibition. Menpes believed that "It is 

in the children that the national, artistic and poetic nature of the 

Japanese people most assuredly finds expression". Japanese children 87 

had become famous in the popular mind for their natural innocence and 

good graces. Menpes contributed to this with works such as No.34, 

"A Jap in Plum Colour" or No. 111 "News", described as "Three Japanese 

children, two girls and a boy, have got hold of a Japanese newspaper 

and are reading it as they run. The vivid scarlet lanterns form as 

usual, a charaoteristic feature of the street". 

It may be said that Menpes was simply exploiting popular taste 

in these paintings, espeoially since he later produced a book "World 

pictures of Children". However I believe he sought the genuinely 

characteristic subject matter of Japan, and children were part of this. 

The two portfolios of etchings and drypoints that Jvlenpes showed 

with his paintings in 1888 are not very impressive. Menpes followed the 



example of \V'histler in the use of a criss-cross pattern of faint lines 

and in the printing of all the plates himself so as Lo assure, 119 he 

said in the catalogue, the "necessary tenderness and sympathy of work-

manship". The plates were etched in :r:ngland I1nd are reridering9 of 

paintings, mainly watercolours which he did not exhibit. 

Print No.13 "Baby and Baby" for instance, is a reversal of a 

painting later used as an illustration in Menpes' book "Japan, a Hecord 

in Colour". Another of the more successful prints is No.16, "My Lady 

Chrysanthemum". On the whole however the Whistlerian print technique 

is illsuited to Menpes' subject and the prints are not satisfying. 

Menpes' second visit to Japan, in 1896, also produced a great many 

paintings and an exhibition at Dowdeswell's in 1897. It is unnecessary 

however to repeat my discussion of his work in respect of this, since 

his style remained the same though perhaps more influenced by European 

academic ideals and by the compositional possibilities suggested by 

photography. This is clearly seen in a work such as "Procession of 
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I(106) 

I(101) 

Archers" which was made in 1896. George Moore's charge of misuse of 88 

photography is more appropriate to these later works but even in these 

it is not fully justified. 

Menpes published two illustrated letters from Japan in the new art 

magazine "The Studio", whose editor Charles Holme was a Japanese enthus-
, ' 

iast. One was on the Japanese affection for flowers, the other on 

Japanese river scenery. They repeat Menpes' view of J~pan as a land of 89 

universal harmony and are ornamented with a great many of his drawings. 1(108) 

Menpes' second visit to Japan had as its primary purpose the commi-

ssioning of decorative work for his newly built house, 25 Cadogan Gardens, 

designed by A. H. Mackmurdo. 90 

Working through a. Japanese merchant, who hE' nicknamed 1nchie, Jvlenpea 

was able to get woodwork, metalwork, screens, embroidery, paintings and 

carvings made to the specific dimensions of his new house. He commissioned 

a hundred individually made bronze electric light fittings, all varying 
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slightly in design, and all his doors were individually lacquered. He 

even worked in a Japanese pottery himself, painting a group of flasks 

for use in the decoration of his home. I( 109) 

The prize amongst all these works was a piece of wood 9' x 3', 

carved with a chrysanthemum pattern which Menpes fixed in his hall. 

When Menpes returned to Europe he spent over two years super-, 

vising the workmen who assembled all his goods. 

Menpes' house was clearly intended as a successor or rival to the 

White House, Chelsea. He even repeated Whistler's experience with 

painters who persisted in adding "fill" to their wall paint despite his 

instructions. A full discussion of Menpes' house would be out of place 

in this thesis. However I give some illustrations, taken from an nrti- 91 

cle on the house in "The Studio". I(110) 

These make it clear that Menpes carefully adapted the Japanese 

aesthetic to the demands of an English house and more particularly 

aimed at a blend between it and the developing architectural style of 

Mackmurdo, Voysey and the "Arts and Crafts" movement. The result was 

highly successful and it. is probable that Menpes activity had a great 

influence on the new architecture. 

It is clear that Menpes wae far more than an unsuccessful follower 

of 'whistler and his role in the development of the English cultural 

image of Japan and as a transmitter of Japanese influence is considerable. 

Like Stevens, Menpes' career pOints to one of the main arguments 

of this thesis, that nineteenth century art was a complex organic whole. 

stevens is not in any sense an inferior Manet, but he does create images 

of "modernite" in a sympathetic relation to Manet's art. Menpes is not 

a pale imitation of Whistler but he does create images of J;:lpan which 

relate sympathetically to Whistler's art. In both cases the artists 

avow aesthetio beliefs apparently similar to their "great" associates, 

yet in both cases their art has individual strengths. I have attempted 

to explore these relationships in this chapter and to broaden the 

... 
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pro blem to include other "minor" artists who were intereated in Japan. 

A final point must be made. The artists in this chapter are more 

typical of the developing artistic tastes of the 1870's and the 1880's 

than any others studied in this section of the thesis. In placin(~ their 

acti vi ties closer to those of the "ma,jor" artists of this period (as 

we judge them now). I hope to establish that the major artists were far 

more involved in the general aesthetic concerns of their time than has 

been realised. 
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The JapMese Contri bution to Western Visual }<'antasy and Fai rytal es. 

A Brief Discussion of thp Work of Crane, Rop~, Redon, , and 

others, and of Huysmans' writings on Fantasy. 

'l'hroughout this thesis I have drawn attention to the high value 

placed on Japanese i~aees of ghosts. spirits, monsters, and chivalric. 

legends as they we're depicted in Japanese art. rTom earliest writings 

of Alcock and Dresser to'the critical elaborations of Huysmans, the 

Japanese genius for the creation of convincing fantasy images was highly 

valued, as an aesthetic activity. Creation, rather than arbitrary 

invention was the keynote to this recognition. Japanese fantasy was 

praised for its visual cohesion. The fantasy world was complete and 

Japanese monsters had a coherent organic vitality whether in bronze or 

on paper. We have noted that Chesneau emphasised the contrast of vital 1 

Japanese monsters with the lifeless dragons of Ingres. In general, 

sympathetic critics regarded'the Japanese ability to fantasise as 

evidence of tremendous vitality. on a par with the ability to observe 

and represent nature with great accuracy. This perception of the 

Japanese fantasy world may be interpreted as the appreciation of the 

strengths of a stable culture by a dynamic culture.Tha advance of 
,-

"modernite" had, perhaps unintentionally, robbed Western fantasy 

images of their cultural significance. However it remained possible to 

admire the vitality in the fantasy art of other more integrated cultures. 

Another interpretation of the importance of Japanese fantasy art 18 

more appropriate to nineteenth century England than to France. It is 

clear that moral pressures on English life at that time forced many 

people to express their m~nd's diversity in fantasy tales where they 

were free of irrelevant questioning, Ruskin also wrote fairy tales. 

This need for fantasy may have created a ready appreciation of the 

role of fantasy in Japanese art. 

Moreover there was a great interest in Japanese fairy tales and 

ghost imagery amongStWestern writers. Andrew Lang the famous collector 

2 
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and writer of fairy tales, wrote an article called "Some Japanese .Bogies" 

for the Magazine of Art, in which he declared; 

Our ghosts are to the spectres of Japan as moon
light is to sunlight or as water unto whisky. 

He illustrates many "Japanese bogies", including a "chink and 

crevice bogie" and a "Storm fiend" from contemporary Japanese prints. 

The "Storm fiend" was clearly the model for the illustration of the 

wind in 1\. Hughes' "At the Ilack of the North Wind", later reprinted by 

''';a1 ter Crane as an example of good book design. This is an early 

example of the direct absorption of a Japanese fantasy image in Western 
~ 

fairy tales. 

For whatever reasons from the 1870's there was a general interest 

in the revival of the crea~ion of fantasy images in burope. The work , 

of Moreau and of Burne Jones may stand as examples of this. It must 

be stressed that this activity was regarded as aesthetic in itself, not 

RS an excuse to make art. In the twentieth century artists have either 

forgotten fantasy or created a theoretical basis for it which has 

changed its nature to that of a philosophical exercise, an excuse for 
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art rather than an acceptable end. Nonetheless fantasy as an aesthetic 3 

end has continued in the popular arts. The outstanding example is the 

animated cartoon and the work of Walt Disney in particular. This is an 

interesting case of the continuity of Japanese influence on Western 

fantasy in a public, commercial context. Scenes like the controversial 

"Witch Scene" in "Snow White" depended to a large extent on the Far 4 

Eastern example for their design and dramatic effect. 

I mention this to show that this chapter is not an extended foot-

note but rather a sketch. The Japanese example had an enormous effect 

on the content and forms of Western fantasy art both private and popu-

lar, commeroial varieties. B,y its very nature this contribution is 

generally much less aocessible than other aspects of Japanese influence. 

The Japanese example offered an entirely unknown mythology, pre-



sented with a total conviction throu{~hout £·very form of Japanese art. 

l'!oreover mid-nineteenth century Japanese art in particular, con-

cerned itself with ~~king monsters in bronze and lacquer and with images 

of heroic deeds in prints. One only has to think of the work of Kuni-

yoshi for a multitude of spectres and ghosts to appear jn the mind's 

eye. 

The impact of such examples on Western criticism was enormous, as 

we have seen. The same was also true of Western artists. Once again 

we may trace their interest back to the influence of Baudelaire. For 

Baudelaire despised the positivistic view of nature; 

To these doctrinaires who were so completely 
satisfied by Nature a man of imagination would 
certainly have had the right to reply -

"I consider it useless and tedious to represent 
what exists because nothing that exjsts satisfies 
me. Nature is ugly and I prefer the monsters 
of my own fancy to that which is trivial." 

I have argued above that this spirit was present to some extent 

even in some of the most naturalistic ventures of Impressionism. It 

certainly sustained Moreau and many others. Its most influential 

representative amongst the critics during the 1870's and 1880's was 

Huysmans. 

Huysmans not only recognised the legitimate role of fantasy as 

art, he also placed stress on the Japanese contribution to it. In his 

essay "Le Monstre" he attempted to explain that "Le monstre en art 

5 

n'existe ~e;llement pas ou plutot n'existe plua a l'heure qu'il est 6 

pour nous". Modern chimeras, he observed, seemed to lack the will to 

live. He discusses the monsters of Assyria, Egypt and Greece. The 

Middle Ages he represents with "Notre Dame" on which liS' erige 1 'une des 
,. 

plus mervellleuses theories de monstres". 7 

Of recent work, only Gaya's "Caprichos" and "Proverbes" receive 

his approbation. After a passing appreciation of Ingres' "Angelique" , 

ifsmans turns to Japanese art; 



depuis lora les JaPQnais Bont les seuls qui tente~-
~eh~de procreer r~llement des monstres. Certaines 
figures d'Hokusai des ferr~es surtout, semblables ~ des 
fees pendues dans la brume, avec des cheveux tombant 
en saule-pleureur Bur des faces diminueea et pales, 
ont des aspe~s des fantbtnes, rta.Usent des apparitions 
de spectres, mais elles ne constituent pas, a propre
ment,parler, des monstrea'et d'autre part, les 
cltimeres,)aponaises, en terre bariolee, B;-vec leurs 
le~res a retroussis; leurs yeux projetes tels que 
ceux des lemaies au bout de pedoncules, leurs queues 
en toits pagodes. 

Japanese monsters were thus of necessity an important fRctor in the 

development of fantasy in the West • 

. # Besides the problem of the organic vi tali ty of individual Japanese 

monsters Japan also offered the example of a consistent fantasy world, 

paralleling the world of nature. This could be seen in individual 

prints but also in the decorative consistency between different objects. 

In my opinion this type of consistency is the result of the establish-

ment of a visual language - a restricted descriptive system which can 

be evolved to encompass experiences other than the immediately object-

ive. Descriptive naturalism tended to destroy or challenge the validity 

of such codes. It thus prevented visual fantasy from acquirin~ convict-

8 

ion, that is to say from appearing to be part of the "reality" of any given 

style. The discovery of Non-European art and Japanese art restored 

the notion of discrete visual languages as the basis of art and thus 

opened the w~ once more to fantasy. , 
The earliest manifestations of this were in ~~glish fairy tale 

illustration, in particular in t~e work of Walter Crane. Crane was born 

in 1845 in Liverpool. In 1851 the family moved to London and Crane 

attracted the interest of Ruskin who was shown some of his coloured 

drawings by a friend of his father. Ruskin a.rranged for him to be 

apprenticed to W. J. Linton the engraver and illustrator in 1859, and 

he studied with him until 1862. As we have seen, it was during this 

I 9 

time that Linton worked on illustrations for some of the earliest tmvel 

books to deal-with Japan. Crane however was chiefly influenced by the 
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Pre-Raphael! tes and their admiration for the l1iddle Ages. Uin fi ret 

painting was exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1862 when he lp.ft Linton, 

it was a "Lady of Shalot". He continued to paint all his life in a 

style heavily dependent on Pre-Haphaeli tiam and other English painters 

of sentiment. Crane's career was essentially that of a decorative 

designer, typographer and illustrator in the tradition of \-'illiam Morris. 

In the 1890's he even became a Morrisonian socialist and preached the 

sacred nature of craft using the Japanese artist as an example. 

During the 1860's he engraved many illustrations, including some 

from the work of Wirgman. The frontispiece for Mark Lemon's "\orait for I (111 ) 

the End" published in 18tO is typical of his work at this time; drama-

tic engraving using strong lighting and many lines and textures, strongly 

influenced by Pre-Raphaelitlsm. 

In 1865 Edmund Evans began to employ Crane to illustrate his famous 

yellow backed children's books. Evans had begun publishing these books 

in 1863 and was the first luropean printer to establish an accurate means 

of registering coloured prints from wood blocks. Before this time 

almost all illustrations had been hand coloured, as was the case with 

the plates in Osborn's "Japanese Fragments". I have noted above that 

Evans had worked as an engraver on the illustrations of one of the early 

~ooks on Japan. It is tempting to assume that the emergence of coloured 

wood block illustrations depended on the Japanese example and the dates 

coincide perfectly with this. However Evans doee not acknowled~e 

Japanese influence in his "Reminiscences". 10 

Crane's wor~ for ~~ans was highly eclectic. He once claimed to 

have drawn on "The pretty bits of Birket Foster - the romantic style of 

John Gibbert and the neat drawings of John Tenniel, G. Dodgson and 

S. Reid, for old houses and scenery, E. Duncan for Bea and ships and 

sometimes a stray Millais or Madox Brown to give the whole thing a 

dash of piquant Pre-Raphael! te flavour". 11 

To this we could add many more sources for individual images. 
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However it is clear that the basic visual language into which these 

influences were fitted was provided by the Japanese print as Crane 

himself acknowledged. 

It was, however, the influence of some Japanese 
printed pictures given to me by a lieutenant in 
the navy, who had brought them home from there 
as curiosities, which I believe, thouf;h I drew 
inspiration from many sources, gave the real 
impulse of that treatment in strone outlines and 
flat tints and solid blacks, which I adopted 
with variations from that time (about 1870) onwards. 

The date of Crane's first contact with Japanese art is contro-

versial. Konody, who knew him, tells the story of the gift of Japanese 

prints, but places the event in a Cheshire country house and dates it 

1865. However Crane himself gives another date, 1869, in his 

12 

"H.eminiscences" and claims that the event occurred at Rode Hall in 13 

Cheshire. He also mentions that during his journey in Italy (from 

1871-1873) he met a Captain Silsbee who was an enthusiast for Japanese 14 

art, in Rome in 1813. As we have seen, interest in Japanese art in 

Italy was stimulated at that time by the arrival in Turin of the 

exhibits for the Vienna exhibition. Moreover Crane's painting "Almond 

Trees from f10net Pincio" which was made on this journey, was cited by 

critics as an example of Japanese influenoe during its exhibition in 

Paris in 1878. It would seem reasonable to assume that Crane was exposed 

to some influence from Japanese art from 1865 but that this intensified 

after the\ 1861 exhi bi tion and that he was constantly influenced by it 

during the creation of his "Toy Book" illustrations. 

Crane's illustrations may be conveniently divided into three per

iods, those made for Ed~d 1vans and published by Routledge before 

his Italian journey, those made for bVans up to 1876 in a similar style, 

and those made later and published chiefly by Marcus Ward & Co. Japanese 

influence was strongest in the first two groups which included more than 

forty-four separate books. 

The Fairy Ship of 1869 is a good example from the early period. 

15 

1(112) 
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Th,C! use of flat colours bounded b'y black line3 is clC?arly seen .In the 

sc~nf~ of the loadi ng- of the shi p. So too is the CTaphic simplification 

of fonn and the use of asymmetrical composition to create space for 

instance in the loose jib with furled sails which hangs across the upper 

left corner of the illustrations or the appearance of the jib if the 

crane with its large ball, form the edge of the frame. The raised 

viewpoint permitting a IIpanoramic" presentation of the quay is also 

Japanese. 

These devices are all to be fcund in Hiroshige. 'l'he use of sails 

and masts as compositional devices can be found in No. 57 of "'The 

Sixty Odd Provinces" and the heightened viewpoint is frequent in "The 

100 Views of Yedo" - both these series had reached Btirope by 1869. 

However one may go further than to observe that these devices 

helped to create a convincing ambience for fantasy. The ship's crew 

and the dockers on the qua.y are all anthropomorphic mice, dressed in 

contemporary European clothing. Among' the prints collected by Burf.'es 

in 1862 was a print by Kunisato showjng anthropomorphic mice, Rocting 

out scenes in a narrative, presUJ'r.ably based on a traditional Japanese 

story. There were also p~ges of erotesques by Yoshikazu and KUnisato 

and a page of anthropomorphic cats by Yoshltora. 
<',. 

Anthropomorphic.mice also occur in the l~angwa. In Vol.10 Hokusai 1(113) 

showed mice representing a merchant and his labourers. The facial 

characteristics of Hokusai's mice are very close to those used by Crane. 

llice were a favourite subject for anthropomorphism in Japan, where 

there is a legend of a mouse kingdom "Kakunesato". However grasshoppers, 

foxes, cats, monkeys and many other creatures all appear in human guise 

in Japanese paintings, prints, carving, lacquer and other arts. 

It is clear. that Crane borrowed the anthropomorphic animals in the 

Hairy :Jhip from Japan(>se ;:n~t. 

However the influence of the Japnn esa example 'Was much broader. 



It seems reasonable to assert that anthropomo~)hic illustration in the 

work of Kate Greenaway, Ralph Caldecott, Tcnniel and Beatrix Potter 

depended on this original Japanese revelation. The objection to this 

is that English medieval art also provided examples of anthropomorphic 

animals, for instance in the bas de page illustrntions of. the R~st 

School of Illumination and in Cathedral Sculpture. Medieval art was 

a subject of serious interest to the Pre-Haphaelites and so could have 

suggested Crane's animals to him. Unfortunately there is no evidence 

of this. One must conclude that the Far Eastern example was res pons i-

ble. 

The incorporation of the text within the image was also a device 

borrowed from Japanese prints, as was the "crane" seal in the lower 

left-hand corner • 

. Anthropomorphism is not very common in Crane's later work, save in 

special cases. 
~ The beat in "Beauty and the 'Beast" (1815) is built on 

1\ 

Far Eastern principles, having the head of a wild boar and an elephant's 

trunk in place of a snout like an Indian Elephant God. 
au( 

Another source of anthropomorphism is rutford's "Tales of Japan" in 

which several anthropomorphic tales occur. In one, thE'! "Battle of the 

Ape and the Crab", the crab, the ape, an egg, a mortar and pestle and 

a wasp are all given anthopomorphic form and illustrated. In "La 

Princesse Belle Etoile" Crane gave the Witch a crab's body, it may be 

that he derived the idea from a JapaJ'lP se source; perhep:! this very 

book. 

In general, however, Crane continued to draw on the Far Eastern 

example for his compositions and motifs. In this respect the illus-

trations for Aladdin which he made in 1815 are of particular interest. 

For they alBO make use of the Far Eastern motifs to set the "tone" of 

the work. Moreover the impact of the Far East on Western fantasy is 

illustrated strikingly by the transplantation of Aladdin from the 

Bagdbad of the Arabian Nights to the Far Eastern location compounded 



mainly from China, but with much Japanese imagery. This change took 

place some time in the nineteenth century and was generally accepted as 

can be seen in the now traditional pantomime plot with the "WidoW' 

TW'ankee", the Chinese laundry and Aladdin's i nev ita bl e coolie ha t. 

This hat first appeared in illustrations such as those by' Crane. 
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Crane chose to avoid depicting the appearance and achievement of the 

Genii and instead concentrated on Aladdin's adventures with the magician. 

In the first scene Aladdin is a poor boy approached by a magician in a 

street whose architecture is Tecognisably Chinese. However a woman on 

the street wears a kimono and carriesl an umbrella, and a Geisha leans 

out from an upper W'indow. In the second,Aladdin in an elaborate Japan

ese yelloW' silk robe, extracts the lamp from a niche in a treasure

house whose variegated tiled decorations suggest a mixture of the 

Leighton house and the Alhambra. There is even an orieinal arch. Yet 

the W'hole setting is created in the "Japanese Print" manner that Crane 

described to produce a marvellous decorative creation. Paper lanterns, 

bronze, and blue and white china vases appear to r~mind one of treFar 

Eastern context. However the overall effect is not invincibly Far 

Eastern. The image has a unity achieved through the blending of current 

decorative tastes by means of the Japanese pictorial style. 

The next scene however is decidedly Japanese in appearance. On 

the right, Aladdin, waering his coolie hat and a patterned robe, peeps 

between the jamb and an elaborate carved door to see the Princess enter 

her palace. She is attended by two ladies in Japanese costume, Japanese 

coiffeurs, one of W'hom boW's, gesturing with a fan. She herself wears 

an elaborate kimono-like gown. However her gesture and profile is from 

Greek vase painting, even though she holds a closed fan. Crane adopts 

two typical Japanese compositional devices in this image. One is the 

use of areas of pattern to add interest to the design. The other is 

a large flowering branoh in the lower right-hand corner. 
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The setting with one figure watching behind a partjtion is also 

borrowed directly from Japanese prints. 

The next scene showing Aladdin leading his slaves with the wealth 

for the Princess' wedding presents shows no dependence on Japanese 

motifs. However in the "New Lamps for Old" scene the l'rincess is shown 

with a Geisha hairst,yle leaning out from another upper window with an 

open fan. The shutter of the window appears to be modelled on a 
" ' 

lacquered screen panel. FUrther down the street another Geisha leans 

out with a lamp for the magician. The architecture in this scene also 

appears to be Chinese. However it may well be that Crane's imaee of 

the Geisha was drawn from photographs of the Yoshiwara. In which case 

they would have shown brick buildings similar to those in this scene 

and the first. 1(115) 

In the final'image the wizard lies dead on a couch to the right. 

The couch is covered with material in an elaborate Japanese pattern which 

Crane uses to good effect to emphasise its recession in apace. To the 

left of the Prineess, in an elaborate Japanese costume, clings to Ala-

ddin, who is now dressed as a Mandarin. In the background a large 

painted sliding screen shows bird and flower motifs taken from Japanese 

prints. One prominent motif has a Chinese source. The bird devouring 

the snake is a symbol of good triumphing over evil. On either side of 

this screen we may glimpse a terrace with palms and coloured lanterns. 

It3 spatial function suggests that Crdne borrowed it from ±arly 

Renaissance art and indeed in some of his other books the debt is made 

clear by the Botticelli-like costumes of the protoganists. 

In Aladdin, Crane can be seen to borrow many motifs and compos i-

tional devices from Japanese art. He also made use of pictorial 

technique derived from Japanese prints. However the ultimate quality 

of his work is not Japanese since he has been influenced by other 

sources as well. Crane used Japanese pictorial devices in the same 



manner in which contemporary decorators used Japanese art objects. Th"-' 

result is fascinatin~; it has a stranep. integrity of taste despite its 

eclecticism but it is purely European in overall sentim~nt. 

It remains to mention the F'ar Eastern quali ties of other books by 

Crane. 
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The "Yellow Dwarf", also of 1815, contains several imn~cG with 

Japanese qualities. The motifs of the illustrations arc closely modelled 

on Early Renais:~ance pa~ntings. In the illustration in which thP. evil 

dwarf confronts the Princess, the background shows a lion in a rocky 

desert, straight from a Bellini or Mantegna, the Princess' dress and 

the tree she stands under is from Botticelli. However the evil pro

taganists in the story are Japanese. The dwarf with his beaked simian 

face and many panelled costume is clearly drawn from illustrations of 

the birdlike agents of mischief in Japan, the "Tengu". The final 

illustration shows a conflict between the dwarf and the hero of the 

story who is dressed in armour, based on a Roman pattern with helmet, 

sword and shield. Their conflict is set in a tiled Renaissance hall, 

with a banquet takinB place on a columned balcony in the background. 

But the compositional dynamism of the conflict is taken from the pict-

ures of Japanese heroes contending with monsters. Such images occur 

frequently in the work of Hokusai, for instance in "Yehon Sakir,aki", 

the book of warriors published in 1835 which W. Rossetti described in 

'''The Reader" in 1863. They also occur frequently in the work of Kuni

yoshi. Y~reover the author faces the hero mounted on a giant black 

cat which is a witch transformed. Such a cat witch features in Japan~se 

legends and is occasionally illustrated by Hokusai. 'l'he double page 

format of this work is also taken from Japanese books where combat is 

often represented 1n this way, with a combatant on each page. 

Crane produced eight fairy tale books in 1815, the peak of his pro- 11 

duction and sswe have seen the high point of the imports of Japanese 

art. Each provides similar evidence of the Japanese contribution to 
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the vocabulary of fantasy. This evidence is of more general importance 

than Crane's use of the Japanese print style to hold his borrowinf~ 

together, which was a personal choice and W~8 forsaken-even by Crane 

after 1875. Indeed Crane later rejected Japanese illustrative tech-

nique under the influence of Morris, as "apart from their naturalism, 

grotesquerie, and humour - they do not furnish fine examples of page 

decoration as a rule". 

In 1880 Hachette introduced Crane's books and those of Kate 

Greenaway into France. Huysmans was so impressed by them that he set 

aside his review of the official Salon to discuss them; 

Comme les albums anglais sont, avec 1es albums du 
Japon, lea seuls oeuvres d'art qu'il reste a 
contempler, en France, lorsque l'Exposition des 
lndependants se fenne, la pariinthese que j'ouvre 
me semble avoir sa raison d'etre. 

He praised Crane's compositions for their consistence "Chacun de 

ses feuillets est un tableautin", which was far above the standards of 

current French painting. 

Huysmans recognised the source of this consistency in Japanese 

prints. He described the "Fairy Ship" drawings as "un tour d'addresse 

tel qu'il faut, pour en trouver un auss! expressif et aussi agUe, 

18 

19 

recourir aux albums japonais d'Rokku et d'Okou-Sai". Huysmans compares 20 
,-

Crane's fantasies to those of Dore and also to a new artist, Odilon 

Redon. Thus it is clear that it is correct to use Crane's work as evi-

dence of a more general relation between European fantasy and the Japan-

ese example. Many other illustrated fairy tales appeared in the 1870's, 

with various degrees of debt to Japanese art, forinstance Marcus Ward 

published "Marcus Ward's Japanese Picture Stories". These were 

"Oriental tales told in brilliant pictures conceived in the true E:;!.stern 

spirit and with all the forcible drawing and effective colouring of the 

Japanese by native talent, with new versions of the atoriee in English 

Rhyme. Each book has seven large pictures, one Double Page, mounted in 

Japanese Screen, Panorama, Fashion". 21 



The stories sold for one shilling each and there were four, all 

from the Arabian niehts, Aladdin, Abou-Hassan or Caliph for a day, Ali 

Baba and the forty thieves and Slnbad. The "native" artists were 

European, not Japanese, as is made clear by their pastiche of JapanAse 

style (the same artists also pastiched medieval art in another series of 

fairy tales of Marcus Ward). 

The Marcus ~Jard pastiche is much more directly copied from Japan

ese art than Walter Crane's work. Aladdin makes a useful comparison. 

The landscape seen in the background of each scene is modelled directly 

on Hiroshige, even to use of a red tint in the sky on the horizon and a 

deep blue stripe at the top of the sky, both of which fade into a large 

central area of white in which lay Hiroshiee's cranes. Accurate images 

of Japanese wooden architecture appears in each plate, used in the 

correct "Japanese print" manner to create a setting. In the first plate 

a ragged Aladdin plays in a street of wooden shops with tradition~l 

blue and white curtains at their entrances. In another scene Aladdin 

spies the Princess and her companions through the slats in a wooden 

door. Aladdin retains his coolie hat, but he wears a Japanese robe 

and a sword. However, the Princess and her four companions are in full 
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Japanese costume. 1(116) 

The figure drawing is also loosely modelled on Japanese style 

both in the depiction of costume and in the drawings of Aladdin and his 

ragamuffin friends in the first scene, which resemble the drawjng in 

the Mangwa. The same may be said of the figures in the scene in which 

the ~L~gician sells lamps in the street. In this scene Japanese archi-

tecture is used to create a very subtle space. 

The double page showing Aladdin taking his riches to the palace 

also contains many figures borrowed from the Mangwa and elsewhere, set 

1(117) 

in a street modelled on those in Hokusai and Hiroshige's prints of Yedo. 

Japanese monsters are also represented in Aladdin, by the genii who is 1(116) 

modelled closely on the "Oni" the wicked Japanese devils which appear in 
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many stories. 

The humorous drawing of the cat in flight is also modelled on 

Japanese drawings, such as those by Kuniyoshi. Its humour is echoed in 

the use of Japanese cartouches to label all the characters in the scene, 

includin~ the cat, in a pseudo-Oriental acript. 

The outer covers of the books contained the first and final scenes 

of the story in large pseudo-oriental decorative borders. The back 

cover shows the poisoned' wizard lying out at the feet of the Princess I(117) 

who is dressed in a marvellous red kimono. Aladdin enters with a 

drawn Japanese sword, into a perfect Japanese interior. The illustrations 

are accompanied with 42 verses, of which the following refers to the 

last scene; 

What time you sup present this cup 
And when you see him stagger 
Give me the sign ~ I'll hasten up, 
And slay him with my dagger: 

The tone of this doggerel indicates the popular market at which this 

work was aimed. It shows that by this time there was fairly detailed 

popular knowledge of Japan. 

The remaining stories in the book are also complete pastiches in 

form. For instance when Ali Baba sets out with his three asses to get 

firewood, he does so along a section of the Tokaido road as seen by 

Hiroshige. Even the device of using tree trunks running' from top to 

bottom of the picture to create apace. However the characters in Ali 

Baba remain Arabian. They do not wear Japanese costume. In Sinbad, 

on the contrary, Chinese and Japanese costumes abound, Sinbad's wife 

is buried in Japanese costume and her father dresses like an old 

Chinese mandarin. 

other books made use of illustrations made by Japanese artists for 

Japanese tales. Work by Dickins and Regamey has already been discussed. 

Others produced similar work in 1881. W. E. Griffis produced "The 

Japanese Fairy World& 34 stories from the wonderlore of Japa.n wit.h 12 
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full page illustrations by Ozawa" in New York. In 1885 the Tokyo 

publishing house Kobunsha produced "Kobunsha's Japanese ]<'airy 'fales" _ 

a series of Japanese childrens I tales translated by B.ll.Chamberlain ft~~~ 
and others, printed on Japanese crepe paper and illustrated in colours ~/Il~) 

- ~o...-L 
by native artists; twenty titles are known to have been published. 23 

Many other similar works were published from the late 1870's, ensuring 

a widespread familiarity with the imagery of Japanese fantasy and 

enabling it to occupy a position in the Western consciousness without 

difficulty. There can be no doubt that this imagery permanently affected 

the style and subject matter of Western fantasy and indeed in cases like 

Aladdin changed that fantasy itself. It is not possible to follow this 

process in detail in the context of this thesis. 

It remains to discuss another aspect of the pursuit of the 

monster of fantasy which is less accessible to such direct analysis, the 

pursuit of "Le Monstre" by "decadent" artists in England and France. 

There is no equivalent in English for this term. It covers work by 

Redon, Rops and others whose imagery makes concrete the ironies and 

horror of human consciousness. The geneSis of the "decadent" view of 

experience is beyond the scope of this thesis. One can do no more than 

observe that a group of artists were attracted to Japanese art for com-

man reasons and that they have in common a rejection of any close 

stylistiC borrowing from Japan and seem rather to have been inspired 

by the freedom of Japanese fantasy and its conviction to create an 

equally free language for themselves. 

I have been unable for instance to find a single direct quotation 

from Japanese art in the prints of Rops and yet Huysmans could only 

find a comparison for it in the frank humour of Rowlandson and more 

particularly in the savage directness of Japanese erotic prints. 

In his essay on Rops, Huysmans identified a kind of erotic fan-

tasy as aesthetio in nature, as a means of escaping the flesh and not 



of sinking into it. This was "L'Baprit de Luxure. des idees erotiques 

iaol~s. sans correspondance materielle. sann besoin d'une Buite 

anima1e qui 1es apaise". 

Pursuing this "catholic" line of thought, Huysmans defines this 

eroticism as a special state of the soul and therefore profound and 

capable of being used to make great art. 
/' .: 

En art. cette hysterie mentale ou cette delect-
/ ation morose devai t forcement se tr~uire en des 

oeuvres fixer les images qu'elle s'etait crees. 
Elle trouvait, Ii, en effet, son exutoire spiri
tuel, Ie seul qui fut possible, car un exutoire 

, " .-' spirituel est comme je l'ai deja rapporte, Ie 
destructeur Ie plus certain de l'art. 

'// /'-
O'est done a cet etat epecia1 de l'ame que l'on 
peut attribuer les herrissements charnels, 
ecrits ou peints des vraie artistes. 

Huysmans then discusses Rowlandson's erotic images which he regards 
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as examples of healthy animality. Rowlandson's woman is more "la 
, 

machine a forniquer, la bete eanitaire et Bolide" than the "terrible 26 

faunesse de la Luxure". 

In Japanese erotic albums however, Huysmans sees the true spirit-

ual sadness of "L'Bsprit de Luxure". He notes that Japanese erotic 

images have a strongly depressive effect, speaking of the pa.rticipants; 

\. /' Enchevetres, dans d'impossibleB poses, tous 
gisent semblables a des cadavres dont de 
puissantes estrapades ont brise les os. 

He then describes the best and most terrifying erotic print he 

has seen; 

C'est une Japonaise couverte par une pieuvrel de 
Bes tentacules, l'horrible b~te pompe la pointe 
des seins, et fouille la bouche, tandis que la 
tete meme boit les parties basses. L'expression 
presque Burhurnaine d'angoisse et de douleur qui 
convulse cette longue fi~e de pierrot au ne~ 
busque et la joie hysterique qui filtre en meme 
temps de ce front, de ces yeux fermes de morte, 
sont admirables~ 

This may be identified as a print made by Hokusai in 1820. 

Iit'smans goes on to speak of the Japanese rehabilitation of "Luxure" 

through suffering and implies that it is Japanese erotic albums which 

27 

1(120) 



awake the interest of Rops and others in the possibilities for pro-

found art in the erotic. His analysis of erotic imaeery in terms of a 

still point between death and ecstasy 1s advanced at great length in 
,. 

his discussion of Rops' work, He goes further and he argues that 

Rops has rescued "Luxure" from the anecdote and the incidental and 

. " "replaced it "dans Ie cadre infernal ou elle se meut et, par cela meme, 

"-il n'a pas cree des oeuvres obscenes et positives, mais bien des 

oeuvres catholiques". 

Huysmans' reading of Japanese erotic work is not accurate in terms 

of Japanese culture, for it had a much more celebratory role than he 
the Japanese 

would allow and/did not concern themselves with the problem in any 
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Christian sense. Nonetheless his treatment shows how Japanese fantasies, 

if such they may be called, could have influenced the sense of what was 

possible in the West. It may well be that the strange corseted skele- 1(121) 

ton with fully fleshed buttocks which holds aloft a head in Rops' 1(122) 

"Initiation Sentimentale" owes something of its strange form to Japan-

ese example. The same may be true of many other assemblaees in Rops' 28 

oeuvre. However Rops' style is in no senae Japanese and the Japanese 

example must have operated ina manner such ao that described by 

Huysmans, as a liberator of the artist's fantasy. 

A similar problem arises in the case of Odilon Redon. It has 

recently been suggested that Redon's fantasies were inspired to some 

extent by Japanese art. In his book on Redon first published in 1964, 29 

Klaus Berger claims that Redon's work was undoubtedly influenced by the 

Japanese example from about 1880 onwards. He cites the coincidence of 

the album "Lea Origines" and the 1883 Japanese exhibition at George 

Petit~~ which he inaccurately calls a print exhibition. Berger illus

trates a Hokusai print of a ghost, without a comparison to indicate the 

type of source he has in mind. 

Siegfried Wichmann continued this suggestion in the Munich Olympic 

catalogue, where he argued that it was Hokusai who provided the crucial 



confirmation of Redon's attraction to chimeras and thp. bizarre as a 

means of expression. He links Hokusai'a use of "spectres" to that of 

Kubin. He makes specific comparisons. Plate five from the 1888 series 

of prints, "Tentation de Saint Antoine" based on E'laubert, which has 

the title "llisuite parait un ~tre singulier ayant un t~e d'homrne sur 

un corps de poisson", is compared"to a figure of a ghost haunting a 

relative from the Mangwa. 

Wichmann also compares the "Cyclops" print from "Les Origines" 

wi th a Hokusai print "'!'he Lantern Spirit of the O-Iwa" of 1830. The 

1900 "Cyclops" painting is also compared to a Hokusai spectre, "The 

Murdered Kasane appearing before her Husband" from Vol.10 of the Mangwa. 

Many other similar comparisons were made in the exhibition. 

Unfortunately Redon never made any direct comment on the signifi-

cance of Far Eastern art for his work. If it had been central tt it 

one would have expected some mention of his contact with it in "A Soi-

meme" , the journal which he kept from 1867 - 1915, but there is none. 

Furthermore Huysmans, in his essay "Le Monetre" makee no direct 

connection between Redon's art and the Japanese example. In particular 

he stresses the dependence of "La Tentation de Saint Antoine" on the 

forms of micro-organisms, and on the theories of Darwin which Redon 

knew from his friendship with the botanist, Armand Clavaud. For Huys-

mans, Japanese art had achieved its revelatory effect before Redon 

began his visionary work with "Les Origines". 

It may be argued that Redon's original vision is exemplified in a 

plate like "Vision" of 1819, which shows a spherical eyeball floating 

in the darkness between two massive classical columns and dominating a 

couple walking beneath it. In this case the embodiment of this con

cern in the image of Cyclops would be natural and the form could well 

have come from micro-organisms. None of Wichmann's Japanese compari-

sons stress "vision" either in having one eye or in having la.rge eyes. 
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Moreover Redon's use of black in his prints and his consequent use of 

the symbolism of black and white, light and dark, and of marvellous 

dense but melting blacks in his prints cannot be found in Japanese 

prints. 

In order to "justify" comparisons of the type made by Wichmann it 

would be neoessary to demonstrate a high degree of parallelism between 
--.. 
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the development of Redon's artistic intentions and the critical attitudes 

to Japanese art· in the 1880's and 1890's. This is beyond the scope of 

this thesis. However it is important to address one or two comments to 

the problem. 

Firstly it is possible to find closer sources for some of Redon's 

monsters in Japanese art. A glanoe at the. illustration of the page of 

grotesques collected by Burges in' 1862 will show two Cyclops figures; 32 

Redon may well have seen late prints of this kind. A similar "cyclops" 

may be found in Mitford's "Tales of Old Japan" in the illustration 

IlFunakoshi Jiugemon and the Goblins" which suggests that the image was 

widely known in Europe during the 1810's. A similar comment may be 32b 

made about Redon's use of various degrees of black. The Japancse ink 

painting style "Sumi-y .. e" was well-known 1n Franoe from the 1810's. 

Moreover the aesthetic value given to different densities of black in 

this style was appreciated. It may be that Redon knew of this prece-

dent for his own use of blacks. 

It would perhaps be possible to find many other models for Redon's 

fantasy images, but they would be subject to the same objeotion that 

Redon's employment of the Japanese motif has no direct explanation in 

his artistic intention. Nor can we reach forward in Redon's career 

to refer to his involvement with Far ~stern form and subject matter 

in the 1890's and 1900's. 

Redon's paintings of the Buddha. for instance, take the Buddha as 33 

a subject and an example. Redon is treating th~ Buddha and his image 
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as an element in his own cuI ture,not as a mysterious cultural protagonist 

from without. 
,/ 

The work of the l'1usee Guimet in popularining Buddh.i sm 

in France during the 1890's lies behind these works. This work and 

indeed the period of the later 1880's onwards lies outside the scope 

of this thesis precisely because this change in the relation of 

~Uropean and Eastern art may be said to have occurred at that time. 

From that time onward Far Eastern art was embodied in the Western 

visual tradition, not alien to it. It is not therefore intended to 

follow the general development of Redon's art in regard to its relation 

to Far Eastern art. This chapter concerns solely the role of Japanese 

art in developing fantasy images in the West. 

Both Redon and Rops produced work which has some "Japanese" 

qualities, though it is difficult to point to direct derivation of 

images or method in either case. The case of Redon is particularly 

controversial. Moreover both artists were working during the period 

when Japanese art was fully absorbed into the Western visual tradition, 

and this makes it very difficult to be precise range of sources avail-

able to them. 

Despite these problems we may say that Japanese art acted as a 

vital catalyst to the creation of Western art that was concerned with 

fantasy as an aesthetic end. We may date this influence from around 

1869 - with Crane's first work and Chesneau's lecture. It lasted until 

the end of the century through artists such as Beardsley. 

It is interesting that the influence of the fantastic aspect of 

Japanese art came later - that of its naturalistic aspects. For the 

major weight of "fantastic" borrowings came after the mid-1870's. One 

would have expected that it would have been easier to take the more 

literal interpretation'of Japanese art that fantasy required. 

lwloreover the emergence of J .K. Buysmans as a central figure in 

the championship of fantasy as a necessary artistic activity and his 
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constant references to Japanese fantasy in relation to Western art 

serve to show what formal analogies could not, that Jap~nese art had 

formed an archetype in his mind and in that of others which could be 

used to define an aesthetic objective. That objective was the 

creation of a consistent, convincing fantasy. 

As I indicated, this chapter is no more than a sketch, a pointer 

towards an enormous unexplored area of imagery in which t}~ influence 

of Japanese art can scarcely be traced without documentation which is 

beyond the scope of this thesis • 
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The culmination of the initial influence of the Japanese example in the 

West in the work of Vincent Van Gogh. 

In the summer of 1888, Vincent Van Gogh wrote from Arles to his 

brother Theo; 

In a way my work is founded on Japanese art •••• 
Japanese art, decadent in its own country takes 
root again among the French Impressionist artists. 
It is its practical value for artists that 
naturally interests me more than the trade in 
Japanese things. 

Theo had just informed him that he was thinking of breakin,::, the 

brothers' relationship with S. Bing, the dealer in Japanese works of 

art, that the brothers had both known in Paris, because of a dispute 

over payment for part of their joint collection of Japanese prints. 

He was anxious that this should not happen. 

Vincent's letters as a whole attest to his interest in and art-

iatic involvement with Japanese art. It is clear from them that his 

artistic development sums up and transcends all that has previously 

been written in this thesis. In a few years Van Gogh experienced and 

resolved the contraditions in nineteenth century aesthetic attitudes and 

artistic traditions which the Japanese example had laid bare over the 

previous twenty-five .years. He did this by drawing not only on the 

Japanese art available to him but also on current criticism of that 

art, on the myths about Japan current in h.urope and on \Jestern artistic 

images of Japan. To do fUll justioeto his feat would require an entire 

thesis, since his letters provide an unparalleled documentation of an 
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artist's development. This essay will concentrate on Van Gogh's relation 

to the current knowledge of Japanese art in the mid-1880's and on his 

achievements at ArIes and this discussion will be limited to central 

aspects of his work. It will show that Van Gogh's perception of the 

Western tradition was completely changed by the Japanese example and 

that all his major innovations depended on it. In other words that 

Japanese art had a major role in creating one of the major examples 
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used by "modern" artists. 

Paradoxically it is Van Gogh's place in the critical canon of the 

founders of lI,odernism which led to the underestimation of the role of 

the Far Eastern example in his development. ThA early dp.fenders of 

Modernism ~ere essentially concerned to assert the importance of the 

"revolutionary" forms of the new art and played down o:r ignored its 

roots in the nineteenth century. Since Van Go~h's use of the Japanese 

example was largely prompted, as we shall see, by the acceptance it had 

gained in the West by the mid-1880's and by its apparent aesthetic 

relations to earlier nineteenth century European art at that time, the 

Japanese contribution to Van Gogh's art was largely overlooked. 

Roger Fry was one of the first critics to do this. In Trans-

formations, he treats Van Gogh as a man searching for spiritual values 2 

who became a painter by accident. He is unable to account for the 

'visually flawless' quality of the later paintinBS, 'the only cxplana-

tion being Vincent's Boul'. He denies that Vincent slowly perfected 
,/ 

his art, contrasting him with Cezanne. This contrast is based on the 

way the individual art object was formed and ignores the repeated 

struggles with the same theme throughout Vincent's art. 1888 is 

treated as an 'annus mirab11is', the work without any precedent in 

art history. The only reference to oriental influences is a sur,-gcstion 

that the range of yellows in the 'Sunflower' painting! may have been 

influenced by eighteenth century Chinese art, and that it may have 

stimulated his interest in contour. Finally, he relates Van Go~h to 

the Fauves and the early years of the Modern Movement. This abslract 

formal link having been established, he sees him as an unsophisticated 

painter, a blatant anarchist whose importance is diminishing, like that 
/ 

of the Fau~es and for the same reason. 

This opinion of Van Gogh was the model for much that followed. 

Rewald's treatment is not so tendentious for his is a factual 

history. Unfortunately this leads to a dissociation of each asp~ct of 
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Van Gogh's life from his art. Japanese art has ita place, but it 

is only an incident which 'contributed greatly to his new artistic 

vocabulary'. The differences between Van Gogh's copies of Japanese , 

prints and their originals are explained by 'greater freedom of expres-
. 

sion and insistence on what was essential to him'. They are not 

examined in detail and the 'essential' is never defined. Hewald com-

pares Van Gogh's calligraphic brushwork and drawings of the ArIes 

period to oriental drawings and concludes that they do not have an 

'oriental flavour'. This is defined by the terms 'elegant, fluid or 

deft'. Like Fry, Rewald cannot get beyond the "morphological' aspect 

, of art history and so he dismisses the oriental influence as unimportant. 

The idea that Vincent absorbed an Oriental art form into his own style 

while retaining its essence is impossible for him to accept. 

Meyer Schapiro recognises that Japanese art played an important 

'I .i" 
part in the change of style during the Paris period, but trea~~ J~, 

only as an example which 'encouraged him to a radical break with the 4 

past'. He contrasts Van Gogh's art with Impressionism, ignoring 

Vincent's use of the term to refer to all modern artists, including 

himself. Schapiro is wrong when he says that Vincent copied prints by 

Hokusai; there is no evidence of this. He recognises that Japanese 

prints may have influenced choice of subject in the ArIes period, for 

instance in the paintings of drawbridges. But his discussion is based 

on the 'morphological' account of Van Gogh's art in which a reaction 

to impressionism led Vincent to admire 'the preCise silhouettes and 

flat pure colours in strong contrasts' of Japanese prints. 

Hark Roskill has recently made a more detailed discussion of the problem. 

However he is committed to a formal viewpoint and to treating all 

post-Impressionists as identical in development. He aszerts that they 

all 'passed through Impressionism', as if this abstraction was a signi-

ficant constant for each artist. In faot, as we have seen, it was a 

5 
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a different phenomenon for each artist involved and in Van Gogh's case 

scarcely influential at all. A similar forced parallelism is used to 

show that Vincent's theoretical development was the same as Seurat's. 

This argument fails because Seurat did not begin with the poetic aim 

of Van Gogh but with phenomenonological ~ttitudes. The similarity in 

their development is spurious, the structure of Van GoCh's paintings 

is totally alien to Seurat's architectonic forms. They could not 

possibly be by men whose artistic aims were closely related. In his 

treatment of Japanese art Roskill uses the contemporary terms 'Japon-

isme' and 'Japonaiserie' to which he attaches arbitrary meanings. 

'Japonaiserie' is defined as the fascination with the external exotic 

elements and associations of Japanese art. It was closely allied with 

popular taste and fashion. This led to the incorporation of Japanese 

objects into paintings or to painting which used Japanese subject matter 

for its own sake. 

'Japonisme' is the incorporation of elements of Japanese style 

into Western art. The notion of 'Western Art' is an abstraction which 

Roekill never attempts to explain. In fact contemporary critics tended 
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to synthesise East and West as we have seen. Hoski11 avoids dealing 6 

with works like Manet's portrait of Zola in which both his "Japonisme ll 

and his "Japonaiserie" can be seen. 

Roskill uses the distinction to deny the central importance of 

Japanese art for Van Gogh's development by diamissin& all examples 

before late 1888 as "Japonaiserie" and therefore peripheral to the 

changing form of Van Gogh's art. This is only a disguised form of the 

idealised 'morphological' account of Vincent's development proposed by 

Fry. Roskill even ignores the Japanese element in 'Boats at Saintea 

Harie} as it is unhelpful to his theory ,fitting neither Japonisme nor 

Japonaiserie. 

Nor is there room in his theory for the idea that Vincent used 
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Japanese art as the basis of a new formal and poetic synthesis. He 

dismisses Vincent's discussions of Japanese art as unoriginal by com

paring them with texts from contemporary critics. He ignores Vincent's 7 

power to use other men's writings to express himself, or to identify 

with other men so completely that his art was influenced by their ideas. 

Vincent was in the habit of quoting from his reading thro~hout his 

letters, but his use of the quotation is always original. 

I disagree with Roskill's detailed discussion as well as his gener

al view that Vincent was not greatly influenced by Japanese art, but I 

will deal with this in the body of my essay. Like the other studies, I 

have mentioned Roskill is concerned to fit Van Gogh's development into 

an overall morphological description of post impressionism and in doing 

so distorts the significance of his art. 

Finally I would like to mention H.R. Graetz's book The Symbolic 

Language of Vincent Van Gogh. Graetz, being ~oncerned only with 8 

Symbolism, avoids making an artificial break based on formal develop-

ments during the Paris period. The priority of theme over form in 

Van Gogh's work is clearly emphasised and his development is seen as 

continuous. Formal transformations are seen as no more than an 

attempt to express themes more clearly. 

Graetz's treatment of Van Gogh's letters, notably in connection 

with the 'Self-portrait as Bonze' pointe to the significance of Japan

ese art to Vincent. 

To sum up, Van Gogh has nearly always been seen as a 'post Impres

sionist', an artist whose work was a reaction to Impressionism and a 

founder of modern art. This view was ba~ed on a formal criticism of 

his work which prevented the understanding of influences that were 

more complex than simple borrowings of form or motif. His art was 

primarily defined as 'not impressionist" and 'proto expressionist'. 

My view of Van Gogh is the reverse. He was a traditional nineteenth 

century artist who made use of the discoveries of the Impressionists 
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and their successors to ,express £ully the thnmes of Dnlacroix, Millet, 

Courbet, etc. At the heart of his art lies the dream of an ~arthly 

paradise in which imagination and reality become one through art. 

This dream is alien to 'modern' art. In Japanese art he found the dream, 

apparently realised, and his commltment to it was absolute. 

A full investigation of his relationship to Japanese art will 

therefore tell us a great deal about Van Gogh's own work. 

Van Gogh first mentions having seen eastern art jn a letter written 

to his friend Furnee, the land surveyor, with whom he had undertaken 

painting expeditions at Drenthe. The letter was written early in 1884 

before January 20. Furnee was soon lcavine for the Indies. Vincent 

mentioned that he has seen Chinese and Ja~se art linking it to the 

art of Algeria and Egypt, which had fascinated the Romantics: 

Many French painters and others have felt the advan
tage of going to Algeria or Egypt and I have the 
impression that the Indies will present similar effects 
to a certain extent. 

Similarly, some painters went to China and Japan and 
I have seen excellent things from these countries. 

He had therefore seen original eastern art before he arrived at 

Nuenen in December 1883. In my opinion he first saw it sometime before, 

perhaps in England in 1873-4 or more likely in Paris while he WRS 

working there for Goupils between May 1815 and April 1076, and the 

Japanese craze was at its height. 

It is possible to relate Borne of his earlier work to certain 

models. Several aspects of the drawing "Sorrow" may be related to the 

image o£ the poetes~ Ko-Mati, reproduced in Felix Reeamey, published 

9 

in L'Art in an article by Burty in 1816, which Vincent probably SRW. 10 

By the time that he arrived in Antwerp in late November 1885 he 

already owned Japanese prints. He wrote to Theo that he had pinned 

them on his studio wall, and describes them; 

little women's figures in gardens or on the b~ach. 
horsemen, flowers, knotty thorn branohes. 10b 

'. 



He was to pin up Japanese prints in his "studios" in Paria and 

ArIes also. 

Although we know that the Japanese example was influencing Vincent 

before his period in Paris in the mid-1880's, this influence remains 

problematical and it Is only in 1886, when he returned there, thnt we 

can be sure of the influence of Japanese art on his work. He stayed 

In Paris until 1888 and the period is crucial. The crest of the initial 

wave of enthusiasm for Japanese art in Paris had just broken after the 

exhibition of Petit in 1883. Van Gogh arrived at the last possible 

time at which he could have picked up the strands of opinion and trad-

ition which constituted this enthusiasm and which have been discussed 

at length in the body of this thesis. Unfortunately there is little 

correspondence during Vincent's two years in Paris, since he was living 

with his brother. 
, 

However it is reasonable to assume that he absorbed 

the "realist" critical attitudes to Japanese art and the overestimation 

of Hokusai and nineteenth centu~ Japanese artists in general. Indep.d 

as we shall see, Van Gogh's borrowings from Japan can be completely 

accounted for by such artists. Japan was in the air. 

Within two months of Vincent's arrival in ~aris, the popula~ 

/ 
magazine Paris Illustre devoted a whole issue to Japan and included 

illustrations of Japanese art. Vincent copied part of the cover of 

this magazine and the whole issue was found among his property at his 

death. 

The problem of the Paris years is to describe as accurately as 

possible the place of Japanese art in the influences which Vincent met. 

To do this the place of the idea of Impressionism and the post-Impres-

sionism of Seurat must be re-examined. Vincent wrote in late 1806 to 

his painter friend Lievens: 

Since I saw the Impressionists I assure you that 
neither your colour theory nor mine, as it is 
developing, is exactly the sarne as their theories. 
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In the same letter he describes his paintings of flowers in which he 

tried to 'harmonise brutal extremes. Trying to render grey colours and 

not a harmony'. Vincent's ideas on colour were not Impressionist, and 

it was not Impressionism that gave him the impulse to lighten his 

palette, which may be traced back to Antwerp. The other inspiration 

for 'intense colour' available to him at that tirr~ was the Japanese' 
\ 

print, there'~oO he could find models for the landscapes 'frankly green, 
\ 

frankly blue' which hementlons. As for post-Impressionism, Vincent 

only met Seurat once, just before he left for ArIes and thoueh he 

often thought of his method 'did not follow it at all'. 

Neither divisionism nor Impressionism could have provided Van Gogh 

with the language of design which he needed to create an imaginative 

. synthesis from nature. They were both theories of optical naturalism; 

when Van Gogh mentions them he contrasts them with his'own painting. 

According to his friend Sisnar'it was easier to make a cat into a race

horse than to make Vincent into a neo-Impressionist. 

It has been suggested that Van Gogh's brushwork was liberated by 

his experience of the Impressionist bruSihstroke and the divisionist 

dot. The control of the brush by a disciplined 'microstructure' may 

have been influenced by Impressionism, but I will argue that the 

'microstructure' arose as a response to the discipline of an overall 
" 

synthetic design, and was considerably influenced by Japanese prints. 

Van Gogh's later style was first of all a re-interpretation of JapDnese 

prints in terms of oil technique. 

It would be foolish to deny the influence of Impressionism and its 

successors on Van Gogh, but it is justifiable to question its central 

importance. 

Moreover, I have shown above that, in practice "Impressionists" 

used many devices drawn from Far Eastern art. They did not work solely 

from the optical theory and aesthetic ideal which Vincent would have 

., 
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come across in the 1880's. Vincent's admiration was reserved for th~ 

elements in their work which led to a synthetic rather than an optical 

aesthetic and these wer~, in general, derived from the Far E~st. 

Vincent's personal contacts in Faris included several people who 

could have communicated current appreciation of Japanese art to him. 

. // Amongst these was the crltic Felix Feneon who was thinkin~ of 

writing a book on Japanese prints in 1887 which was never finished. 

A drawing by Lucien P~ssarro shows Feneon and Van Gogh sitting together 

as in serious discussion. 

In an article on the Impressionists in the weekly magazine Vocue 

,/./ 
in 1886, Feneon confused Impressionism with the aesthetic of Japanese 

art: 

These reactions of Visions, sudden perceptions of 
complementaries, this Japanese vieion could not be 
expressed by means of the tenebrous sauces which 
were concocted on the palette. 

// 
This fallacy led Feneon to substitute 'perc~ption of complement-

aries' for the hishly subtle colour systems of the Impressionists. 

'rhis abstract simplification of colour also affected Van Gogh. \-!hen 

he was 'seeking oppositions of blue with orange, red and green,ycllow 

and violett in his flower paintings of the winter of 1806-7, he W3G 

seeking the 'Japanese vision' of Feneon. 

/~ / 
In March 1888 1n Feneon's publication l.n Hp.vufl Indf>nendante,E. 

Dujardin wrote about the influenoe of Japonieme on the new art. For 

him representation was a chimera, symbolic conception was the point of 

departure in making a work of art. There was no need for a thousand 

details, one must fix the intimate reality by means of a minimum of 

lines and colours. The artist searched for the essential in the 

object which sprang from his relation to it. 

Dujardin gives Japanese art and the cheap peasant prints of 

Epinal as examples of an art in which this process of simplification 

to what is essential in an objeot, produced good results. 
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Ilis description might be a manifesto for Van COGh '0 atti tude to 

artistic creation. 'To seize the easential feature and reproduce, or 

even better, produce it' was Van Cogh's aim in all his later painting 16 

and like Dujardin he always thought of this essence as a quality of 

Th~ture revealed in its relationship to man, not as a universal truth 

upheld against nature.by man's will. This is made clear by the letter 

in which he discu~ses the paintings of a portrait head, in which to 

fully express his model he becomes an arbitrary colorist, havin~ begun 

with observation from nature. 
/ ,; 

Feneon and his colleagues saw in Japanese prints the linking of 

nature and the creative symbolic imagination. They must have convinced 

Van Gogh of this opinion. Another acquaintance in Pario was ~. Bing, 

\ the dealer in oriental art and the proprietor of Bine'o Gallery. The 

brothers collected and sold Japanese prints as a joint venture, tak1nr: 

them from Bing's stock under a special business arrangement. In Nllrch 

1088 when he had just left Paris, Vincent wrote to his aister that they 

had hundreds in their possession. These are now in the Vincent Van 

Gogh Foundation's possession. Unfortunately I have been unable to 

inspect them. However I have been able to examine a emaIl l70UP of 

prints from the collection Dr. Qachet was eiven by Vincent a.nd flllb-

sequently left to the MUsee Guimet. They are all later ninet~enth 

17 

century prints of figure subjects, by Toyokuni, Kunichika and Yoshik~zu. 10 

Theo also kept original Japanese paintings, drawinl.;9 and objets 

d'art from Bing. Vincent spent a lot of timo in the attic and cellar 

of 'Bing's House', where there were 'millions of prints piled up, 

landscapes and figures and old prints'. He particularly admired what 

he called the 'three hundred views of Fuji' by Hokusai which ho later 

asked Theo to get for him. The Bing stock gave him a chance to look a.t 

a lot of Japanese work long and composedly. 

Contrary to popular belief. Vincent examined and admired Eastern 
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art of all periods. Bing's connoianeurship allowed him to cn~ouraee 

Vincent to examine 'the excessively synthetic drnwin~!3 of nnoUlfH 

period' which he was to be interested in later. nin~ wns not a critic 

capable of theorising about the aesthetic relevance of Japanese art for 

the Kodema so it is unlikely that his idean had much dtrect infl Ufmce 

on Vincent. When he wrote about Japanese art in the firot inoue of his 

publication Le Japon Artiatigue) Vincent rejected his text as 'a 

little dry'. 

Others also benefited from Bing's shop, includin~ Bernard and 

Anquetin two of Vincent's acquaintances. Vincent 'ronde Anquetin and 
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Bernard' learn there. They were not in a position to teach hiro much 20 

about Japanese prints. 

One painter, A. s. Imrtrick, recorded his memory of a converoation 

with Van Gogh and a description of the flat where he lived with 1bco: 

I have been to the flat where he was livin~ with 
his brother Theodore, 54, Rue Lepice. It was 
quite a comfortable one, even rather cluttered 
up with all kinds of furniture and works of art. 
On an easel was a yellow picture called "Homana 
Parisiens', the first of a series of yellow 
pictures. There he drew my attentionoapecially 
to a number of what he called orepes, i.e. Japanese 
prints printed on crinkled paper like crepe. It 
was clear they interested him greatly and I was 
convinced from the way he talked that what he was 
aiming at in his own painting was to get a 61milar 
effect of 11 ttle cast shadows in oil from rOUf.~hnesa 
of surface, and this he finally achieved. 

Hartrick's account shows that Vincent was consciously u9i~ Japan-

ese prints as an example for hie own work and that he re~rded their 

'practical value for artists' as central to hjs own work. Vincent was 

not interested in their value as curiosities. 

Hnrtrick also indicates that Vincent was in no sense attemptinr, to 

'imitate' the form of the Japanese print but sought a similar effect 

while using the full possibilities of oil paint's roughness of surface. 

Hartrick's account is a flat oontradition of those who admit Japanese . . 

influence in Vincent's work only when they see flat areas of paint. 

21 
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The elimi~~tlon of cast shadow is a Common factor in all Van Gogh's 

post-I'aris painting; Hartrick' s account shows that Ja.panese prints 

provided the inspiration for this. 

Van Gogh used Japanese art to tran3form his own. }~'ven in hi B 

copies of Japanese works in oils, ,alteration3 and experiments are 

always present. During his time in Paris he printed three 'copies' 
" 

of Japane~e prints and several paintings in which Japan~8e art figures 

are in the background. brom theje we can reconstruct their influence 

on him. 

A picture of a woman in a cafe can be identified as a portrait 

() 
of La Segatori, the owner of the cafe 'Le Tambolin'. It was painted 

earlier than the summer ot 1881. In the background Jnpanese works of 

art are sketched in on the wall. 
o 

Van Gogh organised an exhibition of Jap..'lnese prints at "La Tamborin" 

" which this painting recorda. 

The painting is often compared to paintings of cafo scenes by 

Degas or Lautrec, but neither are helpful in explaining it. Degn.s rn:w 

have supplied the subject matter but his paintingn show a unity of 

figure and apace that is not present in the Van Gogh. Lautreo's paint-

inga are later, around 1890, and tTiey depend on Ja.panese prints, which 

gave Van Gogh's portrait its visual image. 
~' 

La Se~~, the table she is leaning on, and the two stoola to 

either side of it form a surface pattern against the background, to 

which they are entirely unrelated. This duality of surfa.ce pattern and 

background 1s clear 1n the ohairs to her left. The seats of these 

chairs are bright yellow and contribute to the rhythm of the surface 

pattern. The rest of the chairs are simply outlined against the grey of 

th~ background, their contour records their existence ns a pattern, 

but does not assert their independent three-dimensional substance which 

would interfere with the flat pattern of the painting. Vincent has 
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also suppressed the transition from floor to wall completely, to avoid 

challenging the flatness of the overall composition. 'rhese devices 

are all taken from those Japanese prints which completely separate 

figure and ground to achieve a total unity in design. La ~egatori is 

completely isolated from the background. In some places Van GOf~h 

actually uses a contour line, for instance in her right ann and haTld, 

to further flatten the design. 

Some pointilliste dots can be seen on the paintinc but basically 

the brush strokes are determined by the design. They follow the rhythms 

imposed by the overall flat pattern, althoueh not so freely as in later 

paintings. 

Two paintings of the colour dealer and picture seller Fere Tanguy 

in front of a wall of Japanese prints were also made in early 1087. 24 

According to Bernard, Vincent painted the first version in his 

presence, at Tanguy'swhere they may have met. It was finished in a 

day. Vincent then repainted the portrait a little later in his stUdio 

because Tanguy wished to keep it. It has always been assumed that tho 

version in the Rodin museum which Rodin bought from Tanpuy's daughter 

is the original and the version 1n the NlarchoB collection is the o~p-

painter later, but I believe the reverse to be true. 

The Niarchos version is much more sketchy, as one would expect 

from a painting finished in a daYJ its composition is also much looser. 

It shows a framed picture in the background as it should if painted 

at the picture dealer's house. The Rodin version gives the impression 

of a carefully calculated work, much better posed and finished. A 

stu~ for this version survives. such a study would have been unnec-

essary if the painting had been done in a day. The background of the 

painting inoludes a version of the Oiran by Keisai Yeisen (see below) 

which Vincent had copied independently from a magazine cover. Its 

inclusion here must have been inspired by the sight of the independent 
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copy in his studio, of which it ia a simplified replica (see Key to 

Rodin illustration No.7). Vincent must have eiven 'l'ani;tly the copy. 

None of the Japanese prints in the background are accurate copies 

'of prints, neither are they attempts to imitate the matflrial form of 

Japanese prints in oil paint; rather they are imBi~inative translations 

of the Japanese aesthetic into oils. 

They were more important to Van Gogh for themselves than for their 

value as attributes of Tanguy, the 'petty tradesman living close to 
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nature'f that he mentions in his later letters. They are exercises in 26 

understanding a foreign aesthetic, of value for their own sake. In 

both versions Pere Tanguy is completely leolated from the background by 

a clear contour which is the logical development of the composition of 
\) 

the portrait of 'La. Segatori at Le Tambolint. Tanguy has no mediating 

chair or table, only his flat patterned figure 1s seen fl.'~ainst the 

background. 

In the Niarchos vereion the body 1s rather large for the picture 

surface, Van Gogh has used separate contour linea all round the body 

in an attempt ,to give it great emphasis. He is clearly struggline to 

transform the image of a model before him into Japanese terms. Tanb~Y's 

jacket and trousers still' show strong sculpturesque modelling. 'rhe 

broad stroke still has a lot in common with .Antwerp painting • 

..... In the Rodin version Pere Tanguy is well related to the picture 

plane; the problem of the contour has been Bolved without the use of 

arbitrary lines. His clothes are no longer strongly modelled, the 

brush strokes are'disciplined into a flat pattern, which links them 

with the prints in the background. The aesthetic of thp. Japanese print 

has been fUlly transformed into alIa. F~r Vincent the centre of this 

aesthetic was not the use of flat planes of colour with clearly de-

limited contours, but the identity of the medium with the represented 

image. Japanese prints show a tremendous range of graphic effects, 
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great variation in line and area is possible. 'l'his can be clearly 

appreciated by examining the designs of Hokusai which are often based 

not on contour but on the interactions of various graphic forms. Thf' 

process of printing forced the designers of the prints to give immed-

iate significance to each form and automatically identified colour 

exactly with each form. In some ?ases, the graphic form described a 

single object exactly - whether cloud, leaf, petal, flower or face. 

Like earlier artists, Van Gogh took this aesthetic of print and trans-

ferred it to the brush stroke of his oil technique but he made it inde-

pendent of an illusory function such as modelling or l1p,hting. His 

stroke relates only to the autonomous, two-dimensional structure of the 

picture plane and 'represents' objects only in its own terms. He wrote 

later than a painting was successful when the representation of an 

object and the means of representing it are identical. 

The prints in the background of the Niarchos version show the 

first impact of the new aesthetic on Van Gogh's art. Tile broad. brush 

strokes liberated from the need to imitate modelling and light, become 

expressive entities, identical with the images they mako up. 1~e 

flowers on the lower left show the identity of the form of the flower 

with the coloured mark made by the brush. The landscape in the middle 

right shows a similar quality. Some attempt to unify the prints is 

made by including the red of T8J1guy's contour in each one. In een£'ral 

however the Niarch08 version l!ltill shows Vincent struggling to under-

stand the significance of the Japanese print for his own art. 

In the Rodin version the print and oil aesthetics are much closer, 

particularly in the landscape in the upper right hand corner which would 

almost be a painting of the ArIes period. Individual brush strokes 

are clearly visible within the forms of the landscape. They follow the 

shapes of the bank but without losing their independence of form and 

colour. The painting of the background of the second version of the 
• 
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Tanguy portrait was used by Vincent to come to a full unlerstandine of 

Japanese art in terms of his own painting. 

In doing so he discovered the possibility of art independent of 

the need to imitate the visual qualities of nature and yet disciplined 

to it. He discovered that c~lour and form could be used with reference 

only to the picture plane and the medium in which they were embodied 

loss of 
I 

without the commi j' .nent to nature. Indeed by making design an 

internal quality of the art object the poetic expression of man's 

relation to nature was made easier. Van Gogh's development hos much in 

..; -common with Cezanne's, in some ways he is much closer to Cezanne than 
./ 

he is to Gauguin. While Cezanne made his discovery by constant work 

and intellectualisation of his experiences, Van GoCh's was sug~ested to 

him by Japanese prints and his art in conoequence is much closer to 

natural forms. ../" While Cezanne sought harmony parallel to nature, Van 

Gogh attempted to fuse nature and art into one magic creation. It wa:1 

only wi th the help of the disciplined langua(;c of deeir,n of the Japanc·se 28 

print that this attempt was successful. Van Gogh constantly refers to 

hie difficulty in separating nature and art and to hiB desire th~,t his 

paintings should live. Japanese art provided him wi th the means to un.! te 29 

them without yielding to chaos. 

Van Gogh made three free copies of Japanese prints durinl~ hin tim/? 

in Paris. 

A bridge in the rain with men crossin~ it is a fairly exact copy 

of a Hiroshige print. However, Van Gogh has created round it on 

inverted frame of green with red characters, to which he has banished 

the cartouche, leaving the print as a visual unity in the western 

tradi tion. The water and sky show modulated brushstroKp.8 not derived 

from the original print. The unnatural line of the horizon, the bridge 

and its occupants are exact copies of the original. Van Gogh's int~nBe 

interest in the exact manner of the depiction of the figures is import-
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ant for his later representation of figures in landscapE's. 'fhf'y are 

seen as human entities, not as vague impressions indistinct from nature. 

Their humani ty alone ~i ves reality to the bridge and the rain. Ji'or 

the Japanese and for Van Gogh there is "always something of a figure" 

in landscape. Despite its close relation to its original, the copy is 

of personal significance to Van Gogh. 

A painting of a flowering plum tree is a cop,y of a Hiroahige. In I(128) 

this case the tracing with which the copy wa3 made survives and the 31 

Japanese inscriptions in the frame can sometimes be read. Yet the 

picture still has personal significance. 

Van Gogh emphasises the blossom by the use of a carefully modulated 

impact. He intensifies their preciosity. He knew they were symbolic 

of a new life, of fertility, from the article in L'Art of 1805 on the 

poetess Ko-Mati by Ph. Burty or a similar source. ~~is is probably 

what attracted him to the print. The people walking alonG' the fence in 

the distance are also a personal interpretation. Their bright yellow 

clothes emphasise their presence in a manner unlike the original print. 

They are of human interest, like the strollers in western boulevards. 

One identifies with their action 01· walking alonp: under trees and. in 

doing so one enters the landscape. 

The presentation of space by means of a network of overlappina 

patterns in this case of trees, i8 often found in Van GoI~'B later 

paintings, as is the expliQit emphasis of contour and outlines in 

vegetation. The process of tracing may have been suggested to Van 

Gogh by contemporary descriptions of how Japanese prints were trans-

ferred from the master's drawing to the block engravers, such as that 

by Louis Gonse 1n L'Art Japonais. He used it again in a third 'copy', I(129) 

the centre of which was copied from a magazine cover, by menna of 

tracing which was then enlarged by being equared over. 

As in the Pere Tanguy paintings Vincent simplifies the form of the 

1(130 ) 

32 
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print to fit the oil technique. The pattern of th(~ collar is simply 

enlareed but the drapery of the torso io turned into a pattern of 

freely placed brush strokes. 1~is copy hao the quality of free inter

pretations that we see in the background p~jntint~ of the Pere Tan/~y 

!>ortrai ts where it appears once again in the Rodi n verst on. Ii'rom thp. 

description given by La Faille their colours are the same. I am 

inclined to date the Oiran with the Tanguy portraits in the first half 

of 1801. The, magazine cover is basically a black engravin/r with some 

coloured tints in blue, green, red and yellow. Van Gogh has ignored 

this and treated the form directly in bright colours. 

hVen in these three copies Van Gogh has reacted to Japanese art 

in his own terms, learning from it how to create hie own style. They 

were all made in early 1881, at the same time as the other worr.s which 

show his interest in Japanese prints. 

In 1888 Vincent painted.a selt-portrait with a J~ranese actor 
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1(131) 

print in the upper right hand corner. It is in a very broad otyle. 34 

The face itself shows a characteristic Japanese effect; the eyf's 

appear as if from a full frontal poei tion while the other feo.turf's are 

given a three-quarter profile. Owlinee are used round the nose rnd 

eyes and the dome of the head is exaggerated as in Japanese printG. 

The painting corroborates Bernard's description of tho oriental 

decorations in Van Gogh's flat. Since every element in a Van Gor~h 

portrait has a symbolic meaning, we must assume that Jaranese prints 

had as great an importance for Vincent at the end of the Paris period 

as at the beffinning. For he associates himself with no other art in 

this way. 

The direct evidence of Vincent's contact with JapAn~se art sur.eesto 

that he went through a period of intense interest jn it in late 1886 

and early 1881 and that for the remainder of his time in Paris he was 

more concerned with realizing its importance for hie own art. The 
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paintings he did during this period show considerable Japanese influence. 

However, impressionism had taken elements of its df:sign from Japan-

ese art andall Van Gogh's contemporaries were interested in it. It is 

therefore essential to show that he was directly influenced by Japanese 

prints and did not simply absorb features of Japanese design from the 

styles he saw around him. No other post-Impressionist copied Jap~nese 

prints, nor venerated the Japanese in the manner of Van Gogh. So we 

have good reason to assume direct interest in the prints themselves. 

We also have his testimony that he made Bernard and Anquetin look at 

the prints in Bing's. 

During 1886-7 Van Gogh painted a series of flower paintings. He 

wrote to his sister in the autumn of 18871 

Last year I painted a long series of flowers in 
order to get accustomed to using a scale of 
colours other than grey - namely pink, soft and 
vivid green, light blue, violet. yellow. oran/;e, 
rich red. 

He compared one of them" with 'Japanese lacquer inlaid with mother-

of-pearl', they were 'lilies white, pink, f~een a~~inst black'. 

This particular painting is unidentifiable, however Van Go~h's 

remark shows that he was using eastern art to help with his 'gymnastics' 

in rendering a harmony of intense colour. 

There are interpretations of Japanese flower prints in the back

grounds of the portraits of P~e Tanguy, which show Vincent's interest 

in Japanese flower prints. They are handled in simple bright colours, 

such as he declared to be his aim in the letters. 

The two Paris period flower paintinga which can be identified 

from the letters show the influence of Ja~~nese prints. 

The painting of "orange tiger lilies" is often rela.ted to 

pointillist techniques. In fact the pointillism is restricted to the 

blue background, it is used to enliven the blue, by pattern and by 

contrast, not by optical mixture. It does not create an atmosphere t 

35 
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The flowers themselves are Been as objects identical with thp. brush-

strokes that make them up, just as the impresnion of the Japanese wood 

block is identical with the form of thp flower it represents. 1ven their 

stamens have been carefully observed and given individ~~l brushotrokea 

for each form. The effect is of a heightened perception achieved through 

contemplation, not the generalised reconstruction of a phenomenon of 

light through which that deception was achieved. 

As in many of the flower paintings the vase Beems slightly out of 

place. The two flowers on the left have only a decorative relationship 

with it. They exist as patterns of paint on the picture plane, their 

scroll like stalks were not made to support them. 

Vases hardly ever appear in Japanese flower prints; their design-

ers preferred to spread their flowers in a decorative arrangement across 

the surface of the print, often suggesting that they were still growin~. 

Hokusai's flower prints provide good examples of this, and they were 

widely known at the time. 

In another flower painting the vase has shrunk ridiculously and 

enormous white, pink and red flowers float before a green background. 

30 

1(133) 

I (134) 
39 
40 

Vincent's friend, Van Banger, remonstrated with him for painting 

these "flat" flower pictures but' was unable to get him to agree to his 

error. The flatness was not perceived by Vincent because he was in a 

period of transition from the academic, western technique of his earlier 

work to the work of the ArIes period which was to be dominated by the 

Far Eastern example. His struggle to reconcile the three-dimensional 

vase and its automatic central point of vision with the independence of 

the individual flowers on the picture plane ia evidence of this. 

1'Ventually Vincent did achieve a satisfactory two dimensional synthesis 

in one flower painting, which may be compared with part of the background 
..... 

from the Rodin version of the Portrait of Pere Tanguy. It anticipates 1(135) 

the paintings of sunflowers made at Arlea. 41 

1 
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The subject of flowers was almost certainly sum.;ested to Vincent 

by Japanese prints. Other subjects, like a pro nting showing prawns 

swimming among weed, may also have been fJUgg-eo ted in thin way. 'rhe 

convention of representing the prawns as actually in the sea comes from 

Japanese prints such as Hiroshige' a famous' 'Praw~ and Horae Mi-I.ckfJrel t. 

A drawing of a prawn was used as a margin decoration on the page of 

Paris Illustree, from which Vincenttook the bamboo motif for the frame 
.' 

of the Oiran. 

The Paris "landscape" paintings also contain many Japanese elements. 

42 

In a 'View of Monmartre t , in Chicago, the balance of the repeated shapes 1(131) 

of the lamps on the left against the solid mass of the ruddy orange 43 

observation platform parallel to the picture plane on thp. right is de-

rived from a Japanese approach to space. The two elements are related 

across the flat greenish white of the picture plnne. Thp sky is identi-

cal in hue and tone to the foreground of the road, this isolates the 

pictorial elements as in a Japane~e print where the picture plane 16 

neutral, representing nothing but itself. Objects And motifs relate 

through this neutral plane. The use of recessional angle, without ref- 44 

erence to any fixed pictorial centre, i9 common in Japanese prints. 

The recessional in this painting is used in the Japanese manner. 

Similar "Japanese" qualities can be seen in "A Corner of Mont-

martre". Road and sky seem made of the same neutral stuff. The 

patterned two-dimensional reoession of the road is very like Hiroshige's 

Tokaido road prints. Contour lines are also used and the fi~~res have 

the appearance of figures in Japanese prints. They are symbols of 

human life and activity. The girl and small child on the right show a 

close human relationship in a gesture that neo-impressionism could never 

have presented. They even have outlines like Japanese figures. 

Brushwork in Van Gogh's landscapes is a epecial problem. In land

scape the brushstroke cannot be identical with the individual forms 

45 



that are perceived, for the forms are too numerouG. Inotcad, Van Gogh's 

trushstroke takes on an expressive q~~lity which makp.s up hy its inde

pendent formal strength for the inability to totally represent man' B 

experience of nature. 

The transition comes in paintings such as 'The Wheatfield' in 

which the brushstrokes which indicate the green wheat and yellow 

stubble form a pattern like iron filings in the poles of a magnet. 

Their expressive power is still coincident with the identity each stroke 

has with the image of a stalk of wheat or stUbble or a poppy-flower. In 

the background of the Rodin version of Pere Tanguy, in the landscape in 

the upper right-hand corner, some brush strokes can be SAen independent 

of a particular form. Instead they follow the rhythm of the composition 

made by the landscape. Their expressive quality comes from their 

attempt to conform to the design on the picture plane. 
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This brushstroke can be seen in the series of the views of Paris. 

~ven in such paintings as 'The Restaurant de la Sirene' the brush strokes 

are arranged in conformity with the tensionn created on the pioture 

plane by the design. The end wall of the restaurant's upper storey 

shows strong green and brown horizontal strokes, which relate to the 

suggested mass of the building and to the contour of the wall. At the 

same time the strokes refuse to be identified with the bricks on the 

wall. 

The stroke becomes even more independent of the jndividu~l forms 

in other views of Paris. In the painting 'Fields at Montmartre', that 

is illustrated, the composition depends on the pattern of independent 

brush strokes for its unity. They link trees, fences and buildings 

with a consistent expression of common energy. Their role in the fore

ground is especially striking. They exist in an area of blank canvas 

and represent reality by an unconscious inductive process. Like the 

lines in Cezanne's late water colours, their interrelationship parallels 

41 
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reality. Hokusai's landscape prints use graphic ~~rko in a similar way. 

In 'Fuji from Umedawa in the Soshu ~rovince', from the thirty-six 1(140) 

views of Fuji, the hills have on them a series of dotR which may rep- 49 

resent vegetation, or stone, or nothintj at all. They function as rnod-

ulators of the forms of the hills, which they affect by their relative 

sixe and distance in relation to each other and the contours of the 

hills. A two-dimensional pattern in a three-dimensional space, but 

without illusion. These dots are the equivalent of VGn Gogh's free 

brush mark in their ambiguity and their modulation of space. He was 

clearly influenced by Japanese prints in adopting this form of brush 

stroke. 

Bing's attitude to Hokusai may have influenced Vincent in his 

simplification of form in landscape. Lecturing on the "36 Views of 

Fuji", he stated -

His dream is a lurid one, a vision that results 
in the transfiguration, not the travesty of Nature. 
He brings out all that is characteristic and 
significant of her various moods. The etprnal truth 
and beauty of Creation are made clear by simpli
fication, all petty detail is suppressed and only 
the essence glorified, the essence that is, as he 
conceives at the time. Such is the hir,h conception 
of the landscape painter's art which inspires 
Hokusai in his work. 

Discussing Hokusai's use of colour, Bing declared 

In the Fu-gaku colour is likewise an important 
feature. But neither colour nor dra.wing is used 
to slavishly copy the superficial aspect of 
things. More strongly still then drawing is 
colour applied to accentuate the characteristic:J 
that are to be expressed, yet whil0 the differ
ent shades of blue, russet, green, rose or 
brilliant red are freely used and oftentimes pre
vail, the tints are always in perfect keeping and 
harmoniously effective. The warmth is intense 
or subdued according as the oolour clothes the 
slopes of the mountain at noonday or in the 
mysterious twilight hour, with its tender vib
rations, according as the impression sought to 
be rendered is mournful or bright it is always in 
keeping with the atmosphere or reason, . 

Both these passages closely parallel Van Gogh's artistic aims and 
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procedures as he described them in the letter9 from ArIes. Also they 

relate very closely to the works just disc\loIJf!d. nin{~'s ideas About 

Japanese art clearly influenced Van CoCh's conception of his own art. 

A view of the street shows that the two types of brush stroke which 52 

we may call the 'image identified' and the 'graphic inductive' can be 1(141) 

used together in one painting, just as the two functions are combined 

in Japanese prints. The strokes on the buildines and ca3kn are image 

identified, while those in the road and sky are graphic inductive. The 

strokes unify the whole picture plane, of themselves, by presenting a 

coherent sub-structure despite their separate functions. In his essay 

'The Reaction against Impressionism' Novotny se~s impreosioniDm as the 

'seedbed for a breakthrough into pure form'. IIo argues that the pllttem 53 

of brush strokes found in impressionism wa3 uoad by both Van Gogh and 1(142} i 

Cezanne and incorporated into a composition based on lar[,;p areas of 

canvas with precise silhouettes. lie adds that Van Gogh's colour is 

derived from divisionism. This does not help to explain the uniqu(! 

forms of Van Gogh's art, so different from Gauguin's fo~ instance. The 

importance of the idea of impressionism for Van Gogh ha3 been exar'J:eratcd. 

Both elements of Novotny's dual reaction to impressionism ca.n bo derived 

from Japanese prints. 

For Van Gogh the way of 'constructing with emall unite' was a mean3 

through which to achieve the unity of form and content that be found in 

Japanese prints. The large surface areas and distinct contours in his 

work are also derived from Japanese prints, but their role 10 lesa 

significant than Novotny suggests. There i8 considerable evidenc~ of 

Van Goeh's intense interest In Japanese prints and little for his direct 

interest in impressionism. Van Gogh never copied an impressionist 

painting although they must always have been available to him in I'aris, 

from Theo who dealt in them at Goupil's. As we have Been, contemporary 

criticism emphasised the variety and painterly qualities of the Japanese 

l 
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print and may have helped Vincent in his transformation of its aesthetic 

into oil paints. Louis Gonse, for instance, wrote; 

Le graveur japonais arrive par des moyeno tr6s 
simples, presque prlmitif, mais eu la tour de 
la main conserve toute sa valeur, ~ dee tons 
laves degrades, estompes, rompus, a des chatole
ments et des galetea de coloris que Ie coup de 
pinceau semble Beul pouvolr exprlmer. 

The idea that Japanese prints were no more than flat plains of 

colour with decorative outlines had not yet become fixed in criticism. 

Japanese influences can also be identified in Van Gogh's portraits 

made in Paris. Essentially they show a change from an a~~tomically 

based account of the features to a "character" based portrait using 

arbitrary contour and fres brushstrokes. 

In 1888~ just before he left Paris, Vincent painted a self-portrait 

It before the easel, in which all the "Japanese devices which he had 

learned were applied. The exaggerated contour of the head is extremely 

important to the composition. The ear look~ as if it belongs to a pro-

file portrait, while the nostrils and eyes are seen fAce on. The 'cut-

off' views of the palette and easel are placed on the picture plane in 

the manner of clothes and accessories 1n the prints of portrait hp.ads 

such as those in the baokgTOund of the portraits of Pere Tanguy. 

During his stay in Paris, particularly in the winter of 1886-87, 

it is clear that Vincent was deeply involved in studying the Far 

Eastern example and Western ideas about it. 

From these he learnt that a work of art 1s in itself a part of 

nature as well as a symbol or reflection of man'a experience of nature 

as a whole. This discovery is the motivation behind all the formal 

innovations that I have discussed. I hope to show in a later section 

that it offered the solution to the artistic problems that Van Gogh was 

involved in before he came to Paris and which he inherited from the 

earlier nineteenth century masters. Millet and Delacrolx may be taken 
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as examples of the two poles which Van Gogh united in his art. 

Millet's attempt to make a poetic otaternent throul,~h an illusion

istic style fails to work as a whole. The 'Angelus' for lnstance, 

appears as an uncomfortable setpiece, an idealised proposi, tion about 

peanant life rather than an attempt to enter into it throuf~ the 

imagination. The 'spiritual' is treated as an extern~l jnca, it cl~shes 

with illusion in the painting. 

In,Delacroix, on the other hand, the spirit overcomes illusion. 

But in doing so the link between the imagination and 'rc31ity' is almost 

severed. Only the strength of his will saves the 'Death of Snrdana

pqlus' from becoming a pantomime fantasy, extravagant beyond the m0ans 

or requirements of human experience. In both Millet and Delacroix there 

is an attempt to make the western pictorial illusionism carry a 'spirit

ual' meaning. As we have seen, the Far Eastern example was accepted by 

Western artists in the 1~O's as a key to tho resolution of the impasse 

in Western tradition. The problem~ of ~iillet and Delacroix wore a 

major part and are indicative of the growine division between 'r~nli~f' 

and 'the imagination' in art in the later ninotecnth century. It wao 

their apparent ability to reconcile these two aspectB of a work of art 

in a harmonious whole which attracted Van Gogh to Ja~~nAoe prjnts. 

As we have seen, this was a major theme of ne~rly all enthusiastic 

critics of Japanese art in the 1870's. In ~~rticular this was t~le of 

Duret, Duranty, Burty and other critics aSSOCiated with th~ r~nlist 

and naturalist cause. 

Before examining Van Gogh's use of Japanese art at ArIes I intend 

to discuss his theoretical and critical attitudes to it and his sources 

of information about it. The letters contain much general discussion 

uoo 

of this question. They show clearly how the build up of information and 

attitudes to Ja~~nese art over the previous twenty years contributed to 

his development. 

. , 



;J- .... source that he indisputably rcn.d was thl? special i;.::;ue 
,/ 

of Paris Illustre of May 1st, 1886, entitled 'Lp. Japon' with many 

illustrations of Japanese art and a text by Tadamasa. JI:lyashi, one of 

the leading connoisseurs of Japanese art in Paris, which included a 

brief note on art. 

Hayashi sees Japanese art as much closer to nature tban Chinf:'!'Ie 

art from which it originated, 'charmant et plein de verve'. However, 

far from imitating nature it relates it to poetic fantasy and this 

relationship is expressed in the mysterious universal lanp'uage of art. 

He recommends making a collection of Japanese prints as the bp.st 

way of studying Japanese art. As we have seen, Vincent took his advice 

at once and bought a great deal from Bing. 

His most important remark is; 

, La peinture Japonais, quoique ayant una methodo 
incomplete, a eu revivre •••• :a In. fois nature 
et l'imagination. 

To revive nature and the imagination simultanC!ously had been V.~l 

Gogh's aim for some time. He had written to ~~eo from Nuencn, advising 

his brother to give up his job at Goupil's and bp.come a p:linter, COrll-

paring his brother's position with his own, years before, when he was 

at Goupil's: 

There were days when I could not see anything in 
the moat beautiful landscape, just because I did 
not feel myself part of it. It is the street and 
the office and the care of the nerves that make it 
so. Do not be angry with me when I Bay that at 
the moment your soul is sick - it is true you know. 
It is not right for you not to feel yourself a 
part of nature, I think the moot important thing 
is to restore that. 

Vincent's restorative was the remedy which he himself had taken. 

Try to redress if you cannot do it a.t once the 
relation between yourself and nature and people, 
and if it cannot be done any other way than by 
your becoming a painter, well then do so. 

As Van Gogh become a painter himself to redress the balance between 

nature and people it is certain that he would be deeply interested in 

, 
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an art which the critics claimed achieved this by moans of the im3~ina-

tion. 

Hayashi was not alone in his estimation of Ja~~ncse art. A3 early 

ao 1880,- E. Vernon in a revue of Promenades JaponaiReA - Tokio Nikko, 

had wri tten that the Japanese were 'pantheiste et l~ai' awl that their 

art was saved from all error by the reserve and res~ct given to it by 

their adoration of nature. At the same time every Japanese work of 

art was 'a hieroglyph full of symbolism', not consciously added to it 

but contained within nature. 

Hayashi recommends the reader to Gonse's book teArt Japonais if he 
" I' 

wished to gain greated knowledge on Japanese ari and in that also we 

find the idea that Japanese art wae both poetic and realistic. 

For instance, writing about the painter Ippo de Kioto, Gonse says; 

Son realisme est celui des gens co~ne il faut, 11 
est assa1sonne de sentiment ct de roesie. 

L. Blanc du Vernet wrote that; 

" '" L'art )aponais, qui a interprete avec sereni te la 
beaute que revet la vie~uret6 de la nature n'a 
rien ~ demeler, comme on Ie croit communement avec 

./ 
sea creations terrifiant~~ 

The 'terrifying creations' were the works of the impressionists. 

~lhile accepting the similarity of their use of colour, Du Vernet wrote 

/ 
of impressionism - 'le pinceau s'arrete au moment ou la difflculte 

commence'. This moment was the Hme when spiri tual valu(~s entered into 

the painting. Only in Japanese art was'l'impressio~Bmevlbrante et 
"'-
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spiri tuelle' to be found, it was imaginative and methodiC, having eSCApp.ri 

the servile imitation of nature found in Chinese art. A3 we have seen 

Du Vernet is not an isolated reactionary. For although jn 1880 Ja~~neRe 

art was the 'prop of impressionism' and critics, followin~ Duranty, had 

;/ /" 
almost assimilated the two, by 1888 when Feneon wrote 1n the Re~le 

Ind~endante he gave Japanese prints 8S an example of ~'ymbolism and 

denounced the representation ot nature. 



Van Gogh's letters are confusing on this point, for he constantly 

identifies the impressionists with the Japanese. However, he clea~ly 

means painters of his own generation, for he rpff'rs to DnH of his self-

portraits as a portrait of 'an impressionist in general'. He saw con-

temporary artists as.carryine on the work of Japanese art which was 

decadent in its own country. 

In a letter of September 1888 to his sister we meet the theorJ 

that Japanese art was basically a matter of lookinrr at n~ture, as 

Duranty had suggested, 

For my part I don't need Japanese pictures here, 
for I am always telling myself that here I am in 
Japan. Which means that I only have to open rny 
eyes and paint what is right in front of me if I 
think it effective. 

But at the same time he considered the spiritual content of Japan-

ese art important; the Japanese taught a 'true religion' they lived in 
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nature 'as though they were flowers'. Van Gogh accepted both critical 62 

aspects of Japanese art - the naturalist and the symbol1.ot, becau3e his 

own art was a resolution of the conflict between the two, R eimultaneouR 

revival of the imagination and nature. 

The two remaining sources that are defin! tely lil'lked to him nrc 

recorded in the letters from Arles. 

The first 1s the magazine, La Japan Artiotiquc, published by S. 

Bing from 1888-1891. His friend Milliet brou~ht back the early iGBUeO 

from Paris after his visit there in mid-August, 18EiO. Milliet pre-

sumably returned south early in September. He received all four ir.sucs 

published to that date. 

The magazine consisted of a single text each week by an authority 

on a particular aspect of Japanese art, with black and white mar~in 

illustrations and a series of oolour plates bound at the end of ~ach 

issue. These were intended to be treated as fine art printsa Vincent 

did so, detaching them from it. Bing wrote the text to the first issue 

and notes to the plates or isauea One and Two. 
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Van Gogh was dissatisfied with the text by Hinc-. lIe wrote that it 

'lola!) 'rather dry and leaves something to be desired, he nays there is 

a h~eat individual art, but thoueh he gives a few scraps of it he p,iVC3 

no real impression of the character of that art.' 

Bing, like others, was reducing his earlier hi~h esteem of ninp.-

teenth century prints which he now saw as mere shadows of the earlier 

great masters of Japanese art. But for Van Gogh the 'prints at five souse 

were admirable 'for the same reason as Rubens and Veronese who had also 

been considered in bad taste'. 

One passage in Bing's article drew an important statement from 

Van Goeh. It is about the minute attention to detail of thP Japanese 

artist which is seen in balance with the attitude of 'an enthusiastic 

poet moved by the spectacle of nature'. According to Bing for the 

Japanese artish 

Nothing exists in the universe, be it only a blade 
of grass, that is not worthy of a place in the 
loftiest conception of art. 

Vincent synthesised this passage with his current r0adinIT of 

Tolstoy's MY Religion to assert that Tolstoy's inner spiritual rpvolution 

would be possible in art by a return to nature through a study of the 

Japanese aesthetic. 

Like Tolstoy's religion with no name this study would a.ccomplish th~ 

salvation of man from his alienated state, would 'mako life possible'. 

Vincent wrote. 

In the end we shall have had enough of cynicism and 
sceptioism and humbug, and we shall want to live 
more musically. How will that oome about, and what 
will we really find? It would be more interesting to 
prophesy, but it is even better to be able to feel 
that kind of foreshadowing, instead of seeing absol
utely nothing in the future beyond the disasters that 
are all the same bound to strike the modern world and 
civilisation like terrible lightning, through a revo
lution or a war, or the bankruptcy of worn-eaten 
states.' If we study Japanese art we see a man who is 
undoubtedly wise, philosophic and intelligent who 
spends his time 40ing what? In stu~yinc the distance 
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between the earth and tho moon? No. In studyin~ 
Bismark's policy? No. He studies a single blade 
of grass. 

But this blade of grass leads him to draw every 
plant and then the seasons; the wide aspects of 
the countryside then, animals, then thp. human 
figure. So he passes his life and life is too 
short to do the whole. 

Come now, isn't it almost a true reli~jon which 
these simple Japanese teach us, who live in 
nature as though they themselves were flowers. 

As you cannot study Japanese art it seems to me, 
without becoming much happier and gayer, and we 
must return to nature in spite of our education 
and our way of work in a world of convention. 

813 

This passage is muoh more than a 'borrowed formulation'. It is a 66 

unique synthesis, expressing precisely the importance of ~~ture to the 

spiritual power of a work of art. The blade of crass became a symbol of 

the poetio intimacy with nature by which Vincent hoped to 'make life 

possible'. It appears in several pictures and he had it with him when 

he was at Sainte Remy. Other illustrations from the mnIT~zine had n G7 

direct effect on Vincent's painting; these will be discussed below. 

" The other source is the novel Madame Chrysantheme by Pierre l,oti. 

which Van Gogh read in the illustrated version published in 1000 with 

illustrations in drawing and water colour by artists Hossi and f1yrba.ch. 60 

The novel belonged to Mliliet, his friend, who Inter exchanged it with 

Gauguin for a drawing. Van Gogh read it in June 1808. It tells the 

story of a European traveller who spends a season in JFtpan, acquires a 

mistress and takes part in Japanese life. Ita descriptions are the liter-

ary equivalent of Japanese prints and incorporate much of contemrorary 

opinion on Japanese life and culture. Watteau 1s oited as the artist 

most capable of portraying Japanese life (following the Goncourts). 

There is much stress on genre scenes, such as the drawings of birds by 

M. Sucre. The novel confirmed Vincent in his opinion of the Japanese as 

a nation in which art and nature had not lost their relevanoe. But he 

took only specific pieces of information from it. 



He wrote; 

It gave me the impression that th£' real Japanese 
have nothing on their walls, that description of 
the cloister or pagoda where there was nothine 
(the drawinl~S and curiositi€s all being hidden 
away in the drawers). 

This description influenced his indoor working method so that he 

worked in 'a bare room, four white walls and red paved floor' anu 

recommended that Theo should look at his work in tho sarne conditions, 

including a window open to the views of nature, as those described in 
, -

Kadame Chrysan them.L This was a radical departure from his usual 

practice of pinning a clutter of prints on his studio walls nnd was 

not permanent, but it indicates that he was concerned to identify 

personally as closely as possible with Japanese artists. Other forms 

of identification were more permanpnt. lie tried to see his subj0ct 

matter us a Japanese. He refers to e. portrait of a younti' I;irl as 'a 
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mousme' and to a self-portrait as a 'bonze', a worshipper of tho ctenlal 71 

buddha. 

A description of the shorthand drawing method of H. Suere may have 

influenced his ideas about drawing. He combined it with !.l,fng's rerliilrk 

about the neatness of Japanese drawing and descriptions such as that 

made by Gonse in L'Art Japonaisa 

I envy the Jap!lnese the extreme clearness which 
everything has in their work. It is never tedious 
and never seems to be done too hurriedly; their 
work is as simple as breathing and they do e. figure 
in a few sure strokes ••• what I am after is that in 
a few strokes the figure of a man, a woman, a child, 
a horse, a dog, shall have a head, a body, legs, all 
in the right proportion. 

This graphio shorthand became an aim both in hie r;ictures and in 

his drawings and it went hand-in-hand with tho two types of free brush 

strokes discussed in the previous section, though particularly with the 

'image identified' variety. 

One of the most important abstract ideas that Van Gogh used was the 

thesis that harmony in life and art is built on simple contrasts which 
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complement each other. 

"\ lIe seized on a description of Japane~e food in M,"vJnml" Chry!lfl,Y, t,hl"me.. 

to help him expound this principal in relation to the hr\.nF:':in~ of hUJ 

paintines of sunflowers 'in the Japanese manner'. 

lIe wrote, 

You know that the Japanese instinctively seek 
contrasts - sweetened spices, salted candy, fried 
ices and iced fried things. So it follows accordinr,
to the same system that in a big room there should 
be very small pictures and in a very little room 
one should hang very large ones. 

The theory of 'contrast' as Vincent used it appUed to all a!:lpects 

of a work of art - its form, symbolism, and colour. It is beyond th~ 

scope of this essay to discuss its importance as a theory. Howp.ver, it 

is important to realise that he always turned to Japanese art in support 

of it. He admitted black and white as a simultaneous colour contr:l3t 

H15 

and offered as justification 1 ts use 1n Japanese art. Vincent fir:3t "I ~ 

used it in this way in his description of the docks at Antwerp in 1eO~ 

',ihere 'Japonaiserie' means a ocene with many contrasts. 

ltrom Van Gogh's treatment of source material on Jaranese art .it in 

clear that he mad'e use only of those ideas which were of help in clnri-

fying his own artistic problems. 

However these problema were closely related to the contempor.tlry 

critical view of Japanese art, h~ving as their basis the relation~hip of 

nature and the imagination within the work of art. 

Van Gogh's letters rrom ArIes also show several si,7dficant thcmC3 

for which there is no specific source but which clearly derive from 

contemporary criticism. 

Vincent left Paris for Ixlee because he thought that it would be 

more like Japan, being more sunny and further south. lie sought a 75 

country in which nature coincided, b,y accident, with the workings of the 

imagination. In a letter to Gauguin he recalled lookin~ from the train 

to see 'whether it was like Japan yet'. 'Japan' for Vincent meant 76 



Japanese art. ~hen he first arrived In ArIes he noted that the winter 

landscapes looked .just like Japanese painting-a. 'nut, old boy, you 

know, I feel as thoueh I were in Japan - and I say no morr~ than th:l t', 

he wrote to Theo. As we have seen, the notion th~t the climate of J~ran 

influenced the sight of Japanese artists and allowed th0ir clear pnr-

ception of nature is derived from the critical ansimilation of Ja,ranese 

art and impressionism in the seventi es, earlier expressed by Duran t.Y. 

In 1880 Blanc du Vernet, while takine the opposite view of Japanese 

art to Duranty also offered the climatic thesis for its form I 
n e ? 

Bien avant nos imyressionJs1;i3, 11s ont .. const'!,tEr que 
Ie sole11 renets par les objets lentn force de 
clarte, ales ramener a'cette unit6 que fond lcs 

"' '" sept rayons prismatiquos en un seul etat incolor.~ 
qui est la lumiere. 

Van Gogh knew this idea and felt thnt somehow a brld1t sunny 

climate would help him attain his deal, as it had helJX'd the Japanf!Be. 

But for him it was not the change In external atimul1 maklnl'~ pr)3!1i-

ble the rendering of 'clear flat tones' that was importnnt. For him 

there must be a new climate for the artist's soul aD well as his eyes. 

During his visit to Sainte~Maries in the summer of 1800, he wrot~; 

About this staying on in the south, even if it is 
more expensive, consider. we like Japanese painting, 
we have felt its influence, all the impreoeionista 
have that in commonl then why not go to Japan, that 
is to say the equivalent of Japan, the Bouth. Only 
it's bad policy to stay here alone, when two or three 
could help each other to live cheaply. 

I wish you could spend more time here, you would 
feel it after a while, one's sight changes, you Dee 
things with an eye more Japanese, you feel colour 
differently. The Japanese draw more quickly, like 
lightning, because their nerves are finer, their 
feeling simpler. 

I am convinced that I shall set my individuality 
free by staying here. 

The move to the south was much more than a search for 'clear flat 
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tones', it was a search for 'the painter's paradise, absolute Japan'. 80 

Vincent strove to identify himself, hie surroundings, and his art as 

closely as possible with what he knew of Japan. It was n spiritual 
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change which he sought, a new religion almost, not an unnatural formal 

vocabulary but a harmony between nature and the imagination: 

Here my life will become more and more like a 
Japanese painter's, livine close to nature like a 
petty tradesman. And that you well know is a less 
lugubriou~ affair than the decadents' way. 

The idea of Japanese artists as simple artioans was common in erit-

81 

ieiS'll of the time. Duret, in his essay teArt Japon:'lis, cJescribps the 82 

Japanese artist as a humble artisan, indistinguishable from the ordinary 

worker and states that they earned little money. Van Corrh found it casy 

to identify with such a description. 

He also found an eoho of his own idea of an artist's co-operative 

in the life of Japanese artists, he wrote -

For a long time I have thought it touching t~~t 
Japanese artists used to exchange works among them
selves very often. It certainly proved they liked 
and upheld each other, and that there reigned a 
certain harmony among them and that thC'y were living 
in a fraternal community quite naturally and not in 
intrigues. The more we are like them the better it 
will be for us. It also appears that the Japanrse 
earned very little money and lived like simpl~ 
wo:rlcmen. 

He had dreamed of a such a relationship himself, in particular with 

Van Rappard and his brother before Paris, and with Gaueuin at Arl('s 

where ho hoped a school of artists would develop. The dream was ful-

filled in Japan. Not only were the Japanese reconciled to nature, but 

also to each other, just as Vincent had written to 'l'heo from NUt.'nenz 

Try to redress,i! you cannot do it at once, the 
relationship between yourself and nature and 
people. 

In imitation of the Japanese system of exchanging pnintinga tetween 
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artists he exchanged works with Gauguin, Bernard and L~val amongst others. 85 

Behind these comments lies a radical change in the iden of the 

artist. Van Gogh is the first great artist in the west to treat himself 

as an anonymous part of the creative whole, of nature and society. This 

break is as important in its own way for the future of art as his renun-



eiation of perspective and three-dimensional illu310n. Indp.fld it ia an 

inevitable corollary of it. Van Gor;h has often heen rniarepresentrtd as a 

lonely r,-enius struggling agains t society to express his own ego, much 

like Michelangelo. Nothing could be further from the truth. Jarnrwse 

art led him to a negation of self that is almost Buddhist: 

I have a terrible lucidity at moments, these 
days, when nature is so beautiful, I am not 
conscious of myself anymore and the picture 
comes to me as in a dream. 

The escape into paradise inevitably involves the loss of the self 

of western man and the restoration of the unity of his i~~ginatlon with 

nature. 

Nothing is known of how much Van Gogh knew of ,Buddhism but since 

he knew the Japanese work of Felix Regamey it is likely that he know 

something of it. 

In 1883 he mentioned having seen "reproductions" of Japanese Art 

by Felix Regamey, presumably referring to the ill u13trationa for l h. 

Hurty's articles in L'Art in 1815. Hce-arney's work may have had lin 

important role in forming Van Gogh's conception of Japan. 

Van Gogh often identified Japanese art with western artiste whom he 

thought important. He Bought the same qual! ties in both. StimulaLt'd 

by the descriptions of bare rooms in Madame Chrysanth~n:@, he carne to 

appreciate the early 'excessively synthetic' Japanese drawines, as 

standing in the same relationship to nineteenth century prints an Hi1let 

to l'lonticelli. He argued that it was time that this 'SOb;t:"" quality 
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be recognised. 86 

In a letter to Theo he comparedaDelacroix to a HokuBai, 

When Paul Mantz saw at the exhibition the violent and 
inspired sketch that we saw at the Champs Elysees, the 
'Bark of Christ', he turned away from it, exclniming 
'I dtinot know that one could be so terrible with a 
little blue and green'. 

Hokusai wrings the same cry from you, but he does 1 t 
by his line, by his drawing, just as you say in your 
letter, the waves are claws and the ship is caueht in 
them, you feel it. 
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In both works Van Gogh looked for the 'emoti on of ardent tempera-

mont'. The emphasis often c-i ven to the distinction hp. makes betw(!en 

line and colour is entirely unjustified. Both mpana were equally vrtlid 

to him, and elsewhere he claims that Japanese art is th0 key to 'raint-

inb in bri~ht colours'. As we have seen the comparison of the art of 

east and west was sanctioned by contemporary history an(i criticism. In 

Critique d ':tvant Garde, Duret argued that Greek nnd Buddhist art had a 

co:nmon origin. 
, 

Gonse treats Hokuaai as 'a la fois Ie Rembrandt, Ie Callot, Ip. 

Goya, et Ie Daumier de Japon'. 

There is therefore nothing fantastic about Van Gop:h 'a linking the 

two traditions when he says such things as. 

Japanese art is a 11 ttle like the l'rimitives, like 
the Greeks, like our old Dutchmen, Rembrandt, rotter, 
Hals, Van der Meer, Ostade, Ruysdael. They never 
pass away. 

But neither are his remarks derivative since h~ sinc~rcly saw 
, 

eastern and western traditions as compatible whereas many, if not HU, 

critics saw Japanese art through exclusively western eyes, and were thUD 

led to overemphasise the western aspeots of it and to vf'nerate l!okusai 

beyond all others because of his appeal to a western mind. Van Goth 

arranged reproductions of Daumier, Delacroix and Gerica~lt with J~ranene 

works on his studio wall, making no distinction betwoen one and the 

other. 

In this discussion of Van Gogh's relation to contemporary views of 

Japanese art I have tried to show that his own statements about it are 

neither fantasies, irrelevant to the historical development of his art, .. 
nor simply quotations arbitrarily us~d to support his creative activity 

and his theories. 
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The statements he makes, like his paintings, are creative syntheces; 
I 

through them he expanded his understanding of art and formulated his 

intentions more clearly. 
1 
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Contemporary cri ticism of Japanese art W<l3 very much involve!i with 

the modern movements in Paris from Impressionism onwardo. It helpPo(l him 

to appreciate the problems of western art more clearly and at the /lame 

time gave him an example of their solution, in Japanese art. It wnn 

nuite natural for him to turn to Japanese art for inspiration and for 

him to make its methods central to his own work. 

That he was able to do so with such immediacy and with no SAnr:e of 

arbitrary adaptation of alien ideals testifies eloquently to the absorp-

tion of Far Eastern aesthetic principles and the Far Eastern example 

which has been the central theme of this thesis. 

Van Gogh arrived at Arles a day or two before the 21st }i'ebruary, 

1888. The short time until the new year was th~ most productive of 

his life. It is also the time 1n which he shows deepest interest in 

Japan and its art, referring to it with great frf'quency in his letters. 

It is usual to make a division between this work nnd that which 

followed, on a formal basis. The change in form iA oftpn attributp.d to 

the disability placed on Van Gogh by his mmtal problr.nJo. I taK£' the 

view that the late works are a consequence of Van Gogh's otruegl~ to 

achieve a total empathy wi th nature and are therefore a natural dcvelo!l-

ment of the Arles painting. I shall treat the work of the period after 

Paris as a unity in which the basic themes of Van Gogh's art, which he 

had formulated before he carne to Paris, were expressed with increasing 

clarity. In this way I will show the continuing importance of the 

Japanese aesthetio for his work. The painting of St. Rern.y and Auvera 

rep~esents a final summary of Van Gogh's art, 1t 1s akin to the 'later 

period' found in many old masters. One wonders if he could have 

achieved such sublimity before the age of thirty-eieht if he had not h~d 

the art of the East to guide him. 

}~m the beginning at Arlee he rejected the theoretical ideas which 

he had been unable to avoid In Paris and returned to the central tradi-

, . , . 
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tion of nineteenth century art, which he knf'w before he wf'nt there: 

It is only that what I learned in Paris is leavin~ 
me and I am returning to the ideas I had in the 
country before I knew the impresoioniets. And I 
should not be surprised if the impressionists find 
fault with my new way of working, 'for it has tep.n 
fertilised by Delacroix's ideas rather than tJy 
theirs. 

He wish 'to paint things that could be understood by the generation 

before impressionism' by which he meant nineteenth centllry artie to from 

Delacroix to Courbet. 

The fundamental struggle to unite Th~ture and the imagination Goen 

in this tradition was to occupy Van Cogh throuKhout his remalni~~ ynsrs. 

He applied the lessons he had learnt from the Japanese to themes taken 

from this tradition. All his themes are Western but their resolution 

into form is made possible only by the East. 

Van Gogh had brought Japanese prints from Paris and he continund 

his habit of pinning them on his studio wall, first in the hotel anj 

~hen in the Yellow House. 

He used them to control his perception of nature, to enabl~ him to 

fully express himself, even when faCing his Dubject matter out of door9. 

He had two basic methods of working. Either he would work dlrectly 

from nature in oils or he would make sketches from nature which he then 

reworked in the stUdio and then he produced a painting from the reworked 

drawin~. These methods were naturally interchanp,eable; sometimES a 
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plein air painting would be be finished in the studio. Always the 95 

imagination played a part, even when his canvases were 'quickly execut0d' 

before nature they were the result of 'complicated calculations' accom-

plished 'long beforehand' in which he strove to 'diaentanrrle' the 

essence of what he found in nature, to express it. Thus he wrote; 

The imagination is certainly a faculty which we must 
develop, one which alone can lead us to the crl'ation 
of a more exalting and consoling nature than the 
single brief glance at reality. 

But nature was never excluded; 
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I von't say that I don't turn my back on nature 
ruthlessly in order to turn a study into a 
picture, arranging the colours, enlargjn~, simpli
fying, but in the matter of form I am afraid of 
departing from the possible and true. 

Japanese art formed the basis of the 'complicated calculatiorr:' 

97 

which he made to'turn a otudy into a picture'. He beli('ved that I'll' Wil.:l 98 

looking at a country like Japan and tried to render it in 'Japane!il~' 

terms. In rearranging nature in this way he broke down another constant 

problem of nineteenth century art, the discrepancy between the vital 

sketches from life and the dead finished paintings of 60 many nineteenth 

century masters. Nature and art vere one and shored th~ same life. 

He began vork in ArIes vith a great number of lands~apes in which 

he hoped to set an example to others to do for the ArIes countryutde what 

the Japanese had done for theirs. 

Two early landscapes which he discusses in relation to Japar\('r:e art 

are identifiable from the letters. 

The first, 'a little landscape v1th a hovel, white, red and f,rpen 

and a cypress beside it', vas done indoors in 1"l.1Y 1888, the dra.wln.~r. for 

it waS done in Harch, soon after he arrived. 

He wrote to Thea about the paintingsl 

This will shov you that if you like, I can make 
little pictures like the Japanese prints of all 
these drawings. 

He tried to parallel the Japanese process of vorkinl; from dr:1.wing 

to colour prInt in his own vork. It vas not meant to look like a 

Japanese print, but like an oil painting vhich uned the Jn~~nese aes-

thetic to express nature. 

The composition is typical of the effeot of Japan~8e prints on Van 

Gogh's landscape. It shove an open foreground with detailo rele~ited to 

to the middle and distance, so that although there is no consistent 

point of recession a space is suggested. The rov of fence poles to the 

left of the road creates a rhythmio recession but it is tied to the 
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picture plane because the tips of the fence poles are on a horizontal 

line parallel to the horizon. This type of recension with no cent.ral 

vanishing point is often found in the composi tions of Hokuo3a1 and IIi rl')-

shige, such as the Hiroshige snowscape that Van Cor:h copied in th'~ U fJpf!r 

left hand corner of the Rodin version of the portrait of Pere Tanl~lY. ; . 

Contour and outline are freely used in the house and the horizon linp.. 

The colours are bright and flat. 

The brush stroke is basically 'image identified', the drawin~ haa 

been copied exactly. Strokes of the pen, also image identified, h:we 

been replaced by strokes of the brush. ~ven in such a minor paintin~ 

as this, it is possible to see how Japanese prints led V~n Goth to 

replace central perspective and naturalistic illuRion in lAndscape with 

a symbolically represented space in which nature and thp. imap;inatjon 

could meet. 

This can clearly be seen if the landscape is compared to a water-

colour drawing of 1802, in which Vincent attompted to expre3B the 101 

emotions of a lonely signal man on the Rhine railway looklne out over J l~y6-:' 
the landscape. 

The watercolour attempts an imitative rendering of reality, from 

the texture of the tree trunk to the 'correct' persrective of thr; roHd. 

However these elements are never unified. There is no way in this tr:l,H

tion for Vincent to fulfil his desire to involve the emotions of man, (in 

this case the Rhine railway signalman) directly in the hndacape. He 

relies on the typical nineteenth century device of a figure walkin~ in 

the landscape to achieve this. The viewer is invited to identify with 

the figure he sees, but this fails bpcauee the naturalistic convention 

can never resolve the divoroe between nature and the ima{~ination, it can 

only heighten it, making the figure appear isolated and estranged. 

In the early painting Van Gogh expresses man'a alienation. In the 

work at Arles he Bolves this problem by abandoning the naturalistio 
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convention in favour of an art based on Japan~ee prints. 

Although there is no-one in sight, nature io hospit~ble and alivo. 

Vincent's later interpretation of M.ture is immediately intelligible to 

the emotion and needs no little figure. 

The second landscape related directly to Japanese art is 'A Vil;w 

of ArIes done in l'.ay'. Vincent described.it as 'a littll~ town surrounded 1(146 

by fields, all covered with yellow and purple flowers, exactly - can't 

you see it? - like a Japanese dream'. 102 1.. 

As in the landscape with hovel there is an open foreg-rouni wi th a 

complicated series of forma in the distance. 

Also in the foreground of the painting a series of irises are 

rendered in great detail, as in Japanese drawings. Tho detail is 

greater in the finished painting than in the sketch which indicatC!l that 

the painting was synthesised in the studio. The iris ia often drawn by 

the Japanese, particularly Holrusai, and Vincent's use of contour on these 

flowers Buegests that he was thinking of these dr~wings when he painted 

this landscape. This commitment to details is extremely important for 

the development of his landscape. 

The overall composition ie in the Jap~neae spirit, it is the firot 

in a. series of flowering landscapes in which brif.:ht, ilJk'l{~e identified, 

strokes of paint are a.rranged to represent flowers in a maeical, formally 

induced space which he likened tOI 

Des tapis velus 
De fleurs et de verdurea tissue. 103 

They are all 'Japanese dreams', making man comfortable in nature once 

more. 

Almost as soon as he arrived in ArIes Van Gogh started to ~~int a 

series of blossoms and blossoming orchards. He knew of the significance 

of blossoms as a symbol of renewal in Japanese art. In December 1885 he 

wrote to Theo about this symbola 
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Such a man who finally produces something an poignant 
as the blossom of a hard and difficult life io a 
wonder like the black hawthorn or b~tter still the 
gnarled old apple tree, which a.t a certain momfmt 
bears blossoms which are among tbe most delicate 
and most virginal thinr,s under thp. sun. 

When a rough man bears blossoms like a flowering
plant, yes, that is beautiful to see, but before 
that time he has had to stand a great deal of winter 
cold, more than those who sympathise with him know. 

The artist's life and what it is, all very curious, 
how deep it is, how infinitely deep. 

Vincent was the 'rough man' and in ArIes he himself blossomed under 

the influence of Japanese art and the south. 

Before Paris he had done scenes of orchards or groups of fruit 

trees but with one exception they are wintry scenes with bare brancheo, 

in strict central perspective. 

The exception is a watercolour associated with a letter that he 

sent to Thea in August 1884, about the time he must have fleen Japnneoe 
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prints. It makes no use of central perspective and doC's not attcnpt to 106 

indicate details. The tree trunks form a Bcreen of verticals which imply 

space behind and between them. The blossom is indlcatpd by an overall 

wash, with a distinct contour. The form clearly owes a 1~P'3t deal to the 

Japanese print. In the foreground stand two lovers whose harmony 1 D' 

symbolised by the blossom. Once again the Japanese aesthetic helred 

Van Gogh to make nature a vehicle for the emotions. 

The subject of the blossoming tree was particularly popular in 

Japan, where to this day great ceremonies are held when the cherry trl'cs 

blossom. Van Gogh 'copied' one blossoming tree in the Lnckground to 

the portrait of Pere Tanguy now in the Rodin Museum, in which the char-

acteristic hard contour of the blossom as a whole is preserved, and 

also a Hiroshige print. While the 8now was still on the eround at Arlrs 

he painted two pictures of blossoming almond twies. 

The paintwork and coloration of these blossoms should be compared 

to the twig of blossom on the special issue of Paris Illustr~ for 1886, 
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from which Vincent had copied the dancer. The use of brokf.:n contrJilrS 

round the petals and the occasional tinge of yellow and pink on thH 

whi te is very similar to it. The use of impasto to expre:-:3 the prec-

iousness of blossoms had already apPe.1.red In the copy of Hiroshiw· made 

in Paris. The Japanese custom of arranging only ony flowering branch in 

a vase was well-known at the time. 

The structure of the paintings is also Japanese despite the trlree-

dimensional glass. The strikine red line across the centre encures that 

we Bee the blossoms as flat decorative patterns on the picture pl~ne, 

not three dimensional forms. 

Scherjon and de Gruyter have identified twelve finished paintings 

and three oil studies of blossoming orchards from this period. 'l'hey 

all show SOMO relation to the 'copy' of a Hiroshir,e print of blo::;~Qming , ; 

fruit trees made in Paris. r(147) , 

A view of a single blossoming peach trpe Is ~Dpeclally close ~ince 'j 

it shows a single tree, treated as a flat pattern stretched acros~ the 

picture plane. The basic shape of the tree is the same Flll in the 

Hiroshi~e copt, although it is much more complex and eler,ant. Th~ Indi-

visual blossoms are modelled in great detail as in the IIiroohig(), but in 

impasto, outline is used on the branches. 

In the background a corner of an orchard 1s painted but it iu 

treated as a flat pattern behind the tree. ~~e linea of tho corn~r are 

not an attempt to indicate a uniform recession of spncp., Lut only a 

general indication that the tree is in an orchard. 

The paintine's symbolic intention has been pointed out by Gr~etz, 

who has shown that there is a contrast between the fruitless withered 

stump on the right and the full flowering tree. It is an allegory of 

tho life of the artist in nature, and a symbol of the relation of the 

two brothers. Japanese art gave Vincent the means to ignore represent-

ational conventions in order to make his ~mbolism clear. 

10~ 
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Vincent dedicated the best of the blossom paintings to the mf'lfIory 

of his former friend and teacher 1"1<'1.uve, he aiVled it; 'Vincent anti 'rhea, 

Souvenir de Mauve', and on writing to Theo about it, quotedl 

Oh never think the dead are dead 
So long as there are men alive 
The dead will live, the dead will live. 

Once more Japanese art provided the key to his symbolic expression. 

Like the 'blossoming peach tree' the paint!nr: is stUI ba:Jically a 

design on the picture plane. The central tree occupies the sam~ ~rp.~ 

in the picture plane as in the Hiroshige copy. 

'l'he preliminary drawings that he made or orchards show that his 

response to them was first of all in the preconceived tenns of Jnpanesc 

prints. 

B'?1 '* .' 

A drawing which he sent to Bernard in April 1808, shows a blo~nom- I(148): 

ine fruit tree drawn as an overall contour with circles inside it to 

indicate blossom. This graphic device is unmistakably Japanese. 110 ,! 

Vincent had 'copied' such a tree in the background to the Rodin rortr~it 1(149)'; 

of Pere rranguy. 

A description of his working method when painting the frui t trQp.s 

showa that the freedom of his brush stroke waD only pOGfJible bcc:JUse 

he thought of the canvas as a flat plane In which laree <.l.reas werr' 

balanced in a decorative design. 

This way of seeing came naturally to one who saw thf-! country Itl'o'md 

him as the Japan portrayed in Japanese prints. 

At the moment I am absorbed in blossominrr fruit 
trees, pink peaoh trees. yellow white pear trees. 
My brush stroke has no system at all. I hit the 
canvas with irregular touches of the brush. 
which I leave as they are. patches of thick laid 
colour. spots of canvas left uncovered, repetitions, 
savageries ••••• 

Working. directly on the spot all the time, I try 
to grasp what Is essential 1n the drawing - later 
I fill in the spaces which are bounded by the 
contours, either expresses or not, but in any case 
felt, with tones which are also simplified, by 
which I mean that all that 1s going to be soil will 
show the same violet like tone, that the whole sky 

. , 
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will have a blue tint, that the green vep;'Jtation will 
be either green blue or BTeen yellow, r urpogefully 
exaggerating the yellow and blues in this case. 

Vincent thought of his painting in areas of simplified conai0tent 

colour and contours, that is to say in terms of JnpanMlC prints. 'I'tda 

contour was often 'felt rather than expressed' an in the :;ouvenir de 

l1auve, where it merges wi th the immed.ia. te impac t of nil. ture and Uw 

brushstroke. But this painting is no less a product of Va.n Goth'a 

Japanese vision because it does not look immediately like a Japan~se 

print. 

The blOSBom theme had its consummation in one of his greatest 

paintings, the pictures of 'Almond branches in blossom', against an 

ethereal blue sky which he painted in St. Remy asylum a.s a gift to lJ'heo 
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J(150) 

on the birth of his baby Bon Vincent in Fobruary, 1890. 112 

The spirit of this painting is entirely Japanese. Flowerin~ 

branches are spread across the picture plane without any referer'cfl to 

organised western space. They rely on their poetical juxtaposition 

against the blue background to provide the meana for them to elCpr('~13 t.hel r 

message of new life. These are the white blossom!] bl'eakinl.~ forth from 

old, dark, gnarled wood that Van Gogh had wri ttCll of at lluenen. 

The forms of the blossom are clearly related to thone on the cover 

." 
of P~ris Illustre for May 1886, And flowering bour,hs are illustrated in 

the margins of the inside pages of this magAzine. 113 

There are several flower prints by Hokueai which show white blossom 

tinged with pink and yellow against a brilliant blue bnckground, oimilar· 

to Vincent's painting. 114 

Vincent himself thought this 'perhaps the best, m03t patiently 

worked thing' that he had done. 

According to Graetz, the painting celebrateo not only the birth of 

Theo'S son but also Vincert IS successful struggle against mental illnf'fIS, 

for it was finished during his last attack, before he went to Paris and 
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on to Auvers: 

The motif of the blossoming branches was hiA inner 
choice. The broken wood does not merely mean his 
own broken existence, and tho young blonsoms are 
not only symbolic of the new life in Theo'a child. 
For the old wood and the new buds belonp, to each 
other, and thus, as one inseparable whole, portray 
Vincent himself in his inner condition of hope 
arising from despair, of rebirth from death - as 
young grows old, morning ~ises from ni~ht. 

Vincent had so completely absorbed Japanese ima~ery and vision that 

his inner choice of a symbol of his own salvation is purely Japan~se in 

origin. 

From its first use in 'Sorrow' in 1882 to ita UBe in this pa1nting 

of 1890 the symbolism and form of the blossom motif in Van Gogh's work 

was always dependent on Japanese art. It is the finest example of the 

importance of Japanese art to his private world of expression. 

The paintings of the ArIes orchards show that Van Gogh was f,T('flt1y 

influenced in his choice of subject and his mannnr of seeing it hy 

Japanese art. But their form is no imitation of the Japanese print in 

oils such as Bernard and the cloisonnists were Goon to attempt, but a 

genuine imaginative response to nature. Japanese art provided the 

framework, the guide, througb which this response was nI:1de. A responne 

to nature is given form by means of the Japanese aesthetic, which is 

then eliminated from any obvious presence in the finished work of art. 

The difference is that at Arles the whole process ia accomplished on onn 

canvas, or even partly in Van Gogh' B head, so tha t we have very fev: 

records of 1 t. 

By 1890 Van Gogh had aohieved his goal of becoming 1 ike the J;lpanese 

so thoroughly that there 1s no means of eBtabllshln~ Japanese influence 

in his work by fonnal analysis. We only have tho result, the into~i-

catin~ feeling of being totally at one with nature. 

During the summer of 1888 he painted views of the l'ont de 1 'Anglois 

and other bridges which are closely related to tho 'Hovel with Cypresses' 

115 
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in style. They show a bridge motif whOBe tr0atment is vcry like that 

in Japanese prints such as 'Ohashi bridGo in the rain', by Hiroshj l:-e, 

which Vincent copied in Paris. 'l'he works date rouL:hly from Harch 181J8 

to the end of June 1888. 116 

In relation to these studies Vincent remarked to Bernard th::t.1.: 

If the Japanese are not making any pro~esB in their 
own country, still it cannot be doubtcn that their 
art is being continued in France. 

In late Mayor early June 1888, Vincent made a 50 kilometre jou.rney 

to see the Mediterranean at the fishing village of ~aintes Marien. He 

111 

spent a week making paintings and drawinp,s. 111b 

He made two paintings of the see and a view of the town which are 

quite naturalistic in their appearance. He also made drawin[','3 of the 1170 

fishing boats being launched and at sea, and one drawing of them on the 

vhore, early in the morning before he left for Arles,and drawingo of thp-

local houses. 

But the most famous paintilWJ of Saintes M.'lries were painted from 

these drawings from the imagination after thc return to ArIes. 

The original sketch for the two famous paintin/:tJ of fishill(:; bc)11 ts 

on the shore was the one that Vincent made just before ho left for ArIes. 1113 

This sketch was then worked up in the studio into the two versions ofi 

the famous painting 'Boats at Saintes Maries', lIe wrotcJ 

I made the sketch of the boats just as I was going 
to start in the morning very early and I am workine 
over it, & size ,0 canvas with some more sea and 
sky on the right. 

The drawing most closely related to these p~intinp,a is labelled 

'Souvenir de Saintes !-1aries' and haa careful colour notco, in the manlIer 

of a drawing made for a Japanese print. 

Vincent was conscious of seeing things with 'an eye more Japanese' 

during his visit, as he wrote to his brother soon afterwards. 

The imaginative recreation of his oxperiences on canvas made use of 

Japanese forms and motifs. 

119 



The boats' hulls in the preparatory drawinr:~; find in the finis!'lf.!d 

paintings are reshaped after the fashion of boato in J~ranese prinls. 

Boats in a drawing mnde at the villaeo from life show n much more 

western shape. Host puzzling is the app(~Hr;)nce of two crossed barn boo 

poles leaning aeainst the mas t of the front boat. They seem to brlVO no 

function as part of the rigging, since only one l)oa t ha3 tr.Cffi The> r'n is 

no reason why boats in the Med! terranean f1shing vilIA,I.~t) should U3f] bam-
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boo, an alien material. Vincent has introduced these Jlo1es from Jrlpanese 

art where they are often seen crossed as supports for a fishing net. 121 

Japanese influence on the two paintings of boats has always Lf'en 

recognised because they are the only works in which Van Goeh attempted 

to duplicate the material form of the Japanese print. 

He made a watercolour drawing for them, one of the 'pen drawin/jfJ 

to be ",ashed afterwards in flat tints like JapanNlc prints', which he 122 

spoke of when writing to Theo to ask him for Bomn watercolours. It 

follows the colour notes of his drawing exactly. Van Coroh was tryin~ 

to recreate the creative process of the Japanese print mnkero 1n a 

western technique. In doing so he came close to tho form of the J tJ pan('se 

print, but this form is still only part of a synthesis lmocd on hi:; own 

experiences before nature at Saintes Maries. 123 

. The theme of fishing boa ta on the beach had been uced by Van (;ogh 

as early as the summer of 1882. He was then inspired by the work of 

Maris and Jongkind, and his drawings show Jongkind' s influence. TIle' 124 

theme of the lonely fisherman a1eo had a symbolic meanjn~ for him, his 

" 1 I 
readin~ of Loti's Pecheur d'Ierand Buggested the loneliness to him, und 

he'remarkS in a letter to Theo t~t the fishing boats at Saintes Ibrietl 

were only big enough to hold one man. The boats on the beach arc 1n 

groupS of two, they are symbols of friendship - 'Amitie' is the name on 

the prow of one of the boata. 

The transformation of the ninetem th century theme of boats on the 



shore so as to express its full aymboU c 1rlJPortan(~o Willi Iwh f f!.veej t. nr'(;IWr. 

the J:tp:meae aesthetic. In the ninoteenth c{:n!,llr'Y ttl(: thump. h!ld rIIWtl..YB 

implif'd lOnf'lliness, the nl1£'na tion 0 f man from nature {'(!rn:·~!1p.nted by t.he 

threatf>ning sea. Van Goeh offera thf~ n.n~wr~r to thjn, frll'mdohip, ;'()f't.-

ica,l1y expressed throll{~h the unity of nature n.nd thn im;lgiwltlon in Art. 

This is far more important than the external corre::1ponder1cc of' f1at 

tone, contour and outline to similar formo in Jar:lnesc TJrintn. 

Vincent also made at least three drawlng:1 of' the local 'hoveln' at 1(153) 

Sainte; 11aries. When he returned to ArIes he did p:dntinl-:S and ur:twlngs 

from the. Two paintings show forms derived from Jap:'lnP.se nrt; flO do 125 

the drawings for them which were also done after the return to Arl co. 126 

There is a copy of a Ja.panese print showine a otreet of' that.ched 

cottages, in tho background of the Niarchos v(!rolon of tho !,ortrnt t, of 

Pere Tanguy. A drawing done at ~1.1ntes Maries sholt/!) a normal l:uroP(,lln 

buildl~1 with a wall six or seven feet hieh, but in the' two pilintin{"o 

this is tranoformed into a lower sk irt! ng wall surporti n~~ an cnorrr.')u:) 

th-'ltched roof such as one sees in JapMese printo. The extrcmoly r;pf'r: 

rflrspcctive of the road, unlike tho sketches from lifo 1s 111so ner:vrd 

from Japanese art. The free expro8siVf~ brushotroke nnd ppn-ntrokc, tJ.f1 121 

forms of the plants by tho roadoide and the rhythmically strnsned ,'~CJn-

tours of the roofs all indicate that thene pninting'O nrc attempto to :V'0 

nature with Japanese eyes. 

In early July 1888, Van Gogh made two p("n d ra"dnan of the Crau 

plain seen from Nont Hajour. lIe wrote about them to his brother a.nd 

to np-rnard and described one. 

An immense stretch of flat country, a birdie ~ye 
view of it seen from the top of a hill, vineynrds 
and fields of newly reaped wheat, all this multi
plied in endless repeti tiona stretchin/~ away 
towards the horizon, like the surface of the sca, 
bordered by the 11 ttle hills of the Crall. It docs 
not have a Japanese look and yet it is the most 
Japanese thing that I have done, a microscopic 
figure of a labourer, a 11 ttle train running acro . .'J8 

a wheatfield. 

I(154) 
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Vincent relates the story of the rejections of this view by a 

painter friend of his who called it boring. He then tells how he dis

cussed it with a soldier friend (Milliet?); 

I said to him~ 'Does it amaze' you that I think ' 
this as beautiful as the sea'. Now this fellow 
knew the sea. 'No, it doesn't amaze me that you 
think this as beautiful as the sea, but I think 
it more beautiful than the ocean because it is 
inhabi ted. ' 
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Van Gogh must have been especially impressed by this conversation because 

he repeated it to Bernard and Theo. 

The view of a flat landscape from a high point is often found in 

Japanese prints, many of them show the sea surrounded by a low ranee of 

hills; there is often a bridge or road across such a landscape along 

which one or two figures are walking. Bing publishe~ one such print I(155) 

by Hiroshige in the first issue of Japon Artistique 'a view of Lake Riva'. 

Vincent could not yet have seen the reproduction, but it is very likely 

that he saw the original on Bing's premises in ,Paris. I also show a 
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a view of the 'Bridge of Boats at Sano', by Hokusai, to show the motif I (156) ~ 

of the man walking. 

Van Gogh saw the view through Japanese eyes. The overall structure 

of graphic devices such as the dots in the fields is derived from Japan-

ese prints. Vincent emphasises the human beings movin~ in the land-

scape to such an extent that they are greatly enlarged; the same goes 

for the cart. Guided by Japanese prints he creates a paradise in whiCh 

a man can live harmoniously in nature, and even such a mechanical bein~ 

as a steam-engine does not challenge the harmony but is accepted as part 

of it. 

The drawing does not look Japanese because it was taken from nature 

directly, so it is more complicated, but the spirit of it is completely 

eastern. The soldier's observation that the landscape was inhabited 

must have especially pleased Van Gogh, whose constant aim had been to 

bring figure and landscape into one, since he began' painting. 'There 
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has always been something of the figure in my landscape' he had written 

to Theo from Nuenen. Vincent asked Theo to look at these drawings in a 

bare room, perhaps with a" bamboo frame, in the way he thoueht one nhould 

look at Japanese art, because he wished rfheo to have 'A true idea of the 

simplicity of nature here'. 

The 'strong fascination' which the huge plains of the Crau had for 

Vincent led him to paint several important paintings which use the same 

high viewpoint and pictorial structure as these drawings. 

Among them is the 'Harvest in the Crau' done in the summer of 1888. 
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The four preparatory drawings for it all show the same spatial structure 129 

as the drawing of the Crau valley with the railway train, and the Dame 

graphic devices. The painting shows them too. Golden fields contain 

minute figures mowing the harvest, their actions never lost in the fabric 

of brushstrokes. The vision of men working without Buffering, even 

enjoying their tasks comes from Japanese prints. In rarticular, the 

use of the 'image identified' brush stroke helps to harmonise the men 

into their surroundings. Colour harmonies also playa part, the~e are 

. simplified as in Japanese prints. For instance the reality of the ladder 

'i 
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and the haystaok on the left is their reality as it is known and felt by 1(156) 

man at work, not an illusionistic reality. At the same time the presen-

tation of this image acknowledp,'es absolute existence in its most iljlmed-

iate form to the spectator, that of the canvas.' 

Vincent thought of his own art as labour, the equivalent of the 

ideal life of work he saw before him: 

But during the harvest my work was not any easier 
than what the peasants were doing. It'ar from 
complaining of it, it-is just at these times in 
artistic life, even though it is not the real 
one, that I feel almost as happy as I could be 
in the ideal, in that real life • 

. 'The real and.the ideal' 11fe become one,in these paintings. Van 
~;. I 

Gogh's harvest should be compared to the riceplanters in 'Oyama seen from 

Ono' from the series of 'Famous views of more than sixty provinces' by 1~O 

Hiroshige. 

,', 
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Van Goeh's earlier paintings of working men were oet in a bleak 

reality born of the deSire to dignify human labour and escape alien-

ation by monumentalising it or expressing its he~oic aspec~. 

But in paradise there is no alienation and therefore 

no need for dignity, only happiness. Japanese art enabled Vincent to 

eo beyond the working class heroism of Millet to a vision of human 

labour as a joyful part of life. 

Last in the group is a view of 'Peach trees in blossom on the r.rau' I(157) 

painted just before ~ncent entered the asylum at St. Rerny In Harch- 131 

April 1889. It combines the blossom theme with the motif of the Crau 

plain. He wrote; 

The big one is a poor landscape with little cotta~es, 
blue skyline of the Alpine hills, sky white and blue. 
The foreground patches of land surrounded by cane 
hedges where small peach trees are in blossom -
everything is'small there, the gardens, the fields, 
the orchards; and the trees, even the mountains, as 
in certain Japanese prints, which is why the subject 
attracted me. 

The diminutive quality of the landscape attracted him by its r0scm-

blance to Japanese prints and because of its anti-monumental, anti-

heroic qualities. This is a nature in which one feels at home. 

The main lines of this composition are very similar to the 'Virw of 

Lake Biva' by Hiroshige published by Bing in Japon ArHstigue. Thn 

fence and verge at the front correspond to the bridge across Lake Biva. 

The cottages float above the plain like the sails of boats on the lake. 

The sketch of the painting that Vincent sent to Signao even preserves 

the external form of Japanese art. The blossoming trees in the sketch 

have an overall contour both 'seen and felt' suoh as we see in Hokusai's 

prints of orchards. 

The pseudo-pointillist quality in this landscape, particularly in 

the sky, is an imitation of the graphic devices often used by Hokusai, 

for instance in 'Fuji in clear weather'.' 132 
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Van Gogh's vision of dignified labour was not restrictfld to the 

'pastoral' of the harvest at Crau. Industrial labour also attractp.d 

him, as he had Been it depicted in Japanese prints. In early AU~3t 

1888 Vincent saw a coal-boat beine unloaded on the lllione and describnd 

it; 

Seen from above it was all shining and wet with a 
shower, the 'water was yellowish white and clouded 
pearl grey; the sky lilac with a yellow streak 
in the west, the town violet. On the boat some 
poor workmen in dirty blue and white came and went 
carrying the cargo. It was pure Hokusai, but it 
was too late to paint it. 

He said he would try to paint it in the future. 

Vincent clearly had Hokusai's woodcuts ,of porters and working men 

in mind when he saw this view. His description of the colours is also 

based on the Japanese prints, they are simple overall tints. 

i 
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Soon afterwards Vincent saw men unloading two barges of sand in 1(158) t 
} , 

1(159) ~ 
I; 

the sarneplace. He made a drawing and a painting of the scene and 

wrote to Theo enclosing a sketch of the painting. 134 

The harbour wall and bridge encloses the horizon rieht at the top 

of the painting, just as mountains enclose the sea. in J(l,panese prints. 

Other formal clements in the painting are also derived from them. rrhe 

flat green background formed by the water alone stresses the picture 

plane, aided by the sandy bar at the top of the paintin~ and the dr:libcrate 

omission of the sky. The boats and the quay are composed of flat planAs 

of colour with stressed contours, often without lines. The brushstrokl) 

is identified with the image it represents, colours are simplified. 

The drawing shows more elements taken from nature than the painting, 

the simplification of which is inspired by Japanese art. However, 

Vincent has introduced more men into the paintine - he originally saw 

only one man unloading sand. 

The disposition of the'figure~ amongst the pIanka and the woodwork 

of the sand barges, and the forms of the woodwork itself, suggest a 
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close relationship with ,the 'timber yard, Tatekawa, Hon.1o', one of 

Hokusai's set of thirty-six views of Fuji. 

I (160: 

It had always been Van Gogh's aim to interpret in art the dignity 

of labour. In the early. 1880's working clas3 and peasant life h~d been 

his constant theme, but his'paintings never show workers 1n harmony with 

their labours, they are either heroic or defeated. In 1882 he h~d 

written; 

Being a labourer, I feel at home in labourine 
class and-more and more I will try to live and 
take root there. 

But only Japanese art showed him that to be a 'labourer' was not 

necessarily to be involved in an endless tragedy. In doing so it con-

firmed his belief that all work should, like art, be spiritually re-

warding, and this is what he tried to show in hie later paintings of man 

at work. 

At ArIes he was not just a 'la~ourer' but 'a simple Japaneso trades

man' - a dweller in the 'painter's paradise', as we see him in 'The 

Road to Tarascon'. 

He did two more paintings of boats being unloaded in which thn 

composition and presentation of the image of work is close to Japanese 

135 : 
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prints. At st. ReillY he painted a series of harvesters in an olive 137 

orchard, which are an intensified treatment of the theme of the hnrvest 

at Crau, again with a Japanese basis. The forms of the trees are like 

those in the Hiroshige print'which he copied in Paris. 

The moat important example of Japanese influence on a depiction of 

work is the transformation of the theme of the 'sower' in the two paint-

ings done in October 1888. 138 

He derived the subject from Millet's print 'The Sower' which he 

first copied soon after he had begun to paint, 1n August 1880, at the 139 

time he was interested In p~inting the working class a 1a Millet and it 
- , 

was one of many such paintings that he oopied or produced as originals. 
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By the time he had reached Nuenen the Sower theme had becollie a 

personal symbol of the artist's aspirations. Pa.inting was 'a hopeless 

struggle to follow nature' and 'the drudginr.- though it may seem futile, 

gives an intimacy with nature, a sounder knowledge of thjngs'. Sowing 

seed became a symbol' of the painter's struegle with nature, a natural 

act itself •. 'In painting one sometimes sows, though the painter htllIself 

never reaps'. 

At ArIes Van Gogh tried to express the symbolic of the Sower as 

fully as possible. 'I am still charmed by the magic of a host of 

memories of the past, of a longing for the infinite, of which the sower, 

140 

the sheaf are symbols - just as much as before', he wrote to Bernard in 141 

June 1888, and enclosed a sketch of a Bower he had just painted. Al

though he enlarged the sun and simplified the colour system to a simple 

contrast of yellow and violet this painting is still very close to 

HUlet's original, the figure striding on the ploughed field. Tt:e sun, 

symbol of the infinite aspirations, does not seem to relate directly 

to the sower. 

In the versions of October 1888 Vincent has conquered the diffi

culty by abandoning the spatial setting of Millet for the composition~l 

devices of the Japanese prints. 

The sower forms a flat silhouette on the picture plane, throwinr, 

the seed into the large flat yellow disc of the sun. To the right iG 

the silhouette of a blossoming tree taken from Japanese art, such as the 

Hiroshige that Vincent copied· in Paris. The tree, symbol of regeneration 

of nature and man, is balanced against the sower, symbol of artistic 

aspiration to the infinite. 

Such symbolism was highly appropriate for the decoration of the 

yellow house, for which the 'Sower' was intended. 

Japanese art provided part of the symbolism for this painting as 

well as the means to change the naturalistic convent.ion of Millet into a 

1(161) 
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symbolic fom in which the full poetic meaning of' the theme is ru~l!oed. 

The flat silhouettes and clean contours appear only as a by-prodllct of 

this poetic synthesis of symbols. 

These two paintings have a very ciose resemblance in form to 

Japanese prints, because Van Gogh worked from his imagination, which 

supplied the bare bones of his synthetio language but could not clothe 

the symbolism in references to nature. The 'Sower' provides good evi-

dence that Van Gogh's creative method was derived directly from Japanese 

prints. 

The synthesis which produced the 'Sower' is in part recorded in a 

letter to Theo written soon after the arrival of Gauguin at ArIes. A 

painting of a sower and one of a tree-trunk cut off by the frame are 

sketched together in the letter. Van Gogh must have associated the two 

in his imagination in the painting of the 'Sower'. The change in the 

form of the tree must have been brought about by Van Gogh's memory of a 

Japanese print. 
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The motif of the cut-off tree itself ie derived from Japanese prints. 
". , 

A view of 'Fuji Hama Montagne Sacre du Japon' was published on pa~e 68 
N" 

of the specialls~ue of Paris Illustre, 'La Japon' which Vincent had 
, , 

seen in Paris. The centre of this print is a large vertical tree trunk 

similar to that in Van Gogh's painting which is recorded in the sketch 

he sent to Theo. 

Another tree cut-off by the bordereof the pioture can be seen 

in a view from the seriee of thirty-six views of ~uji Yam a that was 

published in the fourth vol~e of Bing's magazine Japon Artistique 

which Van Gogh may have seen at ArIes • 
. , 

The motif of bo~hs silhouetted in relation to a disc of the sun or 

moon is quite common in Japanese paintings, . r 

f 
I 
i 

Bi.~ oWllei such a paiating whick he publishei ill ArtiBtic Jap... :c:. (I b~'&" 
. I 

The motif became a favourite one which he used in many paintings 

, . ' 
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made at· ArIes and at St. Remy. 

'l'hroughout the Arles, St. Remy and Auvers period, Van Gogh pro-

duced paintings and drawings of details from pature - a single leafy 

branch, a plant, or a small animal, treated with great respect for their 

natural form. ; These ~ere directly inspired by Japanese art. Inspired 

by the reproduction of a Japanese drawing of a blade of grass by Hine, 

he had written that an artist who contemplated tho smallest detaUs of 

nature would eventually take in the whole universe. 

In the summer of 1888 he observed to his brother Theo that he had 

seen 'grasshoppers not like ours at home but like those you see in 

Japanese sketchbooks'. He adds that they sing as loudly as fror.s, 

" taking his metaphor from Loti's Madame Chrysanthpm~ The letter 

contains a drawing of a 'Cantharide' fly which he also saw there, but 142 

the drawing is set in the text, like drawings of flies in the Illustrated 

edition of Madame Chrysanth~m~ which he had just read. Vincent's 

drawing is clearly based on Japanese art, with its calligraphic rendering 

of the fly's legs. Even in the observation of such small creatures 

Vincent wanted to make Arles into Japan. 

The nature studies in Bing'e Japon Art1stlgue interested him 

greatly. The .'Blade of Grass' appears as an element in several of the 1(165) 

field scenes painted at ArIes and St. Rerny. It is recognisable by its 

form, one leaf blade bent sharply away from the stalk. \Je have Al ready 

seen an example of the absorption of a detailed Japanese nature study 

into Vincent's landscape in the painting of ArIes as a Japanese dream. 

Like the irises, the blade of grass gave him a piece of unassailable 

reality on which he could build his poetio response to nature. 

In the example that I illustrate, only the blades of corn at the 

front are 'image identified'. They are· derived from the print in Bing 

and communicate its.essential reality to the whole of the landscape 

behind theml this itself is dependent on the free 6wirl of the brush 

143 

1(166) 



stroke for its expressive qualities. 

Vincent had the, print hanging on his wall at Arlos in 1889. He 

must have taken it to Auvers with him, where, together with the print 

of pinks by Bumpo, it served as the inspiration for the painting '};ars 

of Wheat'. Two sketches in the unfinished letter to Gauguin of the' 

summer of 1890 help to date the painting. He wrote; 

I am trying to do some studies of wheat like this, 
but I cannot draw it - nothing but ears of wheat 
with green blue stalks, long leaves like ribbons 
of ,green shot with pink, ears are just turning 
yellow, edged with the pale pink of the dusty 
bloom - a pink weed at the bottom, twisted round 
a stem. 

, For Van Gogh wheat was a symbol of human life, closely related to 

the symbolism of the Sower and to the symbolism of the Parable of the 

Sower. He wrote to his sister from PariSI 

Now as for comparing mankind to grains of corn, 
in every man who is heal thy and na tuml there 
is a germinating force as in a grain of wheat. 
And so natural life is germination. 

What the germinating force is in a grain of wheat, 
love is in us. 

The power of this symbol in his imagination led him to become 

'entirely absorbed' in the wheat fields around Auvers. 

The study of ears of wheat was an attempt to paint the 'germinating 

force' in wheat as a symbol of human life. But he could not draw the 

.f-,., 

144 \ 

I(161~ 
f, 

I(168:i 

I( 1681~: 
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146 

wheat he saw accurately, so he turned to the Japanese drawing and used it 

as a model. Once more Japanese art helped him to express his response to 

nature. 

The stalks of wheat show the characteristic bending of the leaf 

away from the main stem,and are green in oolour like the Japanese draw

ing. The form of one of Bumpo's pinks can be seen in the upper left 

hand corner of the painting, 'so we may deduce that ,Vincent used both 

studies to achieve his ,synthesis. ' ~en he desoribes the painting, 

Vincent mentions that he would like to use this green Wheat as a back-

B-round for a portrait~ .'In a letter of June 30 he sent '111eo a sketch of 1(169) 
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the finished work, a portrait 'of a peasant woman with a background of 

ears of wheat. The woman herself is treated in a In.panese manner, so 147 

that the ears of corn merge with the i~~ge perfectly. 

A second portrait was done with the woman standine 8P,ainst the 

wheat in a white dress. She is even more Japanese when standin~. Her 1(170) 

figure consists of flat planes of colour with dark outlines. This forms 

a flat figure against a flat background, like a Japanese print. 

The 'drawing of grass' enabled Vincent to give form to a series of 

poetic echoes that he found in the sight of growing wheat. Japanese art 

enabled him once more to fully express a nineteenth century theme. In 

placing the symbol behind a peasant woman treated in a Japanese manner, 

he expresses the idea that she is the ideal of human life, living with 

the same 'germinating force' as nature. The Auvers portraits are the 

solution to the problem of dignifying the peasant woman that he had , 

attempted at Nuenen. They should be compared with a drawing from this 

~ 

earlier time which shows a peasant woman as a monumental fi~~re isolated 
o 

and heroic. The transpfrmatlon from one to the other is greatly depen-
" 

I(171)~ 

dent on the formal and spiritual guide given to Van GORh by Japanese art. 

About the time that he made these portraits he made drawings from 

plants which show a debt to Japanese art. They are based on the line 

illustrations in the margins of Japon Artistigue. They use the same 

thick outlines to describe. the leaf forms. One of these drawines, a 
. . 

t 
\ 
! 

t 
1(112)\ 

I(113)r 

study of stalks, was used for a painting. 148 

There are also stUdies of moths and other insects made at this time. 

Vincent was especially impressed by a large grey moth that he painted on 

May 24, 1889. 

It seems that towards the end of his life Vincent was especially 

attracted to these intimate stUdies of nature. He was fascinated by the 

attempt to express the vitality of, the universe through a tiny fragment 

of nature. 

. ' . 

J 

~. 
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. 'Jrn illustration of a print of crabs by Hokusa1' (rra! to) in JApon F 

149 ~: 

Artistique is often said to have inspired two painUngs showing crabs. 
Ii' 

It 174) , 
~.:. 

But Vincent is likely to have made these paintings soon after hie visi t 1(175)1 

to Saintes Naries t before he could have seen the illustration. Th" forms 

of the crabs differ completely from those in the llokusai prints. 'l'hoy 

are derived in part at least fromobservation~ Also cralio much clo::ler 

in form were illustrated in the margins of a special number of Pn.rls 

'/ . 
lllustre that Van Gogh kept with him durine his travels. 

But whatever its source, the spirit of the painting is Japanese. 

These nature studies are concrete indications that Van Gogh tried 

'1f. _,I 
. to enter into the whole world from the contemplation of a single detail. 

tie believed that Japanese artists worked in this way. He wrote to Theo 
, . 

that they encompassed the whole world, beginning with the contemplation 

of a blade of grass. 

The flower studies made at'Arles, St. Remy and Auvers show the same 

'characteristics that the Paris flower paintings developed under the 

influence of Japanese prints. The flatness of design and expressi.ve 

brushwork is especially evident in the series of sunflowers that Vjnc~nt 

made to decorate his house at ArIes 'in the Japanese manner'. The foT':Tl 151 

of the sunflowers themselves 1s dependent on that of Ja~~nese flower 

prints such as Rokueai's series of Large and Small flowers. The vcrslon 152 

~; 

at the Tate Galler,y shows the Japanese design forms clearly • 1(176) . 
Later paintings sometimes abandon the western presentation of 

flowers in vases altogether. A painting of irises done at st. Remy 

shows them growin~ straight from the ground, as lnunpo shows his pinks 

in the illustration in Japon Artlstique. The plants seem to have been 

1(177) 

cut off at ground level. The form of the irises, their stressed outline 153 

and internal patterning is~erived from a Hokusai drawing, s~ch as the 

one reproduoed in the margin in issue No.2 of Japon Artist1gue. 
, '" 

H.R. Graetz has shown that the sunflowers are the symbols of Van 

1(118)\ 
. . 

154 
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Gogh's relationships with his friends and of his crAa the developmnnt and 

love fo-c man; and that his later flower paintings symbolise different 

phases in his life by their arrangement. The formal basis of .this 

symbolic expression is undoubtedly Far Eastern. 

Van Gogh's early drawings are fuzzy and the forms indeterminate, 

often built from hatchings of many lines or atmospheric washes. 

While he was in Paris Van Gogh produced drawings wi til more concern 

for the reality of individual objects. Drawings of industrial suburbs 

or of a gate show no line or mark which is not in itself a sign for an 

an object or a recognisable part of an object. Washes are still used but 

they do not suggest direotional light and shade. They Rre completely 
. . 

under the control of the lines of the drawine. There are two possible 

sources for this new discipline in drawing. They are the controlled 

brush stroke of the impressionists, and Japanese art. The impressionist 

brush stroke tended to break down the identity of the individual object 

and not to reinforce it as Van Gogh did. 

We may assume that the greatest influence came from Japanese art. 

In it one finds the phenomenon of 'object identity' which I discussed 

above. The Paris drawings also show a flat design made by openin~ out a 

perspective across the picture surface. 

Vincent must have Been Japanese drawings in Paris. He mentions 

books of drawings to Theo in his'letters. He even thought of his own 

drawings as Japanese. 

In May 1888, he wrote to. 'l'heo a.bout .them; 

You know what you must do with these drawings - make 
sketch books of six or ten or twelve, like these 
original books of Japanese drawings 

and he enclosed a drawing to show precisely what he meant. The drawings 

155 

in the book he sketchesa.re :recognisable; one is of a drawbridge, 156 
- ...... 

another a flowering orchard. 

He had written earlier of his desire to make a great many drawings 

. ,. 
, 

i: 
i 
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at ArIes, 'because I want to make some drawings in the manner of 

Japanese prints'. He also wrote that he was trying to make his drawings 157 

'more spontaneous, more exaggerated'. He was influenced in this by the 

Japanese manner of drawing of which he wrote,' 'the Japanese draw quickly, 

very quickly, like a lightnine fiash'. 

Van Gogh's drawings at ArIes were mostly made in pen and ink, which 

he adopted to allow him the greatest possible precision of gesture and 

of Indi vidual form. He ev'en made successful experiments with a reed 

pen, which produced a very oriental style. 

There are two basic styles of drawing in the ArIes period. 

The first relies on a complicat'ed system of lines and dots care-

fully placed to give a detailed representation of an image. But the 

representation is made in terms of the graphio elements themselves, it 

is not illusionistic. The graphic elements are located within the 

, . design by contours which demark separate areas of the picture plane as 

the substance of different objects. 

A similar vocabulary is found in Hokusai's drawings, for instance, 

the preparatory drawing fora print illustrating 'The hundred poems 

explained by the nurse'., Its background consists of long rhythmical 

lines which break it up into zones. These are especially evident on the 

left. Then there ia a series of lines which partly contour the verre-

tation. Other small areas of vegetation are completely described by the 

pen stroke. There is also an abstract vocabulary of small lines and 

I(180)~ 
~ 

158 f 
i'" 
~. 

it 
i 

dots wi thin the overall contours. ( 

Another drawing by Hokusai, 'Pine on the rocks with goats grazing 1(181), 

below' shows the skilful use of stralght lines in groups, and of simple 

dots. These are the elements of Van Gogh's graphio vocabulary not 

present in the first example. 
, " , 

Vincent used the vooabulary he had derived from Japanese drawings 

in his detailed drawings from nature, such as the drawing of the Crau 



Valley with the railway train and in the preparatory drawings for hie 

paintings such as the drawing of the unloading of sand barges for the 

painting at Essen. 

Van Gogh tends to use his f,Taphic vocabulary more densely than the 

Japanese use theirs. However, the' strict separation of each gesture 

enables him to achieve an effect of heightened perception as if the 

drawing were illuminated from within. This ability to identify directly 

with the image represented allowed Van Gogh to dispense with shadows as 

a means of attaining form. 

In some drawings the vocabulary is stretched out, used very sparingly. 

A few strokes induce space and form in a whole area of the picture plane. 159 ~ , 
f 

In this same way the goats in Hokusai's drawing give reality to 1(181) 

the whole plain around them, although it is only recorded by a few dots 

of ink. 

Van Gogh's other drawing style at ArIes was also derived from 

Japanese art. It is best represented by the drawings of huts inspired 

ji 

l 
i 

i 
~ r • I 
~ , 

by his visit to Saintes ~mries. 
~ 

They are composed of loose broad strokes 160 r 

of the pen, with no regard for the detail of the image as observed in 

nature. This manner is an attempt to imitate the Japanese artist who 

could 'indicate a figure in three or four strokes'. The two styles of 

drawing are not mutually exclusive. To some extent they represent the 

two poles of Van Gogh's art. The first is dominated by nature, the 

second by the imagination. It is significant that the looser, more 

imaginative style predominates in the work done at St. Remy and ruvers. 

The dependence of Van Gogh's brush stroke on these two styles of 

drawing is obvious. Indeed,' the eo-called 'expressionist' brush stroke 

depended far more on his attempt to imitate Japanese art than on a 

'liberated' form of theimpressioniat technique. 

Van Gogh often used Japanese influences in the portraits that he 

painted at ,ArIes, St. Remy and Auvers. One of the earliest is a port-



rait or an ArIes girl that he'painted in July 1888. 

Vincent described her as a 'mousme', a term which be took from the 

novel Mrldrune Chrysanth~~. It signified a. girl or younl:~ woman. 161 

The illustrated edition or MadameChrysanth~~ does not show this 

pose, although it does show several drawines of mousmes whose raee3 are 

similar to the ArIes girl~ 162 ' 1: , 
~ 

, The pose, the complete detachment of the figure from the bacvground 
, 

and the use of bright colours in flat patterns with clear contours, all 

derive from Japanese prints. 

/ The preparatory drawings for 'La Mousme' show the manner in which 163 
; 

f 
Van Gogh imposed his Japanese vision on nature. A hiehly disciplined i 

• , 
likeness was made of the head, from life. Then carne a reed pen drawing 1(183) ! 
or the whole composition in the Japanese manner. The forms of the two 

are fused together to make the finished portrait. 
, r ' 

The portrait of 'L'Arlesienne'. done in November 1888, shows the 

same development from a sketch made from life to a finished portrait.. 
" I 

The sketch, in oil paint, was 'slashed on in an hour'. Tho refined 164 

orientalism of the finished portrait was created away from the mOdel. 

Roskill compares the gra.phic qualities of the finished portrait 

wi th those of the Us Ekomo by -Kaegetsudo Monorubu" which Bing published 

as a double plate in the second issue of Japon Artistique. The flat 

planes of the clothes ~d scalloped edges are indeed like those in the 

Bing illustration, which may have influenced it, but so may the Actor 

prints published in th~ special issue of Paris Il1ustr~' which Van Go~h 

had with him, or any originals which Theo had sent. frhe same contours 

can also be seen in Rossi and Myrbach's watercolour illustrAtions to 

Madame (hrys~nth~£. ' 'tlatercolour naturally suggests flat planes of 

colour. The standing pose' of. 'Usekomo' is totally unlike the seated 

Arlesienne. Vincent only mentions the Bing print later, in June, 1888, 

when he mis-spells the artist as 'Morunuba'. There is thus very little 

" 



evidence of Roskill's claim that the 'Arlcsienne' represents the first 

true example of the influence of a Japanese master work on Van Go~h. 

Van Gogh's self portraits durin(! the ArIes period provide evidfmce 

of his personal identification with the Japanese way of life. In the 

'Road to Taras con , he portrays himself like one of Hokusai's prints of 

porters, dressed in blue overalls with a straw sun hat, stridtng through 

a Japanese landscape, a flat pattern on the picture plane. The portrait 

is a symbol of his desire to live in nature like a simple Japanese 

tradesman. The figure should be compared with the central figure in a 

straw hat moving left in the copy of Hiroshige's 'Ohashi bridge in the. 

rain' made in Paris. 

Just before Gauguin came to ArIes, Van Gogh made a self-portrait 

to exchange with him. . He wrote that in trying to stress his own, 

personality he had created 'not only myself but an impressionist in 

general', he had conceived the portrait as 'a bonze, a simple worshipper 

of the Eternal Buddha'. He deliberately orientalised the features. 

'I have made the eyes slightly slanting, like the Japanese', he wrote. 

The term 'bonze' is derived from Madame Ch!ysanth-em~ and there 

are two illustrations in it which show shaven headed monks with hir,h 

round skulls as in Vincent's portrait. These two illustrations may 

have provided the model for Van Gogh's portrait. 

The link between religion and art had been very close 1n Van Gogh's 

," own life. Art had replaced God for him. As he wrote to Theo, he no 

longer needed God but something just as wonderful, his art. 

Buddhist monks were known to have been the founders of Japanese 

; 
tt 

I 

I 
1(188) 

! 
I 
! 
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I 

; 
I 

art, and to have been amongst the greatest artists. In a letter to 167 

Theo, Vincent likened his own life to that of a monk who went to a 

brothel once a week. ' 

Thus this portrait represents his total identification with Japan

ese monk artists who practiced the I true religion I of contE'mpla tion of 
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nature, in which they lived like flowers. 168 ; 

Vincent only refers directly to Duddhism once in his letters, and 

then only in an aside 'under the name of optimism we are falling once 

more into the tail end of a kind of Buddhism', which eu~~ests that 169 

although he knew of it he was not particularly interested in its teachings. 

Images of Japanese Buddhist monks had appeared in ~lrope since Beato's 

photographs of the 1860's. However likely sources for Van Gogh's port-

rai t are the drawings and paintings by Regamey. Many other "Japn.nese" 

devices, such as "cut off" trees can be found in both Regamey and Van 

Gogh and one is tempted to suggest that Vincent knew "Promenades Ja.pon-

aises" itself. A seoond version of the self portrait as a bonze, 

"Sketoh by oandlelight" shows Vincent wearing a shirt with the design 

of a Japanese warrior drawn on it. This painting's provenance is contro-

versial. However as we have seen Vincent owned Japanese prints showing 

warriors and he may have copied the design from one of these,if he 

painted the work. 

The portrait as a Bonze was a manifestation of Van GoGh's great 

optimism, of his hope to rise to the serenity of Japanese art. But in 

a few months his self-confidence was hopelessly undermined by the fail-

ure of his relationship with Gauguin. The end of this relationship 

caused him to out off his right ear at Christmas 1888. Soon afterwards 

he painted a portrait which reflects his failure to live up to his 

great hopes. 

The 'self portrait with bandage~ ear' in the Courtauld Institute 

Galleries shows Vincent's face in between a blank canvas and a Japan-

ese print. The bandaged ear is on the left with the blank canvas; a 

symbol of his artistic impotence. The whole ear is associated with the 

Japanese print, with the image of creation fulfilled, and of man's unity 

with nature. Roskill dismisses thissymbol!sm as no more than a con-

trast of the worlds of fantasy and realit1, a conceit superimposed on 

. ' 
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the portrait. He misses its central significance for Van Gogh, because 

he sees only a peripheral role for Japanese art in his work. 

The print has been identified as one of two which Van Go~h later 

850 

gave to Dr. Gachet at Auvers, 'Geishas in a landscape' by Sato Torakiyo.I(190) , 
, i 

It is a late nineteenth century print and its attraction for Van Goeh 112 

was that it includes' all his favourite motifs, the bride-e, Fuji, blossoms 

and flowers, and human beings at home in nature. Vincent copied the cranes 

on the left as part of the frame of the Paris 'copy' of the Oiran by 

Kese! Yeissen. It is likely that he himself brought the print to ArIes 

from" Paris, where it became a symbol of his artistic aspirations. 

He compressed the composition in the portrait so that although one 

only sees half the print, the unity of the image is malntained. The 

symbolic importance of the composition as a whole made this necessary. 

Van Gogh's self portraits show how important it was for him to 

identify personally with Japanese art and artists. 

Gauguin's influence on Van Gogh's painting was totally disruptive. 

In his remark that Vincent painted like Daumier while he, Gauguin, was 

a true Japanese, he reveals how little he understood of his friend's 

art. Gauguin's claim to have been Vincent's teacher has been disproved. 

However, he may have brought Japanese prints fQ~_Vincent to look at when r, aJ.NJ..i . 

, : 
, , 

, ' 

, 
L 

, , ' 
! 

he came to Ar1es. ~en he later went to Martinique-he took with him a , I 
book in 'which Japanese sketches, prints of Hokusai, lithographs of 

Daumier, cruel observations of Forain' were gathered together so that 

he could 'demonstrate their bonds of relationship'. Perhaps Van Gogh 

suggested this procedure to hi~. 

Gauguin's use of Japanese art was part of a much broader exoticism 

and is, strictly speaking, beyond the scope of this thesis, since a full 

account of it would require a study of the attitudes of critics in the 

later 1880's and 1890's to Far Eastern art and also stUdies of the later 

Paris exhibitions. 

~ 
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There are no innovations made in Van Gogh's art durin~ the St. Hemy 

and Auvers periods, only developments of his discoveries at ArIes. The 

same themes derived from earlier nineteenth century art and from Van Goeh's 

own work are treated once again. He even re-copied the works of fIIillet 

and repeated his own early work in a series of views of cottages and 

fields which he called 'I1emories of the North' in his letters. 

In the 'Memories' he reworked the theme of the cottages, addine 

all that he had learned from Japanese art. Bright colour and free 

design on the picture plane replace the dull brown illusionism of the 

paintings of the same subject that he had made at Nuenen. 

Van Gogh's late brushwork and design are a development from the 

ArIes period. They are much more unified. They depend more on the 

internal laws of the picture plane for their effect than the ArIes 

,paintings which are still closely related to the experience of looking 

at nature. 

At St. Remy and Auvers the gap in Van Gogh's art between nature 

and the imagination, art and reality disappeared completely. lIe 

attained the state of the oriental artist towards which he had strugc;led 

at ArIes. His brush work is immediately expressive of his response to 

nature a,s well as of nature i taelf. Having attained this ability he no 

longe! needed the constant stimulus of Japanese works. lIe hardly ever 

referred to them in his letters after he left ArIes. Nonetheless, we 

know that he had Japanese prints with him at Auvers, for he gave Dr. 

Gachet two of them. 

The canvas 'A starry night' painted at St. Remy is typical of this 1(191) 

new approach in landscape.' The brushstrokes form rhythmic curves which 

express the interaction ~f elements of nat~re in the artist's mind to 

form a poetic whole. 

Writing of this painting, Van Gogh saidl 
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It is not a return to romantic or religious ideas, no. 
Nevertheless~ b~ing by the way of Delacroix, more than 
is apparent, by colour and a more spontaneous drawing 
than delusive precision, one could express the pure 
nature of the countryside compared with the suburbs 
and cabarets of Paris. 

852 

The 'way of Delacroix' enabled ,Van GOGh to use colour in those free 

swirls. But it is Delacroix transformed through Japanese art, as we 

may see by comparing this plate with his painting of 'Christ on Gonna

sareth' and the Hokusai print 'The Wave', which Van Gogh had compared 

with it at ArIes. 

So much was Van Gogh involved with his new understanding derived 

from Japanese art that he reproduces one of the basic contemplative 

signs of oriental mystiCism, the Ying and Yang, the symbol of eternal 

change in nature to which man is bound. H.R.Graetz first pointed out 116 

this similarity. Van Gogh presumably did not know the symbol although 

it had appeared at Vienna in 1813, but he created it in his stru{~gle 

to 'express the purer' nature of the countryside'. 

It is important to understand that what Van Gogh intended was an 

expression of Dian's relation to nature. It was not in any sense a 

religious notion of an all pervading lIfe force i~n~nent in nature 

which acts on man. This would be the very return to romanticism which 

he specifically denies •. 

, It is the very denial of this western attitude which is the 

strongest evidence for Van Gogh's dependence on the Japanese aesthetlc 

in his late work •. Nature and man's thought are well balanced only in 

. eastern art. 

Van Gogh does link one late painting directly with Japanese art, 

a painting of a quarry entrance. he did at St. Rerny. He compared it 

to 'Japanese drawings of rocks with grass growing on them, here and 

there little trees. I. 

This landsoape is no different in style to several other land-

scapes of ravines, and trees amongst rooks. The Japanese element is 

1(190) 
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the same in all of them. A free brush stroke moving right across the 

picture plane involves the whole landscape in a flurging unity not sryen 

earlier in his work. Colour is linked directly with this line and used 

in simple relationship~ not dependent on the colours in nature, just as 

it is used in Japanese art. In these landscapes Van GO{~ achieves the 

saJlle 'realisation' of nature as Cezanne in his landscapes of the sarrle 

time, such as the 'Quarry at L'Estaque'. But Van Gogh was helped by 

Japanese prints. 

Van Gogh's 'Quarry' should be compared to Hokusai's drawings 'Pine 

and a mountain Goat' and one of the 'Hundred poems explained by the 

nurse'. A second painting, 'The Ravine' should also be compared with I(191) 

them. Vincent mentions it in the same letter as "f:he Quarry'. Thp. 

rocks are treated just like the rocks on the left hand side of the 

'Hundred poems explained by the nurse'. though with the freedom of oil 

paint. The figures moving among the rocks are also taken from Japl:;l.nese 

drawings such as this one. 

The same system of freely curved lines is used in the portraits of 

the late period, where it expresses character. 

For instance, in a portrait of Dr. Gachet done at Auvers in 1890, 

the line expresses the melancholy nature of Vincent's friend, for ,·,hom 

he made a copy of it. The lines in Gachet's face, in the copy esp0C-

ially, resemble those in the. woodcut 'Laughing Hannya' by ~okusai. ~s 

do the tufts of hair on either side of Gachet's head and the modelling 

of his hands. Van Gogh knew such works, for Theo wrote to him of the 

'bie heads in Japanese cr(pons' when describing Gauguin's 'Belle 

Angel~' which uses the same circular device in its deaien as the 

. 'Laughing Hannya'. Perhaps Gauguin possessed the Hokusai as early as 

1888 or alternatively had seen it or a similar composition in Vincent's 

collection. 
. .. 

However speculation about the. precise time of the Japanese influ-
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ence into Van Gogh's oeuvre in his St. Rerny paintings is pointless. The 

resemblance between 'Dr. Gachet' and the 'Laughinr,- IIrtnnya' is important 

because it demonstrates the general similarity of Van Go~h'8 iate work 

to Japanese art. 

In view of all the evidence of his interest in it during his forma-

tive years and at ArIes, it is clear that his latest style depenns to 

a great extent on what he learnt from the East. 

Van Gogh's use of Far Eastern art shows that far from beine a naive 

experimentalist open to every passing influence, he was a well-informed 

artist concerned to resolve in his work several of the major problems of 

nineteenth century art. 

All Van Gogh's later painting is a restructuring of nineteenth 

century artistic preoccupations through a "recreation" of a Japanese 

aesthetic in terms of oil painting. Van Gogh's work may be seen 8S the 

cumulative effect of twenty-five years of Japanese involvement in 

Western art. The impasse first experienced by Manet is resolved at last 

by Van Gogh and the artistic evolution from one to the other is a 

measure of the constant pressure of the Far Eastern example on Nestern 

artists •. 
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Contemporary criticism linked Japanese art with contempora~r art and 

related it to the nineteenth century tradition. Popular appreciation of 
, ' 

Japanese art was also founded on an appreciation of a link. Nature and 

the imagination, poetry and the real, were seen as the two themes around 

which Japanese art was made. Van Gogh was exposed to the popular Japan

ese cult during his time in Paris, 1886-88, and I have demonstrated that 

his study of Japanese art during his time'there was one of the most 

important reasons for his change in style. The link between Japan and 

the problems of the nineteenth century as a whole must have been made 

very clear to Van Gogh by his experiences with crt tics and friends in 

Paris. 



For the problem went far beyond the sphere of art. '!'he poverty of 

illusionism was only part of the grand poverty of logic from which He{{el 

tried to rescue existence by creating a.n imaginati ve force which fj lled 

the material world and which established a direct link between man and 

nature. It is significant that one of the first critics of Van GOf;7h , 

Albert Aurier, chose to discuss his art in Hegelian terms, which are 

at the same time very much like the criticism of Japanese art which Van 

Gogh himself had read a few years before. Aurier wrote: 

He waSt almost always, a symbolist. Not, of course, 
a symbolist in the manner of the Italian primitives, 
mystics who hardly'felt the need to materialise their 
dreams; but a symbolist who continually saw the 
necessity of translating his ideas into precise, , 
appreciable and tangible forms, intensely carnal 
and material. In almost all of the canvases under 
this morphological disguise, in the shape of this 
supremely fleshlike flesh and very material substance, 
is concealed, for the person who knows how to look for 
it, a thought, an idea, it'is precisely this idea 
that is the essence of the work and both its effic
ient and final cause. 

As for the brilliant and dazzling symphonies of 
colour and line, whatever their importance may be 
for the painter, they are merely means towards 
expression, processes of symbolisation. 

Van Gogh wrote to Auxier that he had rediscovered his canvases in 

this article. Aurier's perception of the duality of nature and the 
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imagination, in Van Gogh's art was remarkably acute. 'However, in making 180 f 

use of Hegelian notions, Aurier promotes the idea of the 'Idea', a 

world force which Van Gogh is said to have depicted in his art. A 

study of his use of Japanese art shows that a return to a religious 

attitude to the universe was not Van Gogh's aim. Man and nature, their 

relationship as one of creative change, Been at its highest in art, 

which was itself the 'something greater' to which he aspired in place 

of a God. 

This understanding of the spiritual link between man and nature, 

essentially h~ist1~ and independent of religious belief, is the most 

important thing ,that Van Gogh}earnt from Japanese art. The freeing of 



of his imagination to act directly on nature through the brush followed 

automatically. In hisbalancine of nature and the demands of art Van 

Gogh is one of the most 'objective' artists who have ever lived. Only 

c(zanne surpasses him in this .respect in the nineteenth century. 

The formal vocabulary which Van Gogh took from Jaranese art is 

only incidental to this discovery. Nonetheless, I haw shown that this 

is much broader and more fundamental to his style than is sometimes 

thought. It would seem logical at this stage to present a discussion 
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of the role of the Far Eastern example in the development of "Symbolism". 

I have demonstrated that symbolic modes of thought were evoked in those 

who wrote about Japanese art in the 1660's and 1870's and that these 

modes appeared in critics with varied "critical positions". However to 

pursue this into the 1880's as a whole would demand a lmgthy study of 

the criticism of that period •. There can be no doubt that the conditions 

under which the Far Eastern example exerted itself influence changed 

during this period. This can be Been by considering the role of Janan-

ese art in Van Gogh's work as opposed to its role in the work of Gauguin. 

For Van Gogh Japanese art provided a total aesthetio, a means of resolvinr, 

most of his diffioulties, for Gauguin it was only one of a number of 

exotic sources which he attempted to force into a symbolic rather than 

a formal synthesis. For Gauguin JapA.nese art was mainly a source of 

imagery. Hence the highly integrated quality of Van Gogh's work as 

opposed to that of Gauguin. The incidental role of Japanese art in 

Gauguin's work coincides with broadening European appreciation of exotic 

cultures of all kinds. This was reflected in the Paris exhibition of 

1889 where Japanese art played a much smaller part than the great 

range of exhibitions from the' ~Tench colonies. Gauguin was much 

influenced by these exhibitions •. 

The role 01' the Far Fastern example in Gauguin's aes thetic may be 

demonstrated by considering the appearance of poses based on Duddhist 



sculpture such as that on show at the Muaee Guimet. The s~ne is true 

of the front figure in "Le Reve" of 1891 in the Courtauld InstitutfJ. 

Gauguin also made use of titles which indicated his interest in Bu~dhist 

ideas. His portrait on silk of Meyer de Haan of 1889 was called 
, , 

"Nirvana". 

Onocaasion ~auguin indicated his synthetic intention clearly. 

In the painting "The Great Buddha" of 1889 for instance the Buddhist 

sculpture in the centre is probably a Maori idol from New Zealand. 

The problem may be seen in another way by considering the imagoo of 

copulating couples wpich appears In Gauguin's books "Noa Noa" and 
M~ 

"Ancien Culte Me;orl.". The image is clearly derived from Japanese erotic 

prints, but the couple are placed inside a blossom, the symbol ot 

divine union and creativity, often used in India. Moreover their cop

ulation has none of the destructive anxiety to be seen in Degas' use of 

Shunga.. 

Gauguin's use of Far Eastern imagery was clearly conditioned by 

his broader knowledge of Far Eastern culture and exotic sculptures 

generally. Indeed he carne to regard them all as Buddhist as this 

passage from Noa-Noa reveals. 

On the ground purple with longserpent1ne copper~ 
coloured leaves (there lay) a whole Oriental . 
vocabulary - letters (it seemed to me) of an 
unknown, mysterious language. I seemed to see that 
work, Atua, God. As Taata or Takata it reached 
Indi~ and is to be found everywhere or in every
thing. (Religion of Buddha) - In the eyes of 
Tathagata all the fullest magnificence of Kines 
and of their ministers are merely like spittle and 
dust. 

In his eyes purity and impurity are like the dance. 
of the six nagas. In his eyes the search for the 
way of Buddha is like flowers Bet before a man'a 
eyes. 

, .' . 

It would seem pointless to investigate the derivation of compo-

sit10nal pattern and figure pos~lfrom Japanese prints and paintings 
. ." 

alone, or without considering their particular cultural significanoe 
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for Gauguin. Thus the appearance of Japanese prints in ona or two of 

Gauguin's paintings should not be used as an excuse to search for 

purely formal borrowings from Far Eastern art. 

, . He describes one painting where he clearly borrowed from a J,'1panese 
, . 

model "Enfants Luttant" of 1888, as, "tout a fait japonais par un 

sauvage de Perou ". 

The work that has been done on Gauguin.s use of Far Eastern exa.mples 

has almost completely ignored this type of vital interconnection in 

favour of formal analysis and thus, in my opinion, misrepresented the 

significance of Gauguin's borrowings from the Far East. 

The role of the Far Eastern example in Gauguin's work is clearly 
, . . 

conditioned by a different and in some ways more complex set of circum-

stances than those which applied to Van Gogh and the artists which 

preceded him.' 

The sarne is true of other artists - such as Lautrec, who is known 

to have been fascinated with Japan. EVen Rodin may have gained the idea 

for his cloaked "Balzac" from the statues and drawings of cloaked 

Buddhas which he saw 

relinquishing of the 

" in the Musees Guimet and Cernuschi. The sculptor's 
~ 

power of i.the rhetorical in favour of a cloaked " . . , . 

figure to suggest an enormous creative power indicates a move to a Far 
( 

Eastern view of creative vitality. The analogy between Buddha and 

Balzac is perhaps not too strained for the seeds of an idea to have 

transmitted to Rodin. 

Enough has now been said to make clear the great change in the 

cultural ground against which artists perceived Far Eastern art during 

the 1880's. 
. . 

Van Gogh's work may be seen to be the cumulation of the phase of 
. . . 

Far Eastern influence studied in this thesis. It is reasonable to break 

off at this point to assess the results of the investigation. 
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GENrnAL CONCLUSION . 

Before returning to the questions raised in the introduction to 

this thesis it is as well to consider any weaknesses in the body of the 

work. ~everal important "documents" known to exist have not been located. 

The most significant of these are the cataloeue of the Ja.panese exhib

ition in Paris in 1867, the volume of photographs published by the Japan

ese of their exhibits in Vienna in 1873 and the book of photographs sent 1 

by Bing to the Victoria and Albert.~useum. It is also regrettable that more 

objects from the Japanese appearance in Paris in 1878 have not been 

positively identified. However none of this information would be able 

to seriously alter. the balance of the evidence I have already collected. 

It is less easy to be totally confident of this in respect to the 

known collections of Japanese objects which I have so far been unable 

to examine in persion, in particular the original collection of ~1usee 

Cernuschi and the collection of Japanese prints once owned by Monet in 

Musee Marmottan. There isa possibility that these collections may 2 

contain work which would challenge the conclusion of this thesis that 

. only nineteenth century Japanese prints and paintings were generally 

available in the West in the 1860's and 1870's. However documentary 

evidence that I. have built up on this question makes this moat unlikely, 

There is little likelihood of serious error, throueh omission or 

wishful selectivity, in the picture of Japanese imports and of Japanese 

collections formed in the period discussed in this thesis. It is more 

important to consider the loss of the opportunity to make the most 

precise, historically accurate,analogies between Eastern and Western 

art objects. 

This now becomes a question of long term research. . The general, 

historically imprecise, character of some of the comparisons between 

, Eastern and Western art made in the text, . particularly in the case of 

Monet, must.be accepted if weare to draw meaningful conclusions from 



the evidence it presents. The amount of that evidence, in my opinion, 

makes the outright contradiction of my conclusions by fresh historical 

discoveries mO:lt unlikely. Moreover at the very least this thesis does 

indicate the sources most likely to yield signifjc~nt results throuffh 

further research. For instance the narrowin~ down of the range of 

Japanese prints available to Western artists in the 1860's and 1870's to 

those by their near contemporaries in Japan has eliminated fruitless 

speculation on the role of eighteenth century prints in the West in that 

period. 

Further studies of possible Japanese influence durine this period 
, / 

could be most usefully made in the archives of the Nusee Guimet, the 
,/ , 

l1usee Cernuschi and the Tokyo National Museum in Ueno Park. There is 

also the possibility of locating lost works, such as the paintines of 

Regamey. However these studies are unlikely to contradict the conclus-

ions of this thesis as regards the historical' circumstances of Japanese 

influence and its general nature. They are more likely to eive it 

more precision and definition. 

Because of the depth of "background" research contained in the 

thesis its conclusions as to the influence of the Far FRstern ex~ple on 

Western artists are' also unlikely to suffer the kind of factual contra-

diction which has overtaken nearly all previous work on the topic. This 

as we have seen lacked such research and relied far too exclusively on 

formal analysis and internal evidence for its conclusions. 

The thesis offers sufficient evidence for the conclusions which 
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follow to be made with reasonable confidence. These are in two sections; 

the first concerns the implications of the evidence of the thesis for 

our picture of late,r nineteenth century art in England and France, the 

second discusses the more general problems concerning changes in the 

forms of art which were raised in the introduction. 



The implications of the thesis for lRter nineteenth century art. 

A clear pa Hem has been established for thf! growing availability 

of Japanese goods in the 1060's and 1870's. 

It has been shown that some Japanese work, notably paintings and 

prints,was available in'Europe as early as 1820 but that little interest 

was taken in it by Western artists and critics until Western art and 

nrtistic theory had advanced to a point at which it was possible to 

recognise the validity of art that did not spring from the classical 

and Christian sources at the base of Western tradition. Hence the 

numerous analogies between Greek art and that of Japan in criticism of 

this period. It has been shown that for political and cultural, rather 

than aesthetic, reasons Chinese art played a secondary role durine this 

period. Often the best of it was mistaken for Japanese art and assimi

lated to the general concept of "Japonaiaerie". 

061 

Evidence has been offered that for many reasons 1862 may be taken to 

mark the beginning of serious interest and study of Japanese art in 

England and France. 

However the period of massive imports of Japanese eoods into ~llrope 

may be seen to run from the 1867 Paris exhibition to the 1878 Paris 

exhi bi tion. In particular th'e period from 1874 to 1878 was one of con

tinuous expansion in the trade in Japanese art and bibelots. After that 

exhi bi tion and the 1883 retrospect! ve at George Petit's enllery the 

nature of the interest in Japanese goods changed radically. Fashionable 

taste no longer welcomed contemporary Japanese art and Bing and other 

dealers suffered serious financial reverses. A new Western interest in 

Japanese·art rose up based on historioal scholarship and the values of 

the connoisseur, which cut off its vital role in relation to Western art. 

The 1867 Japanese exhibition in Paris has been shown to be an 

important occasion, ,the last manifestation of the old feudal government 

of Japan and a great revelation to many. However it must be placed in 
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the context of the gradual development of interest and sp~cificnlly in 

relation to the subsequent decision of the new Japanese government, in 

1871, to promote Japanese culture worldwide and to encourage exports. 

These decisions were vital to the development of the interest in Japanese 

goods in lurope. 

A most important and hither~o unacknowledged point is th~t the vast 

majority of Far Eastern work seen in Europe in the 1860's and 1870's was 

contemporary or near contemporary. The exceptions to this were Borne 
I 

examples of lacquer seen at the 1867 exhibition and the occasional cera-

mic piece. ·r:intiflg or print made before the time of JIokuea! can be 

identified/.s definitely present in England or France before the 1878 

exhibition. Indeed it would appear tha.t Europeans did not begin to 

apply the rules of taste considered basic to a study of Jnpanese art 

today until the mid-1880's. Before then Hokusai stands out as the ~reat, 

,j if not the only, Japanese master recognised in the ';lest. Noreover, as early 

as 1874, European taste influenced Japanese dealers, who sold only con-

temporary goods to westerners, Japanese manufacturers began to make 

"Japanese" goods with motifs borrowed from the most popular lIokuGai 

prints, such as the forged .Satsuma seen being made by Sichel and others 

in 1874. The official Japanese exhibition in 1878 was almost entirely 

composed of contemporary work, including some of this type. 

This is of the greatest significance for the view of the use of 

Japanese art by Western a.rtists in the 1860's and 1870's and for the 

understanding of the European response to Far libstern art and aesthetic 

attitudes. 

The attraction of realists to Japanese·art becomes much easier to 

explain if one realises that their image of it was formed basically by 

the Mangwa, other works of Hokusai and some by Hiroshige. The endlessly 

repeated analogy with Epinal prints be~~~~_~qua.l1y understandable. As 
- .- -_ ••• -., ?" ••• ---~----~.~-~.,.--~.-

for criticism, it has been.generally assumed that those critics who 
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otudied Japanese art, or used it in co~parisons with Western aTt, iu the 

1870's were studyinC the whole r3.n~~ of work and. their pronouncemcnt"3 

have been made use oft-y historie..'W on this basis. I have shc'fm that 

this 'Was not the cese, 'tha.t their oxi ticism had a very precise reference 

wi thin the forma.l voca'bulary of Japanese art. Moreover I have been abln 

to demcnstrate the mechanIsm of cultural intera.ction whereby Japanese 

art was adopted by critics of many differt:nt viewpoints to support their 

ger,er::i.l pesi tion in the current aestr.etic debates in the West. The }'ar 

Eas t~r!l cX3JIlple ,,,as in no sense the exclusive property of the avant-garde. 

Indeed its a.lrnost universal adoption suegcsts that nineteenth century 

art, a.s r~ whole, possessed a common I~ore of values and that it was the 

them by un avant-,~rde which was at the roots of the p:'l'eat axtitl'tio 

debates of the time. I have also been able to sho,,' that the use of 

JaPanese art by the artists I have discussed call be closely pa,ro.llE'Jlcd 

'tly the work of critics who studied Japanese art. 

lill~thcr pl('!ce of evidence a.gainst the "o.vant-earde" theory of 

~lcstern art during this period is provid~d by the popular cnthusi~sn, 

for Jap:;lllcsl::'!. good!)., 'l'he myth of the "discovery" of Japanese art 'by 

artiflts totally un,1wa,r'? of it as part of their own backgroun(l w()ul!! 

eeem to be without foundation. Tm general apprt!Jciation of Japanese art 

by tht'~ artistic cOlfu":')uni ty may be seen to have beon at least u,:J e.dvanc.:.d 

if not ahead of tho knowledge! and use of the work by artists. 

Nor2over 1 havEZ' be(Jn able tc show that 86 knowledge of Ja.p~leoe 

art developed" so ffiany of the char.ges in style often att:dbut~d to the 

immanent formal dynamic of s'tylc ca.n be explained at least partially 

in terms of the Japanese exa~ple. For in9t~nce, Dr;cas monotypes, 

\/'histler'l:) f::eest Noctu~.'nes and the lco<;lenins and broadcninlr of f'uHlOt'a 

brushctroka'may all be partialJy attrj:but~d to the diocovery and nppre

cia:tion of tht~ fro!J tecnniq\},e of SU11li-ye ink pa.inting, in particular 



the demonstra.tions which were given in Paris in 1878. l"'.any other 

examples of detailed historica.l evidence in regard to particular ch~ges 

may be found in the text. I believe that these are sufficient to show 

that the importance of the Far Eastern example for the development of art 

in the 'vest during this period has been vast@nderestimated, as a 

result of a basic misconception about tho nature of the period. The 

effort of most artists during this time was towards the creation of a new 

synthesis of forms and meaning. This was necessary to overcome tho 

difficulties which appeared in Western art and art theory in the 1860's 

concernine the relation of art to conte~porary experience. These have 

been discussed in the thesis. 

In the 1860's Japanese art fundioned as a kinu of catal'ya3~, a. 

opcci~l compound of fc~~l devices and servicable myths. At a t!m~ of 

overwhelmin~ crisis for Western aesthetics, in which the whole rationale 

of art W~3 ~~dcr 'strain, a certain view of Japanese art helped to make 

painting possible. In the 1810's it continued to a.ot as a major 

stimulus to formal innovation but, as before, wi thin the context of e.n 

overa.ll cultural unity. The great effort of the Western artists of the 

period. studied in this thesis was synthetic, not analytio. If we look 

closely a.t the Impressionist aesthetic and subsequent attitudes to it, 

such an Vellt~rils account' of the Impressionist "Idea" - and above all 

if wo study the use of Jar.a.nese exe.mples by "Impressionist" a.rtists - it 

soon be COUles clear how 11 ttle their artiotlc intentions and achievements 

may bo explained in terms of anulytical naturalism. That explanation of 

Impressionist art, proposed by Venturi and many other critics and 

hJC3torians, has nothing to tell us about the Impressionists' complex 

involvement with Japan. 

The spread of interest in Japanese art amqngst artists as dif.ferent 

in style as Nanet and Alfred ~}te"ens serves to show that< the division of 

al,'Usto into those who can be represented as essentia.lly analytical and 
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red\!ctive and thOSH who ca.."'lnot, is a fallacy. 

Ao we ha.ve seen, Stevens and !-1.:1.net were strikic.gly similat' to ea.ch 

other in te::ws of ba.sic aesthetics and in the experience from wj:lich they 

built their art. Their different styles were the result of different 

attitudes to shared human experience of the metropolis at that perio1. 

They deserve to be seen as complementary. not as opposed. Similar 

problems occur in cases such as that of the relation between Wnistler's 

art a.."\d that of r1enpes. The application of the concept of avant-garde, 

used as a kind of Occam 'a razor to create a limited "tradi tion l
' which 

can be corr.prehended as a series of unique individlli~l innovations in form 

anti subject matter, may be ,seen to be misconceived. It ignores tl:e 

wp,a.l th and v;:;:d ety- of n tnt'~t~enth centl1!'Y art and ita m3.ni.fnld int~r-

relationships. tloreover it relies on 8 caricature of nineteenth century 

society and culture as a philistine monolith. 
~~ .. 

That cariacture has been 

clasolve!l by my analysis of the reception of the Japanese example in 

ninotf.>(:r.th century Europe. 
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NllCh mora could be said in general terms about the conception of 

"a".:ant .. garde" which ha3 formed such an important part of art theory B,nd. 

pl'acUce in 'the, hwntjeth century. 'lbe artisto discuoscd in this thesia -

in f,ar't.iC'..llar Nanet - have often been claimed as the flrst ~~rt1stc 

consciously to adop'L avant-gardis t post tionf:t. In my view this claim 1s 

not jU3t1ficd by tho evldence I n?vo presented. Consequently the 

convontiono.l view ?f the development of modt.'rnism whIch fol1ow:3 from 1 t ia 

also challenged by this evidence. 

It is clear that to be "avant-garde" 1s to be fa!" more than :nerely 

an inventor of 3. new subje~t C'l' artistic i'orm. Av.o.nt-gardis:n Impll~q 

a belief that mttch is ene's culture is redundant. It impli~s 8 systematio 

ell:nina.ticn from t~e work of art of references t~ those redlJ.ndant clomcnts 

and, in the long run, resul t3 in a radical simpl:Lficat:ton or reduction 

of the crea. t1 ve pr.'ooess. This rC9:ltction occurs as &. result of t.he 



pressure on an avant-gardis·t to present something totally new. It debars 

him from making use of the existing cultural significances of subject, 

composition or style, even in an attempt to transform them for a new 

purpose. 

Thus, paradoxically, for the avant-gardist, art came to signify less 

and less as the culture in which he worked appeared to become more open 

and to offer an ever greater multiplicity of human experience. In an 

effort to stand outside his culture, often in order to ~riticise it 

through his creations, he was driven to condemn ever greater areaa of it 

as unfit for creative purposes. 

Avant-gardism has been described as the systematic using-up or 
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"wastine" of cultural contents in the creative process. I have Dhown 3 

·that the ma.jor a.rtists of the 1870's were, on the oontrary, concerned 

with the syntheais of different cultural contexts. They took various 

elements froUl their culture and juxtaposed them in novel relationships. 

In doing so they proposed new equations for experience, in the hope that 

they would be found more satisfying than the old. They were confident' 

. that their culture was capable of being ada.pted· in order to generate 

these new meaninGS; they believed that experience would confirm the 

accuracy of their propositions. Their work wa.s an attempt to continue 

the systematic recreation of their culture: not a declaration that it 

was obnolete. 

I have argued, for example, that HuysmanB' accusation that Hanet was 

a reactionar,y in continuing to use Japanese elements in his work in the 

late 1870's wa.s the beffinninc of a crucial misconception of lwlanet's art. 

Huysmans' writings of the early 1880's are some of the earliest to 

express a belief that the surrounding culture ~~st necessarily be cut 

down to size or rendered obsolescent if one is to make art at all. 

~~ere is a feeling in Huysmans that the artist must remain ahead or the 

~~e rather than at its centre. 
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It is sig,1ifican-c that. Luret 's choice of the title "Critique 

d' Avant-garde" \,'8..-; also made 'in thp. 1880'8. This title is strlln~ly 
- . 

belied by tha·contents of the beok; a series of earlier essays 'Which 

cannot be interpreted in a.."1.~~ senso as an "avant-ga.rden ma...Tlifesto. Tho 

essays on Japanese art, for instance, relate Hokusai to realist art 

theo:ry~ Ja.panese art is seen in te~s defined the norm:ll cuI tu:ral values 

cf' the 1,lest at this particular moment. Duret never sacs the Japanese 

e':a. .. ·nple as uniq~ely appropriatg ·to an avant-garde a.lone,. as was to be 
. a.K 

the case with primitive a~in the early twentieth century. 

It seems reasonable to suggest that avant-gardism in tho visual 

arts 'Was an invention of art critics in the 1880's and that the attempt 4 

to be "aval'lt-garde" did not become a major factor in the conception oi' the 

crea.ti vo precess held by Eurepean artiot~ until :Jome time a.tter thin d::l;~c. 

I have, for inst$.nce, been able to use the Japa."'lese example to demonstrate 

the fallacy involved in regarding Vw~ Cegh as an avant-~~de artist. 

!n spito of Greenberg's a:t:'guments to the c'.)ntrary, avant-earliil.'lm 

t-ffi 
j.n pa.i.nt.ingo does"a.ppear to ha.ve its roots within tho particular practice 

of ~, visual art, that is to say the cen3trru.nts ef the medium nnd the 
~ 

purification of painterly me~ns. On tbe contrary it appears to have beon 

2.doptt'd read.y Dlade from li teratu.'re. 

ThiS is an importa.nt art,"UIIlE.:nt. For if the roota of "a\,ant-gardism" 

cannot be easily identified in the development of visual art in itoelf 

and for itself, then much that has been written about the genesis of 

moderrdsm becomes questiona.ble. It boconles necessary to rethink the 

Cl."}Jlanation of the f'merg(mce of the "avant-g-arde tl consciousness in the 

vlLual arts in terms of the artist's relation to thie culture as a whole. 

Even ~hen an ava~t·garde strategy r~ally did g~t under way - ~~d I 

\Jould 'place its emergence as la.to as tho 1900's - I beli€·ve it can alao 

be lwen sa:; P ... fl attempt to l'lla,int;lin relaticTls W'i th the culture which it 

f'II:r,ea.:r.ed to rellder obsolete. 
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Only by declaring their separate position could artists relate to 

a rapidly disintegrating system of values in which the re-establishment 

of an artistic language through synthesis appeared impossible. In other 

words, avant-gardism was simply a working hypothesis - another means of 

keeping open the possibility of art as communication. The reasons for 

the appearance of this strategy surely involve the whole culture of the 

period. To pursue them would be beyond the scope of this thesis. 

A recent exponent of avant-gardism has declared -

Disaffiliation is the celibacy of the artist whereby 
he becomes the oracle to 'tThom society can always and 
only turn. 

~ Any study of the emergence and influence of avant-gardism must begin 

wi th the social si tU8.tionf; which give such a declaration the ring of 

truth. 

Avant-gardism cannot be used as an explanatory prinCiple. Its 
, ' 

existence poses a ~roblem for the historian, who must eive an accurate 

account of it, just as he accounts for any other device or theory used 

by artists to maintain their crea.tive activity. 

************* 

I have stressed the integrating role of the Japanese example 1n the 

1070's. I have argued that those artists who made use of it were, in 

faot, fighting to prevent the severance of links between their art and 

society. They fought to hang on to the cultural signifi,cance and 

symbolisms embodied in the socitJorder and its various "languages". In 

other worda they struggled to retain the ability of art to contain 

varied levels or meaning within one work, meanings which could only be 

sustained in and through culture as a whole. 

This was achieved in part by appropriating the visual language of 

tpe Japanese example. Because the art of Japan stood quite outside the 

artistic tradition of Ettropo still largely ignored by Western scholarship 

it was open to mediation by purely European needs. 

5 



• 

~ne Jar-anese example enabled the artists studi8d in this tteais to 

combat tr~e various pressu~es which combined to force them away from the 

central debates and experiences,of'their 'culture. (One of these was the 

decay of artistic lang-'U,age,. the experience or' Itshab'by equIpment always 

deterioratingll
.) Ther~ were other less abstract pressures,' such as the 
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structure of the art market and tho manirulation and commercialisation 6 

of cont.emporar.r taste. 

I have sho\<.n that in the \,se of Japanese art, at l~.a.st, the works 

of Whistler, ~funet, Monet, Degas, Van Gogh and others are de~ply rooted 

in contemporary conscicllsness and experience and attempt to rear.ond to 

it. The discove=y of Japa,n was an importan t social a.nd cUltural event of 

the times. It produced a new iconography, to be found inphotographs~ 

cngr:lvine;c, 1i t~r'~r:r c.ccou."'lt;:: of JO-pan, Ve~tern literature, and in the 

grca. t vrrdety of Japa.nese bibelots apa.rt from prilltG •. T'tlere were even 

liv~ Japar.c=o or. ohow in Paris. 

I have attempted to stress the breadth of eourc~s available to 

W~3tern artis ta and to show that their inte:cE:s't in Japan was :in no way 

confinod to Japn.n(;se prints, as hus been assl:mod by most other workers 

in this field. ~~lliBt1er, for instance, drew on Weot>3rl'l painting'.3 or 

Japan~se sl.lbjects, rainUngs on blue 3.r.d white Chin.:,., embroidered SCI'eenCi 

!:\nd 11 ternry descriptions ot.' Japanese temples for his a.rt, as well 2.3 

print:;. 

I~ .. mleht be said thf:1t. a 'wh~le new tradition with all its re:sourCt;)3 

of Il"yth, symbolism, imagery and artlstic form, was creatod'in tho 

"'estern cO!'lsciousness. Cree.ted'rather than'transmitted, for aa we havo 

seen, tho "Japan'?se tl ... .j,di tioll" in the \:est -",as a. CCI:lplcx of Japanese fact 

and Western cult1.'.ral n~cds exprc::::=i€:d in criticism, cultural eynthesis 

and ~e~i,~.p.!lble myths. 

110 better p:roof of the existence of thia "h~bridu Is necdl;!d than the 

diffcrd.!"ot! empha.'H~S gi'ren to the; cd tical problp.:tlfl raised by the Fal' 
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East'ern example in England and, 'France. In England the need to deal with, 

the attitudes of Ruskin lent a particular quality to critical analysis of 

Ja.panese art, whereas in France the notion of art as a. series of lanb"Ua.ges 

each with its own validity allowed Japanese art to have a much more 

direct impact. National cultural situations profoundly affected the 

value of the Far Eastern example in England and France. In other words 

when we talk of the "Japanese" influence on Western artists, we are 

really pointing to a complex of ideas and associations - meanings 

assigned to the Far Eastern example which operated within Western culture 

i teelf. 

Any formal compositional innovation, any use of Far Eastern subject 

matter or techniqu9 1s always seen to be eene~at,ed by this total complex 

of beliefs and attitudes. 

In the '60's, for example, the emphasis was on Western cultural needs, 

mediated by analogies between buropean and Japanese art. In the 1870's 

more Japanese "fact" became a.vailable but the Western conception of 

Japanese art remained a complex of Eastern and Western values until the 

late 1880's. The basic aesthetic problems which were dealt with in tho 

works of the artists of this period turn up repeatedly in Western 

criticism of Far ~~9tern art. 

Dehind these problems lies a general aesthetio intention shared by 

all tho major artisto studied in this thesis. It may be described as 

the attempt to crcate ima~es which demon3trate the meanln~ful unity ot 

man and his physical ani social environment. This thread runs through 

all the critical re3p0l1SeS to Jar-e:nese art which have been studied and 

appears as a major preoccupation in the work of artists as far apart as 

YJhiBtler and Van Gogb. There can be no doubt that the Far Eastern 

example helped to def.ine the terms in which this basic problem of 

Western aesthetics was approached by ever/ important artist of the period. 

wi th the exception of Cezanne. Indeed Ceza.nne's posl tion 8S a great 
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outside=::- rr,ay well be explaIned b;{ his rejection or ignorc . .''lce of Far 

D,,1~rte!."{, str·ategies to solve his creatlve l'roblelfis. 

Conzider, for instance, the difference between the nudes of DeWls 

and Cezanne. In my opinic.n the difference follow3 qui t(:! directly fl'om 

Dega.s 's adop:Uon of certain Far Eastern composi tior.al devices and 

techniqu~s of draughtsmanship to lend credibility to the image of the 

h~an foro in motion. He made use of a series of mediated associations 

with Fa.T. Eastern art to give vitality to his puintinr,'. Cezanne, on "the 

other r~nd, relied exclusively on the i!r~anent characteristics of the 

canvas as he perceived them 'through Western clazsical eYGS. ~icncth~leso, 

his contemplative atti tud.e to nature and direc't U3e of the pict'LU'e 

surface pa.rallels Far Ea.stern me thode and H. is sigllU'icant the. t. 

tlorkil".g in isolatien, his art adopted a ratior.al~ simih.r to that of 

Far f..a.stern art. 'l"hat only emph;::o.sises the naturalness of the adopUon 

or the Far l::aste~n exa.'nple by others, as a short cut to thesoluticm 

of litllny Fn-tic·1l1s.r dilemmas of Vestern art. ~he3e particular dilc~~as 

stemmed frwa a great anJ general one: because for 113,net rJ.3 much as 

Van GOGll, the ul ti mA. t£ valu~ of Japanese art waa that it showed a "my to 

r€l.mi to man and nrliu't'e, subject and object, image and reall ty. 

Th~ II £\')(;: t Impreudonis ts", in parti cular Vo.n Gogh and Gaue''J.in, r...!lva 

often been dcncribcd as a special brocd of new cel~etlcs. quite different 

f t '" ... ·"tur-li"'ts c" .Lh·' 1870 t.. rr"-e term 1IC' ... :\ ..... th"_alS'I'" han '\.e~n rem HO...... ... ~ .I. ... ':; .., • .I.U • .. TO..,,, ~ L' < .. 

f'.pI>T'Opr.iated to rFlpresent this borrowing and mixing of cultl.tral quantities. 

1 have tr!'~d to shO\.,r that Vc..n Co gr. '0 use of Japanese art 'Was in tlO sensa 

eclectic. Rather he used it to deal with a series of major contemporary 

cu1 tural preoCCUI)ation~. He assimilated hi~ r..otioll of Ja.paneso imaeery 

D.."'ld tech"lique to the current conve!lt:tor.al r.epertory of 1\1't'opean forma and 

sytr:boJ s in \-;hich these preoccupatIons had ber;)n ~mbodJ.ed. In doing so he 
I 

hoped to cl'€ato !1.t?\1 !l'1cn.ningr.! for ttlA l'npcrtor'J I!ppropriate to the l~te 

ninctefm'th ce'.ltu,:r.y. fometlm~a he s1).cceeded in this.' The motif of the 
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sower, . for ins ta.nce was reworked in such a way tha. tits original 

~iblical significance, its reference back to l1illet and forward to 

contemporarf.debates over the social organisation of labour were all 

included. .The context of the Japanese example enabled each reference 

to transform the sienificance of the other. 

Perhaps the least,important,aspect of the Japanese influence in 

Europe was its direct contribution of new imagery. More significant was 

the help the Far las tern 'example gave to artists in identifYing new 

patterns within their , experience and the means it suggested for 

intellectual and artistic synthesis. ~~lilst it has been possible to show 

that the individual contributions 'which were made by the Japanese 

eya.mple .to Weste:rYllOl,rt and ,art theor'1 in the 19.ter nineteenth ccntu~r 

were far more numerous and significant than has been supposed, this is 

not the most important aspect o~ my arsument. In the last analysis it 

is the shift in the overall historical account of the period that is 

pr.ompted by conoideration of the evidence presented here which is most 

important. This will be analysed in more detail in the second half of 

this conclusion. 

It cannot be stressed too strongly'that the Far Eastern example 

remained only Olla factor in the complex development of the art of the 

later nineteenth century. A great many artlats made use or the Far 

Eastern example, but it cannot ,be said to have been, in it301f, tho 

major formative influence of the period. Its value lies, rather, in its 

appropriateness to and interaction with the complex of artistio 

possibilities of the period as a whole. 

It is by the light which it sheds on the reriod, rather than 'any 

case for the primacy of Japanese influence, that the evidence offered 

here should be assessed. One final point must be made. I hn.ve,been 

able to indicate cert~in analogies 'between the early critical writings 

on Japanese;a.rt and important theoretical concepts of twentieth oentury 
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art. Guiclet uses the concept of the "hieroglyph" so belC1Ycd. of the 

German Expl"P':3sionis~ and several or1 ti.C3 a.nt.ioipate the 1)el.·gs~mie.n 

concept of significant form, in its aesthetic usage, when they writ~ on 

Japanese art. The ma.."1Y anticipation.s of "mode.tn1s:n" b:r artists who m3.de 

use of the Far Eastern ey.~~ple have aleo been noted~ The basic modernist 

notion of the relativity of all aesthetic values probably sprang from 

the experience or the Far Eastern exa~ple in the 1860's and 1870's. 

This evidence sueeests that the development of modernism owes mora to the 

Far East tha.n has been suspectett. 

The Far F4stel~ example has been ignored by most historians of 

modernism beca~se there are no fO~ial a~alogies between Japanese print3 

"bleesml" Korin and ApolHnaire wrote on Chinese art. 

The roo to of modernism may extetld further ar.d in more dirQctiona 

than has cornmonly been conceded. 

Modernlsm may have contained I':lany artists whoEle alms ,WF.tro fur.da-

l'lent~i.l1y ~imi1?r to those of Nanet~ th'? Impr~ssioniBts and Ve.n Gcehl 

artiDts whose "fork drc\o/ on a rolll ti tude of refcrE:nce points owl thin their , 

ow cl.llturt.~ jn order to perp~tua.te its vitality. :Bral\u~, :Hatie~o and 

Kirchnp,r, may be offered as an indication of artists to whosa work the 

argument could be applled. 

Ava.nt-lr"d.rdisill and the brutal, (lestructive analysis of one's cu.lture 

a.nd its l.ir.rruistic pOGal bill ties may have had a. lUuch small.er place in 
. 

the development of art in the ea.rly t'icnt1et~ century th:m has been 

realioed. These sllgg~6tions must however be discussed elsewhere. 

., It remail1.s to 8.ssess the irn:9li.~atior!5 or "thE! evidence of this 

theel£J for a general view of the period and in particular !Clr the various 

accol.m te lSi ven cf. artie tic change from the 1 eGo' 3 to the 1880' s. 
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The nature of artistic ch~~se ~~d cultural interaction with parti~ll~~ 

reference to the late Nineteenth Century. 
,. . .' . ~ . ... . 

in the introduction to this thesis I have suggest~d that the task 

of accounUng for perceived changes in the forms of art practised at 

given times was a fundamental one for the historian of art, and I 

suggested some hypotheses fer the process of ~hange in art and its 

relation to culture and cultural change in general. It now remains to 

test those hypotheses against the evidence gained in this thesis a.bout 

change in later nineteenth centur,y art. 

To begin with, one must dismiss any notion of the artist as a 

passive receiver of "influences". Many historians have discussed the 

Japanese :'in£luellce" in ihel:le l'estrictive causal' terms. 'l"'ney remind one 

of the tramp who declared that he ahrays wore a new jacket since he ",as 

constantly patching it and the c~oth was new, although all that remained 

of the original ja~kct was the occasional button. The historian who 

uses "influences" as ca.usal explanations creates a patchwork with a 

similar relation to the work studied is that of the tramp's jacket to 

the original. 

The evidence provIded in this thesis is that artistio "intention" 

is a clear faotor in the operation of an ir~lu€noe. Hence the variety 

of Dignifi cance a Uri bu ted to Japanese forms by different artists. The 

most thrilling documentD in thia respect are Van Gogh's lettcr3 which 

show hoW p~jnstakingly he addrosoed the problem of a creative synthesis 

in a work of art and how precisely he made use of certain factors in the 

contemporary understanding of Japanese art to contribute to this end. 

Using this same hypothesis of intentionality controlled by the known 

significance of Japanese form. in t.he general cuI ture of the times, I 

haVE' been able to add new precision to the unders tanri:i.ng of the develop-

ment of the artists I have dlscussed. For artistic intention is not 
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arbitrary; the artist relates to his environment and his experience, and 
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seeks to u."'tderstand e.nd -(;0 m.~kc propooJtions about it. He prooceds on 

the e2sumption that art is a form of knowledge. 

Commonsense sugceststhat for kno'w'led€:e to exist it must be .,o~cu.t"'.l

cable. Art w~st then be the ma~ipulation. creation or transformation 

of imag€s and symbols with recognised sib~ificance in the culture in 

",bich the artist works. "SignH"icance" is of course a bread term and 

includes the concept of the value of a.'particular technique or oomposi

tional device a3 well as the more dIrectly symbolic connotations of 

particular subject matter. I h.:we offered so:ne evidence to back up this 

hypothesis in my demcnstI'8.tion that the critical and 30ci!'l.l aocepta.nce of 

Japanese nrt parallels its use by artists. And I have been able to shew 

that it is ~o::o:!''ble to i:ltc:-prct ::~:no ,.,.ork3 by Manct a.nd. othc2.'e mO!'t> 

clp.A~ly if one aS3umes that tho Ja~~~~se art which influenced them had 

a particular cuI tu:r.al ~ignificar.cc. In creating a work of art, the 

artist allo,,",8 a cample:;:: gesture of definition to take place bp.twGp.l'l him

eel!' and t.he cuI t·.lre in \/hich he y:o·l.'~s. In this gestlU'e chancing per-

ceptions of the \Jorld o.nd experiences e:1'o n~tiC\11a.ted. 

Studies of theories of artistic chance may give us an insit;ht into 

tho dynrunicfJ of this c()sture and the l'elative significance of the ~a.rti-

clpant3 in thn interaction. 

Karl HaJmhe5.ro once forrnul.:l t(.d what he recarded as the cardinal 

quention3 of art history; 

Wbo8e ulentn.11 ty is recordl?d by art objecto? 
"/hat a.ction, si tuaUon and tact t choices 
i\l'rnich the perspectives in wllt'-:hartbts per
ceive and :represent !;IJma aspect of !'0allty'? 
If work:J of art reflect f,oil1tc of vip-w, .. tho 
p.re the prot,'?z·.)nists and who the o.ntagonists? 
Whose reorjc;'ltation i$ I'eflected in chELngc9 
of ctyle? 

qUQi.,U ons ca.n be !our.d in lOI~ating art in a. gCflE;ral social continuum 

but they a.re vital questions, centrc1ne round the balance uf rcaponn-
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tbiltty for the creation and perception of a work of art. The key 

question is that of stylistic change. An examination of the different 

explanations cf arti~tic change as they apply to the period studied in 

this thesis may help us ~o answer all r,rannheim' s q11eations. 
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There is sufficient evidence of the extension of interest in Japanese 

objects and Japanese culture into ~he general society of England and 

France during the 1670's to enable us to diomiss tho use of this interest 

as the touchstone of an imaginary "avant-garde". Noreover the evidence 

shows that far from using the Japanese example to create an "avant-garde" 

position for thnmselves outside the common artistic pre-oc~pations of the 

time, artisto used it to make statements about contemporary experience 

drawn from the whole ga~ut of their relations.with their own cult'~e. 

\ole ffJE:i thcl'ef'ore dl::Hnls~ the avant-g-.:lrdist theory of artistic change as 

trivial, . irrelevant and capable only of hampering our understarlding or 

these l'Alations and of the works of art associated with them. 

I4ua11y, Gornbrich's faith in the innovating individual may be 

challenced by asking what evidence we have of an innovatlnff individual in 

the case of the interest in Far Eastern art during the period. Instead 

we have p~rtial interpretations and opinions adding up to a whole 

cuI tv.ral fact. Neithl~r Durty nor De Goncourt pr€sent a comprelicno1ve 

"Buropoantl vie'lf of Far Fastern art which subsequently decays a.s it is 

tllkc'!1l up by their "followera " • Yet clearly the Interest in Japsllcse art 

could be claosed as an artistic movement. Moreover tho gruat dlfforencea 

in emphasiS placed on thp. value of Jaranesc art by the masters of the 

late nineteenth century testify that none of them was the dominant 

i7IDovator. It is an excellent thine to have disposed ot this theory. 

Uncha.l1en.'~·cd it leads to the 3s3umption that "movements" In art begin 

with a er'ea.t individual and alw3ya fo11olol a declininG path. It fol1o~'B 

froM this that no cor.structive 'tlork c~n be undertaken along a way blocked 

Yet, as ,,'e have seen, Van eoCh's art is an 



O'ltstandlng example of such "inpossible" con3t:t'llctlve work, built on 

l~~ovations of earlier a=tists and critics. 

The tr~e picture of the role of the artist as an individual in the 

proce~s of inr.ov~tion of new artistic forms is m~ch more complex than 

Gombrich would allow. 

It is true that it is th~ individual artist who brings together 
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areas of experience into a new whole in a work of art, much o.a the 

individual human personality 1s composed of areas of experience integrated 

to maintain their balance. The artist alone, howev~r, does not invent tho 

area.s of experlence and forms which he uses in his art any more than a. 

human being invents his own personality from within. It may be that 

tha crc~tion cf a work of art i ... olvtz the prvposlt1on of a no~ ~lunco 

withln cultural ~xpericnce, a structure which gives meanine to reality. 

In periods of rapid social and cultural change such activity would 

be imperilled by rapid shifts in the social basia from which art is 

created. 

In such periods art may well be u~cd to interpret and channel 

cul tllral changeo in order to limit their alienating effect. '!'his 'Would 

neccfJsarUy Imply radical chan~e~ in artistio lang'.lage. Arnold H~us'9r 9 

has m~dc thb case for fl;armc:rism. Clea.rly the later nineteenth century 

may alao be interpreted as a period of crisis. llo,,/ever it is mia taken 

to assume a causal relation between a purely economic crisis and artistio 

chnn,~. ~~ch 3 relation is mcch3nistic - it ignores the positive contri

bution of the artist in rest::ucturing the lang'U~ce of nrt and in th\lB 

providing new frames for experip.nce. Horeovcr, crises of artistic 

lan~laGe havo a ffiultiplicity of sourceD. No doubt it 'Was the need for 

trade ".hich took men to the Far fust. Nonetheless it was the meeting of 

Eastern and \Jestern cul turt;'s which disrupted the trad! tional values of 

Vestern aesthetics ani Eubsti tuted the nc)ti()n th.at all cultural pos! tiona 

were relative. As w~ have seen, the artistic response wa.s not one of 



ditorient~d panic and arbitrary creation. P~ther the artists that are 

studied hore attempted to cr~atc a new cultuxal whole by a process of 

exploration and assimilation. One thinks of negas's treatment of ~he 

nude or Van Gogh's panthei~t syntheses. 

We have seen that .si~~lar processes occurred in the popular 

response to the Far Eastern example. IICherry blossom exoticism" enabled 

the English middle classes to make use of the de~orative possibilities 

of Japaneae art in interiors totally alien in fODD and expressive inten

tion to those of the Japanese houses for which it was intended. 

Looked at in this lieht the innovations of an individual artist, 

thouGh unique and real, are part of a general response to a prcblem or 

prob1emo in the culture in which he works. The artist's relations to the 

cul ture arc, of course, multiple, not uniquely bou.'1d to a "WOVtlIUCllt
ll as 

Gombrich implied - consider for instance, Deeas's role in relation to 

IMpressionism. Its ambiguity results from his other relationships - to 

the partisa.ns of Japco.nese art who formed a second distinct group and to 

the tradition of Ingres, another "movement" altogether. 

A concomitant of Gombrich's view of the innovating individual is the 

belief in the unique, that is to say the socially autonomous work of art. 

nut, as wc have seen, the life of an individual work of art 10 related 

to the precIsion with which the artist addrosses himself to tho content 

of tho cul turo in which he is working. 1 t is the abl11 ty to distinguish 

the variouo new relations within their culture and their potential use

fulness \oli thin the langua.ge of their art that distinguishes the achieve

ment of a I1anet, a Degas or a Van G('!f.,~, from that of a T1f:sot. Compare, 

for instance, the overlaying of European and Japanese references in 

TisBOt's "Japonaise au Dain" "..lth th,e precision of a nude by funet or 

Degas. Tiss~t achieves only a crude admixturo while Manet and Degas 

achieve synthesis. 

"ic have :deen that the use of Japanese [0:'11\9 a."ld imagery tty the 
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artists studied in this the3is can best be explained by conGiderine their 

importr.utce in the culture as a f."hole rather than their immediate, 

isolated connotations, in particu.la.r works of art. By viewine a.rt as 
I 

a particular form of knowledge, it is possible to preserve the identity 

of the individual work or art and at the same time to prevent falDe con-

ceptions o.f' ita autonomy. This same method h~s made it posdble to avoid 

the fiegelian fallacies so rightly criticised by Combrich. It has been 

possible by using the Far Eastern ex~~ple, to eive a factual, historicnl 

account of the nature of certain stylistic changes without the necensity 

of reconstructing the , ... hole culture. The operation of the culture n:J a 

whole has been seen to be reflected in the contingencies which governed 

Uu:! t:ulyloYlliEm"t of tht:! Far Eastern example. C0l1s1deJ.·, fOl' Inatiili,ce, 'lha 

repeated comparison betw~€'n Japanese and Greek civilisation'3 as cil.'ClIm-

ctances under which art of the h~ehEst order was achieved. 

The Creek compari~on has been used to interpret some fI.tnnovEI.tions" 

in arL made by \-!histler and Degas, and to sue-ccst that thc~' are solutioTl3 

to certuin problems facing the European classical tradition. ThA 

innova tj ons spring from European claSSicism, and its crisis, as rlluch aD 

any CJuddcn "experience" of Far Ea.stern art. I havo been able to sho ..... 

that artistic jrmovations in the :period studied in this thcoia wero 

closely dependent on rela tiOllS of ideas within the culture and ~ocict~r 

as a \:ho)e. I have been able to do so without making use ~f a generalised 

assertion that nrt "reflects" Gocial circumst:mcea, I ho.ve a100 been nble 

to indicate tha.t, in general, the link betwc€'n the crea.tive al:Ust nul 

his culture is one of symbolic co~~unication, that art 1s a linguistic 

oCltivity which dral</s ib tignificance from culture a.s a whole. I will 

return to this theme later. 

However ttere arc two related objections to my ar~~ent. It may be 

ar6Ued that the discove~1 of Ja.pan was a unique historical ~vent. from 

\Olhich little or nothing can be deduc~d aboll1; the f1..ature of artistic 

cllaneQ in eeneral. 
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To this may be added the criticism that the account of Japanese 

artistic influence given here is misconceived because it takes too little 

account of a fund~~ental clash of the cultural assumptions of East and 

West in which artistic happenings were only a subsidiary inCident. 

If this were the case, no general conclusions about the nature of 

stylistic change of any practical value could be derived from this work. 

One could only make vague generalisations of the kind which explain 

everything and nothing. This view of the clash of two cultures as a 

unique historical event follows from the assumption that cu.ltures can be 

scen as monolithic philosophic systems whose propositions may be appre-

honded in simple terms. 

These propositions may be seen as generally reflected in the art 

produced by their cultureo. 
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This is the view taken by Northrop in his book "East meets to/est" 10 

and it is worth considering his characterisation of this "culture clash" 

and its relation to the evidence of this thesis. 

Northrop defines Western culture a.s empirical, logical and pragmatic, 

seeking knowledge throuc;h experiment Emd E3.stern culture as intuitive, 

seeking kno,,/ledge through apprehension of an "all-embracin{$ aesthetic 

continuum". If one follows Northrop's proposltion in terms of the subject 11 

of this thesis, then the basic process underlylng the 'adoption of Far 

l!betnrll techniques and. aesthetic values by Western artists is the a.ccel~t-

ance of this intuitive Eastern a.ttitude. 

There is soma evidence to support this view: for instance the 

adoption of the expressive brush stroke, by various artists, the empr~sis 

on "aesthetic continuum" in 11onet's late paintings, and Van Gogh's 

intuitive contemplation of his subject matter and his pantheism. 

One could argue for instance that the Impressionists introduced Far 

Eastern elements into their work as a way of escaping the inadequacies of 
..... ", 

a. creation based solely on a. positivistic ana.lytic naturalism; that they 



attempted tl) escape \'[estern scientific determinism by confronting it 

·with the Far E;~stern aesthetic of the indeterminate, with reality con-

ceive~ as an indetc~inatn continuum. 

But I believe their various attempts can be traced back to an older 

conflict of nineteenth. century culture; the conflict betwscn realistic 

analysis and piece by piece depiction, on the one hand, and the contrary 

stress on the creative and synthesisir~ role of the imagination. The 

notion that there was a necessary bond between m~~ and nature, that could 

be revealed through the imaginative use of the symbol ha.s its immediate 

roots in the early nineteenth century. It was inherited by the artists 

studied in this thesis and led .them to attempt the creation of works in 

which the unity and interaction of man alld na ture would be grasped and 

given form. 

We bave seen that borrowings from the Far East were adopted only in 

a mediated form. That is to say that they provided information for the 

solution of specific problems in Weste1~ art. Moreover they were not 

seen by Hes tern artists in the context of L'lstern culture bllt through 

the cultural analysis ma.d.e by \-'estern critics ann thl.'oueh the mediation, 

of Western culture as a whole. 

CuI tures, and jn particular their a.rt. mediate bet'''ccn eA"pcr.ience 

and. tmdcrstDnding. They a.re therefore partlculate structures of inform-

ation not monolithic philosophical systems. Art is a form of knowledge 

not morely a response to knowledee. Only if. this is true can .the type 

o·r eul tural exchanges deseri bea. in this thesis take place. Northrop's 

conception for all its grandeur is mistaken. We may dismiss the notion 

of an overall tlFar :Eastern Renaissance" in In te nineteenth century art 

• as roisl€ading, sinoe it distorts the necessary basis of the ir~luence of 

Far F..astern art in the cu.rrent aesthetic problems of Western culture. 

lr~i ther I'1onet nor Van Gogh turned. into Japanese a:rtist!J overnight. 

e.ltho1;gh they may have wIshed to do so. The work of' Jack :Burnham which . . 
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I discussed briefly in my introduction may be seen to be a vari~lt of 

the belief that the content of cultures may be represented by simplified 

propositions applicable to a whole .ra~ge of events within that culture. 12 

Thus, two of the hypotheses about the nature of artistic chanee 

presented in the introduction to this thesis seem, in combination, to 

offer the best hope of a notion of artistic change which can account for 

the evidence. 

These are the hypothesis that all art is intrinsically a part of 

society in which it was made a~d hence explioable in terms of the 

totali ty of thAl.t society, (Mannheim's "social contir.uumll
) and the metaphor 

of art as language and information. 

The cocial r~~othcsia alone is inadeguate since it appears to b~ 

incapable of providing a description of the creative process, as a 

practical activity. Used alone it places the historian nt a distance 

from the studio, at its crudest it becomes an argument that art is a 

reflex of economio and sooial oonditions. Art becomes a symptom rather 

tha."l a means to understanding. We have already seen that art appears 

to be a form of knowledge and therefore in no sense merely a refleotion 

of other aspects of human activity_ 

However without the politica.l circumstances and technical achiove-

menta of the West, which led to the opening of Japan by force and the 

subsequent rapid expansion of Jap~~ese trade with Europe the events 

described in this thesis would have been impossible. It is also true 

tllat Japan's unique achievement in resisting colonisation earned her and 

her culture great respect in the \-lest, as compared to ·.01ina e.nd other 

colonised countries. Moreov~r Japanese independence enabled her to 

promote her own culture and encouraged the fashionable erdhusiasm for 

Japan •. 

It is easy.to respond to the reflection theory with a dismissal of 

" such factors as "circumstantial - that is to say tha.t they are at such 



a distance from the creative process that the historian may take them for 

granted. However, insofar as they directly condition the significa.."'lce of 

a particular subject, compositional pa.ttern or technique within the 

. cuI ture in which an artist is practising, they are closely related to 

tho 'creative process. The low opinion of Chinese culture in the West is 

an example of this direct conditioning, which we have seen operating in 

the work of \-!right. Also it has been demonstrated that the adoption of' 

compositional devices and painting techniques from the Japanese example 

in the 1860's was by no means a simple consequence of the availability of 

Jap~"'lese eoods in the West. It ~~s related to cultural changes of a 

general kind which made it possible to use the achievement of artists 
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Japanese images were available at an earli~r date but aroused no interest. 

Only '\oli th the full de',elopment of "Realist" attitudes to art. as rep

resented by Zola, Champfleury, and to some extent ~~rt1t wa3 it possible 

for I'janet and ethers to use Japanese form as a basis for their work. 

In discussing the importance of the social context in \>Thlch a.n 

arUst works it is important to understand tha.t one is at all times 

addressi~g the whole content of his culture, much in the sa~e rna"'lner 

as tha.t of the arUst himself. 

The problem has arisen in several forms ,in this thesis. The 

explanation of the compositional techniques and draughtsmanship of the 

imprc::;sionists solely in terms of the advent of photography provides 

a. good example eff a misapr::ehen .. Q ioll of the rela.tion,s between the artist 

and his culture. Photography was nat experienced by the artiat as a. 

series of forms to be picked'out a.t will. Its current use in the 

culture was a sig~ificant aspect of the meaning of those forms. Thus the 

influence of photography cannot be made use of to sUIiport a bypothesis 

that technical innovation can effect changes in artis't creation directly 

2nd arbitrarily. Technical innovations always fit their cultaral context. 



laneteenth century photoeraphs look, in general t like Salon painting:'J. 

This is true of Degas's mm photographs. The formai influence vf photo-

. graphy on artists during the period studied is, in practice, impossible 

to disentan51e from the influence of Japanese prints. Consider, for 

example, the use of photography of Japanese subjects in Tissot's 

"Japonaise au Bain", or the 'Widespread influence of engravings taken 

from the photographs of Beato. It is only when one considers the place 

of both sources within the culture as a 'Whole that a pattern can be 

perceived. Only through a consideration of such common factors as 

subject matter and current artistic theory and. criticism can the role 

of miy given influence be accurately assessod. 
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This holistic view of the relation between an artist and his social 

and cultural context offers the most promising means of interpreting cha.nges 

in the creative process. There is a tendency in any culture to attempt 

to account for all the human experience contained within it. This is 13 

done by means of associations of ideas, images, behaviour patterrts and 

indeed all aspects of life in a unified structure. 

If one considers.the apparently "arbitrary" 'Western a.ssociations 

attached to Sapanese art which I have ?alled "servicable myths", it 

scems that they are the product of the interaction of such a unified 

structure of associations with the Japanese example. This took place at 

a time when little was generally known about Japan. Nonetheless a new 

flystem of associations arose 'Which claimed to give a. full account of 

Jaranese art in terms of the current cultural position of ~Urope. The~e 

nssociations, 'When reyiewed together seem to present a "totallty" of 

interpretations in terms of the artistic debates of the 1860's and 1870's. 

The. same "serviceable rr~th" is found employed by critics and artists 

of very d.ifferent intentions. There seems little doubt that such myths 

are born in scciety e.s a whole or in a cuI ture a·s a. 'Whole a.nd acquire 

their status by common ccnsen·t. Take, for instance, the myth of the 14 
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Japanese as representing a perfect civilisation based on aesthetic 

principles. It is found influencing the English aesthetes as ,,:eJ.1 as 

Vincent Van Gogh and was clearly common cultural currency. 'llhe precision 

with which such myths operate in relation to each other may be de;nonstrated 

by considering the proposition that the "myth" of the Japanese as an 

ideal civilisation was simply an extension of the romantic notion of the 

Noble Savage. This can be denied by pointing ~o .the associa~ion of Japan 

and Greece in another serviceable myth. T'ne Noble Savage was an 

invention desiG'Iled as a counter to the "Classical" view of civilisation. 

Changes in artistic for.n appear to be explicable in t.enns of the 

efforts of a culture to attain a satisfactory overall system of associa

ticrla of meaning. A1l the wajor artists ~tu.died in t1".!:.· thc:::i~ "J'.::J.j '1:;0 ::leC!l 

to have been :involved j.n the use of the Japanese example to achieve such 

a relocation of associations of meaning within pictorial form. Each of 

theIr) m::H.1e use of the "serviceable myth" in attempting this. 

Once agn.in we ma.y refer to the example of Van Gogh's "Sower". And 

there are more complex cases - "lhistler's Nocturnes, for example, make l.~se 

of many kinds of association with Japanese culture, including the high 

aesthetic value placed on blue and white china in Europe, the belief 

that Japanese prints were an accurate record of Japanese landscape, the 

association of Japanese and Greek art as.:forms of "ideal" beauty and. 

European descriptions of Far Eastern painting techniques. In making uso 

of these associations \'lhistler relocated the whole idea of a. "I.andscape" 

within English culture. In particular he abandoned all those elemente 

in "'estern landscape painting which had bean taken as indications of 

tho hand of a maker of the un! verse. 

Hence the Ruskin/~~istler trial was neither a debate about crafts

manship nor taste but about the rela-t.tons of man to nature and ultimately 

to God. This debate was being echoed elsewhere in Engl~sh life at that 

tim~. 



Thus we have an ex&~ple of the manner in which cultural analogies 

function as metaphors relating the artist ~~d the total context of his 

culture. It is significant that once the process of locatil'lB' the 

Japanese example within Western culture was achieved it ceased to be 

employed for artistic innovation. Once scholars and connoisseurs had 

discovered a system of "hard fact te to account. for Japanese art, the 

vitality of the "serviceable myths" was lost. Artistic innovation would 

appear to depend on the existence of ambiguities within a culture which 

may be exploited during the creative process. 

It may well be that "ad hoc" asso'c1ations of meanings similar to the 

Western analogies with the Japanese culture are used by all major 

artistic innovato:c.'s. They may even be an essential elt:ment of the 

creative process. Certainly the notion of ambieuity has playod A. eTp,at 

part in the critical study of l~terature and some studies of the process 

ha.ve be€n a~dertaken for the visual arts. 

The idea that the artist works with ambiguities in vioual forms 

and symbols, that is to say visual language, in order to relocate them 

clearly within his culture is supported by the notion that art may be 

regarded as,s form of knowledge. For the prooess of learning may be 

seen to be an elimination of ambiguity. 

Enough has now been said to rn..-U:e clear the general nature of the 

connection bet\,leen artistic actlvi ty a.nd the society in which the artist 

creates his work. 

The existence of groups of artists with a common "world view" 

becomes less mysterious seen from this point of view. By means of the 

Ja,panese example it h.-3.S been shown that the "Impressionists" did not 

share the common artistic prograrrme often attributed to them. Their 

association reflects neither an in~ediately shared style nor even shared 

formal intentions. Nor does it reflect solely their relations as a 
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group to the art market or their SOCiological background B.nd status. ,6 



Rather the "Impreasionists" derived their unity from common cultural and 

artistic relations to their society as a whole. 

They were united by the terms in which they defined their relations 

to their culture and society. However thos e terms were broe.d. €noug."1. to 

be used by 'both Degas and Bonet. They in no way reflected a particular 

value judgement on contemporary culture. Rather they provided a model 

from which different values could be derived. The employment of the 

Japanese example by the Impressionist artists showo this distinction. 

The value which they gave to Jar~ese art was felt to be a~ important 

part of the I~pressionistd overall assessment of their culture, and yet 

it was employed differently by each of them. This dual role was pos~ible 

because of tile illadiaUng an.alogles which had. allowed th~ J:::.p~'¥).c:::e 

eY..a!!!nle to come into '1'!(~Rtern culture • .. 
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Let us take one belief generally identified as common to all the 17 

artists in this group: the, idea that aesthetic values are contingent, 

having no absolute _basis. This has often been explained :I.n terms of the 

rise of positivistic science. »~trelativistic attitudes were also 

deeply f!mbodied in the Far gastern example, in Far Eastern cultures in 

general and in specifiC aspects oi' artistic pra.':!tice. 'I'he appeara.nce 

of these attitudes in "Impressionist tt paint.ing nh.l~t be accounted fer 

" in terms of all their possible "ca.uses within contemporary culture. 

None of 'them alone is a legitimate expla..'1a.tion of tho "relativity" 

of the methods of composition, techniques of draughtsmanship, colour 

systems and brushwork of the Impressionists. I have sho~m that many 

specific forms and tech.niques. were borrowed I-rOlfl the Jp.panese example but 

one can only understand such borro\"ings in terms of the significance 

given to theln by the whole culture in which pa:rticular artists worked. 



We are now in a position to offer a hypothesis as to the nature of 

artistic change. It is clear that art acts as a form of knowledge con

stituted between the individual and his culture and society. Knowledge 

is 110'~ a collection of facts but a. system of information given in parti

cular relations~ Thus the relation between a representational technique, 

a particular subject and the implications of both these within a given 

culture constitute what is known. 

Thus two factors are involved in artistic cr~~ge, an innovating 

individual or group and a society whose cultural system is involved with 

c!J. ... t:r..gcs ",hich create ambiguities of symbolio relations wi thin it. A..Y1Y 

study of. artistic innovation must describe clearly the role of both 

t:",est: asp~cts. A great artistic innova.tor :n-:.:.ot achieve hi::: ir.noY:ltio!:3 

by ~ddT~ssing the body of the culture in which r.e works. Only in this 

"ray can art be made which has any general huma.."l significcmce. 

Va.n Gogh's use of the Japa."lese example s~.ows this process clearly. 

ne ron.de use of Japan in relation to L."Emera,l cultural problems which he 

experienced. This ~as made possible by the associations of mea~ine 

E:stablished for the Japane~e example in Europea.n cuI tura. 

Consider, for example, Van Gogh's Crau landscapes, particularly 

tiThe Harvest", in which the process of work is seen as integra.ted into 

r. t.otal human life. He made great us~ of Japanese draughtomanship, 

colour modulation and composition in thes~ works. These elemen.ts wera 

a.!3~ooiat('d in his mind vIi th the conception of the Japanese 'as a race, 

living' in harmon.y "'ith nature, wl:o lived as craftsmen. H.3 associated 

J~p~nese art wit? realism as an aesthetic attitude. He believed that 

the Japanese artist lived in ha:r.mony with his fello'Ws and that Ja.panese 

~r~ had a recognised role within the lives of ordinary people. All 

thH!le associations were broucht to bear in his means of working and in 

the> formal and technical synthesis of the painting. At the t;;ame time 

trey wcr~ a' part of the 1uropean cuI ture h~ \oias addressing. Thus his 
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paintings cor.stltuted new juxtapositions of cultural associations in 

order to pro:pose a new attitude to aspects of contempor<J.ry social 

experience. 

This innovation occurred at all levels of Van Gogh's work, not just 

the symbolic. Take for instance his brush technique borrowed from 

Jaranese art, which becomes a metaphor for direct apprehension of an 

object as a. whole, of a relatlon between man and .nature. 

~~ artistic creation is neither the unique work of an individual 

innovator nor the general "product" of his culture. Rather it is an 

embodiment of their relation. 

Innovations in artistic form occur when an artist proposes new 

3~bclic rcl~ticn~ between clcmcr.ts of his cultur~. Generally it would 

seem that this is in reaction to ambiguities and contradictions within 

that culture. At times when such ambiguities are felt most strongly 

one would expect the most prolific innovation. We have se~n that this. 

was true of the later nineteenth century. The Japanese example played 

a major role in the developoent of such ambigtlities in Western artistlc 

theory and practice at that time. But behind this lay more fundamental 

issues. The commonly accepted relation of a man to productive labou~ 
II 

waB in doubt. The role of "nature within culture was chan&ing as a 

consequence of the gro .... lth of ci.ties •. The Japanese example became 

sYL~bolically related to the30 and other fudnamental sources of ambiguity 

in th~ late nineteenth century European culture. By examining the use 

made of it by the major a.rtists studied in this thesis it can be seen 

that they were attempting to re-establisll a cultural unity through 
. 

symbolic .me~ns~ Their art was intended as a practical, }urposeful 

struggle against the alienation of artistic forms from their symbolic 

relations with culture as a whole. 

Art represents the htunan attempt to adjust to and take advantage of 

th(~ human s1 tuat:ion· to prodllce the highest level of consciousness and 
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understandln...~. A work of art prezents information and proposa.ls about 

the significance of that inforrt.aUon simul taneoualy. It has recently 

been suggested that; 

Culture is the only facet of the human condition and 
and of life in which knowledge of the human reality 
and the hum~~ interest in self-fulfilment and per
fection merge into cne. The cultural is the only 
knowledge unashamed of its partisanship and ensuing 
bias. It is the only knowledge, for that matter, 
which is bold enough to offer the world its meaning, 
instead of gullibly believing (or pretending to 
belie~) that the meaning lies over there ready made 
and complete ••••••• 

To create a work of art is to create a new piece of information 
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about experience. Such creation always takes placa in relation to changes 

in the culture surrounding the artist. Fowever it would seem that 

np.ither can be related causal!! to the other: the relationship occurs 

because of the artist's desire to understand and to be understood. 

The axtist relates to the whole of his experience and seeks to arti-

culate it ~n a pur'p9siv~ manner. I have attempted by means of tracing 

the development of the use of the Far Eastern example to show this 

a.ctivity in its full complexity. 

Art becomes a totally practical endeavour, without "'hich a vast 

range of human experience and capacity loses significance. 

The implications for the history of art are clea.r. Only through a 

otudy of the nrtil3t in terms of the interaction of his own experience and 

the culture in wllloh he acts can one give an ad~quate historical account 

of the creative process and thus of the historica.l existence of works 

of art. 

This thesls has attempted to show the relations of the artis'b to his 

surrounding:J through one small segment of them a.t a particular time in 

hl~tory. It5 cunclu3iorw cr~ clc~rly Y~lid f~r that ti~e. HopefulJy 

they may have a more general significance. 
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Introduction 

1. R. Muther, "History of Modern Painting". London 1907. Chapt~r 
•• XXXII ie :i~out J apa.ese art. 

2. 

6. 

See Fry's wtitings on Poat-Impressionism in "Transformations, . 
CritictJ, and Speculative Essays on Art," London, 1926, which a.re 
good examples of this. 

~e most blatant is Greenberg's notion of a mod('rnist "mainstream" I 
as ex~relsed in Clement Greenberg "04:rt and Culture", Boston, 1961, 
especially the section "Art in 'Paris" and the essay "The Later Monet". 

. I .' ; 
For instance see :a~ Dorra. ",Seurat'e .ot ani! t.he J .. :pameee etipp~i.~ 
_ tec}m,ique." Art q,uarterly .U.S • .1. Sumlle~ 1970, pa.~e8, I'8-I~. 

See M. Roskill, "Van Gogh, Gauguin and the Impressionist circle", 
London, 1970. Bis distinction between Japonisme and Japonaiserie 
has no basis in'the historical use of theoe terms. 

. ' 

F. Antal, "Cl&.'icism and Romanticism", London 1966,. has shown how 
mislea.ding it can be for a historian to accept de facto the critical 
divisions of an age and to write its history accordingly. 'My view 
of the nineteenth century as acontinuUDl depends considerably on 
that of Werner Hofmann,. expressed in "Art ot the Nineteenth Century 
or The Lost Paradise", London, '1961. 

E. H. Gombrich, "In search of cultural history", Oxford, 1969, p.41. 

Combrich's works abound with attacks on the rationalisation of 
art history., The earliest is to be found in "Meditations on a 
Hobby Horse", London, 1963. It is a review, "The Social History 
ot Art" wr1tten in 1952 in response to Hauser's work of t~e same 
title. Gombrich claims more for Hauser than he would for ,himself -
namely that Haueer attempt. to account in detail for the historical 
nature of art by using it. aoeial context. 

The best countEtrbalanQ8 to Combrich's arguments is Hauser's "I'hilo
'sopby of Art History", London, 1959. See in particular the essays 
on "The Scope and Lim! tations of a Sociology of Art", "The Concepts 
of IdeoloS)" in History of Art" and "Art Hi~tory without Names,"'. 

'!bese make clear the'limited intentions of the "Social History of 
Art", and anticipate many of Combr1ch's later attacks on the study 
at the social context of art, 'and even answer some of Combrich 'a 
~wn work. . 

Hauser'. "Philosophy of Art History" has been of some importance 
in forming the ideas expressed and implied in this thesiS. 

8. Gombrlch, "In Search of Cultural History", p.49. Gombrich ackno~
ledge. that this 1e his attitude to the subject by saying that he 
wishes 'to impart a ",ense of continuity" to students, a babIt or : 
mind which looka for continuity in all manifestations of culture. 
In my ~iew such a habIt ot mind can be very misleading. Moreover' 
this idea of "continuity" 111 really an evasion of the problem ot 
cawse. and eftects and influences in culture with wbich cultural 
historians should be conoerned. It is too easy to lay claim to a 
"Great Tradition" and. then to build a history.around"lt. 
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Other historical circum3t311ceS would, 101':ically,T'c'1uire (-'qu(:illy 
rigorous investigation. There is no Tf'<lf:()n fCj{' onp ch:1.ractPristic 
interpretat1'on of the relations of diffcrent cl(,!!!rtJ ~s witidn a 
culture to be treated as 'universal. National ch~r:}.~ter haci .:l vr:ry 

, different role in the U.S.A. and Gennany in the 1930'n. A :::ociety 
whIch publically subscribes to a Hegelian view of his tory will • 
offer a differ,ent social view of the creative process to one which 
does not. 

10. Apart'trom the works bY' Gombrich, Hofmann and Hauser cited &.bove, 
the following have also been importU'lt in mY' con~~ i<iE'ra tion of the I 

,11 • 

. 12. \ 

1 ~. 

14. 

, hypothesis which I outline below; 

E. Gollbrieh, "Art & Illusion", London 1960, 
S. Langer, "Philosophy in a New Key," New York, 1951, 
S. Langer "rhllosophieal Sketches", Baltimore, 1962, 
J. Burnham, "Beyond Modern Sculpture", new York, 1972, 
R. Wollheim, "Art and its Objeets", Pelican, "'olli •• ,1970, 
P. Raw80n, "Drawing", LO~don, 1969. 

. ' 

This book is re~rkable for its unselfconscious use of Far Bastern 
examples. The author 1s a Far Eastern scholar. He turns naturally 
to the language metaphor in discussing its relation to the West. 

After having completed most of mr research'I came across J. Wolff'~ 
"Hermeneutic Philosophy and the Sociology of Art", London, 1914, 
which raises many of the issues of method which interested me in 
this thesis and proposed a solution to the problem'of the nature 
of the historical position of the creative process similar to that 
which I attempt to derive from historical information. The . 
foundation of this solution in sociological method is beyond the 
scope of this theSiS, however the chapters on "The Sociology of ' 
Art and the Sociology of Knowledge"" "The Sociology ofAx:t and the, 
concept 'of world view", are highly relevant to the nature of art
istic change as it is dealt with here. In particular the treatment 
of art as a form of knowledge and of information is crucial to the 
understanding of the complex response to Far Eastern culture as a' 
whole, not as a series of fragmentary gestures. I have avoided 
any discussion of psychological treatments of the problem of chnnge 
in art because a sufficiently coherent psychological hypothesis has 
not been formulated for it to be tested in historical t~rms; Sfe 
Gombrich's criticism of psychologism 1n "In Search of Cultural 
History", p~ 35ft. This provides an adequate dismissal of any.£uch 
theory. 

Thia is discussed by Wolff, op cit, ppe. 2} ff. 

J. Burnham, "Beyond Modern Sculpture". op cit • 

Gombrich, "In Search of Cultural History", p. 37. 

The article by J. Sandberg, "The Japanese print before 1867", 
G.B.A. 1968 , p. 295ft. 1'a the nearest thing to such an account snd 

.i8 inaocurate in many respects. Sandberg has neglected to provide 
an accurate identification for aome of the prints he mentions, for 
example those in Oliphant's work, and his elaim that the facsimiles 
publhhed in "Le Magasin Pittoresque" 1n 1856 were accurate repro
duction. i8 simply untrue. So is the whole tenor of his argument, 
that the full range ot Japanese prints became available and cheap 
after 1867, a.ccording to Chesnlau. Prints still cost 4 l'r. each 
up to the time of the Franeo-Prussian War. 4 

" 
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J. detailed criticism of the errors, orrunhHlinnc; :1/.1.1 :n:t<'icouadl!:; 1n 
GAndberG"s article is unn~ces3ary a::t ~ha.ptcr t 1np "f thin th('sir: wi 11 
demonstrate them effectively. , 
As vill be !:Jeen in my conclu3ions about the l;ann~ of .Ji.1r,an~3e nrt, 
available in the 1860's and 1870's spriously .~ff(.'ct the accuraCV' 

, af the specula.tions of Sandberg, Reff and othern, on ita influl:nce 
on ~st.rn art. 

15. The U.S.A. signed the'fii-st trade treaty with Japan in 1£354. hritain 
followed in the same year. Holland signed an a,;reernf'nt in 1856 and 
France in 1858. For adeta~led history of events r~levant to this' 
thesis.see G.B. Sansom, "The Western World and Japan", Now York, 
1965, Part Two. 1600-1894, especiallY' Chapters 12 -15. 
P. Barr, "The Coming ot the,Barbarians", London, 1967, and '''The 
Deer Cr,y PaTillion", London, 1968. are also helpful in this respect. 

The bibliographies in the works' bY' Barr give a good list of contem
porary works on specitic aspects of the problem. I do not intend to 
discuas the history ot Japan in this work. 

16. Unfortunately the section ot the catalogue of the exhibition "'t/o:-ld 
Cultures and Modern Art", Munich, 1912, which deals with !-'ar 
Eastern influenoe is organised along the inadequate lines here 
indicated. Thi. is moat disappointing for such an elaborate 
exhibition. 

11. A perfect example of the change eanbe found in the works of De 
Goneourt whose unqualified enthusiasm for Far Eastern art in "La 
Maison d'un Artiste" published in 1881 has turned into a niggardly' 
scholarship in "Hokusa!", 1896. 

18 •. The catatogue ot the exhibition "East/West in Art" by Theodore 
'. Bowie. Indiana, U.S.A. 1966, contains a fascinating collection of 

images trom all periodlshowing East-West exchange. 

20. 

21. 

R. Schwab, "La,Renaissanoe Orientale", Paris, 1950~ A chapter in 
V.V. :Barthold's "La dlicouverte de L'Asie", transl.from the ,Ru8sian 
in 1947 (Chapter 10, p.150) is also interesting in this respect. 

I would regard Romanticism as covering a large spectrum of arti~ts, 
tor example Ingres, Regamey, etc. 

The furnishing ot suburban apartments with'Oriental trappings of 
various origins vas very common. There is Delacro1x's painting of' 
the chambers ot the Comte de ~or~ which imitated an Arab tent. 
There are also numerous descriptions such as this of Flaubert's 
workroom from the Goncourt journal, April 7. 1861; 

In his workroom cheerfully lighted by the daylight 
trom the Boulevard du Temple there is a clock in the 
form of a gilded wood Brahma. a large round table 
with his manuscript on it next to the window, a large 
plaque with Persian arabesques, and over the leather 

, couoh at the end ot the room. a cast of the Psyche ~of 
Naples. 

The presence of the clasaical cast is not an eccentricity but fits 
in with the paralleling of Creece and Japan that I h~ve mentioned 
in the text. Ellen Terry was left alone with :l plaster C::lst of 
VenU8 Aphrodite vhen brokers men had removed all the4 Japonaiserie 
that awie up the furnishings of the room. (Sefl D.HArbron, "The 

'\ 
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Conscious stone". , 949). This <It'cora t i Ve tu~ tcl.~d '0 the en tab Lt 5(,-
·ment of what Schwab calls II~ orient des.I,eint['(]f; fait en tanliHu" - r 
.it is this Orient which appeaLs in Sardanapalu!I :mri (·ther paintin,r;s. 
A climilar phenomenon wa3 to. con Li mip in the wGo'!) :lld 1870' s fn 
reeard to Japanese art. I have trr·atp.d it. ::Hl Il fonn of genre 
painting. 

, 
," 
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NOTFS. 

CRAPI'm ONE 
\ 

The word 'Oriental' in this text refers to ihl~ Far ~nst unlt-n~ other.
wise stated. 

1. 

2. 

6. 

8. 

, 10. 

I do not int~nd to provide a detailed account of l!uropcCln rp.lations 
with Japan since I do not think it would help to explain the 
development of Japanese. influence in Europp.. However I will tna!<e 
brief references to eventfJ that influenced the importation of I 

Eastern goods into the West. The bibliography will include many 
of the'sources for such an account, for instance Oliphant's 
description of Lord Elgin's mission to the East. 

See "Chinese Export Art". M. Jourdain and R. Soame,Jenynl 
Country Life, 1950. 

This is the view of Hugh Honour in "Chinoiserie, a vision of Cathay". 
L~"l.ol\ 1961. , 

This is the interpretation of P.R. Schwarz, 'see "The Far East in 
French Literature", Ph.D., Stanford, U.S.A., published in Paris, 
1921. 

For confirmation see L. Pages, "Bibliographie Japonalse", Paris, 
1859, and L.Wenckstern, "Japanese Bibliography", London" 1896 and 
1910. 

For the collection at Dresden,' see "Le Palais Japonais ~ Dresden", 
Clement de Ris, G.B.A. August 1861, pps. 180-185. 

M. Breton, "Le Japon ou Moeurs, Usages et Costumes des habitants de 
cet empire d'apres Krusenstern Langsdorf, Titsingh et Golovin", 
Paris, 1818. 

See C. Hibbert, "The Dragon Hakes', China and the West, 1193-1911", 
London, 1910, Chapters 9 and 10. 
For Baudelaire's Salons seebelov, the essay on "Disseminators of 
the Far Eastern 1magelt .For ~hinnery tee "Geor~e Chinr.ery wi tla 
eJl"Ohaeis 01\ the so-called Chinnery school of i..hineee :pai.tin~1I 
'Pe;ceval ~aTii'Colloquie8 o. Art a.i Architecture 50 3 , 
'IIThe'·"'!el!ltwarl. in!lueneeof the Chiaeee Ar,ta." .1972 pat;e 62 ff 
G.N. Wright, "China Illustrated", 2·vols. with plates by T. Allom, 
London, 184'. I reproduce several of the illustrations. 

The Stauntons, father and son, were both called Sir George and were 
active in the East in the late eighteen and early nineteenth cent
uries. The collection referred to was presumably formed by Staunton 
Jr., who, by 1816, was chairman of the Parliamentary Select 
Committee on China. Hibbert, op cit, p.59, states that "Few if 
any Filropeans knew as much about thp. country as he did." 

11. Wright, op cit., p.15. 

. .. 
13. Charles Macfarlane, "Japan, an account geogra.phical and historical". 

London 1852. .. 

" 
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See Lugt, "Rep~rtoire dee Venti's", Volumeo 2 and 3, 1"\ H,.y •• 
Martinus Nichol, 1953, 1964. 

15. Illustrated by Bowie, op ci t, p.168, from rJ copy in t,lle Li teary of 
Congreso. His date of 1855 is a little late. 

16. Wtn. B. I..a.ngdoll: "A descriptive catalogue of thp. Chin0se Collection 
now exhibiting-:lt St. George's Place, Hyde Park Corner. London", 
London, printed for the proprietor and to be obt:'l.inca only at tho 
Chinese Collection. 12th English Ed. London" 1842. 

18. 

20., 

The exhibition had previously been shown in Philadelphia, U.S.A. , 

It hs i originally been assembled in China by a I·~r. Nathan Dunn from 
Philadelphia U.S.A. where it was first exhibited. Mr. Dunn h?d 
been a m~rchant in China for 12 years. 

Langdon op cit, p.111. 

I suspect that the collection went on to be exhibited in Paris 
though I am unable to proye 1 t. 

For instance 1n ~~y 1854 Baudelaire wrote to Arondel to come to 
see "mes merve111eux Chlnois - ~ la porte Ste. Martin", 'Baudelaire 
"Correspondance Ceneral~ "I, e. Crel'et,Pari. 1947, ,248. 
On the 25th April 1854 an enthusiastic article by Gautier appeared 
in "La Presse" entitled "La. Chine en France - Jongleurs chinois" 

See I. Titsingh, "Illustrations of Japan, trans. from the French 
by M. Shoberl", first published in France in 1819 as "Ceremonies 
au Japon" without the illustrations in the I··'nelish Version. The 
book cons1sted of translations of documents on thE' Shoguns and 
descriptions of marriage and funeral ceremonies collected 'by 
Titsingli. The illustrations mainly complement the ceremonial 
descriptions and must have been taken from these same documents. 
'l'he ,I!;!l~lf.A e. i tic. ""8S publishei i • .LIO •• 0.' I822. 

I' 21. See Tltsingh, Ibid, Introduction XV. This book never seems to 
have been publr;h;d. It is not referred to 1n Remusat's corres
pondence not ,is it listed in Leon Page's "Bibliographie Japona.ise 
1959". 

~ '. 

',' 

r' 

22. I feel I should mention Kaempfer's book, "History of Japan", which 
was published in 1727 and had considerable ~nfluE'nce in forming' 

23. 

24 

the nineteenth century view of Japan; it is often quoted by later 
authors, but it has little to say about art. I shoulci also mention 
Golownin's "Three Years Captivity in Japan", published in 1819, 
though I have not been able to consult it and few subsequent authors 
make use of it. 

I ha.ve not been able to consult this book as the Dri Ush ~luseum 
copy has been mislaid or destroyed. The description i8 from 
t'~er8 and Customs of the Japanese taken from the works of Dr. 
Siebold and others", London, anon., 1841, sec p.321 and Note XIX 
at the end of the book. ' 

ttCatalogus librorum .t manuscriptorum Japonicorum A, Ph Fr von 
Siebold Colleotorum", Siebold and Hoffman, 1945. privately printed, 
125 copies. 

SectionXL contains. 

, , 

~' 
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25. 

26. 

28. 

29. 

,0. 

31. 

32. 

1. 
B. 

c. 

Praecepta ac rudimenta artie pingendi no,;. 500-505. 
Imitatione xylographicae celehriwn tabula'M..lJ!l p.ictl1ram 

sinen!lium 506-">12 
, ' , japonj corum 513--563 

Libri Picturarum Historicarum 563-573 • 
negionum aedigiorumque dcllnp.atione 574-)78 
Vestmentorum Delineatione 578-594. 

Siebold's date for the "MaTlS"Wa" appears to be inaccurate as Hillier 
in ttHokusai" 1955 gives the date of the first volume as 1814 not 
1812. Siedlitz in his "History of Japanese colour. prints" claims 
that Siebold possessed over 800 Japanese 'paintings. ' 

The anonymous author is identified 1n Leon Page's item 567 as Miss 
Marg&ret Busk. The book is entitled "Manners and CuAtoms of the 
Japanese in the Nineteenth Century", London, 1841. r-Uss Busk's ' 
work was first published as articles in Blackwood's }~azine 1839-
1840. Book not paginated. 

I' 

R. Schwartz, "The Far Eas~ in French Literature" quotes this passage, 
in A. Daudet's,"Contes du Lundi", p.258 in the 1909-edition in Dauiet 
"Oeuvres Completes" ed. Houasiaux. After descri bing an 82 vol. 
encyclopaedia, aome manuscripts and armour, Daudet goes on to note 
various toys, decorations and models including a lacquer represent
ation of Siebold's house in Japan.,Sohwartz thinks that the visit 
took place in 1866. the,year in which Siebold died. "Contes du 
Lundi" first appeared in book form in 1873. 

,; , "-
'~o San F1 Rok, l'art d'elever les vers a soie au Japon par 
OUekald Mortkouni" annote et publie par Matthieu Bonafou avec 
cinquante planches gravees d'apres les dessins originaux, Paris, 
1848. 

See Hugh Honour, tlChinoiserie, a vision of Cathay", London, 1961, 
chapter VII. 

See Honour, ibid. who is of the erroneous opinion that the Japanese 
and Chinese InfIuence in the earlY century was limited to one 
interior following the fashion of Brighton Pavilion, a' room at , 
Ombersley Park, Worcestershire. For a description of Hr. l3arrett's 
house see "The Immortal Lovers", F. Winwar, London, 1950, p.6. 

See "Table Talk", 'Jan.1, 1823, by S. Col erisige , p.18 in Bohn's' 
standard ed. 1903, ed. T. Ashe. ' 

This reference occurs in tiLes Barbares Modemes" an essay 1n 
"L'Orient" vol.1. The complete ed. of Gautier's works published'by 
Charpentier, 1907. All references to Gautier's work throughout 
this thesis are taken from this work. This appears to have been 
written originally as part of his journalistic coverage of the 
London exhibition of 1862, on the fret appearance of Japanese art 
in full public view. The Chinese ability to perfect individual 
formal aspects of art was appreciated by all kinds of artists. 
Les1i., the friend and biographer of Constable, observed~that the 
finest yellow he had ever seen was ona Chinese vase. 

See Ruskin "Modern Painters". vo11, section one, chaJ,ter two, 
paragraph Six, 'p.57. 1891 ed. 

Ibid, vol.III of part IV, paragraph 14, p.94. -
'. 

" 
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}4. See Catalogue ot exhibition. "Dante Gabriel !(o::JUetti
t 

l'e:dntf"r ~d 
Poet-, Royal Academy of Arts, 19'/3, plates ,vIA, VIll, VII. 

35. See 'W. Rossetti, "Rossetti l'avers", rpt. Nc:w York,. 1972, rJ • 25. 

36. "Time ~d Tide" letter no. Vr', 18C7. It is intAresting to compare.' . 
Ruskin's comments with Galltier's response to the ~amE' troupe in 
"Acrobates at Sal±imbanquea orientaux", p.283, of "L'Orient lt op cit, 
which is enthusiastic and direct. 

37. ,"Rossetti Papers". p.138. 
I , 

38. The two works on Gautier's art criticism barely mention his interest 
in the Orient. They are "The art criticism of Theophile Gautier", 
M.C. Spencer, Geneva, 1969, and "Le Regard de Theophile Gautier", 
R. Benesch, Zurich.I969. ' 
Both of these are doctoral theses. 

The best account of the relation of both Theophile and his dau£hter 
Judi th to the Orient is to be found in"Judi th Gautier" M.D. Camacho. Paris 1939-
The literary and historical aspects of the problem are fully dealt 
'tiith in Schwartz op cit, chapter 1. "The Gautiers and their inter-
pretation of the ~'t through book sources". 

39. The text of the t'tiO sonnsts ls; 

Chinoiserie 

Ce n'est pas vous madame, que j'aime 
Ni vous non plUS, Juliette,ni vous, 
Ophelia, ni Beatrix, ni meme 
Laure la Blonde aveo ses grands yeux doux. 

CelIe que j'aime a preaent, est en Chine, 
Elle demeure avec ses vLeux parents, 
Dane une tour de ~orcelaine fine, 
Au f1euve jaune ou sont les comorants 

, 
Elle a des yeux retrou8sea vera les tempes, 
Un pied petit a tenir dans 1& main, 
Le teint plus clair que 1e cu1vre des lampes, 
Les ongles longs et rougis de carmin. 

Par 80n trellis elle passe sa tete, 
Que l'hirondelle en volant, vient t?ucher, 
Et chaque soir, auss! bien qu'un~~oete 
Chante Ie saule et 1& £leur du pecher. 

" " Peesies comfletes, Vol.I, 
p.329 1909 ed.) 

La. Japonabe 

Pour veiner de ~n tront la paleur delicate, 
Le Japon a donne son plua limpide azur, 
La bl~he porcelaine eat d'un blanc bien moins pur 
Que son 801 transparent et ses tempa d'agate. 

,. 
Dana 8a prunella humide un doux rayon eclate, 
Le chant du ro,signol pres de S& voix eat dur, 

'" \ Et, quand elle ae leve a notre ciel obscur, 
On dirait de la lune en 8a robe d'ouate. 

• 
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Sea yeux d'argent bruni roulent mouelleusement: 
Le caprice a taill' son petit nez channaniz 
Sa bouche a des rougeurs de peche et de framboisc. , 
Sea mouvements sont pleins d'une grace chinoise, 
Et pres d'elle on respire autour de sa bcaute 
~elque chose de doux comme. l'odeur de the • . 

Poesies Completes, Vol.l, p~330. 

.,; . 

; '" 
.' 
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LouvenJoul gives the date of this sonnet as 1835 according to " " ",; 
SchYartz, op e1 t, p.18. SchYartz shows that Hugo, Mery and Heredia al~" 
took 'an interest in Oriental themes. Hugo collected la.cquer furni- .... . 
ture and porcelain. It was Bold after his· exile in 1851 ~ . . ... :. 

'It 
I 

40. Quoted Sch~artz, op cit, p.17, notes 1 and 3. 

41. In particular Gautier requested a volume of the Beries "L'tJnivers 
Illuatr$" from a triend.It was Gautier's "Description de ia Chine" ' .' '" 
which he referred to &8 ,"Le livr& de 1 'Univers pi ttoresque ou'11 . " 

42 •. 

.eat question de la Chine". P.thier's book apparently contained 24 
illustrations ot Chinese bronze vases. The other books which he 
read are not known. 

Cautier, "L'Orient", vol.1, "En Chine", p.229. This essay is in 
"Caprices et Zipags" vhich is dated 1862 by M.C.Spencer "The art 
criticism of Tbeophile Gautier", but it appe~rs in the first 
edt tion ot "Cap::'ices et Zigzags" which is 'dated 1852. I therefore 
conclude that the eS8ay refers to the 1851 exhibition. 

, . 

43. See "The Great Exhibition" H. Gibbs-Smith, London 1950. The painting. 
is by H.C. Selous, illustrated on page 57. 

44. 

45. 

ItThe House that Paxton bullt,a new story on an old model", 
Sixpence Coloured, Barton and Son, Uolborn Hill, London, '1851. 

~ Feuillet de Conchee" Le8 peintrea Europeens en Chine et les peintres 
Chinois" Revue Contemporaine, Paris, 1856, ppS. 216-260. The study' 
was later printed by Dubuisson as a separate·pamphlet. 

See E. 'and V. De Goncourt " En 18" Parie 1885 eli .,ate97. 
The two passages not quoted in the text are as tallows - yage' 5 
"Les poteries de Ie. Chine, rive'e ~ leur accroupissement eternel 
commence ~ tourner b&at!quement, dans leur orbites assoupies des 
prunelles en virgules". 

~ ~ . 
Page 129 - "Sur une chemineeen marbre blanc, deux brule-parfums 
en bronze tonquin, vole par quelque bonze au temple de Say La Zam ,. / 1 'ray Vong epatal'ent leur panaes de cucurbacitees sur les torti s ... ~ ;' , ~ . 

enchev.tres de vegetations hybrides. Des serpents noueea aux ansee 
par del tord!ons convulaifa, dardalent leura t'tes cretles vera , 
une fleur de lotus qui s' epannouissai t en un merveilleux bouton." 

47. Gonoourt ''Maison d'un .Artiste" Paria, 1882. Preface; 

48. Thil is the opinion ot SchYart!, op oit, p.161. I have researched 
all the evidenoe on the development of La Porte Chinois. and 
Mme de Soye and it is discussed below. 

49. Quoted in Schwartz, op cit, p.61. " 

.... 
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50. :Baudelaire confirms tha.t trd s W;).~; a common T''''CI~tion ~.() InP;TC2' 
works in his eS3ay "The Jviu:1cum or Ch,n~icG"; 

51. 

52. 

53. 

'It i58olso genern~ly agr0f>d thtlt h. lnarcs io a gr<.:a.t 
but clumsy draughtsman, quite icnorant of aerial per
spective and· that his painting i9 as flat as a Chinese 
mosaic; to which we have nothing to say, p.xcept to 
compar~ his Stratonice, in which an enormous intricacy 
of tone and lighting effects does nothinc to upset 
the harmony, with the Thamar of Hora.ce Vernet', 

and in.his essay'about Ingres in his 1855 Salon quoted in the tex~ 
See "Charles Baudelaire art in Paris 1845-1062", !teviews etc., 
trans~J. Mayne, London, 1965, p.38. Later,writers w~e to claim 
that Ingres himself knew' and lPPfOved, of Japanese ar't;i. See for 
instance Felix Regamey tile Jaloon .. -: .. ";Rflvue Ble\1~ 1890,p.652. 

L'Ll ~'" uA(UiVll~''\, 
Mayne, op cit •• p.134. 

Gautier wrote about the Chinese exhibitions or 1851, 1655 and 1667. 
in France and England. Camacho, op cit, states that there are, too 
many articles on the Chinese by Gautier to provide a list of them all. 
However he does give the following; . 

Exposition commercial \ Paris La Presae27 Aott, 1846. 
Collec:tiona Chinoise. Mon! teur, 1855 . 

, L' Artiste, 1855 
"La China A Paris n La Presse1 er 5ep.1851. 
''Musique Chinoise" La. Presse, 2, 3, Nov. 1851. 

G. Preble, "The Opening of Japan". ed. B. Szczesniak, New York. 
1962, p.196. 

For a brief account of the growth of "The Bluff", see P. Barr, 
"The Coming of the Barbarians", London 1967,· and "The Deer Cry 
Pavillion", London 1968 in whioh it is discussed, in passing, as 
a part of the history of European settlement in Japan. 

55.' The novel teA Japanese Marriage" by D. Sladen, London 1893, concerns 
the adventures of the daughter of a European dealer in Japanese art 
living on the Bluff. It gives a good impression of life on the Bluff. 

P.L. Hawks. ttNarrative of an exhibition of an American Squadr~>n .to 
the China Sea and Japan" (U.S. House Execl1tive Document. 33rd . 
Congress, 2nd Session), 2 vols. ~ashington, 1856, p.45~ rr. This 
book appeared almost 1mmediately,in Europe where it had considerable 
influence.' , 

Hawks, ~, 1'.461. The series 'is described as a print roll or 
frieze - no such form existed in Japan, it was pro~~bly an 
book. . 

58. Ibid. p.462. 

• 59. "The Illustrated London News", London, January~une, 1854. Feb:Nary 
4th,1'.91. 

60. See "Journal of the Society of Arts", London, Feb.3, 1860, 1'. 183ff. , 

61. R. Alcock. "Art and Art Industries in Japan"~ Londo,! 1818. pps. 2-,. 

. :. .... 

. ,'" 
,J, 

., 
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62. See"1lle Japanese Court in the International l:.:xhiblt1on"" London l 
Illustrated Newe, Sept. 20 1862 page 320 ..,&1& R Alcock ·'C.t.lo~lle of ., 
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," 0 ~~etf.e.tl.l'Olll Japan for the Intenla tional 1';xh1 bi tion of ,1/:6:;", 1,,(,nuOft, .. 

1862) 

" ,6,.' ."Illustrated Londo", Ne~s" 'Se~te.ber 20th 1862 0, cit. 

64.' "Gentleman's l'.agazine", LOndon, July 1862, "'l'he International 
Exhibition" pps. 10 and 11.' . ' • 

65. Aloo~k, 0; cit, section G. Sent from Japan. 
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" G. Works of Art - Carvings in ivory, wood and baJllboo,- .t'aintlngs 
Illustrated works - Lithochrom. - Prints - Models. 

",;, # .,\,' 
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'557 Mu.sel-shell carYed in wood. 
558 Fruit carving in bamboo wood. Twenty-five speciments ot the 

best ivory carvings, showing great mastery of chisel, and power" 
of expr~asion.. ' . 

559 E1ght books - speciments of maps, illustrated wo~ks &c. 
559a Twenty-four volumes of ditto. 
560 Japanese play bill. 
560. Leaves from a Japanese scholar's writine exercise~ . 
561 Two box •• of lithoChromeprinting, on a peculiar fabric of 

crape paper., . ' 
562 Book of fire-brigades 1n Yedo, with the crests and'insignia, 

detail of city wards, &c. (aee 493 for head-dress). , 
563 Speciments of figures by a native. artist. 
564 Map of Yedo. 
565 Itinerary of the TokaIdo, or grand route to all the Imperial 

, towns. ' , 
566 Map or Japan in 66 Provinces (2 vola.) • 
567 Specimens of Japanese li thochrome. . 
568 Printing of old date, representing a pilgrimage to Fusiyama, 

the new foreign settlement at Yokohama. 
569, 570 Two maps of Fusiyama. - the volcanic mountain, with the 

various stations of the ascent. . ' 

.:>:"' 
'. 

, : .. 
,t1o: 

, .. 
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571 Further specimens ot Iithchrome printing, consisting of a great ": 
variety of illustrations (200) of the manners, costume and ." 
architecture ot the Japanese. 

572 Specimens of story books ~ popular literature, written in the 
Hirakana character tor women and children and the less educated 
classes, as easier to read than the Giosho, or other styl~s of 
wrIting. , '. 

572& Specimen of Japane •• official writtng - a letter from the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs announcing the despatcn of a 
diplomatio mission to England. 

J • B. Waring ItThe Indus trial Arts 
London, 1862, , vols. plate 248. 
were from Schmidt's collection. 

,Alcock. 

at the International Bxhibition" 
The two small lacquered boxes 

The larger pieces belonged to 

See '~he illustrated reoord and de8c~iptive catalogue of the Dublin 
International Exhibition of 1865" compiled a.nd edited by Henry 
Parkinson, Dublin, 1866. There were six other exhibitions but 
Alcook's oollection was the largest and the only one to inolude 
prints. 

68. W. Burgee "The Japanese Court at the International l:;xhibi tion", 
, Sept. 1862, p249. 

,. 
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See D. Harbron, "The Ccnscious !;.itonc, a lif(' of J;. ',';. God~1n" f)r ute 

70. . See l,lli, 

'J. Leighton, "On Ja.pan~6e Art illustrated by Niltjv(' exarr.plF:8", 
l;'rlday, Y.ay 1, 1863, Proceedings of the !toyal lnr.Utlltion of .Gr.~at 
l:lrita1n, vol. IV, part II, no. 36, ppe. 99-101J. ::>f':P. })elow for a 
detailed d~Bcussion of Leighton's views. 

72. Sandber~ or cit, and many others make this assertion. 

73. Alcock, op cit, p.5 (1616) 

14. ~; p.22, See also Leighton, op cit, pp. 161-162. 

15. Leighton, op cit, p.102.' 

76. Alcoclc,' 818, op c1 t,' p.83. 

77. ~,p.66. 

18. ~, ~.190. 

19. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

Denis was the last of many people to formulate this idea, for 
instance, Oscar "','11de was making this point in his lectures on 
Art and Decoration, i.e. 
"\.Jhat is a picture? Primarily a picture is a beautifully covered 
surface, merely, with no more spiritual or meaning for you than an 
exquisite fragment of Venetian glass or a blue tile from the wall 
of Damascus."Art and. Decoration,"Lecture to Art Students," p.51, 
gi'en to R.A. "StU'dents, June 30, 1883. 

Leighton, op cit, p.104. 

Leighton, or oit, p.102.·. 

Ibid, p.103. -
Alcock, op cit, p.89. 

Ibid, p.190. -
85. Leighton, op cit, pps. 102-103. 

86. Ibid, p. 108~ -
87. Alcock, op' cit, pps. 48-49. 

e8. See c. Dresser, ''The Art of Decorative Design", 1862, pp.165ff. 

89. See C. Dresser.tlThe .Art Manufactureo of Japan from Personal 

, 

Obse'rvation" Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol.XXVI,1877-78, \,./ 
p.169. I am grateful to Mr. Stewart Durant wh~ has recfntly written . 
about Presser, and to Mr. ~achael Derby of the Department of Prints 
and Drawings at the Viotoria and Albert Museum, 'for help in' my 
fruitless searoh for the drawings. We did un~arth one. or two gen~ral 
sketches of the design of the Oriental court by Dresser but none 
of the objeots theJMelves.'1 

, 90. V. &. A. acquil1 tion, no. 2850; 1865. 
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91. 'hueh of the information on tne ~:us(·um':l recot:(1~ . ("lr'·'.'H from j~r.! ibbn:.,~;~,"ti 
Smitll," {orIner librar.ian, who holp,-..d ,~,n \,0· fjrld 1"i.p rf:l~v:lnt.. en"f.". f',,: •. ~~.-:tl:.' 

":, ,Jl 
92. w. Rossetti,. "Memo.irs",ILondon, 1899, p.'?76. v ' .. ~ '.; . , 

• "lr..' 
, ","';4 93. r have identified it from the Victoria and Alllf!J;'t copy. oompf\"e 

theil,lustration with Hos!'3etti's description "Dp!1i{':Tl No. " Ii 

bearded .... anlike looking man, standing on a hi ibid,...' end('avolJr~l ~ 
roosibl¥ to ward off the fall of a huge maSR of rock, which 
threatens to crulh him, or more, prob~bly,liftjn~ the rock, to 
let it fall dow the hillside ... · 

>' .' ~., 

94. Rossetti '8 article was reprinted 'in \v. Rossetti, "Fine, Art, Chi "fly 
Contemporary" No.X, Japanese Woodcuts, p. 364ft. Loa<?oll,IS67 

. 95. ~,p.364. 

96. ~,p.364. 

91. Rossetti, "Hemoira" I p.279. 

98. 

, . 
A. Roulsaye 1615-96 ~a8 a member of. .;theliterarycirclewhich 
included Gautier, Gerard de Nerval,andNeator,Roqueplan" the f.lr·st 
Bohemians who stand between the Romantics and the rtealists. 

C. Baudelaire "Correspondances" '1841-1866,p.322. H(')wever Adh€mHr~ 
see below, Note 101 has written saying that Houssaye sent the 
prints to Baudelaire. In view or~ diecovery that. he may well h~ve 
been related to the patron of "La Porte Chinoiee" this may well be 
more likely, despite the letter. 

, , . 
100. Thes. referenoes are dlsoussedin detail, in my comments on the 

work of the indi~idual writers in the body of my thesis. 

101. See Champfleury "Histoirede la Caricature Medeme", Paris, 1865, 
and Shapiro, M. "Courb.t ani p0:2u1ar"illal'ery.n Journal of the.. 
War,burg a."- t;o-urtaul' 1.sti t'U.tell I94~/41 pa~e 176 ff. ' . 

102. The recent exhibition 'of £pinal prints at the Hayward CAllery P)'o
vided ample opportunity for~esting this. See ·'.rTench Popular 
Imagery" Arts COUn,cil, 1914, Catalogue. 

10,. De Concourt, Journal, June 8 1861. 

104. J10at writers cite two articles, 

Chesneau ttLeJapon ~ Paris" II, p.888, 1878, G.B.A. (pa~e. 37-47 
L. Benedlte "Bracquemond l'Animalier" Ar~et D~coratio. XVIII 1905 
However see my reservations about the accuracy'of their information. 
expres.ed in this thesis. ' 

105. For instanoe Y. Shinoda, in "World Cultures and Moc:em Art", p.86. 
As Shinoda also dates Alcock's exhibition as 1864 I am~doubtful . 
that his chronological survey is based on more than a second-har.d 
inferenoe. Professor Shinoda answered one or_two of my que9tion~ 
in correspondence but referred DIe to hie colleague", Professor' 
Wichmann,who so far I have been unable to sep-on hi~ brief visits 
to F.Jlgland. 
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, 106. "Livret de l' f:tpoait1ofl de 1849", Paris, lH"IJ, p.2('". 

107. I owe this information, to M.J. Adh6ll1nr. !ied<lot~~r In Crwf nOl; 

Gazette des Beaux Arts, to'ho j no lud~d it in n. lU'Co;' to rr.r) on T;)f'lr,areh 
that he had made into the problem jn 1960. J\dh~mar b~liCV(~3 tl".{-It 
Arsene Houssaye introduced Baudel:lire to Japn.ncsp. [lrt, on thl) tJ;"\.Gl E 

of an article on Hme. de ~oyc in "La Vic l'ariSicnnf:" of Nov.:?1, 1l98 • 
. 

108. Rossetti "Memoirs"~ pps. 277-f78. 

109. De Goncourt "Journal" Mercredi, 31 Mars, 1875. I 

110. Ph. B~ty, "Le Japonisme" , La Renaissance Li tterai 1'e et Artisti~9ue, 
1672, p.60. For Burty's career as a Japanese enthusiast, see 
below, p.4 7If£ • 

111. Rossett!., "Diary", p. 55 of ·'Rossetti Papers". 

112. See "Family Detters of D.G. Rossetti", London, 1895. (Nov.12, 1864), 
quoted b,ySchwartz op cit, p.36. 

113. Baudelaire "Correspondanoe ", op cit, 118. 
, .,' ~ 

114. :Benedite "Whistler" G.B.A. 1905, pp.143-144. 

115. 
tA..'I ~,5 ~ . , 

See G.:B.A., 197 3, ~Jean Paul Bouillon "La Co~respondance de Z.'eUx 
Bracquemond".~ This letter is listed as nod26 on p.365 in 
BOuillon's· resume of the "Correspondanoe"and Benedite; "Bracquemond 
l' Animalier:' Art and Decoration, 1905, pp. 37-47. 

116. :aene'di tet.' "~istler", op cit, p.143. 

117. 

118. 

R08eettl, "Papers", p.130 and p.59. 
•. ! 

Recently Prof. Shinoda in "World Cultures and Nodern Art" has r .'pea ted 
the myth, so did~abriel Weisberg in his 1967 thesis ".L~. Burty Art 
Cri tic and Japoniste" and in the resulting paper n:'elix I3racquemond 
and Japanese influence in Ceramic(ieooration." 1969 pGi.ges 277-280. 

I have corresponded since with botp Dr. Weisberg and 11. Jean PuLil " 
Bouillon the leading expert on Bracquemond in :Faris, and bothr.,lv~ 
agreed that the evidenoe for such an early discovery Is insufficient 
and that 1861-1862 18 the most probable dat~ for 13racquemond's ":'irst 
contact with Japanese art. 
See T.'l'hirio)! liLa. JaponislIe ell. Frano. ian8 1a J!leconie moi tie-; au. 
X1X!G1l8 sieele a la. faveur ie\la,iiffu~ion de I~estaJII:pe japonai:!!.! 
COm.M1.Ulication ie ~e Thlrion auXX1I oon!,res ie'f 'Associatio:a.·· 

-1ftternatior.a.l .es Etuie~ralloa.ieel! juilliet 19CO pa~e8 I17-130 
120 •. See Ph. Burty "Silhouettes d' Artistes Contemporains VI le peintre 

et graveur Felix :Bracquemond" L'Art, .1878, p.289. 

121. ~ee Dracquemond's preface to "Vente des estampes rnodernes de la 
collection des Goncourts", Paris. 1891 •. 

122. See below, the chapter'on the disseminators of, the Japanese image. 

Braoquemond •• 'l)u Dealin et de la Couletir". Paris, 1885 •. Briefl)'. 
13racquemond argues that all gre'at ,art had. bncn made in the 
tradition whioh emphasises the modelling of sol1d.bodies by the 
unequal distri but10n of light and that from this' time ~he loOgs!·' 
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bility of representing human i;t"?Gture anu (;lTtotion :J:lrr~lr. (J,·II;~mf.nt'Jo 
·sr~ 

(that 1s two-dimensional) art. 01Jch ;;S tile Jap: .. 111-n", .,:;,:.: ,"f·r:! I;.llf..!ll 

inferior in its pO:isible exprl:osion of P,,, hUlTklTl !H.i ri 1.. 

124. Dracquemond. preface to "Vente UUS (!lltamF.es •••• ctn:; r;(.n~()urt!l" • 

125. De Goncourt "J oumal ". 31 Nars, 1818 (W"I:i t t en ;'u~ c.l COIIIl:lt'n tori 
l~rty's arttcle',n?te 120). 

• 

126. ~, 19, Ju111et, 1864.~ quote( fro. 1912 etU tioJ\, the f1onaco I956 
varies apparently for ftO reaeom.) 

121. ~, }O Sept., 1864. 

128. ~, 9 Mars, 1866. 

129., De Goncourt brothers "Ide-es et ,Sensations" Paria 1887 pa~e I~. 

130. De Concourt brothers ''Manette S&l.omon" Charpentier, ed. pps.172-174. 

131. As~~l "L'mpire dU Sole11 Levant", Beaux Arts, b'euilleton de' 
l'Eten&rd, Feb. 27. 1867, March 23, 1861~ I have been unablu to 

".. ! .i 

locate these articles but have made use of the account of them 
in Weisberg, t'Bu,rty", pp.112-113~ 

132. Quoted b~ M.C.Spencer "Gautier" op cit, from Moniteur, 1862. 

133. Chesneau, "L'Art et lea Artistes J.lodernes en Franee eten 
Angleterre" Paris, 1864, pp.19Q-191. 

134. ~, p.163. 

135. "Japanese Botany, being a facsimile of a Japanese uook with intro
ductory notes and a translation", Philadelphia, U.S"~., 1855. 

. ',' e 
f'age's 'Work is reproduced as an appendix to "'vlenkstern: J.apanesl' 
Bi bl1ography", London, 1896. This book contain: 0 long section on 
a~t publication and 1s a useful research tool. 

(Loni.o~ 1860) 
137. itA narrative on Lord Elgin's mission to India, China and Jap:m", \'I,v 

L. Oliphant, secretary to the expedition in 1859. Thp. artist ~ho 
produced the Western,illustrations for this book was called Bedwell, 
but I have not traced any of his work eisewhere and J do not ,th1nk 
that he 'Was affected by the Oriental art.' 

138. ~. p.4}0. 

139. Steinmetz, "Japan and her people", London, 1859. The illustration 
of the preparation of 'Woodblocks 1s on p.296 and is anonymous, 
though many of the Westernised illustrations are Signed E. Evans. 

140. Ibid, pp.223-227. Thiaibook is published in the series "Nouvelle 
]'I'bi"iotheque des FamilIes" by Ch. MeYrue1s et Cie. It 

141. J.A. Michener "The Floating Vbrld", 1954, p.239, gives the impression 
that the Once a Week articles 'Were written by som~on~ other than 

, 

Osborne. Aslin, in "The Aest4etic Movement" repeats this inforn:- . , ' 
. ation with the error. On the sarno page Hichencr cb lUIS thAt 

Ti teingh himself published his illustrations: 'of Jal'i-n in 18t32. This 
is another error. 

, : 
,; , 



142. The full title! of the illuntr.1.tiorm arc; 
}o'rontispiecc, .. Vie .... of redo 'F\:1Y from, thp Hil]!': OVpr' r:ar.: wrlW.;l " , 
p.18, "Labourers trflnsplantinp; rice infield:'" 
p.31, "Fishing boats at sea" (Rlso in black nnd wbite in "()nc~ a w(ll~k") 
p. 79, ''\~aterfall between cloud Elnd spray" 
p.112 "Retinue of grandee crossin{~ a ford" 
p.129 ":Jcene on a brid,~e - boy 'With kite (tc. It 

14:5. See p.70 for discussion of the \.J:'Iyside Inn. 

144. Ibid, p.45 , 
145. Ibid, p.54 

146. E. de Fonblanque, "Ni Phon and Pe Che Li " (T'Wo Years in Japan and 
North China), Otley Saunders & Co., London, 186~. 

147. ~, p.48, p.135 for story of Eishop. , 

148. "Notes sur Le Japon, La Chine et L'Inde par le Bon Che de Chassiron 
1858, '59, '60", E. Dentu, Paris, 1861. The prints in the book are 
altogether, in the centre, .... ithout any explanatory not~s. 

149. Chassiron OF cit, p.116. 

150. See Gautier, "1'Orient", Charpentier, 1907, vol.1, p.271, "Japon; 
d'apres les notes de :Baron de Chaseiron". 

151."Les Barbares lr.odemes", in L'Orient op cit. 

152. See Pauthier, "Curio',sites Chinoises exposes awe Tuileries", C.B.A. 
March, 1861, pp. 363-369. 

15'. Pauthier, Ibid, p.155~ 

154. Mr. Day of the Publicity Department of Negretti and Zambra 'Wa~; most 
helpful .... ith my search but could find no earlier source. 

155. Bishop Sm1 th of Victoria, "Ten Weeks in Japan", London, 1861.· 

156. See .Aaron Scharf "Art and Photography" revised edt Pelican, '~74, 
p. '57, note 56, and IJPractical Photograph'er", London, 1896, p. 239ff. . , 

157. The only .... ork 'Written on Beato is an article by Walter Chappell, 
enti tled, IIRobertson, Beato and Camera Vision at l.uckno',N 1 8~7-' O,t''' 
", "Image • .l1e\v York. Fe'bruary r958 • pageJI 36-40 'Which ie 'about hi. 
w~rk durin~ the !l\diaJl:MutiltY. ~eato is principally famous 8:3 the 
first war photographer to "cover" the Crimean War, and wars ir. 
India, China and various violent incidents, murders and executions 
throughout the Near and Far Bast. 

'158. See Chssneau, "Les Nations Rivales dans l'Art", f'aris, 1868, I.423. 
The essays contained in this volume 'Were vri tten as reYie'Ws of the' 
1861 ~ibition. 

159. See Gautier "L'Orient". Tvo volumes of essays on' Ncar .and Fal' 
Eastern topics, most conveniently available in thp ~arpp.ntier edt 
of '1907. 
Ruskin's vie .... s on this matter vere similar t.(') Gautiir'd, and it. ie 
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interesting to find Alcock quoting Ruskin in hiE aJVGC'lcy or JilFUl!liC 

design in "Art and Art Indu9tric-s in Japan" _, London l.878.page 35. 

"Nothing can adv:mce Art in ,any cUntrict of thl:; :lccursetl ,: .... lchinfO • < 

and devil driven En~land till she chan/;p.o t~Hr mind in many thin/:.; .• " 
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SECTION ONE. CF.A?Tlli T'JO. 

NOTES 

2. 

5. 

, . . 

The Salon des Refuses is too complicated a nubject to be dealt with' 
in full, but. it is interesting that among the ~xhi bitions wP.t-f' 
several 'whose works has a japonizing' tendency. ':;ee for installce 
\-Ih.istler's. "'Woman in Whi te", but for a recent but Guperficial Ctccount 
of the ;:)alon se~ R. Dunlop, The Ghock of the New, London, 19':'2. 

See Chapter One~ p. 48. I 

See it. Lindau, Voyage autour du Japon, laris, 1064. 
~ 

E. Chesneau, La Japon a ParislI1818, op cit. deprinted in tht1~ 
G.B.!. volumes concerned with works of art at the 1818 exhibition, 
in which context its fashionable character becomes immediatel., 
obvious. . 

E. Chesneau, LeB Nations Rivales dans L'Art, Paris, 1868. The 
article on Japan occurs on page 415. The reference to Degas is 
on p.}35 and to Boudin on p.334. 

6. Baudelaire, Salons, translated by Jonath;:ln Mayne, l'haidon, 1962, 
see the Salon of 1846, pps.116-120. 

tra:n.. 
1. Baudelaire, op cit:-rMayne, pps.120-122, "~position Universelle of 

1855". 

8. ~~yne, p.124. It is interesting to speculate upon the possibility 
.of :Baudelaire having seen Far Eastern art for the first time during 
the 1855 Exppsition Universelle. 

Leon Page's Bibliographie Japonaiee lists as item 652, a 100 page 
catalogue of arts and crafts of Japan compiled by Baron Charles 
Dupin. Unfortunataythls catalogue has been lost and ls~not avail
able from abroad. Dupin, who was a director of the F'ar 12stern section 
of the exhibition, later vrote a book about his travels to Japan 
but this gives no useful information about the 1R55 exhibition. 

Baudelaire would also have seen Chinese art at the exhibition. 
One wonders if at this time he could have distinr,uished it from 
the Japanese. 

Apart from Zola's famous referenoe to the analogy between ~pinal 
prints and Japanese prints in his .defence of I'lB1let, which j n feet 
attempts to detach Manet'swork'from an association with i.'pinal 
and relate it to Japanese work (see Zela, 11."l.net, L'Evenement186G" 
discussed below). We have several other exampl~s of the comparison. 
Baudelaire linked Japanese prints to "Images D'1::pinal" in a letter 
of 186t, see above, p. 63 The critic and traveller to Japan, 
Charlee Bousquet, used the analogy ,in several articles in the 
Revue dee Deux,Mondes, notably in 1811. The critic Ernst Yey~eau 
also used it in his artiole on the sale of the 1867 Japanese 
exhibition. Ernst Chesneau also made thp. comparison in his article 
on Japanese art in his book, tlLee Nations Rivales dans L'Art,"p.441, 
and in his leoture to induatrial.designera and manufacturers on 
Japanese art in 1869. The collector and art dealer Sichel, who 
travelled to Japan with his brother'in the 1U10's, also recalls 
Eplnal when discussing , Japanese prints in hi~,Notfl9 ,d'un blblioteul" 
au Ja.pon. Pari! 1883 . . . 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

'!'hus the analogy was widely spread ani.! indicativ(' cd the r~n.~f!(f 
associations called forth by J:\p:lne:;~ printt;. It. indicatp':l thf .. t';.l:I-: 

of feeling' with which nrtistsm:ty have- appronchcd thHm,· and aUc ws 
·us to understand the1roa.stoniohment nt the jncornp,.rably /df;hcr 
standard of Japaneoo cr~ft3manship and deafen. 

Hence Chesneau wrote 'in 1068: . 
L'inv~ntion japonaise r~alise donc une economie de 
inain(fu91vre considerable, ce qui pennet aux editeurs 
du pays de livrer au commeroe de detail leursaupcrues· 
feuille8 color16es a·peu pres dans les memes conditions 
que Ie font en France nos fabricants d' E'pinal pour 
.l'imagerie populaire. 

I 

E. Che8neau, tiLe R~ali8meet L'Art Fran~ais" Revue des Deux Mondes, 
(CXLVl) p.228.1863. 

Baudelaire, op cit, Mayne, Salon of 1846, pps.118-'19. 

It is remarkable that once again Baudelaire grasped the absurdity 
of discussing landscape in moral terms, and that it led to stereo-
typed art in which, . 

The dogs are cut out of some historical dog pattern a 
historical shepherd could. never allow himself any others, 
on pain of disgrace. Every immoral tree that has allowed 
itself to grow·up on its own and in its own way, is, of 
necessity cu~ downt every toad or tadpole pond is buried 
pitilessly beneath the earth. And if ever a historical 
landscape painter feels remorse for some na.tural pecca-
dillo or other, he imagines his Hell in the guise of a 
real landscape, a pure sky, a free and rich vegetation; . 
a savannah, for example. or a virgin forest. (r'Inync,' p.105) 

Baudelaire also selected Rousseau for special mention in the Salon .. 
of 1846 - although the' "grand refuse" was as usual not exhi bi ti1'l.l~, 
he was a "naturalist oeaselessly swept toward the .ideal'·, whose 
work was constantly revealing "new aspe~tB of landscape". 

13. Ph. Burty, the famous critic and Japanese enthusiast, was the ril'~t 
to make this suggestion in a memorial essay on Boisbaudran first 
published in 1873. "1 'Enseignement Du Dessin" reprinted in "l':ai t:\,'('f') 
at Petits Ma1tres", Paris, 1886, p.6. Burty remarked that Bois
baudran had recommended continuous drawing exercises as part of 
school curricula and 
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C'est en.effet oe qui passe chez un peuple de 
l'extr~me Orient, que noue traitons cavalierement, 
de "barbare", ohez les J aponais. . 

Boiabaudran's teaching methods stressed visual memory and,traine( 
. observation and aimed to develop these qualities rather than a 
highly mechanical rendering of tho immediately visible. In·this 
it allied itself to Japanese training methods. 

14. Chesneau, Les Nations Rivales dans L' Art, p.423. Morc~ver photoj~aphl0 ' 
firas were in the habit.of issuing series. of prints of faraway 
oount:de .. , ~o be purchased as a set. As we have seen, as early ·\8 
1a60 the firm of Negr.ttl and~ambrahad issued Buch a set includlng 
many views of Japan. These were us~d as the models for the 
engrs.vi%'l88 whioh illustrated "Ten Weeks in Japan" by George Smith. 
Bishop of Victoria, published in 1861, and aome of these provide 



a very accurate imprp.ssion of Jar.an.!t;~ ,~oplt~ and t""('17:"lI.l,hy. 
Periodicals such as the "Illustrat.ed London Nnon" 1'f'I~darll wwd 
engraved illustrations and photographs of Japan dur.-in~,~ tbrA 18IJO'c. 
It is noticeable thRt no such E'n~raving8 took :m irnprf'!i:;ion!stlc 
character or looked remotely Japaneso in style. 'l'he most relcvii.nt 
example of this is the engravj ne of the head of a .Japanese muruert>r,· 
from a photograph, .... hieh .... aa made by Jacquemart, the illustrl'l't.or m.d 
Japanese enthusiast in 1865. I discuss this lHter in the context 
of the early dissemination of the Japanese image 

Y..A1'EI' roO'l'NOTES 

::,,: 
.. J 

, ~' 

, I. 

See L. Ganae's series of articles on "Jules Jacquernart", G.B.A.,1It:!"tj .• 
JulYJla~.s 69-80. SeJlteaber pa.~es240-250. uctobe~a.gell 326-340 ':": 
See Zala, "Salons", ed. Hemmings and Niess, 1959, p'.91. Hnving· . ," 

15. 

16. 
recently seen 1pinal, prints at the llayward Gallery Zola' s comparison :"', 
strengthens my conviction expressed in this thesis in several 
places that the prints Manet had were recent work in bright, arti-
flcial colours, similar to the colours of the prInts in the Burges 
collection. Full title "Emile Zola. Salons ree,.1111s annotes et 
present~s par F.W.J.Hemmings et Robert J. Niess", Droz ~inard, 1959. 

11. J. Rewald published a letter on p.61 of "Cezanne et Z01a", H. 
Sedrowsld, Paris, 1936, .... hich establishes this infonnation. Zola 
wrote to Duret in Feb. 1868; 

Manet, fait mon portrait pour Ie Salon, et comme 
noue avona peu de temps je me trouve done tous 
les apr~s-midi>dans son atelier. 

18. The Japanese exhibition was moved to Rue de la Victoire, No.41, Mid 

sold up in February (?) 1869. (Several acquisitions in the V. & A. 
for 1869 are marked "From the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867"). 
(See Section II of this 'thesis). . 

The suggestion is in Nils Costa .sa:nib&ai II}'T.anet j Studies in Artistic 
Conception", Lund. 1954. 

20. 'N. Rossetti, "Reminiscences", Vol.II, London 1906, p.276. The exact 
interpretation of Rossetti's remark is in doubt. I have followed 
Laver in believing that it .... as made by Whistler. lilt was I·ir.whistler 
who first called my brother's attention to Japanese Art: he POSSt'sscd 
tvo or three .... oodcut books, some coloured prints or a screen 01' two. 
I take it this revelation in art had been made in faris, in the 
Impressionist Circle. I have heard say, and perhars with accuracy, 
that Bdouard Manet .... as the "head and front" of Japonerie". 

21. See section on Wh.1stler below. ~~"~II :r35 ff. 

22. This information was first published, in Roek!1l, "Van Gogh, GauguIn 
and the Impressionis t C1rcle", y. 59, la ter in T. Re ff, ''Manct' s 
Portrait of Zola",l3url Mag 1975 p3J-44 .... hich illustrates the print. 
1 disagree oompletely with Professor Reff's treatment of the work 
as simply a portrait of Zola's artistic interests. It is also a 
manifesto of r£net's ideas on art. 

, - ' , 

Many .ot the leading Manet and 7~l& scholars still believe· this print 
to be by Utamaro or Toyolcuni - for instance seeSeznec, Hemmings and 
Niea" op cit. ' 

Like Reff's article earlier studies of the Zola portrait ignore or 
diminish the va1~e of the Japanese print as an indication of the 
foundation of Manet 'a style.' .. 

'J 

\ 

, , 
... 

, .. 



They are: 
. "!"".a.net and Zola", lma N. t'bin, G.B.A., ,June 1~45, P'}"(· 1'1.". 
. "Nanet's portrait of Zola", :J.L.Faison, f/',,'\g. of Art, Vol.XLII, 

, pp.16~-168, l~'ly, 1949. 
"Le Cabinet de Travail d'Bnilei.ola", Adh6I1lc1.r, (;.B.A.,1954, p.?'8~. 

, . . 
The major cs. t'alogues of r'';ar~t' s work by Tabarant I947 and wilde"}': 
stein and Jam<?t (1932) " , '. have. no ,informed discussion of: thf;' 
print's identity,attributing it to Utamaro. 'rhcy are 'listed in 
full in the bibliography. 

.> • , I 
23. 'In discussing Manet's paintinge I, have used the plates in "Tho 

tComplet, Paintings of 11anet" - notes and catalogue by S;!ndra OrienU. 

24. 

Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1970 •. 

Orienti'a catalogue haa a useful concordance with the other major 
catalogues of l>lanet'. work and therefore I give the Orient! catalogue, 
numbers. ' 

The portrait of Zole. is'Orienti 118. 

Work by Boit8u ~s reproduced on pp.154-155 of "Tokyo National Mus~um", 
London 1969. Hoitsu died as late as 1826 and is a good candidate 
for the author of Yanet's screen. However it would be impossible to 
know tor cert~ln who this was • 

• iJeune Dame Couche~ en Costume: Eap8.enol" of 1862 ,is signed by Man .. ~t 
itA Hon Amour Nadar". Nadar was F. Tournachon who became famoue latcr 
as Nadar a pioneering photographer, who lent his studio fer the 
first Impressionist exhibition in 1814. 

. \;t~ 

( .f" 

,. l 

, , 

~;-. 26. ' 
M.Boi.e"~ho.Qs ~outure a~. t.e 8Tolutic. ofpalati.~ 1~ CI9th ~raRc ••• 
Art. liulleti. March 1969,}ta€9s ~8-82 •• g,el!lcribes 1"lanet'. early year. 
wrestling with tne duality of Couture's method on the practical 

': 27. 

" 

28. 

level" in the use of preparatory sketch and finished work 'and on the 
conceptual level of the problem of selecting an appropriate image 
from the vocabulary of heroic painting to celebrate a near contem-
porary event such as the 1848 revolution. . . 

, " 

This argument is used b,y several criticsI the most recent 1s 
''1-lanet's Sources", by Michael Fried in Art Forum, but:a.e 

,I 

ignores Japanese art and sees Manet as concerned primarily with ' ... 
, reviving "French" Art. !i~t. ~1f.."D # /YIAII~1\) ~~IJ~i~" A/.:r f~';NI. M~("11 I~"'i 'f-AO'J.g.~2.., 

T. Reff's reply to Fried was published later in the same year. ,It 
is a well-deserved crt ti ciam of Fried' s at te'mpt to see a "source" 
in French art for every pose and image 1n Manet'e work in the '60~. ' 

. Whilst I take Reff's point about the danger of over";speculation 
about formal analogies, the basic conception of Manct as someone 
attempting to reooncile the dualities or current painting, such a~ , 
Couture's, is quite acceptable. 

Bert argues that Manet achieved much of his inspiration by "pure" 
talent. My argument is that certain linguistic innovations were tLe 
result ot the appearanoe of the Japanese example. 

, ~ 

See H.E.Krauss "Man.t'a Nymph Surprised", Burlington f-lag. 1969 
Pates 622-627. " ' 

.... 1'..-' " C. Sterling, "Probleme de or1g1nalite de Manet par rapport a. 1a 
tradition" L'Amour de teArt, May 1932, p.151ff. Tho f1n..'ll composiHon 
of the series is in the MuseoNacional de Dellas Artes Buenos Air~s -
Orient! 'SA. 

" 

" , ''', 
! 

• i , . 



Three sketches exis t: Orient! 35B l'ariS 
35C Oslo 
35D J'arin (df!strvy('d'?) 

The unfinished versions 'all act a.s an indicat'ion of r'lanet':> GtrutTle 
to overcome the problem of m<l.king a nlodern pal ntinl~ which retnJ.nf.d 
the imagination. 

The cOPy is .orient! No.l0 made in 1856. 

• i' 

29. Olympia is Orient! No.62. . 

". '. ,1. 

·1 

, 32. 
" 

For a diacus$ion of Olympia see Ref!. "The Meaning of Mant't' s 
Olympia" G.B.A •• 63. 1964. pp.111-122. 
A.BovnesB itA Note on Manet's compositional difficulties". 
Burlington r·Y. 103, 1961, pp.276-277. 

, 

.~ 
~ . '. ' 

The drawings are reproduced inA.dt! Leirie, "The Drawi ngs of Edouard 
1-lanet". Calif. U.S.A. 1969. The drawing of the Arab girl is De 
Leiria Cat.No.193. figure 223. The watercolour for the Olympia is 
De Leiris Cat.No.196, figure 228. . 
A'colour reJ)roduction of the watercolour can be found in Kurt'Martin, 
"Edouard Manet, Watercolours", 1959. 
The watercolour had the following elements which indicate its 
Oriental derivation. , 
The screen in the background is yellow to indicate a gold background •. 
There is a tentative drawing of an Oriental bui,lding on the left 
hand panel of the screen. The right hand panel has R mark just 
above the negress's right hand which is clearly a tra.nscription of 
the Japanese isometric perspective which ia commonly used in 
Japanese screens. Manet concentrates on the contours in the water
colour, according·to"De Leiris he uses pencil lines to emphasise 
them, again this is an Oriental tendency, found particularly in 
Japanese prints. 

In "Chinese Export Art", M. Jourdain and Soame' Jenyns, Country Lire, 
1950. 
Plate 90 shows an eighteenth century plate with an image of a 
mandarin peeping round a curtain at a reclining nude. Clearly the 
motif is derived from &n engraving of the incident when l'otiphar's 
wife shows herself naked to Joseph, or a similar com!~sition -
perhaps a Danae - see Bredius 414. 
This plate provides evidence that compositions analogous to Olympia 
existed in the East. Manet could easily have seen such n composition, 
either on a plate or a print from Nagasaki - the port most heavily 
influenced by European art in Japan, 'which produced imitations of 
European art in all:.'."the decorative arts from the sixteenth century 
onwards. 

vol 3j 1969 paee 57~61~ 
See G.P.Weisberg,"Felix 13racqueIllond and.· Japoni!Hle"Art Quarterly V 
Champfleury (pseud.Hu8son) "Hletoire de la Caricatur~ l'.oderm~", 
Paris, 1865, and "Les Chats", Paris, 1869. 

". Orienti, Cat. No~ 53. 

'Wl'listler'l!I "Caprice in Purple and Gold No.2" 1864 is comPosed in a . 
similar way to Olympia, the essential difference being that while 
:~et syatematically eliminated obvious references to Japanese art, 
Whistler exaggerated them. 

See illustrations in IIErotio Art", 'P and E. Kronhalll'ten. ~tockhollD, 

1969. 
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38. 

39. 

'40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

; t .. :. i 
"On the wall of the 1<!3t Ii ttlc fli/;ht tb{"'rf! \tI(:l't~' Jill':lTle!:Jf.: prin',!1 ~.~ . 
depicting furiouB fornications; 'n, [':Itil(~r blatant aN:ouncCm~!l1t, "; 
I thought, of naturalism" -Geor~eHoore, "lmpr~:Jsi('T\s :J.nd Op1n1orl~",' ~ 
London, 1891, p.67 - essay' "Imp/'esaio,ns of 7.010." ;llis~uoted by E:t..in'.: .. i 

or cit., C[S from "Confessions of a Young 1":<ln".,. ,~". : 
.~, .;. 

The time aMoore's Visit to Medan is 'very difficult to (>stEl.bl.ist.. "'" 
Zola acquired the houl:;e there in 1878 with the profj ts from ,I" ; ~ 
"L'Assommoir". Zola probably acC'}uired the printFl in the 1860's when ;~I'\; 
he was close to Manet. Later he lost his interest in Visual art and' '.1,1 ; 
it is unlikely that he would have kept up his interf'At in l-ianet '8 'f " 
enthusiasm when his friendship vi th the painter declined. Moreover ° ° 

we know that Zola's study vas " sanotum and the display of these .0" :, 

prints at its entrance suggests that they had been part of the 
"sanctum" for some years before the move'to Madan. 

A recent discussion ot the erotic element 1n Olympia. f;lUc-eests that 
some mildly erotic photographs showing women working in decolletage 
had an influence on the Olympia. I find thic entirely unconvincing. 
See L. Nochlin, "Woman as Sex Object", New York, 1973. 

Ori~nti, Cat.No.". 

See Orient! Cat., Nos. 41, 42, 43. 

Orienti Cat.No.46. 

" t-
,0, i 

. . ~' , 

• f r 
! 

, i 

~ 

" i 

A good examl>le ot' a Japanese theatre print is to be found in"Hokusai", ' 
Hiller, _LolI.l1.o11. -I95J,plate .26,.r.ShiJloia. in' '''Degas d6Jr einzuB' I.e!!' ': 
japanit1GLen ' . in die l'raftzoniecl1e .alereio,' Ph.i Koln 1951' 
d156u~eeB Deiae borrowin~ at length seebelow p124ff ani p63Ift 

. Orient! Cat.No.45. 

44. Sandblad, op cit. 

45. "La Musique aux Tuiler1.es" is Orienti Cat.No~32. 

46. Baudelaire "Art in Paria 1845-1862", trans •• r. Mayne, "Salon of 1£;45". 
p~32, London, 1965. 

',-:' ,'. 

! 47. Debucourt'a eighteenth century realism was very attr~ctlve to 
Baudelaire who recorda that collectors were beginnlnr to show an 
interest in his vorkin the mid-nineteenth century in his essay. 
"The Painter of Modern Life", 1863. 

,48. 

,',49. 

A. Proust "Manet Souvenirs"" Paris, 1913. 

~rietly,my speoulation. are 8S tollowsi 

The "D.;'jeuner sur 1 'herbal! shows the same stylistic characteristic,s, 
ae Olympia and there is no doubt that Manet was helped' in the trans- . 
formation of the Raphael etched by Romano by his kno~ledge of Japane8e 
art in the same way that it helped: him to transform a Titian into 
Olympia. 

The linter" of 1866 is derived from the Japanese print format - flat 
baokground, broad brush strokes" bright Colol,lrs. This rainting net'ds' 
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50. 

no further comment. 
<r t5 ~ :.1 

ThE' A&me iA true of '" .. /oma.n wj th n 1 arrot" ot 
the same year. 

A "Still Life with <.;arptt in the o.rt Insti tut(' of Chicll.~ painted 1r; 
1864 shows a group of) fish, oysters and an eel in a (lirect uncor.'lros,,,,d' . 
way which 8ugf,'ests their uerivation from thp. "jw1lt~a". 'rhl~ is 
particularly true of the eel. The still life has lost i ts D'leanln~ 
a9 a celebration of prosperity; in this work it is an excuse for an 
inform~l htudy of the sea-creatures described within it. 

Finally. we must consider the use of Japanese art by r-:anet in the 
synthesis of information and art.which became "The l:Jcecution of the t 
:Emperor Maximilian" (Orienti Cat.No.115, 116 A.B.C.) 

'.) 

All'the paintings are marked by an a.ttempt to reconcile the dramatic' '''', . 
force of the execution which Manet saw in J:!."Urope wi th Goya' s '~'., i 
"Executions of the 3rd. l".a.y with the factual information both verbal 
and photographic about the real event. The proce3S of this synthesis' 
has been described in detail by Nils Sandblad in "I":anet, 3 Studies 
in Artist~c Conception". It is not necessary to repeat his analysis. 
Rather it must be observed that the :>ynthes.:..s is achieved with the 
language that I have demonstrated Manet learnt from the Japanese. 
In the tinal version in the Xunsthalle Mannheim (Orienti 116C), 
the execution squad and the victims have been brought together as 
images whose conneotion is symbolio, not causal. The firing squad 
is shooting far to the lett of the group of victims. They are 
painted in taches, the painting marks learnt from Japan, note the 
white belts of the executioner squad. Manet has emphasised the 
dramatic isolation of the victims ,and'executioners, and the sergeant 
at the right by the use of the flat wall behind which once again ' 
denies illusionistic apace, a device learnt from Japan. Sandblad 
points to the anonymity of the execution squad and the moral 
ambiguity of 'the scene, compared with the Goya. It may not be 
unacceptable to suggest that the Japanese artistic language was 
highly suitable to the presentation of an event without direct 
moral implication, but with the direct quality of modern experience~ 

This moral neutrality is especially obvious in the case of the 
"Execution of Maximilian" but it is also important in every other 
painting of a "modern" subject, in the sixties by Vanct. 

For a discussion of the circumstances of their painting see Anne 
Coffin Hanson " ..AF!'roup of ... rino p~i. tl.t;1!!! b,y Maa@t.," 
Ar1L ~ull~ti." 1962 J!a~e. 332-336. . 

The paintings are Orienti Nos. 67, 68, 69. 

, 
" 

, i 

: .51. See Introduction and Appendix C. 

·~'52. De Leiria, ox> cit •. 
. 

I. 5'. lli.!!. Cat.106, .fig.168. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

Ibid, Cat.87, tig.160. -
Zola, ''Manet'' 1866 - Hemmings and Niess, op ci t. 

DmAS' FOO'lWOTES , 
Cheaneau "Le Japan a Paris", G.B.A." 1878.' '01' cit. 

For TiB8ot, 888 below, p. 

Degas mad'e many drawlnp of ~ne t in the ls't8 1860' 8 • 

": . 

'. 



60. 

, ('14' , 
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Degas left sev~ral Japanese prj nts a.n<.l othe r, Japanf'an oll.if'·ct.!~ :\t 
his death. See r.A. Lcrnoi~nc, "Dec;a:;ct son o'.:uvr:t·" 1,vI.1.5:. Pll.rt~. 
194G-1949~ 

See above. p. 52 and Appendix C. 
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I do not accept the suggestion of 'r. Reff in '!'Phe I-.icturoowi th ',:{ ; 
'Det--"'as Pic'tures", Journal,of the Hetropolitan j',usoum of Art. :Jc:w ~ork~"','; 
19 68.p.132, that the prints held by the collector are colourf.!d " 
lithographs of Roses by Pierre Redoute from booka pulJlistu'!d in 1-.35 

, , 

(Les Roses) and 1~36 (Chok, , de,Soixante Roaes). Heff is also " 
., ~. I 

mis taken in. charaoterising the book covers in the fral1lo as "',; ! 
"FoUkousu". '!'his term is u:sed by ])fit Goncourt, Gonne, Hurty et :.i., 
to refer specifically to embroidery or painting on squares of silk 
with a claim to be regarded as works of art in themselves. They 
'Were large enough to be made into cushions., 

More interesting is Reff's suggestion that the random arranuocmenf. of 
the cards, etc., in the frame in the upper' right hand porne~~ of '\ 

; 

the painting is derived from a pattern showing playing cards, in ,'. 
embroidered silk used for the, covers of pocket books. 

"L'Amateur" is Lemoisne 175. For a colour reprodu'ction see P.Cabanne, 
"Degas" trans. l/~chel la taJ:lde, Plate 25. Bditions ~isrie, Par1s,~958. 

For Bunsho and the "Classical" school oC prints see O.E.Hollc'Way, 
"Graphic Art oC Japan, the Classical School", London, 195~(, (Tir: nti). 

The most likely artis't for the prints shown 1n L'.Amateur" is Bumpo who 
worked durine the first third of the nineteenth century and \,,1".0 1:) tcr 
influence~ Van Gogh. ", .. , - , 

62. Reproduced in colour in the 'catalogue; "CeI\~ ~e 1 'Irnpressl on;'f~' 
Grand Palais, Paris, 21 .Sept- 24 Nov. 1974. cd. Helenn Adhemar. ' , 
Editions des Musees nationaux Paris 1974, No.11, p.71.. . ' 
The portrait was probably painted in 1866. 

63. See the co-,y of 14olbeill'e"Alllte of Cleves" by t>egaa. 
Lemoisne, op cit~ Vol 11 ,late 80. 

64. See A. Scha rf "Art and Photography" , London. 1968, p. 139fC. "Df:.·r~ ~ 

and the Instantaneous Image"·u·a!'e 18I~I974 eiitio •• ) 

65. See Lemo1sne for, reproductions of them. 

66. .• Shinoda ' op cit. 

68. 

The painting is'Lemoiene 125. For Shinoda's remarks aee Shinoda 
op oit, pps.16-21. I have sought assistance in translati~ Shinorl~'a 
remarks as my German is inadequa te • 

Lemoiane 27 and 105 respectively. Both of ,these paj ntinKs of COUl":le 

have poses which derive ultimately from Titian, an-i therefore are 
eminently European. I chose these examples to Aimplify Shinoda's 
remarks. t 
,(,aee-I81~. 1914 ejiti~n) 

A.. Sch&. rt op cit, p.14}-144. cites P. Ca~anne. "l>og-as" as saying 
that the photograph ,for. this painting and one for "~ Bouderie 1(:'12" 
had been found. lIe doee not show the photograph, ,n('i t !lcr does 
Cabanne. Adllemar in "Centennial de l'Impre88ionr,~:;l'" :iocs not 
mention it. 

" 



cto ').;,: 
This is the small portrai t of frincess l"c~t tl'l"nj cll 1 n thp ~,tirJnaJ 
'Ca.ller,y, clearly taken from a photograph of thp. Prj nee and Prj nCN1S 
0[1860. See SCha/.rf, op cit, p.146· for thn "lioto jn que6ticm.· 

. :. ~ ,. 
";'" 

",; , ~; , 

71. If the vase could not h'a.ve supported this JOass' of flo .... ers, i t folio~.,:':: ~ 
that they could not have be~n photogra.phed - .... hereas Mme. Hertel's ,'~ I 

face shows a completely different technique and may well have been " • 
copied troD} a photograph. It must not be foreotten that llppin'cott 's ~:~i" 
Japanese Botany - a facsimile of a Japanese Flo .... cl'" Book, .... as in the ' ',:~ 
B.M. P1 1858, so Degas could have·seen such a volume in Europe. See \;t! 

Appendix C. ; I,; .;.~ ; . 
It should be noted that COUrbet's 1863 paint1IlB' "The ~rellis" (see t,';: 

• . G. Fe'mier, "G. Courbet" lliglish trans. l'all ~1l11 Preiss, 1969,p.113), ~~'i: 
'shows • similar asymmetrical arrangement and a, patterned treatDlent .~ , 
of the flowers. 1 i , 

Fernier comments on the unusual "elegance" of this painting in 
Courbet's oeuvre. One·wonders it perhaps Courbet was also influenced 
by Japanese prints, perhaps owned by Etienn:e Baud.ry, the collector, 
at whoae house in Saintonge the painting was made. 

. 
72. See T. Reff "The Technical Aspects ot Degas' Art", :Journal of the 

n Xetropolltaa ~u8eua. of Art. Ne~ Y~rk 191I ,a~e;I41-166. 

" ' 

... 

E. Chesneau, "Lea Nations Rivalea dana L'.A.rt", Paris, 1868. p.335. 
This book is a compendium of the writings of Chesneau on the 1861 
Salon.'Degas' exhibits were Nos.444 and 445, both apparently called 
".Portrai t de famille" •. 

,~', , 
' .. ~' 
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.~ :., , 
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; I 
i 

.. , 
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'.: 74. This 1s the opinion ~t Anne Dayez, Conservateur au Musee du Jeu de " . Paume. Writing in a. Adhemar op cit, 1914, 1'1'.68-69, in which the 

.; 

painting 1s reproduc.ed as Plate 9 on p.65. It is Lemoi$ne No.64~ 

75.' J. Boggs. "PortraltebyDegaatt, Berkley, Loll Angeles, 1962, compares 
it to the drawing the "Gatteaux family" by Ingres, 1856 •. 

~ , 

Nineteenth cen'tury' examples of this compos! tional device can be found 
in the interior scene_ ot the serie. illustrating the ChlUsingura by 
Kunieada, Kuniyoshi and Hiroahige. For instance Ste .... art. "Japanese 
Colour Printstt, Plate 47, p.274, shows three female figures juxta
posed against reotangles in a print of the ninth act of the Chiusing-

'ura by Kunisada. . ' 

77. Lemoisne 126 for a colour plate see l10gga op cit, plate 28. 

78.' See J.' Bill'~r "tItaiDaro", London, 1961, Plate 51, p.84. 

'. 79.. .. an example of thi8"ma,nnerism can be tound in HOkuaai' s IIl'bo0rtrai t 
., or Ono lCo Mati" Plate V in Hillier, op, cl t. The right hand ttom 

oorn.r 1, tilled with,. patterned cloth. 

. 82. 

" 
See '&gp, op eit, p.66, and. al,o "Degas and the :Bell"lie",!d 
,Bulletin. Jun~ 1955. "I<1gos .I:27':'n6. I iieae;ree wi th the ass~rt'ie. 
that the foI'JI of thi'l!I paintint;wa8 the reeul t Of pho 't9c!::;aphic "'of' 

I I .' itCCaTeati.a. 
Lemo1en. 127 for Sh1noda comparison, aee Sh1noda, op c • 

Lemoi8ne Nos. 70 and 82 • 

Lemolln. No.140. 

.', 

.j. 
' .. ,. 



.. 

'84. 

86. 

For an example eee MiChener, "Hokusai's r~aN, 
for an example of a riderlcss and saddled hors~ 
34 for a simllarimage of' a horse $.nd rider. 

. . 1,06 ~ ; 
Pli'\Lc 4~,t"p Iftt· .,f.~'! 
plunR'ing and I'lc toe" .>~. , ~....; 

. I 

i'. 
:\ . 

1 .•. 

Lemoisne Nos. 75 and 'l6. The two show the transi tion from spo.rtJ nf: :"~. I 

print to concern w,ith movement. 

The motif of the fallen jockey 
see "Famous Sporting Prints II 
Plate II, Grand National 1939. 
the motif to Degas. 

.. 
is quite common in sporting print~. 
the Grand National" Studio 1927, 
Such a prl~t could have 8Ui;j~eAtec! 

WHISTtm FOOTNO~ • 

It',:", ' 

,., 

',H , -
I 

• I, t 

See- Rossetti '·Rossetti Papersn, London~ ':. w' , 

1903. Heviaw of Fine Art '.',. 
• chiefl,. oontemporary, London.1861.· also 
London, 1906. . 

"Memoirs of William Rossf'tt1" /~\ 

'" / . .' ",." . \ 

See also L • .Benedi te 's series of articles on \iUstler, G.B.A. t 1~I05 ."{ 
('1)17 article on Whiatler's'Japonisme is on p.;I:4 2 Vol.II,1905). . 
Benedi te 's appropriation of these letters and his secrecy 'with them.' . 
i8 described in E.R. Pennell, "Whistler the Friend", London, 1930. " 

. . 
88.' J. Sandberg "Whietler's Japoniame",' Bur'ling:ton Hag. i964. pagel! ~~O-507, 
eu«,.e~t~he composition is based on Vermeer's "fr'lusic Lesson". In my .: 

op~nion this 1s highly questionable! The relationship,is justified 
rnly by the presence of & keyboard instrument and framed pictures ir. 
each image, and on the revival of interes.t in Vermeer 1n the 1860's •. 

89 •. A similar pictorial primitivism is found in Pre-itaphaelite painting 
I, " of the 1860's - in Dante Rossetti's "Girlhood of the Virgin ~1.ry" 

91. 

92. 

94. 

95. 

for instance. It was probably on the level of a search for a 
structured and artificial image, that ~istler and Rossetti found 
common ground. 

It is interesting to draw attention once again to Courbet, an 
extremely radical individual who used refined artificial pictorial 
formulae which derived from earlier art - such as the isocephali!, 
in nFuneral at Omana". Courbet greatly admired \,'hl sUer's 
paintings on shown in Bonvin's stUdio in 1859 after they had bee~ 
refused for the Salon. ' 

For a good colour plate Bee D. Sutton "J.M.Ylhlstler", London, 196:>, 
Plate 9. The connection with Japanese art was first sugges~ed by 
J. Laver. I suspect that the painting wae made slightly later, 
probably circa 1862/3. . 

Whistler owned Klyonagaa which he probably acquired Inter than this 
however. They are now in the B.M. and the University of Glasgow 
collection. 
Hilli.r,Uta~aro p.84. Plate 51, shows an example of a probable 
model "Girls preparing stuff for dresses". 

. '. 

Ibid, ~late 60 tor an early use of the device which is often used by 
artiste of the mid nineteenth century like l{un.i8ada, Ifuniyoshi and 
ToyokwU. ' 

See above Chap.1 alBo,Appendix C andLugt "Repertoire des Ventes. 
Vol~III. 

For a good reproduction see Sutton, op .cit, : Plate 1.1. 
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97. 

98. 

• practical example of. this tension. can b~ ~~~fm il. "'I'm: CO:U5t 0:

Brittany", 1861. '!'his is illustrated jn :ut1.oo, It;~oc.:tllrllt.:'·, Lr,1uorl. 
1964, Plate 32. 
The "realistic" figure of ~he slcepin,'~ Breton peanant 

. of place against the highly artificial pattern of the 
blue s~ and sea. 

See 1,1. Rossett! "Memoirs", p.276. 

~, p.212. 

'w'Orl"lfl sec:ns ou t 
.rocks and the 

. . 
! 

~ ' . 

, 
99 •. See "Svinburne Letters", London, 1959. edt C. Jay. Vo!..!, p.130, the lett~~~· ' 

for 1st :reb.1866. quoted by Sutton "Nocturne", p.38, Note 2.::!' 

100. "Histoire du Porcelaine"A. Jacquemart, illus.· J. Jacqueroart, Lyons, 
1862. Benedite's belief that Japanese prints were to be found 1n 
Delatre's workshop may be accurate if they vere bein~ used as part 
of the source material for the illustrations to the chapter on 
Japanese ceramics in this vork. They may even have come as packing 
around ceramics if J. Jacquemart prepared his illustrative plates 
actually at the printers. 

101. See L. Beniidite, "Whistler III ", G.B.A!. 1905, Tome III, p.144. 

102. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

Their information wu highly- inaccurate, see Chapter One, p. 
Whistler bought very little Far Eastern art in London, most he 
purchased in Paris. He bought blue and white pottery in London 
from Murray Marks who imported it from Holland.' . 

For information on IILe Toast" see L. Bene<U te "Le Toast", Rt'vue de 
L'Art Ancien et Moderne'XVII, 1905, pp.21-3' and 121-136. 
Bln6dite linked the robe that 'Whistler wears in "Le Toast" .with that 
worn by-the mOdel in Whistler's "Princesses du Pays de la Porcelaine" 
as both 'were yellow, suggesting that Whistler was working on "La 
Princesse" early in 1 865 •. 

The reference to the Chinese lantern is on p.133 of Ben6dite,"Le 
Toast". He went further and claimed that FanUn included many 
Chinese and Japanese objects in his preliminar,y sketches for this 
painting; 

"C'est ainsi que Fantin Latour combine sur ses albums 
de Jeune.se toute8 Bortes de compositions dans lesquelles 
inteni'ennent pres de coupes de boi tea, 'de laques 
d"ventails. les fameuses robes japonaises ~ui apparten-

,aient a Whistler dans 1 'un; desquel1es i1 peignait son 
ami au premier des manifestations de son IIToast a. 1a 
V.rite ..... G.B.A.,1905, p.144 •. 

Fantin definitely owned such objects .at this time. He corresponded 
with Braoquemond about them • .s~Q ... 6~ G- 13.+1 IS'~ ~\ c.tr. 

I find SUtton's denial that this is a Far Eastern image in "Nocturne" 
quite extr&QrcUnary. The whole work. i8 conceived in Far ~stern terms • 

. ' .': . 
See ~n~d1 t.' "1Nhistl.r", G.:8.1. 1905. p.145 • .A. good cO.lour repro
duction of the painting oan be found in M. Fido '~Os'car Wilde", London, 
1974, p.'5. 

107. "piotures froID the Parie :Bienniale Exhibition" I11us. Londnn Ne'tls. 
1861, p"s. -
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For Delamarre'! work spe below, p. 107. 
fOtz !Jee "The Lady of the l'ortra.it - La\ters of ~'I'l'dnUt;r':;; IJjo,tiler", 

Atlantic 1'IOnthly CXXXVI, ~925, p.323~ 'l'he ClrtjcJ(' io to be four,d 
on pp.318-328• • 

101 This story is t'old in Sutton op cit., 
my argument. However it.is important 
documented here. 

p.46ff. It in not central' to',!"!: 
I 

thnt it should be fully i 

'1':.' , 
Or : 

i;r.f 
;'1" t 

• 'W. Roslett! gives information in his "Memoirs of D.C.Rossetti" and :Ji . 
"Rossetti Papers"o! his brother's passion for Japanese "pots", ,:\! 
his name for blue and white china. There 10 nlOTe information 1 n ,:~;, i 
the chapters on "Blue and White" and "Dar\t~ Cnbriel Rossetti" in .:.;' 1 
''Murray Marks and hiaFriends", G.C. Willi ••• .,. Lon.o. 19I9. '1:~:"i ! 
Folloving the Pennella, \villiamaon believes that Whistler introduced !~.' •. f 
Rossetti to blue arid ..,hi te which' he had brought from Paris.' However ':,;/.; I 
the taste for blue and white goes back to the seventeenth century. ~!'. t 
in England and Holland, ~here Marks obtained much of his stock. ,':.:.': t 
Th~re is no similar 'hlatory of enthusiasm tor blue and white in, ',tt't 
France. J 

Marks first met Dante Rossetti in 1864 and recalled that his 
collection "consisted of the c'ommon stuff picked up in London at 
that time" ('t.'illi8.D'l8on. OR 01 t, p.52) 
Marks dealt quite often with Rossett! 1n the 1660's. The last 
record'of a transaotion between them is from 1869 when'Marks 
searohed a warehouse in Holland for lids for a pair of Chinese jars 
owned b,y Rossetti. 

Their relationship oontinued however and in 1875 D. Hossett1, Morris', " 

! 

and Whistler combined to design a business card for Marks' new shop . : 

at 395 Oxford St. West. The full history of the taste f~r blue and . .,", 
white in England in the later nineteenth century is beyond the scope j;" 

of this thesis but it should be recorded that the great interest in,.',~ 
it made an ever-present source of Far Eastern imagery a~d pictorial 
language. 

c, I 

For an example of the atmosphere in which blue ana white was • 
collected and the thoughts of the collectors, j:3ee "Blue and \o;hi te 
China" by Alexander Hollingsworth, Artificier to t}19 ~ette, of Odde 
Volumes, delivered at a Meeting of the Sette held at Limmer's ~ 
Hotel on Friday Feb. 6th, 1891. il . 
Privately Printed at the ~iswick Press, ·Tooks Court, ~ancer,y Lane, 

London. 
williamson, op cit, identifies the work owned by '.~nistler as Chinp.se, 
nankin ware made during the reisns ot the Emperors k' ang lIsi . 
(1662-1722), Tung Ching (1723-35), and Chien lung (1736-95). It 
has proved impossible to trace individual items. 

~' 1 
, 

: . I 

110 I have eeen similar but smaller screena in the Gu1benkian Museum at • 
Durham. " 

111. For instance the ligures of the ladies in the prints 41 the ~rge8 
collection are depicted in these colours, particularly in purpl~s 
and yellows. 

'112. Beside. the painting by Delamarre which 1 consider a~ the principal 
souroe tor this work I also believe Whistler to ~~v~ been affected by 
images of women writing or painUng in Japan~8e prj~lts. 

'4' 
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. 

qbC,; . 
Examples or these can be found in iIokusai's "iv:an~:l.tt and iil the . 1,1,~ 
numerous images of the famoull Japa.nese poetess Ono Ko j':,1 ti, WflO was -.,.' 
to be the subject of one of the first articles on Japanese; art by, $ •• 
rho Burty. See below, 'p. 480 -

11~. W. Rossetti "Papers on Fine Art Chiefly Cont.emporr:ry", London,H3(.7, 
pp.273-4. 

,,' 
.;~ , . 

Quoted by Hesketh Pearson "Tl1-e Man 'yjhistler", London, 1952, 'p.36, from 
George Moore "Vale, Hail and Farewell," London, 1 ') 14. Pearson uoea 
not give a precise reference to 1100re. The probability is that the " 
incident occurred early in the 1870's though it could easily have ~,.:i' 
done so in the mid-'60s where Pearson places it by implication. ' .'. 
In any case it substantiates my belief that Far ~~tern art was 
vital to Whistler's aeathe'ic. 

115. Mrs. Whistler, Letter, op cit • 

. '. ~ 

'116. For an illustration of the work see Sutton "'whis tler", London, 
Plates 44 and detail Plate 46. 

, . 

For Blmedit.'a information Bee 136n~dite, tI'Whistler III", G.R.A., p.148~ 
For information on the oil sketch at Glasgo .... ,see "\..'histler" catalogue 
of an exhibition at the Arts Counoil Gallery, 4. St. James Square, 
London, 1960, No.20. p.46. 

117. See Appendix C, Burges 'CollectIon, p.51. 

118. See J. Sandberg, "Japonisme and Whistler"~ Burl. Mag. CVI, Nov.1964 
pp.500-507 and more especially Basil Gray's.reply in Burl.Mag.196S, 
p.,24. 

119. See below, Section Two, on p. 225 

120. Sutton, "\\Ihist~er", Note to Plate 44.' 
.. 

121. Ibid, Note to Plate 45 dates the work to 1867/8 and provides an 
excellent reproduotion of it. 

, . 

,; . ... ' 

" .' , .' 

Whistler is known 'from his correspondence with Fantin to have been 
thinking of doing a large painting of his .tudio for the Salon in 
1867/8 but that is no rea. on to date these sketches that lat~. 

. ~ , 

It was a yellow kimono which WhiBtler wore in Fantin's "Toast" and 
which Christina Spartali wore in "La Princesse du Pays de la 
Porcelain.". ' 

,'123. Bene'd1 te G.B.A., 1905, p.148. 

·124. For oompari80ns Bee Sutton, op Cit, Plates 31 and 32. 

An example ot thl. motif in use in & Japanese print present in 

.. ..... 
" ",, 

.125. 
Europe at this tim. can be aeen in one of the prints reproduced in' , ' 
OliphAnt'tlfTh. Miation of Lord Elgin to China and Japan", See 
Appendix C. t 

, 126. Strange '~e Colour Print. of Hiroahlge", undated, London~pp.125-6, 
,:; states that Dant. Rot •• ttl also owned 80me prints by Hlroshlge. He 
,Ii a1.0 owned aome battle printa by Kuniyoshi, mainly triptychs. 

Strange saw th~B. prints in, the possession of William Ii:ossetti. 

127. For instance, Sutton "!foe turne" , . p.49. '" . " . 
t' ., ;~ ,. 

" .. 
c, 

'H~~!..;. .),.~ " 
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: <'~' (~~'i.,;: 
126. For a good photograph of such Cl serenn sh()willl~ 1'1:l.r.i'.cl;,nd iv:tor3 ",1"' 

posed like the figures in Whistler'[J ooe nr;:dJr~' ~:III.i.th' itA Illste,rj' of~:::;;: 
.Japan in Art", !.on.on I972 .pag:e-·:?C4. hhe seated. fir,'urea in t'h. ,. 
right hand panel~ in' tne Whis tler are f in/the correct posl tiOll ,J:' .r, 
for Kabuki aueician!.) . ' .: 

.. ~'. ~ 
" 

129. SeR above, p. 111 

130. 'By Castagnary, r-~ntz and :Burty amongst others and this was repNl.ti-d . 
by W.Hossetti in 1865. See Fine Art Chiefly Contemporary, London" 
1867, p.175. , 

• 
~ 

,1'1. Good photographs are available in. Sutton"Whistl~r", 'l'lates, 25 ~ ,<t .• 
. . : 
132~ Ibid,: frontispiece. 

,:;; , 

.:' . 
• t~ ~~ 

::,. 
. i 
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1

}' , 

133. It may be objected that Ingre~ made use of'reflections, however; 
a) ~bistler would not have looked at lngree at this time. He was 
generally regarded as an arch-reactionary, moreover Whistler wrote 
in later years that.bebitterly regretted not having beell apupll 
of Ingree ( .,".; '(""~~'f '.' ... ~:~.Tlt.;·:' """"'~ .. ,',,: .••. t t i . .:..~,':~· I 

•. J'" ~ ' ... "' .... ~.~. ...~ 1, ..... {wt. '~" (_ ," ....... ' 

b) Ingree' reflections are never physically arbitrary ss·those in 
Japanese prints, and Whistler's work are • 

. 1'4. For an early example lee Hillier, "Utamaro", }Jlate II, "Geisha 
preparing for a festival". 

1'5. A good exampleot the use of decorative blossom occurs in No.44 of 
the "100 Views of Yedo" by Hiroshige which Dante Rossetti owned at' 

·.this time. 

. 136. Swinburne "l3efore the Mirror" stanza four, quoted by Sutton, 
"Nocturne", p.40 .. 

1'7. See Rossetti, op cit, p.176. 

.'.,' 
", 

. ... 
1,8. See Arts Council Cat.No.1,. Tpe work was owned by Lady Ismay. 

1'9. For information see E.Strange "Japanese Iiluatration", H.i96 , and 
"Colour Prints of Hiroshige" London 1925 pal!,'e 126. ... . 

140. Illustrated in B.Stewart "Japanese colour prints". London,1922, r.1 S6, .. , 

·141. Sutton "Whistler", plate 33. 

142. Sutton "Nocturne", plate 16. 

APPENDIX FOOTNOTES 

14'. Wil11a.mson "Murray Marks and hie friends"pp.47-50. 

144. A good example can be found in the "First Madness of Ophelia." in 
Oldham Art Gallery. signed 1864., It is reproduced in the exhibit ion , 
catalogue "Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Painter and Poet", R.A .. 1973. 
London. plate XIX. 

145. Lindau "Voya.ge autour du Japon", PAris, 1 e64, p.50. 

146. Illua.London News, Feb.23 1861, p.176, "Ja.panese J41gJ-~lers at. St. 
11artin's Hall". 

IJ -. ',.-, 

" ~' .. , 



141. Sutton ..... 'histler .. p.51. 9-1 t. 
148 •. T.W~·Cutler, "Grammar of Japanese OrnaJ:lent" .. ~ondon I?S9.l'la. te .54 

, SeeBelo~ section II ,ace 2 
.Also Alme Hu.-bert. "Le, Japon':, Cor?eil ncar Parle 1870 (IC37I) 

149.Hokusal ''r-Iangwa'' Vol.III, rep:roduced in J. fw'Jchener "Hokusa.i'tJ 
Man,:;wa" , plate 33. 

150. Reproduced in SUtton "Whistler". p.50. 

TISSOT FOOTNOTES 
t 

• i 

151. One ot them,"Margaret at the Well",is illustrated ir(uJames Jaque. 
Joseph Tissot, Vancouver and Rhode Island, 1968, Catalogue No.4. 

152.Dante Gabriel Rossetti, letter to his mother, 12th Nov.' 1864 from 
Paris "Family Letters of D.G.Rossetti", London, 1895, quoted by 
D.' Sutton. 

153. W.Rossetti, "Rossetti Papera",p.130, Diary 24 June 1865. 

154.' For instance ICibiyoshi, or pillow book, comic books \,hich have 
many' of the charaoteristics of the "Mang\oIa". They are black and 
white outline booka and contain outlandish creations - for 
instance liThe Land of the long-armed" is one such book. Por 
illustrations see Hillier, op cit, p.16, in Hillier's appendix is 
a full list ot Bokusai's books. 

155. I' have obtained a photo ot the :D001'\ "Japonaise au bain". The lady , 
in Japanese costume is reproduced 1n the 1968 Tissot catalogue NO.12. 
The ,~rk in the Degas portrait appears to have been lost. 

T. Reff in "The Ficturea within Degas' Pictures", Journal ot the 
Metropolitan Museum, New York, 1968 , claims that Degas invented the 
Japanese painting in hi. "Portrait of James Tissot". Th'is seems 
mos,t unlikely aa the other images in the painting exist. 

, Reft suggests that one' of the three "Japanese Paintings" by Tissot 
was the scene trom the aeries "L'Enfant rrodigue" in which tn> 
prodigal spends his wealth in a: Geisha House surrounded, by Dancin" 
Girls. Ref! cites Een~dite'8 articles on \/histler and his entry 
on the works in the catalogue of the Luxembourg of 1914. nin6dlte 
appears to have relied'on TisBot's ~alon·entrY tor 1663 whioh was 

. a "Return of the Prodigal Son" ,to date the series this early. 
This is a reference to an earlier work. 

However the series as a whole was only shown in 1~82 in th€ Dudley 
Calleries, London, and in 1883 in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in 
Paria. Tis80t made an etching ot'the Japanese scene in 1881. 
Y~reo~.r the reviewer ot the Paria Exhibition implies that the 
series was painted in TisBot's English period - after 1870, and 
epeaks of the prodigal as' a YOWlg Englishman. I feel that the 
Japaneae picture in this series was painted sometime' in the 1870's 

'and that T1.eot only conceived the series at that time'and for th~ 
»tglish market. Sse G.B.!. 108" "Le Mus'e des Arts De'coratif •• 
l:ixpoaition de Mi1.1e Comte Lepie et James Tiesot tt , pp.452-454. 

156. Smith ''Ten Week. in Japan" p.104. 

157. Lindau "VoYlA8e autour duJapon,p.32. , .. 
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159. !,;ee above for details - my Jiflcu9sion of the nourc.('~i for j'.;IIH;t· S 

"Olympia" • 

,160. 'l'ht' flowers ~re v()lj".clo8p. inform 1:othoae in ~o'}5 In ttHiro9hi'1~'a 
"100 Views.ofYedo", five petAls of 3JlatulRt~ form. . 

161. Hillier, "Utamaro", London 1961, Pla.te 41. 

162. The rough surface of the Tissot in Leeds su~ es ts tha tat tilT.es 
Tissot overpainted earlier.York. Perhaps this canvas or a aiOiilar 
one covers the painting in Degas' portrait.' I , 

'., , 
rI 

. 
'.' , 

, 
163. In the Ontario Exhibition Catalogue 196u, No.9 .is a\botchcd version 

of such a theme which I date to 1866-61, earlier than the ca.tAlogue. ',:-,.. 

Later in 18'67 Tissot painted "La' Partie Carree", an eighteenth 
century costume pieoe. 

164. T. Reff, "The Pictures in Degas' Pictures". I968 OJ) cit. 

165. Ruskin,wri ting in the same review in which he accused \'.'hietler of 
throwing a pot of paint in the publicts face. ForB Clavitera 
July 2 1877. . 

STEVENS· FOOTNOTES· 

166. There has been no serious interest in ztevens for fifty years -. 
only one book has been published, Stevens, F •. Boucher, Paris, 1930, 
which is not an aocurate work. 
The present location of most of stevens' painthgs is unknown or' , 
unrecorded. Moreover I have never been to Brussels where many of 
the known paintings exist., ' 
This section therefore relies more than usual on old ~hotographs 
and on patching together conflidting information. 
The following have been of helps 

C. Lemmonier A. Stevens, G.E.A., 1678. 
C. Lemonnier, A. stevens et son oeuvre, 1906. 
P. Lambotte, L 'Oeuvre d' Alfred Stevens; etude ill W'it re, .t:russeb ~:D. 

161. Ills. Bouc~er, OF cit, plate 1. 

168. See above sections on Manet and Whistler. 

'. 

169. See Boucher, op Cit, and J. Adh:mar, a~udelaire, Lea Frerp.B stevens, et 
La }1odernit6, C.B.A., 1958. Jla~e! 123-126. 

170. Boucher op cit., plate 6. Lemonnier describes the screen as black 
and gold, which would argue that it was Chinese lacquer, wh~reas 
the screen in "Mauvaise Nouvelle" i8 cleurly both J8~nese and 
painted. 

The same screen appears in "La Rentree du :sal", Boucher op cit •• 
plate ", which I identify with Lemonnicr' 8 paintini "La, Rentree 
du Monde" exhibited in 1861 with "La Visite"and which was probably 
painted oiroa 1665 also. Lemonnier's titles differ fro~ those in 
the offiCial 1867 Salon guide in at least two cases. 

111. Boucher, op cit, plate 41. 

I. 

! 
f 



9r}, 
172. I identify "L'Inde en l"rance" witl. "L'Inde I!n P;lria" (d tL0 c,!"fic1;\l 

~alon guide. Th(> quotation is from !.ernonnier, (if cit, IJI'~.1b9-171. 

173. I include two illustrations of other works 1'1'o;n t.r. if' (:xtli bi tion 
sho .... inr. Oriental"objects. Boucher, op cit., platc',~3 nnd J-lato )', 
"La. Dame en Rose, which shows a woman In pink fondli np: a Cr.:ht1 
Japanese carving. To the left is an Indo-:';uropean cabinet with ar. 
inlay of an elephant and his handler. On its marb10 top rests :l 

Chinese jar decorated with figures and a Japanese vase wi th a l:.oulded'·· 
lizard tor decoration. ' 

r-;any other examples of similar work by stevens bpfore 1867 may be t 
assumed to have existed. 

174. Boucher, of cit., plate 5~ and plate l' respectively. 

175. I •• lookirg for 'suitable comparative illustration to support 
tt.is second claim. 

176. Lemonnler, op cit, p.111. 

177. See hiB book A Painter's Philosophy discussed below, p.727 et seq 

LANDSCAPE FOOTNOTES 

178. See Sensier, J.F.M1llet, 1881, Paris, Chapter XXV, p.258 et seq. 

179. ~ty wrote articles reprinted in to!altres· et Petit Jv'Aitres, 
Charpentier, 1817, but he does not mention Japanese art. 

180. R.. Herbert indicates that Rousseau discovered Japa,nese prints in 
1862 - presumably following Burty. See R.Herbert, Barbizon Revisited, 
New York, 1962. I have written to Professor Herbert concerning his 
attitude to Japanese prints ,and Rousseau's "crisis" about them,whlch 
he mentions on p.54. Arthur Stevens had acted as Rousseau's agent 
and sold the painting "Ch~e de Roches" to M. Blanc, a family friend, 
after ha~ing exhibited it in the 1852 Paris Salon, Sensier, 
Souvenirs de Th.Rousseau, p.265. 

181.' Sensier, Millet, p.319. The letter is dated 25 Fev.1e69. 

" 
, ' 

II '. ~ 
182. There are, of course, no fifteenth century Japanese prints •. I have 

established in the body of this thesis, especially in Chapters One 
and !hree, that eighteenth cent~ry prints and oth~r highly decor
ative worke only seem to have become available in any quantity art~r 

"I . ,,:, 

1875. ' 

183. For the difficulty or identifying real Hokusais at this time see 
Seotion One above. 

184. Illus.Harbert, op oit, colour plate 70. 

185."'l'here are those -who tell me that I deny, the charms of the oountry
eide •••• 1 eee very well the haloee of the dandelions I:tnd the .un: 
which far acroee many lands stretches out its glory amongst the' 
oloud.. I see no lese - in a rooky ap()t a man completely exhausted 
whose "oofs- I have heard s1ncemornlng and WlO tries to straighten 
up for. Jloment to catch his 'breath". Millet's lottE-r of May 30th 
1863. quoted by Herbert, op cit, p.151. 

186. Michener ''Hokuaai '8' Mangva" illata 10 reproduces one such drawing. 

181. Herbert, p.164,No.17, "lUUdde near Vichy". There ar~ hoo of 

, , 

.. ' ., ,~. 
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, I 

l1illet 'a paintings finished after the 1061 Exhi hi lion whictl 8~ef'l \0 ,~, 
l1le to have been influeneed'byJa~n'~Ae·tnotifG, i'llId,which it is " 
convenient to mention now, 

\ 
, " , " 

~ 

There are the It::pring" in the Louvre, dated 1u6u-73 by Jean Br.unet_ . j 

who reproduces it on p.219 and the "Gardeuse d 'Oi,:s It 0,*1 ted .1 et:C..(;7. ',.4 
This was recently exhibi ted.in the Royal Acadpmy Imprpssionist 
exhibitibn (February-April 1914). which ie reproduced on p.70 ot 
the catalogue.t .. '-t is the pl"operty of WUdenstein and Co. ' 

The geese in the Wildenstein painting are obviously in~pired by 
drawings of birds _in Hokuea! 's sketchbook. ~iIfIU:.lJ:· studie~ of 
standing birds were published in Cutler~a Crarunar Of Ji'lranese 
Ornament in rS80 It ie interesting that KUleta(1.opted a. broad 
stroke in this palnting a. If consciously trying to preserve the' " ..... 
impact of Hokusai'. orIginal drawings. 

" :1".,: 
.' ~ 

, The "Spring" in the Louvre Beems to have 'taken its motif from the 
, '. 

.; 

many Japanese prints of blos8oming trees. It shows an orchard I 

",i th dark clouds overhead but a double rA.1nbow to the left. The . ::" 
characteristic drawing of the trees and their blossom, the wicket ;:' 
fence at the back of the orchard. and the flat· block of trees upon' , 
the skyline auegest to me a model in Hiroshige, The subject arpears~' ' .. 
to have been a new one for Millet and, in my opinion, for French , _, 
painting. Millet has taken the Japanese inspiration and merged it 
with a style which 18:a mixture of Ru1sdael and Hobbem3..-' 

In this painting Millet Beems to have anticipated the discovery cf . 
the blossoming orch~rd as an image of renewal which W:lS SO important ~' 
to Van Gogh. Millet however could not break away from the tradi-" 
tional style from the rainbow, the traditional image of the renewal 

~ " 

of Cod's promise to man. ~oth found the image of the orchard in . , 
Japanese art. 

(I am of course looking for exact motifs. I have found one or two' " 
prints in Conse's t'Art Japonais of 1883 which have some relation 
to ~J.llet' a work. So do certain prints in Hiroshige '.ll aeries of viewB 
of Mount Fuji.). ." 

-:-: 187B See Catalogue "Millet" Arts Council of G.B. Hayward Callery, London, t 

.~.' . 1976, p.195 et seq. ,_ . 
. ' , I 

: .. ·181C ll!.!!" No.135 

- . 
" . 

181D!E!.!!. Nos. 13' "Cliffs at Gruoby" and'134 "Cliffs at Greville", 

181E.lbid, pps.~95, 196 and 191. - .~ ... 'f." ~ , 

:i ' 

188. Ca8t~r,y, Salons, 1864, ppa.205-206, the Paris 1S94 ed, 2 vols. 
I' ",,' 

,,' 
.. ! 

189. Sensier~ Souvenirs sur Th. Rousseau, Parle 1872.paGe 272 Zensier'e 
idea~eem to have been ignored by most historians - in fact they appear 

qu1te acceptable and a very good indication of Houssenu's response 
'.' to Japanese art. 

" 190. Senei.r, op c1 t,' p~.271 .. 212. ' ,.'~ 
I: .• . 

,": 

191. Senlier, op ott., p.212. 
I' 

192. Senaler, 02 cit, p.303. , 
" . 

',: 



193. This painting is ,rpproduocd in J. Bouret, Thp. !'lIrh i ?on :Jr'hool ;tnd 
5eventef"nth Century French I,anti!)~aI,e P:l.int.in,~, Lonrjr)n, 1915. Pl;J'\.P 
129. 

.~: .: 

',' , , ", 

194. This is reproduced in ,Bouret, op cit., p.?15. 

195. Bouret reproduces one such "Du~k on the }'lain of Ghaitt,y .. , p.??l. 

196. Amongst the "blind" men,as I would call them, a"'e Turner, Bonirwton ,',' 
and l'ionet - and all the nineteenth oentury artlob whose "illll"l'ion
hUc" tendencies are always subordinated to fH'l the overall qlla!i ty~!.
of their image. To paint in this way is to "feel" ohe' s way with' 

197. 

198. 

199. 

the brush and colours like a blind man learnin(: to see. 1.~e knolt " 
that have their sight restored have to be taught to Bee. by a process: .. 
of feeling. ' . , 

. The ,argument. that nineteenth century landscape art was a 'religious 
. activity has a long pedigree, and we mention RUB}:in, Von Simson, . 
Eisner and Hoffmann as exponents of this view. However it has hot 

. been applied to the painter~ of light ~ho took part ~n'the 
"Impressionist" movement, and .it is part of my argument that they 
too were pursuing a metaphysIcal adventure. 

, . 
't, 

.,' 

Uerbert Read and others have discussed thh attitude, "the Tao of ' " 
Painting" at length,. i. work.· 8uch as "'1'.e feras of t.i.~. un1aaOWft.~' 
L •• ~o. 196I ,alB 199. ., 
Chesneau 80180 mentions Diaz as a collector of Japanese prints in his 
1878 article, but this is probably because Diaz survived until 1876., 
1~ere is no evidence that Diaz's style was affected by Japanese 
prints ~ he remained a painter of gypsies in dar~ forests. 

C. Merrill Mount, Claude Monet~ 1966, a biography, is still the,only 
recent work on Monet's development. I disagree with ,much that Mount 
says~ and entirely with his (and Ca~ann8'8!) view of Monet as an ' 
eye without 'intellect, and responsive primar~ly to the need for 
Bales in his stylistic changes. However Mount's documentary 
researeh Beems reliable and I.intend to refc~ to his account of· 
Monet's associates. '. ,,'. (1975) 
The long promiled Wl1dehstein catalogue remains unobtainaole This 
leaves Seitz's Honet, 1960, as the latest monograph on Monet's art. 
In addition there are one or two specialist studies such as Joel , . 
Isaacson's on "Dejeuner sur l'herbe", 1972. Not onf' of them makf's" 

. , . , 

, . 

. , 

a:rry attempt to describe or evaluate the, Oriental influence on Nonet'l? .. ~~ 
art. Jor dnes IC. Swiler Champa's Studies in Early Imrresdonism," 
~ev~aTeu and Loadon 1973 •. which deal~ 'especially'with' Monet's 
early develop.e.~. . 

200. It the Burges colleotion is typical ot early work one could look 
for Japanese grotesques' influencing Monet's caricatures,'. done in 
.his adolescence at Le Havre - now at the Musee JIarmottan~ In fact. 
no such influence exists. 

"', 

MOnet declared that he spent 20 pence at' a time on spirited d~8ign8 
ot parakeets and monkeys when he was a boy in L, Havre, but this:. i, 

seems to be at beat a dim memory, at worst an ,egotistical- remark::·· 
to plaoe him among the first to discover 'Japanese art. 

201. Merrill Mount, op cit., p.211, even repeats the apocryphal story 
of the discovery of Japanese prints ~n a ahop" sellin/j Oriental 
porcelain - in this case the'shop in' Amstp.J;'dam Iln~ tho artist Jo!on4't 

'. 

.. , 



, '" 

rather than the usual WhiGl.er. ~:ount Jeriw!D hi:;' ~;tory: frOfll " '(-1 
LA. 628-E8, ,the sto:r of a motor voyage by Oct.av." l,~j rbp;'lu,., a. fri Nlrt " <:, { 
of ~lone.t, written 1n 1901. , l~ thA chc:~pter on .ll"llalill IIji!'Lp./lU q,f',:.J.-.B ,': t 
of Monet first discovering Ja.panese art "il-y-a. dnqlJante C:t.1ls", wt,lch';': t 

,would put the discovery circa 1860 or aoon aftor.· lIeJwever hn, ": . ..: l 
place. it.1n:Zaandam unlike l'iount, but il) 0. groce-r'n f:tore, flf)t a .; 
porc:81~n. s~op, ·and the prints were being Used to wrap tea a.n~ COffee~,: : 

Mirbeau names "i3:~kusai. Out~ro et Hiroshige" and a Korin(:) ,', . 
"representant Wltl70upeau de ,biches" and "Femmes a leur tOilette, 
femmes ~u loin, des mers, des oiseaux, des arbrea fleuries" ae the' 
,subject. ot the other,prints, see pps. 201. 208, 209. 

,,'It ' 

" ,)C 
! ,.~.,; 

," 
~.~ ~ 

t' .• ~ t ~ 

l-arbeau'. account i8 c,learly ba~ed 'on his conversations wi th l'~onet \' t 
and hi. knowledge or Monet's prints. ' But his dating Is vague, and \'.~; I 
it suggest. that Monet himself' ~ have received his first intro- .. :~ i 
duetioD to Japanese art 8.8 apowert"ul force acting on contempollary '. <, ~ 
art in the 1860's, and not with his own mature style- in the early "t 
1870's. In any ca.8 the account is clearly not a reliable historical' [ 

t . , t 
documen .' '., i , , 

, Ge' ftroy partly corroborates Mirbeau' s assertion. He states that the'" ( " ! 
INljori ty or the prints were ,acquired in Holland, in his: description, r 
ot his firat viei t to Givemy in 1806, and noticed amen .. !. 'the prints ' t 
on the vall aome Namban works ahowing Dutchmen in Japan. 'Nonet . ~ 
apparently told him that he had acquired them from a grocer. :See " 'I 
Ge ffroy Monetpps.331-332. ,Ge ttroy's account 19 more accurate t.~an 
Mirbeau's and al19ws some possibility tor Monet to have interested 
himself in Japanese prints before, 1870, which is my ca~e in this 
chapter. ' 

. 
f , . 

" I 
. ; 

Through his friendship with Bazille Monet got to know much 'of 
fashionable Paris. The,most important Japanophile among the 
painters he met was, of course, Manet. According to Mount, Nan('t 
and Bazille entertained Monet in their Rue ,Furstenberg 'apartment in, 
1864 - the time that I have suggested for }bnet's deep involvement 
with Japan. 'Fantin Latour was alBo among the guests. . 

" . 

BazillA knew Felix !egamey was a close friend of lb. Burty the 
arch";japonisant. Monet waa also in Gleyre' s in 18b::> for a orlort 
t1me.Bazille a1eo knew Alfred Stevens. 

In 1864 lionet may have painted a portrait of the engraver Jules 
Jacquemart during the Bummer. Jacquemart had already produ~ed man)' 
prints of Japanese objeots and was a friend and comrade of t.he 
great Japanese enthusiast :Bracquemond. Por this portrait see 
Champats studies in Early Impressionism, p.3. plate 3. Champa 
date. it at 1864. In the 1951 Monet Exhibltion arranged by tho 
Arts Council this work was dated 1867. This later date seems, to 
me to be miataken but it should be noted. 

202. Illue. Champa, op oit, 'ig.9. 

203. Illua Rewald. The Hi.tory of Impressionism, 1946 edt p.89. 

. : 

I 
" J ..•.. u 

. ~ 

"i' 

. ,: 
" f 

I , , 

, > '. '.. ~:; 
I have established that Hirosh1ge's Views of Yedo and Views of more 
than 64 Provinces were available in l:..'urope at the time. The 
reproduotions in O.borne's Japaneee Fragments contain enough 
examples of flat areas of colour and stylized recession to make ~ 
point. Ir my view it is not necessary to find a alecific lource 
for Monet'a portrait, which, in any case wo~ld be i~,possiblp. for 



, . I 

such a nondescript one. Ths essftnt1~l poJnt lif'~ in thf' 
of a break ..,i th Barbizon by thft JapannLp. exnmplb 

crl7 "'I "I'oelotlon '," 'i, f: 
, '/ 

205. ltewald, opcit., p. 103, The datinp' is Ifewald·:~. 

206. Daubigny painted a snow scene in 1013. perhar'B follo .... ing his. 
protege's example. 

201. ~tation 381 Fujikawa, illus.p.,92, in Subjects port.rayed in Jag'1nese 
Colour Prints by B. Stewart, 1922. Other Hiroshjee snow scenes 
include Station 16 Kambara from ~n oblong 1834 series. , 

.' \, 

',' . ' 

208. Stewart illustrate, H1~8hige's Station 47 of the Kisokaido Road 
wi th the tree on page 104. One can also be found in No.1S of 
HokuscU's 36 Views ot· Fuji "Fuji tram the pass of Mish!ma" Kah! 
Provinee, see stewart, p.ll0. Many more example. can be found. 

'1';;\ '; 

209. Illua.Champa, fig.24. 

210. By Scha,rf, et ale 

211. I have not argued the case for his marine paintings as it,is too 
difficult to produce accurate datings. 

212. ~ee Poula!n, Bazille et S~8 Amla. Pari~ 1932. 

. 213. Swiler Champa draws attentIon to a p~eliminary brush drawing for 
'~omen,in the Garden" under a Bazl1le nude, op cit, fig.14. This 
makes it clear that Monet began with a black outline for the dresses '
a decorative mark, rather than with coloured shapes or shadows 

,such 8S an academic "impressionist" like Degas ,was using. 

~ ,214. Fashion prints have been suggested as the source for s'ome of rr.onet· s 
decorative effects, but I have seen no satisfactory' evidence in 

" this respect. 

, 215. Conveniently, illustrated by Champa, colour plnte 8, Kunst halle. 

:' 
" 

, 
" 

'216. It m~y have be-'.stevena· work that Honet had in mind as a model in ,I! 

this wor.=. in ""hich case the Japanese torm would have been received 
at 8 econd hBJ.ld. 

," 217. Merrill Mount, op cit., p.161, in acknowledgement to Poulai~, 'I" 

Bazille et Ses !mis.' ' 

:; ,218. Rewald dates it '1866, Merrill Mount 1861. The illustration !I1&Y be' 
found in Rewald, op oit, p.135. 

:' , 
rooTNOTm '- DISSEJriINATORS OF THE ORIENTAL If/LACE 

, 219. A. :Bor8'8t, born 29.8.1809. Salon exhibits of Chines(l subjects. 

1841, "Vue d 'un 'remple Chino!. ~ MacoW' 
1841 "Habitation de. pecheurs chino!." Rowlouy' , 

" ' 1842 "'ami ent. Chino1. It " , 

1845 "Port Chinoie pre. el' J.nvy (t&te des 1 8Jl.ternes )" in 
, t 

"L'IllUitratlon, It 1845. 
1846"Promenade d '\illS grande dame Chinoise" 

".: ,~, , ,:.' 1848 "Chinoile disant 1& bonne aventura dana 1e' grande temple dt! 
Macao". ., .,', 

" 

, I 

<',' "I 

.' 



'1848 "Beetaurl\nteur ambulant Chine" 
1848 "Enfants Chinois en recrt-Ation'! 
1849 ''}o'.a.ndarin Disgracee Mendi can t avec sa famil} 1''' 

1859 ":Boutique de barb1er dans la ville de batp.aux ~ Canton" 
(Bellier de )a Chavignerie - Dictjonnaire dps J.rUstes 
vivantes) 1883. - , , ,:' , • 

, 220. Baudelaire"s passage is taken r'rom "Baudelaire !,;alone", trans. 
tiayne. LOndon, 1962. ,This is the source of my informa ti on on Borgo't. 

, ' 

221. This 1s ,published by London Print and Publishin;l{, London, 184}, 
in two volume •• 

222. Allom's plates are un-numbered, see Part 1 Section 1 for rUll 
discussion of Allom.' ' 

223. See "The Illustrated London News", Sept. and Nov. 1859. 

224. A po.ter for the exhibitiontsappearance in Hull is re~roduced by 
T. Bowie in his catalogue for the exhibition Bast/West in Art~ 
S.e Part One. 

225. Delamarre '(T. Didier) born 8.8.1824. 
Salon exhibits or Chinese .ubjects, 
1861 "L'occidental1ste de Shang Hai" 

"Le Marchand de The Canton" 
"Le peintre de Lanternes d~ Canton" 
"Pecheurs Chinois" ' 

1866 "Interieur Chinois a Canton" 
''Marchand Olinois comptant ses sapiqu~' 

1867 It eau~eur. ;Cbinois" 
,1868 "Le j eune portta1x Chinois It • 

j';' :. 226. UIllustrated London Newa". 1861 
Blennale'Exhibition". 

p.60, "PictUres rrom the l'arla 

" : 

227. Both are given in the bibliographical supplement to Fraissinet 
ttmoeurs du Japon", Paris, 1864. 2 vols. 

228. See Bibliography and list of Wirgman's illustrations below. 

229. W.E.Griffis, "The Mikado's fupbre tt New Y<?rk, 1876 ~ quoted' from ,p.9 
or the1ntroduction. , 

. ': 

,'Il' 
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229b. See S. 'EJ,iis\ eer;: 2, La pe'inture conteapora,ine au Japon'" l'arls,I92,.' 
" 

.-,1: . 

'. " , 

230. 'I'I1rgman'. illustrations ot Japan for "The London Illustrated News" 

1860 •• w Year's ~, China 
Aug. 10.1861, Yokohama, Storyteller. 
Oct.12 1'861. Outrage at Bri Ush BDbasay, ledo. 
Jan.7.1865 Japanese let,ter. 
May 24, 1862, Japanese Inn. ~ 
~ept. 24. 1864, 1.304 - Japanese girl rougeing her lips. 
Oct.l~. '1864, p.404 - Woodblock printers. ' 
Jan.11, 1868, Theatre at Osaka., 

Wirgman produoed many other illustrations which are unsigned and 
cannot be included in this list. 



;. readable account of these .1.dventures i9 ... jvcn in I fi:'l.rr "'"'-e 
n b i ., n.. ,JII 

Coming of the .I.Iar ar ana , London, 1968, in part. r.~41ar f'iJrt ItI, 
"Swords .and Victims". Those more br::lvP sllould read AlcvcY'o own 
account "The Cap! tal Of the Tycoon" ,Lonr..on .L86~~ 

. 
It seells 8 reasonable inference that he camp to .h.I):ln wi th Hie f i rAt 
Fri tiah flmbassador, Rutherford Aleo'ck, in WE-f). Alcock a]30 had II~m 
vorking in. China. 

2~2. "Illustrated London News", Jan.186.6, p.S8. 

23~. Gleeson White, "'En~lil!5h Illustration -'i:he SixtieB- 1855-1870. to 

Weeta1.eter ~897 . 
234. This i8 the ~pinion ot M.J.P. Bouillon of the University of NantCfl 

to whom I wrote on the aubject, and G.P.~eiaberg who has also : 
offered ae bis advice. M.·Bouillon has recently publiehed an '. 
analysis of 13racquemond's correspondence which shows that he began 
wri ting about "Japonaieeries" ~n tha t year. See G.n.A. Dec. 1 973. 
I after in Part One a brief essay on the development and improba
bilit1 of the i~ea that Bracquemond discovered Japanese prints 1n 
1856. 

, 

2'5. A. Jacquemart "H1stoire du Porcelaine", Lyons, 1862. See below, 
,p.204ff. for a discussion ot his work. Bracquemond would have known 
Jaoquemart at this time through ·the "SoCiete' des Aqunfortistes". 

.. 

236. 
. " 

G.P.~eisberg.a.."Bracquemond and the Japanese Influence on Ceramics", 
Art Bulletin, Spr,fng, 1969.5ge also :B. "F. Brac'1uemond and Ja:non
.isme", ,Ar:,t ~uarterly1969 op:c1t· 

2'7.' For instance one has a section of fiah motifs • 

,:. 238. Weisberg, op cit, .. 1e,A.:B~Shonen,lived 1812-1869. 
,; 

::', 2,9. ll!S •. Fig.', item 373, and quoting from the catalogue of 1876 
;\..' Burty'. Collection Sale, p.25. rr . . 

2~O. The plate is ldentified as by Hiroshige in S. Bing's "Artistic 
'~:;,' ..... ' Japan", yol.3, see illustrations. 
~: ..' I' 
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>'! :,1.( .. ~41. An engraVing by :6racquemond. of a decorated plate similar -to those' 
: ',.'"', \" '. il,lustrated by Jacquemart is published in A. de'Lostalot, tlM.Felix , ~'. '1 

" '. Bracquemond", ·G.B.A., 1884. p.160 •. For mpti~B that could have 1 
~. attracted l3racquemond see particularly Jacquemart, op cit, 

:~'_ Pla te VIII, "Cocks, and Fishes II .' . ,. , ',..' . . . .' . . r'," 242~ Weisberg, Art BUll~tin, op oi t, illus. 2~. 
'j:,', ... 

:"',': 243. "Bracquemond 1 'animaUer", L. B8nedite,Art & n{coration, 1905. e" cit 
, . 
:;244. "M.1Pel1x BraequeDlond" Part II~ p.517, G.B.A •• 1884. 

" 

'" ... 

245. A drawing of it by !z-&cquelDond i8 reproduced'in G.B.A. 1884, p.521 • 
•• part or Lo.talot'a article. ' 

. 
.': 246. !racquemo~, . "Preface to Goncourt , catalogue' de son collection dt'll 
,,;J. 8stampea mOderne" .r~ril! 1891, '. 
~, , 

241. See the introduction or this chapter, and "Jules 'Jacquemart", ' 
" . L. Gonse, G.B.A., 1814. p.564. .. 

.. 

.. ,,,'. to .. ~,'. . 

<.;', , 
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, .. 248. For a catalo/~e of the 26 pIa tf'B in this l)()ok :;(>~ C,(;n!Ie., 
July, 1875, pp.64-tl8 • 

249. 1876, p.473. 

250. See G.B.A., Nay, 1976, pp.671-672~ 

251. ~. pp.677~678. 

252. G.B.A. 1875. p.560 

253~ G.B.A., March, 1876, p.476 and" p.479. no.313. 

. , 

; t' f 
, t¥' ~ ,~I 

254. An account of the Murder i. given·in·P. Parr. op cit. 1961pllgee :I70-17I;\~ 
255. Felix Beato was 1n Japan at this time. One wonders if the photo.. 

is by him. He submitted work to the Illustrated London l~ews thrrugh- ' 
out the 1860' B • . , . 

. ~, 
256. The only published work on Beatols "Robertson :Beato and Co. 

Camera Vision at Luelqlow.1857-1658"~ by ,'t/alter Chappell 0, cit. 

·2~6. Most recently by J. House in the catalogue of the 1914Uoyal 
Academy' Impressionism Exh1 bi tion. ' 

251. Apart from thefamou8 aasoeia tion in Zola' 8 defence of I1anet, tr. e 
following alao used the analogy in the 1860's and 1870's _. 
Baudelaire, Chesneau, Champfleury, Duranty, Bousquet, Duret. 
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t SECTION ~ rooTNOT~ 

c" ~ r '::: 
• (:4-.- . d .' . ., 

" 

" 

-'. Introduction 

1. The beat available account of Japanese interest in thf' West .Is .~ r 
George Sansom, ,The Western \-[orid and Japan, Handom Eouse. U.S.A. 
5t.h ed. 1965. See especially Chapter Four.teen, "!.ar1y Meiji We8t~rn 
Infl uences". 

PART ONE. CHAPrER ONE. 
, ,:( 

, "'f 

who do ,: '; 
.~. 2. 

,. 

~. 

Che,neau uLe Japon ~ Paris," G~E.A., 1818. Among tho writero 
80 are- ~heyer, op cit. Thirion, op cit. Rewald, Hjstory of 
Impressionism. New Yerk I94b a. •• 196I. ' 

An opposing viewpoint stressing the greater significance of 'the 
Vienna 1813 and Philadelphia 1816 exhibitions was taken ,by Clay 
Lancaster in "The Japanese In!luence in America w. New YO,rk and 
Tokyo. 1963. However since Lancaster be1i~ved that no Japanese,rints 
were shown in the 1861 Paris exhlbi tion his estimate cannot be ' ",' 
taken as very accurate • 

. See Che8neau - ~L'Art Japona1s.- discours fait au Union des 
Beaux-Arts" Fevriar 1869. This i. a lecture to industrialists 
on the lessons to be learnt from the Japanese aesthetic designers. . , 

See also chapter "L'Art Japonais", p.415, of "Les Nations 
Rivales dans l'art",' Paris. 1868, which is an anthology of Ches
neau's considerable writings on the art exhibits at the 1867 
Exposition. MOst of it appears to be journali6ti~ essays, previously 
published as sepEi.rate items in various periodicals. \ 

• ... i 

'I, 

Ph.Burty "Japanese Pottery" quoted from p.208 of the English 
edition of Vol.III of :Bing's "Artistic Japan", Paris, New York, 
London and Berlin, 1890 • . 1 

~" 

i: . 

" 5~ This letter is quoted in Burty's memorial essay "Jules de Goncourt" 
written in 1810 and republished in Burty "1'lB.1tres et Petits !1altrE's·', 
Paris, 1816, pp.213-214. 

, . 

. ' ., 

, . 
The evidence for Burty collecting Japanese prints before 1867 has 
been discussed above, aee Part One, Section One • 

. , 

, ';, 7. See Duret "Les Livrea at Albums Illustres du Japontt , Paria. 1900. 
Preface, p. II. The book is a full catalogue of l>uret 's collec tior 

) . ot Japanese printo given to th~ Louvre in 1900. . 

8. -G. Audaley and J. 130" •• "lCeramlc Art of Japanl~. London. 1875. 
, Preface. ,. 

'See C. Audeley "Iotes on Japanese Art", London, 1812, illustrated 
by .peelaente from the Bowes collection, • paper for the Arch! tec--.ural 

·,Association. See also Audaley . liThe Ornamental Arts ~f Japan II,., " ' 
"London, two vols. 1882. 

10.- ttL'Exposition Univer.elle de 1867 Illuatre". ed. R. Dueuing, Par11l, 
1867, p.,,1, Chapter VI, "Le Japan et Le Siam". 

: '11. See Mlevue de. Deux Mondel",vol.I, 1861 ,p.722. "L'Exposition 
Uniyereel, La Chine at La Japan" 11- P. DUchesne:de Bellecoeur. 



, ~9 2.'L,; 
~ . .~ " .... '".: .. '12.~ l3ellecoeur, of cit., p.131. 

.:'" • ,- ."', I 

': f: 

13.': l:;~st Feydeau, ''Vente ue la Collectioll d tobJcl!i d tart d~ It(:XPGCI'it1,,~, ,;.,~:? 
~japonaise". Revue Internl'lllonal de' 1 • Art et. elf' Gu r; o4~11 t~" Jl~'(1, : l'" 

••• i 

Vol.I, 1869. . ,,; 
..,",' 

14. The evidence for this comes' from 'Feydeau, op cit., also the Viclorla 
and .llbert'Mwseum's "General Inventory of 1136t3" which Indic:)t(~s 
tt..a.t the J~panese' objects were kept in Pnris until W(,9 .... hen th,.. 
museum received them althoush it ,appeara to have hou:;ht t~IE.·m in 1868. 
A catalogue was '!s$ued of the exhibition ,in Rue Vic1.o1re 41 which , 
establishes the presence of the exhibition there ttrou~hout, 1868, 
"CatalCDgue de produi ts et d 'obJets, japonais cornposant. Ia collection 
envoyee du Japan pour L'~xpoal~ion de 1861 et groupe aujourd'hui 
:tue de la Victoire No.41", 8vo~ Paris, 1868. 

,I have beeR unable to locate th1a catalogue.' The V. a.nd A. copy has 
been destroyed and it bas proved impossible to locate a copy . 
abroad. Neither have I been able to' locate ,the standard catalogue 
of Ja~e8e .... ork in the 1867 exhibition issued by the Japnnese 
commi~sioners. as thie has also been destroyed. ' . 

, r 
15. Goncourt J6urnal, 1867-70, p.25, 27 Nai,,1867. 

i. . 
16. The figures are France 6,,640,88 sq. mptres 

. Britain ,21,059.81 " 

~i: i : Siam . 1.447,87 sq. metres. 

Lao Choo. . ' 
These figures are taken from Nelson and Sons, 'Eri tish lli talol.'"Ue . 
to the 1867 Exhibition, London, 1867. 

'17. O .... en Jones "Letter to .The '11mes April 19,. 1867"~ Jones is concerned 
wi th India and Persia as much as with Japan, but his cotlments 8.rf'. 
accurate. 

18. P. Duchesme Be11ecoeur, op cit, p.722. Bellecoeur confirms t.hp, 
general impression that Japan was by far the best represt"nted 
"L~Exposit1on Japona1se Infiniment plua complete et plus va.riet" 
que l'ell[po~it1on chinoiee". 

. ,,~ 

, ~ . 

..... .. 

. ~ , ' 

" ~ 

.",.. • .?' 

" ,'. 
, , 

19. Feydeau, o.p c1 t., p.73. Al&o according to ,F. 'Trapp, "Expo' 67'revisi tet~ 
Ap.llo 1909 -pII2. l>hotographs of, the 1861 Exposition are stillpt'fo'served 

in the Louvre, however the engravings seem to be acceptable records. 
. , ' 

20. "Le Kiosque Japonais"R. Ferrere., "L'l;xposition lJniverselle de , ' I 

21. 

1861 Illustre" pp.234-235. 
, . . 

E.G. Ferrere~ op 01 t... ,J mentions the sacred horse tethered • n 
a Buddhiet(:) temple without distinguishing between Buddhism and 
Shintoism. 

22. Bell.coeur! op cit., p.80. 

2,. , Because or contradictions in the reports about, the "Chinf'se exhibi tion 
it is difficult to know whether the tea kiosk was in tho p.xhibitjon 
buildIng o~ in the Chinese Garden in the grounds, and so I have 
assumed that it yas next to the Japanese kiosk in the peripheral 

. aie1e or the main exhibition halls. -

, I 

I 

,I 



Meriten. had spent 15 years in China. 

~llecoeur of cit., p.715. 'Wrote that tho Chinof:e caf." rf.'~erntJl(·,j 
nothing in China save perhaps th.e .lowf:'st opium den. , 

Forrere, op 01 t., p.i38. givos the follo'Wing descriptl~n, 
"Tout a bt~ etudi~ dans ce jardin avec un soin e t un Rnlour 
dUo detail: inflnis. Les chaises en bois de diffe'rf>ntes 
couleurs sont accomodees a la double exigence d.u confort 
europe en et de la d~coration ge'n~rale.' Les lanterncs se 
diatinguent par la variete de leurs formes et de leurs ' 
couleura; dQPuia 1& lanterne ronde recouverte d'un 
simple tissue gamme applique Bur une legere charpente 
en boi. jusqu'& la lanterne de verre ornee de riches 
d8ss1na de glands de soie 'et de bandelettes en perle." 

, .. ~ ... 

H. Cautier "Les·Curiouaites de l'~poeit1on Universelle", P~is, 
C. H. Delgrave et pie. Libraires et Editeurs, 78, Rue des Ecoles, 
1867, adds to Ferre~8 description of the name of the Rue Vivienne 
and declares that all the Chinese exhibits had previously been 
displayed by one of the Parisian dealers. 

l ~ 
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28. Bellecoeur, op cit .. , p.726, 'Gautier, op cit., p.59, and!'r~lat·iJl.l)'\lc\li.6'. 
OF cit.,' p.363-364 respectively. 

• I 

H. Gautier, op cit, p.59.~·, 

30. Chesneau,op cit., p.424. 
" ~ 

31. The Times; 12th March, ,1867 •. 

32. 'I am gratefUl for theas.iltance of Mr. E. Capon. Assistant Keeper 
at the V.: and A. Museum, Far Eastern Section. A conSiderable amol.ont 
of effort is neoessary to make a thorough study of some of the·it~ms 

, which have not been ~atalogued or etudied at all for at least fifty 
years. ' 

33. Gautier, op cit., p.21. 

34. »ellecoeur, op cit.·,p'.720. 

J-t • , , 
.~>~ 
• J~.~ , 

~ .. i 
" , 
" I 

• I ~ • 

'5' •. Arn.I, "Pottery", p.391 of Reports for the South Kensj "eton ~1usP.UJTl 
.. on tbe 1867 French International Exhibition.' ".;: 

36. Yor the full list and description of these i tams 'With their curred. 
I 1nventory nurabere in the V. and A·. catalogue see appendix. I have 

, not been able to photosraph all these items, but they form 8 usef\:! 
refereno. point for discussion of, possible Chinese moUfs in latIn 
Western' art.. ' 
'l'he·Ch!n •• e items wan acquired like the Japanes. items in 1869, lut 
this doe. not mean that they were kept together, probably they were 

,retumed to the deale" who had exhibited them after the l867 
exhi bi Uon clo •• d. .,'. : . 

. ! , ' . 

'7 •. R;.oul '~rr~r. refen to Satsuma althe Taichou of Tahouma. 

... t',·. 

" ' 

~ee SanlOII. "Japan and the 'tIestern \lorld",op cit ,and. "H1storY,ot'Ja.pa.- "., 
vol~III. Meiji Uestoration. Stanfori J.963. t .. 

, "'I.' 
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39 • .' i'ayd.au, op cit., p. 77. 

40.' 'See below Section Two for an account of the 1~78 exhibition. 

41. Feydeau, op cit., p.141
• 

42. Chcsneau, op cit;, p.454. ' . 
.. 

43. 

44. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

Ibid, Sections II and III. -
'rhes. can b~ found in the V. and A. Print Room 04.D.20. 861,861.A. ' 
1869. 

v. ahd A. 841 - A,B, eta. 

v. and A. !ox E.J.6. 

v. and A., Box E.J.6. This is dated by the museum. 

V. and A. Box E.J.6. 

Audaley "The Ornamental' Arts ot Japan", London, 1884, Sampson and 
to"" Section It Plate XVI. 

51. See Museum 1958, "Doeumente relating to the preparatio~ of Uki~yo.e 
prints for the second Parill International Exhibition", No.89, 
pps.25-28, No.90, pps.29-33, No.91, pps.28-30. All these were 
kindly read for me by Mr. Graham Healey of· S1effield Centre for 

, Japanese studies. He did not have time to give me a full, trans
lation and concentrated on giving a good general ace,ount of the 
documents. 

52. No' clear dates exist on the documents as a whole, only'the Bakufu 
seal, but the prooess of gathering estimates was be,{Un in 1862. 
The printing ot the commiseioned drawings was down from April 18€;6. 
The commissions were given out by the Edo city magistrates. The;' 
dealt ..,ith leading print dealers and ar,ents such as ~~tomachi. 

5'. See the V. and A. inventory, No.823,1869. Th~ reason for the hi~1 
quality of the lacquer 'Work may be that the·V. and A. hild been 
acquiring Japanese lacquer since the mid-1850's. I have seen 
several pieces in t)1e colleotion at Ham House, notably a magnificent 
box containing lacquer combs, brushes an~ decorative papers, 
acquired in 1865. I discussed this in Section One. 

54. ,Feydeau, OJ) oi t ... p.78.' 

; 55. See Edward Stran~e, "Catalogue ot Japanese Lacquer in the V. ~nd A~ 
collectiona", London, 1926, General NO.4. This lacquer catalogu~ is 
the only accessible reoord of a part of the Japanese oollection in' 
the V. and A., and 1s not a rull reenrd. ' 

817-1869, Strange, .No.582. 

57. Audsl.y, op oit., p.21. Audllley also showed a writing box purchased 
by Bowel at the exhibition but this is not illustrated. 
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58. Bowell Colleotion Catalogue, p.192, 1901, Branche nnd L'ete, Liver~ol. 

59. Bellecoeur, op oit., p.731• '! . 
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, ... t,,,;, {J~:i;b. t~?~, (:;"I(~ 

01 tj! . .:'(nll t1 Ii:: 
1 ~31;:,' I :',,; ~l ... " . 

• :.. '. f 

I have ph':'ltofJraphf.~(:t thl.~ entire collection "'nd ~d!l ~H.rrp1y ,~~;~ \,,;:l'i(it'~~ 
ill· . .l.:P~l'J.tio:-;.s if l.'ml'~:i.l'(1d f()'l~ I·oint.) of ref8~!'\!~H~C' Int.i':r i.n t!l!;'; 

the3i8. EO· .... '2ver a discuGsJon of ea(!h object:. h'ould b~ .;;oi!l;-.lu:;~ ,',) 
tlley are oimilar in most respects. 

62. V. and A. ~O_ 892 - 1869. 

G5. I r:.ave not yet teen ~~ble to tra.ce these. V. and A. 1£369. ~~'l)s"842,, 
(343, 353. 

66. 

(;1. 

Dure t , 190 1 t '£I~,.z5:_t: .• 
~hnr'li .. -I- or ol'i"c·l. .. _",.l.,~:,.~.~ 1u·'~ir·'· t'·" l'-1:1',· ~''V;·1.·l).l.·t·iCl' "',l'h~ ., .. < .. '-L _.v ~ ... "",'; ... ~ .~ ~ "'-"..1,'11..:\4 U. .. .r:. 1.1.:. r'. '" f.A,l1. .~. ''; 

DciC::Ht;e anc. Art D<:·P3;:'t!r.C!1t, ti0uth Kt::nt1.'i:!l.z'ton, l.ondou, 'woe, p.15. 

71. 'IVial ts to \Tapa,n 1<::65,·.:.366'1 !llu::;trated \/i t."" d-:"uwinl.-:·;J from ,Tap<!n'':.'~:·:· 
origL'l,aL:! t London, Dean e.::d S •. m ~ 1869. 

:." ·f"! 
", t .• S~!e Hi11if)t" !lU1;l1mat'o ll, Plate~ 96 and 97, for cOJl~pa:L'is(;m) of th, 

plate ",'h:i.e~ i~ cppo3i'~c p.28 in IIVi::!its tl) .Japan". 

, " 7.~. Tnt) b1o.crl: fr<4'll<:!il Sc]>:!cn ::1npe~rD in th(:'! lefthtl.n<i rfv1el of a tri;lty·::h, 
"P"'"e :n n 'J'''~ "0,\,··1< '!"!'1t)' (l':;'''';'''r Pln~e 10') '111('( l'n .. r~ " ... \. . • t:;;.:J.. .:. v ~J ,~; , j r v., I' •.•. - ...... ~ " .•. _.-.... ~ , ( ... 

"Gtoka.w·(~oh::)," 7 17,)C; (.tIillicr v Pl;J"'..·~ 613). 

7.1. ~:xc".pt of C:), .. ::"f'l' raQb("lld ts COD.0d:ioYl whi.ch wao at. Lr;lJcn 1mti 1 
1J6J Fl.:;.d \<ii3.S fjC'C!j l1,y rclc.t~,Y..;ly fiN ?c.o:Dl.~o 

;:';75. 'I'!t,~ l'8:r~ainini:~ pJ.~tf:':;I in f'\ri~lt3 t~;.J~i:m;1I arc not C:lsy to ldr.ntlf:/. 
'e~~r:y Hl"~ (~l"D,''rl~r r<tnt~.cht:·~ (;h{)~H.ql1 to f.!ho\~ t-A.!Jpcct~ of .JDT.I~tne$8' 15. io":,,\ 

each a~} ;:sleepi.!!.:; en ·:~}HJ i'lo':!1~ ·,.,:ttl-: .'l wcod.m pillow. Orv_' ShO·,/B .-:\ 

r.or.i'<lon '~d t~l r>l)r.t l)r3 a~1d anot}>:1.' ,.;1 th [l roof top vic','; wi th kt tet-

, , 

oa c:vc:-cy '!'~iof J D:·\:'l.J.-ed like :f .i~;L. roth ()f thNW ~m!~'e"3Gt HQbtsf\.~ t b\:+, 
tb.?ir rf;~der1n5' is ~o orude (..·no cunnot 'be cert~ii1. 

lflc.V{}l tr, .. Tp!~~.J.!"! ~.~!"..:~::=-:r:c. j":~ tr,,·~~ ;;iiJ c..~1~ 1~c1, tt'=! -; Or;o'~, ~~J 
l;t.l(~'.~1) ~:10.~·J f!,j.C:IlQ1J' to 1-!~'~"1t:'Yfllr~i't~;t Sec ';j.:~.l·,· (jE..~: ~ t,; 

. I-'~' 
\.~i t$ fox: c(.';,!:'i;,,"r,3.tioil c·:" th.iz:" 

CCUT, ~rJ-' 

()~, 
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Gabriel Weisberg~ It nracC!uemond'~~ Art Bullotin, oJ! 61 t., put,rtnr.;w OJ t":r: ,- 80~ 
as an illustration, 12~,' , • 

'., I '. ~, 
. ,: ;"" 

, This is all that is known '~f' the Jinglar. It npr>('a~ to h:lVe h~d far.;!.:', 
l ... ~s importance than is rlormally suggested. 

" 

, ' 

B~. Goncourt makes the claim in the Journal for Oct.29, 1t67. 

83. Concourt Journal, 9 !out, 1868. 

84. 

85. 

Ibid, 12. Sept. " -. " 

They are in "La Presse", "LeRappel", "Le Livre". 
journals on which Burty worked at this time. 

Thes e are all ' 

86. See for example 19 Janvier 1811. Eurty showed De Concourt a 
Japanese scroll with paintings of a human Lody decomposine after 
death, and in Apr~l he saw Mme. Burty poli~hine her husb~ndts 
collection of Japanese swords. ' 

,: 87. Burty, ·'nna.ux Cloisonnes", Paris, 1869, p.68. 
,! 

" 

88. 1E.!£., p. 41, 

:,,90. 

"Les vases, les sceptres, les tasses, les pidces . 
d'orfevrie les plus d6licates des artistes de I 'empire 

. du Milieu sont decores avec une finesse et une richesse 
',incomparable. Mains de fees et patience de Chi~ols." 

For a discussion of the Chinsse love of irregularity, and for the 
use of a quotation from "l"l81lette Salomon" about Japanese art as the 
art which loves monsters, to describe, not Japanese 'but Chinese art, 
see Burty, "l·:asterpieces of Industrial Artll, pp.134-135. I give 

'.the pagination of the English translation by W.E. Chaffers, London, 
1869. 

Burt)'" op 01 t, p.49, "Emaux Cloisonnes". 

Rurty "Masterpieoes of Industrial Art, opp.131-138. 

,91.' 1Jurty, 'IlEmaux \':leiso~ne;:1 OJ cit Ja~e 59 • 

. 92. "Tournez les pages, vous verrez le Fousi-hama qui fait ondoy.r sur 
I lea glaciers eternels de saC\ft\( !!Ion panache de fumee, des portraits 
f ~' d'aoteurs en renom et de oourtisanes a 1a mode, des aveug1es qui 
': nasillent, des soldata qui 8e pietent, des pecheurs qui Urent 

, , .. , 

, '~ 

t •. • .. 
, I;. 

. 
, ~~ • t 

I. , 

\* .'. 

", 

, ; 

, , 

leura filets, des voyageurs dont un ooup de vent emporte chapeaux et 
paraplu1es a travers lss ri~ierea, des enfants qui excitent des 

,coqs, des ~cheusea quJ. ramassent pleuvrea. La. vie reele y oou~o1e , { 
la l(gende. les fant'6mes vol tigent dans la nui t, les 'lutteurs VelU8 : ,' .. , 

. !;,", .(ort aaill1r, en presence du taiooun, leur musculature e'norme ...... 
" "pp.59-60. " 

9}. Hurty "Masterpieces ot Industrial Art", p.144. 

94. Burty u»naux Cloisonne,", p.6a. 
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. 
95. ~,p.67 • 

. 96. "Masterpieces of Industrial Art", p·.145 • 

• 
97. I do not accept this comfortable evalWltion of \.'atteuu, but. it .tS 

tenable'and .was certainly held by the Concourts ir. ttL'Art duo 
Dix-Huitieme Siecle". . 

. 98. Burty, "~ux Cloisonnea", p.69. 

100. Burty. ''r''lasterpieces of Industrial Art", opci t. 
. / . 

101. Burty, ."6na.ux CloisOMel", p.57. 

102. The characteristic framing of· FUji by trees is typical of this I'sries 
of oblong prints, unlike any aeries by Hiroshige or like Hokusa1's 
book "100 Views of FUji It. ' 

103. The actor's mask on p.22 is reproduced in Regamcy's "Le Japon en 
Images",' Paclot et Cie, Paris, 1903. Regamey's involvement with 
Japanese art was constant throughout his life. . 

104. Regamey's career is discus8ed in full below. ' 

105. See the article ttL'Art Japonais" reprinted from Le Consti tutionf>l 
in 1868 in "Les Nations Rivales dans l'Art", and the reprint of the 
lecture L'Art Japonais Conf~rence fait par E. Chesneau a L'Union 
Centrale des Bea.ux krts", Paris, 1869 • 

. ·106. Chesneau .. "L'Art Japonais" p.10. 

107. Chesneau "Les Nations Rivales dans l'Art", 1868,pp.415-420. 

:.108 • .!!?!i, p.441. 

;';.109. Cheeneau, ~, 18~8, p.12, 1869, p.435. 

',:110. Cbeaneau, 1869, n!!. p.12. 

, 111. Chesneau, 1869, p.14 • . 
112. Chesnaau, 1e69, ~, p.24. 

,I" 

11,. Chelneau, 1868, p.435. 

't', .. 

, I 
I , , , 

,,' 

, . 

, ' 

!' .114. Chesn.au, 1868, ~,pp.42,,424. Chesneau points out that thlr is 
proved both by the many photographs of Japanese women available in 
the We.t., 

.. " 

. 115. ., Chaln.au's notion of symmetry is clearly far more important· than 
would b.' clear if we thought simply of.a symmetrical decorative 

, 
I"~. 

i pattern. Be quote. the progreBsiYe reduotion in the size of Tori1' 
(wooden temple archei) a8 they torm avenue. leading to the central 
shrine a8 an example of &8symetry, when 1 t is clparly irregulari'ty, ,'. 
and a •• t~etio appropriateness whlch he intends to deecri be. 'rhet~-' 
for. behind the concept or eYDlIlIetr,y 1 t 18 correct to see a concern 
with redundance or idealistic, aesthetic attitudes cmd their mani
festation In art and deaigni 

" .;. 
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·.1 ?~ ::~~~ 
, . " .. ,' {~l 

. 'tte. !lrorort1on~ sont em1nemment vt'rlflbl,.'1, ~.~. ': ., , . ~ ~':t 
.' calcu16ee toujoure en rAison,d'un'1 pro~r":I;!~i'm ;::iMnt>n- ,~" .,'~';'\~ , . , ,. ,,'j 

ique fondee sur un 9~ns de l':trt pX'llli!;~ r.,t,nnf"u'\'rpont,' ': 'JI. 
• .' i, !1 avec· une loelque 9\lperieure a travprs Icc '1 i bert e.s .'. .¥, 't 

et les licences de la ctY,syulmetrie". 1 H6~, r.1(~. "~J 
,;;~ 

."j~; . 116. Chesneau •• 1869, bp cit., pp~·16-17. 

117. 
" 

Chesnea\l ~uotes descriptions of . a large telRplf~ f1aint! n"f: by Toodf:n7.u 
and a glpntic bronze Dai butsu Jiri tten by AlmA Humbl'.!J·t in hlB 

\~i 
,',\' j ,.,ft): 

t .. 'r~j' "Tour d u Monde" 88 examples 'of. the aesthetics of thf' "rpropria. tE'. 
~~ /~:h ! 
I., .. ~~ ; 

Of the Buddia, Humbert wrote, '. . . 
~tIl_y-a un charme irrest1ble dans III ·pose du nalboudtls, ainsi 'tt 

have 

Clue dans 1 'harmonie, des proportions de son cnrps! 19 noble' ' .":: : 
simplici te de son vhement, Ie calme ,et la purp.te des traits 'f., ,. 
de I~ figure. Tout ,ce qui l'environne est en pnrfait rapport ' ., ~~ : 
avec Ie sentiment que sa vue inspire." 18(19. p.21. He must 'i';~; 
had this account privately, Humbert pub~1shed Co .~. 1870 ~ a/tv. .. ~, !: 

118. Chesneau, Ibid, p.17. 

119. Cheaneau, ~. pp.440-441. Seeal80 pages 424-425. 

120. For the importance or Bergaon's theory ~n twentieth century art 
criticism 8ee Jack llumham ":t&ond Modern 5culpture" which also 
'provides a structuralist criticism of it and cxplE1ins its demise. 

121. See E.F. Carritt "The ,Theory of l3eauty", University parerback, 1962. 

122. 

Chap.X, "Expressive ~ Formal Beauty" for a discussion of the 
history of the idea of Expressive beauty. 

Chesneau makes 'it clear that by expressive beauty he does not' 
simply mean the sToteaque, when he discusses the scc~nd to last 
page ot V~I.V. of the Mangwa'which shows a priest'and a god; 

"Le mouvement du bras, les l1gnes de la longue robe, 
tombant vertical.ment, tout dans cette figure ,a une 

,/./ ;;..' ..... , 
grandeur, une sev,rite du s!rle qui pas un rnaltre, meme 
parmi lee plus~eant, ne desavouerai t. tI 18(18, p.443 

, 
.. I , , , 

" 

,." 

~ . 

'1 23. Ch~sneau •. 1868, pp.421-422 for descriptions of subjects of f't:,u":),,,'a. 
The fifteenth volUme was published ,later in 1811. 

,124. He di8pl~ed some in hls 1869,lecture. 
, . 

,:'125. Oleaneau'. knowledge of the sequence of the Nangwa volumes was 
,'~ .unsound. There Is'no religious architecture in Vol.V. 
',. 
':/ 

'126. Cheaneall 1s driven to aome strange ideas to communicate this 
aesthetio. Ue talk. for instance or "un perspective de sentiment" 
to explain wbT het •• le that illusionistio scenes on European , 
pottery and wa.llpaper are uncomfortable whereas the,ideali'aed 
per.pectlve in Japanese works seems to be perfectly appropriate • . ~ .. 

," ~', 

He also talks of the Japane.e are having created an aes~hetic 01 
touch, "L, •• thetlq\le du toucher" - all useful objects are madE" 
appropriate to the experience of touching them which ~ive9 pleoF-ure 
Chesneau,' 1869, p.26. 

127. Se. above, Part One, for Zola's discussion. 

128. Cheeneau •. OR cit, pp.334-335. 
.. 



:129. Part One, Section on Degas. 
'.:.0 

, . 
1JO. 

.'i) 

: . r 

Champfleury's "Les (}}a ts" had t.h~ subti tIe "Avec ~? dl)snina flar 
h'ugene Delacroix, Viotlet Ie Due, 'IV;erimee, It;;l.1wt, Prix d t Avennr,.6' 
Ri bot, Hautzberger, l'..1nd, Oksai ". !Jchwartz liThe }'ar !:.ant in. 
Literature states that only one illu~tration was derived from 
Hokusal. !n fact there are ~ix ~ttributed to him, some are by 
Hiroshige. 

; .!~ ~ "; ; 

1}1. See "Artistic Japan lt Vol.III, Plate D.F.I. Bing's at tributions are ,<:~.! 
usually accurate and I see no reason to question this one which JLAS' ,~ , 

, r , 
siny• been confirmed by Basil Robinson of the V. and A.: J;: 

,,;.if 
132. However h~ put Holcueai's death at circa 1819. This is similar to 

mistake 'by Rossetti earlier and suggests'a common uource of 
information. ' 

1". I quote,from the Engl~sh translation of Jules Champfleury, pseudo 
Husson, "The Cat" London ,1885, trans. Mrs. Cashel Hooey. 
I am assured that it is the same as the French original. 

th .,.' 
e:." 
,.' , 

';'. ;; I .' ., 

, 1'4. Baudelaire "L~. Phares, Poems, 1852-7" quoted from "Baudelaire~' ed. 

'" 

'. : 
" 

'" 

Francia Scarf., The Penguin Poets, London, 1972, pp.160-163. 

'135. We know thl\t the Caprices were much admired by liaude,lAire, Manot. 
Champfleury, Delaeroix and many others in the mid-nineteenth cen';ury. 1, 

'36. Champfleury's book also ~ontains a section on "Cats in China", 
p.186ff.1885 ed., which describes ~inese porcelain and Japanese 
pottery'ima.ges olcats.Also on r.90 Champfleury reproduces a 
patterned desigri of cats, fitted together to make a eat's head wlich 
I have been unable to attribute, , though I suspect it to be by 
Hiroshige or KuniYosh1. 

137. Feydeau, "Revue International de l'Art at OJrio;sit-e", see pp.71. 
72, 7' tor the text commented on. 

138. See for instance an artiole that A. De Beaumont wrote for Revur ~e8 
Deux Mondes 1n 1861 "A travers l'orient a l'l::xposition UniverseLe". 

139. Mr. Beck's purchases in 1867 are illustrated on Plate XIII of thf 
1880 edition of Audsl.y and Bowers "Keramic Art of JaJlB.n" •. 

, , 
An exhIbition ot the Bowes Collection with a catalogue by Audsle~ 
W8S held by the'Liverpool Art Club. Several papers were published 
ineludins "Notes on Japanese Art", a paper for the Architectural 
Association, Lcndon, 1872, by Ceorge Ashdown Audsley (illustrate(. 
wIth specimens from ,the Bowes Collection). 

;. 142. W. Rossetti, "Memoirs", pp,276-277. 

':.- 142 •. Ihiel, p.279 

, 143. R~fJ.ettl "Diary"" hi day , 18 Dec.1868, in Rossetti "Papers". 

144.' I'bld;1870 - It 
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'1 '5tt 
", . " 

145. ieport and. illustration in thr "IlluAtrntN! l.ondnr 
p.433. ' 

~:, '2 l~f;,/'; 

, ~;;."~ 
. . ""1 

146. Though this is not perqnps· by thooe of th(· rdnet~pr.th cent~ .. ry i ,s.:1 r ... ': 
th~ paradox of Audsley and Bo'Wes' continued Nlmira ti on fCir htc . ,', .. 
Satsuma long after, this had b~cn realised to bE' inferior ..,orj{o i:: 
only explicable in' terms of their own ninetef~nth century tastt'. 
~ee below fo:' a full discussion of their ~le as Jaoanr-se 
enthusiasts • 

..'~. 
,f' 

'J. 

141~ "Le Japon Illustre" par Aim~Humbert ancien envoye' ~xtraordinal·e t 
et plenpotenUare de la Confederation Suisse, I Ilris. '1870. An 
lliglbh tranSlation was published in I874. 

141B.See· E. Gombrich "The CartoOti,#1!s Armoury" in "Medi totions on a Hobby 
Horae" LO.«o. 1963 Ja~e 139 .... illustratio. 7I. ' , , 

148. Leon De Rosny "Si-Ka';"Zen-Yo". "Antholo8ie Japonaise' "po€sios anl!i~nnes 
etmodernes dee insulaires du Nippon"; traduites en Franlais ,et 
publifes avec 1e texte original par Leon de Rosny, Paris, r~ieonn
euve at Cie, Eda. 1811, and "Tales of Old Japan", :~.n.M! tford. Second 
Secretary to the British Legation in Japan.' With illustrations 
drawn and cut on woodby Japanese artists. Two vols. Macmillan an1 
Co., 1811,t4ndon. "The Six Screens", a contemporary Japanese novpl 
translated by a doctor P.pF1zmaier" was also publis'hcd at this time., 
The English translator, Dickins, also published the "Book of 100 
Poets" in translation in 1811. 

150. Schwartz "Far East at French Literature" believed that it. was si~ply 
a text book. 

150. See De,Roany op cit, p.61. 

151. Evidence of the rapidity with which De Roeny's translations were 
taken up is provided by Saint-Saens' first opera, "La Prj,ncesse 
Jaune" whi~h contains a garbled version of one of the sones from 
De Rosny's translations 1n Act One. The words used n ('an "How do .'on 
do" and "It is not r.uning today". The opera was produced in 1812 
and 'Was, not surprisine-ly, a failure. See Schwartz, op cit, p.671. 

152. J h~ve not been able to identify this book's original. 

153. The books area 
./ 

28. Ye-hon hyaku-nAn-lssyu. Collection 1lluatre des Cent Foe.tes; 
deux vol. in 8 • Leyden Library (Siebold). ' 

35. Yei-hyalql-nin issyu. ,Reculel de pieces de poP."si" des Cent 
Heros publ!e par Ayokte! Kawafanaghi et illustrt par 
Cyoknansai Sadahlde, ledo, 1848, in 2 vola. 

, 127. Kyo-ka ga-zo eaku-sya bu-rui. Recu!el des poesjes satlrlque~ 
a •• o illustrations deux vol. 1 in 8 • British 1t.t.seum 219. 

140. Si-dzyu-ita!-bun uta-ahare Colleotion de polSies diffironte~ 
.ar memee sujeta avec illustration •• Un vol. in aO

• Sr1tish 
Museum No.221. ~ 

153.Uki-yo dodo itau-oho-tau-ye bu-si. Hecuiel de c}ansons' 
populaire. du genre d1t do-do itlu, par Sikko S~nzine. 
illuatr' par 1Iaens&1 Mor1mi tau. Collection de Hosny 81 • 

.. 

.: 
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154. See below for a discussion of ·their relat!onshj p in th,,~ section nn 
the Liverpool Art Club exhibitions. 

·155. ~ep for instanceC.Tlousquet wri tine in the . Hevuc 'ics DP.lllC l"t.~ndf'>s :,f} 
1874. He recommends "La boutiqueji'Alphonne Ciroux" in N:lgoya 118, ' ;~ 
the finest place ~o buy cloisonne ..... enamels. See R.D.D. first volu!lle.:r~":.: 
for 1874, "UN vQyar,e jane l' interieur iu Ja.,on if pa~e. 27,8-30,6.,·, 

-pa~e 293. Olle of'a>eeriee of articles about Japa.. .~ ~"''t<, :¥:~ 
156. See Audsley '-Nate. on Ja,anese Art" a paper for tke Arckitectu.n.l ,~~r~ 

Ael!loc~a tioll. priTa tely l'rln teli i.iTer,ool 1872 re,r~.te. Lo.'o.. 1 !'';;: 
1674 aA& "Cloi.on.~ ~lla.elll~"]3olie. 1864. " " " 

'~ 
157. Reference to the appropriate volume of Lup-t'a Repertoire d~8 Vent~s ,', 

will confirm this. Burty's sale has been discussed passim in the" 
previous section ~d vill be referred to below. ,"., 

158. Note however that the Satsuma rebellion was provoked by the' nature 
and pace of reform. not.by a desire to separate Japan entirely 
from the wo~ld community, which had been the basis of earlier 
reports. Information on the politics of Meiji· can be found.in Sir 
Ceorge Sansom, Japan and the West, Chap.13, p.310. 

159. SeeJ3urty'. articles Japonlerne,La Renaissance Litt6raire et 
Artistique. ' . 

160. This is recorded both by Durty himself in Bing's Artistic Japan, in 
the articles on metalware, and by ·tLL Goncourt in the. Journal,' 

, Samed1 16 .Oct.1875. 
~ 

;;' 161. For instance the major pieces of "ancient" Japanese art for the 
., 1878 exhibition in Paris were assembled by the Museum of Yushima 

and they formed the nucleus of the present museum of Japanese art 
.~ at Ueno Park, Tokyo. I have oorresponded vith the Museum in the 

f .. hope of reconstructing the 1878 exhibits. Hovever it appears that 
,. \: .. ,; there is very little information about the Museum of Yushima rem-
I:' atnlni' in their recorda. For a desoription ,in fiction, of avis! t 
; to the Museum see Kotoka, a Samurai's Daughter, 1885, W. l'iorris 
;. London. 

'. 
(,1'2. For instance, Sansom, OR cit, pps.}79-381 , ,though he himself'points 
.;., to a change in Uki-yo-e subjects starting as early as 1849 - before 
, ~.'., W'estemisation could have affected the art market a great deal. 

: i 16,. The Times, Dec.26th'1872, from an article announcing thl! formation 
'. ..' . of ,the, Liverpool Art Club and the Liverpool Oriental Art Exhibition • 
. "i; ". Alcock regretted the general depravity of Japanese worl<. in his book t 

, Art and Art Industries in Japan. 1878. Audsley repeats the 
oomplain.t in every book he wrote. After 1880 the complaint of the 

,:. ~ •• r destruction of Japanese art 1s unanimo~s amongst all the Westerners 
... " whQ wl'iteon this subjeot. James Bowes, in the fureword to the .. 
;.;':,: ':,: catalogue ot Cloiaonn' york written in 1884, remarks that no ireat· 

, .164~ 
i 
! . 

work in any area of Japanese arts and crafts has been available 
sinc.1814. We may assume that the peak ot.imports of a high 
quality work was reached in the mid-1810's and dropped off sharply_ 

American collections such as the Freer are beyond thp. scope of 
this theai.. " 

,,/ . " , 
". 



., 165. Goncourt Joumal, Vendrl"d1. 30 Oct.1874. 
'1.3L.\h 

~ ... J .. : 

r \'" I .", /' . 
166. See llowes, Cloisonne Rnamels, London, 1804,' inl.rr)dllctjon.·"'~i,; 

Bowes built himself ~ !Japanese museum at ~trp.athrun Tow~rs, Prin.e .... :. /:~; 
_ HOAd, Liverpool. He ~sBued a cat~] oeue.' Unfortunately thq colleeUon:"J1. 

. was dispersed on his dea th and none of it cnterp.d H.e LIverpool, .. ~, .;!. 
musewna, \hough the. present keeper Mr. Brian n:lt~ma:n beg:m hi8 0",", . ':~~ 
collection of Jallin~8e Art with~piece8 bought from Bowes' son.: ·:;: .... ,:,t~ 

167. }'or the exhibi tlon s'ee, Catalogue Raisonrte of the ORIFlfI'AL tiJl'lPII';QK:~~S 
of the Liverpool Art Club. Held at- the club rooms 1';0.4 !:nnd~ .~'.~ 
Ter~aoe, Upper Duke Street. ed. by George Ashuown Auctsley, Archlt.ot:'t~ 
etc., Liverpool, published by the Liverpool Art Club, 1872, and the ,t:~ 

'review printed in The Times, Dec.26th 1872. ' ' . ..:<,~ 
I ' 

Tha catalogue waa reprinted in 1874 with photographs of many of, " :~ 
Bowes' exhi bi ts. I t was reviewed by Professor Geoffr,y Archer' in .;: 
an article "Oriental Art in Liverpool" The Art Journal, 1814. A '-,-
later reprint wae made (perhaps by Bowes), including these reviews "~ 

;. ~ 
and the catalogue, but this -is undated. 'I.' 

16ti. ~~e the 1872 catalogue, op cit.No.192. 

169. 1872 catalogue. 

170. Mr. L~geza of the Oulbenkian Institute, Durr,am, is of the opinior. 
that all the nineteenth century attributions were erroneous or at 
best blind guesses. 

171. See the "Exhibition of Fans", Liverpool Art Club, 1874, ed.l:udJley. 
The fans were of all periods and countries. Durty Bhow~d eight. 
They ,are as followsl 

Cat.No.' .. " , 
85. Fan of commander in chief, I,aper with design of seven sages. 
86. Paper fan - with tlowers and butterfly. 
87.'Ofticer's fan with sun design. 
88. Bronze and gold fan, iron framed, signed U-da-Kane Signee 
89. Typicd paper and whalebone fan. 
90. ~'an of officer or second rank decorated with a i~old orb. 
91. Chief officer's fan decorated wi th scarlet and t3'old orbs. 
92. Fan with painting of Temple Huttusimc in province of Aki. 

172. See Catalogue of the Special Exhibition of en~els on metal. Hpld 
at the South Kensington Museum in 1874, Chiswick }'ress, 18'15. 

" 

,~ 
'" 
, t 
\.' ... 

'.\ 
l'" 
.~ 

I:: 
. . . ~O- ..' .~ 

173. Zee Catalogue of th~ taOn Exhibition of the collection of Porcelain _,;'; 
of W.J .Alt, cOplpiled by J.. Franks, 1st &1 .. 1876, 2nd ed., 1878. . ,'; 

174. Scott's activities are reported in The Times in 1674, but he 
appears to have organised exhibitions in 1872, .187~, 1874 and 1t3/6 .. 
about which little information remains. 

; 1 

175. 

, . 
Thia information come's from a remarkable aeries of pu'bUcations 
made by the Tokyo Exhibition Club between 1928 and 1934, Kalgai , 
Hakuranxai Honpo Sando Shi;yo which give all known Japanese 

" 

documents and infoDDation about all 44 overseas exhibitions parti
dlpated in by Japan between 1873 and 1925. See Vol.1, June 1928, 
pps.77-78. No detailed in!ormation is available about this exhibition • 

.',~ 
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• 

,I 
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,""'" 176. S'ee "Bnstern Art and i t9 ~ffect.J on 1!:uroppan r-;.1.nurn.ctun'l'!J and ':il~·tC:J.';' 

by Dr.C.Dresser, .!otlrnal of the Sl')cie,ty I')f Aru;~ r'dl.C, 18'1~, .,a~f!J 211ft .~, 
qucte froll! pa!,e 219. , '.: 

,177. See the :Bo .... es ~ol1ectiol'\ s~le catalot~(),Lots 1412,i4" and 14 14. : .. 
The works are ~lluGtratod .In .BOWDS, K.oramic Art of :;:Iran , Plate ' ,I,i 

XXXIX, (folio ed.). ' • 

178. The Ph.1ladelphi(3. Centennial exhi bi tion of 1876 i 3 only of intereBt 
for American developments. 

. '/ 
119. Journal de l'ExP2s!tion de Vienne Illustre, Viennc et Paris. 1873.' 

180. 
I 

, ,. 
"Notioe sur 1 '~pire du Japon et su~ sa participation a L'Exposi,t1on 
Internationale de Vl~nne ~Q~3mpubliee par la Commission Imperiale 
Japona1se" accompagne d'un1pKotographlque,' Yokohama, 1873, 1mprlmerie 
C. Levy. Imprimeur Ed! teur. ' 

181. Unfortunately, I have been unable to examine the album of photographs. 

182. It waa in Vienna that Jacquemart contracted the tuberculosis that 
eventually killed him. See notes on the Portrait by 110net of 
Jocquemart in The Arts Council's Monet exhibition. Catalogue 
London. 1957 by D. Coo:per. ' 

183. Goncourt Journal, Mardi, 19 Aout'1873. 

184. Audsley and Dowes. Keramio Art of Old Japan, smail ed., p.141, edt 
Henry So,theran, .1881.' 

185. One repOrter claims the originals ~ere sent but I do not believe 
thi.. ' 

I , . ,;' .... 
'1."86. Journal Illustre, p.134, "Les Japonais a L'Exposition". 

, " . , . 
It would appear that this temple is identical to a "maison jo.ponaise" 
referred to by other reporters as there were only tr~ee buildinGS 
on the site, tw ot whioh were "kiosques" for the sale of Japanps'e 
goods. Perhaps the temple was used as a residence by sonle of tht' 
Japanese staff? 

, 188. Journal Illu.tr~. 202, "Le Jardin Japonals". 
I . , . 

': 

. ·~89. The Japanese publication refers to, these fish as Owari not Nagoya. 
One journalist states that there was only one. I give what is, 

. , 
, ~ .. 

in my opinion, th~ oorrect information • 

, 190. See Catalogue of Sales of BoweB Collection, NOl. 258 and 259. ' 

" 

" 192. Keramlc Art, .mall 84. p.151. These large pieces were bought by 
'. Lord DI1dley and P.C!.Dalgetty. 

· 19,. "Notice explicative de 1 'Exposi tion ~e Vienna", p.66. 

194. C;~ SansOll, Japan and the West. 

195. :Dresser "Eastern Art anli.:lts effects,lf. II 0, cit pat!;e 21I . 
. Dresser'e attituieeani theories are liscussei bilow ,a~e 426ff. 

"'''': . 
. '.' 

f: 

~ . ' 

, . 

". 
" 
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19«).' Goneourt Journal, Venuredi, 11 ~rov.1016,: 

197. For an early account of. such a journ~y see lie Purnpfd ly, Journey 
across America and Asia, London and New York, 187(). 

198. I ehall examine this myth fully in the next section of this thesle". 

, 199. The sourceB on the journey of Duret and CernuDchi and th~ f01mding 
of the Musee Cernuschi are; . 

..; """". ' 

. 9.~~C; 

T.,~retl Voyage en Asie. Paris, 1814. (This is Duret's own account 
O'f the voyage, and # ... , 

A~JaCque~rt, Lee Bronzes,· Chinoi8es et JapoPil·iu:: au "ala.hn,s. 1: llutlJetri~~~~ 
,t; .B.A.2 p~rio~ tJIII.p.284, and p.446. . ·r 'L 

. La Cera.migue _,Palata de l'Indus~rie, G.B.A. 2 periods t lX,p.53. r'd 

, .. 

.. , 

.. 
" ," 

, . . ' 

• . v ....... • 
These are three articles under the general title, L'~xt~eme Orient 
au Palais de l'Industrie. in The Gazette des Beaux~rta, 1873, which 
gives an account of the first appearance of the Cernuschi collection 
at the Trocadero 1n·1813. The articles were published later as a 
separate york • 

J.Longperier, 1I0b.ervations sur quelques objets antiques, figures 
dans les l!vres Chino!. et Japonais" 1873, in "Comptee rendus du 
Congre. International des Orientalistes session de 1873, reprinted 
in Longperier, Oeuvres, edt Schlumberger,· 1883. This is an 
academic paper discussing certa.in problems of aettine the Far 
Eastern artefacts in the illustrated works brought back by Cernusc:hi 
into the current state-of archaeological knowledge • 

.,.. 
G. Migeon, "Le Musee Cernuschi", Gazette des Bea.ux Arts, III serie~ 
Vol.18, pps.211-229. Paris, 1897. 
There is also an article in teArt, 1813, which I have been unable to 
consult •... Duret also discusses the voyage in his 1900 catalogue of 
hls ovn collection. 

, 
, . 

" 
,. 200. Duret, Voyage en Aeie, Chap. III. 

;' 201 •. Op cit, p.21. Thiswaa typical of the arrangements made by 
,,'. Europeans interested in collecting.' For a good description of 
.. . the business and life of traders in Japanese art in Yokohama and 
'",. 'Tokyo see the opening chaptere of A. Japanese lJ'.arriage, by D. Sladen 
.' LenioK 189} '7. This is a popular novel about the life of Europeans in 
!~ Japan. . 

:.'~202.' Dur$t, op oit, pp8~22-23. 
,P ......... 
~ ... 203. D.lret. Catalogue 4..0'3 liTre. et albu.'II Il1ustr;~ Jllponaises, 1900. 
'! Preface, pp.III and IT •. 

~.:: 204 •. Conse teArt Japonals, Pari., 1886, p.104. Duret stated in his 1900 
:;'.".. catalogue. that, he d.id not oollect muoh after his trip to Japan 

until the 1800 8. 

: 205. Duret, OR cit, p.29. He doe. not give the artist's name, nor ie it' 
~:: 'eae1 to I,1nd. a specitic artiet for the part. • 

;~. ; .206.,' GoPC9St Jo!W!!l, yen4recU. 19 Sept.1873. 
. . . ~ . " . . . . 

207. For.th1. reason I have omitted a disou8sion of'Chinese bronzes. I 
'judgethat they were ot Ii ttle or no interest to contemporary . 
artists and designera. -



," 
f 

t, 
~ , 
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A • J aoquemart. tiLes Bronzett Ja.ponaises". • '20S. G.P.A., o~ cit. 

209. A~ Jacquemart, La Ceram1quc G.B.A. op ci t. 

"Les ~ . 210 • A. Jacquemart, Bronzes J aponais es , ci t. .' °E 
211. Duret, op cit, p.18. i, " , 

, , 212. Mi~eon, 0; cit,p.211.' 
• ",I . 

"d:' 
( : 

There were no doubt exceptions to this, such as the rrift of a ,t, 
bronze tiger made by Sarah :Berrihardt, who, accord1n~ to Nigeon, ' }~, i 

213. 

dro~e personally to Cernuschi 'sto press the object on him after' :< ~ 
he had expressed admiration for it. Migeonts description of ,;~,~ i 
Cernuschi a8 a hermit 1s rather contradicted by Bousquet in an ,~I~ i' 

,'" f 

article, entitled ItL'Art Japonais", ..ReTu~ ,.ee J"'ux-MoJlie. 15 .aJi Ie77<'~, 
,a~e 28tff"J'la~e -303. t:ernuechl,llJ i'ai. tb.ere to'haTe beel! .oet '" '(,": I 
lib~ral i. eXftibitiA~ his cellectioa;. ' 
My source for this acoount o~ their visit in Notes d'un biblioteur -< 

, " 
.: 
: 214. 

.' .'~ 

au Japon by P. SiChel, Charpentier, Paris, 188}., This is dedicated' ~; 
to De Goncourt, one ot,their best customers, whose journal provides 1 

the other main souroe of information about the brothers and their 
dealings in Paria." , , , 

. , 
::'::,, 21 5. In Ootober,1974. ~rtytl wife complained to De Goncoart a.bout her 
,I. husband's rash purohase. at Siohel's. De Goncourt names N. Real in 

:~, ,:-,. , Maison d 'un Arti9te~ ~ ~ol.1. p.9 as a dealer in Japanese art. 

j: :2,16~ Presumably this is also how Fonblanque, the author or !liphon :lnd 
;"" ", Pe Chs Lit acquired his prints. See above~ Chapter' 1. , 
" , ' ,I, "~, ' 

".~': l" ' , " 
i:l~':'211. ~ich,el, op oi t,.~ps.3~31,. 
.,'.=: ': . ~ 6; ~, • ~ . , .' 

:'; ~2~8. ',Sichel,,, op 01 t~',' p.7,. 
IY~t:~1 . ::-::. . 

f'': .! '" 
I 

~:l.~~~. 'De"Gonoourt, Journal, "Jeud1 19 Octobre and,'Lund! ~3 Octobre 1876, 
/: .• , (Flamma.rion, p.101'. '" " 
~~' ••• ,' I .... !''!'··· . : : 

·:';220. Gonse" L'Art Japon&!s, small edition, p.16. 

,'; :221. Ibid, Samedi 24 Octobre 1874, Flammarion,pp.174-175. ,- ' 

." " 

',.:,,222. See R. Koch "Art, Nouveau :Bing", G.B.!. t959.pp.179-190.Even 
," ,; ':,,' , B1.ng's first name is, ~certain. Siegfried and Sigiemund both 

, , 
, . , 

, , ...... 
oocur in articles, but if Bing was Jewish as De Goncourt believed, 
then Samuel is the name that seems most appropriate'11ld this ..... ls 
the'name b.Y which he is called moat often. Bing's tomb in Pere 

I" .'; " ,x..chaiil. Cemetery haa both Siegfried and ~amuel. ' ' 
',' . " 

.0' :t , , .' , • If , ." " . . 

22,. G. Weisberg "Samuel Bing, Patron of Art Nouveau", Con.noisseur, 
Janua1'7 1970, also C. Weisberg "Samuel :Bing 1'a tron uf Art Nouveau, 

, ", Plut' 1,";' "The appreoiatlon of JapanE:1se Art" Connoisseur, October, 
;';',1 1969. ,.',;,' . ' ' 

.. ,. "t, " • 

~"A. .. . ; ,J I . 4 ,', I' •• " ,~:'~ 
~, ':, ~:',~ S,.the j.dvertilelUn~ tor hi. 
,I: 1883 exhibi tioD organised by :;':)" " 

.hop found in the' catalogue of the 
Louie Conae at George Fet! t t 8 callery. 

, : 224. De ConcOurl. Joumal., Jeudl 1 Jul11et. 1815. 

225. The l1et 11 given in the diacu'ssion of the '1883 exfl1bition at the 
\, , en4 of this, chapter. ' 
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226. Dresser trained at the Government :~chool of Des ien in London in the 
1840's and early ',0. He worked ~ith .Henry Cole in the '50s on the 
pioneering of the Museum of Manufactures at ~trlborouP,h House. He 
got to'know Owen Jones aud other design reformers ~hose work 
depended on analogies with nature. By the early 1860's Dreaser 

227. 

was both lecturer in Botany at the Design School and a practlgine 
designer. In 1862 he saw Alcock's exhibition of Japanese ~ork. 'or 
his other invo~vements with Japan see this thesis, pa8s1m~ ~ 

: t' .:~ I.b: .> . , 

Dres~er's honorary doctorate was in botany from the Unive~sity ot 
Jena, and re first became interested 1n the pro,bleme of design 'af 
a time when the reforms in design 'were promoted through eclectic, 
botanical analysis. He was connected with both the Aesthetic ", 
MoVement 8J1d the Arts and Crafts Movement, the Fine Art Society end 
the Grosvenor Gallery. ' 

. " ." 
". f On Dresser see E. Aslin, The Aesthetic MoYement, Elek, London, ,'1'969, 

Christopher Dresser, an Exhlbition Organized by Rich~rd Denn1sand 
John Jesse., Fine Art Society, London, 1912. Catalogue intro
duction by Stuart Durant. , , 
~. 'Bury. 511 ver Ded8!l! of C. Dresser, Apollo, 1,968. 
The Aelthet1c MOvement 1869=1890 exhibition catalogue ed.C.Spencer. 

228. C.Dre8ser, "£a"'erJl Art an« it> effectl!l,:·· opcit-,ae'e lI2. 

229. "Londo. and Co.", The Art City '''arehousee 126 and 127 London Wall, 
and "Charles, Renolda and Co. It, 11ilk St •• were their addresses. 

230. C. Dresser ."Art manu!actures of Japan from personal observation" 
J JoUrnal of t}iie'ciociety .t Art, 1818',at;e 169tt. 

231. The firms were Mesers. Minton, Do~lton, Green Nephews, Elkington, Ward 
. ~ and Cope, Jeffery and Co., Brinton and Co., Lewis and Londos Bros. 

'; 

232. The sources of information about Dresser's trip to Japan are the lec
ture "The Art manufactures of Japan from personn.l observation", 
p'!bl1shed in the Joumal of the Society of Arts, Feb.1, 1878, and 
his book, Japan, Its Arch 1 tecture, Art and Art ~hnufRctures, 
London, 1882. This book was delayedowlng to Dresser being 

, seriously ill. The first part of it is an account of his visit 
written in a aemi-diaristic style. 

1, 
2'3. Dreeser, op cit.,1882, Chapter One. 

t. . 
234. Thi. liat 18 as follows. , Ri £h!g 

Tokio in MU8&8hi to Yokohama 8 18 
Yokohama to Kobe in Settsu 145 0 
Kobe to Sumoto in Awaji 14 0 
Sumoto to 19a-mura and back 12 0 

, ~ . 
SUlIlOto to Kobe 14 0 
Kobe to Santa in Settsu 8 0 

. Santa to Shl bt-yama in Settau and back 3 , 0 
.,' ", t' ',"Santa'to !rima in S.tt8'" ,1 18 

AriM to Kobe 7 18 
, 1<0 be to J(ar& 1n Yama to 2, 0 
llara to Kioto 1n Yamaahiro' 13 14 
Kioto to Osaka in Settsu 12 12 
Osaka to Wakayama in Kii 17 ~ .. 0 
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Cf37: 
.Hj ~hi() 

~?kay~a to Kuroye-mura in Kji unci b:«ck Ii -?4 
\\:~ kayama to Ota.,mura and back 1 24 
W:1k~yama to Koya.-zan 1(, 2 
Koya-zan to Okunoin'and bod. 2 0 
Koyn-zan to Hashimoto-mura 8 34 
H~sh1moto-mura to Osaka 13 20 
Osaka to Kobe 1() 0 
K0be to Hioge and back 2 0 
Kobe to Tenno-ji in Osaka 11 0 
Tenno-jl to ~ioto 13 12 
Kioto to Uji in Yamato and oock 12 ~28 . 
Kioto.to Iehibe 9 I_ 0 
Ishib to Tau in lae 10 23 
Tau to Futami-ga-ura 13 0 
FUtami-ga-ura to Nai-ku,(lnterior temple) 1 14 
Nai-ku to Yamada 0 • I 30 
Yamada to Yokkaichi ; 10 0 
YokkaichitoNagoya in Owarl 12 27 
Nagoya to Seto and back 12 4 
Nagoya to Tazimi in Mino 10 18 
Tazimi Ichl-no-kura in Mino and b~ck 4 Q 
Tazimi to Nagoya. 10 18 
Nagoya to Toyohash1 in Mikawa 19 0 
Toyohashi to Kanaya in Totomi 22 0 
Kanaya to Shidsuoka in Suruga 9 0 
Shidsuoka to Hakone in Idsu 21 76 
HRkone to Yokohama 19 7 
Ypkohama to Kamakara 6 0 
Yokohama to Tokio 8 18 
Tokio to Nikko 41 0 
Ni~o to Tokio 41 0 

. Tokio to Yokohama 8 18 

685 31 

(Or about 1,715 miles) 

- 2'5. The potteries were of course, only small, often occupying one or 
two men only. 

. . 236. Dresser, op c1 t., p.211 

237. ~, p.61. 

238. Dre8ser, 1878, op cit, p.175. 

239. Dre8ser 1882, op cit, p.209. 

240. Dre ••• r. 1878, op cit., p.117. 

,. 241. lli!. p.178. This ws. even true ot bricks, not juct nrt workD • 

. ~. 242. Dre8ser, oX? cit, 1662, p.216. 

243. W. Anderson, Descripti'fe and HiBtoricl\l Catalogue" of a Collection of 
J8panese and Chinese paintings 1n the RTi tieh HUflf.>llm with an 
'appendix eontalning an index of artists' 8ignatuT~~, b.r-.London, 
1886. . 4 

. . 



''13i) 
,244.S~e beloy diocU9sion of Ph. 'RIJrty, pa,,~ 471 for ~h",,,,, ~lrt:r.lf'!I. ' 

'Rf'gamey"s illuetr(\tlons are rcpT'orJuc(>d in H:e 11 Jil:I!,]'.1 ~,irHl ~:('~tiNJ 
concerning hi~ career. 

245. 'rhis is disCU3SC'd (,(,I.riler .in this theH.ls. 

246. 

" , f 

I.' 

In 1863 Regarney made an 11lustrati)m of a lll'ociuctirm of "La 1'our db 
Neale" in the studio, for the periodic~l LI" .noulcvard. Dazillo 
played Pi~rrerond3. See 'r; Poulain"Baz_~lle at se8aJ1ia" Pari. .1932, . 

21. : 
f I, 241. The first Western drama with a Japanese theme W33 

Charpentier Salon in 1811, see below. Note al~~ 
connection with the Impressionists. 

:pa€e 
performed at Il 

Ch:lrl,(>n ti er ~! 

248. I bought a copy in a Leeds bookshop. 

249. These dates are based on the signatures on Ree-arney's drawings which 
cover 1816-1818, together with the knowledge that hp. made drawings 
of the f'hiladelphia exhibition and the publication of P.J. This 
Civ~s the dates. I have suggested though one must always beware 
of the use of photographs. A drawing by Regarney showing the Mikado. 
opening the Tokyo Yokohama Railroad in 1812 is taken from a photo
graph. See P.J. p.9, and a more detailed version in Lp. Japon en 
Images, Regamey, 1905. ' 

,250. !:.:L., p.29, 1880 edition., 

".', 251. ~, p',41• 
~ ! 0. 

, 252. Ibid~ p.~O. -
',253. Ibid,' p.114. -
254.~, Chap.XXV,p.151. 

255. ~, p.159,ff • 

. 256 • .!ill, p.163.' 

251. Ibid~ p.169. 
,.. 

258., See ponald Gordon; E,LXirchner catalogue raissonee - New York 1968. 

:259. I will discuss it later in the thesis. 

~:260. The 31% genres area 

.. " 

1. 
2. 

Religieux bouddhique. / 
Soyne, ~l~gant t~e,detaille, repre.;entant des sce~es de 
l'h1stoire Chinoise. ", "..-
Le genre rapide a grand erret, reprodulsant dos (;cenes legen-
ddrea. 
Le genre d6corat1f, fleurs. oieeaux, etc., (Tous ~uatre venue 
de 1a Chine). ' 

5. Le genre eobre grave shintoist •• 
6. I.e genre, ga1.' 
See P.J., p.116. -

, 261. On Kiosai (18}1-1S81) lee W.Anderson, Kawanal1e Eio~ai, a J~ranE'S@, 
Artist, StudiO, Volume XV, pps.29-31. Though Andert10n must be 

'" 
'" 

", 



treated with some c.1.ution, ns ho bp·llPvp.d DUo t.:)· l,f' tJj(.' rO);Tld~r (If " 
the Uki-yo-e school; ,perh:r·u n jok~ mh(ip. b.v n(~:;,d him;;clf? 

?62. Unless of c~urse thp. dating of .... Hcr;c.lmey'n drnwjnr~~: in unrel!:\u}p.. 
263. L.4e Milloue, Catnlogue du l-1use~ Guimct, Lyow·., W83 • 

. 
264. The first room contained. a larga number of Chin('c;o worko lOPlnerj t.y 

Parisian dealers and colloctors. The third contained "toute 
l'exposition de I'art ancien ClU Japon" with lonna from the J:lpanl'ce 
Commissioners, Bing, Wakqj and Vial. These will b~ discu~sed in 
the.ehap~er on the 1818 exhibition. I 

265. CAtaloguto de l'Exposition IIistorigue du '11roc::tdero, Far~s 1818 •. ., 
Jla~e. 111-115;. 

266."A favourite form of painting was the mandara, which in Sanskrit 
means 'circle'. In practice this is complicated and diagrammatic 
maplike which sets out in geometric form the various heavens and 
their countless deities. Generally the "Great Illuminator Daenichi II 
occupies· the central position. ' 

261. 

It.aimed at overwhelming the wo~shipper with the limitles~ness of 
the supra-human worlda which awaited him, a.s well as with the" 
seeking profundity or, at least, complexity of thp. beliefs held by 

" these sects." 

The paintings were oomposed of fine line drawing, and basically blue 
and gold tones. See Japan by Peter·C. Swann in Art o!' the \1orld 
:3erles , LOJldon 1966 :pat;e 84.' " 

/ . . , 

The paintings are not at the Muses Guimet in Lyons, nor at its· 
successor in Paris, nor at the Mus~e de l'~omme. I have inquired or 
searched personally at all of them. Some may still exist in private 
hands but they ""ould be difficult to trace'. No original (iocumen ts 
relating to the Guimet collection survive in the museums. 

268. The full list of types of ceramics on display can be found in the 
introduction to the 1683 catalogue. There is r.o reason to ouote it 
here. 

269. ~'Le Bouddha Amida, enseignant aasis les jambes croisecs Statue 
Japona1se,"bois dore du XVIle siecle. Haut 0.900." 1883 Cat.p.?4. 
The Buddha is still in place today, above the libr3r,y in ~aris. 

270. Mune hira, Tosi'yoki, Ono Komati, Kintada, Atsa tada, ~anesu~e. 
This is a most popular subject in Japanese. 

271. The full list of Far Eastern paintings displayed is as followsl 

"' . : 

China. ./ 
Kakemonol representant. 
1.. $e1-o-:80 ct sa servante. 
2. Sh1o-ki accomp&gne par un 'peti t daull." 
3. Le Sennim. Tekka.1 • 
4. Guerrier Chino!., 
5. Femme Chinois •• 
6. Sujet de Fantais! •• 
. 7. Deux Sennen. dana un jardin~ 
a. Sennin aVec un carf. 

, . J 

~ .. 



, . 

\ . .. 

." 

.. J1\panAse paintings. 
Knkemonos. 
1. Li'Hakou po~te chine. 
2. Le Dieu Kouan ~oh. 
3. Djou-Ro Djln, dieu de ·la bonhcur av<.:c \Ill (:I'rf. 
4. ~hin-to et Outscurai dieux. mytholoiriqueo "til ct.asnent i,.:a 

demons. 
a.lsc 

Kcuannen. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Xsoune-ki, celebre general 
Foukeu-ReKou, Djcu dieu de 
Sujet de fantais!es. . 

japenaia du XI7P siecle. 
bcnheur. 

5. , rou ma Bue Hero Japonais., 
Tello Rio hero chine. 6. 

also 
Kakemcnos chincis representant Teing-Vang-Mo. 
Portrait ~e Lac Tse-Tcu!n. . '" Deux kakemonos representant des Mandarins. 
Trois Kakemoncs repr&sentant la mort de Buddha. 

t'acsimil~ of the Mandara cf Kcbodaieh temple of 'Toe dji. 

I 

'272. Lp. Theatre au Japon, par Emile Guimet and Felix Hega~ey. Conference 
fait au cercle St •. Simcn. Le 16 Avril 1884, Paris Libraire Leopcld 
Cerf, 1, Rue de Meduis. 

274. 

275. 

For a rull list see the celebratcry publication fcr the 15th Rnnl
versary of the conferences and the Musee in Paris. No title, 
published 1904. Deshayes gave a memorable series in 1896/1897 on 
Japanese paintings, prints and illustrate. bccks. 

"Le 'curieux n'est il pas que noue en sachions si peu sur ces 
impressions. Ily a quelquesannees tout ce qu 'c~ 'savai t_ d 'elles, 
o'est qu'elles etaient imprimees avec des 1cie,a peu pres ccmme Ie 
mcs gro8si~re8 indiennes, mais Bans pcsseder aucun detail de la 
fabricatien. Aujcurd'hui des conversations de Felix Hcramey, des 
observaticns de Bracquemond 11 resulte que l'impressien se fait de 
la maniere la plus prim1tive~tI 

De Goncourt, ~.aison d 'un Artiste, p.133, t:Rar~en tier parie .(918. 
Vol.1. A later version cf Regamey's talk was published in Hevu~ 
des Arts Deccratifs, 1899, Vol.XIX.pps.39,-395. ttL'Impressicn 
des images en cculeur au Japon". 

~ 
Regam~y wrote a memoir cf/L~ccq~cisbaudran i~ 1903. ,... 
"Lecoqpoisbaudran et seft eleves" Paris, Honere Cham pion L1 br:ll.re 
9, Qual Voltaire, 1903. There is'no reference to. Japanese art in, 
this vclume. 

• 276. A magnificent series of satirical breadsheet prints'concerning tht" 
end of the limplre and the current government many 0 t' .... hich r~. j; •• ",as 
reoponaible can be seen in the Victcria.'and Albert Jrint Roo •• 

277. See above, page 25' for discussion cf thisflOurCP.. 

278. Guimet. ~., p.191. 

219. See hie repcrt "Le desa1n et Bon enseignnwnt dam-l It,'9 ';co les de 
To. kyo. " , Paris, 1899. He hadwri tten n' aimilat" rcrvrt on Arrlt'ric:ln 
art in sohcols in 1881. ~ 



I 

' .. 
280. His salon exhibits werea ~~l: 

1865. 

~870. 
1078. 
1881. 
1082. 

Sous l~s Pins gouachf' ll'npr(;:1 .1~ t~.l"h_au'l( df~ Sw1it. eli fads 
de Muaee du L~uvre. 
Troiscroquis a ia plume et ~~ 1 'flC:<luat"~)l"'. 
Comedien jet.!)onais aessin. 
Lo fils de mon ami Gustav.fusain. 
Bap~eme de neL7es a~Philadelphia. t, " Visite au monument de GencrrLl Lee dam.; l'atn1icr du Sc.1r t f'·llr :,' 

Valentin a- Richmond ... peinture. :' 
, ~ '. J .,. /' 

Z81. For instance Van Gogh who first got to kno\J !:Cg,'Wi"'Y til r·t.,ufh "·,.,::od .'." 
p.neravings" of his work includine; Japan(>sc sul)jects jn 1SC3. :":f'I> Van 
Cogh, Letters t p.16, Vol. II, Letter No.276. Van eoCh continupd to ... ':' 
aJ.mi re Rega.t:ley througho\l t the remainder of his li f e ana undou btp.d t1' 
looked often at hie work, probably vis! tj ng the ~~u!C;;p Guimet when . 
in Yaris. (1886-1888). , . . 

282. See the Y1L;eazine of Art for 1886,p.256. The drClwings reproduced are. 
"Shohei and Sui Sakou in the tomb", "The dea.th of Okoma", "Okom;l 
sp.eks death in the waves." '. 

28,. K~eazine of Art, 1886, p.262. 

284. Regamey's works on Japan which I have ccnsulted a~c as follows; 
gkoma, Paris, 1883. ~ 
"Le Theatre au Japon, Conference fait au cercle St. Simon" (with 
E. Cuimet), Paris, 1886. 
"Le Japon vu par un artiste", Revue Bleut,1890. 
L~ Cabler rose de Madame Chrysantheme, 1894, ~aris. 
"Le Dessin et son enseignement dans les 6'coles de Tokyo", PU!'is;1899. 
Le Japon en images,Paris, no date (1903)? 
Le Japon, Paris, .1905. 
He also made many mino~ contributions to periodicals, text-books 
and exhibition catalogues, includi~~ "L'Impression des images.en 
couleurs au Japon" Revue des Arts D'ecoratifs, 1899, Vol.XIX, pp. 
391-395, and illustrations of Japanese female arts and crafts for 1 • 
Sebrillot, "La Section des Traditions Populaires ~ l' ('xr>Osit1on 
des art de 1a femme", Revue des TrRdi ti ons· Popula 1 ~es. 18~2, p. Ii t,7 • 

285. "Le Japon w par un artiste", Revue Bleue. 1890 , p.648. . . 
286. "Le Japon Pratique", English trans. by Mark Lemon, ,p.65. 

287~ 

288'. 

289. 

290. 

. 291. 

. ,. 
Le Cahier Rose de Mme. Chrysantheme, Hetzel, 18'94 Cne section of 
the book "L'Ame Japonaise et LIAme de H.Lot1" is concerned with a 
systematic oollectionof Loti's, "banal'i t",s" on Japan. 

Revue Bl.~.p.652. These words are omi t ted. in Le Japon Pratique. 

Revue Bleue.1890, p.652. 

Le Japgn, p.304 •. : , 

Art Journal. 1881, p.351. . The figures are from H.M.Consul, 
}(anagawa •. 

" 

" ';. 

.' . 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

~t: /': Ii, ,---' " \ 

Tbey lm1uded De Gorcourt, Burt,., ·HU1SIllllM, Duranty, Durst, Wild., 
Viollet Le D~, Whistler am the p&1nter .llfred Stevens trOll who. !.~ 
the quotation ls taken. . 

"The Mikadow va. beglrm1ns a tradltlon ot theatrical Japanese. 
charaoter.. See M1.ner, OR cit, p.52 tt. 

Schwart., OR cit. Chapter two, wThe GoDOOurt brothers am rrereh 
appr.alatlon or Japanes. Art, 1860-1895-, p. 65 ~ 

.:'\ 

,~, ;: 

,'" . 

4. Sehvart. ideDtiti •• an wa.,...etric .. l myel" &S a t1Pe or myel vi t.h " 
an · ... ,...etrica1 plot such as ·*n~_Sa10IlOn". This adopts the 
"aooidental or triT1al but nraoious groupi13is ot thine. am. sTents . r 
that i8 rOUM in D&tur. am reproduced. in Japanese .trt", and 
coDtrasta it nth earli .. ·SJ1llaetrlc.l .. rovela With well worked 
plots. .ls I bave shown the "ratur"listlc" new or Japanese art 18 
on11 partb representative or the read:1oM or the De Gomourt8 aM 
others to it, am there \l&S IIUOh poetry .I'd. artirioe in their new.' 
Th1.. is d.i80ulned in the chapter on French critical respome to 
J.pan • ., •• belove . 

, 5. Miner, OR cit, p.74 _kea this str.nce assertlon. 

. . 

6. It. Pul!pel17 ·.&oros. America .m 'ala, rotH or .. tlve ,.·ear journer 
arouM the world .and ot a residence in.lrizoM, Japan am Ch1~", 
LoMon, Supson Low, Son aDi Marston, 3rd !d. 1870 • 

La rarCe's eaea7 torll8 Chapter IIV, beeinning .t p.195. It i. 
enti tled ·.In eS8&,. on Japanese Art,. 

7. La Farle OR clt, p.195. 

8. Ibid. p.201. 

9. See .'-oft, "The reapolllte to the 1867 E:xh1bitionlt. The cOMent about 
the barbari811l ot ftse ciecoration 11 taken directly frOIi Chesneau. 

10. La Far,., op cit, p.200. 

11. An illustration ot a pale ot coll1o heads on p.197 can be identitied . 
al trOll the WMlnpal, ~1. II •. Th~ other. are rot eo ealY to Iden
tit" a8 the, appear to be cOl!po.itea in vh1ch parts or dUterent 
pales ot the wManeva" haYe been put tolether in the Dlnner or all 
orlgaa1 pace b7 Rokwtal. For !nstaree the Jug,line in the upper 
portioD ot the illustration in p.201 is taken trOll vol.12 ot the 
'M&qrwa' but tbe lower portion 1. f'roa another boot. The plate on 
p.197 contaiDl a .e1ection or i-Iu trom various books. TbB thr .. 
herom in tbl oentr. are taken rroll To1.IV ot tbe ·Mancwaw• Tbft 
pub1i.ber appear. to haTe been reuinc blocke intended tor an . 
ear1i .. vork. 

'.12. La 'al'll, qp 'ci\,p.l98 

.1'. La Par •• UM thi. ward ...... ral ti ... in the .... ,. wIthout eyer 
clarU'7iDC Ils.. .. n1rw. I a •• ue he rerers to the abi1it7 to endow 
art v1th an ·id ... ·, with tMt intellectual 8ilDirie.ree whioh va. a 
preoccupation ot lI1MtHDth ceDtur, critic i... Dee~lte th11 h. 
obee" .. that Japanese art does ll!U sho" "That att~t at brl~lQ1 



to the surface SOM of the lubtleat, deepet'lt and .oat cOllpHoatt-l 
reeli ... or the II1td, which 111 the soul or the vorks ot Leoardo, 
or Michelaneelo aM of Relllbramt".. In thi8 statement I preeua.. 
hi_ to be eritie1z1nc Japanese art for its lack of 'IIOral preooeupa- ,.~., 

tioD re.tber than itll 1aek of intellectual content. ' 

Th. !lOtion or an intellectual eontent or idea in Ja.panese art a140 
occurs in the vritlDCa or JarTes, Aude1ey, Dresser an:! Alcock .. ., 
ve aball .ee 'belove 

14. "A a.min. Artletlc Rac.·, J.J.Jaryes, Art Jourlpl, 1871. pps. 77, I 

100, 136, 161, 185. 

15. ·Parisian Sl,btll and rr.mh Pritelp1es", ~ev York, Harper and Broe, 
1852. 

16. " ... OU.., •• at the Art or Japan", Lomdo.,.. 18'76. 

17. Janee, gp Cit, p.49. Since the entlre text of the 1871 articles 1. 
incorporate4 .in the ~k, .,at quotatiol'l8 will be ta,ken from the 
~ook. 

18. rau, p.48 

19. Mi, p.44 

20. Ibld. p.45. 

21. ~,p.22. 

22. .DlJJ, p.22...23. 

23 • .Tarvell, . "Gllmpse at the Art or Japan,"p.l45. 

24. .TarT", \~Art Jour-l, 1871, p.161. 

25. JarT •• ,· ... Gll..,lI. at the Art ot Japan, pp.8S-86. 

26. lklj, .p.155. 

"ZI. llUL p .156 

'B. D1., p.162. 

~. "Tale •. or Old Japan-, .l.B. H1.tror4, second aecretarr to the Brl thh 
Legation in Japan. Vlth illustrations out on wood ~r Japanese 
artist.. Tvo Tole. Published b1 Macmillan & Co., 1871, rpt. in one 
Tol. ill 1874, 1876, 1883, 1886 and 1890. 

30. "ChiUIIJ:11Ul"& ar the to,...l LealU.", a Japanes. Ro ... ~ •• traM. fro. 
the ori,i_l b1 r.v. DickiDl, V1th an Introduetion br Hotr_n . 
'tklD1oll vlth not.; With 30 tul1 page 11lutratione drawn fro. 
Jap&Mle &.rtl.t. aid apecl .. M of the Japane •• text 111 taosbdl., 
TOQo, 1875. ADOther eel. 1879, LoDiloD. Thi. \1&. probably the TokJo 
editloD user & toDion tIU.. "'DOther eel. 1880, London, without 
1 Dtrocl_tloD. "'lIOther M. 1881, Lorlll.on, with. on11 25 platee, pub. 
W.!. AlleD.. 



9~/t;~, 
The .torr .... oric1~111 • e.venteentb century puppet pl.,., b.... . I,,!! 
OD .. true inciient, ard then became a 01a8810 ot the tabuk1 theatre. ., \: 

31. 
Many great Japanese printmt.kera illustrated it, rotably Hoku8&l, ), 
Kuni1osh1, (umeada, Toyokuni allODg otherI' •. For a eillpl. &.Coout'ft. ' 
aee "Boltuaai", J. Hillier, chap.III, "Chiul!lillgura" p.2J tt. or 
Stewart, Japlnte. Coloy; Priptt, "Ch1usl~ura". 

32. "Lee lld~lU Ronine", traM. M.J. GaW!serOD, paria, A.. Qunntin, 
1882, and. WTchou-Chln-Ooura ou une .... e~ean::8 japODllise". A Japanese." 
roTe1 trallSl at .. into lrenob b1 A. Damubl~ With -D1 illUIJ- . 
tratioDi b1 Japane,e Art1,tl, 232 pp. avo, Pari., 1886. 

I 

.3.3. k$ .tow.l, 1871, p.l60. 

)4. R.L.!te'YeMon, "B;rva18 ot Book nlW!tratioDI Two Japanese llo .. n: .. ·, 
HI"sine ot Art, 1883, p.8. 

35. I2lj, p.12. 

,6. lltU, p.14 • 

.37. DJJ, p.l5. 
copy 

)8. Th. BritIsh MaS811ll,l.b.a 'been deetroyeda the Victoria ani Albert 
capy i. Id •• inc; other li~rari .. vill only 1eDli the text. Hovfn'er 
I bave d1800TerM a oopy in the t .... Llb!'flry. 

The .ook'a t'ull tItle il ·rucaku Hl,aku-l:ei, or a hundred views ot 
Fuji (lull,..) -1 B<*uaai. Introductory ara e~lanatory pretaees, 
with tranal~tl0. tro. the Japanese aDi deseriptloDI!J of the pIa tee 
by r.v. B'ick1Jl8.· (3 part. ot Japaneee platee ani text; one part 

1Dc1ish translation, etc.) Batltara, London, 1880. . 

)9. Dtaki., Itftoktul&i" OIl cit, introillCtlon, p.XVnI. 

J.o. L. d. ROIIJ,J, ·Autholope JapOJ3lll.,· tradult. en !"ramaill. par Leon 
.e RoeD1, Mt.1aon hUTe et Ci., Pari., l87l. c 

41. 1J?1t, p.23. 

43. Ituitei 'fanetlco, '!o_t, et Sa1dtllJ ~ellee eoenel d. 0·. IIODI. 
peris .. ~l. expo ... IIUl' six twill .. d. paravent". Frenoh traDI!J
latioD by l. 'furrentin1, Gene.,.., 1875-1876, Vith tour plates. 

44. Se. below. pa~e 47iff. 

4S. taman .. , 'JapaDIMe IDtlueme in berioa', p.~6 op cit. 

46.. The Yi.toria am Albert. Mueua', .t~nt _jor . purChase ot Japan ... 
print. w.. ill 1885. '. 

fl14.v.cONlr 
47. "lnoria a~ Alb .. t"Dept. of MDt, aM Dr'!ViIlP, K1'cel.~neouI, 

BozJ5. . 
Liberty" Catalop. ot BaIt.rD ani. other Art objects. I beline t.bat 
the oatalolU. 1, ot q .. rlier date, oirea 1877-1878 •. 

48. tlbert1'1 Catalo .... , p.22, It .. J. 

.. 



40 !. MiDal", op oit, p.41. 
7. 

50. M. Vele,., ".1 Japanese Fan", Cornhill t»Caz1ne, vel. XXXIV , Sept .1876, 
pp.J80-38l. 

\ 
51. lI. Henley, "Bal1ade ot a TOlokun1 Colour Print", Br1e a B~, 1877-

1888, troll Po_ by W.E,Renley, London, 1919. 

For 140,." I poe. llee Collegt .. Pg •• , A1trM NoY's, Lordon, 1Q20. 
"Th. nover ot 01ele Japan" 1s to be toom on p.39, vol.l. 

, .,. 
S3. "Iotaka a Salll11"a1 IS Dauchter", J. Morri", A Japanese Tal. l11us-

t~tM b1 !tanl..,. "004, LoDion, 1885. 

54. "The Aeethetlc )bftMnt ancl the Cult ot Japan-, Robln Spereer, 
2at!locue or thl lin. Art Swiat! , 1972. 

5S. "Th. Aesthetio MonaeDt." Cat&locu., Robin Spemer, Camden Art" 
C.ntr., 197J. 

56. "Th. Aesthetlc MoY •• ent", Catalocue, p.67, lllustrate" 1t. 

57. .Dt1i, p.1OS, 1l1uatratlli. 

58. 

~. 

60. 

One vas published in ~. World or Gilbert and Sulliv.an", 
L. Bailey LonioR 1973. 

"The Dlarl.s or John ltWtkln",S.lctel' A Bd1t ... , loan Jham .abl 
JlQhn.!lovar' .. Vb.1tehoua., Oxt'ori, 1959, p.lOOJ. Sept. 25, 1881. 

"Th. Art TeachlD1 ot JOhlllukin", w. a. ChUlncvood, Rivin«tOM, 
LoDlon, 1900, p.122. 

J.nal.,. a.J.. aDl J .L.BeN .. , "'.ramc .Art or Japan", toll0 H1tloll 
In 7 part. lKl5-J.877, 2 Tol .... 1879, •• 11 N. 1881, tomon. , 
rr.noh tvo TOlue M. traml.&t .. b1 Racinet ani Louisy pualishe4 

18'17-1880. 

Aual'1, "Th. Or._.tal Art. ot Japan· vlth l11UBtratlo~ in th. 
text aDl plate., 74 ot Which are 1n colour and col., to110,' Lorwlon 
1882-1885. • 
!h.r. are nt.D! s.otl0., »raVine am Palntlne, Ellbro14err,. TutU •. 
labrl0., LacquC', lnoru.teri Vort, Metal. Wort, Clolsolm •• Dl .. l, 
Mo •• lli DC, Beral4r1. 

6.2. .l't1l4l111'" paU.h ....... eral catalopea or _ ..... t. oolleetiom,' , . 
• "11~" lIoot. &: etc., tor inetam. "Th. J.rl~ Camnes or Japan vool 'I 
aDil lY01"7", Vith M. Toatilllon, LoDlonl887. 

Bi. 1&.t Vt'r k, wa.. ot JapaDfMl. j,rtw W8.a pal18hecl in 1913. Bov .. 
publi.h .. IJapanM. Marts am Seals·, Lomon 1881, and ·Clolsonne 
blll.l.-, LoDlion, 188S, ani vas vorth. on a lar~. book on Japanea. 
1acqu«r at the ti.· ot his .leath. ~ 

62'e. Se. the preT10u obap~C' tor a 41aoue.loll ot 8L1Terpool ~ Club" 
ani the 1872 nb1~lt.io.. .. 

'3. Lecture 1872, OR aU, p.4. 

6.4 •. , ''''Ie, II'''-llio Art- tntro4uctlon, p.ny. 



65. Lecture, 1872, p.lS. 

66. Burt " writiJli under the title ·P'1ne .lrt", in The Acadep;r, .luC.21, 
1875. 

. 
67. -Orua.ental OutliD8.- W. and a.A.Auis1e" Bat.ford, LoIllion, 1881. 

68. I.L.BowN. "lapaMlLe Mark. aDli Seals·, tOMOn, 1881. 

~. .Aubl." ·Oruaaent&l .Arts or Japan·, pp. 4 ani 22 reSpect1T.l,. 

70. Th •• plat. are all. out.tandine aehineMnt or technique; 74 of 
tM1n are in colour. The relt are he1iorraphs. The plates of 
textiles euoh .... Section III, plat. lOot two deslene in the Bine 
collection are works ot art in th .... l Tes. Section VII on 
·Cloiao~ lDLael.e" cont.aim plat .. ot alllOst uniform excellence. 
Th. sorter for .. ot lacquer, iTori .. ani some pa1rzt11lCII do not 
repro. uo. eo eatietaotoril, •. 

71. Se. a1.o.,... . 
72. 1f. ADlerlon, "The Pictorial .Art. ot Japan" with a brief historical 

.ketch of the &8soeiat_ arts, Lomon, 1886. 

7). Se. abO'A, p.321 for Dr ... er's career ani Journel to Japan. 

74. Dresser, op cit, 1874 Jourpa1 R.S.A., 'eb.6, 1874, p.21l tt. 

7S. l'lU, p.211 

76. nu" p.214 

77. s •• S, Bur,y, "SllTer •• aiCDB ot Christopher Dresllerw, Apollo, 1968, 
ani S. DlIraDt., ·Obr1etopher Dresser', exhibition eatalo~e, lq72. 

'78. Drelser, 1882, OR c1t, p,lSO. 

79. With tbe uaual exception ot I_kin. 

eo. 

. 81. 

, 84. 

The fir.t perlon to pl"elent thil the.ia va. Pevlner in "Pioneer. 
of tne f'lo,ern !'l0\r,e.ent." Lon.on 1.936. 

Dr ... er , op clt, Jom-Dill Soc. Arta, Vo1.IXVI, 1873 1 p.l69rt • 

Dreeser ·.lrchi.tectur • .to,. op olt, p.3l9.· 

lonaai voul. appear to It. r.epoll8iltle tor the plate., on pp.JOO~JOI 
ot vaT" in th. st,l. ot lorin; p.296 Bir .. fro. the a*l\('W&- TOI. 
II; pp.J06-J07, Ora,*, b, a etrea.J p.292, Bircl frOIl the "Mancva·. 
The otMr plat .. &.r. 1., II1DOr artletl. 

Ale.ek ''In}l!Hle!9e Art" Art Jour.al 1875 ~~ ... ~slCtlff. 2~OUf, 333ff 
1876 . J1a.~e~ A, lff 1I3ff. . , aDi -Art alii Art Imuatriee in 

JapaD-' Vita 106 111wnratl0. tro. the oricinal. Japanese drawinc., 
toDlon, 1878. I vi11 ,I" r.t ... m •• tro. the book alone, . 

8', Alcock, 1m, on ;1\, p.ll 

86. .D1j, p.l26. " 

'. 

1 '. 
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tf1. lI11L p.2J8 • Alcock quotes troll Ruskin's lateat \lork at that till. 
_ the "!,&w ot Fi8801e" (1877) - not from the sourCeft u~ed by the' 
earlier writers. 

88. "lIothing can ad11lme art in any detail of this accursed lIItl.Ch1ne ana 
i.Til driTen EnelaM till ahe changes her mild in Jltiny th1tlcl ", 

Alcock, 9p clt. p.)S. 

199. ,W.i, p.l4q 

90. ML p.134 

91. ~ p.254 

92• Perb&pa thi. 1. tenT" tro. 'rd •• 

9). 'ara_r ot Jap&De8. OrDlllent am. Desiln vith introduction. 
'eaorlptlTe aDd a_lytic text', b1' Tho_. Cutler, tomon, 1m. 

I 

94. In -Blut- V;yDib&. Levi- blesses Iorin and. the work ot other East .. n 
arttat •• 

95. Duret IVo,.,e en uie-. Tbi. 1. 4lIscu8aei aboTe. 
~ ~ 

96. Se. Burty -Maltr. et Petit. Maitr .. -, pp. ZlJ-274 and abo ... e. 

" . tf'/. L. GoDSe, IL'Art Japo.1. et Ion lntluem. sur le gout Europeen", 
Bem, 'n Art. DlcoratU.". Ye1.lVIII, 1898, p.98 et seq. 

98 •. Ide •• 

99. Zola IAwe Bolileur 4 .. na ... • XIV, p.440, in Oeuyr", COPm1~t'. M. 
,. BerDOUllN, 1928. 

100. Maupu.ant, 'Be1 AId.-, p.36, OOdard. edt quoted in Sohwrtz, op c1t, 
p.l04. . 

101. De Gomourt Jou:rllfll l876. LUll.! 8 .a.i. 

102. Bouaquet, 't'Art J'ap0!ll11. " R.D.D., 18'77, p.316. 

103. Che.neau op cit, G.B.A., 1878. 

104. »e Gomoart clo •• not reoort hl. att.DIl&no. in the Jour~l, perhaps 
as Scbwe.rts eucgeete4 out ot .1_10_1 tor !lervlll.r, thoueh in rq 
oplld.oD 1 t w. out ot a d .. lr. to aY01. a tlannd.nc COllllr8nt on the 
work ot a fri.DII. Mae. yaud.t recorda the ..... nt in her "SoUT~ndrl 
auto1ll' 4 IUD 'crOUP. I1tt.ralr.·, Parl., 1910, p,!)S. . 

The pla, vu pub1i.h .. ln 1876 b1' Le_rr. ot pari •• 

105. Sohwarta ob •• "_ that thi. opera w.n 01'1,1.111 adT..ti.e4 __ 
cal1M 1tIfh. M1kUo- ba\ that th1. tlt1. va. obaDled. It,y tbe o.lIter 
uDiler pr .. nr. tro • .T.,. ... 41ploJl!l101. 

106. TerlaiM. Mania,• 11mnlto17 - quoted bJ &hwarts 9p q1~J p.4), 
. DOt. 3. . . 

l07.s .. tor lnata •• , .t. Draloll ~"lal·, 'a Ch1.I."llOftl·, 1869, or 
the "Ll"9N tu .T.... ,.,.,. . ,. ~'J., tNMlat10u tro. Cb1nele poetrl • 
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106. See Ph.!urty, ILe Sa10D de 1883', Pari_, 1883. Her~a .b"wed, hil 
collection of JapaMe. art at the ,1883 retrospectiTe emibition 
dllteUSled below. 

109. G.B.A. April, 1882, p.420. 

110. Sabatler tL'Esthetlque de/GoDCourt8", Pari8, 1924, p.364, cited by 
Sohwartl; op oU, p. 

Ill. Sebwartl, ~, pp.72-73. 

112. or. Ges1111 'Que8tioDS lur 1 'art oriental en ,e~ral et en part1cul.{er 
lur L '.Art du JapOI1", Htao1J:r. de Societe el" nudes Ja.pomietl, 
To1.1, pp.20-24, paril, 187 .J.87~. ", I • " 

113. The rol1oviDC are thl re1.,art. entries in the De Gon:ourt Journal 

A. 
B. 
O. 
D. 
I. 
l. 
Q. 

19 Sep.I873 
24 Oct., 1874. 
Froa .rapon, 30 Oct. 1874.' 
16 Oct., 1875. 
17, '..,..1876. 
12 Oct., 1876 
4 Ma1,1877 aM 23 Jui11et 1877. 

I. 14 JUM, 1880. 
J. 25 Ani1 1883. " 
1I3h 18 quotei fro. Burty "Ja,aaese Pottery." 0, cit P 200, 
114. See Maurice Tourneux, "Ph111.ppe Burt,', G.B.A.., 1907, pp.388-402. 

115. fbi. 11 iilousled abo~, aee ppl.249 et seq. 

116. Ita Republ1que Fraaaa18e- 25 J.prU, 1874, cited in Jacques Letbe~e, 
·I~el.ion1ltea et S,wbo11st .. de?&1'lt la Presee", Paris, 1959, 
pp. 64 am 67. Th. artlc1e appeare. on the eaIM day as the abus ive 
artlcle by Lou1a Leroyln 'Cbari~ri', tra.d1tlo~lly said to h&Te 
,i~n the IlIIIpressiom.ltl th.ir .ae. 

117. See Mlrce1 ~erln, -14p.r Genalne Hilaire Degas Letters', OxtoN, 
1940. -Lettera to Bre.cquellOM ant BurtT', pp.)7-4). 

118. Far a reprint or theee articles 8e. Venturi "A.rcb1~81 ie L'Impre88-
lonni e• e, Paril 1938, pp.287-lq6, and Letheve, op c1t, pp •• "75,87, ' 
102, 106, 125, 195, 280. . . 
I bave not been able to cODlult Burty'a novel "Gra~e I~ruJtenc.", 

Paris, 1880, which' recOUDtIl the histo17 ot Iapre8810niSJIl &.8 BurtT 
knev it," althoUCh thi •• , prorlje a p(,)8itlTe 11m between Burt,.'a 
Japon1I" am bis ier.nee or IlIpreeeioDiI •• 

U9. See aboye, p. 98. 

120. See -aealia_nee Litter.ire et Art let iqu.' , 'YOl.1, 1872, p.60. 
Burt7 val attr&ct" to lDc1aDl in that ,ear" b1 the work ot Aucisley 
aDil Belli .. , lee hi8 ren., or their -Ier&aic Art', Aga~d'lZ, Alii_ 21, . 
1875 aDli aboTe. He aut bave .HI1 the Siebold collection t~t the 
Brltula "IU acqu.1r" 1n 1869. " 

121. The ... te or the ..,..d· 1. probl .. tioal. Burty •• nt.loDil M.a • i. So,1 
in oOIl.-ot10. Vi tJa 1 t. De Gomourt olal_ tbat" Burty valone of de 
Soye" .uto ..... De acero'" cla ••••• tarte. In th~ early 1860'1, 

,~ .. 
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hoyne!" Burt," great purot2.a ... or Japan ... print. vhleh h. deacrl'b.-, t,j 
oaul. DOt. haTe takell plao. b.--ore I8&:), vb.n he had & s_l1 eollect1on,:~ 
on Ihov at the UIdon ie. Beaux Arta_' . , '.1 
Burt, olll,. had a .~I Ihow ot printa at the 1869 Umon dee Beaux . ".:;:,\ 
Arta exhibition, I •• abOTe_ He could haTe boucht lUtl. dunrw th.',! 
}"renco-Pru8s1an War. 

. . " 
122. ·ta R.DIlUs&me Litterair •• t Artlltiqu.·, vol.2, 1873, p.4. 

12). For B.-t1'1 collection of 'ar katern books e •• E. Leroux and 
S. B1D1, ·Vent .... Ph.Burt,', 1991. G.P. Vellberg in hil theal. oa 
Burt, hu d • .,Dltrat_ that theae bookl vera bought as th.y vere 
pubitlhed. 

124. The leyeD artie1 .. ar. to b. aeell on the to11oviDl pacea or -La 
!ten. Lit. et Art·. .All are eDtltl" -JapoDi"me-. 
I. pp.25-26, 1872. 
II. pp.59-60, 1872. 

III.pp.8J-84, 1872. 
If. pp.la,-107, 1872. 
V. pp.122..J.23, 1872. 
TI. pp.3-5, 1873. 

VII. pp.Sl-5J, 1873. 

'125. Gom01l1"t JourDll1 19 Jam .. 187i 
. Burt, lhoved De 00"01l1"t "un rouleau (J) de pelntur .. japoJlila8/J de 

plal haut; 111telr8t. Cleat U!18 6tude en plua1era p1amhee, Qe la 
eo..,oeitloD "'UD COrpl apr •• 1a .,rt. Cleat d'un .-cabre aUe.tId 
que je De ero,.i. pu POU'f'OiI' •• retrouTer ona 1'A.rt de l'htre
Ori.ut-. 

l.26. The r.1 .... Dt T .... of ·Une CbarocneW i. 
-, Et 1~ <,iel l'et.::o.ri.l~t'la- carcaB~ su,erbe 

Uo.ae une fleur B~epaftouir 
l'a l'uQft,teu%' ~t&:U.i;-rrorte,.que sur l'hcrbl! 

"VQllS cr~tt~.~TOU. (Tal'louir. 
Sa .. B"al.air .. , F. "'rta, Pqu1n, 1961, p.48. 

127. G.l.V.tab." "BurtT' Ph.D. JOh11 RopJdm, 1969, clal_ that Burt, 
1. d1aplaJ1. an ob .... ioD vith cl .. tb liJd.lar to that tOUDli 1n 
fto_at1c DOYel. IMh AI ·C.mU .. , ani 1t1aulated by the .icht or 
tha -IV' .ea. alllll _i1at .. boti.. mda~ during the Coaune.· I 
d1-cr" ItroDg11 vith thie alDlpl11t1c read1. or Burt;,'e re.ponse 
to ,the 1_ ... 

'128. lJ2.U, pp.1)7-J.39. 

1~. 8. !loall&l., ·1!1atoir ..... -.Dta1la ch •• to'Qll 1 •• peu:pl .. et d. 
. . ,tout .. 1 .. -(poqll .. -, Parl. Libra,.le ReD)ual"cI, 1875. Se. pp.JO-)6 
" t~ 1hD't7" aomrlMa\laD. 

130., UYel'pool J:r\ Club eata1op. of all exh1bltioll at taM, 1874, 
.. ,',' BDe. .~..q4.,' \ 

131. n. anSa1 .. al". AI tollow • 
• Japo1d.l... ./.: 
at. , .... cI. Q_Ut, 
".tl"o ••• 1& Vi. lev ... X-
-Pat!"a ..... 1& T1 ..... _. IX-
·B1no1H 4. t. P08'\ .... 10-Hat1-

.' . 
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132. "Ja.POniSlr.8 ConfereJ'lcea df!,M. nurty", I.tArt, 1877. p.116. i. 

133. "Lp. Japon Ancien et Le Japon Modeme", L'Art, W10. 

1,4. The article is discu~sed in the chapter on the 1070 exhibition. 

135. Ph. Burty, "La Ctramique J<lponaise", Paris, 18&(;. 

136. See S. Bing, "Artistic Japan". 
Vol.II.lb. Burty, "Japanese Swords" pp.111-121, 

"Japanese Pottery", pp.139-141. 
) ( ... 

1(117: ~lwartz, op cit., p.72. 
I' 

"",1)8."':'i'le other proposed titles were on Gakoutei, Hiroshif,'e, Korin (hie 
lacquer work)t Ritzouo (hiB laquer work), Gamboun (carver of 
netsuke, etc.) Matzanoa (carver of netsuke), Kawadl~i - Tomomitche 
(ciseleur de gardes de sabre), Yuzen (embroidery), Kenzan (potter). 

, 

139. p r.antz. ,"L' Ex-,os1 tio. c.e'~ 'A.rt ... aponr~ j:~." Gazette ce's Bell,ux-Arts 
1. 'j83 pa,'e4 00rf../ \ 

140. Se~ De Goncourt, "Cherie", Paris, 1884, preface. 

141. Goncourt Journal, 3 April, 1880. 

142. Edmond and Jules De Conoourt, "French XVIII century painters", 
London, 1948, trans. with an introduction by Robin Ironside, pp.1-2. 

143. De Goncourt, "Maison d'un Artiste", vol.1, ppa.203 & 207. 

144. De Concourt Journal, 11 Juin. 1884. 

145. ~, 1876, 11 Janvier. 

'146. This s~gge8tion 1s made by Schwartz, op cit., at several points. 

147. H. Honour "Chinoiserie" makes this mistake. 

148. Goncourt Journal, Vendredl, 1er Mars, 1872. 

149. ~. Lund!, 20 Mal, 1872. 

'" ,150. ~., Mereredi. 19 Aout, 1874. 

151. ~ •• 3 Juillet 1876. 

':,152. ~., Mardi, 31 Oct. 1876. 

153. W:Maison d'an Jrt1ate", vol.II.pp.'43-345. 

,154. Ibid, p.'56 • 

• J 155~· Sohwartz, OR ci t. 

,156. See articles in Paris Journal, Aout, 25,26, 'and Sept.4, 1869. 
quoted by Cl'Ouzet, "Durant1 - Un Meconnu du Realiame", Paris, 1964. 
Crouzet's work and Tabary, "Duranty", Paris, 1954, are the major 
sources for information on lAlran.ty's oritioism. 

157. Tabary, op cit •• p.158. 
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'158. Duranty. "La. Nouvelle Pelnture", ~ propos du gr0up{'~' .1.l"t~fj tf]:J lui 
expoeedAns les galerleeIA:rand-Huel,I'ariD l:;.Dpntu, 1 1;7() , Hrt.Padt;; 
1954 with notes by J. Adhemar. 

~ . 
Duranty. "L'BxtI'eme Orient" Revue d'llisemble des Art::; 
l'Exposition Universelle", Gazette des Deaux-Arts, 2e 
1er Decembre. 1818, pp. 1011-1048. 

'" MdatiCluf's a 
pr>riodc XVIII . 

159b.Duranty "Japonisme" reprinted in "La Lecture R~tro3p('~ti'/(' 1891. 20 
Nars.pp.64}-649. originally in La Vie Hoderne l er annte, 26 Jujn, 
1819, p.118. 

I 

160. Duret "Le8 Pe1ntres Impresa1on1etes", 1877, rpt. Crjtiqu~ d' Avant 
Garde, 1885, pp.64-61. 

161. Essay on Monet, 1880, rpt. Critique d'Avant Garde, r88~ p.98. 

162. Duret, "L' Art JapoWlis. les livres illustres - les albums imprlmi's _ 
Hokusai", G.B.A., I~e2. • tXXVI, ppa.ll3 and 300. 

16,. Durst, C.n.A., 1882, op cit, p.lla. 

164. ~, p.130• 

165. Ibid, p.300 

166. Ibid., p.302. -
167. Duret, Critigue d' Avant Garde, p.l}l!!. 

168. ~, p.148ff. 

For ]ousquet's articles see F~~~~ des Deux Mondes, 
"l a tRe~:tre au Jaj~ •• " 15 aout 18'(4 Ja~e 72 • 
• ile Japoll conteJl,~~al." 15 ee,t 1877 ,4bct 1877. 
" De 'Y'e •• o a Pari •• " Dec 1877 pc:t(e 721 I Jan I877 :"a~e 18 
I5 j~n 1817 ra~e 310. . , . 

"La com.cr~e lie la Chine et ill ·JQJlon." juilliet 187-B pate 84. 
Other ~rt~cl~s Rre cite. paesl.'in 'hi~ the~l~. 

170. Bousquet. R.D.D. op cit, 1811,pp.288ff. 

171. 1,lli, p.291. 

172. ~, p.,09. 

173. ~, p.312. 

174. ~, p.315. 

175. Ibid, p.320. 

176.ll!a. p.292. 

" 117. Ibid, p.3'3. -
178. "I.e Japan Arti.t.". Pari a , 1879. There is a copy o! this in the . 

Viotoria and Albert Mueeum Library. ttJaponisme", L'Art, 1880.p.266, 
vol.,1. "L'Art Japonala",L'Art, 1680,p.250, vol.2 • .. 

; 
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179. tflUstoire d 'un Desslnateur, comment on apprcnd ~ c}c8siner", Viollet 
Le Due, Paris, 1880. 

" ), 

~ ~ 180. ~,pp.218-219. G. Fralpont L'Album Japona1~tI, }aris,1879, 2nd 
ed.Paris, 1887, 30 plates. 

181. The volume was called "Ornements du Japon Hehaus8~s de dessins sur 
40 planch;s en chrollloli thograph~ rehausses d 'or et d 'argen.t. 
One of six volumes of "Encyclopedie des arts dccoratifs de l'Orlent" 
in six.vols. 

" 182. T. Hayashi "Le Japon Illuatre" special edt tion of Pads Illustre, I " 
¥dY 1886, No;45/46 • . 

PART THREE EXHIBITION FOOTNOTES 
. , 

183. G. :Bousquet, "La Chine et Le Japon a L'Exposition de 1878", RevufO 
dee Deux Mondes, 1878, Vol.XXVIII,pp.556-558, 

184. Goncourt Journal, Jeudi, 10 Oct. 1878. 
, , 

185. Chesneau, "Le Japon a Paris", L'Art Ancien et teArt Moderne a 
L'Exposltlon Internationale de 1878. 0, c1t. G.B.A. 

186. E. Bergerat, "Les Chets d'oeuvre de l'Exposition Unlverselle de 
1818", Paris, 1818, passim. 

187. Bibliographioal note .for·1878 exhibition; 
The 
A. 

:B. 

(; . , 
D. 

main souroes tor this study area 
Gazette des Beaux-A.rts, "L'Art Ancien 'et L' Art Moderne a 
L'EXpoaition de 1878", 2 vole. edited by L. Gense, P .. rie I£l1~. 
articles trom the G.B.A. including on the Far Eastern appearance, , . . 
"Le Japon a Parie", E. Chesneau. 
"Revue de l' Ensemble 11es Arts Asiatiques", Duranty. 
"Lea Laques Japon&1sea au Trocadero", &~ruesi. . 

H. Hous3aye "La tour iu Monie ),1 1 Expos1 ticn Univer.elle" 
Revue lee Deux Mo •• ea '15 juilliet I878 l'a.~;es 365-383. 

"Le Japon Ancien at Le Japon Modeme", Ph. J3urty, L'Art, nne 
CV, p.251. 

" :.... "Le Japon a L'Expoaition Universelle de 1818~. Deuxieme Partie; 
Art" eduoation .t renseignement etc., ParistB la Commission 
Imperiale.du Japon, 15, Avenue de MatigLon 15, 1878. 

Apart from theae main souroes there are many othe~ minor references 
·in the writings of De Goncourt and other Japanese enthusiasts. 
Reterences will be &iyen briefly to autho~ or publisher and page. 

, , 
f E "La Ceramique de l'Extreme Orient", P. Gaenault, G.B.!., 1878, 

on the appearance of ,; pa~e'890ffand other general articles which touch 
. Par Eastern art. ' • 

I; 

F. "Chet. d'oeuvre. da l'!tq>osition Univereelle", E • .Bergerat, 
Paria, 1878. 

G "The Illustrated Paris Exhibition of 1878", pub. by the London 
Illustrated Nevs in Parifi, 1816. 

. 



]I 
• 

I., 

J' .' 

K •. 

"L'Album de l'Expoe1tion de 1878", Glucq, l'aris, 1B7U, this .is 
an excellent source of photographs. 

" . "L'Art et L'Indus'trle a l'.r~poaltion de 1878", C. 13lanc, f",rie, 
1879. 

"Catalogue de 1 'Exposi tion. Historique du Trocacte'ro", Paris, 
1878 • 

. Artioles in the Revue de. Deux Mondes, 1878. 
trIA Commerce de la ChiJle et du Japon", G. Bousquet, p.04. o~ cit! 
"La Chine et Ie Japon a l' Exposi ti on Uni verselle", C. Bousquet, 
p~556. . . 

,.188. l3ouaquet, -La. Chine at Le Japon", ·p.558. 

·189. Duranty', G,B.A., p.536. iI "L'Art aneieI et l'A.rt MoierIe." 
Con~e ei ¥arie I878 op cit. 

191. Con.e,"Coup d'oeil i Vol d'oisea.u sur I 'Exposition Universelle", 
G.B.A., 1818, p.6. 

192. P. Sedille, "X,'irobiteoture au Trocad'ro", \.i.13 • .l~.:p. 256. in 
in "~,Art A~ciem et l'Art Moier~e." Gonae ei ~~ril .. • 

193. L. Gonae, G.B.A., op clt, p.11. I878 0, oit 

:' 194. Por Robert Hart's aotivities, see Marina Warner, "The Dragon Empress", 
; London, 1972, p.e3 and passim. 
'. 

S~lle.· ItL'Architeoture au Champa du Mars", G.B.A." 233 
i. "L'Art A.cie~ et l'lrt·MoierDe." Go.se ei ~aris IR78 

." . . , It '. 0, cit 
Sidille. ilL' .Aroh1 teoW.re du Trocadero , ,G. B. A., J. 247 f f 

in "L' Art ADcien ~t l' Art J·loierne." Gonl!le ei .Pari. 1878 
Bou.quet, R.D.D •• p.558. 0, cit. 

. ' ,. ",./..-

.~ 198. Douanes Mari tilles. Imperiales III serie General No.5. Catalogue 
:;_. Special de 1a Collectioll Expo8ee au Palaie du Champs de Mare, 
· Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1878, Publie par ordre du Direct~ur 

. General dee Douanes. 

The officials responsible in China. were, 

· ' G. Clov·er (Shanghai), G. Detring (Chefoo). 'R. Bredon (Canton). 

The as.embly of the exhibition in Paris was supervised by the same; 
'i, G. GloTer ~lth J.D·. Campbell, A. Novion and C. Jamieson. 

I' . 

i·, '99~BoU8qu.et, R.p.D. p.559 
, ' 
:. 2qo. Bo\188qe, i:D.D., p.}7'.: 
.... ":'., . 

· 201.; De Ooncourl ~ J ouma.!, Jul;" 1878. 
" ~ .. 

20,; c. Blano In "Les Beaux Art. ~ l'Sxposition de 1878", Pari., chez 
·~enouard, 1 vol.1878. 

This pa ..... was quoted in ironic satisfaction by BUrty in L'Art. 
H. had quarrelled with Blanc in the early 1870's, pa~tly &s a 

-, 

. " 

re.ult of hi, involvement with Japanese art and re8igned from the C.B.A. 

" , .. . . 
~ ; 



204. Chesneau, G.B.A., p.,90. 

205. P. Gasnault, G.B.A., p.488. 
~ 

206. H. Houssaye, R.D.D •• p.313. 
• 

207. De Goncourt, op cit., p. 351. 

208. DresBer~ or clt~, p.341. 

209. Bousquet, R.D.D., p.341. 

210. Maeda, "Les Laquea du Japon", Revue Scientifigue de la France et 
de l'etranger, 15 Ju1n~ 1878, p.1113!!. 

211. A tray or' stand on legs acquired in 1817 shows a series of storks 
above waves 1n a crude blue and wh1te. 

/ 

212. .~" .. . 4 Epbruasi. "Lea Laques Japon.a1s au Trocadero". 
Gazette .es Beaux Arte l.81[)pa~es 954-968. 

214. Gasnault, OF cit., p.470. 

I 

215. The dates of the three occasions are recorded in Concourt's Journal; 
31 Oct. 1878. Dinner at Matzugata's. 
6 Nov. 1818. Dinner at Charpentier's. 

\. ., 
F ~t 

t· . 

. , 

28 Nov. 1818. Dinner at :Burty's. '.' 

I ~216. De Goncourt I~son d'un Artiste' Vol.II.356-359. 

t -211. For thes. lectures a •• "Conferences au Pa1aia du Trocadero". Paris, . ", 

1818, p. 31 ff. for Trelat's lecture and p.117ff. for Feer's 
lectUrs.' . 

218. G.B.!., 1818, op cit, vol.1. p.270. 

V Cherbullicz. liLa !,einture a:l'Ex,o~dtiQn univt:r~t~lleo-219. • ..... \, 
Revue ees Deux Monie. 15 aout .L878 ,a~e. e58-e62 see ,a~e 873. 

220. "An American Palace", by S.G.W. 13enjamin, Magazint" of Art, 1881, 
p.1,7 • 

. I 

-221. Chesneau. G.B.A., op oit., p.392 • 

. 222. All 1nformation on this exhibi tion 1s in "Catalogue ot the Bxhibi tion 
I ot Chine.e and Japanese .Art by the Dur1ington Fine Arts Club", . 

. . 

,~. 

E. Dillon, London, 1878. 

For information on th1e exhib1 tion 8ee "Catalogue de 1 t Expos! tion 
retroapectI! de 1'art japonai. awe galeriee Geo,rges Pet! ttl t L • 
Gon •• ·• Pari., 188,. .. 

!be !ull li.tot ooll.otors ~ho made loans 1. as fol1Q~81 

Mae. Sarah Bernhardt MM.J .M.Heredia-
MM. S. Bing Alphonse HIrsch 

HenrI :Bouilh.t General Ida 
Phillippe Burt" Ci. goaho-kaisha, du Japon 

Mme. Louis Cahen MM. Lanayer: " 
M. 1e oomte Abraham Caaondo. Mitsui, du Japon 

.' , 

'r . 



M. Ie cornte Isaac Camondo. 
M. Ie comte Ni8sim Camondo. 
MM.' Deudon 

Theodore Duret 
Charles Ephrussi 
Louis Ganse 
Charles Haviland 

224. Gonae, catalogue, op cit, p.481. 

MM. E.-L.Non tefiore 
,D. Ni ttin ' 
GeorgeR 1 'eti t 
Antonin Prnust 
Edmond TaiL'11Y 
Georges Vi bert 
Wakai, du Japan 

I 

225. See Swann, "Art and Architecture of Japan", Pelican, p.42 passim • 
. 

226. Paul fll8.ntz, "L 'Exposi tion de l' Art Japonais", G .B.A., 1883. pa(;8 400ff 

221. See NTh. Japaneee Village" Illustrated London News, Feb.21, 1885. 
and 
Buhicro8&n (Otakes~) Japan Past and Present, London, '886. 
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..... 
Hnys;:'lOlT',s. S·\J.on de 1879. "- j'almexoais m~cux toutcs lea (;ha.1l·bre3 
dt) I' ~po~:i. Hon tapiss(es des chromes de? C'H~"ret au de ces 
lr:(>rvtt,illeu3es feuilles du jap~n qui val~~t un franc 1a pi~ce, 
plut?t que de lea voir tachetees ainsi par un ~~a9 de choses 
tristes." 

\ 

, 
- See "L'Art !lodern", ~ari[; J929 o~ l'a~e I5. 

/ 

\ 

1/ 
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1. J.K.Huys!Ilal1s ,"Salon de 1880", reprinted in L't,rt j·.o<iprnc-,f),uot"d 
here from Huysmann, OeuvrE's Complet(>~, Vol.VI, L'Art ~jod(>rnc, ]'tJris 
1929 - Ed. G. Cres et Cie. 

2. This p.rocess "Of recognl tlon of Japanese elements wi thi.n r,anet':-
paintings had been going on in asjdes in v~rious "Salons" and 
exhibition reviews. The first I know of is th~ 1872 revi('w of Jules 
Claretie who commented on the "Kearsage and l.labaITJa" as t00 Japan- I 

ese in style. Huyemans himself praised r1anet' s b(,rrowin{~ from 
Japane8e art in his 1879 Salon, as we shall see. See Jules Claret1e. 
"L'Art l"r:1n~ .. 1~ e. J..812." ;i.a "Pedntres et Seul,teu"l'~ Conte.p~ra!Il'~ 

,. Tabarant quotes from the inventory on p.106, '(~ari. 1882.) 

The Chinese screen was in ~anet's studio but many other items were 
at his mother's home and Bome of hiB work at other place:i. It may 
be that ~~et had·once owned Japanese prints but had given them away • 

. 
4 •. T. Duret, "r.anet and the French Impressionists", trans. J.E. 

Crawford FH tch, London, 1912, p.102. The original F'rench addition 
was printed in '902. 

5. ~ee above, sections on Duret and Cernuschl, Durpt as critic, and on 
the 1883 exhibition. 

6. Orient! No.131. 

7. Orient! No.192. 

8. Orienti No.229. 

9. Orient! No.320. 

10. It 1s tempting to identify it with the Chinese screen of the inven
tory of Manet's studio but no "Chinese" screen would hrwt: such an 
open composi tlon - it \{QuId have been a Beri€S of repee tf'd motifs 
covering the whole of the screen. 

11. For instance Bee De Leiris in "The Drawings of Edward M3.llet".op cit. 

12. Orienti No.121. 

'Courthion op cit., p.102. 

The quotation is from the second verse of the poemJ 
,/ . 

"Les soirs illumines par 1 'ardeur de charbon 
Et les soirs au baleon, voiles de vapeurs roses 

... ~ Que ton sein m'etait doux! que ton coeur m'etait bon: 
Nous avona dit souvent d'impiriseables choses 
Lea soirs illumines par 1 'ardeur cA.U charbon." , " 

See Hamilton "Manet and his Critics". p.129. 1869, ff. 
, . 
15. 

15B .. 

Orient! No.e160 and 268 reepertively. 
~uotei by Hicharisom. "Manet." LonioD. ani New York 1958. 

, pa(,e 162. . from La Renaissance Li tte'rai re et 
" 
Artistique, Nov.2 1872. Presumably the date of 1873 is the date of 
the first exhibition of the painting. ~ 



,1 i 16. This SUt:,~I"stion_j~ made in p;~St;lnt: t-y ~andblad rJnd othcrc. 
lrueri. "L'Oe"Tre GTave lie Manet." Parie 1944 revieei J.e. 
ll~r~i6NcwYo::'k;r~n?' ~ho-\,s. the qlianti ty and Vilr j f':'ty 01' r-:anet' s 

work J;ncreas~s dr..unatlcally aft.er lUh? 

I:} 
,17.! 

. 
18. This is discussed earlier in this thesis. Th(> bas de page illus-

'I. trations and Hiroshige print are l11ustrilted, nos. 28 & 29 

19. _ Guerin Cat.No.74, a watercolour study for this print, De Leirjs 
Cat.No.221 shows considerable JRpanese influence. 

20. Hiroshige, Hokusai and Y.uniyoshi all designed famous prints of catM. 
(The Kuniyoshl prints are illustrated in Robinson. "i':uniyoshi", 
Plates 52, 53 and 54). All these could have been seen by Xanet and 
he would have assumed that they were all by Hokusai. 
Adelina'e book is J. Melina, "Le Chat dtapres las Japonais", illus. 
wi th 11 tho graphs by the author. ~louen, 1893 • 

. 21. Guerin, 53 • 

. 22. De Leirie Cat.No.226, No.225, "Chat sous un Chaise", a brush drawing 
and Nos.228,229,230 and 231 show some interest in Oriental drawing 
metilods. 

,I' 23· Ibid, Noe.552 and 553. -

:.' .... 
1\', 
"I'>' 

I ,". . ,. 
-' ; ...... 

, '. 

. , . 
" , 

I 

.i 
Cuerin, op cit., No.52. 

For instance, the.brushwork for the design of birds on the jardiniere 
clearly reflects the liberated brush which as I have shown above was 
"invented" by Manet. under the stimulus of Far Eastern art. The 
composition of the work as a whole can be seen as derived from 
Japanese prints in that the central figure is allowed a flat, 
spatially indeterminate position on an imaginary area forward from 
the picture plane and all the other elementa of the composition are 
arranged "decorat~vely." around him, rather than in any form of 
spatial logic - note for instance the Arab s~ord in th~ lower Ipft. 
It is interesting to see how difficult Manet found it to fit the 
"three dimensional" still life of the !teal into this cocposition • 
Japanese artists encountered similar problems with small intricate 
areas three-dimensional which were e~sentlal to their human Signi- ' 
ficance of their work, notably in Surimono's. M3n~tts attitude to 
still life was gradually altered by the Japanese example. 

" i' ". 
4,,' 
"""f 

• 

Not'six as declared-by Tabarant and others. See Orient! 126 A, B, 
121A, B,-128, 129 and 1;0. 

;27. Ibid. No.1;O. 

',,28. Hillier, "Hokuea!", figs. 56 and 57. 
~ ., 
:29. Stewart, Oil cit, Plate 18. 

> ,0. See above, Section One. 

31. The exception to' this is Boudin who influenced ranp.t ~ndircctly 
and affected j·1onet di rectly. 

32. De Leiria l~':Tlores -the sienificance of thf! Jar_anes€' f>xamp1£- in his 
catalogue and als', in his carljer articles. ;)QP " ... ·.:1r.et: Su!' la 
J'lage de ooulogne", G. B.A.,I96I, 1'.53. 
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The comparisons mity te mau(' u:Hnt-~ J)P. Lciris' jllu,;t!'r.tion~ - Cat. 
No. 250 and :>49. 

35. G.D.A., 1969, p.56. 

}6. Orient! 126A and B. 

See Adrian Stokes, "The Future and Art", in A Game that mU9t be Lost, 
collected papers,Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire, 1973, p.l?5. , 
Stokes quotes from an uncited lecture by Andrew }'or~ on this prob-

, ) I 

lem, linking the new opeT."e.~of subject matter to :4>uchamps Ready 
Mades and c~ntemporary performance art. 

~7B. See Duret G.B.A. 1882, op cit, p.}09. 
,/ 

38. Guerin, No.58. The comparison is made in rves I "The Great wave", 

39. 

40. 

New York, 1974, and elsewhere. In this comparison as in most of 
those which her book consists rYes makes thE" same superficial ::\nd 
approximate analogies that have marred all previous works on the 
Japanese influence on nineteenth century western art. 

See stewart, op cit, rlate 10, for the fihono Station. 
. , ./ 

See J. Claretie, "L'Art Francais en 1872", trans. and quoted by 
Hamilton, op cit, p.157. 

. ( 41 •• • Guerin 63 A-C, Gros, "La. Fleuve" was published by Librarie de 1 'Eau 
Forte, 61, Rue Lafayette (1874). 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

See.illus.No.25, Section One • 

/' 
Edgar Allen Poe, "Le Corbeau", trans.S. Mallarme, I'aria, Lesclide, 
1875. 

For Kyoeai see ~bove p. ~41Many ,of Kyosai's crows are reproduoed in 
J. Conder. "P;dntiu~s anti !ltU.les by K~wana be Kyo2ai '0 Tokyo an .. 
. :: : Loncl on I9II. 
One may observe many of the nineteenth century acco~ts of Japanese 
brush technique choose to describe the .painting of a bird as the 
archetype of Japanese style, Bousquet, Veron and ~resser all do so • 

. / ..' 
Guerin, No.84 - Proofs in the BUrty Collection are dated Janvier 
1875, in Burty's own hand. 

46. Guerin No.86 A. 

;:' 47. E.A.Poe, "The Raven" quoted from "The Poems of i~dlSclr Allen Poe", 
London.'907. 

48. To push this observation further one may note that the eni6tllati c 
Raven perches on the "pallid" bust of Pallas. Cl(\ssicism grows pale 
and 11fele8s before the onset of enigmatic rr.oderrdst attitudes. sn.i 
that ~Anet may have seen the Raven as symbolic of hi~own arti~t1c 
and human predicament 8S no doubt did :&udelaire Ilnc Hn llame. 
va th Dloderni ty one must hnvc meln.ncr.oly anc; enil;nd. He·nee the 
"modern" ,lo'ar .i:..aRtern style j!j' Ch03HI to rerJr(>:;;rnt tr. is jilC'mma and 
its personif! ca tion the It(\v(m. I r.w ke tr: i s ra th·:!'" r.it':' ve su~.:E?3 ticn 
with some hesitation bu't 411so in Hie cf)mi~tiGn t(.rl~ art.i::;ts 

.. 
:' 

. I 
I 



----~--------

"select" their iMa~:ery on :n.uIY levels simultaneoll.;ly :.l:li in Ir.any 
ways that can and should bl! tfxplorpu, not .iUDt on thf' f'OJ"[T!;ll lC'vE..'}. 

4Sl. '1' .... 0 of these are illu~trat(\d in [I'l.udt":'lairq "The> };·tintpr of f'1oricrn 
life''', trans. Mayne, PIa t.es 34 and 3':>. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

55. 

56. 

Ibid, p.96 , II}'urther Notes on l~p,nr Poe". r' bav(' discu$scd in 
~ion Ope t~e relation of Near and Far ~st in X~net's and 
Baudelaire's notion of moderni ty, especially in reff'rence to the 
metamorrhosis of Olympia from an Arabian to n Japanese lady. , 
I have consul ted copy No.7 of the third edt tion ":..' Apr~6 Hi di d' un 
FaunE" Eclogue par Stephane Mallarme, nouvelle 6di tion avec PrGnt~ s
pie~e, ex libris; flevrons et cul de lampe par r~net, Paris, 1887. 
!:)ee also T. Munro, "Afternoon of the Faun", Journal of Aesthetics 
and Art Critics, X, 1951, p.95 et seq. 

This was pointed out by A.Coffin Hansen in her review of De Leiris' 
artiole, op cit., in Art Bulletin, 1971. llar;CS 142-J47. 

Alcock, "Capital of the Tycoon", Chap. XII , p.254. 

s. Mallarnle "Correspondance", Vol.II,1871 - 1885. Recueillie etc., 
par Henri Xondor et Lloyd James Alatin, Call1mard, 1~65, p.119. 

See "Documents Mallarme I", presente par Carl Paul Bartier, Li br.:li re 
Nizet, Paris, 1968, p.59 ff. 

See also Jean C. Harris, "A Little known essay on ft1anet by stephn;nf'_ 
Mallarm~1I The Art Bulletin, Dec.1964,Vol.XLVI,No.4,pp.5S9-563. 

Opinions var,y about the authenticity of the tran6~tions since 
Robinson,the presumed translator, wrote lila fran9aise p~nible". 
Nondot'", op' cit, p.29, questions the accuracy of the translation. 
Barbier, on the other hand, suggests that Robinaon employed a 
transla.tor and that his letter to Mallarme in which he appears to 
state that he haa done the work himself is another example of hi!l 
bad French. I ag;ee with Barbier since the translation is quit!"' lucid. 
:Barbier, ''Mal larme " , pps.85-86. 

57. De Goncourt "M.a.ison d'un Artiste", quoted above, p. 

58. See Seotion Three passim. 

59. Barbier, ItMallarrte", p.69. 

60. See Herbert Read, op cit ana pas8im. Read's discussion of 
Chinese art theory in the content of twentieth century art, undrrlinps 
my theais that the Far Eastern example had a fundamental role in the 
growth of Modern Art and Aesthetics borne out once more in Read's 
discussion of the role of hand and eye in the creation of an bage. 

61. See c Greenberg "Art and Culture", Toronto, 1961, p.,}7ff. "The 
Later JW'.onet". 

I 

62. :Barbier, op cit, p. 77. It is slgnifi cant that Mallanne identifi 9S 

the creation of instantaneouB images by the painter .... i th th{> lo'a:, 
Eutern example and not with photography, which he fails to mention. 

63. Orient! Noe. 17,,174,175,176,177 and 178. 



64. 

65. 

66. 

61. 

68. 

70. 

71. 

12. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

llli, 197a. 

~, 197. . 
P. Mantz in "Le Temps", 1815, trans. and quoted uy lh. Courthiori, 
"r~Ci.net." Nevi York J.963, pat!e II6 

Orient! 194. 

" H "Sal de 1819", '0 C 1 6 uysmans on 1n euvres omp etes, p.~ • 

Orienti No.229. 
, / 

Humbert, ttLe Japon 'na'l'!!ltre" 01' 01 t. 

Orient! No.234-246. One of these, "The Tub", Orienti No.242, is well 
reproduced as Plate 11 in K. Martin's "Manet". 

De Leirls cat.No.521. 

A. Corf.in Hanson' ~'ITaw1ngs of Edouard Manet by A. de Leiria" review, 
Art Bulletin,p.545.0,oit. 

For instance de Leiris 550 and 551. 

Many Japanese prints and paintings baaed on Korin's work were 
published into the nineteenth century. ! have dis'cussed the sale of 
one such set of lacquer designs by the Siehels in Paris, 1n Section 
Three of this thesis. 



n = 

1. I have in mind the "naive" acceptance of the· orthodox critical vi£·w
point of Impressionism "by A. Hauser "The Social History of Art", 
Vol.IV, "Naturaliom, Impressionism, The Film Age", prs.156-1{;.7, 
contains the crucial argument. Hauser accepts the' view that 
"Impressior:ism" was essentially the last stagp. in the progress of 
representational decay, the loss of conviction in Western art, 
parallelling, in his view, a crisis in Western and particularly 
French social confidence after· 1871. I find ttlis vicw very limiting. 
The relationship of an art to the society in wL i ch it occurs is not 
consistently reflexive. Nor was aestheticism, which like Impress
ionism, Hauser regards as a falling away frem naturalism, a means 
of running for shelter from the harsh facts of life. On the 
contrary they were in many respects means of reconstructing the 
unity of human experienc~. For' example Hauser seem3 unaware that 
Huysmans regarded ".! Rebours" at least in part as a comment on 
those who failed to perceive this attempt at the heart of these 
movements and worked instead by controllinG their environment alone. 

2. See above, Section One, p.96 

2B. Journal of Aesthetics, Spring 1941, Vol.1, No.1, pp.34-45 • 
.;' 

,. Mallarme, op cit, 1876, p.76. 

4. Duret, "Les Peintres Fran!aisen 1867", Paris, 1867, p.23. 

6. 

8. 

J. Lafirge liOn Japanese Art" quoted from Pwnpelly, or cit. 
full discussion of this, see above, Section III, p. 37U 

For a 

See above Section III, chapter on "Committed Critics" and alao 
sections on Dresser, Alcock, etc. 

\ 
J. Letheve, op cit, 1959. 

Ph. Burty, "Exposi tion de la Soci ete anonyme des artis tea", L<1, o.J+A2-
Republique Francaiae, 25 Avril, 1874, quoted in Ca tal ague Centen~ 
de l'Impreasionisme, Paris, 1974, p.261. 

9. Armand Silvestre, Preface de "Gslerie Durand Ruel Recuiel des 
Ee tampes" " Pari s, Jhrand Ruel, 1813. 

~, 
10. J. Cas tagnary , "1e Siacle", 29 Avril, 1874; quoted in Centen~ 

de l'Impressionisme, p.265. 

11. Goncourt Journal, Avril 1884 - for discussion of this passage see 
Section Three on De Gonoourt. 

12. See above, Seotion Three, p.502 for a discussion of this point. 
; 

1~.· B. Roulsaye, "Salons", R.D.D., 1882, quoted in Richardson, op oit. 



1.' J. Meier-Graefe "Dega~;:', London 1923, p.(,5. 

2. Quoted by CB.banne "Df'I~ns" op cit, pps.t15-46. Prom G. r100re and a 
letter by Degas. 

3. Meter-Graefe "Dega8'~ op cit, p.6S. 

4. Collection E. Degas Sale,Paris,Nov. 6, 1, nos.324,325,326,326 
respectively. 

5. Sale'No.328. 

6. M. Guerin t'Deps Lettres", Faris, 1931. p.151. l~tter received 
at Angouleme 29 April,189Q. 

, .... 
1. G.Moore "Impi-essions.and Opinions·~ op a'it, Degnn, p.22}. 

8. 

Noa. ,,0,'31 respeotively. 

10. 

11. 
I 

See Uegas sale 15, 16, ~918, No.160. 
aM ' 
lJ'gl:Jert" Haverlce'., Begemann "Sterling and Francine Clark Art 

: Insti iute - Dt'awings from the Clark Art Institute, New 1964, Vo1.2, 
Pl-1.t,e ,24~. ',' I j 

, 
.r,,· 

lowe this ,1nfoI'lllt\.t1on to J. Kloner "Japanese Influence 'in the work 
of Mflnet .. lld Gauguln~', Ph~D. Thesis .1968. 
However tloner doeS. not tol10w up the implications of his discovery. 

" 

", 

:/12. 

1}. 

. ' 

GU"r1n/ "l)egae Lettres", op cit, p.188, letter CLXIV. 
\. 

Ses T. Sh1noda "Degas 'Vld Uki-yo-e" op ci t, and 
S. W1 cl'unann "World ~ures and Modern Art It or ci t, passim whi ch 

presents many of the visual analogies made by earlier studies • 

See George Moore ttImPressions and Opinions" op cit, IJegas,p.232. 

15 •. For Buy-smana' treatment
l 

ot·, the Japanese atti tud.e to the nude see 
be~ow, chapter on 'Ja~8e~rt and Fantasy. 

16; G. Moore, op cit."Dega.s", pp.219-220. 

, 18. 

See Ingrea. " Ju,l ter a.a ~e.ele ~ .. where he aoe8 tllt.: •• 

See MOore, ~p citr'e~ on Degae. 
}IuySmaz'1S ItL'Art Mod.erne'f. &,. 01 t. , 
"L'1i.'xposi t~on dee Ind'pen ts en' 1880" 
1tL'l!«posl t~n de. Ind..p.ncr..te en 1881". 
The !lOst extended Ma):Sat treatment is in Max Raphael "The Demands 
o/n Art", Lonao~ .I96~~ 

hie essay on an fIInP;l'av1ng of fl. temale nude by Degas. lIow('ver, see 
aleo llD.user "Sooial H1e:tory of Art" Volume IV 01) C1 t •• p.197 
~heretbe unbalancing or the human centre of interest'in a Degas is 
compared to the eamt attempt at occidentalisll in Chekh:>v'u Short 
Storie. and playe. 

, , 

.' 



.' 

20. 

I.e Moiane 146~ The ballet L:\ ~ource was first l,roducf'd in Nov~m'ber. 
1866. 

E. Zola "Mon Salon", L'b'venement illustr& 9 Juin 18GB, quotf>d in 
Venturi "Archives d. l'Impressionl sme", Paris 19-}'9 :pa€e. ?76 

For a colollr reproduction see r\ Russol i "L'Opera Complete. di Dc'g.1.l1" 
Milano 1970, Tav.IX. 

21. Lemoisne No.186. 
I 

. , 
'22. See above discussion of E. Fonblanque, page 63, 

, 26. 

and appendix E • 

For the OSaBa school see 

For examples, see Stewart op cit, plate 34 no.1. Toyaharu "View of 
dramatic performance at the three theatres" plate 37 No.1, 
Hirosh1ge "Theatre interior, Beene from S~_ Brother's revenge", 
and Hillier "Holrusai" op cit, plate 29~ liok-usa! "Interieur of a 
theatre" signed Shunro 1794, which is the most convincing example 
easilyavailable. 
Bing published 1\ theatre print as Plate B.E.C. of Artistic Japan, 
op cit. 

It is natural to react to this suggestion by searching for Western 
parallels to Degas' work. Degas was found to own IIlany Daumier 
prints on his death but I find it hard to accept the assertion 
that Daumier 'Was responsible for Degas' conception of the work of art 
a8 incidental to the audience. 

Daumier's work waS satirical, it required a direct relation to an 
audience, its psychology 'Was gross, based on caricatured stereotypes. 
While Daumier portrayed "audiences" they remain essentially the 
"subject" of his work in the traditional sense. 

A. Scha,rf ttArt and·Photography" op cit, note 57, reproduces a photo 
b,y DiBder~8how1ng the legs only of all the dancers at the Opera, 
made in the 1860's. 

Lemoisne nos.294 and 391. 

" 27. Reproduced in L. Browse "Degas Dancers", 1 ••• a 19--i9. ' 
Plate. 6, 6a, 7. 

, 28. For instance in Noh Drama and even in Kabuk~ to some extent, 
'dramatic "highpoint." remain unstressed compared to theatre in the 
west. 

See Sbinoda op cit, 111ue. 71,72., The Hokuaai is reproduced in 
Hillier, 'Hokuaa1', op cit., illua 26. The Degas 1s reproduced in 
colour a. plate 9 in D. Cooper "Pastels by Edgar Det,,&s", New York, 
1960. 

Lamoi.ne 477. 478, 478 bis. See alao "ChAntcU'l"ee de Care ll 

Lemoisne 504-505. 
See tor instance a work by Hiroaada of 1840. 
"An aotor as 0 t. no o-Roku", in Leighton, op cit, plate 1.16, 1n 
which one hand grasp. a vertical beam rcpr,sented

4
as a series or 

yertioal stripe8. 



., 

" 

'-4. 

• 
For the social and org;:>nisational aspects of 
- 1I});gcU'1 JJancert!!" C!, cit, ohapters on Deens 
and Degas and the Opera, page 65. 

the ballet. aee L. Browse. 
Hnd th~ Ballet, 'page 46, 

The ballet'attracted hordes of young children pushed by their mothers 
into its school. They went through many years of arduous work and 
examinations before joining the chorus. "Lee Rate" as they were I 

called .... ere subject to considerable explo{ta. tion ar.d open to moral 
danger. Degas is said to have been very friendly with the "Rats" 
who cailed him" Papa It. 

The device is discussed in the essay on the fashionable and 
travellers to Japan, belo .... p. 718. 

'5.. Lemoisne 430. 

¥." . .' 

• Reproduced in World Cultures and Modern Art, No.808. 

"1 •. Lemolane n~bere }41,}96 • 

. :·38.· .. ': Major· e~ple8 are Lemoiene 399, 625, 820, 905 • 

. ". Lemoisne 924. 
H:.' ... The vertioal bar persists in Degas· work to the end of his life • 
. ;;~.\;,.;, Sh.1.noda cites an example in a dra .... ing 1900-1905, op cit, illus.32. 
viI,· . , 

, 

,I 

:j40~ Reproduced in ErowsePlate 10, the drawing is in the Fogg Museum, 
: {o':' f I: 'Cambridge, U.S.A. 

I I •• '1 

~t,'s ". " . . 1 

~ 4; •. Lemoi~ne No.409 - a good colour reproduction can be found 1n D Cooper. .:;' 
'id;.~.:· "PB,fltels hy JJet!'al!! II Lon.on no la.te. 
I" 
I .' 

" c 
"'.' 
~.~"~.' .See above. pps. 411s~ for Burly and illustration No. 90h for a 
I,i\:~. Su.mi-ye i~ his colle.ction. See page 54 for references to movement. 
i .' -, r i ~. 

~~4;,~~ '. S.e above page 161, 
"...~/ :', and Illus. no. 14a ( . 
~\' ::; ~..'I" .... i . "",', .. ' " . : «~I .See .Gone." i'L'Art Japonaia" 1883, Tome 1 ,.page 271, and plate VI! 
;~ ,: i, " ,oppo,1 te . j,age 286. 
't,. .... ;.: 

/o,'.!· 
::45~ 'a,produoe4 ,in Brour.t,op git. plate 243. 
:,.~ 

·46. The 8ucgest1on 18 made by Aaron Scha. rf. Art hnd J hotography, 
:, OR cit. paps 202-205. 
i. ' 

:46:8 •. HUY8M.rtS "L'Exposition des Independants en 1881/1. 1'Art ;'ioderne, 
':''''l,:' op cit, p.248 • 

• ~~ ,: .. I" 4' , . • . 

',(7~. Quoted' in Lemoiene OR c1 t, p.' 17. 
J ' 

48. T.S. Eliot "Burnt Norton,II, F'our Qua.rtets" qucU~d from "Collected 
POE.<ms 1909-1962". t'ourth ea..Lor:don 1968. Eliot. waG c:~ cOurse 
borrowing from Far Sastern Fhilosophy for hi::; rnlltaphor. 

49. Dt)i;as quoted by Gcorp:1l) l"£Oore or cit, ".236. 

~:;I., 

, 
.1 



50. Dul'anty, "La. Nouvelle Peinture", op cit. for a Ji~:(,:l1u~ilJn of 
Duranty's wr1 ting on Far ~';'1.fl tern art: spe a,bovc, Jl. ~I02 

51. Duranty, 'op cit, page ~2. 

52. ~ee below, p. 681 

5~. Duranty, oP cit, p.40. 

54. See Reff. "The pictures within Degas' pictures", or cit, plate 41, 
and associated discussion. 

. 
55. Duranty OP cit, page 44. 

~,56. Durllnty op c1 t, page 45. 

:)1. Lemoisns, no. 320. 

58. lemoisne no.410. 

59. For & comparison, see Michener "Hokusai'e Mangwa", plate 11, showing 
men lifting bails. 

60. Duranty"Le peintre' Louis Martin" quotpd in the 1.946 et.i.iiio:cl. of 
liLa Nouvelle Peinture" page 43. 

61. See for instance Lemoisne No.681, dated 1882. 

: ':62. See ~emoisne No.324 and RefftlThe pictures wi thin Degas' pictures", 
pages 150-153. 

, 

, 
~ " 63. For an exa.mple see World Cultures and Modern Art, OF c'i t, illus.742,143 I 

in which the pose of a ballerina is compared to one of the butter- I 

fly dance drawings from the Mangwa. Shinoda offers more examples. " I 
,64. Lemoisne No.316. 

, 66. 

One was reproduced as no.55 in Migeon "Chef,d'oeuvres d'art Japonaif':" 
in 1905. It wAS in the de Havilland oollection and may probably 
have been in Paris for 80me time. 

See below, p. 716. 

67. Lemoisne No.S45, Shineda 111us.61 and 62. 

68. Lemo1ane 1011 • 
.I 

69. For Deps prints see "Degu the complete etchiJlR'S, li thograPhs ~d 
Monotypee·' , J. Adhemar et F. Cachin. London, 1974. This is number 

":!:' 95 in the Monotype cataloBUe. 
-:1/ ' ~.f:~V> '" . 
" ,10.',' Adh .... r and Cach1.Jl" op 01 t, regard mono types as "anti-prints" but 
-ctD fIft~ trouble themselves &8 to the reason for Degas' use~of this 
, . a tr&n8'8 devioe. 

71. ~ lUll haa a moustaohe. 

12. See ',ldhe..r and CachJn. op cit. Monotypps 85, 10~, 104. for eUllple •• ' 

I 
I , , 

'i 
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73. 

74. 

75. 

This W,Lcl r\Jl:tl~~'("~. [;'.li:r . .,tt,l ·'Proli1j'·;~~~du:J ';":1)/,, •• :;(,;,". 'l.nl) ~& 
il1ustr:1tion ,";o.~Sa.~~ thu: r~'~l) •. ,~'Ol' ,'1 <:ornp~~·l.::;(,r. r,i' a Q/'.sac 
Ftm with a iliro:,hit!l' Vl.intini: sec ~llinr)da iLil.~.~~/'j:!. 

Lemoisne no.254. 

76., !o'or Degas Sculpture see J. ltewald "Def.,'"as work3 .i n Sculpture - a 
complete catalop;ue. Phailon, New York, 1944. 

77. See .~noiane 1046. 
/' 

18. For a good example see Adhemar et Cachin. plate ?OO. 
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1. 1 received thi13 infnrTliati011 in ._1 lett."}.' from .. :.L.rl.i.ch·~);;, C(m~erv~:'t:ur 
of the ;':u3er> j'!arrnottan ·in ~)ccl'mh('r, 11/f5. 0ince t.::~d :.ir,.e lptt"r~1 
from myself .md fro!:") lTOfessol:' rJoCich have beNI irnor(-:a. 'rh'Jse 
lettf'rs met the official condi tions for sceinl'; tr.l) rrintR whi'ch ~ re 
in V~r"J poor state after having been on dis rlay in the touse at 
Giverny for many years. I had hoped to renearch these prjnts ana 
to kpply the general knowled/{e gained in wri ting tnis th(>sis in EJ'.,lch 
a 'Way as to su(;;-::est a date for their acquisition by j\~onl)t. I 

The prints constitute a uniquely surviving record of an artist's 
collection-made in the later nineteenth century. They a~e therefcrc 
imme~sely important in general terms. 

, 
I 2. M. Elder "Chez Claude l"cnet a Giverny", Paris, 1924, pps.61-62. 

3. Ge,ffroy j,"!-iollet sa vie son euevre H' Parir- 192, l"a~el!l 33I-332. 

6. 
''": ' .. 
~.''':~ 4 

. \ 
\~, .. ~ ,-

8. 

,. 
J f~ 

;! "0. 
.. 

" 

J. Hoschede, "Claude Monet - Cc Mal Connu", Val.1, p.54. 

See above, p. }1~-314 

¥..irbeau, "La. 628 - EJ;", p.269. 
See "Monet a.t GiverJV", text by Claire Joyes, research by Robert 
Gordon and Jean Harle Toulgouat, commentary by Andre ... i"ar{;e. 
London, 1975, PP5.72 and 85 • 

Elder, op cit. pps.63-64. 
~ 

Heproduced in W. ~eitz, "Monet", p.105. 

See for instance a print by l:.:isen of 1830, illustr;1~ed in Crightlln, 
02 cit, .!l 30 • 

-/ 

.J 11. Ge.ffroy, op cit, p.59 ff. publishes an intere:>tin< collection of 

" 

" 

1~ • . , 

revie .... s of Honet'a pa.rt in this exhibition. I·'or the rpviews citell 
see pps.7 1 and 62 respectively. 

Bradley Smith opcit, p.247. publishes a prjnt by ~;aJ.anide of lUt,I, 
shows Europeans in Yokohama, in which fans are seer. .:lsyrrlllletricall; 
on a background wall. 

See Meier Graefe, "Renoir", Le~ig, 1929, p.57. 

Reproduced in Seitz, OF Cit, p.87. Par a discussion of the-se 
works done in London, see The Impressionists in London, Cat. Hayw. rd, 
G.1973, Manet I IV. 

15.: See above, pps. 102 and 585. 

16. See illustration no. 10b. 

.. 17. Reproduced in Hayward Gallery 1~73, c~t. op nit., 
~ 

"'-' ') .. os. '- and 3. 
- . 
18. See for instance :;tation 37, "Nil'ja No l\oshi" rep. ~tewart, Pla.te 14. 

For a more detailed analysis of this motif see the t-'RS :.:' on Manet 
above. 

19 •. ~ Reproduced in ~~f'itz, "Monet", Daily ;;xpreas, L{)ndon~ 1960. 

' . .f" • ',' 

: . 



20. Illustrated at..ove, no. !.4C :"'''ctlon tine. 

21. Scharf, "Painting" and ?hotoc:raphy" • 

. 22. L. Leroy in, "Le Charivari", 25 Avril, 1814. 

2,. Reproduced in ~tewart, Plate 28A. 

24. See below for a discuasion of Van Gogh's borrowings from Hokusai, 
p. 805 and 81 8 • I 

See above,for a discussion of the metaphysical aspects of landscape 

26. 

painting in the 1860's and its relation to the Ja~anpse example, p. 115. 

For a discussion of this see H. Adh{mar, "centen~" de L'Impreasioniame". 
Paris, 1974, pps.150 and 152, aild Mwald, "Histo~ Impressionism",o:p cit. 
pps.315,316,311. Rewald reproduced the correct painting. 

See illustration. 

28. See Hillier, "Hokusai", colour plate VIII. 
. ~~ , 

See Comtede Treviae "18 Pelerinage de GiVerny", ilevue de L'Art, 
", 1920, p.1}2. Trevi.e regrets that he did not have 'time to stay 

to hear Jlbnet "parler du Japon et des trouvallles opere;s par lui 
iA une 6poque m'ri toire". 

",'~ ~ , '/ '. 
~, '30:~:.11eproduced 'in H~ 'Adhema.r, p.154, with a detail on p.157. 
f. ., . , 

r·';-t. 'Such as those in. lhu'gea t colleotion illustrated above, No. 13. 
'1~ : • , ' 
I' .~' 

::;i 32. See above p. 76. 

-;.,~ ~J., ,See above p. 508. 
,r ' 

:'~: 34., ,Armand Silvestre "Prefaoe 
!~( ·Eetampes't. ~ari8, Durand 

d'Illpression~sme", p.285. 

de Galeries lilrand Ruel. Recuiel d' 
ltuel, 1873. quoted in Vt<>nturi "Documents 

',,35. ,Reproduced in ''World Cultures and r10dern Art", p.109. 
;. ~ ~ " . 
. , 
\;'36.. S. Bing "P\1B8kU San Ju Holckei or thirty-aix views of Fuji II il" ",.Itra.neaoUona or the Japan Sooietyof London IV, 1899, pps.244 and 245. 

i~'37. :,Ibid. ·p.245. " 
f"; - ...... , 

" 
.~. 

",: I 

.. I 

. ~~For an example see the Arts Council "t<".onet" , 1957. Plate 15a. Another 
~'" , ',' aimila1'l work is in the Courtauld Ins ti tu te. . I 
1$ ,,-: .... , .1 
~'39. 'Reproduced in Seitz, p.141. 

·~er.' are .ome interesting analogies in photographs of Japanese 
'landscapes published in the 1860's by Krafft and others and in the 
~~4re.w1ng& of Felix Rega.rney, but neither of these is first hand and 

they ~ be examples or the same kind of mediation of Far Eastern 
imagery that led to 110net 'a work. 

41. I visited Giverny in 1973. 



42. See Jayes and Toul~ouat, 01 cl t., p.79. 

See Xua:e Marmottan "Xonet et 80S Amin", nOUV0a.lX ('nr~.v:i3tJ'elTl('rt " 

Paris, 1972, p.18, Illus.144. 

44. Se~ Joyes and Toulgouat, op cit.,p.127. 

. / 
4'5. bleier, op cit., p.63. Honet made a similar ren.ark to Trevise, 

or cit., p.132. 

" 

I 



F'00'T'NOTF;S - 'NHISTLE.h 

1 •. See "The International Society's whistler LxhilJit.ion", The ~;tudio, 
Vol.34, pp.224-236, no Ruthor, p.228. 

2. For instRnce S. Weintraub, "Whistler, a biography", London, ,1'111, 
d~votes only a few paragraphs to discussing Japanese Inrlu~nc~ 0n 
,,'his tIer •. 

3. This information is from the Pennell's life of WIlis tl er, Chap.)' V, 
For Cole'a Diary Bee Pennell, p.1£'.9, Jan.6, H 76/ 

4. J .E"Blanche, "Propos de Peintre ~., l-aris, i 9I-'! p.61. 

5. Blanche,!E!i, p.62. 

6. See above, p. 147. 

7. Se. Mortimer Menpes, "Whistler as r knew him", London, 1904. p.24. 
I 

8. Menpes' career and his relations with Whistler are discussed below, 
p.148ff. 

9. Menpes, op oit, p.20. 

10. This is not the soreen which t~s Pennens believed Whistler to h~ve 
painted for Leyland but kept in his studios, showing Battersea 
Bridge, Chelsea Church and a bright moon. Pennell op cit.,Vol.1. 
p.1,a. 

1.e. Sandblad "Whisiler's Japonisme tt , Sutton, tt\.Jhistler", Weintraub, 
"Whistler". 

1~. Menpes. op cit, p.53. 

1~. See above, p. 135 pass 1m. 

14. The full list of the E.M. prints is as follows:-

Kiyonaga, "Shinagawa Bay - the fourth month of tt:e series of 
Twelve Months" published in 1784 (a diptych) 

"A young lord with his nurse and two servants lt 

"Joruri Hime serenaded by Ushikawa(centre and right 
panels of a triptych). . . 

Utamal'O "The beach at Enosh1ma lt 
. 

Anonymous in the style of Slenso "Girls at home on a winterfs .lay·· 
Eisho "Portrait of a girl holding a fan" 
Gotote Kunieada "Aotor in Charaoter" dated 1812. 

The Glasgow University prints are aa followa:-

Shuncho itA Spring Outing" c.119O (Three sheets of a triptych, 0aeh 
361 x 250). 

K6ronap. itA Group of Ladies and Childreii, c.1785. (Sheet of a t:'iptye~ 
from the aeries "Fuzoku Adzuma no Niehiki" ·)r 
''Manners in .stem Brocade" 372 x 242). 

"Young Nobleman Hawking with LA.dies near Mount fuji",' c.1190. 
( Sheet of a triptych, 312 x 245). 

"Ladies by an Iris Pond" c.1190 (Two sheets of a tri ptych. eac'. 
~72 x 250) 

. i 

. .. : I ~ ,. ~ 
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.. , 

t;71 ," 

"\~inter Scene '011 th Ladies or. a Balcony and j n a Garl,.f"IJ'·, c.' 790 
(Two sheets of a triptych, each 374 x )50). 

"Ladies preparing a Picnic" c.1790 (rthree nhects nf ,'1. triptych, 
each ~71 x 250) . 

Follower of Utamaro, liThe Courtesan Karakoto and an Attendant", 
c.1800 (372 x 235) 

Toyokuni, "YedoRyogoku Suzumi no Dzu" or "l:.'veninK Cooling at, 
Ryo~kgoku, Yedo", c.1805. (Pentatych, five ohcets, each 
375 x 250) 

Holrusai, "'fhe Great Pine Trees of Aoyama." c.1821. (from the series 
"Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji ". 257 x 380) I 

"The Doge's Eye Pass in Kai Province" c.1825. (fror.! the series 
"Thirty-~'.i1x Views of Mount Fuji", 257 x 380) 

Hiroehige "Shi ba-ura no seran" or "Clearing '.Jp.a ther at Shi ba-ura II t 
c.1840. (From the series "Yedo Kinko Hakkei", 217 x ~45). 

"Cranes and 'Naves", 1858. (362 x 245). 
Anonymous "Street Scene in,Mist", c.1870. 340 x 247. ' 
The books of prints were: 
Shuntosai "Dobra Ho.oye ShU" or "Collection of detailed pictures 

printed from copper", Yedo; Suigetsudo 1857. 
Tanaka, Kikuo (editor) "Iroha - Biki Moncho" or "Alphabetical Index 

of patterns", Tokyo, Matsuzakl 1881. 

16. J. Sandberg "Japoniame and Whistler", Burlington Magazine, eVI, 19(,4, 
p.504 

Basil Gray, "Japoni8lle and Whistler", B.Ma~.CVII,1965,p.~24 ff. 

A catalogue of Blue and White Nankin Porcelain, formine the collection 
of Sir Henry Thompson, illustrated by the auto type process from 
drawings by James Whistler and Sir Henry Thompson, London, Ellis 
and White, 1878. 

" 

, .' 

178. Catalogue or the Deoorative Porcelain, Cabinets, Paintings and other 
works of Art of J.A. MeN. Whistler, which will be sold at auction 
~ Me8srs~ Sotheby Wilkinson and Hodge - on Thursday 12th February 
1880 and the following day. 

17C. The most interesting items in the catalogue: 

66. 

72. 

74. 

Handsome Japanese screen of 5 folds, with panels of silk 
painted with flowers, glazed, 'and gil t wood frane. , 
Pair of dwarf screens, painted with landscapes and figures on 
SOld 8'%'Ounds. . 
Large roll of paper painted with Japanese landscape and figures. 
Pair Of Japanese Pictures o£ raised figures formed of silk 
brooade, in gilt frames "Summer and Winter" in extra glass 
frames. 
Painting of a Japanese Harbour, with fleet of ships, soldiers 
and highly coloured. 
Picture of Three Ladies, formed of raised brocade framed and 
Ilazed., and a sketoh of storks in a landscape. 
Eighte.n Japanes. picture books, eketches of landsc~pe. and 
figure., aome coloured and 64 loose drawings. 

18. The letter 1e in the Library or ~ngre.8. It 1s quoted in trans
lation in Sutton ttlooturne", p.56 and'in R.McZ.:ullen "Whistler, 
Victorian OUtsider". London, 1974, p.147, who takes it from Benedi te, 
G.B.!., 1905, fourth article T. XXXIV, p.231tf. 

" 



19. ~uoted by :}utton "};()~t~,rr.p", p.6!" I'rorr. ;.;. lE-t"er in tnf' Li"orar:t 01' 
C(")ngrese. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

• 
Sutton "Whistlpr", I'late 44. 

I have given my reasons ror !incing the oropos€:d modelfj by Haronobu 
(Sandberg) and Kiyonaga (Gray) as unaccertable, see above. 

Note the detail from this painting reproduced in Sutton "Whistler", 
p.46. 

23. For' tr.e "Studio" see above, p. 1 tt9. 

24. Quoted in Pennell, op cit., Vol.1, p.148. 

~25. Reproduced.in Sutton "Whistler" plate 4~. 
t", 

!:;·26. "Symphony in Blue and Pink" is reproduced in Sutton, "'.vhistler", 
Plate 43. Pennell reproduces various ,studies for the Projects, 
particularly opposite pps.142 and 140 of Vol.1. 

,27. Reproduced in Sutton, op cit, plate 41. 

28. For instance Jarves, see above, p.~83 • 
. ;:~. , 
',')". 

"'~ f~~~' , , 
'.~,1 '.:. ~ , 
\"'. 'In , . . """e 
,,' , 
i- 31. 

See ''The Studio", Vo1.3O, p.20, 
McNeill Whistler. 

Sutton "Whistler", plate 115. 

Ibid, plate 49. -

"Girl and. Cherry Blossom" by J. 

32. For Noore see A.L.Baldry "Albert rvioore", London. 

" . 
Many of Moore's other paintings can be related in general terms to 
Japanese prints - such as "Quartette" of 1869 and tbe "End of the 
Story" and the small paintings done in the 1870's and his master-

, piece "Reading Aloud". However without more firm evidence of l"loore's 
I interest in Japanese art this would be a pointless exercise. 

33. G.H.Boughton, "Reminiscences of ... rnistler", The Studio, VoldO, 
1903-4, p.216. 

34. For discussions of asymmetry see above, pps. 53 
387 
422 
463 

Leighton 
Alcock 
Audsley 
Jarves • 

. ,i 35. See above discussions of Chesneau, Feydeau and Burty. 

,}6. See Menpea, "Whistler, As I knew him." p.95. 

37. For the story of Irving, see Ibid, PPs.75-76. 
There is a strange parallel between this story ;~d Ce~ar~ne'a famcus 
"shirt rrontlt. Both 8eem to spring from the paint"'Ts'" need tLl 
reconstruct eXperience in abuolute pictorial terns. i'ihistler 
believed that these absolute terc-s were to be foun~ in the art 
of the Par East. 

, 



See Sutton, "Whistler", pl;,tE" 51 and th.~ colour l'I"TI"Cd .. ction in Th~ 
Studio, Vol.34, 1905, oppooite p.2?4. The> n."1intin,w.: was E;xhi~ttc'd .in ' 
the Dudley Gallery in 1871. }'or the .frame nee ,h.:nnol1, "Life /Of 
.... histler", opp.p.156 •. 

4 
Arts Council IIWhistler", illus.9, Cat.25, Sandberg, op cit.,. igtl0red' 
these paintings as they provide a contradiction to his thesis that 
Japonisme .in Whi8~ler .... as a short lived enthusiaam. 

40. See ~tewart, of cit., plate 28a, No.4. 

41. ~,Plate 27. No.4 • 
. 

42. See Plate 22 for examples. 

4'. See above, passim. 

, 

'44. See Illua. 

, I ~ 

45. Reproduced in Hillier tlHokusai", colour plate IX. 

46. Su tton "whi s tl er1t , pIa tee 64 & 65; a ee also Arts Counc i1 
t'.'hls tler ll Pla. te II •. 

47. Sutton "'."histler tt • plate 66. 

46. See S. 'Wichmann, "The bridge as a motif in Ji'ar E.:'1stem and E.'uropean 
painting in the nineteenth centurytt. World Cultures ar.d Nodern Art 
p.104. Wich:mann suggests ttKyo Bridgelt No.76 of the 100 Views of 
Yedo as a model though it has the viewpoint it does have the 
T-ahaped motif. 

, 
.. 49. No.31 of the 36 Viewa of Fuji 

. "50. See T. Pocock, "Chelsea Reaoh", 1970, illus. opP. p.48. On Cremorne 
'.' eee W. Wroth "Cremorne and later London Gardens", London, 1907. 

51. Arts Council, tlWhistler" lllus.No.12, Cremorne Gardens No.2. 

52. ll\!!, :Plate VI. 

54. 

.55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

, . . ,~. 

See Menpea tlReminisoences of Whistler" The studio," Vol.29,1903, 
p.246. 

See Menpee "Japan - A Record in Colour", London, 1901, p.68. .r 
below, p.75. have discussed Menpes' reaction to Kiosai at length 

See Menp.s, "Whistler Aa I Knew Himlt, p.71. 

'or Menpe.' aocount ot his discussion with Whistler on K!osa!'s 
method, eee 'tWhie tler as I Knew rum", p.40ff. 

Sutton "Whistler" plate 53 - for the possibility that Whistler spent 
80me years on this painting see Sandberg, op cit., appendix ' 
on the dating of ·'\tlh1s tIer' 8 Mother" • 

.Art. CoUftcil, "Whietler", plate III. 

Sea Jr&41ey Smith, p.1 ~1, for such a portrait of the great General 
ada lobun8a. :B. RoblMon "Kunlyoshi", plate, ~3, re14roduces a portrait 
uTaira No Shigerwrl" in black., made in 1642. 
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1·,,61 •. See Menpes liThe :jtudio", 'Vol.30 • 

. 61. For B full account of Kiosaits technique see J. Conder, eji,cit.'· 

, ;t6,. Sutton "Whistler", plate 56. 

t!, 1 t 63 I :6.4. Ibid, p a e • 

Ibid, plate 92. -
~ :.~ •. lli!, plate 95. 
H 
~;~1. Pennell, "Whistler", Vol.1, p.222. and p.224. 

'.,,':: 68. For a dillcussion of ":'1idori No Sato" see chapter on Regamey above. 
"1' . 
~,,, •. :~ P. ferriday "The Peacock Room" Arch! tectural Review, CXXy 1959, pps. 
~. , .. 407-414, is the beat a.ccount. However even Mr. Ferriday tends to 
~f "push the Japanese aspect a of the Peacock Room to one side. 
;r~~ ". . 

.'70. The'Times, Feb.15, 1877, quoted by \veintraub, op Cit., p.178. 
'" ., 

~.\ f.11. fennel! '"tJhiatlerlt p.204 •. 
~;~''''~: ." ',. '~. ;: 
~:l2 •. 'Ie. aboTe illustration8a (Chinese screen 1861). 

~. 'Ie. ~~boV. 1l1uatrat1oll 19c (Lacquer Peacock 1 ish).' 

~~4.:.See·Aud.ley.and Bowes, op cit., p.44. 

""~ .. ~ ~.g~ ':i~id, Plate X. 
'i t ............ 

~!" Ill""., In Sutton "Whi. tler". fig. 6. 

~~ll. See Wh.18tler liThe Gentle Art of l'.la.king fuemies", 
!tt . .. ' Pro~og'Ue.. .. .. 

~'8t \ Me~~~:~8tier as· I Knew Himtt ppa.80,81. 
~; . .. '1 "", ,"' . 
~. .':';~non "X1~.M."'~ ~he Studio, p.32. 

."1... " • ~ : • I 

.~. whi~u.er, "!he Gftntle Art", p.6. . ~" . . 

::e.1.:~Penn.ll, ttWhistler Joumal lt , 1921, p.31 •. 
O,'h ,. . 

Chelsea, 1892, 

;: . . . , ~ '", . 

V82. ·l'or reproduotions ot the colour 11 thographs see Levy "Whistler 
1'.; Lithographs" OR cit, pps.9,13,21,24 •. This intr<?duction makes no 
;. ;, l:'eferenoe to the Ja.panese source of these prints. 111'; Levy confessps. 
';' himself mystified as to why there are so few colour lithographs and 

." 
.18 clearly ignorant of their experimental "Japanf'se" nature. 

:J1' 

"",', Pennell "Life", Volume 2, p. 135. 

" 
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1. Chesneau, G.B.A., 1878 

2. For Carbius Duran see A.Alexandre "Carolus Duran", ft>VUf' de l' Art 
Ancien et Mademe, 1903, pps.189ff and 289ff., and J. Clarltie, 
"Peinturea et Sculpteurs Con temporaln!', 1882. Cla~tie wri tine 
shortly after"Chesneau makes no refere~ce to Duran's interest in 
Far ~tern art. 

For Fortuny see J. Yrlarte, II Fortuny " , ilL 'Art", 1875, Vol. 
I 

361ff and C. Yriarte "FortUl'\Y", Paris. W. Fol,"r'ort1my", G.n.A. 
1875, p~268ff and 278ff. Davillier. "Fortuny, ~:a Vie et son oeuvre", 
PariS, 1875. 

4. ·An engra~ing after this work appears both 1n Fol and 1n )"rlarte's 
book - one is revers.ed. Neither daie the original painting', and 
Davillier's catalogue does not mention it, thoUt:h he lists "Les 
Antiquaries" as having been painted-in 1874. 

5. W.Fol, op cit., p.362~ I have not'been able to examine the cata
logue of the sale at Fbrtuny's studio, 1875. 

6. l!?,!g,. p. ~62. 

7. The original painting like so many works by Fortuny was in the 
Stewart collection which I have not been able to trace. 

8. Now in the B.M. collection, P.D.70, exhibited B.M. 1970. 

9. Reproduced in E.Bergerat "Les Chefs d'oeuvre~ d'art a. l'''';';xposition 
de 1818", ... '''le l;boix iu fl'4olele." .)hoto,.ra~ure norO pat;e76. 

10. The catalogue of the ~oronto. Tlssot exhibition in 1968 identifies 
this with a work in a private collection in Cincinatti which 
remains unpublished. See above, Section One. 

11. Repro. in Ontario Catalogue 18. 

12. "Artistic Japan", op cit, Plate B.E.C. 
13. See Hillier "Hokusaill, Plate I. p.11, "The Lover in the Snow" (179). 

For instance a print by Sharaku, "Portraits of the actors Ichikawa 
Komazo II as KameyaChubei and Nakayama Tom18ahuro as the courtesan 

/. 
; \ 

. :' ., 

, . 

: i 
.. i ~., j 

Umeyawa in a production of Katsuraga'Wa tsuk!-no omoide at the Kawaraz~i-z& 
in August, 1794". B.M. No.1909 - 06 - 18 - 55, reproducea in .,/ 
Crighton,op cit., Plate 141. Cdghton states that "ThE'se are the . 
protagonists of a rather sordid Yoshiwara story. Chubei was in love 

: 15. 

wi th courtesan Umegawa and, to buy her out stole money which was 
being sent through the government's courier system. He was forced 

into hiding to avoid detection. Overcome by shame the couple 
committed suicide. • 

For a full listing of the paintings see the Ontario catalogue No.'S, 
"L'Acl'Obat" which giTes a list of titles with their Humbers in both 
the 
I have not been ablate obtain photol of them all and regret in 
particular not being able to see "L'Eath(tique", - whic,tl il in the 



Puerto Rico ~1u~('um of Art, arll 'wnJ (~h W'"ul(i prohLbly r~vi to ,one',;; 
understanding of the fnzh ion;lo i (' r:03 i ti on of J;, pant-sc' {ltJ·t. 

16. Heproduced in 0ntario Catalogue NO.3'9. 

17. Unnumbered pia 1e The Yoshiwara by Utamaro. It should be added that· the 
formal oon8ci~uaness of spaces of different types was part of the 
rituals of the Yoshiwa1'a. involvjng as they did, go between,s tea 
partiee, ahd other formal ceremonies, each taking place in a 
separate "zone" of the Geisha house selected by the visitor. This 
spatial oonsciousness echoed in the prints probably appealed 
indirectly to those in Paris in need of a similar sense ~f framing 

',:'~',. ' for expe'r1enee. Once again cultural "need" appears to lie behind 
\ formal usage in art. 

t' 
18. Ontario catalogue nos. 35 and 38. 

, , 

)9. Ontario number 76. 

20. Lostalot G.B.A. 1882, op cit, p.452. (Lostalot 
a yo~ Englishman clearly placing the work in 
period). ' 

refers to the hero as 
Tissot's English 

.\. . 
"-21. '·;Jtegamey, ' Du.ret and others have given such accounts in the works 
'~; , cUscussed abaTe. ,t 

,,}22. A. Stevens "Impressions sur'la Peinture", Paris. 1886. 
~ ;~I ., ' .'l'he English edition was published in 1904 under the title 
.' \ :' ': ~.A Painter's philosophy" translated by Ina Maria ',lhl te. 
, . 

~. 23-:" ,See above, page 556 ' : and illus. no. 88 Seotion 4. 
r •• ~' " ' : • ", ' 

:,":~4"'" See J. Adhemar "Baudelaire, Stevens et la Modernit~tI, G.B.A. 1958, 
f ,,:, " ',' 'NIID'd 124 for a d1sc,U8s10n ot, the relationship between Baudelaire, • ·V,- r-c:>- All e itf::,' ' Mallet·and Arthur and red wtevens and the suggestion tha.t 
~l1:',\~~Baud,elaire h1Melt ma::J ~,.e looked to Stevens to become the great 
:J.;. ,l':', ..... lJOd.rn.pa1nt. r. 
~l - ," ". . 
'r2'5'.· 'Camille Lemonnier "Salon de 1870" reprinted in "lJropos de pelntre" 
~:t". ': P~is, 1~14. p.131. 

. J~. ...·0 ; 

r~:26.: Lemonni:er, "Propos d. Peintre; p.118. 
t, ' " 
":.'21 •. ~, p.111. ' 
~' " 

On some oocasions, as in the dismissal'o! Stevens by Roskill, or Cit. 
they have m1eunderstood the range and nrlture of 

his work. 

'29. ' See for instance evIl "An order for a paintin~ is almost enough i~ 
r .itselt to 8IIlbi'tter the artist for it limits his initiative". ;r , \' 

'\ ~'.' 
;J: ,0. 
y,. . 

}o'or the •• quotationa, .ee Stevens "A Painter's Philosophy", 1904, 
pps.22-2}. I will not quote further pages since the aphorism number 
alone is an adequate location • 

. 
31., "Grasshopper" is here a translation for "fourmi" in tne r'r~ncn 

edition.;. which 1 would. translate "ant" • 

. 32. !.)ee belo,"" p. 841. 

t 

". 

" . 

" I 
I 
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37. 

Sep. above, p.568Both BouchpT M.d l"!ontesquiou d.iOCUAS this work. 

Stevens' Far ~stern collection did not appear in public erll1bitiona 
nor is it ~entioned in books on Japanese art. I h~vp. unfortunately 
been unable to trace the sale of his property which must have ta.ke. 
place on his return to Brussels 1n the 1890's. 

See. F. 13ouchl!r, "Stevens", p.29. 0, cit. 

See De Goncourt Journal, 13 Nara, 1875. , 
See C. Lemonnier "Alfred Stevens", G.B.A., 187B, Vol.I, pps.160-162. 
for this. description. The second half of the article begins on p.335. 

38. ~~nte8qu1ou, op cit, p.116. 

Ibid. -
40. See above, p.566 • 

• 
41. Stevena may have been ins~,ired to this painting by some lessons in 

painting which he gave to Sarah Bernhardt soon after 1880. 

42. Monteequiou, op cit, p.104. 

For a good comparison see Robinson, op cit., Plate 3, Illus.no.'.
a print by a pupil of Utamaro. showing a scene from The Chiusingura. 

, 
See Ph. Burty, "Salon de 1882", p.92,· for an illu~tration of this 
work. In the same year G. Courtois showed a "}';mtaisie" in which 
the model's pose completely belies her Japanese costume, see Ibid. 
p.124. 

45. See De Goncourt, Journal, 23 Fevrler, 1878. 

Se. J.De Nitt1s ''Notes et Souvenirs", Paris, 1895. p.145. 

.( 

,- . 

'01,. . . 

, ' '. 

.-,' .. 
;', 

, , 
.. ' 

~" 
" 

" j 46. 

47. 
" "i .~ 

see F. Gibson, liThe Art of Henri Fa.ntin Latour", London,n, •• ;1, P'or examples 
Plate XXXIII "Petunias", and Plate XXXIV "Coin de Table". .'! 

48. For Buhot see Gustav Bourcard, ","Felix BUhot, catalogue de eon oeuvre 
grave"; ~escriptif avec; une preface 'd' Arsene Alexandre, Paris, 1899, 
and L. :sen~dite "The Late Felix Buhot, painter etcher", translated 
from the French by Mme. Felix Buhot, New York. No date (original 
French edition published 1902). 

49. See G. Bourcard Cat. Nos. 82 and 83. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

54. 

Ibid, Cat.No.84. -
Ibid, cat. 108. 11-20. The subjeots of the prints were "Titre, Masque 
~i., Pharmacie en Ivoire, Genie Bronze, Boite a the Porcelaine, 
Vase etaln Laque, Cavalier Bronze Crapaud Bronze, Earque~de Dai-Ko
Ku-Boie Ex Llbrl. Pap1llon at Libarlule". 

llli, No.5'. 

Ibid, No.52. -
Ibid, No.167. -

.. 

. . .. . ~: 

" 

;.\ 

\ 
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See Benedlte, "Buhot" , p.14. 

Burty Sale Cat.No.874. 

55. 

56. 

57. The two albums are bound together as V. and A. No~. ~1249-1266,19'5 . 
and E1269-1279. 1935, pressmark 94.G.25. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

See M. KalLltUdta, ''Modem Currents in Japanese Art", New York, 1974, 
p.38. 

See "The Studio" 1896-7. IX, ppe.14-28 and 178-189 and p.2-15, and 
J. Conder, "Flower Arrangement in Japan". 

. . / 
L.Gonee "Catalogue d. l'Expoaition Retrospectif de l'Art Japonais", 
188~. p.487. 

61. See ·Catalogue of Mr. East's Exhibition of Pictures of Japan", 
The Fine Art SOoiety, Bond St., London, 1890, introduction by 
Dr. J...J. Junker. 

62. '1'h1. was shown as No.17 in the exhibition "The Aesthetic Movement 
and the Cult of Japan", :ol'clt. • where I saw it. 

:. 63. v. and A. Noa. 393, 1891 a.nd p.21, 1917. 

, . 

For the' full story of Menpes' relationship to Whistler, see 
"Whistler as I knew him" by Mortimer Menpes, London, 1904. 

66. fbr Moore'a challenge •• ee above, p. 147. 
• .; i' 

67. Menpes, pps.20-21. 

68. M. Menpes, "A Perecmal View of Japanese A.rt, a Le~lOon from tyoeai ", 
Mst;'szine of Arll,- ,1888 ]ta.~e- 192 - - .. . 

.69. See above chapter on Whi.tler in this section of the thesis. 
',. . 

70. 
..... 
• 

The relevant book for thi8 thesis is "Japan, a record in colour" 
by Mortimer Menpas, transcribed by Dorothy Henpes, published by 
Adam Charles Black, London, 1901. This book contains much of 
Menpes' writings on Japan, expanded from' earlier articles. . 

, 

,( 

. , 
, . 
, .. ; . 
1 " 

/J'h"i" 

Por a general selection of Menpel' paintings from allover the world 
8ee "World Pictures" being a record in colour by Mortimer Nenpes, 
text by Doroth;:y Menpes, London. 

.... 
!I~' 71. 
J ' 
", J 

.', l 

. . . . 

. 12 • ,,' . 
. , 
'~' 1'. 
.( . 

,.~ ., 

Jlbr instanoe in "The .Ae.thetic Movement and The Cult of Japan", 
- op c1 t. a.ru1 in "Four for Whistler" arra.nged by '!'om Pocook tor 
Michf.el Parkin, Fine Art Ltd. Mr. Parkin has been helpful with 801M 

1ntonaat1on of Menpe. and has alao confirmed that Mr. Pooock '8 . 

aocount of Menpe.· Japan •• e journey. 1s in error. ~ 

Menp ••• "Japan", 1901, J)p8.~5-40. 

Br1Jlckley later vrot ... book on Japal'l.'. art "and beoame .. leadiJ\fl' 
f1,ure in the circle of Japans •• enthuaa.ts in Engl~d in the 

. 1890'.". • 
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14. Menpf"s itA ,.'rsoni .. l Vip,. \ f ';'.Iantj~~€' Art" ld8a, ;>.19:'. 
f\ 

" 

75. Menpes "Japan", flps. ,14-1.). 

16. Menpes, "A ?ersonal View of Japanese Art, the living art of the 
country", t!.:.!., 1888, p.255. 

77. l..lli.. p.26,. For a long- discussion of placing see !~enpe6,oD cit, 

78. M~npes, M.A., 1888, p.521. 

79. 

80. 

82. 

85. 

86. 

81. 

88. 

90. 

See "Catalogue of ~he PainUngs, Drawi ncs Clnd ~tc~ingR of Japan '!Y 
Mortimer i1enpes," R.B.A. exhibited in London at l':t':Jsrn. !)owdes .... e·d 
and Dowdeawells No.160, New Bond :;jt., W. ~:nCCC CXXXVIII. "Thf! 
Gia.nt Lantern" is reproduced opposite p.28 of Jw!er.pes 1)01, Of ci~-:.. 

Reproduced in l':enpes. ibid, OPP. p.126. 

2ee Aaron Scha rf, "Painting and Photography", London, 1974, p.248, 
and Note 66. 

Reproduced in Menpes, ~, opp. p.148. 

Ibid, p.12. 

Ibid, p.88. -
Menpes, op cit, 1888, ~.p.257. 

Menpe's, op cit., 1901, p.137. 

it'or an anonymous review of the 1896 work see "The Studio", Vol.X, 
1897, p.165, "Mortimer Menpes Japanese Drawinl·~". Tria r'eviewer 
was probably Charles Holmes. 

See Studio Vol.X., 1897, ppa.32-36, and Vol.XII,I'l's.21-26. 

For a full account of his dealings in Japa.n in 16,.'1.) ::: ~~~ r-lenpeR 
1901, op· cit., Chap.X., "Workers". 

See ItMr. f>lortimer Menpes" House, an ex per imen t in the a ppli ca t ior. 

I 

of Japanese ornament to the decoration of an t'n~lish House", Stu(,io, 
Vol.18 1899. p.170. ( please note the il'lconshtency ill "!:)tueio" 

references results fro. the jifferin~ ~J.te.e ~.optej by the 
publh;hp.r.l in the 1890' B vol 1B is also ..,.01 XVlll (J<lr,~t1.. .-{ ... I(-.( ,1 

I: 
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J, 

1. 

1l~. 

2. 

See above, p. Note 114 - the discussion of the reaponfo \& the 
Japanese exhibition In 1867. 

A. Lang "Some Japanese Bogies", V.agaz1ne of Art, 1886, p.15. 

For a di~cussion of Victorian fantasy wri ting see "Beyond the 
Looking Glass", introduction by Leslie Fiedler and the essay 
"Notes on the Fairy Fa1 th" by Jonathan Cotto The book contains 
many reprints of illustrated fantasy tales, including Ruskin's 
tt ~he King of the Golden River". 

2B. A. Lang "Some Japanese Bogies" Magazine of Art 1886, page 15. 

3. This is evident in the case of ~Agritte but I would argue that it 
is alao the case in the work of Dali - the most "fantastic" of 
the surrealists. The case of "Pop" art and thp. work of Paolozii in 
particular shows very clearly the distinction between fantasy as 
art and fan tasy as an excuse for art. Paolo~zi makes "art" ffom 
the fantastic productions of others. 

4. I once discussed this matter with a former animator for Disney who 
confirmed the general interest in Far Eastern art in the Disney 
Studios. 

5. Baudelaire, "Salon of 1859", p.155. trans. Mayne. 

6. Huysmans "Certains" essays "Le Monstre", p.12~. 

7. ~,p.129. 

8. ~,p.133. 

9. Information on Crane is taken from 
W. Crane "An Artist's Reminiscences", London, 1904, 
P.J.Konody "The Art of Wa.lter Crane", London 1902, 
G.C.E.Jilasse "A bibliography o~ the first editions illustrati-d 
by Walter Crane''" Chelsea, London, no date (1926?). 
P. Muir, "Victorian Illustrated Books", London, 1 n1. 

10. See Edmund Evans, "Reminiscences" ed. b~R.McLean , reprint
0

1967. 

11. Crane quoted by Konody, OF cit., p.32. 

12. See W. Crane "Of the Decorative Illustration of Book~ Old and New 
by Walter Crane", 2nd.ad. London, 1900. 

13. See Crane, OF cit., p.101. 

14. ~,p.152. 

15. No authority will commit himself on the exact numhel'.~ 

1513. Mi tford "Tales of Old Japan", OF ci t. 

16. See Appp.ndix l!: and account 0 of l:rurgt,>a Collection. 

17. These were Aladdin, Goody Two Bhoes, BNI.Uty and t}JIIf> Beast, Thp. Frog 
Prince, Yellow Dwarf, The Hind in t.he \rIoud, Princ~'~~ HellE! Btoilfl, 
The Alphabet of Old Friends. 

, 



'18. 

19. 

20. 

Crane "D"'corative Illust:-ntion of Pooks" p 162 '-' - ... 
Huysmans ULe S310n Officiel de 18~1'i, in"L',Art Noderne", p.211. 

Ibid., p.219. -
21. A copy of the stories is in the V. and A. Library, bound in one 

vol~e vith the original red, black and ~old pseudo Japanese cover. 
The stories are not dated nor paginated, but I ~ould date them 
around 1877-79. 

22. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

28. 

For a 4escript1on and illustrations of the Oni see JUliet Piggott, 
"Japanese ?".ythologr"· ,London, 1969. 1'.24. 

Fbr this information and many more similar works sec Wenck3tern, 
"Japanese Bibliography", section VIII C, Fairyti\les, etc. 

J.K.Huysmans "Felicien Rops" rpt. in "Certains", pps.67-71. 

Ibid, p.74. -' 
Ibid., p.78. 

Ibid, pp.79-80. -
See C. Brison "Pornocrates", London, 1%9, for a good selection ot 
Rops' work. This is plate 51. 

K. Berger "Redan", Bnglish Edition, London, 1968, pps.46, 47,&92ff. 
"The Japanese Influence". 

.f 

For all these comparisons see "World Cultures and Nodern Art", 
r,atalogue" or cit., p.151. S. Wichmann, "European Symbolism around' 
1909 and the influence of Hokusai's ~pectres". 

}1. 

32. 

Theodore Dowie makes a similar point in East!~e!Jt in Art, op cit 

O. Redon "A SOi-mema Journal" (1867-1915), I~riB, H. Floury, 1922. 
Burges fantasies 

See/illustration no. t the Cyclops are third from the left on th') 
top rov and second from the left on th: third row down. 

32B. Nitford, op cit., p.192. 
1 

33. One o£ the Buddha aeries is reproduced as Plate ~'8, "Buddha. 
Wandering among lo'lowera", d.1905, in Berger, op ci t. 

" 



V;"~ GOGH 

1. Letter 510, Vol.II, p.611. 

2. 

All quotations from Vall Gogh' s letters ('Ire taken frou. -
"The Complete letter:s of Vincent Van Gogh" in three volumes, 
second edition, 1959. 

R. Fry "Trans forma tiona I Crl tical and Speculative :.:.:ssays on Art", 
London, 1926. l!.:ssay on Van Gogh. ' 

J. Rewa,ld "Post Impressionism from Van Gogh to Cezanne", p.72 and 
chapters VII, VIII passim. lie'll rerk 1963,. 

, . )" ~, 

,.; 

4. M. Schapiro "Vincent Va:n Gogh", London, 1951, especially pps.14,15. 
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M. Roskill "Van Gogh, Ga.uguin and the Impressionis t Cir¢le", op ci.t. I~ 
passim. ' . 
See the endless comparisons of Hokusai with Rembrandt, Callot and 
others discussed in Section three of this thesiS. For instance by 
Gonae - p. 562 above. 

His use df these texts is entire~ misconceived, he is apparently 
unaware of their nature as reflections of generally held beliefs. 

~'. . 
In 

the case 'of Durst for instance, his evidence is inadequate, the 
notion of the "luminous sky of -Japan" had been a commonplace since " 
D\lranty'e "La Nouvelle Peinture". There 1s no reason to assume ~, 
Vincent read Duret' s nCri tique 'd t avant garden. !'loreover Duret may 
have been personally acquSinted with Theo. he certainly knew ,. 

Goupils well.' 
" : '~ .. ' , ,,~, 

H.R.Graetz. "The Symbolic Language of Vincent Van Got~hlf, London, 1958.:;.,~. 
, ~¥ 

Letter 351a, Vol.II.p.2S5. This can be dated before Janua.ry 20, the ~,/.~ 
postscript promising to pay money by that date to L''urne'ea father and !~.:. 
after the land surveyor passed his exams. Hewald claims that a "~~. 
Mme. de Sablonidre "has established Vincent' :', Clcqu;dntance wHh ., 
Japanese prints at Nuenen". I have been unable to trace his source. 

See above, page 482 and illus. 92 for a discussion of Burty's 
article. The story of Komati, a distressed romantic poetess. \oOuld 
have appealed to Van Gogh and he could easily have seen in a' 
parallel with his own relations with the 'model fOIJSorrow. 

. / / 
Revue des !mependants 18S8,p.489. "Aux XX et 'aux Independants" by 
E. Dujardin. 

Ibid, in translation quotPd from H. Dorra ani Aslin. "Seu'['at's 

Ja.,onim~e." Gazette ·~fe~s·!eau.X.Al:ts.\I I969 paro,:cs" 8I- 94 .. ~· 

.' 

l.: ',. ';,~ .' , . 
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17. Letter 520, Vol.III,p.6. 

18. Letter \1.3., Vol.III, dated [Irlen shortly aft€r Jviarch 30. 
I have been unable to arrange a ViRi t to Amsterdam to lO(lk at the 
prints, though they are freely available now. Durin;:-; lOy last 
visit the Van Gogh Foundation was in the proc(,38 of t.dnr org8.nised 
(late 1972). I hope to go soon. 

The Kusee Guimet prints are catalogued as follows: 
Album de Paul Cachet, M.A. 2107 •. 

~l 
!l 
8) 

9) 
10) 
11) 

12~ 13 
14 

Acteur dans un role de (emme ecriv~nt urrlettre, par Toyok~~1. 
Acteur dans un role de femme par Toyokuni. 
Acteur par Toyokuni. 
Actf>ur dans un role de femme, par Toyokuni. 
Acteur dans un role de 80ldat tenant un fusil par Toyokuni. 
Acteur dans un role de femme tenant un enfant par l'oshitora. 
Acteur dans un role de samurai, tenant un pinc~au; bond de 
rivi~re et lucioles, par Kunichika. 
Act~ur dans un role de femme SOUB une cascade at enfant, par 
Kunichika. 
Acteur dans un role de samurai blesse, par Kunichika. 
Acteur da.ns un role de servantede restaurant par Kunichika. 
Aoteur dane un role de Samurai montant les marches d'un 
temple, par Toyokuni. 
Aeteurs (partie d'un polyptique), Anon. 

, 

Lutteurs par Toyokuni. 
Musique de ohambre dans 
par Yoshikazu. 

une maison ha bi t6'e par des Hollandale, l' ,.' 
. , ( ,t- ,A' I '. ) 

{\ I ,"" t.~ ..... ,)1.""( , / 

\ ' 

i. ' 

ji 19. 
~ 

;:.20. 

,'I'. 

> ,; 
" 

,1 

;,.25. 

~.:. 
~:t 

lowe this information to H.M. Deneck of the Musee Guimet, letter 
of the 3 Decembre 1913. 
None of the prints supply 'direct motifs for Vincent's work. Though 
as a group their bright, contrasting colours would hnve had a great 
effeot on him. I have been unable to obtain photogTaphs of these 
works. 

Letter 510, Vol.II,p.611, also letter 511. 

Letter 511, Vol.II, p.614. 

Hart:riolc. tlA painter's pilgrimage through Fifty Years", Cambrid.l!, 
1939, pp.45-46. 

La Paille 370. All Van Gogh's paintinsswill be referred to by their 
numbers in the catalogue by Jacob Baart de 1& Faille. "L 'Oeuvre de 
Vincent Van Gogh catalogue raiaonne," Parie Brussels 1928, 4 vols. 

However in 1970 a new oatalogue incorporating De La Faille's work 
on Van Gogh's drawings was published in English by Weidenfeld and 
Nicholson. This book was basically the same numbering system a.nd 
may thu8 be used for referenoe. 

Letter 510, Yol.II,p.612 mentions the exhibition and ite influence 
on Bernard. 

The La Paille no.~ are Rodin 363. Niarehoa 364. 

, key and suggestion identification of the prints in the two port-
rait. ia given with the illustrations. " 
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26. Roskill, who publishes the IHarchoB vp.rsion as th(> ~,odj n v(>rl; ion in 
colour, and also a black and 'White photo of the Hodin version tak.es . . 
the view that the backgr~und is only of asoociativ(· valua. He eeelJl!l 
to be concealing objections to his dismissal of Van Got:h'3 intcTp.!Jt 
in Japanese prints as 'Japonaiserie', fot' the second version is 
much more mechanical than the first. He omito to m<,ke clear thdt 
there are t'W~ versios. S'ee Roskill, p.51, colourplate 3. plate 58. 

27. Hilli@r: Hokusai, Plate IX: "The Coact of the Seven Lf'agues" is a 
clear example of this, because it is desif:;Tled enti rely in several 
shades of blue, overprinted. whose' interaction is a complex based, 
on the, forms in each overprint and not on a simple relation of fom 
to contour. The flexi bili ty of the medium may be a~Jr)recia t.ed by examining 
the drapery detail of the reproduction of Oiran by Kelaai l'else;awhich :" 
is illustrated here. 

; 28. Vincent was tully aware of the similarity between Cezanne's efforts 
and his own, Bee Letter 61}, Vol.}, p.227: 

'~: I 

29. 

32. 

'yes, youmuat feel th~ ~hole.of a country isn't that 
what distinguishes a Cezanne from anything else.' 

See for instance Letter 522, Vol.}, p.10s 

"Why am I so little an artist that I always regret that 
the statue and the picture are not alive'?". 

La Faille 371 is a 'fairly exact copy of Hiroshlge's 'Oha~hi no Yuducki' 
No. 52 of his 100 Views of Yedo with a painted frame added. The 
Whitworth Gallery possesses two prints of this scene 'Which I have 
examined. 

La Faille }72, it is a cop~ of the 'Plum Gat-den of Kameido' by 
Hlroshlge which is reproduced in the book Hiroshige by W. }~er, 
plate on P.99 - from 100 Famous Views of Yedo. A tracing of the 
Hiroshige was found in Van Gogh's effects. The phrase 'the new 
Yoshiwara' and the name and address of a publishing house can be 
rea.d on the added border. The address can alro be read on La Faille 
}71. MOst of the remaining characters are meaningless or unrelated 
words. 

La Paille 373. It was copied from the cover of the special issue or 
Paris Illustre (May 1, 1886). A tracing 9f the oiran from the cover 
and a OOPY of the magazine survived in Van Gogh's effects. The 
frame is composed from three sources. The bamboo on the right is 
copied from p.11 of the special issue of Paris Illuatre ~here it 
frame a the text. The frogs on lily pads, lower left, are taken 
from a woodcut by Hokusai, according to Hoskill who does not identify 
it. The two cranes are taken from the print 'Geishas in a landscape' 
by Sato Torakyo, which Van Gogh used again in his self portrai t 
with bandaged ear of 1888.. It enables us to say that this print 
must bave been in Van Gogh's possession in 1887. In 1889 it was 
given b.Y Vinoent to Dr.,Gachet at Auvers, together 'With ~other . 
print, 'Girls in a Boat' by Yoshimaru, which presumably was in hi •. 
poaa.ssion aleo by 1887. Together the three elements suggest the 

, ba.nk of a river. 

Tralbaut dated the Bridge scene to early 1888, although he gives no 
reason. Nordenfalk quotee an opinion that these three coples were 
intended a8 part of a decoratIve scheme that'Vincent was to design 

i 
I 

I 



for La Segatori. This would explain th~lr liKht 'd~oor~tlve' chara
cter, but there is no evidence for this opinion. 

34. L~ Faille 319; it is dated by association with the self portrait 
at the easel which is signed and dated 1888. ., 

35. 

. 39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Letter W1; Vol.3. p.421. 
confirms the date. 

Letter 460, Vol.2, p.511. 

See aleo letter 459a, Vol.2,;p.513, which 

The 'two paintings are La Faille 213 and 214. They are identified 
from Letter 460, Vol.2. p.517: 

'and then a bunch of orange tiger lilies against a blue 
background, then a bunch of dahlias violet ~ain8t a 
yellow background, and red gladioli in a blue vase 

. against bright yello",.' 

For examples see Hokus.l, J. Hillier's plates of aets of small and 
large flowers - colour. plates XI and XII. 

La Faille 243 • 

La Faille 244. 

La Faille 280. 

Paris Illustre, May 1, 1886, page 71. 

La Paille 272. 

44. The Hiroshige-like.nowscape in the upper left hand corner of the 
Rodin MUseum version ot the portrait of Pere Tanguy shows such a 
recession and show. figures used as they are used in itA Corner of 
Montmartre" - La Faille 347.' 

45. La Faille 347. 

46. La Faille 310. 

47. La Faille 313. 

48. La Paille 350. 

49. Hillier, Bokusai, Plate 60. 

50. Bing "Fugaku San Ju Bokke i" OF 01 t f p. 244. 

51. Ibid, p.5Q. 

5'. Act. ot XX International Congress ot the History of Art Vol.IV, 
p.~. Symposium on reaotion against Impressionism. 

Princeton 1963. 
54. L. Gonae "L'Art Japona1. ,t op oit., oravolume edi.t1on, p.}23. 

" 

I 

! 
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55. La. Faille, Letter \014. Vol.3, p.437 indicates thlt trdn rJaintjN~ was 
in Paris in June 1888 and it .,Is.unlikely that SIJcli a portra1t~:"!J 
sent from ArIes as it 1s not mentioOf~d. in the 1.,t Ler~. 

i 

56. Paris Il Ius tr&', Nos. 45/46, May 1, 1886. '1,0 Japan' special i£"fJUO by 
TadamaSQ.. Hayashi Published by Charles Gillot. Th£> 111u~JirationA 
included many sma1l line drawings taken from HokusaJ, Korin and 
oUlers. The colour plates were: 

57. 

58. 

59. 

Outer Cover I A design incorporating a flower bloGsom and 
outer print by Kesai Yeisen. ' 

Inner Coverl A print by Outamaro 'Chanteuse de Drnrne dana ur.e 
salle de reunion'. 

7wo prints of 'auteurs ~ 1a fin du XVIll e siecle' by Shun Yei 
and Toyokuro. 
page 651 Outamaro print 'La Cuisine au Japan'. 
Page 68: 'Fuji Hama, montagne sacre du Japon' print by Hokusai, 

showing pilgrims grouped round a tree, in the distance 
a view o~ Fuji. '. 

Th~re were also modern paintings of Japanese scenes which treat them 
according to Goncourt's opinion that they were like French eighteenth 
century painters ~ one even shows a girl on a swing ~ 1a Fragonard. 

The note on art begin. on p.S,. According to Reidemeister, Van GOCh 
left a copy of this magazine amongst his property on his death. 
Vincent made a copy of the cover and used some of the other illus
trations in his later work (see elsewhere in thesis). 

Letter No.,22, Vol.2, pp.164 & 16S. 

E. Verox. revue ot 'Promenades Japonaises - Tokio NikkO', texte 
par Emile Guimet, dessins par F. Regamey, in L'Art, Vol.4, (1880) 
p.137. 

L. Gonse: L' Art Japonaia, ed1 teur Quantin. First two volumes 188}, 
this quotation from p.11 of the one volume edition of 1886, editeur 
Quantln. 

60. 'L'Art Japonais', by L.Blano du Vernet in L'Art, Vol., (1880) p.227. 

61. Letter W7. Vol.,. p.443. 

62. tetter 542, Vol." p.55. 

63. Roskill makes use ot Vincent's apparently oontradictory statements 
on Japanese art to argue that they are simply derivative. In part
eular he quotes from Duret, Critique D'Avant Garde, p.168, on 
Japanese art and oompares it with Vincent's description of the land
scape on hie arrival in Arlee and asserts that since there is a 
vague similarity in the terms used, the ideas and meanings that 
Vincent gave to Japaneae art must be no more than dynamiC re
statementa of viewa that he had read •. However, the t~eatmE'nt of 
Japane.e prints as examples ot 'light and atmosphere' is ~ery oommon 
in writings of this time and i. no evidence of a direct source. 
Vincent may or may not have read Duret. E.' Fermigier in Lautreo 
recorda that Duret. who was a famous oollector of Japanese prints, 
entrusted his collection to Goupil, but does not say when, or where 
this information originates. There is a possibility that Vincent DIet 
Duret through Thea, and could have absorbed'his id3as at firet hand. 



fto.kill ignores the c.Ilpacity for synthesis which b; the basis of all 
Van Gogh's art, and the stron~ link between Vir;cf.>nt'fl ideas about 
art before he came to Paris and his 'adopted' views base-d on the 
common cr! tical appreci'a. tion of Japanese art. ~f'P. Host<111, Chapter 
2, and Appendix B. 

64. Bing's magazine was published in three language3. The illuatratlonA 
~iven here a.re from the English Edition, but are identical with 
those in the French version which Vincent presumably received. 

Fer i"li11:1.et'avieit to Pari~, see Letter 525. Vo1.3, p.11, dated , 
August 15 (1888). For the delivery of the M~gazlnes, alon~ with some 
JaoarleBe prints on Milliet's return, see Letter 540, especially 
Vincent's comments on Bing'e material. It is not certain how many 
issues Vincent received. He certainly had iseues 1 and 2. In 
Letter 542 he mentione the 'Blade of Grass', which is Plate C in. 
issue 1, and the 'Carnations' which is Plate GD In issue 2. Also 1n 
lett@r 542 the reference to a·'Bokusai' ie taken by Hoekill to mean 
Plate GC in Volume which shows two outline prints of. Hokusai 
from the Guaskiki 'Crabs and Seaweed' and 'l'ersons ca.ught in a 
shower'. But 'Hokusai' is in the singula.r and in my opinion refers 
to the full colour plate, 'Landscape taken from the thirty-six views 
of Fuji', by Hokueal, published as a plate in the August issue. which 
Mllliet would have picked up on his return to Paris from the north, 
on his Way to Arles. 'Bokusai' is in the sir~lar not the plural 
and the other two plates which Vincent admired were colour plates, 
not line drawings. He was clearly attracted by their colour. 

65. The passage 1s on p.6 in the English edition; I give the full 
quotation below: 

'Not that the Japanese artist emancipates himself from all 
rule, or ever lets his fancy wander at haphazard •. Far from 
thiS, the constant guide whose indications he follows in 
'Nature'; ahe is his 801e, his revered teacher, and her 
precepts form the inexhaustible source of his inspiration. 
To Nature he surrenders himself with a frankness which 
expresses itaelf in all his works and invests them with 
touching sincerity. 

'!'he Japanese is drawn to this ideal by a twofold character
istic of his temperament. He is at once an enthusiastic 
poet moved by the spectacles of Nature, and an attentive 
and minute observer of the intricate mysteries which lurk 
in the infinitely little. It is in the spider's web that. 
he lovee to study geometry, the marks of a bird'e claw 
on the snow furnish him with a design for ornam~ntation, 
and when he wanta to depict the curves of a sinuous line 
he will certainly resort for inapiration to the capricious 
ripples which the breeze dravs on the surface of the mordial 
elements of all things and according to him nothing exists 
in creation be it only a blade of gras8, that is not worthy 
ot a placs in the loftielt conceptions of Art. This, if I 

'do not err, i8 the great and ealutory lelson we may derive 
. troll the exe.mples h. ..ts betore us.' 

66. BOlkill call. it thil (p.82). 

It Val with hi. on Mar 3. 1889. at St. Re~. Vol." p.1',. 
See Letter 590. 

. I 

" 



68. Vincent first mentions the novel at the SMlf> tilOP. Unl h'-' fjrnt 
mentions Ml11iet, the second lieutenant, in bin IpttcrG. (SN' 
Letters 505 and 506, Vol.2, p.601 and 602.) A dr~winv. of ~ fly 
on Letter 506 is based, on an illustratIon in j·t. Ldter B.7 (datrd 
the second half of June 1(88) mentions havi nr: rl·r:td thp. novel 'the 
othE.»r day'. We know that Theo could not obt3.jn the novel in·l'nri'~ 
because Vincent made many inquiries to see if he had read it aor]. hI;! 
did not d~so for several months. 

See Letter 561, Vol.3, p.10~, for the record of the exchang~ of the 
illustrated edition with Gauguin. This edt tion is '::>li tion du I 

Figaro', Calmann Levy 1888. The page numbers in the not~s below 
refer to the edition published by CaIman" LevY in thpir r.nIIection 
NouTelle, no publishing datt-

69. For description of interiors see Calmann Levy edition, pp.204, 23 
and 178. 

70. Letter 509, Vol.2, 610-611. 
/ 

71. 'Mouem.' i8 used in Calmann Levy, p.75 and quoted by Van Gogh in 
Letter 514, Vol.2, p.620. 'Bonze' is used in Calmann LevY'edition, 
p.201 and ~uoted b,y Van Gogh in ~etter 544a, Vol.3, ,p.64 and Letter 
545,Vol.3, pp.66-67. 

72. The description of M. Suere's dr~wings is in Calmann Levy edition, 
Chapter XXXIII,p.155. The Bing remarks are 

74. 

. 75. 

76. 

77. 

. 76. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

The description is on 

Letter W.7, Vol." p.44'. 
meats see Letter 519. 

Fbr mention of M. Kanjarou and his sweet-

See Letter B.6, p.490. The example of the girl with black hair was 
used earlier in the description of Antwerp docks. ln Letter B.14, 
Vol.3, p.508, Vincent refers to the 'simultaneous contrast of lines 
and forms'. In a later letter, he writes that the world has not 
yet realised; the importance of co~trasts to the existpnce of all 
things. 

According to Tralbaut,Toulouse Lautrec may have suggested the 
journey, knowing how interested Vincent was in Japanese art. . 

Letter B.22, Vol.3, see also Letter B.2 (2) for a description of 
ArIes as Japan. 

Letter 463. Vol.2, p.525. 

L'Art, V~1.1 (1880). p.281.'JaponisBle', by lQBla.nc du Vernet • 

Letter 500, Vo1.2, pp.569-590. 

Lett.r 543. Vol.3, p.56. 

Letter 540, Vol.3, p.47. 

Dur.t. Critique d'a,vant erde (18A" p.131 op cit. 

8~. Letter B.18, Vol.3, p.516. 



'.~ 

84. For Van RapPA-rd, see Ip.tt0n 2-19, ?6?, ~1(,. i"or 'l'Lt'0 n:. I'i pOL(.'ntial 
partner, s~e Letter 33G. 

85. 

86. 

81. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

91. 

98. 

99. 

See Letter 544a, P.S., Vol.5, 'p.65. 

See Letter 51 1 • , 

See Letter 533. This is the only evidence 'oWe h~1V~ of Theo's r.rit1cal 
influence on his brother's thought. It indi ca tea that his analysis 
of Japanese art may have helped Vincent conniderably. 

Duret: Critigue d'avant ~rde, p.146. 

Gons4u L'Art Japonais, (1886) , p.81. 

Letter 511. Vol.2, p.614. 

Letter 542. 

Letter 520, Vol.3, p.6. 

Letter 519, Vol.3, p.4. The full list ,of masters he gives is: 

'Delacroix, ~llet, Rousseau, Diaz, Monticelli, Isabey, 
Decamps, Dupre, Jongkind, Ziem, Israels, ~;euni/er, a lot 
of others Corot, Ja~ue etc. could understand. ,.. 
Ah, Manet has come very very near to it, and Courbet, 
the wedding of form to colour.' 

Letter 480, Vol.2, p.555. 

I 

See Letter 507, p.607. 'I am now going over all my canvases a little 
before sending them to you.' 

Letter B.3(3), Vol.3, p.478. 

Letter B.19. Vol.3, p.518. 

John Rewaldz Poat Impressionism from Van Gogh to Cf':r-lnr' (>. p. 218, 
discusses the significance of Van Gogh's working In front of r:ature. 

See Letter 48}. V01.2, p.561. 

100. Letter 484, p.S62. Vincent states that he' did the painting (La Fallle 
40) 'in the house' when packing hi~ work ready to leave for the 
Yellow House. The drawing, La Faille 1499. is dated at centre 
bottom, tArles Mars 88'. 

101. See Letter '221. dated July 21 1882. Page 428, Vol.1 shows a sketch 
of thi. painting which 1s La Faille 941. (See my Plate 24b). 

102. See Letter 487, Vol.2. p.564. Also La Faille 409 for painting and 
1416. tor drawing related to it. 

10,. See Letter B.10 (18), Vol.3. p.S01. 

104. See Letter 343. p.220, dated December 1 1883. 

105. See Letter 361, V01.2, p.28~, or La. Faille, 1740 for examples of 
wintery drawings. ~ 

'/ 



106. !:)ee Letter 345,Vol.2, p.302 - reproduced in colour, ;~ I .' C,' 1.. .10':11 11 P 

1245· 
,\. 

,l. -' .. ~' 
107. See ~ection Three, on Paris, 

108. ~ee Letter 460, Vol.2,p.529. The paintinpH are 1 .... jo'ai lIe 392 and 
393. lo'()r an interesting analysis of their symiJolinm, seE' H.k. 
Graetz, p.70. 

109. La Faille 405. 
Because of his rigid division of Japonieme/Japoni1i!.lprie Hoskill can 
only see lfeakness in this painting. According to him the peach 
tree is falling backwards into a Western three dimensional space. For 
him no new synthesis can exist. Either a pa.intinL~ r.,ust imitate the 
forms of Japanese art in a 'Western' context or it must use JapanP'8& 
motifs in a purely exotic manner. I disagree completely with his 
statement that 'Ja.panese imagery and Japonisme do not really go 
hand in hruld' in Van Gogh's pf'tintings o£ this ti me' • The very act 
of ser,arating the two snOws a misunderstanding of Van GOl:h's 
development. Since continuous space of the Renaissance kind does 
not exist in Van Gogh's paintings of this time it in almost meaning
less to talk of a high or low Viewpoint. See ltoskill, p.S:?, Plat~ 59. 

110. See Letter B.4, Vol.3, p.481. 

111. See Letter B.,. 
:.112. See Letter 628, Vol." p.260; also Letter 621, p.258. 

11,. Page 87. illustration. 

:.114 ..... 1i:.1t .1"latE' es Huneshi~e W ... ra-nak1 . ~ " !he Japan~se Print; its 
Essence and ~volution (adapt~d by C. H. Mitchell) ?_kyo I966 
r"k~c., SU'W8 w-..1te~l.We1:a' ~ •• j; wa*k ,,'-k .&ll( ,.el10w. .' '. ; 

';':115. Graetz, p.'227~ 

... ,,, 

" 

',' 116. The paintings are La Faille 397, 400 and 401 and a view of the f,'allraf
liichartz Museum, Cologne, which is not listed in La F;].llle, but 
illustrated in Finley, op Cit, Plate 26 •. Letter B.2 dates La'1<'a111e 
397. Pont de l'Anglo!s with a 'group of women washing' to early 
Maroh, a,date.confirmed by the bare branches of the trees in the 
paintings. It also shows a drawing of the bridge with Buitors 
walking their sweethearts home. 

, 117. Letter B.3. Vol.3. p.471. 

117B.8ee Letter B.6, which gives facts of the journey; see also Letters 
500,499 • 

.'111C.t.a Faille 415,417,4161 the letter refera specifically tt') 'm.:lrines' 
so the painting, tinished at Sain~ariell a.re unlik£dy to be painting. 
of goats on the ahore. La Faille 14~O and 1431 are pre~ratory 
drawings for 417 and 415 respectively. 

'18. La Faille 1428. The drawing is labelled 'Souvenir d~ ~nnte3 MariP8' 
and is in a different. more rigid and detailed 8tyl~ th,.n t"le othpr 

,"j 

" 

'. 

" ../ 

\ , 
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drl1wings from the visl t. It may even be .'l. sepHrate dri\win/; frolll the' 
original sketch,with colour notes carefully transcribed - a real 
memory, from the imagination. 

119. Letter 500, Vo1.2, p.590. 

120. La Faille 1431. . . 
121. For an example of the poles in use, see J. Hillier: Utamaro, 

(Plate 108), which shows the poles in use. I havp not b~en able t~ 
find an example showing them folded as in the Van Go~h. 

122. Letter'491, Vo1.2, p.51}. The drawing is La. t'aill(' 1429. I 

12}. Additional evidence for this syntheei, provided by a sketch of the 
composition whioh Vinoent sent to Bernard in a letter of June 1888 -
Letter B.6, Vol.}, p.488. . 

The boats are not clearly arranged in twos, they are not Japanese in 
form, having round ends and a stub})y prow. Nor does it show bamboo 
poles. It is probably close to the original image which Vincent carried 
in his mind from ArIes, to which tJ:e Japanese form wa.s added., 

124. See Letter 224, Vol.1, drawing p.436. 

125. Letter 500, Vo1.21 'I have three more drawings of cottages which I 
still need'. These drawings are 14~7, 14~6 and 1440 which show the 
least influence of Japanese art. 

, : 126. La Pa.111e 420, 421. !)ravings 14}4. 1435. 

127. For example see Hillier. Bokusai Drawings, ?late 51 - 'Mount Fuji and 
Eroebima'; or Hillier's Bokusai, oolour plate VII - 'Fuji below 
low hillooks or Meguro'. 

128. Letter B.10, Vol.}, p.501. 
Letter 509, Vol.2, p.610 a180 desoribes the drfLwings and repeats 
the same conversation in whioh they are likeneo to thp. sea. The 
drawings are La Faille 1420 and 1424. 

129. The Harvest painting is La Faille 412. The drawings are 1483. 1484. 
1485 and 1486. Letter 501, Vo1.2, p.606. refers to Vincent retouching 
the Harvest to make it 'Harmonious'. 

1}O. See Exnerl HiroshiQ!, ,h". :fork ,.i.960.,a.t!;e: 65. 

,131. La Paille 514 whioh can be dated by a drawing sent 
letter replying to a postcard dated April 4 1889. 
58~b and drawing Volume }, p.149. 

to Signac in a 
See Letters 583a, 

132.H1lliera Hokueai, colour plate VIII. The view ~f Fuji in centre 
baokground of the Portrait of Pere Tal"lgUy shows the same brush 
stroke system in the sq. ' 

1". Letter 516, Vol.2, pp.624 and 625. 

1}4. Letter 524, Vol.3, p.14-. The painting is La Faille 4·.9 and drawing 
1402. Reidameister (op cit) first raised this point. 

" 1}5. Slllier. HOKusai, Plate 58. 



137. La Faille 437 and 438. See also Letter )26. Io'OI' ()live IIarvf'lt !'Ice 
La Faille 654, 655, 656., & 5B7. 

138. La F'1.ille numbers 

• ,>-

13:1. Letter 134,- Vol.l, p.200. H.U.Craetz has trf~ated the Sower. sy.bolisll 
fully. 

140. Letter 427, Vol.2, p.421. Letter 430, Vol.2, p.429. 

141. Letter B.1, Bol.2, p.492. 

142. Letter 506, Vol.2, p.603, reproduoed the drawing in the lette~, the 
drawing in the illustrated edition is on p.276. There is anocher 
on p.312. 

143~ The paintings include La Faille 719 and 572. 

144. I,et ter 590, Yol.,. p.166. 

'45. Letter 643, Vol.3. pp.286-7. 

146. Letter W.I, Yol." p.425. 

147. Letter 646, Yol.3, p.289. 

148. The four drawings are La Faille 1611,.1612, 1613 and 1614. 'II} e 
painting is 
The should be compared with the ivy on p.2 in Artistic Japan. 

149. La Faille 6~5,606, Bing Plate G-C, Hokusai Taito 'Crabs and S(aweed'. 

'50. Paris Il1ust~, pp. 61 and 74. 

151. See Letter W.7. 

152. The painting in the Tate Callery . snould be 
compared with 'Chrysanthemums', one of the 'Set of Large Flow/rst 
b.r Hokusai - Hillier's Hokueai, Plate XI. 

153. La Faille 

154. See Graetzl Symbolio LansuSS! of Van Goen, p.105. 

155. La Faille 1406, 1410. 

156. Letter 492, Vol.2, p.515. 

157. Letter 474, Vol.2, p.541. 

158. From Hillier's Hoku.~ DrawinS!,.Plate 68. 

15'. La Pal11e, 1509. 

160. La Paille, 1435. 14'4. " 
161. A tMoWJm~' is d •• oribed by Loti on p.'76 of 'Madame ~hry8anttue.!·, 

Colmann-Levy edition •. 

! \ 



'C'est un des plWl jOli:J mots de de la lanf,'Uc. 11 
semble qu'il-Y·ait dans ce mot de la mou.! (de la 
peti te moue, gentille et drole comme ell'!B en font) 
et surtout de la fremouisse'. ' 

Letters 514, Vol.2, p. 260 and B.12, Vol.3, p.506 descr1be 
this painting. 

162. See girl on the right on page 54. 

164. S~e L8~ter 559, Vol.3. p.100 for the first skAtch ~hich is clearly 
La Faille 489, vhile the later painting is La Faille 488. 

165. La Faille 448. Letter 524, Vol.,. p.14. 
" ~ 

166. See 'Madame Chrysantheml " illustrated edition, pp.126 & 219. 

167. See Gonse,L'Art Japonaie (1886), p:21. 

168. Letter 542, Vol.3, .p.5. 

169.5ee Letter 588, Vbl.,. p.159. 

170. For Regamey, see above. page tt. 

171. La Faille 427. 

172. 
, .'l1li'" . \' 
See',wo Japanese prints from Van Gogh's collection.by D. Cooper in 
Burlington Magazine (1957), p.204. Cooper sug,:~eBts tha.t the prints 
vere brought to ArIes by Milliet in September 1888, but I think that 
Vincent must have brought them him.elf when he first arrived in 
March. The second print. 'Girls in boat' by Taiyenshai Yoshimaru 
(~ plate 48a) doe. not appear in any painting by Van Gogh, though 
80lle of 1 tis motifs may have influenoed him. 

173. GaUBUin2 Intimate Journals, tra.nslated Van Wyc~. Brooks, P.einemann, 
1912, p.54. 

114 •. Cooper, ~. op oit, 1951. 

175. La Paille 612. 

, 176. Graetz. p.195. 

171. Letter 610, Vol." p.222. Letter B.20, Vol." JI.520. The painting 
i8 La Faille 744. 

118. Letter 6,8, Vol.3. p.216. which mentions the portrait, is dated 
June 4 1890. 

.. 

JOTES TOCOKCLUSION 

./ 11'. Albert Auriar, "lA. 1.01 ..... Mercure de France, Ja.189<) • 

180. Letter 626&, Vol." ,.2;6. 

181. See Bengt Danieleson, "Ge.ugu.in in the South Se~s", l.ondon. 1965, 
pp.. 24, 25 and 26. 
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182. See G. Wlldf'nstain, "Paul Gau~ln", I, Cat .Pari;., N().C2~ • 

. 183. lli,2" 557. 

184. lEl.!!, 320. 

185. See Paul Cauguin, "Noa Noa, Voyage to Tahiti", Ca:JAir~r, Oxford,1~6t\, 
and • ., ",,' 

Paul Gauguin "L'Ancien Culte Mahori!' presente par Rene. HU;''P:he, Paris, 
1951. 

186. Japaneee prints appear in Wildenstein 78, 287, 313, 375 • 

. 187. 'Wild.nstein 213 •. Wildenstein quotee from a letter by Gauguin to 
Schuffenecher. 

188. This is particularly true of the seotion of the recent thesis by 
Kloner, op cit, dealing \dth Gauguin, with which I disagree on 
almost every point ot interpretation. 

Kloner'. work covers aome of the ground of this thesis, so it is 
appropriate to offer a brief criticism of it -
a) Kloner makes no attempt to inquire into the general probability 

of certain typee of Far Eastern art being available at parti
cular times. 

b) He ignores contemporary criticism almost entirely and thus 
rides roughshod over subtleties of meaning and possible artistic 
intentions. 

c) He aooepts the formalistie aocount of the history of late 
nineteenth century painting implicitly and makes no sign of 
being aware that an investigation into the influenoe of Far 
Eastern art provides evidenoe for serious doubt on this matter. 
The moat alarming aspect of his thesis is that it has no 
general oonolusion, a mute testimony to the danger of allowing 
works of art to appear in history without visible means of 
support of which I spoke in the introduction to this thesis. 

Other earlier works suoh as Y. Thirion's, "L'Influence de L'Bstrunpe 
Japonaise dana 1 'oeuvre de Gauguin·' intlGauguin, sa Vie, son Oeuvre", 
ed. G. Wildenstein, G.B.!., Paris, 1956, p.89, :' .•. ~ 

:...- reprintef. fro. G.B.A. 1956 0, 01 t. ~ ~...oIG ~(.,"'.....J.s,v 
,.- ~ ~ .. 
~ -' "-J)lJ tvc.A..t.() • 
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2. 

Answers to r,1Y recent appeal for a.ny indict. tien of the w:;~rGaboutz of 
the 1867 cata.loi~u.e in t,19 Times Li terary SuppleI:l~nt s~GGe:::t tr . .:l t 
this vol1JJnc has been lost forever. It seems seve:::oal ~choJ.ar3 would 
like to knm.J wr.ere a copy could be found. 

I noy! have invi tati.ons from both H. Eliseev, the director of the 
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!1usee Cernuschi, and M. Ri.cheoc, the director of the Nusee Harrr;.ottan, 
to research their collections. I may well have the results of this 
rest-arch before this thesi.:;; is submitted. 

For inrtance 11Y Donald Burgy "'ilha tit !!leans .to be avant garde is to 
constantly waste cllltural forms; to throw them away; an 
ol)~olesc.:ence not of forms but of contents as weI'!.". <iuoted by 
r':ichaJ.!l Co:npt0n in Unit 16 of Cpcn Univer;:;.it:r Co·u.rse A351, paGc 73. 

Ny opinion i8 the.t a conscious '.'.avant garde stra te~f" only apllea:bt::d 
amc-ngst o.rtls:s after 1900 with Duchar.1p's mural and Pica.sso's 
early lI cubist tl "'io~'ks which he himself claimed to be acts of 
dcst:r.'Uction. 

~·;," .. e .. ":'.:,!"f' !:~.tt~.,.J..".J.. ""',-,~'b n·;J.l .... 1.A.·' ... u D-'_~'~.~ _..].1.4."'"""."" T_..--.:l_·v '! 1r ,-,r., - ..... _ ...... _ ..... _ .. -. .... v...... .uU.J.. \J lI' .l..~, .LC4.c.i.I..L,." .. C"""~"''''V'''''~V'''''UI-I''4 ;,,'wIP ;;'""""'':'~ 

67 t Ch&.pter III, Art. Nuttall's thc'sls, that the cor;sciOU:;11JC:3 .. 1 of 
:p(')t€·nt1~] m::1.S~~ rle~truction through nuclear ,,:eapons accelerated the 
avant (!Cl.rde process and the gel1€ral (>xp(>rience of cultural redundpJiCY 
is (!ucst.i.or:able but it does at least point to the social roots of 
aV:l~lt gardisn:. 

).leo Nuttall, like other artists yforking on avant carda prc'll.iS((:1 , 
relil~s primarily on !t. t,~rary sources for his ana.l~·sis of th(~ n 

ol'iein:J of trw avrint.~ at ti tude - Ea.ucle:lairt;, llimlJaud, L~utreamol\t 
and Jarry ra.tner than l'::.met, V::m Gogh and Cezanne 81.'e seen as its 
true a.M.(,0Cu~ • The Ii ter1l!'y orir;ins of avant b'8xdi 3m hE'lp 
to explai.n why the concept \012.:3 ini tially u~ed by critics, not 
artlGts. 

6. 'Jlile most apparent of these was the art market. Ho\o,€>vcr thc fIlilJ'.'kct 
..... ClH only a rrtcdiator for change!'! in public taste or rather the 
illilbil ity 0 f society to form a Gil tisfactory consenC11S on the 
GiD':'lificuncc of various aopectc cf exp<!l'ience. 

Behjnd the nrt market and the consequent :rapid exploi tatJon awl 
redundancy of many styles, stood. the progressive dJs:i.nteG'raticn 
of the as::n:JTlptions and symbols from 1,o,hich art had ::1h13 . .\'3 bL'~m mad.c. 
~'his h[:'.B usu8.lly been referred. to as "alienation ". Cl early tho3'e 
in seareh af an p,d.equatp. account of the emerGence of an avant g<'..rd~~ 
must seek for a. point in time when contemporary' sodety becume so 
fra.oarnented that it T!.O longer- offered the rdnimU!:l consenSUG ncc€!osary 
to support art. This period, occurred, in my judgerr:cnt, just before 
thc First\.]orld \·Jar. 

7. llilie,ne :Brion-Guerry "Cez<lnne et l' Exp:rcssion de l' Bspace", Pn.ris, 
1966, 1'.157ff. and illus. 45, 46 all(1. 47 invites onc to consider the 
c..r..zllcr;ic.:~ i::. rr:ct!:.'~d~ of sp~ti~l CO!1~t:r.:~ction of Cez?vnY)~~'s trV'il?\~~ of 
Bont Saint Victoire" and. Chinese lndscape paintinG. The comparieon 
has, unfortunately, no historical basis. iv':lil~ OT!.t'! \"ould very rDuch 
like to see Cez? .. rme brOl1!Iht int(') the net of Par I!:a:::lte!n influence, 
his isolation is bcyor.d dispu.t.e. !>,iorcover this isolD.tio11 i3 crucial 
to the development of paintinc in the bi'Enticth century. To see 



CeZal"lne a.s "non-Oriental II is to understand more of the isolation of 
Cubism in the d.evelo:r:ment of twentieth century art. 

8. Karl 11armheim "1!:3Sa.ys on the Sccioloey of CUI t~.u-e", Lendo n, 1956, 
pps.32-33, "Digression on Art Ristorof". 

9. See A. Hauser "Nannerism, the crisis of the Renaissance and the 
Origin of 110dern Art", London 1965. Part chapters I - VII. 

10. See F.S.C. Northrop "The 11ee-ting of Fast and 'tlest", New York, 
Collier, M~cmillan, 1960. 

11. Ibid, p.318. 

12. The work of Jack Burr..ha..ll ma.y be seen to be a variant of the belief 
that the content of cultures may be represented by simplified 
propositions applicable over a whole range of events within that 
culture. 

Burnham makes use of certain aspects of structuralist thought in 
his criticism. However he makes use of them only to defend a 
variant of tho avant-gardist hypothesis of artistic chan~e, as in 
h:i.s reduction of the development of modern SCUlpture to the gradual 
disappearance of the pedestal. For Burnham, as for the avant
gardist3, art [)€":comes a. gaffi€: played to arbitrary rules, which he 
presents ao a closed autonomous system. :Burham's writinGS are 
sig.nificant as they are the only major attempt to make use of 
struct.ura.list idea.s as part of a hypothesis about recent changes in 
art. It is possible however that one may make usc of some aspects 
of structural thought in a manner which is more in accord with the 
ompirical knowledge of a particular period. 
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v!e have seen that art appears to be a form of knowledge which 
embodies particulate pieces of information in a particular form. 
Changes in the "la.'1gu.age" of art may be described as chang2s in 
relations between form and information in a particular subject. If 
ono considers, for instance, the ma.ny changes of form of a p.'lrticu13,r 
thome to be found in Van Gogh's work one may see such chanses being 
made by the a.rtist, in a consistent, structures manner. '!'he chanr;cs 
that Van Gogh made in tho va.rious images of the Go'Wcr, thc rela.tions 
between his early and late paintinGS of peo,sa11ts, and the changes 
in his la.nclnca.pe paintin03 are all of this order. By meann Qf Van 
Gogh' s U~le of the JI't,I,ancse exa.mple they have all been shown to b3 
connected to an attempt to endow thene subject~l with a directness 
adequate to their human aSf'ociations. Van Gogh related assoc1ational 
and formal eleCllents from Japanese art to a subject in order to effect 
a change in the significar.ce of the nubject, to change its 10ca Hon 
within a strvcture of associa.tions wi thin contemporary culture. 

The stnlcturalist analysis of the transformation of a set of 
symbolic relations from one form to another may very well have an 
importa.nt part to pla.y in the analysis of artistic change. However, 
such analysjs must never be allowed to decay into assertions that 
"art" is an autonomous 3tructure. 

Once <"gain the commonplace analogy between Greek and Japanese 
cultures provides a useful example. It is so common that it appears 
to indlcate a. fundamental relation of meaning that almost univer
sally affected the significance and use of the Japanese E.'xample. 
However the analogy was not "internal" to art. Rather it existed 



16. 

17. 

as part of a system of associations nreGent in late ninoteenth 
centu17 culture as a whole to japan~se culttITe. A more striking 
exa.'TIple is the equally common analogy between Jap2.nese prints and 
Epinal prints,1,,,ith all its political and social associatiof1s. 
These have been described in passing in the thesis. They too are 
part of the cuI h.re as a whole, not part of some separate system 
of si~ificance relatable only within art. 

Structuralist theories about the range of possible transforraations 
of symbolic relations from one set of forms to another may help to 
define the wedia tinS' process between the totality o!' ::leanings 

-within a cult'.lre and relations of form and meaning within a work of 
art. They could help to make clear many aspects of an artist's 
treatment of the possibilities offered to hfm by his culture which 
otherwise would remain hidden. The evidence offered in this thesis 
could form a basis for an analysis of this kind. 

~'he tcnden-cy of the hum;::n mind and humFln social groups to see their 
experience as a whole and to act on that basis is not apparently 
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a controversial matter. However it i5 not demonstrable as a general 
proposition. ~~us when the tendency is assumed as part of a working 
method, as in many aspects of sociology and psycholoc;y it gives 
rise to serious df.>b~te. The problem is discuGsed in J. \yolff, op 
cit, passim. The evidence in this thesis as to the many attempts 
to assimilate thf: Far Bas tern example into 'Jostern culture suggests 
that a similar tendency can be displayed in art history. 

The type of cor~ection through acsociations of meanings outlined 
above offers a useful method of accounting for the reflexion of 
social conditions wi thin works of art. Degas for instnnct.~t made 
use of Japan~se compositional mod.els and figure :3ubjccts to 
innovate wJthin the l:.uropean trudi tion of the nude. The association 
of Japanese models with the Realist aesthetic and with Greece has 
enabled un account of the contradictions in his work to 10 r~lated 
to a more general cultura.l context and thus to society as a whole. 
In this r.mnncr one may build up a pictur~ of the relations bet.fecn 
the irmer structure of form and meaning in a work of art and the paJ."a-
11el system of values and aGsociations of meaning found in the 
cociety in which it was created. 

I run thinkin{'; of Empson t s "Seven Types of AmbiL,'Ulty" - no ~imil.'l.r 
clasoificntory otudy of the func~ions of visual language has been 
aUempb?d. It would embrace both symbolic trrtnsforma Hons and 
types of visual description and illusion and the rel.ntion between 
these two. Art Historical ".;orks have nf-vcr attempted more than a 
part of this problem - as is th8 case within Gombrich's "Art and 
Illusion" • 

}'or a misconceived attempt to derive the identity of the "Impression
ists" from lheir immediate social sitw3.Uon see Naria Rocers, 
"The Ba"tignolles Group: Creators of Imp'rcssionism", in M. C. 
Albrecht "T'lle Sociology of Art and L1 terature", London,1910, p.194. 

Writers as different in viewpoint as Rewald, Hauser and Gombrich 
have made use of this idea. 



18. The quotation is taken froru Z. Baumann "Cul tt:re D.S Praxis ", London, 
1973, p.1'{6. 

:Bawilar.n's conc~pl;ion of culture a3 a hiehly practical activity 
. nece3sary to the gr'o't/th of civiliza. tion cmd the broadening of hUrnan 
possibilities aD expressed in the final chapter of his book is 
very relevant to my own conclusions. 
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LIST OF ILLUS'"!1RATIONS 

Note3 

Illustrations are listed consecutively for each section of the text. 

vlhere the primary Dource of an illu.s tration is a published work, 

its author or other heading corresponding to the bibliography is given. 

l Full details of the work will be found there,) then the title of the 

illustration and name of the artist if known. Its number or page number 

are given, if these are available. 

~~ere the primary source of an illustration is a mUSe'2Q or private 

collection, the location is given, using the same abbreviations as in the 

text and notes. Secondary published sources used for such illustrations 

aro not given hera. 

mieht ot.herwise arise. 

Dlmcnsions of works are given when available. 
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SECTION ONE. I'Ah'P U'JE. 

"-1. Breton de la J'vbrtiniere. Vo 1 ump Two, page 25. 

2. Wright, Allam "'l'he Imperial Palace at Tseau TschA.n" r.~;;, VolumE> One. 
folio. 

3a. Hacfarlane, Allom "Engraving Blackings for Printing", • f,Mf", X I 

b. Macfarlane, Ialziel "Japanese Lady", 

c. }'f.acfarlane "Di vini ties", • ~ODll.!I'.. 

4a. Poster advertising the Chinese Exhibition in Hull. 

~. Langdon, "Entrance to the Chinese Collection". 

c. Langdon, title page. 

d. Langdon, "Bridge at Haron near Canton", no.1260 (see Arrendix A). 

e. Langdon "Chinese Temple and Idols" (see Appendix A). 

5a. Titsingh, Wedding Scroll Part II, Plate 1. 

b. Titsingh, Wedding Scroll, Part II, Plate 3. 

c.' Titsingh, Wedding Scroll, Part II, Plate 6. 

d. Titsingh, "Earthquake, Volcanic Eruption and Inundation in the 
Province of Simahara", Part II, Plate 3. 

6a. Bonafou "Mani"S're de conserver la graine" llate 4. 

b. Bonafou "Blanchissage de la ouate dans un courant d'cau de source" 
Plate 40. 

7. The House that Tom Paxton built "Visitors of all Nntions". 

8. Hawks, Prince Hayashi "Points of a horse", p.459. 

9a. Hawks. Reproduction of Hiroshige. "Ferry boat from Odagan Kyoto 
Meisho". 

b. Hawks. Reproduction of Hiroshige; panel from "Omeeava ford" 
triptych, no date. 

d. Hawks. Reproduction of Rando Bikosarubo "Crucifixion scene from 
Ghost of Sakura", print 1851. 

10. Illustrated London News. January-June 1854, p.97. "Japanese 
Exhibition in Pall Mall East" .... 

11a. Illustrated London News. Sept. 20, 1862, p.320. "The Japan::se 
Court at the International Exhibition". 

b. Detail of 11a. 
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12a. Waring, Plate 240, "E:namel". 

b. Waring, Plate 28), "L8.cquer". 

c. Waring, Plate '261, "BronZf~5". 

13a. Pages 51, reverse and 52 from Burges, Album of Prints and Drawings. 
v. and A. 93 E.5. see Appendix E for details. 

b. Pages 50. reverse, 51, from Burges. Album of Prints and Drawings. 
v. and A. 93 E.5. see Appendix E for details. 

c. Page 51 reverse from Burges Album of Prints and Drawings, V. and A. 
93 E.5. See Appendix E for details. 

d. Page 53 from Burges Album of Prints and Drawings, V. and A.93.E.5. 
See Appendix E. for details. 

e. Page 56 reverse from Burges Album of Prints and Drawings. V. and A. 
93.E.5. See Appendix E for details. 

f. Page 52 reverse from Burges, Album of Prints and Drawings. V. and A. 
93.E.5. 

14a. Dresser 1862 "Chinese eclipse Symbol", Plate XIV. 

b. Dresser 1862. "Suggested Western symbol for an eclipse", Plate XIV. 

15. Lacquer box and coloured strips of paper acquired by the V. and A. 
in 1865, V. and A. acquisition no. 285c 1865. 

16. Front page from Hokusai "Yehon Sakigaki" (vol~me one) - Pictures 
of noted Japanese and Chinese Warriors by Hokusai. at the age of 76. 
V. and A. print room copy. 

17a. "Guide de 1 'Exposition Universelle de Paris, 184911
, pps. 204 & 205. 

b. Frontispiece from "Japanese Botany", Lippincotts 1854, see 
Appendix E (actual size). 

c. "Japanese Botany" pages 6-7. 

d. "Japanese Botany", pages 8 - 9. 

e. "Japanese Botany" pages 10-11. 

f. "Japanese Botany", pages 18-19. 

g. "Japanese Botany", pages 30-31. 

18a. Oliphant, p.180 "Winter Scene", see Appendix E. 

b:. Oliphant, p.19, "A Lady at her Toilet", see Appendix E. 

c. Oliphant, p.140 "A street in the aristocratic quarter", nee 
Appendix E. 

19a. Steinmetz "A Japanese Lady's Boudoir". 



c. SU~jnrT!Pt7. "!("presenta.Uon of Domestic Life in Jar'an". 

20. L'fJrlpire de Sources du So10il. r"rontispiece. .. . 

21a. Osborne p.31 Fishing Boa. tfi at ~~ea (see Appendix E). 

21b. Osborne, p.18 "Labourers tr8.nsplanting rice in thf! rain" (see 
Appendix E). 

21c. Osborne, p.112 "Het.i:nue of a Grandee Crossing a Ford" (see 
Appendix E). 

22. Osborn, p.45 "Lady and Restive Horse" (enlarged) (see Appendix E). 
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23a. Osborne, p.5 "Traveller's first sighting of Fuji Yama", see Appendix E. 

b. Hokusai, page from "100 Views of r-;ount Fuji". 

24a. Fonblanque "Japanese Actor", see Arpendix E. 

b. Fonblanque "Two Japanese Actors", see Appendix E. 

c. Fonblanque "Street of Theatres" see Appendix E. 

d. Fonblanque reproduction of Ja~~nese theatre bill advertising the 
play Ghost of Sakura (see Appendix E). 

25a. Chassiron. Histoire Naturellc, plate showine fishes taken from the 
Mangwa. Colour photo, see Appendix E. 

b. Chassiron~ Histoire Naturelle. Plate showing insects and a frog 
taken from the Mangwa, volume one, colour photo. 

c. Chassiron. "Caricatures". Plate showin~ an artist at work and a. 
quack, taken from the Mangwa. Colour photo. 

d. Chassiron "Caricatures", photocopy, actual size. 

e. Chassiron "TravauX: de la Campagne" taken from the 100 Views of 
Fuji by Hokusai. Photocopy, actual size. 

£. Chassiron. "I1oeurs de la Campagne" taken from the 100 Views of 
Fuji by Hokusai. Photocopy, actual size. 

g. Chassiron "Histoire Natl.lrelle" plate showing birds. Photocopy, 
actual size. 

h. Chassiron "Histoire Naturelle" plate showing plants. Photocopy, 
actual size. 

26. Illustrated London News. April 13 1861, p.334. French Spoils from 
China recently exhibited in the Palace of the Tuileries. 

27a. Alcock (1863) Chapter XIII p.293. (showing motifs borrowed from 
Hokusal and Hiroshige). 



27b. Alcock (1863) Chapt.er XIIl, pag~ 300. (showing motif3 borrowed 
from the I·:an&:"Na). 

28a. Bishop ~mi th A Japanese family scene in common life, engraved 
from a photol;,'Taph by NCl:,'Tetti "and Zambra, page 108. 

b. Bishop Smith - Japanese Ladies engraved from a photograph by 
Negretti and Zambra, page 166. 
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c. Bishop Smith,A Japanese Dwelling of the Better Claos, engraved from 
a photograph by Negretti and Zambra, paee 266. 

SECTION It PART TWO. 

1a. Manet. "Portrait of Emile Zola", 1868. l\:usee de 1 'Impressionisme, 
Louvre, Paris. Detail of upper right corner. 

b. "The Wrestler 0narato Nadaemon of Aura Province", Utagawa Kuniaki II 
probably made in the 1850's. 

2. Manet "Odalisque", 127 X 197mm, wash, watercolour, gouache. Cabinet 
des Dessins (R.F.6929) Paris Louvre. 

3a. Manet "Olympia" watercolour and pencil.200 x 310mm. Private 
collection, Paris. 

b. Plate enamelled in colours with a nude girl lying on a couch, Chinese 
export ware, probably made in the first half of the eighteenth 
century. 

Manet "LH Rendezvous des chats.Lifuog:-rqnposter for Champfleury's 
Le Chat, 1869. 17i" X 138". 

5. Hokusai, Cat, goat and other animals; detail from the Mangwa,Volume One. 

7. P. Debucourt "La Promenade Publique" 1784 aquatint. Art Institute 
of (hicago. 

8a. Degas "Portrait of the BelleH Sisters". (Deux Soeurs) 92 ems. x 
73 ems. 1862-1864. 

b. Utamaro "Folding a length of cloth", detail from a triptych print -
late eighteenth century. British Museum. 

c. Utamaro. "Folding a length of cloth", print triptych, late 
eighteenth century, British Museum. 

9a. Degas "Scene de Steeple ChaGe" (awe courses, Ie jockey blesse) 
oil 1m 80 cms. x 1 m 52 cms. 

b. llokusai "Ho:rses and riders", Mangwa vol.six. V. and A. prjnt roolD. 

c. Hokusai "Riderless horses" lI':an,gwa, vol.six, V. and A. print room. 



1(1,1. ,illist,}pr "H:HITlc>rIY jn Gre0.Tl a.nd HO~1e. 'I'hf' Munic l~oornlt, OU, 
37~_, X ,1'{~. W()O(";'). Freel' Call1!l'Y uf Art, Wa:.r.inc:ton. 

b. Utarnaro "Girl applyine coslIleti-b to her neck" about 1796. British 
Kuseum. 

11. Whistler "Purple and Rose, The Lanee I.ijzen of the Six Marks". 
Oil 1864. 91.5cm. x 61 cm. Johnson Collection, Philadelphia. 

12. Illustrated London News, June 29, 1861. p.606, engraving of a 
painting by T. Delamarre Itrrhe Lantern Painter". 

13. Illustrated London News. Feb.23,1867,p.176. "The Japanese Jugglers 
a t Saint Hartin's Hall". 

14a. Hokusai "Yakko-odori dance" }:angwa, vol. 3. 

b. whistler lI~pecimens of the Butterfly Sil:,'1la ture of James f1cNeill 
Whistler" from Pennell, page. 

15a. J.Tissot "Japanaise a. la Bain'',; oil 1864. I'lus~e de Nantf's. 

b. Kunisada "He turn from the Bath", Two part print 72 em x 24.8 cm. 
between 1818 and 1824. 

16. Tissot "Lady in Japanese Costume" Oil. 

17. Stevens "La Mauvaise Nouvelle" oil 1861. no location current. 
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18. Stevens "Le Peintre et son l:odele" oil1B66 /67 no location current. 

19a. Millet "r1an with a hoe" oil, 1860-2, 80 x 99 ems. Private collection 
U.S.A. 

b. Hokusai "}'lan hoeing" from the r'.angwa, vol.3. 

20a. Millet "Normandy Pasture" (Environs de Cherbourg, oU, 73 x 92.4 ems. 
1871-2. ~linneapolis Institute of Arts. 

b. Millet "Cliffs at Greville" oil 94.3 x 117.5 ems.1871-2. Allbright
Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo. 

21a. Monet "Road near Honfleur in Winter". Oil 1865. 32 x 39~ inches. 
Present location unknown. 

b. Monet. Hiroshige "Station 38, FUjikawa" from Go-ju-san Tzugi: 
Meisho Zuye - Views of the Tokaido Road 1855. 

22. Auguste Borget. "Pont de Chinois pres d'Anvey, f~te des lanternes 
apres nature", exhibited in the 1845 Paris Salon. Engraving taken 
from l'Illustration 1845. 

23. Illustrated London News. June 29 1861, p.606. engraving of "The 
Occidentalist" by T. Delamarre. 

24a. Illustrated London News, October 15, 1864, p.404. "A Japanese 
Woodcarver" drawing sent from Japa.n by Wirgman. 

b. 1l1ustra.t~d London News.Jan.27, 1866.p.88. itA social meeting of 
Japanese artists" drawin t!, sent by Wirgman. 



24c. Illustrated 1ondon News, Feb.23. 1863, p.192. "EJcecLltion of Tw·) 
of the murderers of Brl Ush Officprs in Japan" drawing sent by 
Wirt~an from Japan. 

d. Illustrated London News, July 23, 1864, p.91. "A Japanese Party 
at Meals" drawing sent by \"irt.,~an from Japan. 
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25a. Swift"Voyage to Laputa, I3alrib~rdi, Glubbdubdrib and Japan", p.192. 
"His majesty deep in a problem", illustration by T. Morten. 

flO 

b. Swift. "A Voyaffe to Laputa, B~ribardit Glubbdubrib and Japan", 
p.224. "A scheme for entirely 'tl.bolishing al1 words whatever", 

I • Illustration by T. Morten. 
• ...,. 1'1 I..t ( ( Q 1\ \ 

c. Swift "A voyage to Laputa, Halribarii, Glubbdubrib and Japan",p251. 
" Happy people who enjoy so many examples of ancient virtue.~ 

26. Bracquemond "123 oiseaux japonais" reproduced in Lostalot, G.B.A., 
1884, Vol.II,1884, p.511. 

28a. A. Jacquemart Plate II. engraved by Jules Jacquemart. 

b. A. Jacquemart, Plate VII, engraved by Jules Jacquemart. 

c. A. Jacquemart Plate VIII engraved by Jules Jacquemart. 

29. J. Jacquemart "Une Execution au Japon", published by Cadart, Paris, 
c1865. 

30 a-c. F. Beato, 1869, photographs taken in Japan during the 18GO's. 

SECTION II. 

1. Dueuing - map of part of thp main building for the 1867 Exposition 
Universelle. 

2. Dueuing "Installation du Siam et du Japon" dessin H. Lancelot. 

3. Dueuing "Le Kiosque Japonais" dessin de M. Lancelot. 

4 •. Ducuing,.Rimmel etc. "Guerriers Japonais", dessin de M. Weber. 

5a~ Dueuing "Chinoises debitant Ie th~" Dessin de M. Gaildrau. 

b. Illustrated London News. Nov.16th 1861, p.541. "The Japanese 
Women in:the Late Paris Interna.tional i:xhibition". 

6a~ Dueuing "Exposition Chinoise". 

b. Dueuing, 'detail from birds eye view of the exhibi tion to show 
Chinese pavillion and Japanese house, in the English quarter. 

1. Dueuing "'rhf-titre Chinois", engraved by Lancelot. 



tb .• Chjr.f'3.~ Scr,'el1, Five ]"-I.VI'G .. ach S ft 6:~ inc!.0S hit)1 and 1 ft.'? ins. 
widf'. 'letail of' embr()idpr~'rl nirle. V. andA. E;ll11.House (W'.6118.69). 

b. Chines/) ~crf'en reverse, blue feather work on gold ground. 

c. detail of Sb. 

9. Sekkwil. Pair of paintings with raised cloth fig-Irene V. and A. 
Print Room. 856.69. 

10a, 10b. IchimoiBai Yoshitora "Shuga Kwakutei - I'lusha Kagami". Thp. 
mirror of 100 warr1~r9 publishpd by Kinkejodo. 6J x 4~". V. and 
A. print room, 861,861A,1869. 

11. Anonymous print of a battle scene. V.and A.Print Hoom 841/N/0/R 69. 
duplicates (in box E.J.200). 

12. Yoshi toshi "The Army of Susaki Y.onetsin crossine the sea F'uji te to 
attack the enemy". Triptych. V. and A. Print room. 841, 1, HQ,69 
(Box E.J.6). 

13. Yoshitora "Kyomon and other3 of the Taira clan starine- in amazement 
at the Goddess Benten appearing from the waves to crush his powcr". 
Triptych, 1849, published by Hikobei. A. and A. Print Room. 
841-1,H,Q 69 (Box E.J.6). 

15. Audsley, reproduction of Kunisada. The Nirror of r·~aeic (Vlahabine) 
series, plate showing "The wi tch Ki tutsu Kngamin rAading spells 
from a scroll". signed Toyokuni 77 years, dated 1862. 

16. Plate from V. and A. Print Room album (E.J.143) "Famous places in 
Yedo". 

17a. Suzuribako (writing box) embossed gold l;~cqucr orna.ment ins1,de and 
out, water bottle in metal in shape of oak cluster, interior, 
containing an ink block and a red sheathed knife si[,""l1ed Kinkwazan 
Kiyonaga, seventeenth century. V. and A. H<lm.House 823,69. 8~" square. 

17b,c. Views of the inside of the lid of 17a. 

18. 

19a. 

Lacquer Tray. V. and A. Ham.Houso 877,69. 

"Box, Lacquer Ware, ornamented with flowers and foliage, in gold 
lacquer" L.7~in. H.4~ in., W.4lin. No.233 in the 1869 V. and A. 
inventory. No current collection number (1975) though recatalob~ing 
in progress. 

b. "Box, Hexagonal. The interior gilt lacquer ware, the exterior is of 
wicker work. The lid decorated with five round medallions of 

different sizes". 3J in. from angle to angle. No.46 in 1869 V. and 
A. inventory. no current collection number, 
and 
":30x lacquer ware standing on three feet. In the intf~rior is a small 
tray ornamented with a bouquet of flowers in gold lacquer". 
W 4~",(?), H.2~", V. and A. H,im.House 878.69. 

c. "Card o'r L0tier Tray in Tortoiseshell". V. and A. HD.rn House, 1.3137,69. 
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19d. "'Wooden tr:1.,YR from a box containjrlp,' fcur smaller boxes with geometric 
and animal deRif;nS" )Ij" x 4(.". V. and I;. Ham House. 887.69. 

20. Kyekawa Kinjiro (signed) m~de 1650-1680. Lacquer cahinet for holding 
papers. Height 26", width 25", dApth 13~1t. 

20a. Photographed (on right) in Bowes Collection 1872. Audsley 1872. Plate VIII •. 

b. Chromolithograph Bowes collection cataloL~e 1901. Bowes 1901. 
frontispiece. 

c. Audsley. 1872, Plate IX. Photograph. More lacquer objects from 
the Bowes collection. The suzuribako in the centre 9! x 9 inches 
square was bought from the 1867 exhibition. It was Itof aventurine 
ground, beautifully decorated with highly raised ornament. The 
outside of the lid and 'sides of the case are covered with the 
representation of rocks, water, trees, berries and cloud •••••• The 
tree and clouds are executed in gold leaf and two berries are of 
red coral". Other items in the photograph were also bought from 
the 1867 exhibition. 

21ab. Bowl and Cover. Glazed earthenware (19th century Satsuma) 
21a. cover, 21b, bowl. 
V. and A. 872.69. diameter 7 in. 

21 c. "Flask in form of a pilgrim's bottle" (Sa.tsuma faience) 
V. and A.819.69.cir.2Dt in. 

d. Vase, Satsuma faience. Handles in form of elephant's head. 
V. and A.814.69. Height 1'41", dial 6~in. 

e. Vase. Satsuma faience. V. and A.817,69. Height l' 2~", dial 7 ". 

f. Audsley and Bowes, plate XXXII. Kaga Bowl bou~ht from the 1867 
Exhibi tic,n by J. Grant Norris Esq. 

22a. Audsley, 1872. Incense burner i.n form of a junk, .bought from the 
1867 exhi bi tion. 

b. Jules Jacquemart, engraving of incense burner in the collection of 
the Due de Morny, exhibited in the "Histoire du travail" section 
of the 1867 exhi bi tion (published in B 10-AvC,.. ). 

23a. Visits to Japan 1865-66, London 1869. "Frontispiece". 

b. Visit! to 'Japan 1865-66, London 1869. "Lady and her servant on a 
balcony looking out to sea". 

24. Utamaro "The Morning After", from Annals of the Green Houses, 1804. 

25. Burty, 1869, Regamey. Frontispiece for "Emaux Cloisonnes". 

26. Pq. Hurty's membership card for the Club de Jinglar (New York 
Public Library). 

27a. Burty 1869 Regam(~. Vignette, p.29. 

b. Burty 1869, ·'egarney. Vignette page 57. 



28a,b,c. Ch:i.mpflell ry.l!16'). bas .1(' lJa!;'~~:;, attributed to "Oksai". 

29. Iiing. Artistic Jap;.\.n.Vol.ITLplato .d.P. 1. liiroshige, paep. of 
drawings of cats. 

~'J. III us tra ted London Nf:WS. Hay 2nd 186£3,p.433. "r!'he Imperial 
Japanese Troupe at the Lyceum ThAatre. 

31a. De Hosny "Anthologie Japonaisc" back cover. 

b. De nosny reproduction of a page of Japanese poetry. 
/ 

32a. Audsley 1872. Plate VI. Temple lamp of cloison~enamel. Bowes 
collection. Height 62k". exhibited London 1872. 

b. Audsley 1872. Betal Vase exhibited Liverpoor 1872. 

c. Audsley. 1872 Plate X. Vases of Satsuma faience, heights 12 and 13 
inches, exhibited Liverpool 1812. 

d. Audsley 1872. plate \i) 
Liverpool 1812. 

Vases of Satsuma faience exhibited 
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e. Audsley 1812, Plate II. Vases and Dish of Cloisonne ~lamel. Vases 
height 30 inches. Dish diameter 24 inches, exhibited Liverpool 1872. 

33. Audsley and Bowes Plate XXXIX. Tanzan. Dish showinf,' a group of 
geese - diameter 25 inches. 

34. "Great Works of Ancient Art, Craft and Industry", anonymous 
Japanese print showing works assembled in Tokyo for the 1813 
exhibition in Vienna. 

35a. Japanese weaver at the 1873 exhibition in Vionna (using i~estern 
machine) (Tokyo ~xhibition Club). 

b. Journal de 11 J.::xposi tion de Vienne illuutr~. "'risserands Japonais" 
(using traditional Joom). 

36. Journal de llExposition de Vienne illustre' "Le Grand Daibuth dans 
Ie l-'arc de l'Exposition." 

37a. Journal de l'Exposition de Vienne 1873. "La Section Japonaise". 

b. Photograph of Japanese section at Vienna exhibition, 1873. '.l.'okyo 
Exhibitiom Club. (probably from the photographs taken by the 
Imperial Commission). 

38. Journal de l'Exposition de Vienne illustre' 1813. "1e Ja.rdin Japonais". 

39. Audsley and Bowes 1875, Plate XLV 
Ceramic plaque with landscape. 

40. Humbert 1871. Boutique de curiosi t ;;,,; Japonaise. 

41. nf!ato (published in 1869). Photograph of Japanese curiosity shop, 
source for illustration 40. 



4? M€p,'OlU'O Htldnha. !-1u!>ee Cerr.uschi," Paris, height 4;; mp.trt:'·s 23 cms. 

45a. (In practice it was found thrlt all ill ustrations of the Cernuschi 
collection originated ~ith Gonse, 1883). 
Gonse, 1883,pC{' Ccrnuschi Collection. 
"Grand Dragon de .Bronze Formant Brule Parfums". 
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b. Gense 1883, p.16. Cernuschi collection. "Sennin sur un Tigre" Bronze. 

c. Gonae, 1883, p.110. CemuRchi collection. 
"Fauccn sur un Rocher" (ceramic). 

d. Gense 1883, p. 55 Cemuschi collection 
"Griffon at oiseau de proie" bronze engraved by Guerard. 

e. Gonse 1883, p.144. Cernuschi. "Japonaises en PromenA.de", prJnt by 
Gakoutei, 1822. 

f. Gonse 1883, p.276. Cernuschi collection. 
"I"1anzai ou souhai teurs de Nouvelle Ann~e" Bronze by Jiouguiokou. 

p.63 
g. Gense 18831 Cernuschi collection. Vase ~ auatre lobes par Saimin. 

,e~1 
h. Genae 1883. Cernuschi Collection. "Gran. vas • •• BrOll?." 

44. Gense 18133, p.266. reproduction of "Sansonnets sur Ie Soleil 
couchant" par Shinman, 1815. 

44b. Buhot, F. Business card for the Sichel Brotr.ers. 

45. Catalogue, Exposition retrospectif de l'Art Japonais, 1U83. 
Advertisement for S. Bing, 19, RuE' Chauchat. 

46. Selection from the bronze vases Gold to the V. and A. by S. Bing 
in 1875. 

47. Procelain incense burner in th ... form of a basket of chest.(luts. 
Sold to the V. and A. by S. Binr, in 1G75. V. and A.110S.75. 
Height 9 inches. 

47b. Dish, square blue and green glaze drae:on motif sold by Bing to the 
V. and A. in 1875. V. and A.1112-187S. 

48. 

50. 

c. Long neck bottle sold by Bin~ to the V. and A. in 1875. V. and A. 
1110.1875. 

Japanese incense burner. "Bronze cast by the r:t '!"e perduf~ process 
designed Sei Tei ana Ko Itse anQ cast by Ka-Ko(Cho Kichu) under 
the di rectorship of K:-1.ne Sabu Ru Wil.Kai. The work finhhed April 
1878. Sold by Bin~ to the Y. and A. in 1883. V. and A.1S8-1883. 

Chinese Screen sold to the V. and A. by Bing in 1885. V. and A. 
130.1885. 

Dresser.1882. p.lo7 Drawing of ,Jap::..nese Temple. 

51. Regamey arawi.g tate. 1877 

lirawing fro. "1. Japo." 1905 " ~'. 



55. _ Guimet and i;Pf"J'if'.'{, 1i,dO (hi. dr<lwirw I.'J' HCf',;~lf;e,'1, p./8i 
"K ios:ti (h.nf~ son :t t.elier". 

54a. Guimet and Heg'rl.mey 1880 ed.·f t-o--rvG ~ 
Portrai t of acg;:uney by laosai •. 

b. Heg-amey 1880 ed. Portrait of Kiosai by f-Cg-amey. /v Iqo 

55a. Regarney 1880 ed. Kiosai, }<'an Paintin~. 

b. Hurty, article in L'Art Vol.2, 1876. Illustr8. tion by t€eamey. 
"Yebis et Daikoku Lutteurs". 

56. Hegamp.y "The I1ikado opening the Tokyo Yokohama railway" 1872. 
N.B. See Appendix I no.41 for illustrations and details. 

57. Hegamey, 1903. "Soire'e de Husique et de dance, 1876. 

58. Regamey, 1818. Drawings from Promenades Japonaises. 

59. Guimet and ReBaIney 1880 frontispiece folio~,('J. 

60. Guimet and Regamey 1880, title page. 
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61. Regamey 1883. Okoma. Illustration "L' Auteur Japonais ;;: son lecteur". 

62. Hokusai, 100 Views of Fuji. "Jo'uji worship" (V. and A.) 

63. Regamey 1883. Okoma, title page. 

64. Regamey 1883. Okoma. "Au pied de l'autel de Zizo, une femme 
licensie".se exite les convoitises d'un homme riche". 

65. Hegamey 1893. p.81. "A Woodcarver". 

66a. Pumpelly 1870.p.197. :Facsimile ot pag~ from ;rokusai's Xanl7,'Wa, 
Vol.8. showing faces. 

b. Pumpelly 1810, p.200. facsimile of pagE'S from l-Joku~;::d' s Manf.:-wa, 
Vol.12, showing Tengu. 

c. Pumpelly 1810.p.202. "Facsimiles of JaJ~'l.nese Woo<.lcuts and colour 
printing" mainly from the Mangwa. 

d. Purnpelly ./1870., p.196. "Facsimiles of Ja:anese woodcuts and Colour 
Printing" mainly from the r1angwa. 

67. Jarves, 1876, PL...~~ 1L ,bf::-;'·!;'Si'! 
Design". 

69. Mi Hord, 1871. Odake "'l'hc Ronins invi te Eotsuke no Suke to perform 
Hnra Kiri ". 

70. !'1it.fo:-d 1811. Odak: "ft. wrestling m1.tch". 

71. MitfCJT'd 1871. Oclake" ltrl'he accomplished and lucky tea kettle". 



12. DicKin;1, 18'(';. "'I'he Honin[J C''lnr'ront Kotsukc no Suke". 

73. Dickins, lB':"). '''I'he Honinn examine-> a map of thf'ir enemy's hm.H3e tl
• 

14. Dickins, 181? "Suicide interrupted by a st:rollinp-' musician". 

75. Dickins, 1815. "A norimon is challenged". 

76. See illustration 31a. 

77. Turretini trans. Tanefico.1875. Plate showing Y.omats and Sakitsi. 

78. Liberty's catalogue C1875, p.13. 

79. Murray Marks, visiting card. 

80. Illus tration to 1-1argaret Veley '}\ Japanese Fan" Cornhill Magazine, 
1876. 

81. Morris 1880. J. Wood. Frontispiece. 

82. Audsley and Bowes, 1875. Analysis plates. 
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83. Audsley and Bo\\es 1875. Plate. Red and gold K:l:~;i ware dish from the 
collection of the Duke of Edinburgh. 

84. Audsley. W. and G.A. 1881. Plate. 

85. Dresser, 1882, p.289, reproduction of peacock from Hoku3a.i's IVJangwa, 
Gwafu. 

86. Alcock, 1878,p.56. Figures 20 and 21, the spital dist.rnution of 
lime tree leaves. 

87. Cutler, 1878-1880.Plate I. 

88. Ph. Burty, 1883. Illustration to Heredia's "Le Samourai.". 

89. G.B.A. April, p.420. Illustrations to I1ontaif"lon' s :jonnet 
"Les Fumeurs d'Hokousai". 

90a. G.B.A. 1878. Burty Collection "Statuette en Bronze". 

b. G .B.A. 1878. Burty collection "Routp'j lle quadrangulR.ire (m 
porcelaine de chi ne" engraved by l"elix Buhot, 1875. 

V vI,. 'r (' 2, 7' 
c. L' Art 1878."Burty Collection "Grand Eventail de Commandement" 

XVIll e siecle. Dessin de H. Somm. 
V/;L'f.. fzs~ 

d. L'Art 1878.r-Burty Collection. "Cerf portant les attributs de Tassi 
Toku" XVIIl e siecle Graveur de Peyplat. 

" e. G.B.A. 1878. Burty Collection "Boite de medccine en laque". 
fCI 

f. Gonse 1883. Burty Col1ection."?ortrait d'un President de Tshiajin", 
w~od. 

, 



f:. G(·ml(J lIW~, p.294. Burty collp.ction. :;higITI0bu. ".jeun(~ femme 
interro~7efint. le rat eriblelT.I' ric Fortulle". 

h. Gonse, 1e83, p.234. Burty Collection. ~;umi.'1e painting of a fish 
"Carpe par Cikou t d". 
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i. Gense 1883, p.206. Burty Collection. "Pieces de la collection de 
M.Ph.Burty". 

91. Burty article in L'Art Vol.2,1875. Illustration by Regamey. 
"La Poetesse Ko-Nati". 

92. Burty article in L'Art Vol.2, 1875. Illustration by H.Somm from a 
Japanese print "Ko Mati composant urn poesie dans la campagne". 

93. H. Regnaul t "Salom~". \ €; 6"1 

94. La Vie Noderne. 1879. p.179. Yama'1loto. "La Raquette Japonaise". 
Illustration to "Japonisme" by Duranty. 

94b. Viollet Ie Duc. 1880. Fig.8. ilLes dessinateurs jaronais". 

95.,:1rFraiPont 1879, Plate:" 2_/_ /.~ 

96a. Collinot et Beaumont. Peacock adapted from Hokusai's Mc~gwa. Gwafu. 

b. Gonse 1883. Reproduction of Peacock from Hokusai's Mangwa Gwafu. 

97. Bing, Artistic Japan, Vol. 4:.- Cover. No 2.6 

98. Bing. Artistic Japan, Vol.one, page one. 

99. p.Sedille "L'Architecture du Trocadero" G.B.A. 1878,p.247. 
Sketch of allegorical pai!lting of Japan by LQ.rnei reo 

100.1.. L. Gonse "Co~p d'oiel ~ vol d'oiseau nur L'l'!XTosition Universelle", 
G.B.A. 1878,p.11. Drawing of Aizelin "Le Japon". 

b. The Illustrated Paris 1'xhibi tion ·of 1078, Paris 1878. &1.graving 
of Aizelin "Le Japon". 

101a. The Illustrated Paris Exhibition of 1878. Paris 1878.:b;ntrance to 
the Chinese Exhibition. 

b. Glucq 1818. Planche No.10. Facade de la Chine. 

102. Maritimes Imperiales III. Serie General No.5 Cataloe~e Special -
Exposition Uni verselle, Paris 1818. I-lap of Chinese ~xhi bi tion. 

103a.Glucq. Planche XI. PavilIon Chinois. 

b. G.B.A. 1878 p. PavilIon Chinois des Jardins du Trocadfro. 

104a Illustrate. ~aris ~xhlbltion of 1878 Visitors to vhi.ea. XxhlbltioB 
t - ,~. - .. . ... ... ;' .... t "'! \,...r .... ., .... '~ l - -- -" ,. J >,; ~. ", 

b. Glucq 1878, planche no.45 (detail) "Vue d'enserr.ble de l'exposition 
de la Chine. 

c. Hergerat 1e78, p. {5S-View of the Chinese exhibition: 
. , 

, .. ' 
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106. Glucq 187B. PJanche.3 Facade du ,]aron. 

101. The Illustrated Paris &hibi tion of Hr/B. Paris 1878. WatGr drinkers 
at the Japanese fountains. 

108a. Glucq 1818. Planche. La F'erme Japonaise. 

b. G.B.A. 1818. p. _ Porte en Bois sculpt~ de la }~errne Janonaise. 
r08c Hergerat 1878 p129 Sketch of the gate by Sei Tei 
109. The Illustrated Paris .r.Jchibi tion of 1 fJ'{e. Paris 1B7B. The Japanese 

pavillion in the Trocadero Gardens. 

110a. The Illustrated Paris Bxhibition of 1818. Paris, 1078. The Japanese 
cook in the Paris International Exhibition. 

b. Detail of 110a. 

111. Glucq. 1878. Vue de l'ensemble de l'cxposition 1878. 

112. Bergerat 1870. p. 136 Bas de page based on the Japanese exhibition. 

113. Bergerat 1818. pl~7Le Paravent Japonais de Sci Tei Watanabe. 

113b. L'Art 1818. p.263.Lacquer Screen. 

./ 
114a. L'Art 1878.p.251. Brule-Parfurns en Bronze Incrunte d'Or. Dessin de 

Yeizo Hirayama. 

j P. 129 
b. Bergerat 1878 Brule parfums. Dessin de Sei Tl.'i \·Jatanabe. 

c. Detail of Section II Illustration 48 V. and A. 1n8-18B3. 

d. Detail of Section II Illustration 48. V. and A. 1 bG-1 8B3. 

115. L'Art 1878.p.251. Brule Parfums en Bronze expose par Ia I1aison 
Minodo Chodjio. ~essin de Yeizo Hirayruna. 

116a. l' Art 1878. p. 259. "Meuble en Bois naturel, l(cr.al.lsse de specimens de 
laques de tOHtes les epoques". Dessin de Yeizo Hjrayama. 

b. L'Art 1818.p.263. "Neuble en Bois naturel, rehausse de Iaques". 
Dessin de Yeizo Hirayama. 

117. Plate acquired from the 1878 exhibition by the V. and A. 
V. and A. 320.1878. 9 inches diameter. 

118. Detail of large dish acquired by the V. and A. from the 1878 Paris 
exhibition, no current collection number. 
4 ft.6 ins. diameter. 

119a. Blanc de Chine figure of Benzai. Ten acquired by the V. and A. from 
the 1878 Paris exhibition. V. and A. No.II2.~7gHeight 9;r ins. 

b. Rerp;erat 1P78. p.13BEJ'lr,-rnving of figure of mendicant ~;aint. 
16th century terracotta. 

c. Figure of mendicant saint. Iaentical to 119b, now in V. and A. 
acquired from the 1878 exhibItion. 
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120. Gasnault Hf18. Vase en po rceln,j ne colorj ee. i;:xpoS~ par Ia nlanufacture 
!Hotiycn a Tokio. 

121. L 'Art 187'd. V~L..11'¥1 Vase en Bronze, collection de M. A. de Ni ttis. 
lJe:18in de Yei zo Hirayama. 

122a. G.B.A. 1B78,p.,01. Illustration to Ephn:.ssi les laques japonaises 
au Trocadero. Boite en laque d'or (Collection de Mme. L. Cahen, 
d'Anvers. 

b. G.R.A. 1878 (.8phrussi), p.493. Interieur d'un cabinet en lacque 
d'or. 

c. G.B.A. 1878 ~phrussi p.496. Boite en laque blanc (Collection 
-l. Nnle. L. Cahen d' Anvers). 

123. ~.B.A. 1878 Items fro. the Bing ani Sichel collectio.s o. 
show ift the Trocaiere. 

124. 'l'rade advertisement for the Royal Arita Porcelain Co., Japan, and 
'l'he Bidland Educational Company Ltd., 

125. W. Crane "Almond Trees on 110nte Pincio" 1873/4 (?), no present 
location. 

126. de Nittis "Place de Republique " 1818(?), no present location. 

121. G.B.A. 1818, Display by ChristOphle. 

128. G.B.A. 1878 .' Torch~re par Guillemin. 

129. Magazine of Art 1881, p.137. The Salon of the Vanderbilt House, 
Fifth Avemue. 

130. M. D"tIll'Ilouse. "Plat en Porcelaine". C· (SLnt-Jc.. . 

131. Bergerat 1818, p.J67 f'langeotgrand piano decorated with Japanese 
motifs. 

132. The Illustrated London News, Feb.21st 1885, p.20,. 
"The Japanese Village". 

SECTION III. 

1 a. Manet "The Bal cony" 1868, Louvre, Paris, 66~ x 49-:t. 

b. Nanet "Gare Saint Lazare" 1873, National Gallery of Art, Washington 
D.C., 36·~\I x 45k". 

c. Hiroshige "Asakusa Tempa Tori-no-machi". Festival of the Cock 
Asakusa Rice fields. View 101 of the "Hundred Famous Views of Yedo", 
1857. 

2. Manet "I.a Rende~fous des Chats", Lithograph, 1868. 

Manet "Le Chat d Les Flours" Etching and aquatint, 1869. 

r<lanet "eha t 30US une chai~e" drawing', lead and wash 215 x 1. 32mm. 
faris, Louvre Cabinet des Esti'l.mpes (Dc 300d-res.t\o.11). 
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'":-a. r';:lT1et "Chat C01H:},"(, de prof'i 1" (letter) waterc(,)our. 1£;0 x 113mm. 
P~ris Louvre. CaDi~et des Desains ·(H.P.11 179). 

b. Nand "Chat de dos" (ll~tter). V/atercolour 155 x 99 mm. Paris Louvre • 
Cabinet des Deosins (R.F.11.176). 

6a. Manet "Luncheon in the Studio" 1869. State Gallery, 11unich. 

b. Manet "Les Cha.ts" 186t3, drawinp,-, black crayon, 128 x 97 mm. 

8. 

9. 

Paris Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins (R.l".30 380). 

Hokusai "100 ViE-'ws of Fuji" print showing Fuji and travellers. 

Hokusai "The eight-part brjdge Mihawa", print from the "1'leven 
Bridges" set. 

Manet "Trois }'emmes" lead, from Doulogne Sketch book. Paris Louvre. 
Cabinet des Dessins. 

10. Hokusai, Plate from Volume One of the Mangwa. 

11 • Nanet "Ane" Lead from Boulogne Sketchbook. PariS, Louvre, Cabinet 
des Dessins. 

11b. l'Ianet "Profile of 1va Gonsalves". 

12a. Manet "Dragonfly", libellule for "La :neuve" by Charles Cros,1874. 
53 x 58 em. 

b. Hokusai, Dra~onfly from the Mangwa Vol. One. 

c. Manet "La Mer" illustration for "La l"leuve", by Charles Cros 1874. 
84 x 1.40 mm. 

d. Hokusai Yndo views from the JVlangwa, Volume Ejf7ht. 

13a. Manet "l,a Montagne" illustration for "La Fleuve" by Charles Cros, 
1874. 78 x 95 mm. 

b. Hokusai "Snow of Mount Tsukuba" from the Manf,"W''l, Vol.Seve4f\, 

c. Manet "La:Haute VaTIee" illustration for "La Fleuve" by Charles 
Cros, 1874, 93 x 1.13 mm. 

d. Paysage Japonais, reproduction of a page from a Japanese print book 
in the ]urty collection. Chesneau, G.b.A. 1870. 

14. Kyosai. Studies of Crows, reproduced from Conder "}.yosai" , 
figs. 60,63,64. 

15. Manet "Le Corbeau et Taman 1875, autographic wa.sh 250 x 320 mm. 

16a. YJanet tiLe Corbeall" 1875, Clutographic wash 250 x 3;;0 mm. Ex libris 
of I:.:dgar Allan Poe "Le Corbeau" transla.ted by S. J.:alla rme , Paris, 
1875. 

b. Manet "Sous La Lampe", autographic wash. 275 x 375 mm. illustration for 
Hall arme 's tr8.ns 1 rl tion of Le Cor be!lu. 
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Illustration for l.'la.lJarm~'s trandaLi()o of I.e Cr)rbp.au. 

17b. l'1anet "La Cha.ise" 18'15. Auto(',Taphic wash; 290 x 276um:. Illustratjon 
fo:r- Mallarme's translation of 10 Corbcau. 

18. Legros "The Pit and the Pendulum". IllustratiDn to lo;d/lar Allan Poe's 
story of the saIlle title. 1862, V. and A. 

19a. }lanet. l!;x Libris for 3. jlJallJ.rrne "L'Apres Jvlidi d'un r'aune" (second 
edition 1887). 2.5 crus. x 2 cms. 

b. Hokusai, fJ;angwa, detail from Volume t 
c. lI1anet "1es Nymphs" illustration for G. Iv'allarme "L I Apres Nidi d 'un 

Faune" (second edit jon 1887). 3.5 x 2.3 em. 

d. Alcock 1863. Chapter XII. p.254. repr ociuction from Vol.One of 
Hokusai 's Mangwa. 

20. Manet"Nana" 1877. Kunsthalle.HaDlburg.60~" x 45~". 

21. Humbert, 1874, English ed.p.39. "The r~inishing Touch", 

22a Manet "Dans Ie Tub" 1878. 

22b. Sho Tel. Painting of bird on a brar,ch, inscribed "!fJ. Degas at a 
party" 1878(?). Sterling' and Francine Clark Art Institute. 

23. Hokueai "Intericr of a theatrt~" sj gr.ed Shunro C1794. 

24. Kunihiro "Scene from a production of th(·; play ~;:jl:aya" 1851-1835. 
V. and A. E5429 - 1886. 

25. Degas "Unc Religieuse" drawing for Le Ballet Hobert 1(') Diable.1871. 
V. and A. 

26a. Degas "The Duet" pastel. Hirsch collection, B:lsle, 1877.11.0 x 15.9 cm. 

b. Hokusai "Dackstage of the theatre at Sakaicho" from the book 
"Toto Mei:;;ho Ichiran" 1800. 

27a. Hokusai "Buddhist monks" detail from the Manf",rwa. 

b. Degas "Chanteuse de Cafe-Concert",pastel, 1878. Cambridge, Mass. 
Fogg Art. 51 x 41 cms. 

28. Toyaharu 1733-1814. "View of a dramatic performance at. the Three 
Theatres" C1800. 

29a. Degas "1e }o'oyer" 1872. Louvre, Paris. 

t. Hokusai Chuisineura, Act X.1790. 

30.1.. l;pgn.s "Le r0peti tj on de danse" 1877. Burrell collectlon, GlaGf70w. 
66 x 100 C;Jl3. 
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30b. liiroshig." "'i;>,wcn-whcel 011 :h'3.C(j" 10")7, p.110 fyom "'n(~W:J of F8.rn0US 
Placf's in 010." 

31. DeGas "'l'wo cirmcer3 praetisin~~" 18,{6, urawing (), 1 'essence. 4f3 x 63 ern. 
FR~is, private collection. 

3::'). De~~as "Dancers" 1876-77. 'POF';{!; Art Museum" Camr"ridp;e r,'!ass. 

33~. Gonse 1883, p.:>fu reproduction of Hokusai t part of a makimono showing 
dancers. 

b. Gonse,883,p.e>71,reproduced in part of a colour print by Hokusai, 
showine dancers. 

34. Degas "Ecole de Danse" 1876. New York, private collect jon 1\3 x J7 ems. 

35. Degas "The Hussian Ballerinas", 1909 (Bro\t'se) ~tockholm, ti 3 x 53 crr.s. 

36a. Hokusai "Tokiwa sacrificing herself to the tyrant Kiyornori, her 
husband's murderer". in Vol.Nine of the Fiangwa. 

b. Degas "Artiste dans son atelier" 1873. Oil. H.O.41.L.O.27. 
Paris, private collection. 

37. Humbert 1871. "Le bain Japonais" 

38. Kuniyoshi "Ama dressing her hair on thf' sea-shore" C18t1-3. 
V. and A. ~11188 - 1886. 

39. 1I0kusai. Drawing' of bathers from f-1ang"tla Vol.'l'welve. 

40. Hokusai. Detail of drawing of l>a thers from 1t..1.nr;,wa volume ene. 

41. Dee-as. "tude drying hc!rselfUFastcl, Courtauld Jnstitute Galleries, 
London, 68 x J9 ems. 

42. Degas "Le Client" Nonotypc, black ink, 8 7/11; x G.~- inches. 

43. Hokusai ~tudies of fat people, from the l'iangwa., Volume ~;i(';ht. 

44. Gonse 188,3, p.306. Reproduction of Zeishen "A.ir,1e EJe mirant dans 
un cascade" two paintings from the S.Binr,- Collection. 

45a. Degas "Two Women" monotype - black ink. Museum of Fine Arts, Bo~ton 
8 7/16 x ,11 i inches. 

b. Hokusai. "The ecstatic moment." _.j. 
, I 

46. Gonse 1883, ,_, Photograph of a Japanese jvory e<1uestrian group 
in the 60nse collection! 

47.Degas "Horse with Jockey" bronze cast, location unknown, 94" high. 

48. : Thf're is no .illustration 48. 

4j. Dr:gas "Dancer ready to dance,,'location unknown, 2~" hif,'h. 

,)CJ. "Siva Vinadhara" bronze, Indian eleventh century 25 inches high. 
Musee Guimet, faTis. 



51. Hir()s~,ie7P 1I[>;iya" ~)tation ;12 of Hiroshio)t;:: uprir:h~. [;()rips of views 
of the 1~kaido road (lU5~). 

52a. ~1onet "Hydp Fark", 1871, J.1useum of Art, Rhode Islar,r] Scbool of 
Dp.sign, Providence U.S.A. 41 x 74 em. 

b. Honet."Green Park". 1871. Philadelphia I1useum of Art, U.S.A.· 
34 x 72.5 em. 

53. Audsley 1885. Section I Plate V " The ~eerl.8s Mount~i •• " 
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54. Hokusai "rrhe Barrier of rUst" double page from the T'lanp:wa, Vol. Seven. 

55. Hokusai. Studies of trees from the 11angwa, Vol.Four. 

56. Tsuba, showing wave motif, bronze and silver, Liverpool City 
Museum collection. 

57a. Humbert, b'ngli.sh ed.1874,p.144. "Le Tats-rnakl ou dragon des typbons". 

b. Hegamey 1878, Title Page. 

c. Alcock 1878, figs. 46, 47, 52, illustrations of rocks derived from 
Japanese prints. Similar illustrations appeand in the Art Journal 
in 1876. 

58. Hiroshigf~ liThe sea shore at Izu" from the series 36 Views of l''uji, 
1852. V. and A. E1431-1910. 

59. Monet "La Manneporte" 1883. Metropolitan Nuseum, Nr;w York. ?5~ x 32". 

60. Hokusai "Cav/) of the three Dei ties near Shimoda" left h;md page of 
a two paRe study from the Ma.n{.:"Wa, Volume One. 

61. Monet "Hecks at Jlellr. Ile" Painted 1886, lushkin J.1useum,25~ x 31t:". 

62. Hiroshig~ "W,we at Satta Point" print from the "36 Views of Fuji" 
series 1859. 

63. l'lonet."Poplars on the Epte" 1890. Tate Gallr!"'!, London 35 x 281". 

64. Hokusai "Travellers on the 'l'okaido Hoa.d at Hodogaya" print from 
the 36 Views of Fuji. 

65. Hiroshige "Kameido Tenjin - ~Jistaria at r,ameido 'I'emple" print from 
hundred views of Yedo.185G. 

66. Humbert, liItlish ed. 1674, p. 267 t "i::ntrance to the Garder.s of 
J1yaski", Yeddo. 

67. Hanet "Water Lilies" undated. r-iustc j':armottan, Faris. 

h8. G •• n 1883 pI94 "PaYI58,t;e par Sesshiu" BiDg collecti ••• 

69. Pennell, p. \t~, Phr)tograph of .... ~histler in his P<l.ris ~tudio in the 
1890's. 



70. Whistler "On the BaJcony" oil, 1867-8, .£<'recr Collection, 
Washin~ton, U.S.A. 61.4 x 48.8 cm. 
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71. Hokusa.i "l-'uji from th(~ Pagoda of the 500 Rakans, Yedo", from the 
'l'hirty-six Views of Fuji (1823-1829). As reproduced in S.Bing 1899. 

72. Whistler "~tudy" li thograph 18~5, Sri tish I"luseum. 

73. Albert Moore "A Summer Night", 1890, · ..... alker Art Gallery,Liverpool. 

74. Hiroshige "Taisha in mist, Izumo Province" 1854-56 from the views 
of sixty-odd provinces. 

75. Hiroshige "Moon, maple and waterfall" no date. British Museum. 
Size 15 in. x 6~ in. 

76. Thompson 1878. Illustrations of blue and white porcelain by Whistler. 

77a. Hokusai "Mannenba.shi bridge" double page study from the 100 Views 
of Fuji 1834-35. V. and A. 

78. Hiroshige "Fireworks over Riogoku Bridge" from the Hundred Views of 
Yedo.1858. British Museum. . 

79. Audsley and Bowes 1875, nate X. 

80a. Whis tIer Shutters from the Peacock Room 1877, F'reer Gallery, 
Washington, U.S.A. 

b. Hiroshige "Peacock and Peony Flowers". 

81a. Whistler Shutters from the Peacock Room 1877. F'reer Gallery, 
Washington, U.S.A. 

b. Audsley ·(··-{,,-~t G~tOe..D /9,7S-- /'"-::,:0. ~/ ',1_ S~"u_,J'<\4\. i=~ cu..O .. Lt.Q. 

82. Utamaro "Utamaro painting a Ho-o bird in one of the Green Houses" 
two pages from "Annals of the Green Houses" 1804. 

83. Yriarte reproduction of a drawing for "Deux enfants dans un Salon 
Japonais" in the Goyena collection. 

84. Tissot. "The Bridesmaid" 1882. Leeds City Gallery. 58 x 40 inches. 

85. Sharaku. Last scene of "Katsurayawa t..ruki no omoide" 1794. 
B.M. 1909-06-18-55. 

86. Stevens "La V1si te" 1869, present location unknown. 

87. Stevens "La Psyche" 1872 (?) present location unknown. 

88. Stevens "Les Visiteuses" 1878(1) present location unknown. 

89. Stevens "Visite a l'atelier" 1888 present location unknown. 

90. Stevens "La I>'iasque Japonais 1875-1880, present location unknown. 

Si1. 3tevens "L'Automne et l'Hiver" from Les Quatre Saisons, present 
location unknown. 



93. 

94. 

95. 

1874-5 (?) present location unknown. 

I ' 

ComClTnL. "Portrai t de M) If! Achille l"ould" Salon de 1883, present 
location unkno\fll. 

See Section II, Illustration 41b. 

Jul('s Adeline, frontispiece to Henri Beraldi "Les Graveurs du 
XIX1eme siccle", Paris, 1885. 
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96a-e. G. Bigot. Prints from IICroquis Japonais ll 1886. V. and A. Print Hoom. 

9{. G.Bigot, print from "Le Jour de l'An au Japon" 1890's. V. and A. 
}Jrint Room. 

98. Cover of catalogue of the exhibition of Alfred East's pictures of 
Japan. Pine Art Society, 1890. 

99. Alfred East "Lake Biw!l" 1889.V. and A. 

99b. Alfred East tlO Ume San, l1iss Plum Blossom, "18t39. fresent location 
unknown. 

100. M. Menpes tiThe Giant Lantern" 1886-87, present location unknown. 

" 101. M.Menpes "The Red CUrtain 1886-7, present location unknown. 

102. M. Menpes "The Daughter of the Sunil 1886-7, present location unknown. 

103. M. Menpes liThe Child and the Umbrella" 1886-7, present location unknown. 

1 • i" 104. H. Krafft "Jeune Fil e ",apona se ,photo 1881\. 

105. M.f'lenpes IINews" , 1886-7. 

" 106a. "Baby and Baby 1886-7, no present location. 

106b. "Bnby and llaby" etching, V. and A. Pdnt Hoom. 

107. M. Iv'ienpes IIProcession of Archers", 1896. present location unknown. 

108. Page from Nenpes "A Letter from Jar·anll - Studio. 

109. M. Nenpes. Group of pottery painted in Japan. 1896. 

11Oa-e. Photographs of Nenpes' House, 25, Cadogan Gardons 
a) Entrance Hall. 
b) Drawing Hoom. 
e) Dining Room. 

111a. A. Lang, Illustration IV "A storm fiend". 

b. Arthur Hughes. Illustration from "At the back of the North Wind", 
,Stranahan, 1871. 

111c. W. Crane. Erontispiece and title page for "'.-Jait for the End" by 
~~rk Lemon, London 1866. 

112. W.Crane. Illustration from the Fairy Ship, 1869. 



113a.Hokus;1.i "I-ii0t>;j,Q rich ITlerchants", two page study from the Hant,'Wa, 
Vo lurne 'Pen. 

b. Humbert, English od. 1874, p.342. Ilcproduetion of 113a. 

c. Kunisato. Print containing 64 studies of human characters with thp. 
heads of mice C1855, from the Burges Album 1862. Appendix F. 

d. Mitford, 1871. Okade-. "The Ape and the Crab". 

·114. Walter Crane, Aladdin 1875. "Aladdin sees the P:.-incess" V. and A. 
Library. 

115. \Ialter Crane. Aladdin, 1875. "'l'he Death of the Wizard", V. and A 
Library. 

116. Pages from J1arcus Ward's Japanese .Picture Stories "Aladdin and the 
Wonderful Lamp, V. and A. Libr~ry. 

117. Pages from Marcus Ward's Japanese Picture Stories "Aladdin and the 
Wonderful Lamp". 

II8a-. "Netizumi no Yorae-ir1." KobUllsba' 15 fairy talew e 1895. 

119&-c "Kachi Kachi Yama " Kobul1sna's fairy tales cI89~ 

120. Hokusai, print C1820. "Dream of the Fisherman's ' .. /iffl". 

121. Rops "Initiation Sentimentale" print. 
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122. Kunisada "The Ghostly Lover" two pages from Y.aichu. Kagami (A Pocket 
Mirror) C1809. 

123. Van Gogh liLa Segatori", Oil, 18B7, Am3terdarn.Rijksm·J.seum Vincent 
Van Gogh 55.5 x 46.5 ems. 

124. Van Gogh "Portrai t of P~re 'J1anguy", oil, 1887, Rodin MUGeum, Pari s 
92 x 75 em. 

125. Van Gogh. "Portrait of Pere Tanguy" 1887. Sta.vros Niarchos collection, 
h" y "1 f'm. 

Followrnj by key an« .iscussion of the prints in the backgroun«. 
126. Van Gogh "Fere Tanguy" drawinc 188',. Amsterd::un. Rijkmuseum Vincent 

Van GO~l 21.5 x 13.5 ems. 

127. Van Gogh "Japonaiserie, The bridee in the l1ain" (after Hiroshige), 
oil, 1887. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum. Vincent Viln Go..,.h.73 x 54 ems. 

128. Van Gogrl."Japonaiserie, the r'lowering Plum Tree" (after Hiroshige). 
oil 1887, Amsterdam. Rijksmuseum, Vincent Van Gogh 55 x 46 cms. 

129. Van GOl3'h "JaponaJserie Oiran" (after Kesai Ycisen.) 1887. Amsterdam. 
Hijksmu~;eum. Vincent 'Inn Gogh. 105 x 61 cms. 

130. Cover of double issue of Paris Illustr{No.45/46 "1e Japon", j/jay, 

11386, Bri ti.:>h :':useum Colindale. 



131. Van GO",il "::';elf portrai t wi th a Japanese Print" Collection Ebile 
Dreyfus, Basle 44 x 35 ems. 

132. Van Gogh "Still life, Fri tillaires in a copper vase", 1887, Paris 
Louvre. 73.5 x 60.5 cms. 

133. Hokusai "Dragon fly and Kikyo flowers" print. One of the eeries 
of "Large Flowers" Eri Ush l\luseum. 

134. Van Gogh "Still life, Vase with Carnations" oil, 1886. NeW' York. 
Mrs. Charles B. Murphy collection 46 x 38' cms. 

! r /. C - . ! . T'- . '. e \\ 
V eu\..,..... 0-c-c~) ~ . ,1t.U Ll. ~c WL Lt \ "T) "1....(. tC.c.-) cu,,-d c. j'\.f~·~~) 
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Van Gogh ''Mussels and Prawns" Oil, Amsterdam Rijksmuseum, Vincent 
Van Gogh, 27 x 34 ems. 

137.Van Gogh "Montmarte" 1887, oil. Art Institute of Chicago. 44 x 33.5 cms. 

138. Van Gogh "Wheatfield" 1887 oil. Amsterdam Rijksmuscum. Vincent Van 
Gogh. 54 x 64.5 ems. 

139. Van Gogh "VieW' of Hontmarte" 1887, oil. Amsterdam. Stedelijk Museum. 
96 x 120 cms. 

140. Hokusai "Fuji from Umedawa in the Soshu Province" one of the 
Thirty Six VieW's of Fuji. 

141. Van Gogh "Paris Street", 1087 oil. Mercion, Pennysylvania, the Barnes 
Foundation, 465. x 54 ems. 

142. Delacroix "Christ of the Lake of Gennesaret", 1853, Private 
collection. 

143. Hokusai "HolloW' of the Deep sea Wave off Kanagawa" one of the 
Thirty Six vieW's of Mount Fuji. 

144a. Van Gogh "Path through a field with willoW's" oil, 1888, present 
location unknown, 31 x 38.5 ems. 

b. Van Gogh Sketch from Letter 221 dated July 21, 1882 "Rhine Landscape". 

145. Detail of background or illus.124 - Portrait of Tanguy. 

146. Van Gogh "VieW' of ArIes" oil 1888. Amsterdam. RijksUluseum. Vincent 
Van Gogh. 54 x 65 ems. 

147. Van Gogh "Pear Tree in Blossom" oil, 1888. Amsterd-'3.m Rijksmuseum. 
Vincent Van Gogh. 73 x 46 ems. 

148. Van Gogh. Sketch from Letter no. B3. 

149. Detail of background of illus.24. Portrait of Pere Tanb'UY. 

150. Van Gogh "Branch of an Almond Tree in Blossom", oil, 1890. Amsterdam. 
lUjksmuseum.Vincent Van Gogh, 73 x 92 ems. 



151. Van Go~.h. "~oat.c' on the Bf'ar.h '1\; ~~;1intp.s Maries", Oil. Arr.stcr.dam. 
1889. RiJkmlluseum, Vincf'nt Van Gogh. 64.5 x 131 ems. 
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152, Van Gogn. "Boats at :";aintps MarinR", waterco]our. Berlin. Bernhavel 
Kohler. 3~ x ~4 ern. 

153. Van Gogh "Street at ~:iaintes Maries" 1888. Reed Pen. New York. 
Museum of Modern Art. 

154. Van Gogh "Landscape near Mont rna,jour", pen, reed and bln.ck cha.lk. 
1888.British Museum No.1968-2-10-20. 49 x 61 ems. 

155. Bing, Artistic Ja.pan.Volume One. May 1888 •• 
Reproduction of Hiroshige's "Vicw of Lake l314va". 

155b. Hokusai "Bridge of boats at Sano" print from the series "Views of 
Famous Bridges". 

156. Van Gogh "Harvest at La Crau" detail, oil.1888. Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum 72.5 x 92 cms. 

157. Van Gogh "The Crau at ArIes. Peach Trees in Blossom", oil, 1888. 
Courtauld Institute Galleries 65.5 x 81.5 ems. 

158. Van Gogh "Boats being unloaded on the Rhone", oil,1888, Essen, 
Folkwang Museum. 55 x 66 cms. 

159. Van Gogh "River with Two Boats", Pen, reed pen and ink. 1888. 
New York. Miss Edith Wetmove. 48 x 62.5 ems. 

160. Hokusai "The timber-yard, Tat ekawa , Honjo" print,one of the 
series "Thirty six Views of Fuji". 

161. Van Gogh "The Sower", oil 1888. Amsterdam Rijksrnuseurn. V.incent Van 
Gogh 32 x 40 cms. 

162. Van Gogh '''fhe Sower", oil, 1888. Zurich. E.G. Buhrle collection. 
73.5 x 93 cms. 

163. Van Gogh drawing from letter to Thea. 

163b. :B'i.~ "A.rtistic Japa_." Plate AIC. 

164. Van Gogh~ drawing of a fly.from Letter 506. 

165. Drawing of grasses (Japanese), facsimile illustration to the second 
issue of Artistic Japan, June 1888. 

166. Van Gogh. "Green fields near St. Remy" , oil, 1890. Navodni Galleries, 
Prague. 73.5 x 92.5 ems. 

167. S. Bing. ,Artistic Japan. Second volume, June 1888. Heproduction of 
"Pinks" by Runpo. 

168a. VA.n Gogh "Ears of ~.'heat", oil, 1890. Arnsteru:1m Ri.jksmuseum. 
Vincent Van Go{;h. 64.5 x 47 ems. 

16bb. Van Gogh. DrR.wings of whAat. from Letter 643. 



16,). Van Cn~~l1, or;i\·;[r'l< or j.l]lls.1.'1 in lcttr:r 646. 

170. Van Gogh "Girl standine- ar~ajnst background of wheat", oil, W90. 
\ .... ashin,~t.on Nationa.l Gallery of Art, 66 x 45 cms. 

171a. Van Gogh "Peasa.nt Woman", oil, 1£190. Berne. Prof. II.H. Hahnloser., 
92 x 73 ems. 

b. Van Gogh "Peasant Woman", Black chalk, washed, 1885. Otterlo. 
Rijksmuseum. Kroller Muller. 52.5 x 43.5 ems. 

c. V<ln Gogh "Branches of Periwinkle" (?). Blrt.ck chalk, brush and ink. 
1890. Amsterd;un. nijksrnus£·urn. Vincent van Gogh. 47.6 x 40 cms. 

173. Artistic Japan. Volume 0 hi E Nargin illuntratj on reproducing 
a drawing of "llindweed" by IIokusai. 

174a. Artistic Japan, second issup, platp. reproducing a pr.int of crabs 
by Hokusai. 

b. Gonse, 1883, p.106 Bronze crab in Cernuschi collection. 

1 ()? 1 

175. Van Gogh "Two crabs" oil. Present location unknown. ·17 ems x 61 ellls. 

176. Van Goc,h "Sunflowers", oil. Tate Gallery 93 x 73 cms. 

177. Van Gogh "Irises", oil, private collection, New York. 71 x 93 ems. 

178. Artistic Japan, volume page q • Marginal illustmtion 
reproducing a drawing of irises by Hokusai. 

179. Van Gogh. Drawing of sketch book from I,r>ttf'r 4'.)2. 
~ 

180. Hokusai • Drawing for an illu::tration to on0 of thE' "::undred po()mn 
explained by the nurse". 

181. Hokusai. "j'~ountain f:-ont and pine tree". (L J. 

1e2. Van Goeh "La Mousm~" oil, 188e, ;h~hini:ton National Gr:l.llery of Art, 
74 x 60 ems. 

/ 
183. Van Gogh "La l'lousme" l)('n and reed. pen. New York. Paul M.Hirschland. 

31. 5 x 24 ems. 

184. Van Gogh "La Mousme". Pencil, pen a.nn reed pen. t';oscow, f'ushkin 
Museum. 32.5 x 24.1 c~s. 

185. Van Gogh "L' Arlf'sienne" 1 F:8G. l~ew York I-:etropoli tan ;'·lu::wum of Art. 
90 x 72 ems. 

186. Artistic Japan. Second volume. June 1bSe. Reproduction of "Uzukomo lt 

by Kalgetsud0 Nonorubu • 

. 187. P. Loti "Harlamr Chrysantherne" , IJaris, 1888. frontispip.ce. 

HH.1. Van Go{",h "Self Portrait as a Bonze", oil, 18G8. Poe:e i.rt r-':useum 
Cambridge Massachusetts. 62 x 52 ems. 



1R}. Van Gogh ":;Plf 1 ortra.it wi :'1 i1 :ian(h(r,ed Ear", oil, 18i)d. Courtcnld 
lnsti btp, (.0 x :t<J cms. 

19030. Sato Tarokiyo "Geishas in a l3ondscap~, late ninpteenth century. 

190b. Tayens30i Yoshimara "Girls in a boat", late ninetAcnth century. 

191. Van Gogh "A Starry Night", 1889, oil, Huseum of fi:odern Art, New 
York, 73 x 92 ems. 

191b. Van Gogh "The Guarry" oil, 1889. Otterlo. P.1jksnluseum, Kroller Muller, 
72 x 92 ems. 

191c. 
rllB 

GOl\se 1883,. "Paysages j'apres Issai." 

192. Van Gogh "Portrait of Dr. Gachet" 1890. Paris, Louvre. 

193. Hokusai "The Laughing Hannya" print, no date. 

194. r~nse 1883, p.165 Statuettp. de Dhama, Cernuschi eol18ction. 

195. Gonse, 1883, p.320 Oudzoume, Porte Bouquet. Gonse collection. 

196 
, 

Roiln "Balzac." 1897 Musee .t1oiln ,Paris. 

197. Gonse 1883 ~165 "DharJI&. " 


